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WISCONSIN & IOWA FARMER, 
ot AND ‘ 

NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 
VOL. v. JANESVILLE, WIS., JANUARY, 1853. NO. 1 

PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY ries,—facts, which have been, or may. he, demon« MARK MILLER. strated to be of real service to the most humble’ ———— cultivator of the soil) When we tell you that = al be “twenty-five. bushels. of flax seed” can be rais- Pineenety en ttenesmoncfores ans] CLD AS Ay of hr one handed the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | and fifty of Indian corn,—or that pork can be. a feemen oe Withthevolume. Back numbers supplied | page for two cents a pound, we will, give | lyon the rods operandi by which it may To Our Patrons anil the Public. be done. 
1b is now, four years since we commenced the] _ As we have remarked before, we do not bet publication of the Wiscoxsiy ax lowa.Far-| lieve in'literal book-farming—that mere book- MER, andson, entering upon the fifth volume we knowledge alone will render men good farmers, desire to-address a few. words to its patrons and | °F Teliable instructors; but we contend thatitis to the public,—a goodly number of whom have | absolutely meateagaiite successful prosecu- ‘been with us from the beginning, and to whom | tion of the busin ‘agriculture—that the» We would-acknowledge our hearty obligations | 2ature of the materials with which they* have for their generous support—for their kindness | to do—the capabilities and deficiencies of the and forbearancein excusing our manifold short-| soil, and how it may be improved—the proper comings... ; .-> rotation of crops—the right application of ma- -it has eyer been our wish, to make this Jour- nures, &c., should all be well undérstood: by the nal.an efficient medium of communication, be-} “lords of the soil? When thisisthe case, and’ . tweenthe Farmers of the Northwest,—to adapt | whatever is learned isreduced to practice, and it.to their wants,—in fine, to make. it sueh| they are in the field, not dniy to superintend, & compendium of knowledge as would be cal | but‘to work with their own hands; tliey canndt culated to aid them in. their Heayen-ordained | fail of becoming efficiént farmers, ‘proper teach- "jf, Vocation... We would invite you, and earnestly / ers, and successful in the business which they: desire, that you make this Paper still more =| have chosen. In the words of the lamented” medium-of convenient intereourse—for.a- free Norroy, “to ‘fit practice to theory is one thing, interchange of opinions,—thus imparting and | and to fit theory to practice is an entirely dis- reeeiving instruction from each other’ experi-j tinct, more useful, and successful business.” ence. The utility and value ofan agricultural} We are continually receiving assurances of thé paper depends in a great measure upon thecon-} acceptability of our J ournal, from the friends tributions of the many. It can scarcely be ex~| of agriculture in every quarter, within’ the pected, that a knowledge of the beat and most range of its circulation j and who have brought approved: modes of culture of all crops, can. he| us under many obligations for’ the substantial 4 concentrated:in any one mind, ‘“ aid they have rendered usin yarious ways.— Our aim. is to assist in the diffusion of useful) We are truly grateful for'the extent of patron. knowledge. We shall endeavor. to conyey., to| age secured through the efforts of faithful — the minds of the readers of this Journal, as full] and also ‘for the courtesy of our Breruren of and complete information ‘on, all, the Various | the Press, in calling public attention to oun’ ‘branches of gricultural science and: domestic | humble sheet. ° In return for these tokens of. economy, wwe may possess,or cancollaterom confidence, we feel bound to renew our ffor CH jPorkBot thoroughly practical writers, —keeping. +>to labor with ‘incrensed diligence, and: a wil- FY ‘ing SW:86.we ever have done, usefal facts and, ling mind—thatwe'may give to our patrons aii) |prsctioal resulis, rather thon speculative theo Paper, more:thin ever; worthy: of their -cond- |) pRiBOw rods 38 tang od) ni haiw sai vub asheiwl oF Liaw zaifft 
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2 WISCONSIN FARMER AND Jamar 
dence and support. We shall spare no _mthns For the Wi e hole 

within our reach, to make the Sager one of French Merino Sheep- 

the best Agricultural Papers of \gg@e day; and M — 

may We not counton the continugg assistance of 2 Mies I intended to have dropped 

its friends, to further extend its circulation ?-- 7 4; a line ere this, principally to inform you 

Let every one of its present subscribers consid- iE the =— a Wisconsin, generally, that 

| er himself an active agent, and solicit his more her ponaee eee aay ae 

tardy neighbors te join him in makinglupaclub, | Messrs, Hall & Kemp, Gai "6 qe y the 

or in enlarging one already formed. With a P) Gaines, Orleans Co, N. 

ae ree i c Y., and which you were pleased to term “As 
e effort of this kind our list of subscribers | 516 » fellow as § 

might be doubled or trebled. This may be you ever saw in a sheep-fold.” 

done with trifling inconvenience to them- i also "have purchasedig (year old ewe of 

selves, while it would placein our hands mate- sire os together with some half-bloods 

rial aid. of asuperior order. You hoped these sheep 

——— - would be retained in this State, and four of the 

Suggestion for the New Year- 5 full-bloods are. HH. V. Prentice, Esq. of 

How many farmers, as well as others, find Genesee, Waukesha Co, having secured 2 of 

ccsgcaaea ny efslip misedicon tnitieelcd enloala:| Pree on ne Shae Uae waren ee Pe 

tions when they come to close up the old year! ee weeks and I can assure you, that 

‘They owe more than they expected and have after running in my clover lots and getting over 

ic val cxsensoansdbiathtoenaesiedonhl tec er of the journey, they make an in- 

thus they are doubly disappointed. They are fapenting: appearance; especially along side some 

consequently disheartened, and instead of wel- Hoosier ewes 1 then ‘hed in my possession and 

coming in “the glad New Year,” they would which were called very good sheep. 1 rather 

put far away its coming. How can this evil, oie that it would excite my combativeness a 

for it is a sore one, be done away with? Sim- little for any wap to offer to sell me any more of 

ply by keeping an account of matters, First this last kind. By the way, can any one give 

g0 immediately to the Book Store and buy you usachapter on the comparative hordiness of 

@ memorandum book, or what is nearly as good, eae and fine ‘wool sheep, as tested in Wiscon- 

and more economical, fold a few sheets of paper sin? 1 recollect having seen an article in the Pa- 

into a small form—put a cover on it—attach to tent Office reports, communicated from Geneva, 

ita pencil—put the whole establishment into Wis, stating a case where two kinds (coarse 

your pocket and carry it with you as sedulous- and fine,) —_ together, and fared alike; the 

ly as you would a pocket pistol or a life pre- odds was decidedly in favor of the fine. 

server; and be as sure to put down every item My own experience was to the same result, 

of debt and credit, as you would to load your I had a fiock of some 60 ewes—some 40, coarse 

pistol or inflate your life preserver. Remem- enough in all conscience—the residue, different 

ber this is your only safety. This is the only aeprece te trot halt #rench and 

preserver from the evils to which too many of Spanish, to half Sponish and Native. There 

us become heirs at Jaw. Many farmers keep was one rule without an exception, 1 believe — 

no accounts with the merchant, blacksmith, or ‘The finest were the strongest, and came through 

shoemaker, and the doctor is always suffered to the winter in the best eondition. And whyshould |}, 

charge adlibitum. "Tis thus the farmer knows | they not? If a man were to choose between 

nothing of his indebtedness till the fatal day of| *W° coats—one, a fine thick heavy article, the }} 

settlement. Farmers, keep your own accounts,| ther, # coarse thin slazy or light article, it'}}’ 

You can then, at any time, tell what are your would require no very great or unusual eagac- 

obligations, and if you have,as you should, ity to determine the nature of the choice. And 

kept an account of your proceeds you will know yet, men calling themselves human, have told 

your ability to discharge those obligations, and | ™? that my fine wooled heavy fleeced sheep, 

that, without the legal advice of the squire. | Were ae because they wih not hardy 

ee en r our rigorous winters. Nonsense— 

Frour,—The receipts of flour at Dunkirk, erwenpaaend fellows with their leggin? 

N. ¥,, average 10,000 barrels per day, which| 6, ‘must have had some ideas of western life, 

is twice the capacity of the railroad to send especially the crossing our prairies in o cold 

"petro winter day, the wind in the west, or they would 
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1853, NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. 3 
never have come to us thus “accoutred.” May } $7 705 greiuc $34: 26; hay, $48 00; cost per 

be these ideas were deat inte their heads, with | annum, $%--95. 
the four feet snows and six months winters of| We commence with first rate farm horses at 
the Green Mountain State—“The ster that | four years old ana continue until fourteen, or || never sets.” But enough. I may have drawn | ten years time and with the oxen the same time, || this fine wool out too far already for the dura- | and all kept inas liberal a manner as farmers | 
bility of the cloth. I close by saying, that if| generally keep their horses and :nuch better | 
the services of his woolly majesty are wanted by | than they generally keep their oxen. Let us 
you for that sheep Mr. Hall sent you, they areat | NOW 800 how the account stands. | 
your disposal. He will be at my brother’s, Mr,| Keeping of one pair of horses at $132 25 per | 
E.F. Weld, near Palmyra, in afew days, if | year, - : - - $1322 50 
that would be more convenient to you. I in, Shoeing at 12 dolls, per annum 120 00 
tended to-have taken her home with me from hie 
the Fair, but she was taken away during my Total $1442 50 . 

absence. F.D. Wexp. Keeping one yoke oxen 10 years at 
Greenfield, Nov. 19, 1859. $89 95 per year - $899 50 —— Fe RW wie ees Shoeing at 5 dollars per annum 50 00 

Comparison between etme Horse for Total $949 50 
Agricultural Labor, Oxen worth for beef =~. $80 00 In this utilitarian age in which such advan- | leaving the cost of the ox labor for ten 

ces are made in the speed with which we can | years - - - - $869 50 
transport our products to market, over any| Horses worth at the end of ten years 

| mode known to our ancestors of the 17thor 18th, | say . : . - $125 00 centuries, and in which all our business move- | leaving the cost of horse labor for same 
ments are actuated by the widely spread thirst | time : : - + $1317 50 
for gold, should we not examine how it may be| Balance in favor ofoxen $448 00 saved as well as made? If we can abridge the} The cost of shoeing oxen can be entirely dis- amount of expense and all uther things remain | pensed with unless used upon the road, which 
thesame, it is equivalent to saving that amount, | Would make the balance in favor of oxen near- or to making it. The labors of the farm are | er 500 dollars ; enough to buy a farm in a new 
principally carried on with horses ; oxen it is country. Now, so far as the amount of labor true are kept on some farms, but asa general | performed by the horses over that performed rule the horse is used in the labors of the ficld. | by the oxen being equal to the extra time con- That the ox is the most economical for use so | sumed in grooming the horses, we will call it far as keeping is concerned none will deny.— | equal—and then one ox team stands $500 in That he is more valuable in old age when unfit | advance of the horses. ‘That the comparison is for labor is also true. That he is capable of}a fair one we are confident ; that the ability of performing as much agricultural labor as the | the oxen to perform is fully equal to what we horse, any one will be convinced of, who will | have stated we are also confident. Oxen of fair try the experiment with a good yoke of oxen | sizeand age and taken care of as above stated and give them one half the grain, when at work | when working in the same field with horses will which would usually be fed toa pair of work | be found fully equal to them at all kinds of horses. How many horses are there whose work, and quite another team from the weak 
value is three-fourths diminished at twelve | and half starved oxen fed on hay, unhoused and years old; the ox at that age is worth for beef] uncared for which we usually find among our more than at six years old, Let usinstitute a farmers, especially when they have s pair or comparison. A pair of good farm horses are| two of horses. They cannot afford to take care Worth say 200 dollars; harness 25; making | of the oxen, as the horses need the grain and $225; interest one yearat 7 per cent. $15 75;| hay, and straw will do for the oxen. What | grain, 12 qts. each perday at 2 shillings, $68 50 ; | would a horse team be worth with such care? hay 8 tonsat six doliars per ton, $48 00; cost not as much as the oxen, and the tanner would Per annum, $132 25. Oxen, yokeand chain, | speedily have their hides ‘The docility of the 

410 dollars; interest one year at 7 per cent, | ox is not inferior to the horse. He can be train-
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ed with as little careto work alone among hoe-| Jet it remiain until wish to use it. This 

ing crops with the cultivator or drag. Persons } mode is not only the’safest, from the fact that 

‘unaccustomed to train young steers would be! every piece in the barrel is penetrated equally 

astonished to find them quite ready to mind the } and at once; but it gives a peculiar brittle ten- 

word of command after'a few ‘short lessons of | derness and fine flavor, unequalled by any oth- 
anhour each. Taken at four weeks old a pair } er process. Try it. i 

of calves can be learned to perform all the move- Foote Broct-—Pariners lode ‘muck By ik- 

ments ofoxen at the word of command after a jva:ciously feeding grain. Hogs will fatten 
dozen lessons. They never forget’ their early much faster on less grain in warm weather, 
5 : ? 

Sead “a ort —* than in cold. Hence there is two-fold loss; more. 

% a feed in the same length of time, and more time 

Tee hundreds of migerable horses now “de- to accumulate the same amount of heft. The 
-youring the products-of the country could well Joss is &till greater on cows, which in m 

. ‘be replaced by.as'many oxen which would be inititatil'ave foroka to tids's stera‘and toes _ 

available without much loss when their labors ing winter, long and drear. They require 

oa ees a ey eee peer food, give less milk, and the milk they do give 
dollars which is now no better than sunk in a poorer quality ; the animal much more liable 

the ocean. Being an ardent lover of the horse, to di a eset ; bat.if by. chance, she 

we-cannot be other than an advocate for him as escapes them all, she is so ively of little 

farastruth will admit; but we must confess we value the ensuing season than she would have 
would prefer to drive a fine yoke of oxen rather Besa kept in condition. ‘No one‘perhaps, 

than an ordinary or poor pair of horses. --Bro- iafsteKes Led gay in this respect’ than the 

ther farmer, ty the experiment and we agers flock-master, who starves his sheep ia ae, | 

to say you will form a better opinion of the “la- ana’ differs them’ to’ yooh’ and’ pidle a seanty 

pa cane canis zen eee feed in autumn and in early winter, and leaves 

* eee AMES \ them all exposed to prairie winds, and then 

: For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | trusts to a little grain in dead of winter to re- 

Pork Tubs and Preserving Pork. cuscitate them and prevent untimely’ death— 

Marx Murr, Esqo—Dear Sir: Iam ap- ‘What, though perchanceamidst the odds against 

prised hat a large proportion of park tha ie a Team progeny. which thers I 
reared ie igs slo ini ng IPE RTI but one chance in ten to raise, and if raised 
of causes, I therefore give a few hints through - 

: : ~-, | worth but one-tenth what it should be. The 
the medium of your paper, (if indeed you think bits ard ees ich de déettall de bat hal? 

them worth publishing.) respecting that invalu- ae S aoa aet ha Tet nae 
able article which should be found in a perfect- os a, é “tina ‘und Da 16 es latteiea 

ly pure state upon e' farmer’s tabl ns 
fi Hy ee vie pies. at that it can be put in no saleable shape, and the 

Me a ning. 94 tag bolt, 3 fete andl = cee a ae Keep: Tet an fe 
20.inches top. A tub for a small family can be a tee - Ti pn ey . 

: in smaller proportions, This taper is sufficient Seca du Lac, Dee. 8, 52. ! rare 
to hold each layer in its proper place, and fre- ioe - 

i quently to the lust piece in the layer, which sie nrnbacte acne 
its risi i; Frrexp Mutxe:—I wish to enquire through 

prevents its rising and rusting. ; ahha 
i In packing, I haye but one rule as to. quanti- the oe eatdiny Soe bi where 

: ity of salt; that is to be sure to put in enough. Saket wiite . sa aeg dn tibet aes. 

As soon as the animal heat has subsided, and aa ef a in Oey és ene) Hogs, 

while in a pliable state, 1 pack each layer close, ma rae et x ord 

; and press them snug together, covering the first bi athe. Bi fob uae Es - 

abundantly with salt, previous to commencing " Maguelia, Dee.8.18520°0 ee 

another. eheheohe ie ht eae 
| I then make a strong brine, which I skim ea bed 900) 3 5 Seah pik) lying | five od 

mile hang wal petty prs chen bal Sse ine qua af te eal 
and pour to my pork, boiling hot, safficient to| is eajd.to be equal tothat of the. Pennsylvania 

: cover it, and cover my tub immediately, anq| mines, | 
= * 

i
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= =e =—_ = =< oe Gee 4a ee - =a eer eo SS eee 
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Plan of a Neat and Convenient Farm House. | 

There is perhaps no subject upon which, ing over the wall two feet.¥ The window at the | there is a greater diversity of opinion than on| opposite end has a railing attached to the outer the construction of dwellings. No two individ- edge of the wall, three feet high. The lower uals, scarcely, can be found who will adopt the} story. besides the dining room, library and par- same plan in every particular. Every man who| lor, contains one large bed-room. The second builds a house will have some peculiarity of his| has two good bed-rooms, 12 by 16 feet, and it own—differing from his neighbor, although the| necessary, a bed could be placed in the middle difference may be quite unimportant. Wel room, which is 8 by 16 feet, extending to the shall occasionally present to our readers plans, | front wall. The stories are each ten feet high which, though they may not be followed out) The stairs ascend between the chamber and di- strictly, will suggest many useful hints. ning room; the cellar stairs are under them— This plan combines many excellences, The| Every room except = elevation presents a pleasing aspect, while it is| the middle one inthe | 12 SI 12 conveniently arranged within. It is not too second story, is pro- | * ] 8 if x ; large for an ordinary sized family, and may vided with a fire-] 16 x 18 be built fora moderate sum. We copy this! place. The root is 16 plan from the Albany Cultivator, with the fol- steep, the apex being 
lowing description. 16 feet fromthesecond — Secoxp Froor. “The main build- Paaay les / floor; this leaves room for a high ceiling in the ing will be 32 by 34 ae upper bed-rooms, and fora small ventilating || _ feet; the kitchen 12 window at each end, above the ceiling, which % fron y i ‘i ; ’ by 16, with two | 2X16 Permits a free circulation of air between the * ‘CISTERN | : Porches 4 feet wide c fx} | plastering and roof” ' OT ' ote pantry and Write CLover—We are satisfied that coal-house connect- Fe oe our farmers do not appreciate the white ; ed with the kitchen. lexis clover, or white honeysuckle, assome call it, will be 8 by 20 feet. | so highly as they ought, nor take so much There is a door jai oUiiaee pains as they should to cultivate it. In fact opening out of the 546. orrmenon but very few sow it, when they lay down kitchen into the pan- their lands to grass. They trust to nature’ try, and from the ; sang as to supply them with it, Porch into the coal- j Whez= once seeded with it, the soil will Seales Fans Fisonl retain it along time, for the low short stems 
Each room is provided with one closet or wal bear, a full gf ets and these be- wardrobe ; the library with a permanent book- ae ave 6 the soil, and thus case. All the windows in the second story | ‘he = * : ept in the ground ae open on hinges; the one to the north-east into| UP ,Whenever circumstances are fayoral rae ns for its development.. A moderate clayey a small balcony with iron railing, 4 by ‘ . ‘ Rae || 6 feet, which is sheltered’ by the roof, project-| /02m_is congenial for it, and if this be drese- {| » Prey ed with an occasional dressing of plaster, 

{ 
eee a
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it will bring out abundantly. It affords another bases as well as with lime. The 

excellent pasturage for bees, the best honey |presence of oxalic acid in the plant, per- 

in the world being obtained by these little | ceptible to the taste, would lead one to con- 

insects, from white clover. clude, a priori, that the ascribed effect 

It also affords the best pasturagefor cat-| would result from its use, whenever it is 

tle, especially cows from whose milk, cheese |not decomposed by the stomach, which 

is manufactured, as experiments have prov- | seems to be the case in the greater propor- 

ed that cows that graze upon this species|tion of instances ; and the experiments 

of clover, yield milk that contains casein, or |leave little room {o doubt its agency in the 

cheesey purticles, in greater abundance than | production of oxate gravel in the urine. [Ex. 

they do when fed on the common grasses. rt ieee 
_ throw these hints out for our readers to A Word to Keepers of Sheep. 

ink of. ‘Four or five pounds, mingled a es : . 

with a due quantity of ie eae seeds ates eee ee f - 

will be sufficient for an acre, and itcan be] .:, ee ad ee ae Pe 

obtained at reasonable prices at the agri- pring, . y 
aarel ocedainres ae Wtarenee! during the early part of winter, and hay 

an * Jand grain towards spring: if they die fm 

w poverty in the spring, as many of them do, 

The Rhubarb Plant Dangerous, — 7's. attributed to bad luck. ‘The unlucky 
The Cultivator for August, says that the | man will say that he feeds his sheep all the 

fourteenth number of Braithwaite’s Retros- | grain they want in February and March and 

pect of Practical Medicine and Surgery, | they still go down in flesh, and many of 

contains an article on the influence of rhu-|them die, while those belonging to his 

barb plant, in producing gravel, which is — get through these trying months 

calculated to alarm those who indulge in jon half the grain and = good flesh. 

the pies and tarts made of this palatable Why is it?—It must be lu Now if the 

plant. I: seems that it furnishes the mate- unlucky man will look at his neighbor's 

rial of one of the most painful and danger- | sheep occasionally in the month of Wovens 

ous diseases to which the human system is|ber and December, he will find them on 

subject. good feed and looking strong. His lucky 

‘The substance of the article is briefly | neighbor will tell him that when the frosts 

} this : “The young stalks of rhubarb con-|come in the fall the pastures fail in sub- 

tain oxalic acid, and hard water ,contains | stance, and this is the time sheep — 

} lime ; and consequently, those who eat ar-|care and attention. They should have 

ticles of food made of the plant, and drink |some ie hay anda little grain. A sheep 

such water, are introducing into their sys-|to endure the approaching winter should 

tem, the constituent ingredientsof the mul-|be provided as well with a coat of flesh as 

bury calculus, which is an oxalate of lime ;|of wool. If he goes into the winter strong, 

, if they are dyspeptic, and unable to digest jit is easy to bring him out strong in the 

the acid, ‘are very likely, indeed, to incur spring; but if he is thin in flesh in the fall, 

i the pain and exceeding peril of a real con- I the grain that can be given will not 

, cretion of that kind. The oxalate was|bring him = A peck in December is 

found in three out of four, after eating the |better than a bushel in March—an ounce 

f rhubarb, of preventative is better than a pound of 

: This, it must be admitted, is rather|cure. But the unlucky man will say, his 

; ‘alarming. The mulbury calculus is the |sheep will not eat hay, he carried them an 

most painful form of the concretions of the arm-full a few days ago, and they ran over 

kidneys and bladder. The rhubarb plant |it and tramped it into the mud; as for 

has come into extensive use, and is gener- grain, he never thought it necessary to be. 

ally considered a very wholesome article of | given until February, when sheep got weak. 

| diet. If the danger of using it, is as rep- Now if the unlucky man will put his 

| resented in the Rapesnet: it should be | hay in racks to pont its being trampled 

i universally known. There would seem to|under foot, and will oar his neighbor's 

er ee hat the, danger i not| mode of feeding, he wil ind in Mareb, that 
i confined to those who use limestone water, there is more in management than in luck. 

for the acid will probably combine with} [Ohio Cult. Unciz Buy: 
oom 

Mm)
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i potatoes. It isa very convenient implement for 
Yfy various kinds of work. 

ieee Uf f eee 
=a i For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer. eo ae Selection of Pumpkin Seeds, 

OS < Manx Miter, Esq.—Sir: Some years since 
== Sl in conversation with a foreigner, (a learned {| Tl] i nia I HH Scotchman.) upon the subject of raising Pump- 

i | ll i | i \ Hi i \ | i j kins, he enquired of me, “Do you always raise | | Hi HH ih Hh i | Mi i} WI abundance of Pumpkins from an abundant 
i | Hl Hi | Hh Hh | growth of vines, or only oceasionally? My re- 
en HS z= ply was—that I had ever in my experience SSS | found the fruit to be very uncertain, however 

Fe excellent the vines might be. Said he, “save Self-Heating Smoothing Iron. the right kind of seeds” This was the first 
This is a useful article of domestic economy | time that I a had an intimation that, from 

and convenience. The iron is heated with char- | full sized, ripe, rich Pumpkins, there was coal, or coals from a common wood fire, in from | ® difference in the seed; [ therefore courteous- 
five to ten minutes, and may be kept in constant | !¥ tasned him to explain his meaning. He re- use by adding a small quantity of coal once| Plied, “save seed only from the female species.” 
an hour. It is said that one cent’s worth of coal | Here again 1 was at fault, and besought that he is more than sufficient for a day’s use, thus ob-| Would give me further directions by which 1 
viating the expense of a large fire, and of iron-|™ight errno more. He commenced by saying, 
ing ina heated room. It might be supposed | “That one accustomed, can generally tell by 
that the fumes of the coal arising from it,would | their general appearance; but the most distin- 
be unpleasant to the person using it, but we | guished feature is at the blossom end, the mark 
have heard no such objection to its use. of the blossom being from twice to four times 

Trons constructed on the same principle are | as large on the females asonthe males” Since 
made in form and size suitable for Tailor’s use. | learning the above, I have selected seed accor- 

ding to his directions, and for ten years past 
have-never failed of raising Pumpkins, when I 
could obtain a luxuriant growth of vines, 

S.N. Hawes. 
Fond du Lae, Nov 16, °52. 

eee a For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 
z s Mr. Enrror.—“ Farmers write for your pa- 
< a per!” Dr. Kennicott calls in your November = 2 Farmer, Well, it snows and rains to-day, so I 

can not husk the rest of my corn that ought to 
bedone. If you like it, I will tell you ofa first 
rate kind of cement for the purpose of ma- 
king swine troughs, feed-boxes, eave-troughs, 
and many other things. 

Take some common lime and mix it with a 
quantity of tar—just enough to make s tough 
dough. Use it quick, because it becomes hard 7 Double Mould-Board Plow. like stone ina few moments, and will never 

This is a light one-horse plow. used for open-| 904k or crumble, This cement, well known in ing drills to plant potatoes, corn, &o. In plow- | UF old country, (Germany) I have never seen 
ing out between narrow rows, itthrows the dirt | here. I assure you, it is a very useful and prac. 
both ways to the plant, and thus does the work | ticable one. Dr. R. A. Koss. 
of two plows. It is also very useful in digging| East Troy, Dec., 1852,
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Charcoal Pit Bottoms. so cracked and changed as to be more ea- 
sae sily decomposed ; all stone and particles of 

“Why do coal pit bottoms,” asks a’ stone containing iron, (and. most all stones | 
friend, “yemain productive for an age, nev-| do contain it,) will have that iron changed | 

er failing to give a heavy crop” Ito a state more readily acted upon. If a 
The question is an important one In ma-|«ylphuret, its sulphur will be consumed, 

ny respects.» It is of the same nature with | and it may become oxide— or in som» 
all enquiries in Natural science. Newton| conditions oxygen may be taken, and a 

| had one just like it as he sat looking at the | readily soluble sulphate result. | 
chandelier. There was a fact. Those vi-) ‘There are but few stones, even of sever- 
brations were in accordance with some) a] pounds weight, which will bear heatiug 
fixed law of Nature which was ever con-| without some change tending to decompo- 
stant, ever true. Now, says he to himself; | sition. Much more is this true in the small 
what is the law # and he gave himself but grain sized particles, which, although, per- 
little rest, until he had resolved the prob-| haps, not hulf so large as pigeon shot, are | 
lem and made known the Laws of Gravi-| as useless for the use of plants, as those of 
tation to the world. Newton did not make ten pound weight. If it be true, that so 

laws ; God made them. Newton’s busi-| creat and long continued fertility is mainly 
ness was to study and learn those laws, and | owing to the burning of the earth, very im- 
make them known to his fellows, that the portant uses can readily be made of the 

business of life might be regulated in ac-| principle. [Pittsfield Culturist. 
cordance with them. Oe 

Now here is another fact. Who will} Honzy Tres rm Cauiroryra—Cala- 

solve the problem connected with it—/fornia has been established a land flowing 
What gives the long continued fertility to| with gold, and it will soon come in for the 
the pit bottom ? One answer, and: the degnition of a land flowing with honey.— 
one usually considered satisfactory is, that} One of the papers in Stockton states that 

there is coal lefton the ground. In answer] jn the region round, there is to be found an 
to this it is said that coal contains but a/ abundance of saccharine matter of delicious 

single element, (carbon) for the use of/ffavor. It is to be found on different des- 
i plants, and that it yields up that with a cription of trees and in different forms.— 

degree of reluctance. This is true. Its On the lewves of the willows which grow 
i power of absorbing other agents from air} ypon the banks, it is foundin a candied 

or water, is well known. The most filthy | form, on the upper surface, early in the 

f water, strained a few times through fine} month of July. The Indians gather their 

| charcoal, recently prepared, becomes pure| sugar and at their encampment, enjoy the 
i and sweet ; but charcoal by exposure, loses|]uxury of chewing ‘the leaves. On the 

much of this power. How much would | eaves of the white-oak, also, there is a clear 
remain after an exposure of years we know deposit of honey which is as transparent 

f not. and fine as the article is ever seen. But it 
Others have ascribed the continued fer-| is of a thicker consistency. Here, also, it 

i tility, to ashes. If coal is judiciously made, | collects on the upper foliage until the latter 

h there will be but very few ashes ; still we|is borne down, when the saccharine matter 
K suppose few pits are burned without ma- drops in masses or lumps. Its flavor is ex- 

king some. Could they produce the effect? | ceedingly pleasant. On the ascent of the 

! Our enquirer suggests another solution. Sierra Nevada there is a species of pine, 

it The burnt earth. It is very common in} much resembling the white pine of the At- 
England, to pare and burn the surface|lantic States, except that the leaves turn 

i of their fields) In this country, but few|down. This tree grows to an enormous 
; experiments of the kind have been tried. | size—270 feet in height and 80 feet in di- 

In burning coal, the earth on which the|ameter at the base; and sometimes the 

pit stands, as well as that by which it is’ trunk runs up 180 feet, almost without-a 
eovered, becomes thoroughly heated, be- limb or crook. The resinous matter which 
fore the process is finished. In this case, | exudes from the bark, hasa rich saccharine 

i all lime stone would be changed to lime ;|fiayor. The Indians eat it in large quanti- 

y pieces of micaceous and magnesian slates, | ties [Booneville Ledger. 

\ ————— eee 

i . 
By
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Interfering Horse-Shoe. 

Itis our desire to set before our farmers, |Tine, ed, drawn across the center of the every thing new and useful in the mechanic hoof, from the toe to the heel. When prop- arts, in which they have an interest 3 we | erly set, the inside quarter of the shoe lies therefore select from our worthy cotempo-imore directly under the foot, as may be rary, the “ Boston Cultivator,” the follow-| seen by the line,cd,drawn through the center. ing inventions, the illustrations of which we Upon the inside, or quarter of the shoe, the ; have had neatly engraved to explain its pe-| holes to receive the nails should be punched cutiarities in the fullest manner. The cor-| as near the edge as possible, that the shoe respondent who describes the shoe, is Mr. may set well under the outer wall Solomon W. Jewett, of Weybridge, Ver-|or crust of the hoof, when properly ad- mont, who does it well : Justed. Consequently, the inmost quar- “ Interfering, or striking one foot against | ter of the shoe sustains more of the weight the fetlock of the opposite leg, is quite a|or bearing of the animal. ‘This part of the common and serious difficulty with many a| shoe having more surface, it is not liable to fine horse that carries a shee. I design in |settle on the road as the outer quarter.— this article to show how a horse may be| The toe-cork inclining more to the inner shod, so as to prevent concussion while the|side of the toe of the shoe, and left the limb is in motion, accompanied with asketch highest on the inner side, all helps to roll of an interfering shoe, to be adopted in ex-| the hoof and fetlock outward. treme cases. Perhaps there is no piece of|  F: igure 3 represents the outside quarter mechanical work, except the planning and|of the shoe, when fastened to the hoof, as building of dwelling houses, where opinions the thinnest ; a lighter heel-cork, and well and modes vary so much, and where skill/set under the heel at 0. By comparing and artareso horribly mangled, as in horse-| this with the inside quarter of the shoe, as shoeing. I have many atime thought, that} represented upon the same hoof in figure 4, a blacksmith’s shop would “turn black and you will observe the shoe to be thicker and blue,” .if a horse, rough shod, only had the larger, with a strong heel-cork, which ex- power-of speech ! tends back from the heel at A, more than Figure 1 represents two interfering shoes,| at O. The outside quarter or crust of the with the inside quarters much wider, longer, | hoof, should be pared away more than the and less curved, than the outside portion of|inner quarter, which latter should be pared the shoe ; with the toe-cork set more npoa| a slightly as possible. The inner wall or the inside quarter, as may be seen by the} crust of the hoof being longer under the ———
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same quarter, the shoeis thicker; the heel-|  Scrence.—Irs Iporrance 10 THE Far- 

cork or inner portion of the toe-cork being mER—If science takes hold of the plow 

longer than the — side of the shoe, | handles and points it deeper into the earth, 

all tends to spread the legs apart at the fet-| in order that the roots of plants may reach 

lock or pastern joint as at P, and prevents| to a lower depth, for roots will grow deeper 

the striking of the hoof when the limb is|if you will let them, and the deeper they 

in motion. See figure 2. The nails, espe-| go, the more robust the plant and themore 

cially those that fasten the inner quarter, | profit to the farmer ; if it accompanies us 

should run well np to the hoof, the clinch- | to the field and teaches us to-put trees and 

es short, and-headed down, and often exam-| plants at proper distances from each other, 

jned. The heel-cork tay be dispensed with | that they may have the benefit of fresh air, 

in summer, on gravelly and sandy roads.| and thus bring new food in reach of their 

In winter, a horse travelling in the trough| leaves—and how much of this sort of sus- 

or concave snow-path, is more liable to in-| tenance, they are able to take in—if it tells 

terfere, than upon the road in summer.” | you of the canses of the fertility of mnd 

Mr. B. H. Andrews, farmer, Waterbury, | banks and sea islands, and where you are 

Conn, objects, and justly so, in our opinion, | to look for soil of the richest qualtity, and 

to the theory of Mr. Jewett. He demurs} how you should select with reference to 

to making the inside of the shoe the thick-| that point—if it follows you into your 

est, and asserts that it will produce the) barns and tells you how to treat your cat- 

very opposite effect to that ‘stated in the| tle—and what is the effect of certain treat- 

above. His practice is against that of the| ment—to what diseases cattle are subject, 

blacksmith’s, to have the outside full and| and how they are to beprevented and cured 

the inside well pared down, and he is nev-|—and if it goes with you into the fields, 

er troubled with an interfering horse.—| and instructs you in the nature of the in- 

This latter theory is the correct one, in our] sects that attack your crops, and as to the 

opinion. [Scientific American. | means of destroying them—I put it to you 

EE . | tosay, whether if science can do all this, it 

Warura Promotes Far—Lord Ducien js to be considered either as useless or un- 

era some experiments highly il-) profitable to the farmer ? [Prof. Johnston. 
ve of the foregoing general princi- eae eee See 

ples, and which also indicate what might| Source of the Nutritious Property of 

be expected from their application to the Vegetables. 

foage of grazing. Ist. experiment— re 

ive sheep were fed in the open air between The nourishing property of corr. wheat, 

the 2ist of Nov., and the Ist of Dec.; they| and other grains, is owing to the gluten 

consumed 90 Ibs. of food per day, the tem-| contained in them. And this gluten con- 

perature of the — being about 44| sists, in great part, of nitrogen. It is of 

deg. ‘At the end of this time they weigh-| course an important object with the farmer, 

ed 2 Ibs. less than when firstexposed. 2d.|to increase the proportion of gluten, and 

experiment. Five sheep were placed under that is done by supplying additional -nitro- 

a shed and allowed to run about, at a tem-| gen in the aliment of the plant. Carbon- 

perature of 49 deg. ; they consumed at first, | 1¢ acid and water, are the chief sources 

82 Ibs, of food js day—then 70 Ibs—and | of growth. Nitrogen is the principal ele- 

at the end of the time had increased in| ment constituting the nutritive quality.— 

weight, 23 Ibs. 3d. experiment. Five The atmosphere contains a large quantity 

se dyad placed in the same shed, as in| of nitrogen. It isnot supposed to be ta- 

the experiment, but not allowed to take| ken up by vegetables, however, from the 

any exercise, they ate at first, 64 Ibs. of food atmosphere in its simple form, but, by com- 

per day—then 58 Ibs, and increased in| bination with the hydrogen, in the form of 

weight 30 Ibs. 4th experiment. Five) ammonia. By the digestion of the ammo- 

sheep were kept quiet and covered, and in| nia, the nitrogen is afterwards separated in 

the dark; they ate 35 Ibs. per day, and| the plant, and used to constitute the pecu- 

were increased 8 Ibs. These experiments|liar product, gluten, to which its nutrition 

prove very satisfactorily the influence of| is owing. 

‘warmth and motion on the fattening cattle,| Ammonia is produced by the decay of 

and are still going on. animal substances. In this way it is, that 

EE
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the application of manures is so beneficial Green-Houses in Winter, 
to plants j—by the supply of ammonia ee 
furnished, which being digested in the plant| Very few persons appear to know the 
results in a separation of nitrogen, which | value of the sponge, in a green-house. I 
enters in the tissue of plants and produces | mean for the purpose of washing the leaves 
their nutritive quality. of all those plants with leaves broad enough 

Ammonia is readily absorbed by water, | to admit of it. I took the hint some five 
and the rain or dew becomes impregnated | years ago, from a neighbor, the most suc- 
with it, and it is thus administered to veg- | cessful plant grower I have ever had the 
etables, in small quantities, This may be | good fortune toknow. His aed were al- 
sufficient for their existence and ordinary | Ways so especially fresh and healthy, that I 
growth. Buta greater supply of ammo- | was for a long time puzzled to understand 
nia is necessary Wo some plants on account his secret, and he always declared he had 
of their peculiar economy. This is the|no secret. But early one morning I caught 
case with all plants containing much glu-} him with a pail of clean water, slightly 
ten. And this substance may be greatly | warm, by his side, sponging off the leaves 
increased, by a liberal supply of manures |f allhis choice plants, I said to myself, 
from which ammonia is more abundantly | “I have it” Idid more ; I went home 
rovided. These plants can therefore only | and practiced it. My plants soon showed 

be cultivated advantageously by a frequent | by their new — that I was not wrong 
application of manure, or otherwise an | in believing it the real secret of my neigh- 
equivalent provision of ammonia in anoth-| bor’s success. They began to look bright. 
er form. Corn, ordinarily, when raised in | er, healthier, and grow and bloom better 
vegetable mould, contains nine and a half| than my utmost care had ever been able to 
per cent, of gluten ; but raised on land | make them dobefore. And now strangers 
manured with blood or urine, has been | always ask the same question when they 
found to contain thirty-five hundredths of] see my plants, that I used to ask my neigh- gluten, bor. My answer is, “use the sponge,”— 

Gypsum has the quality of absorbing | The pores of the leaf get filled with fine 
ammonia from the atmosphere, and yield|dust—and the plant chokes. Syringing 
it again to water which may soak through | does not wholly remove it ; the sponge 
it, This is the mode in which gypsum has | does. [Horticulturist, 
a beneficial action on vegetation, while the Se 

gypsum itself held in solution in water, is Mover Datry Housz.—Mr. Titus Mark- 
considered injurious, ['N. E. Farmer. | ham, of Collinsville, N. Y., has just com- 

Poutrry Remepy.—We find in the New | pleted a new dey house for butter, on a 
England Cultivator, the following remedy | new and improved model. It is construe- 
for a disease which we think will be found | ted with double w uls, leaving about 18 in- 
quite prevalent among our poultry: ches between the, aner and outer, with the 

About six weeks ago one of my hens be- | Windows opposite each other. The object 
came ill, and lost the use of one of its legs. | of the double wall, is to keep the room in 
I was told overlaying was the cause of the | warm weather, of a medium cool tempera- 
malady, and was recommended to give her| ture, and atthe same time to avoid the 

afew poppe scorns and alittle bread soaked | dampness of an underground room. The 
in ale, which was forced down her throat. | building is placed on abutments, about 18 
In a few hours the bird was walking the | inches from the ground, and by a number 
yard; however, in a couple of days she had} of openings in the floor, with gratings, a 
a relapse, when the same dose was admin-| perfect ventilation is obtained, and so regu- 
ooo ae she was separated from her | lated, that the room can at all seasons be 
companions for forty-eight hours, when she | Kept of an even and at any desired temper- j 
_ recovered, and has had no return of|ature. The expense of this building is not 
the complaint. and produces her full num-} much above an ordinary one of the same 
ber of eggs per week. This may bea use- | size, and we certainly think it possesses very 

| ful hint to amateurs, as I was informed by | decided advantages above any other we are 
a poultry fancier of some experience that | acquainted with in the country. 

! my hen would die. ‘ (Roch. American.
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> cussed, and unanimously recommended. A 
Y¥ eS State Acricuttu at Soctety was also talked 

x me 7 - |\over,and the chair authorized toappoint del- 

Som ss ear Zz — egutes to'athend a Sthth Convention st the Cap- 
1 a BN ital, in January. 

| e& WZ ee Brief, but feeling observations, on the late | 
=. a afflictive dispensation of Providence, in re- j 

ate Sep sat S666 | moving our beloved friend and leader—A. J. 
PRR ee REG | Dowsixc, were made by F.R. Elliot, and the 
Eee’ See Se | President—and before our adjournment, prop- 

SO = a er resolutions—drawn by a young Son of Wis- 

consin—were adopted—a copy of which has 

| HORTICULTURE. already been forwarded to the family of the 
SS Tr | noble and justly honored peap, 
Sayings and Doings of The North-West-| 1 will now give you the substance of some of 

ern Fruit Grower's Association. the remarks of members on the arries offered 
i pr souk A. xkNNICOTT, 2: >. by the committee for discussion. 
| — Red June—Mr. McWhorter called for the 

| The second meeting of Tue Assocratron,and / opinion of C. R. Overman on its identity with 

| thirdannual gathering of Western Fruit Grow- | ‘-Blush June.” 

i ers,in Illinois, was held September 29th & 30th,; Mr. Overman—Believes them identical. 
|i in Dixon—and I propose giving a brief abstract | Mr. McWhorter—Had corresponded with 

| of their sayings and doings in advance of the | Mr. Ragan, of Indiana, who says they are not 

official publication of Proceedings. the same, but different fruits, though much 

There were about sixty members in atten- | alike, except in color. 
dance, from fivedifferent States. The quanti~| Mr. Williams—Has sent to Mr. Ragan for 
ty of fruits large, and the quality superior, for | scions of both trees, as a test. 
so dry a season—Arrres constituting the great} The President—Believes this variety to be 

mass; but Pears, Grapes, Quinces, Peacues, | one of surpassing excellence, for its season, in 
&c, making up a varied and most interesting | this region. 
show. Dr. Haskell—Thinks it one of the very best 

The morning of the first day, up to 11 o'clock, |i2 quality of fruit and early productiveness— 
was devoted to examinations and arrangement | has had it bear at four years old in nursery. 
of fruits. A televen A.M. the meeting was| °#8sed, as beautiful, hardy, productive, and 

| called to order by the President, Dr. John A. ; best of its season. 
Kennicott—and on motion, the Constitution so} Sweet June—Mr. MeWhorter—This sort has 
amended, as to require an annual member fee |t borneas well as usual the past season. 
of one dollar. Mr. Brayton—It has borne well in Wiscon- 

Committees on Synonyms, Seedlings, Se- | 52 ; 
| lect lists of fruit for discussion and recommen-| Dr. Haskell—Has borne well with me, also. 

| dation, Business, &c, were then, on motion, Mr. Edwards—-The Secretary—It has borne 
appointed by the Chair, and business went on | Well with me, every year since its commence- 
smoothly and rapidly, Nearly every member |ment—though transient, ’tis a good fruit and 

| having something to say, and saying it in few | Prolific, and an early bearer—These are 
words, and with no waste of time. prime requisites in a new country. 

The writer has attended many such meetings,| Passed, as very good, early and productive. 
and often presided, but he must say, that he} Early Pennock—Mr. Phoenix—Considers it 
never witnessed one where there were so many | Of good quality in general, and bearing pro- 
srraxers, and such short, pointed, and definite |fasely when young—but has seen it specked 

speeches. There was as little waste of words as | “nd spongy—a good market variety. 
of time. Arthur Bryant-—-Would call it second rate 

There were three sessions the first day—the | im quality, but valuable in new countries, on 

evening one being public—and then our ‘“In- | #ccount of early productiveness, 
pusrRiaL CoLtEGE” movement was freely cis-| Mr. Elliott, (of Ohio)—-It is a good bearer in | 

eee
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| Ohio, but not equal to Summer Queen in qual- | teresting Central Illinois’ favorite—with the ity—not so much cultivated as formerly, on | addition of ubservations from Mr. Elliott, in this account. | person—and two or three others, 
R. Avery, (lowa)—Referred to thecriticisms| Mr. Phoenix, thought this might be the 

in the Prairie Farmer, on the action of the last | Townsend apple—It resembles Rambour meeting on this fruit, which, the writer says | Frang but is much larger. 
was recommended as Early Pennock, and re-; Mr. Elliott; said ona call for his opinion, 
Jected under the name of ‘‘ Shakers’ Yellow”—| that his Townsend apple was different, and 
and if synonymous, Mr, A. thinks it far below | only second rate; and at the Syracuse Conven- 

| Benoni. tion, both heand Charles Downing had thought 
The President—Called for the opinion of| it might prove to be Rambour Franc--altered 

Mr. Eliiott as to the identity of our Early Pen- | by soil and climate. 
nock with the one cultivated in Ohio, under} Charles Kennicott, being called on, for an that name, opinion as tothe wood of Hocking and Ram- Mr. Elliott—tt is not nearly so high colored, | bour Franc, (or Dutchess of Oldenburg, which 
in Ohio, as these specimens—doubts his ability |may be the same,)—said—There is a marked 
to determine the identity, from appearance difference in the wood of these varieties. — alone, of the specimens before him-—helieves | Hocking, received by us from Mr, Harkness, 

|| them identical, however. has much darker wood, with buds less promin- 
|| McWhorter—Believes Shakers’ Yellow a | ent, and nearer together. Our Dutchess of O1- 

|] synonym of Early Pennock. denburg, has wood nearer like Hocking, in col- || Mr. Belangee—Has had good crops of this | or, but the buds are farther apart, though not 
|| fruit, for twelve years. The first to bear in| s0 prominent asour Rambour Franc—A near 

his orchard—ripens through August, and sells} resemblance in the fruit of the three. We 
|| readily, at high prices. have never fruited Hocking, however. 

Mr. Williams—Are these specimens as good The President—Thinks Rambour Franc 
as usual ? earlier than Hocking-—judging by the differ- 

Arthur Bryant—No—they are over ripe-—| ence in latitude, only—as it ripens in Cook 
and, if governed by quality alone. I should con- | Co., about the time the Hocking does in Peoria 
demn the fruit. —and will not keep more than a week or two. 
The President, remarked that we must look| Passed, as good. 

to bearing properties—to profit, as well as| Keswick Codlin—Passed, as good. 
quality of fruit. Early Harvest—Passed, as poor bearer on 

Mr. Phoenix, was understood to say, that | young trees—in quality, best. 
he would plant it, if for the first ten years Sweet Bough—Spoken of the same as last 
crop, only. year=-Good fruit, but poor and uncertain 

Mr. Brayton, moved to adopt it for moderate | bearer. _ f | cultivation for market, American Summer Pearmain—Passed, as | 
Passed, as good, productive, profitable for} >est in quality, good bearer, but tree of re- 

market, and worthy of limited cultivation. markably slow growth. 
Mr. Phoenix, moved that in all our decisions |. Rambo—Passed, as best, most Profitable of . +. | its season. on fruit—not only flavor, but all other qualities Snow Apple (Fameuse)—Mr. Finley, (Iowa,) 

of fruit, and tree,—such as hardiness, produc-} ~ : uae 
tiveness, &c.—should be taken into considera- said it was superior to Rambo, with him. Son. Dr. Pennington—Thinks it varies in produc- 

Carried. But, before the question was | tiveness, in different localities. 
put, Messrs. Elliott, Harkness, Avery, Galu-| Mr. Phoenix—Finds it more productive than 
sha, and Shaw, made pertinent remarks on the | Rambo, in Wisconsin. 
necessity of amore definite classification of| Mr Elliott—Considers it good, for northern frGits, in regard to flavor andall other good | localities, quite desirable, but has done badly 
Properties—and also every thing of marked hee an Pah caceae | . : . ‘yrus Bryan: ith him more juctive paar Sea Ae ORO ETITE  T| o ctieealindhan Ramin tres very hardy: 

Hocking, (local name)—About the sumerange | Passed, as very good, and recommended for 
of discussion as last year, was had on this in- | general cultivation{at the north. aa a
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Maiden Blush—The Secretary—Finds it/ My, Avery--It is very superior in quality 

very productive and profitable, and thinks | and appearance, to Maiden’s Blush. 
thereis no danger in planting it extensively. | Mr. §. M. Coe--Has proved it an early 
Mr. Avery—Does not esteem it highly. bearer. No action. (One of the most beauti- 
Mr. Brayton—Would recommend it for lim- | ful apples shown.) 

ited cultivation for culinary purposes. Fall Pippin—The President—Had seen it 
C.R. Overman—There are other varieties | bear decidedly large crops--Soil with a good 

of autumn apples on trial, which may prove | admixture of clay, for Prairie. 

more worthy. Mr. Finley--Said the same—soil alluvial. 
Mr. Galusha—It is well known and highly | Cyrus Bryant—Trees planted in 1837, have 

——" by — and is therefore wor- never borne ain spol fae ceson, 

President—Very inferior in quality, though |, ran PnGhiny oe cn he ee 
monn tel: is = Mr. Williams—W here budded or stock-graft- 

Mr. Harkness—In planting fruits, we must Ca3ae aes walt Sesh eared: suse gad 42 

ceneeit oe Sige heeeere eo — oat years old, that have borne but little. He be- 
eo This is a'vety proktable: apple to eullt- } 5-72 is; ai@ecdnt msollealor Gwopasatlon! cede 

Passed, as very good for culinary purposes cise great influence on productiveness, in the 

for general cultivation. "| west. : ie 
Gravenstien and Porter, were both left with-| Mr. Loomis—The Fall Pippin bears pro- 

out action, after considerable conversation—no | fsely; in Northern Indiana, when root-graft- 
one having tested them sufficiently to warrant a ed. Soil, oak openings. 

decision. Mr. Avery—Has 5 trees planted out in 1840 
Autumn Strawberry—Cyrus Bryant—Has —have never borne much ’till this year. Val- 

fruited it several years—abundant bearer alter- | "°S 0n€ tree of Rambo, equal to seven of Fall 
nate seasops—ripe 1st of September— very Pippin. (No action.] 
slightly astringent. Red Gilliflower—Passed, “ for further trial?” 

Mr. Phoenix—Has fruited it some years—{_ Yellow Bellflower—The Secretary asked if 

would plant it ina collection of only six va-| it had not proved more productive, when bud- 
ieties, in Kis aocality. ded? It had with him. 

Mr. McWhorter—Its flavor is exceedingly | Arthur Bryant—It seldom bears young—but 
delicate, and texture tender. bears well when ready—trees budded. 

Passed, as recommended for further trial. Mr. Williams—Has seen budded and root. 

Sweet Nonsuch, (local name)—Cyrus Bryant | S*Afted trees, of same age, growing together. — 
—A good grower and fine bearer—excellent Budded trees loaded with fruit, root-grafts 
for baking—a valuable fruit. with none to speak of. 

Mr. MeWhorter—Would call it excellen,|_D¥- Haskell—Has trees 13 years old—bear- 
for baking—too sweet for the dessert. ing well this year, for first time. i 

Arthur Bryant—Received it through Mr-| Dr. Pennington—Said one budded tree in 
Belangee, from Columbiana Co, Ohio, as “Or. | his estimation, is worth two root-grafts—and 
ange Sweet”—Has borne well for twelve suc- | 7¢t #hisis one of our hardiest trees, root-grafted 
cessive years. In use from October to Janua-| Mr. Phoenix—Thinks the Yellow Bellflow- 
ry, and has kept it ’till March—Knows noth- | eT, one of our best apples. 
ing superior for baking, or dessert either. Mr. Avery, concurred, but thought many 

Mr. Elliott—Thought this might be Bron- | others were better: 

son’s Sweet—No action. Question was taken on budding or root-graft- 
Monarch—Dr. Pennington—Has fruited it | ing, as applied to this apple in particular, and 

several years—tree a good grower but not a| decided in favor of “budding,” by a small ma- 

prolific bearer—a profitable sort—is tender, | Jority, only. . 
root grafted. Dominie—Passed, as very good for general 

Mr. Belangee—It came to me from Ohio, as | cultivation. 
“Monarch Sweet”-—flavor, an agreeable sub- Rawle’s Janet—Passed, as one of the best for 

acid—ripens last of August. A most splendid | Profit, in favorable localities—but not dest in 

fruit, and sells at high prices in market. quality——or rather, as “ very good.” 
eee enna enna e eee. |
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| Wine Sap and Willow Twig—-Both passed|man strongly recommend sowing oats in the 
for general cultivation, without much discussion. | Nursery, about the Ist Sept. McWhorter had 

ee as good for limited cul- ete = a from the practice. Passed 
tivation. for further trial. 

White Winter Pearmain—Nearly all the} Ladies Sweeting—Passed as not well known- 
testimony was favorable to this fruit; and it] Baldwin—Passed like preceding. 
was passed, as best, for general cultivation. Swaar—aAll agree that it should not be root- | 
Belmont—Mr. Avery—Fruit superior, on/ grafted. Recommended for general cultivation, | 

young trees, to W. W. Pearmain; on old trees,}_ Red Astrachan, Hawthornden, Penn, Red drops and rots. ? Streak, and Pryors Red, all passed without 
McWhorter—Should be eaten as soon as ma-| action. 

ture, Discussion on propagation, &c., will be re- 
Elliott—On elevated dry soils excellent—on | resumed hereafter. Old officers re-elected, and 

alluvial or wet not desirable; would recommend | Association adjourned to meet in Chicago, 1st 
to gather before fully mature; many fruits|Tues. in Oct., 1853; to be a four days session. 
should be so gathered. “GpRR nay See SSC 
Phoenix—Very fine at Elgin; soil sandy. |How to Shield the Isabella Grape Vine 
Passed for limited cultivation. in Winter. { 
Vandervere—Avery—Bears well, but liable =a : hea fi Mr. Eprror :—Just a word from a live 
—_— pean sot i bei pe. grower, “down east,” who raises 
eae ee ee bushels of nicely ripened Isabellas every on sandy soils, : 

Pennington—Variable, and liable to bitter/ Year. Tt have Epab rors aa a 
eee it bear well on cla; colored, Dut nat ripe by = soe sgh” yet nore ace 7) They will remain on the vines until Oct. 
ac oe erat do well in North 20th or 25th, and if they freeze together I 
ah ga ee "| shall not be alarmed. I gathered a bushel 

Indiana, on clay loam—prefers sand, needs! 11,0 Jact year, and the bunches were frozen 
good culture, ere up fast with the falling snow and sleet— 

Payecd (for Hmited cultivation?) »— These grapes were positively uninjured— 
Tolman Sweet—MeW horter—Earliest bear-| They could not have been detected as hurt 

er, good for baking ; does not sustain its eastern | in flavor, or otherwise, among those gather- 
reputation here. Recommended for general | oq a fortnight previous. They can be raised, 
cultivation, for ne and for a. and at much profit, too, and they are not 

Detroit Red—Pennington—Has had good/half so uncertain as a crop of pears or 
crops. plums, Will unbelievers call and see ?— 

Phoenix—Has been confounded with “Black My method of protecting the vine in win- 
Pippin,” and “ Black Apple,” of Hodge. ter, is this :—I pinch all the growing 

Passed as not sufficiently known here. shoots off the aa as early as Sept. 5th, 
Rhode Island Greening—Williams—Finds| and thus get well ripened, hardy wood.— 

root-grafted trees nearly barren ; stock grafted} Then, in Tovember say 20th, (not too 
or budded, are as productive as need be. early,) the canes are pruned exactly as 

Pennington, Phoenix, Brayton, Whitney, | they te the next year, and every 

“tt ee ens eet on naae a eee od Opinions. 7 r 

C. Bryant suggested the use of lime; A. Bry- a praning, wt = canes are gathered 
ant said there are spurious varieties ; true sort] together, and loosely tied, or wien 
bears well ; Overman thought it cost too much, roe ce 9 igent _ of ee 

Se ene ne und aie dates are tobe with a Ret Lea te meee “PRES 9 Ee sceks of wibd Go ncn thems’ ental tha nearly the same line of opinions, all agreeing] ! eae Mu eee 
that this andthe Greening should never be bent ail goveredl aici ras inches, 

zac eee et ere ee is) Tore the same leaves or leer then enme over burst at the collar. Mr. Avery andC.R. Over. ®
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the whole, some old matting, straw, or al stead of unripe fruit and fresh-meat, would 
thin covering of green boughs, and you are | do more to lessen mortality at that season, 
all right for winter. Don’t meddle with] than all the ‘Dysentery Cordials, ‘ Anti- 
any of this rigging till April 10th, certain, | cholera’ drugs, that all the speculative in- 
and remove it after that time, at the com- genuity of men ever invented. 

mencement of a rain storm, or incloudy| Som anp CuLrrvation.—The blackber- 
weather. Let the vine still recline on the ry grows freely in a warm, tolerable dry, or 

ground, and do not put it up on the trellis| rather deep rich soil; it abounds among 

until the buds push, say May 10th ; you| stones, old logs, natural ledges, and on 
will find out, that year, whether or no this| lands which have been recently burned over, 

advice has been of any service to you. which contain a good supply of alkali. 
Wincasset, Sept, *52. A. J, Tx. Land should be kept rich, mellow, and 

[Maine Farmer. | free from grass and weeds. Besides com- 

we i Bae mon manure, use leaves, ashes, and veget- 
| Caltnre of Blac ikberries- able matter. 

Mr. Lewis H. Spear, of Braintree, Vt, in It is propagated by seeds and offsets from 
a Se Ea the Plow, Loom & An- ze sate ea aieeates 
vil, says of this fruit: would recommen: ose who wis! 

“The blackberry is of several species, and cultivate this fruit, first, to select a suitable 
a native of this country, growing spontane-| Spot of ground; second, plow deep and 

ously, and often producing abundant. crops well; third, have your hills from six to 

of superior fruit. The best varieties in per- eight feet apart, for the convenience of 
fection, are more wholesome and of a flavor | plowing and aioe’ The — = 

richer than either the strawberry or the ‘set,’ they will not n transplanting for 
raspberry. along time. 
There are two varieties which I think su-} After this, manuring, plowing, and keep- 

po, to all others, the first of which is the ing ae bushes properly Se ee 
‘Bush,’ growing straight and upright, the|all that is necessary to secure la an 

top of which becomes recumbent. “and al- | abundant crops of the cboicest fruit. 
most free from prickles, and under favora-| One bush often produces a quart of the 

ble circumstances attaining a height of] finest berries; a friend has abunch cover- 
from six to ten feet. Ithas a large white|ing less than one rod of land, and he as- 
blossom in June, the fruit of a shining|sured me he picked twenty-seven quarts in 

black, long, ovate or about one inch injone day. Isawa spot this season which 
length, and one in circumference, very ten-} produced over one bushel to the rod, or 
der, and of a juicy, sweet, rich flavor,—| more than five thousand quarts per acre. 

vie anaes the ‘High ‘Bush? This is| _ TB Cincinantsr Gazette says, the St. | 
a very rapid growing blackberry, stem very Louis boats are bringing full loads of lead, || 
tall, sometimes ten or twelve feet in height; hemp and hides. The Aurora packet is 
fruit shining black, very large,oval, conical, #!Ways freighted with whiskey and hogs, 
often over an inch in diameter, very sweet, and the Pittsbur, gh boats are bringing down 

juicy, and melting, with an aromatic flavor; | ™™ense quantiues of tronj-vibibs, glass) and, 
: the fruit. ripening from the first of August Geties oa Sete eee 

until the middle of September. : : ‘ ‘4 
| ‘This fruit in perfection is not excelled by | Louis boats with furniture, and the New 

the productions of any climate. It is deli- Orleans and Memphis craft, with pork, beef, 

cious for the dessert, excellent for pies, pud- and other Ohio staples. 

| dings, sauce, preserves, wine, &e, and it} ‘Tye Larcssr Hoo ix tHe. Wortp.— 
7 supplies the place of the peach and) There js now on exhibition in this city, a 

tPhis most wholesome of all fruits, often hog mieed by p igfhemel Lam, ae 
relieves billious and dyspeptic habits, and 5 ‘ Rai ‘ eee ee he Beanie 6 feet 8 inches, and weighs 1200 lbs. It is 
may 4 ; 7a Ti cured bY 4 #ee) one year and six months old. If this hog 

to bell e dias ruit. I have every reason) .as fat, he would weigh 1400. 
eve a free use of it by all classes, in- | {Calais (Me) Adv, 

ST 

|
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PATENT CHURN AND BUTTER WORKER. 
| Among the thousand and one in- Fie. 1 

|| ventions which have been patented | 
| for churning, scarcely one has prov- | 

ed to be really valuable. In fact, 

very few of them are as good as 
the old fashion dash churn used-by 

our early ancestors. But here is a rs 
machine which we think promises a RT cs A to be of real utility. ry 
Figure 1 represents the churn SSS EE sis 

i} and butter werker with the tub in nN Hi 
an upright position for churning he: Ta ! | 
the cream. Its construction will ge ” 
be readily understood from the en- wii 
graving, without the aid of any sll Hi 
further description... 2 i | } 
Figure 2 represents the churn Hi Hi 

and butter worker with the tub in H i Hy 
a horizontal position for working a — ae 
the butter. a) | 

| L L are the beaters revolvingin i i ii 

opposite directions, one within the ( i i 
other; Pis a small aperture for oy Be | ‘ =i is Ss = a | the escape of the butter-milk and PS 2 ee A 
watery substances. The cross bar 1 ss CO 

| which holds the machinery in its aS wl I 
| place, is secured to each side of the = = i | H | tub by thumb-screws, and may be & 

removed and the beaters and gear- 
ing taken out,—leaving no obstruc- = 
tion in taking out the butter and — 
cleaning the tub. Fia 2 

The Scientific American, after. EP = 
giving a minute description of this a 2 = F 
churn, says, “It is obvious that (ff ee et y 
the fans or beaters, from their con- = fe] fea Ne figuration and from their revolving fe = y in opposite directions, must agitate =) SS ; 
the cream and bring every portion ale of it in contact with the atmos- I 3 pherie air, more effectually than J 2 | || can be done by any other process. oes = 

1 Consequently the operation of ee SS 
| churning is rendered much shorter Ss ; = || and easier. — Ai ‘Als 

The churning is s0 thoroughly Dan hipaa Bie: oY 
done that every particle of butter | is extracted and not a drop of the ws Cou i. 
cream is lost. > = | 

After the butter has come, place 
any Convenient receptacle under : 
the frame, and having removed the = 

| Upper part of the cover, gently 
’ ——— 

ee y 
a
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swing the tub into the position represented in | ent qualities of soils, the following explana- 

figure 2—in which position all the butter-milk |tory words may be used as occasion may 

and liquid substances will drain off through require :— 

the aperture, P. By this arrangement there ‘Stiff—Where a soil contains a large pro- 

is a gréat saving of trouble and lavor in lifting portion, say one-half, or even more of tena- 

and pouring off the butter-milk. cious clay, is called stiff. In dry weather 

‘After draining off the butter-milk, swing the | this kind of soil cracks, and opens, and 

tub back to its upright position, sprinkle in the | has a tendency to form into large and hard 

requisite amount of salt, and having replaced lumps particularly if plowed in wet weather. 

the upper part of the cover, again secure the Friable—Where the soil is loose and 

tub in a horizontal position, ‘Then tarn the |oPeD, and is generally the case in sandy, 

crank as it churning, and in three minutes’ gravelly, and moory lands. 2 

time the whole mass of butter will be more Strong— Where a soil contains a consid- 

thoroughly and beautifully kneaded, rolled and erable portion of clay, and has some tenden- 

worked, ook ai possibly be done by hand in |°Y, to form into clods or lumps, it may be 

any length of time—and the salt will be thor- a on ee eee 

score and equally diffused through the entire cn in depth, the term deep may eat aap: 

By the aid of this churn and butter worker, een i 

a ate woman can easily do all the chacatag |. Shallow—Where the depth of the soil 

and butter making of a very large dairy, and ‘a ~ ee enh ‘lis friable, and th 

that too without touching the butter with her Pa oe eae acs = manic, ay ee 

hands. A few minutes after putting the cream il porous, (if there be no springs) the 
, term dry should be used. 
into the churn, you can take out the butter all Wet_-Where the soil or subsoil is very 

ready for the table or the market— without 9 | tenacious, or where sp rings are numerous. 

— of the ee ae oe Ee ‘Sharp—Where there is a moderate pro- 

pois ore eet Aree ent Pe ee eee of gravel, or small stones, 

to become rancid’ me sae a neni soil contains no 
F gravel, but is chiefly composed of very fine 

; Arrangement of Soils. sand, of soft, light earth without gravel. 

The following classification of soils was Cold—Where the soil rests on a tenacious 

i retomnmended to the Irish Farmers, by Mr. clay or subsoil, and hasa tendency when in 

| Griffiths, Land Surveyor and Valuator, at pasture to produce rushes and other aquat- 

the instance of the British Government.— |!¢ plants. 
Ti will be found interesting to the student | Sandy or  Gravelly—-Where there is a 

of Agriculture, and to the general reader as large proportion of sand or gravel, through 

an Agticultural Nomenclature. the soil. 

All soils may be arranged under four|, Siaty— Where the substratum is much 

heads, each representing the characteristic intermixed with the soil. 

ingredients, as 1. Argillaceous, or clayey; | Worn—Where the soil has been a long 

: 2. Silicious, or sandy; 3. Calcareous, or li- | time under cultivation, without rest or ma- 

| my; 4. Peaty. nure. ‘i 

f For practical purposes it will be desira- | Poor—Where the land is naturally of 
‘ ble to sub-divide of these classes:— | bad quality. : - 

: ‘Thus argillaceous soils may be divided | _Hungry—Where the soil contains a con- 
; into three varieties, viz-—Clay, clay loam, |*iderable portion of gravel, or course sand, 

i and argillaceous alluvial. resting on a gravelly subsoil; on such land 

: Of silicious soils there are four varieties, | Manure does not produce the usual effect. 

e viz:—Sandy, gravelly, slaty, and rocky. The colors of soils may also be intro- 

: ‘Of calcareous soils we have three varie- duced, as brown, yellow, blue, grey, black, 

i ties, viz:—Limestone, limestone gravel, and red, &c. 2 

‘ mar. Also, where applicable, the words steep, 

a Of peat soils two varieties, viz:—Moor, level, shrubby, rocky, exposed, éc,, may be 

F and peat, or bog: a ee 
fh In describing in the field book the differ-| The population of Paris is 1,000,000, 

| 
:
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* tilize lum of the plant ? Now we have the 
een best of authority for saying that to fertilize 

BY R. B. HUBBARD. is to furnish food for plants. ty : 
defi sa ienkion The hair of animals containsiron. This 

a i ty ee eee metal is indispensible to the growth of hair. 
To fertilize is to supply the food of plants. zB eo 0 Tecgtmend: (0:8 hungry mae 

To manure is to fertilize; and fertility is|t© make a supper of iron filings; yet it produced by furnishing the soil with veget- cannot be denied, that, so far as iron is nec- 

able, animal and earthy pabulum, or food, | SY to the proper development of this such as dung, lime and fish. ‘Therefore lime | @nimal product, it is a nutriment,—it is to ° ita fextiliges, the animal, what lime is to the vegetable. 
But the editor of the Ploughman, denies| _ The same is true of the bones. With- 

that lime is a fertilizer, in any sense of the } ©¥t Phosphorus and lime there could be no 
term. He goes further, and states that| bones. The disease called the rickets is 
lime has no more fertilizing properties |S*PPpoe4 to proceed from a deficiency in than edad: the food of the proper ingredients of bone, 

Now, Mr. Editor, while I join issue with *. oa some defect in the organs of assim- 

the Ploughman, in his major premise, I | #400. 
most cheerfully concede erase T ad-| ._ Nove, aro not tho bones a part ot the — 
mit that lime is no more a fertilizer than | imal frame, as well as the muscles? And 
sand. But I maintain that both lime and | #8 20t an essential ae ps of the for. sand are fertilizers—that they are indis- | ™° nutriment, as well as an ingredient of 
pensable to the growth and maturity of a the latter? The milk which the infant draws 

very large portion of the productsof the soil, | ™ its mother’s breast, contains lime and 
By analysis, the following facts have phosphorus; which enter into the compe. hecitcataliiahedels a of the foie, * the ys 7“ 

i carbon, nitrogen. and hy. nm for the at burning 1000 Ibs. of wheat, 11.77 Ibs. of eee ee Hee ifosthy unphilo- 

a Joraing 1000 Ibs. of wheat straw, 35.18} sophical to say that a bat of these ingre- 
. are left. ;. | dients are nutritious, and a part not. 7 

lime ioicane the wheat, .96 Ibs. is! “Yn nature's alembic a compound has | 
Of these ashes, from the straw, 240 Ibs. islime. | been prepared of such simples, and such 

Do. doa 28.70 Ibs. is silica, only, as are essential to the healthy growth 
In oe Ibs. of BelleK aes oe vet es and —— of - _— animal 

o Sa ti, |frame. This eompound wedenominate nu- | In the former, 1.06 lbs is lime, and 11.82, silica. | 
In the latter, 5.54 Ibs. is lime, and 38.56, silica. | triment, and each and every one of the 
In 1000 Ibs. of oats, 26 Ibs. of ashes are left. | simples, nutritious. 

Do. _ oat straw, 574 do. So in the vegetable kingdom. As lime 
In the former, 0.86 Ibs: is lime, and 19.76 silica and sand enter into the composition of 
In the latter, 1.52 Ibs. is lime, and 45.88 silica. lan’ d are essential to their health 
In 1000 Ibs. of red clover, there is cf lime 27. | Plants, an o their healthy 80 Ibs., of silica 3.61 Ibs. growth, we feel warranted in affirming that 
Tn 1000 Ibs. of white clover, there is of lime | they consjitute a part of the nutriment of 
23.48 lbs, of silica 14.73. plants,—that they are fertilizers. 

_ From this analysis it appears that both|" If by analysis it be found that there is a 
- and sand ard tepid gsd into | sufficiency of lime in the soil, when you 

e composition of grains and grasses.—| would sow wheat, rye, oats, clover, or an’ 
i And it ay — ae ne other crop in the ashes of which lime 2 

indispensible ingredients; . of} found, you must supply the deficiency by 
corn could no more stand erect, without si- | sowing carbonate or sulphate or phosphate 
lex, than the bones of the animal frame| of lime, When clay ‘superaboundis, sand is : 
could sustain the weight imposed upon | the best manure: ‘ 
them without lime. ~ : The same is true of the et of 

Admit, what cannot and will not be de- plants, The secret of skillful farming, con- 
nied, that these inorganic substances are | sists in finding out what the soil saede and, 
indispensible to the growth and health of] in supplying the same economically, or in 
the plant; and does it not follow, that they Sertilizing the soil, if need be, with sand. 
constitute a portion of the food, the pabu- [N. E. Farmer.
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| ts Oat Straw Injurious to Milch Cows?| the skin takes place. ‘The best way, then, 
—— is to prevent the disease by proper care.— 

| That oat straw is unsuitable food for} Whenever the animal is returned to the | 

| Mailch cows, may be well known by many | stable during the muddy travelling, the legs 

| farmers and dairymen; but the probabili-| should be thoroughly cleaned, and briskly | 
| ty that there are some unacquainted with] rubbed for a minute or two, and the pas- 

| the fact, induces me to write what I have} tern washed and wiped dry. But if the | 

observed in reference to it. At different] disease is there, washing, and the applica- { 

times, our cows failed in their milk, without | tion of soft oil or grease, will soon effect a | 
‘ any apparent cause ; the cream being| cure. Horses that are passing through the | 

| churned a greater length of time than|barn-yard frequently, will be likely to con- | 
| usual, was converted into butter of an infe-| tract the disease. If the scratches extend | 

} rior A nok This has occasionally hap-| up the legs, or are very bad on the heels, 
pen when the cows were nearly dry, and| wash with castile soap and warm water. 

defect was attributed to this cause. Inthe} Foul in the foot of neat cattle is occa- 

early part of the dry season, having a large|sioned by exposure to the strong substan- 
] quantity of oat straw, it was liberally used|ces through which they pass in the barn 

for littering the stables and yard about the! yard, or standing in them and in the cold 

I barn. The cows ate it in preference to oth-| mud while loading manure. A careful far- 
er food, and the result was similar to what| mer will wash their feet on returning them 

has just been described. The cows in this|to the leanto for the night. Scratches are } 

instance, were all fresh. They were im-| sometimes caused by allowing the horse to 
mediately placed where they could have no} stand where the urine, manure, and other 

access to the oat straw, when they gradual- | dirt, is allowed to gather under his feet. 

ly returned to their former condition. If [N. E. Farmer. { 

some of the numerous writers for the Jour- -—_enemnaneeics 
nal will explain why oat straw produces this} Syozmne Horses—Henry Griswold, of 

effect, they will oblige, AcrICOLA. | Conn., who for twenty years has followed 
Th. eo neti, the business of shoeing and farriery, makes 

Scratches or Grease. the following remarks on this subject, in 
s . | the Boston Cultivator : 

One of the exceedingly troublesome dis-| «The feet of horses differ so much, that 
—— ae whicl orses are liable, is the) it requires great judgment, and a thorough 

, “ Grease,” or better known among us as oe of their anatomical structure, to 
“Scratches.” It is an inflamed state of] soe each horse in a manner best calculated 

the space between the fetlock and the cor-|;, promote the intentions of nature— 
onet of the hoof. Ina healthy state, no] Sniths generally pare the heel too m ach, 

velvet can be more soft to the hand than} ., rather, do not pare the toe enough; the 

this, and with this softness it has an oily| reason is that it is so much harder to eut. 
touch, which one would scarcely look for! When the horse stands upon the foot, the 

in a part so much exposed to dust and dirt.| heel is so much lower Sense shbead be, 
The disease sometimes attacks all the feet, that the cords of the legs are strained; 50, 

but the heels of the hind feet more fre-| after a night's rest, the legs are stiff and 

quently. After inflamation has existed for) 79 and the horse moves very awkwardly. 
ashort time, the skin becomes dry and/ This sometimes is attributed to founder, 
cracks, and soon the part is raw and Yery) when in reality it is caused by bad shosing. 

2 = s Frequently the toe is burnt off This is al- 

The cause of the disease is undoubtedly una for so far as the heat penetrates, 
the want of Prepes attention. The horse) the life of the hoof, and the only matter 
is driven through the cold mud, and pet-) which gives toughness, are destroyed, and 
haps is left standing in it for two or three|+n¢ hoof becomes brittle, and hi an 
hours during the day, and then returned to| wack, Care should be taken to see that 

the stable with a portion of it adhering to| the points of the nails are free from defects, 

| his heels. This absorbs the peculiar oil!‘ sometimes, after the nail has entered the 
that is upon its surface and perhaps checks|;,,of it splits, and a part penetrates the 
its secretion, until dryness and cracking of quick, causing lameness.” | 

! Liane ees : 

; 4
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EDIT OR: ’ g iT ABLE Rock County Aericuttura: Society. 

: Abstract of the proceedings of the annual Wage tos tks ta T lapel pubes ofthe Hock County Agricultural Soci- Letters or Inquiry :—A large corres- ety and Mechanics’ Institute held at American pondence has of late accumulated on our hands | Hall, Janesville, December 6th, 1852. unanswered—soliciting information in regard | 0 motion, Messrs. Gibbs, Dole, Cheeney, z y Miller and R. M. Wheeler, were appointed a to fruit trees, seeds, implements, stock, &c. De- committee to prepare business for the afternoon cember being the busiest month with us in the meeting. 
year, We must crave a little indulgence of our | _ APrreRxoon —Met as per adjournment. Pre- 
correspondents. Meanwhile, we would say to sident in the chair—business committee report- get dae aol me : ed, which was accepted and com. discharged. our inquiring friends, that any information we ‘The following board of officers were ry may be able to communicate, will be cheerfully | for the year ensuing: ©” given,—either by private correspondence or Ft rae a eae ne 3 

ice Presidents—C. R. Gi larmony ; E. throngh the columns of the Farmer. A. Foote, Center; Daniel Bennett, Turtie, 8, Weare in receipt of several drawings of an- P. Lathrop, Beloit; Jesse Miles, Janesville; E. 
imals and implements—designed for the Pages | A. Howland, do. . of the Farmer. Prominent inthe collection, is} Rec. Secretary—Orrin Samer Janesville, agroup of Sovrn Downs,—the handsomest Gr. Seay ae Mller 2 ee : in th ld—fy N.B. Cl : irectors—T. P. Davis, armony ; 8. G. 70l- sheep in the wer ook cpp Hod, of ley, Beloit ; Richard Dole, Turtle; ‘0. Dens- : Kenosha; also a new Agricultural Implement— more, Bradford ; Peter McVane, Newark; A. | combining the Plow, the Drill, the Harrow and Sherman, La Prairie; Isaac Miles, Fulton; J. | the Roller, from Henry Beebe Esq., of Albany, | Prentice, Magnolia; Reuben Case, Clinton ; i} || N.¥. This machine is designed to perform |JobM A, Fletcher, Johnstown; J. M. Riker, : 5 EB a Janesville; J. E, Culver, Milton ; L. Kingman, the operation of plowing, sowing, harrowing Spring Valley; Almon Kenny, Avon; 6. I F and rolling the ground at once. Comfort, Union; John R, Boyee, Porter; John eTerTEerTr~orrorone Childs, Lima; Rufus Washburn, Rock; Jona- Horticurturan Dzpartment.— We are | than Corey, Center;S, F. Chipman, Plymouth, obliged, this month, to forego the usual variety | On motion, Messrs. Willard, Guernsey, Mil- of matter under this head, to make room forthe | Jer, St. John and Bennett, were chosen a com- Proceedings of the N. W. Fruit Growers’ Aséo- —— sate and prepare a premium list for i i 2 a. © next fair, i ‘ciation. Climate, soils; varieties, propagation, Burgess, St. John, Wheeler atl Burdict, &c., were freely discussed, and many new facts | were chosen a committee to. ascertain where elicited of the highest importance to all fruit roper grounds can be obtained for the next eg! po pI A igtowers, fair, and also what amount of aid can be obtain- aitninaiaae ed by individual subscription towards defray- Wesrerx, Honticunruran Review.—The | ing the expenses of the same. : : Adjourned to Tuesday, the 4th day of Janu- oxember TEMDSE, of this excellent magexints ary, at 10 o'clock A.M. 

of horticulture, is on our table—teeming with Sea Valuable information for those interested in ae are indebted : = Kennicott for yin 4 . * . of the transactions of the Northwestern Fruit ee ne To all who seck | o owers’ Association, at their second annual s kind of knowledge we commend this work meeting held at Dixon, Ill, Sept. 29th and 30th, 48 one of practical utility, and Worthy of the | 1852, with an appendix containing the proceed- Support of the people of the West. Dr. Ward- | ings of the Association in 1851. We shall re: er, its talented and accomplished editor, is wor. | £¢F to it more fully hereafter. ; thy of hearty commendation for the abilityand| = Acricunrurat Boox Sroxe—We ‘would in- industry he displays in conducting this Journal. vite the attention of our readers to the adver- ts original matter evinces a thorough knowl- ae of srlgnieral snp fond inthe . vertising department of the Th edge of the subjects discuss. Dr. Warder’s | tist comprices Triticlpalty’ an the “agriculigiat excellent taste for selection, combined with his | works of the day, and a larger issordaht than peculiar habits of investigation, eminently qual- {can be found in any other hook establishment ify him for a useful journalist. We cannot M Ph eam Piss s Jearn,’ that . . ‘e T. Hopkins o: @ trvine Boo: fa Aoshi that so valuable; s :publication will. be | ing special sventhai tS Aa peice eae Properly, appreciated and well sustained. Pub- erature, and intends to keep’ a constant supply lished by Dr.John A. Warder, Cincinnatti, $3 | of all Agricultural. Works of any value to the per year. és agriculturist, Give him a call. se iti 
: a
,
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Wueat anv Cuess.—A Correspondent of the ? 

Horticulturist, writing from Lexington, Ky., R E C I P E S. 

says, there has been a controversy as to the _T, f Parisand 

fact of wheat turning to cheat or chess, which Panne, nents eal aS at oP 1 igtgs | 

as far as I am informed is yet undecided. soak, tt in 8 Serie ie aa oo eat mena 

It has come under the observation of several Se the two in an oven, the sums aa Sypsum | 

farmers, that wheat that has been pastured late s paked in ake dee ees Eos, — ' 
pe re ee a oheabchant which they are ground to powder. It is then 

amongst a chen Mak i h ie nk boa baa. used as wanted, being mixed up with water like 

tured. This circumstance has menistll Go Blaster and Seplioe 2 = pana! hy 
iden that, shave Eke susta slalk of whesi:bas composition, capable of taking a very high pol- 

2 5 ish. It may be mixed with various coloring 
been on a ey side ners spacial materials to produce a cement of any color ca- 

= this I seth ae. ee sabiace a ee pable of imitating marble. This is a very rare 

z receipt, and is worth twenty dollars to many of 
the head has been removed, the sprouts from | |... subsorib any of whom can prepare it 

the stalks produce a seed, which will not again | +) cclves. PP [Scientific American. 

t ne ee still retaining much of) Gype por Fouxner—The seeds of sunflow- 

See ree . s er isthe best remedy known for the cure of 

Fow. Parces—A pair of Chittagong fowls | founder inhorses. Immediately on discovering 

changed hands at $50, at the last exhibition of | that your horse is foundered, mix about a pint 

ee in erat e Acie oe at the | of the whole seed in his feed, and it will give a iW 

same show, for a pair of grey orkings. perfect cure. 

A Rovat. Sussonrsrr.—His Royal Highness, | Bor, your Morasses—When molasses is | 

Seen ae te ere ze ne ig Re to boil and skim it before you use t takes 

Cuxtrvator, with a view of collecting all the | out the raw taste, and me it almost as good 

information he can obtain with regard to the} as sugar. Where molasses is used much for 

| | eee er s PMN SEEs . in this way at a time. 

are new ea e = of domestican-| “Wovxps on Cartir.—The most aggravated 

; imals, and'it — lown as an impor-| wounds of domestic animals are easily cured 

tant rule by the most intelligent herdsmen, to | with a portion of the yolk of eggs mixed in 

: pio slemnrfrunt pen ge Pe bewtpmierpelimly roe 
dhet qhen fed thas, the aides v. on be bathed several times with the mixture, anda 

goatee aad ae ae an a Will be effected in forty-eight hours. — | 

! uncomplaining until it comes around. “Com- ee ig Fee cae ei 

| plaints from his stock,’ enys Stephens in his | os" sulk, ohelt Spies © ee ee 
if Geog of cas tates, = cteth be ictsonsing bball ee 8 as rs agahnd 4 i i : | Roms ar may bene hey wl nif nde neon cet | 
4 oe palpi ~ ae and if ooaet jelly. ‘This is truly one of the most luxurious | 
i yunger, no! josing condition, . Sei mani 

4 yet simple Yankee puddings made. 

i ies) eee by, discontent, less |" Weppine Caxe.—Flour and butter, each 3 
i capab! le 0! iring i = 

\ pounds; sugar and raisins, each 3 pounds ; 

This istrue of all domestic antinals, and | eggs 2 dozen; currants, 6 pounds; citron, 1 

i should be heeded by the farmer. Let him 80 | pound; brandy, 1 pound ; cinnamon, nutmegs, 

fF atrange his labors at the barn, that every ope-|mace, each 1 ounce; cloves; } ounce. Bake 
ration may be performed at a stated time, and | thoroughly. 
he will find matters to goon much more com-| Savsaces.—Take 30 pounds of chopped meat, 

i fortably and ay than when all “— at |S ounces of fine salt, 2} ounces of pepper, 2 
hap-hazard, without system or regularity. Ex. | tea-cups of sage, and 14 cups of sweet, marjo- 

i Lance Bret—The Kenosha Democrat says | ram, passed through a fine seive. For the lat- 

: that a beet has beea raised in that village, | ter, thyme and summer savory can be substitu- 

: which weighed ten pounds. ted if preferred. 

: ce at se . 
i 
i 

|



1853. NORTHWESETRN CUTIVATOR. 23 ee ee : 
Am. Purenotocican Journat.—This excel- | lently working a mighty revolution and surely 

lent serial is too well known as a bold, straight | spreading a glorious reform. Let every family 
forward advocate of Phrenology and Reform, to | read and heed its teachings. Fowlers & Wells, 
need any commendation from us. Literature |Publishers, N.Y. $1 per year. 
and Science and General Intelligence have also} Ouro Farmer.—We refer our readers to the 
@ place in its columns. Now is the time to| advertisement of this excellent weekly in an- 
send in subscriptions asa new Volume com-| other column. 

mences with the January number. Price $1 Screntiric American.—An advertisement of 
per year. Fowlers & Wells, Pub. N. Y. this. valuable paper will be found in another 

Gopey’s Lapy’s Boox—This beautifully il- | column. g 
lustrated magazine, with its variety of reading} Fountain Crry Heratp.—Such is the title 
to suit the taste and elevate the character of | of a new weekly, hailing from the city of Fond 
its patrons, commences its 46th Vol. with the | Du Lac. Royal Buck, formerly of the Madison 
Jan. issue. Pub. by L.A. Godey, Philadelphia, | Express, Editor and Proprietor. The Herald 
$3 a year. is a large and handsome sheet. Mr. Back pos- 
Tne Horticutturisr has been removed to | Sesses the ability to make a first rate news jour- Rochester, N. Y., and is now edited by P. Bar- | nal, and the numbers before us give evidence of 

ry, who has been long known as one of our best | bis determination to do it. $1,50 per annum, 
horticulturists. Under his care we cannot | 
doubt that its present enviable reputation will TABLE OF See hae 

|| Pe wellsustained. Pub. by J. Viek, Jr, Roch-| 4 adress to Patrons, : 
ester, N.Y. $2ayear. An edition with col- Blackberries, culture of, 16 
ored plates will be issued at $4 per year. Cement for hog-troughs, feed-boxes, &e, 7 Tue Scuoormare.—The principal object of Charcoal Pit Bottoms, 8 
this monthly is, to furnish an entertaining, and Churns, 17 
instructive Reader for Schools and Home in- Dairy House, i 
struction. The design has thus far been well | Raitor’s Table, 21 
executed. Parents and Teachers will find it Feeding Stock, 4 
worthy of support, No.1 Vol 2isat hand.— Farm House, 5 
Now is the time to subscribe. A. R. Phippin Green House in winter, i 
Editor, Geo, Savage, Pub, N. ¥. $10 year. Grape Vine—Isabella, how to shield it in Truat or Imprements ar Geneva—We are winter, 15 
indebted to B. P. Johnson, Esq. Secretary of| Horses, Shoeing of, 20 

} ene Be Y. State Ag. Society, fora pamphlet con- | Horticultural—sayings and doings of the taining the reports and awards, of the different Northwestern Fruit Growers’ Associa- 
if| Committees at this trial held in July last. The tion, 12 

if} trial was with Mowing Machines, Reapers | Horse Shoe, Interfering, 9 | Grain Drills, Horse Powers, Threshers, Steam | Honey Trees in California, 8 Engines for farm purposes, Seed Planters, Cul- | Lime, a Fertilizer, 19 
tivators, and Broadcast Sowers. New Year, Suggestion for, 2 

Yourn’s Casxer—A neat and instructive | Oat Straw, Is it injurious to Milch Cows, 20 
magizine which will entertain and improve the | Ox and Horse, comparison between for Ag- children and youth. The second Volume com- 2 ee, Heiter ‘ + 3 
mences with this year, enlarged and improved. | Pork Tubs and preserving p orl 
Now is the time to subscribe. Published Plow, double mould board,” x | monthly by Beadle & Vanduzee, at 50 cents a | Pouliry Remedy, : 1 year. Harley Thorne, Editor. Rhubarb, 6 
Waren Cure Journar—This stands pre- ore Prob wheremay be found, 4 

eminent among American periodicals as a work Sheep’ gen to aaapice of, ¢ of practical utility toll, without regard to| Smoothing fron, Self heatin', 7 station or calling. It presents a greater amount | Science, its importance to the farmer, 10 of valuable information, on subjects of vital Soils, Arran eaiar i Horses, = 
importance to the welfare of the human family, ot 

than any other journal we know of. It is si- Wink renee ee io
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24 WISCONSIN FARMER AND January, : 

WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, 

cated fate OS On Gardnmr’s Prairie, town of Spring 

CY, Aaa = AE Prairie, Walworth Co. | 

A ‘oN ee: BPH KS Pena ey Lees Subscriber takes this method to inform | 
DSF Pe ee his patrons and the public, that he may still || _ 
eee Se Nei be found at the old and well known establish- || 

Fé 3 Beaty eke aA rs ment, at which he offers for sale the coming 

Be ee spring, over Forty Thousand Apple Trees of a || _ 
EAs Fi Sora See fine size and from five to seven years from the 
4 Bre es graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at 18 

: mx eo es centseach. Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- 

REN ONC ries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, || 
BO" Pe ‘ Strawherres, Raspberries, &c., at prices to | 

8 J NG \\Gues correspond to the times. Of the ornamental, a || _ 
Sf ee ee large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, || 
SLs 5 r Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, 

. Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House | 
WAUKESHA ‘COMMEERCIAL Plants, any quantity. Ever Greens ; Spruces, || — 

2 Firs, Pines, Cedars and in fact almost every 
NURSERY. thing usually to be found in such an establish- 
Ee ment. The fruits have been selected with great 

Te Subscribers os feaale) this season, | care as regards quality of ee add hardiness of 
ine.assoriment of Fruit Trees, comprising | . The Ni is locat th iri 

duwhest now cultivated.—-Phey aro very thrifty | wilh gnoruera enpesure, “Thaland has never, || | 
and will be sold at wholesale or retail, for cash| been manured and consequently the trees are 

or.approved credit, at reasonable prices. perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this Nurse- 

The undersigned is determined by his indus-| ry seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All 
try and-attention to business, and by the care] are invited to call and examine for themselves 
he shall use in cultivating the different varieties| as the Subscriber hopes from long experience 

tend ae it the peemiene of his friends) and strict personal attention to merit a continu- 
the public in general. ance of public patronage. i 

Airechsrs acoam panied with aashtuteaechis’l (on "nA lactis ag enquiryeent a Ea, 
tory references will be promptly attended to, | )- . | a 
atl sass will be packed and forwarded without lington Post-oflice will receive prompt at- 
dalay, We will give cheerful and prompt at-| tention. 1 .0Y ! 
tention to all post-paid communications requi- Catalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and || | 

ring information, Saas VAN-KIRK, &/GO, by mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. | 
Waukesha, January 1, 1853. * e Wisconsin Nursery, January 1353, 

——WURSERY BUSINESS. THE GROVE NURSERY AND ~ 

nae oe . GARDEN. 
FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES a | 

AOR sale at Janesville, Racine and Kosko- ARGE Budded and Engrafted Apple Trees, | 

k nong Nurseries, Wis, ‘The proprietors are tC with fine heads, at 15 to 25 cents each;,or 

now enabled to offer tothe public, a stock of $15 per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, | 

trees heretofore unequaled in the West. Re- $100 to 140. | Plums and Quinces—a good sup- }} 
tmarkable for their hardiness, ‘vigorous growth, | Ply; at 25 to 374 cents each: Pears andCher-'|| | 
and adapted to our western climate; embraicng) T1es—* small stock at old. rates. Ornamental)|} 
fruit trees. of every description. Apples, Dwarf Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Plants, in. great 

Pears, Plums, Cherries, Flowering Shrubs, variety, and the lowest prices, in lots, principally _ 
, isi at our selection. These last furmshed to deal=" 

Bulbous Roots, &c.—comprising all the most — : - 

popular sorts now in cultivation—and having erson commission, Address, mai 
q ee 3 z J. A. KENNICOTT, 

devoted their personal attention to their propa- Northfield, Cook Co., Ill. 

gation and rearing, feel warranted in, recome} 0000 —_______________ 

ménding them to the confidence of the public. The New Edition of 

ata meri es “ia haa LAPHAM’S POCKET MAP | 
: i \ 

fally invited to call and examine for themselves.) Or wisCONSIN, showing the surveys of tRe 
All pre-paid orders containing a remittance or! Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at 
proper reference will receive prompt attention, abreast or by application Sst ee 
addressed to, by. the cash) to the undersign it wil 

‘ sent by mailto any address upon the receipt. of, 
. + nt 3 poe aay eer on onedollar. A liberal igeoant res to deaers. 

Janesville, January, 1853, .Milwaukee; January,-1853.. io ae geds
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| 
nt . h County Society, th t of | MARK MILLER. the satis aoe ar e consent o} | 

TERMS: T. T. WHITTLESEY, Pres’t, | 50 Cents a Year im Advance; Orn Guernsey, Sec’y. | j samme rate for Layee ae eee Spain Sinai i ieonmence ihe Vlas, ackinmieesimied| -«*StRte Agricultural Society. | to new subscribers, Pies | —— ANNUAL MEETING, JANUARY 197TH 1853. | ADVERTISING 5 _—_ t One page per year, 50. Hall page, $30. Quarter} The second Annual Meeting of the Wis- | Pes ner ence eee than one yen) tor Beatnne | consin State Agricultural Society was held | the bane Tate ra ree seruent insertion, S0ets. Anat! at the State Agricultural Rooms in the Ty These ferme, el he strictly adhered to. ‘The cir. Capitol at Madison, on the third Wednes- adverstingimiteds which rendersita mare vata me | Gay of January, at 3 o'clock. P, M, dium for advertising than if a larger space was appropria~| . "The President, Henry M. Billings, took 
thy thiadeoartment, the chair and called the Society to order. eee nee yaa a | Albert 1G, Ingham, the Corresponding State Agricultural Convention. Secretary, presented and read the report of A State Agricultural Convention, com-|the Executive Committee of the Society, | posed of delegates from the several Agri-| Which was accepted. 
cultural Societies i. the State, was held at| _ Simeon Mills, the Treasurer, presented the Agricultural Rooms at Madison, on/| the report of the receipts, expenditures and | Thursday, Jan. 20th. The following off | financial condition of the Society, which was i cers were chosen: read by the Secretary, showing the total re- | Thomas T. Whittlesey, President, ceipts of the Society to be $2,748 45, and | Orrin Guernsey, Secretary. the total expenditures for the same time to | 

On motion, Mark Miller, the publisher of be $2,714 48, with a balance in the Treasu- | the Wisconsin Farmer, was invited to take| ty of $33,97. i : part in the business of the Convention. Charges of mismanagement oe been 
A committee consisting of Messrs. Miller made against some of the officers of the So- of Rock, Ingham of Dane, and Clapp of ciety, a committee of three, consisting of J. Kenosha, was chosen to prepare a bill to| F. Willard of Janesville, John B. Smith, of present to the Legislature now in session, | Milwaukee, and N.M. Donaldson of Fond asking an appropriation for the Agricultu-| du Lac, were appointed to investigate the tal Societies in the State. manner in which the financial affairs of 
Adjourned to enable the committee to the Society had been conducted. The So- prepare their report. E ciety then adjourned until 6 o’clock P. M. Met as per adjournment. The Presi-| Met as per adjournment. The Society dent being absent, J. F. Willard of Rock,| was called to order, the President being in was chosen President pro tem. Mr. Miller | the Chair. 5 from committee, reported a bill, which af Josiah F. Willard, chairman of the com- ter being amended was adopted. mittee webapt ene presented the follow- By vote of the Convention, Mr. Ingham | ing report, which was read by the Secretary. 728 directed to prepare a memorial to the| Zo the Wisconsin State Agricultural So- ; Legislature, to be accompanied by the bill,} ctety:  S asking that body to pass it into a law. The Committee appointed by the State Ey Voted that fifty copies of the forthcoming | Agricultural Society to examing the books Volume of the transactions be distributed to! of the Secretary, and the books and report 

oe 
f F
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|| of the Treasurer of the Society, have had the | Rock Co., Martin Field, Waukesha Co. S. S. 

| same under consideration, and beg leave Daggett, Milwaukee Co., which report was 

|| to report :— 
accepted. 

| ‘That they find the receipts and expendi- A committee of three was appointed to 

|| tures as stated in the report, correct. They ascertain what amendments, if any, are nec- 

|| find that the books of the Society are kept | Sry to the constitution, said committee to 

|| on correct principles, and in aneat and bus-| report at the next annual meeting, which 

|, iness like manner, and find nothing butshows was agreed to. 

\| that the receipts and expenditures are sta- The President appointed Messrs. A. F. 

| ted correctly. The Secretary has afforded | Pratt, Charles Dunn, and Hiram Barber, 

|| your committee every possible facility in such committee. The Society then ad- 

|| producing youchers and making explana- journed. 

| tions to facilitate them in their investiga- HENRY. M. BILLINGS, Pres't, 

tion. 
Axsert C. Incuam, Sec’y. 

|| Some of the expenditures at Milwaukee Te hee | 

|| during the Aneasl Fax held in the month Praga es ee eee 

|. of October last, your committee look upon gee i ee h — forthe clechon of 

\| as not warranted, or calculated to promote | , eal Socie co a h id at County Agricul- 

|| the interests of the Society—however, your| D. Bea be ae Ae = the house of Jesse 

|| committee feel it duetothe Secretary to say | ¥ ear aE a e a day of Janua- 

|| that this perhaps was owing to circumstances as . ‘de Scere ~ pa ee chosen 

|| beyond his control, the particular items be- resident pro tem. Albert G. Knight, See- 

|) ing for expenditures at the United States pea aes 

i Hotel, and for what is called refreshments es th ws ae oe 

|| at the President’s tent on the Fair grounds. a ae a a thr eS = 0. Be 

i Aad committee panic that with |, ake oe ee mnett of Ray- 

|| those exceptions, they are satisfied that the re : a 

i financial affairs of the Society have been Yeo eae 

| ee ia sonlis was adopt- a Sees) il 7 ! 

| ed; when the Society proceeded to the Ee jecretary—Philo White i 

| election of officers for 1853. art ay of Beene ae | 

|| It was moved that a committee of five) o¢ 4 ian ertens ye G. Knight | 

|| be appointed to select and recommend, the Che a aH P. sia Ty as 

| names of persons suitable for the various atfield H. Parsons, Treasurer, made 2 f 

| officers of the Society. repo an ae apart his Soci | 

|| The President appointed as such com- seat a 1 bt ed to Gk oe erate, oe | 

| mittee: Messrs. A. F. Pratt of Waukesha, |... 2 ss setical a eo 2 te for | 

|| Mason C. Darling of Fond du Lac, Horace : Re oe t puumen d to th 

| A. Tenny of Madison, Josiah F. Willard of ¢ Se 1m et Gane . 

| Janesville, and Hiram Barber of Juneau. farmers, and.ciHeens.24 00%. ouuty, gener: 

i The committee retired, and after ashort ae ep ee 

1 consultation reported the names of the fol-| their patronage. a y 

i lowing gentlemen, as suitable persons to fill Ezra Brouanp, Pres’t, pro tem. 

|| the various offices of the Society. Axnenz G. Kwsanr, Sec’y. 

||” President—Elisha W. Edgerton, Wau- ere 
| kesha County. Fowp pu Lac Co. Acricutrurat Socr- 

i Vice Presidents—Bertine Pinckney, Fond ty.—We received a full report from 8. Hall, 

|, du Lac Co, Nathaniel B. Clapp, Kenosha| the Secretary, of the doings of this Society 

| Co,, Charles Dunn, Lafayette Co. for 1853,—Intended we suppose for publi- 

| Gor, and Ree. Secretary—Albert C. Ing-| cation in the Farmer, but its great length 

| ham, Madison. precludes it in full. 

a i ‘Treasurer—Simeon Mills, Madison. The report is well drawn up and opens a3 

| Additional Members of the Executive follows: 

| Committee—Hiram Barber, a Co.| The first Annual Fair and Cattle Showof 

i Henry M. Billings, Iowa Co.,Z. P. Burdick, | the Fond du Lac County Agricultural Soci- 

-



1853. NORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR. a | Se eine eg ea | eld at Rosendale, on the 29th and | to look out for is, that we. are not deceived 1 
3 Sthdare of Sept. 1852. The attendance | in the eastern market price.’ oh A of farmers and others interested in os pro-} There are many fine flocks of sheep in |; 

of agricultural pursuits, was very large; | the northern part of the State already.— |! fr exceeding she fondest Te oes cept We learn that Erastus W. Drury, Esq., of || i e lety. e time 
| Sends ch ee eat tion of the Society, | Fond du Lac, has recently made a large 

was short of three months, consequently | accession to his flock of Pavtor Merryos, |) 
Hi there was not space for suitable notice to be | by an importation of splendid sheep from |! given, or sufficient preparations to be made; | the east. ! 

but judging from this first effort of the So- A. Atwater, Esq., of Waupun, has a fine |! cioty in its infant state, and laboring under flock of S Merinos, numbering sey- | all the disadvantages of circumstances, we | fock of Spanisu MzRrnos, gs may hope and trust that it will ve in itsma- | eral hundreds, 
j ture growth, and under favorable circum- eS LS PE i makes come one whit short of the exhibi- Protection to Animals. ! | tions of Societies of a similar character in The following remarks upon the advan- | other States. Z tages of sheltering stock from the inclem- | 

_ The County is but newly settled; the In- ency of winter weather, which we find in I | dian trail is not wholly effaced within our he Ohio F. ual licable t j | borders, and vast portions of our territory | the Ohio Farmer, are equally ee EAS are still unoccupied and uncultivated. Wisconsin and the whole Northwest.— I 
There were entered in competition for | Farmers, read and heed them. [Ep. | the premiums, about 250 articles or lots, Few, even among those termed good |} | Anable and interesting address was de-| farmers, we fear, fully appreciate the ad- | | livered before the Society by M. Daniels of | vantages of warm shelter for their stock. | Ceresco, Certainly, one who travels over the State |! ——eenmmenaten of Ohio, and yet farther westward, looking || Stock and Wool. only at the farms, and buildings erected for | | = . .,.,. | the comfort of the stock, would get an im- | | _A correspondent of the Fountain City | pression either that we had no cold weath- | | Herald, urges the farmers of Northern Wis- | er—no stock—or that we did not know the || | consin, to pay more attention to raising | value of giving shelter. : | | sheep, and less to grain. Among other Now we happen to know that Ohio far- | 

| reasons for the change he presents the fol- | Mers have some of the best stock in the | i" S' P Union, and that sometimes we have cold ! lowing. weather. We also know that our farmers i | Our soil and climate appears to be well}do know the advantage of shelter, but | adapted to it, and they increase very fast, |from other engagements, or that tie sub- | besides yielding wool sufficient to really | ject has not been fully brought before them, doubly pay for their keeping; while hay they have not attended to it. | and grain bring so little. It is certainly | Experiments have been made, with care j safer than raising grain, because the price }and accuracy, and by practical tests, to | of grain generally Re on the quantity | gain a knowledge of the additional amount | We raise; the more we have the poorer }of food required to support an animal | the market. It is not so with wool ;| when exposed to the open weather, over | for large quantities call in more buyers, one warmly stabled; and as the food eaten Hi and we are sure to get all they can afford | supplies carbon, and the oxygen which is | to pay. Now let us try the wool growing, | respired in the atmosphere is its consumer, | for there is no danger but what we can |it is evident that the colder the tempera- | live by it, if Eastern farmers can; we are | ture to which animals are exposed, the |. sure to get within two or three cents on a greater is the consumption of carbon, and, |! pound, if not as much as they do, and at therefore, the greater amount of food re. |! present, we can raise two pounds, with as quired. 
| | little cost, as they can one—all that we are Certainly one-fourth ‘may be gained in |
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i) the ee stock by providing warm , working it for its ownsake. But how comes it || | 

| stabling, er than to have them profec-| that these pieces of copper are scattered over 
} ted by the side of a barn; and it is the in-|so large a district and so far from their origin- | 
i terest of every farmer to save as well as|al position? It is supposed by Geologists that || _ 

| Saere trust soon to see every farm in the | in one of the latest periods of the earth’s histo- | 
\ West supplied with warm stabling for the|ry, called the drift period—by some agency— | 

{) stock belonging thereto. perhaps great currents of water or floating ice- || | 

i} For the Wisconsin and Jowa Farmer, | P®'@8—boulders, or fragments of the different || | 
|| ‘Whitewater, Dec., 1852. rocks in the northern regions were transported || _ 

i] Discovery of Copper. tothe south. This view is verified by the fact || 

i! — that all the worn or smoothed rocks of any dis- || 

|| Mr. Muxee:—I noticed pieco in the last | trict may be traced back to their original quar- 
| number of the Farmer headed “Copper found.” | ry in a region farther north. The origin of the | 

| Now | suppose this is nething new in Wiscon- | worn rocks in Wisconsin is the region of Lake || 
| sin. Two years ago last spring I was digging }Superior. All our gravel here comes princi- || 

| in the side of a hill on my farm for lime stone. | pally from that region. The fragments in- ||” 

| I dug out a piece of mineral that is called cop- | crease in number and size as we approach the | 

|| per, Weighing five pounds, and on the out side | region of the Lake. j 

| there was a piece of silver sticking to it. This} The reason why the nitric acid does not act 1 

| piece of silver was taken off by a goldsmith and | alike on the whole Thass, is because of the two | 

| pronounced pure. 1 send you a small piece of different kinds of metal, copper and silver. | 

| the copper which was cut from the lump, ham-| There is no reason to suppose that a sufficient | 

| mered and polished, and then put intoa weak | quantity would be found to pay for digging, i 

| nitric acid. Now, if you can tell me why itis certainly at this distance from the original bed. | 

| not all affected alike, you will oblige me very No one would think of opening a quarry for i 

| much, as I am suspicious that there is some- | limestone in a rail road embankment, because | 

| thing besides copper in it. I have found some | he had found a fragment of that kind of rock | 

) smaller specimens in the same place since ; and there. ie | 

now, I would like to know your opinion wheth- For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

er there would be likely to be any more, or] Delavan, January, 1853. ! 

enough worth digging for. A. CURTIS. The Present High Prices of Produce. | 

| Remarxs:—The specimen is a good one of gst 

native copper. You are rightin supposing the The present high prices of produce, are | 

finding of such pieces of copper is “nothing |indeed most welcome, but how many will i 

new,” especially in Wisconsin, frequently in|be shrewd enough to improve them and | 
ee RCRD ae na te acne get out of debt—and how many will be i 

t is likely to be found in the whole district of | 44; ad ge . 

country south of Lake Superior, nearly to the came! By — Dye oe P spat . ie | 

southern limits of Ohio and fflinois. There ee ign seems especially high—in f 
have been repeated instances of this kind—| View of which there is danger of a rush | 

There are several specimens in the cabinet of|into that branch to the neglect of others | 

Beloit College, found in Wisconsin and Illinois. equally necessary, and perhaps equally 

In Se eens ab “ee ie promising. With our recent disastrous 
wei some hun of poun e ori . ae os . 

of ail these pieces of copper is satisfactorily de- pees an Hedgerow,’ with the con 
termined by Geologists to be the copper mines current testimony of the shrewdest obser- 

of Lake Superior. There is a peculiarity vers to the unprofitableness of this Ag. one- 

about this copper which characterizes it, wher-| idea-ism, witha certainty that ‘ono extreme 

ever any of its fragments may be found; snd | follows another,’ shall we act wisely to rely 
that is, a combination of silver with the copper, | wholly on any one staple? For one, I 

but not as an alloy. The silver frequently think not ith th for years Tshave 

covers the surface as in the case above. Cop- th “ fitabl of 

per from no-other mines is like it. ‘Sometimes | UB 2 comparative rt a 

the amount of silver is sufficient to pay for|POrk over wheat raising—yet if all the
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) || world grows pork, of which there is now |ing the great abundance of quarry and | 
oh i — i. Er re ae stones, there are atleast two tile k 
Srna earners Factories—one at Waterloo, and one at ; 

A vast surplus, followed by a serious depres- Albany, owned by John Gott, of whom | 
sion in prices This may or may not be | doubtless all needful information on the | 
next season—the writer only asks a care- | subject may be obtained. F. K. Puayrx, {| 
ful consideration of the matter. For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | 

In the mean time this much is certain— | Milwaukee, January, 1853. Hy 

that the profits of pork-raising do not de- Farming. ; | 
pend so much on the number of hogs Our Profession, its Elevation when | 
merely, that can be turned off, as on the |?72P' eee een. i a The intelligent farmer from the nature of |! amount of heavy pork that can be made hi sae z ; mt i is profession is brought into immediate | from a given amount of corn and labor — pees 

: : and constant companionship with the works | In fact, beyond a certain point, the more f N; in thei ive f hogs the less profit every way. of Nature in their most attractive forms. — 
- : be .. |The sown seed is viewed in all its various | Much, very much, in the writer’s opinion a ears al 

changes, from its first germination until its | —fully one-half, depends upon the breeds |". x z 2 : | ripened grain rewards his patient toil— | used and the care taken. Therefore, let «a || : : : . What thoughtful hours may he not with the easiest keeping, earliest maturing, large TORE expand fh packinw and arate, | 
breeds be selected for profit—let fewer Pree RES eee gm | 
hogs be kept and better accommodations the unseen causes which make grain a | we blade, the blade astalk, the stalk to fulfl | 
P peat gag * il its office to bear grain. The same laws of } 

Draining and Draining Tiles. nature here operate, which cause the giant | 
In travelling over the West the past|oak-to put forth its sweeping arms to the | 

season, I have noticed many newly dug |breeze and wave defiance to the tempest.— | 
drains or ditches, which, being left open |The particles which enter into the compo- | 
speedily fill up, becoming almost worthless |sition of each, once floated in the -atmos- | 
unless annually cleared out, at a considera- | phere, or rested in earth until a combina- 
bleexpense. Theyshould therefore beregu- | tion of causes should call them to fulfil 
larly covered. The small stones often |their part, either to beautify vegetable or 

‘used to form a passage way for the water,in | animal forms for a time, then to enter into 
many Western localities, are not to be had, |Some new combination and thus continue 
and are always expensive compared with [its course, endless as eternity. 
draining tiles, if attainable at any reasona-| The man of business as he is styled, the 
ble price. ‘Would it not then pay for some | merchant, mechanic, or speculator, whose 
of the manufacturers of our world-renowned | mind is engrossed with thought, and fears 
Milwaukee brick, to get on a tile ma-|of debts, bank notes and wares, however 
chine? Considering the abundance of}estimable as men, or necessary to society 
moist level lands, the present rapid im-|they may he, are not placed in that close 
Provement in agriculture—the multiplica-} communion with nature, which is the lot of 
tion of Agricultural Fairs, periodicals and | the tiller of the soil. The mind distracted 
warehouses in the West, there must, it | with the cares of business, is not ina mood 
would seem, ere long, be a great demand | for the contemplation of naturé’s works,-the 

for draining tiles; and a factory at so com- | works of man have surpassed them, and 
manding a point, would doubtless for years a taken possession of — tem- 
monopolize ‘ the . < ow instructive to view growth, 
gion. In New er ae it and deeay of the vegetable world “ femblem of our own, and so nearly allied, 

|
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that no one can say where one begins and| ted land. Sail vessels that are really 30 || _ 

the other ends. The great book is spread | miles off, are seen flapping and iallsing 

before us, each leaf and flower a lesson. |@bout almost within touch. Turreted is- 
With a noble profession let us not prove danas dook, boayy and toppling towards. the | 1 
witfobBio of Jet usin isin G66 thas als zenith. Forests seem to leap from their i : 
Wey eae stems and go a rearing like thistles for the || | 

, vation, dignity and importance,—let Science | very sport of it. 

and Philosophy be our guides,—they willnot| The ice did not leave some of the Bays | 
prove false, but conduct our now wander- till the pene 4 ™ -° a - | 

|. ‘ . cious, es e on trou u 
ms uate an the paths of mepspenyyend little oo. Mr. Stuntz calculates on || 
happiness. A Farmer. | wonderful enterprizes in that country after i 

; the opening of the Saut Canal. | 
| take Superi st MS. ecnios La Pointe, a town on | 

Mr. Stuntz of Grant Co., Wis, has been | the Lake, as being situated at the head of i| 
| deputed by the General Land Surveyor of} a Bay some 25 miles from the High Lake, || 
| this Northwest District to lay off such a| and secluded from the Lake by several is- | 
| tract of land about the Southwest point| lands. He saw there, a warehouse three \ 

of the Lake into townships and sections, as| hundred feet long, built with tamarack } | 
emigration will earliest require. He re-| poles and roofed with bark. This building | ’ 

| turned by way of La Pointe and Stillwa-|is warped by the pressure of age ; it is |) 
; ter last week. We have obtained from} entered by a wooden railway. The town || 
| him some new views of that region.—|is dingy and dreary. He saw a most lux- || 
| From Fond du Lae, a trading post situated | urious garden by the former residence of |) 

| eleven miles inland on the St. Louis River,| Dr. Borup. It contained a variety of fruit || 
| Eastward, for perhaps fifty miles, the mar-| trees and shrubs, such as plums, cherries, || 

|| gin of the Lake is a flat strip of land,| apples, pears, currants, &c.[M. Pioneer. ! 
| reaching back into a rocky ridge about a ; 

| eleven miles off. The soil of this flat land To Raise Barley. 
| isa rich red clay. The wood is of white 5 ies 

i| pine, andof the most magnificent growth.| First let the land be in tolerably good |; 
f The American line is beyond the mouth of | 9rder, ie. not too poor, or worn out too | 
}, the St. Louis, as far north-east as Pigeon| much. Plow and harrow it until it is well | 
|| River, 100 miles. A mountain extends all pulverized, and then sow a bushel or five |! 
| the way between the St. Louis and Pi-| pecks to the acre, and harrow it in. The || 
\ geon Rivers. It evidently abounds in cop- | practice, in my native country, England, is 
i per, iron, and — The terrestial com- | ‘now to sow barley till you can sit down oa 
|| pass cannot be ‘ised there, so strong is the|a clod, without danger of taking cold, | 

| attraction of the earth. The needle rears which, in that country, is about the begin- || 
i and plunges ‘like mad? Points of survey | ning of April, and, I suppose, in the neigh- | 
|| have been fixed by the solar compass. borhood of Lexington, the same time will 

, The Indian and_half-breed packmen answer the purpose. When the barley is 

\ have astonishing strength. One Indian, |Tipe, cradle it, and treat it exactly as you || 
|| who is described by the others as being as} would oats, and I believe, this is all that is | 
| large as two men, carried for a company of | necessary to say respecting the raising and | 
| 11 men, provisions for ten days, viz: one | harvesting the crop. A few observations | 
| barrel of flour, half barrel of pork, and|on the subject of the advantages of the j 
i something else, besides the utensils. Mi-| culture of this may be abe. ad- |) 
\ rage is acommon phenomenon in spring|ded. It is a crop that will stand the | 

|| and summer. For the Bays not opening | drought better than corn, which in my | 
|, $0 soon as the main Lake, or not cooling so | opinion, fits it well for a staple crop for the |; 

| early, an object out in the Lake is viewed |South. It makes better bread than either | 

| from the shore through a dense medium of | rye or corn, and if ground into meal, will 
|| air, hence is a refraction of rays which | fatten hogs ey as well. ee. 
| gives so many wonderful sights, that) the|in England, is to sort out the small pota- 
i Chippawas call that the spirit of enchan- | toes, ‘and boil them, and then beat them up | 

ee eeEeeeeeeeaQOQ“*Q*Q*DE0 SS
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pais ets aE aL cena ab all eear coment and mix barley meal a sem zands-food large ne of moisture in the form of them to the fattening f tal aised | Vapor, &c., and whenever cold surfaces are Great quantities of barley are raise presented, this moisture undergoes conden- there, and used —— mal and = Gan EES teatixee of a cold pitcher, or a 
mere ; turnips on it, and | piece of cold iron, left standing in the air, ered too poor, they sow turnips on it, and | Piece of co. De ith f | i will become bespangled with drops o! 

petting ee feed, * = a an moisture. In wi aslea lands the atmos- | n : f a abate | Event palin ami oUt po pier oan denoting wi 
a rears sen pets a thea 1d. E HY and the portions of atmosphere thus losing | ‘ pois poe penne ve said’ the | their moisture, are continually ascending | 

| a wa fatearied and ab the oe re to ral dhe | i is well manured. The {f depositing new SEs | same time, the land is we icolisd Ianid’ nob! caiky aarobaclatibes cde’ | practice is then, to plow up the ground as = iodine heen used for mead- | pee oe tonl for bares mee en. oe will supply full crops, when land not | Should s Te a a so treated wall be barren and useless. | eriment, | wou vis i eds | =. 
Bede turnip or ruta-baga, and sow them Grain crops grown on such lands tiller 
by the 20th of June, at least. This sorts | freely, thus doing away with the necessity | 
the most hardy, and more nutritious than }Of thick seeding. Sub-soiled —— 
the white turnip, and if the ground is fro- seldom Tun out. Top-dressings of all kinds } 
zen, they must be stocked up with grub-| applied breast a pees tee i bing hoe. “ into a su — lep e cagtly Read | 

L have never seen but one small crop of ee i rea a 2m atone in ose | 
barley raised in the United States, and I | hea' 1 sa iadecthan veuaheaecdca ce | cannot tell now what the yield was; but I | properly sub-soiled, We ki von | know the man that raised it considered it a | treated. [Working Farmer. 
profitable crop. Ihave understood that Lercestersme Swive.—Mrssrs. Ep- | considerable quantities of it are raised OF Fone Thy your last Rural, I saw an in- | 
Long 4 wee they mid aeteey quiry about hogs; permit me to say that | as they do the oat crop. [Dollar News. for forty years past, I have been in the hab- 

isture b Plowing. it of making more or less pork, and in that | | _ y Deep ; time have tried various breeds of hogs for | P. Morris says, in the Farm Journal, that | that purpose. For the last seven years I he broke up a stiff sod for corn with a have raised only the Leicestershires, which ! heavy plow drawn by four oxen. A sub-|T think superior to all others with which T soil plow followed, ruzning down six or! am acquainted. Their bodies. are long, seven inches deeper. The whole work was | broad, and deep, they are of hardy consti- | so thoroughly performed, that a stick could | tution and easily kept and fattened; suffice be thrust down into the loose earth, in al-| it to say, with common feeding, at the age | most any part of the ‘field to’a depth of | of twenty-one months, they can be easily fifteen inches. The summer was excess- made to weigh 500 Ib. | ive dry, pastures were burnt and bare, and| Let them run in a good clover pasture, | tillage crops suffered severely. But the | and the slops of the house are sufficient to | corn on the sub-soiled land continued green | grow them full size. They are good breed- | and luxuriant throughout the season. ers. I have a sow that was one year old | m The above is from the Ohio Farmer.—| the first of April last—on that day she | ~§ We haye long advocated sub-soil plowing, | had a fine litter of igs, which will now, I | and soe other reasons for its adoption, think, average 160 he each. Onthe 20th have urged the fact that well sub-soiled | of Aug;, she had another litter of 10 pigs. | land never suffers from drought. We have | T have tried crossing the breed, but find no i 80 often repeated the rationale for this fact, advantage in it. 7 have a. pair of full | that were it not for a continued enquiry by | bloods, five months old, weight, say 160 Ibs. | letter, we should not again recite it at this each, that I would dispose of. . (Price, $16 | time. per pair. [Rural N.Yorker.. |
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For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | of the joists sh. i ; 
Watertown, Jan. 1853. cihnd ony ottehahenee teens 

Ice Houses. through, These two ranges of joists should 

Mr. Mirizr:—I subscribed for the Wis 
consin Farmer at the middle of the last a 

: Volume, as an experiment, and I ackowl- S Dy 
edge the paper exceeds my expectations. ge yy 

I had hoped before the Volume closed, S oN 
to have found something said by yourself, ya S 

. or your able correspondents, in reference to] _ Pie ROSA EAI NS || 

the best manner of building Tee Houses—| # eC f | 
It is argued by some that they should be| Neaeall Neal 

built entirely above ground, and should be ie i . Apes | 
well ventilated; by others, that a portionat|  AR@S=)h Heaeeh 
least should be below the surface. Neel Neat 

Any information as to the best manner Nee H vault’ eee? iN j 
‘di i Nees ieSeeit of building to preserve ice, by yourself, or Ngee t : Ney aH 

' any one that has had experience in the bus- Nice eal ea 
iness, will be gratefully received. Also a Nes Wah 
Chapter on the building of cisterns for the eel aa 

purpose of cleansing rain water for com- =A) a ay i 

mon beverage in our families, would be es-| “QE g,5 ~—Saersee Ene 
teemed a favor, and would be a public feet ne-half tat the | | 

tenet in thi county were ll atari o| about oo tad ou af aartat he 
| hard. Huser Sarrz. | top these joists should be morticed into the 

We have a eres sear d cross-beams which are to support the upper 
poor opinion of undergroune’ | foor. The joists in the two ranges should 

ice houses. We know of no better plan| be placed each opposite another. They 

for constructing an ice house, than the = i = ie or — — ie 

following, which was furnished to the Hor- with rough boarding, wi oe 
ticulturist, a year or two since by N. J. pet getter pr sr 

Wyeth, a celebrated ice merchant of Bos-| other, so that one range of joists shall be 
ton. It was published in the February | outside the building, and the other inside 
number of the last volume of the Farmer, | the ice room or vault. 

| We republish it, not only to answer the in-| gy 5 3 1 
quiry of our correspondent, but for the ED eT Be 

| benefit of several hundreds of others who | Sans oe aatiinesisire et em antanta 
| are in the same category with himself. pL RPE Pees Si sen 

{I Cisrzrns.—We will give a ‘chapter’ on eae ae DETAR RR a 

e the construction of cisterns, in the March} =“ =e mee RT K ¢ 

number. [Ep. 
“An i house shore groun a, shoul d be | MANNER OF sea hig! BOARDS TO THE 

built w e plan of having a double z 

Sapo eat omental Soe Sraca sane some non-con substance. 
In the first tines Gio Same of the sides | Sawdust, whichever is cheapest or most ea- 

|| should be formed of two 1 of upright | sily een eee for ete sige 
i joists, six by four inches; the lower ends material for filling the space is, t uring
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winter it freezes, and until it is againthaw-| _Roor Pruniye.—In rich, deep, alluvi- ed, little or no ice will melt at the sides of| al soils, certain varieties of fruit will make the vault. a rank, vigorous growth, year after year, The bottom of the ice vault should be| without becoming fruitful ‘within any’ rea- filled about a foot deep with small blocks! sonable period. Theremedy is, to curtail the of wood; these are levelled and covered supply of food by cutting off a large por- | with wood shavings, over which a strong| tion of the feeding root, to be replaced by plank floor should be laid to receive the ice. | fine fibres, The proper mode of doing it Upon the beams above the vault, a pretty|isto strip the earth off the ends of the q tight floor should also be laid, and this large roots by digging a trench around the floor should be covered several inches deep] tree, deep enough to go below the roots, j with dry tan or saw dust. The roof of| then with asharp knife cut off the ends. the ice house should have considerable| This cut should be made on the under | pitch, and the space between the upper|side and sloping outwards. It may be | j floor and roof should be ventilated by al done much more quickly by having a ' lattice window at each gable end, or some- spade ground to a sharp edge, so that it thing equivalent, to pass out the warm air| will cut a Toot aninch in diameter, clean which will accumulate beneath the roof— through at asingle stroke. The effects A door must be provided in the side of the| of transplanting on trees is well known.— vault to fill and discharge it; but it should| If we take a vigorous growing tree of always be closed up higher than the ice, bearing size, but showing no signs of fruit- and when not in use should be kept closed] fulness, and transplant it, fruit buds are al- altogether,’ most invariably formed the next season.— : —TeTE————— This root pruning is similar in its effects Compost ror Grezy-Hovsr Praxrs.— and results to transplanting. It checks the The best and safest compost for all plants, superabundant vigor and brings the tree is two-thirds leaf-mould, (entire] decayed] into a fruitful condition. leaves, to be found iu the Saat andone-| Nearly all fruit trees may be thus treated third fine sand. Anything will grow in| but we advise it to be done cautiously. If | this, and a great many things will not] a tree has a large head, and the main roots grow without it. are cut too short, the tree is liable to be et. .__| blown down. We have heard of trees be. Prusiva Evercrzens.—In pruning! ing successfully root-pruned in August, Evergreen trees, the lowest branches should and we have this season tried it, but we in all cases, be the longest, whatever the] think the safest time to do it is in the fall, shape of the head should be. This style! when the growth is suspended, or even in of clipping or hae 18 In accordance] the winter, if not convenient before that with the natural growth and habit of near. time. ly all evergreens, and produces that park- tear like appearance, so much admired in En- Liqum Ferrmzer ror Cuore Pants. glish landscape gardening, where the low- —Dissolve half an ounce of of est branches seem to spring directly from| Ammonia in a gallon of water, and apply the tarf, and form a continuation of the} it to the roots of green-house or hardy grassy lawns of crisp and close-shaven ver- plants with a watering-pot, every sixth « 

dure: 
oe other five times use plain water. ee 

ti: 
i 7) A correspondent of the Genesee Far- or they will <a ercee mer, _ that girdled trees may be pre-| will who drinks nothine but pure brandy.’ served by the following means: «Take out Properly used, however, the result. will a block of wood extending into the bark both surprise ana delich fee i 0 ight every person who | above and below the girdle, and take from will maak atrial of it A barrel of it |) the body or limb of another tree, a block! should be mixed every Friday and used || ding in size and shape, with the anldees eae | 

Corresponding in size and shape, wi each Saturday; and it is Particularly rec- || tad on te pcre | Sem Seriya | ing.’ ‘This plan it is said, has proved com. rmarf Pears, Dahlias) &o. [Horticulturist pletely successful. See that your fences are in good order, |
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: | SIFTING MACHINE. _ i) 
* — Vsti Sp 

| This is an invention of Sam-. CLEA BAZ g ) : 

i uel Harris, of Springfield, Mass. CO Zw 4. 

i. | It . intended for family use, \ El A-¥@wsv"J_PE=_ 

i also for sifting and _boltin; ABZ ™ 

Pi drugs and ado: It a a Ze Lm 

: also an invaluable article for (<<) 4 = mu 

ft ' confectioners, stereoty pers, snuff oo ii | SS (—*F 

| manufacturers, coffee grinders, ( AC eee! | if 

Bs | bakers, dentists, apceniies ee es i i 1h 

Bk and chemists, pharmaceutists, Dé at 4 ul - int 

i | perfumers, and dealers in teas, ( wy z he i Hi lh ili 

spices and seeds, and_hotel See |i Hi i aca 
: | : a Veet, i 
- keepers, de. and for all sift- Ay We HA —sE 

i ing purposes it is superior to <7) i No os 

, aocieg we know of in use. <4 S| SS — 

i | Asa labor-saving machine, its SE | 

b | utility isseen and acknowledged 

4 | at sight, and needs no more comment than ing, as, the more leaves you get, the fruit 
; the many advantages which arise from its will swell larger.” 

i | jo both im saving of time, and the perfect} There is another article abounding in the 

rf! | safety with which the most poisonous and | markets here, which, though by no means 

ii noxious drugs and powders can be prepared | unknown in the markets of the United 

+ without waste, as the operation 1s performed | States, is not common; and therefore, from 

P. = perfectly tight box, which prevents the | the same intelligent_gardener, I shall give 

q i escape of all dust which may arise: The|the best account I could obtain of the 

Hi || seives are made either of brass, copper, or| mode of cultivating them. I mean mush- 

i | iron wire, hair or batting cloth. This ma-|rooms. There are few extensive gardens 

i | chine was awarded a medal at the last] without a mushroom-house, which is a dark 

‘ |, Ohio State Fair, and the general agent has|room fitted up with shelves, and with the 
; |, in his possession certificates of some up-)means of producing the desired tempera- 

Mt i wards of —— individuals who have used | ture. ; 

ii |, them, which for the short time the machine] Cuzrrvation or Musxrooms.—“ The 

rf |, has been in market speaks well for the in-|cultivation of mushrooms in the winter 

| || vention, 8. S. Barry & Co. Cleveland,| months, in order to have a daily supply, 

i |, Ohio, are agents for Western States. requires a house for the purpose. The 

ne i OT house at Welbeck is divided. into four tiers 

bs || One of the best gardeners in England |of shelves, three shelves in each tier. The 

a || has given me some instructions for the|shelves are ten inches deep, at is, a sort 

y | management of pg which some of my of boxes, like the berths on d ship— 

H || readers may be glad to receive :— H. C.] 

ii! || Management or THe Grape Ving, “The first three shelves are generally 

aed || woen Frurrine.—* With regard to the filled about the beginnin, of September, 

ii | best way te manage the vine, when fruit-}as the field mushrooms Tegin go out 

i | ing, I invariably stop the shoot one eye then. The material used to fill the shelves 

Hi ‘| above the bunch ; and it is the practice of |is pure —— droppings, without any 

i) | the best gardeners in England. I general- |straw. It is suffered to ferment a little 

1 | ly leave oneshoot not stopped, without fruit, before being put in, and beaten quite hard 

! _ and to fruit next season, and cut the shoots with a wooden mallet. As soon as the 

i | out that have borne fruit this year. Onyheat decreases to 65 deg. by the thermom- 

i | the short-spur system, every shoot isstopped |etor, or ascertained by a piece of wood 

iW | an eye above the bunch, except the top one, {thrust in, to see that the burning heat is 

! | and then it must be managed like the rest; | gone off, the bed may be spawned, by 

ii | all the lateral shoots must be stopped one opening holes two inches deep in the dung, | 
i | eye above another, until they cease grow-|and putting in bits of spawn about the size 

eee 

i) 
|
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of a walnut, nine inches each way, all over There is always a good spawn in the old 1 

the bed. It is then” covered with two or| beds, which may be preserved to put into |! 
three inches of good fresh loam from a pas- | new ones.” i 
ture field. If a little road-scrapings is ad-| I have gone thus fully into this, as it | 
ded to the loam, it helps to bind it, which] may appear to some, unimportant subject, || 
is important, as a great deal of the success} because, asa vegetable, this plant is es- } 
of the crop depends on the soil and being | teemed a great delicacy; and next, because | 
incorporated into one solid mass, not liable | of the great quantities of ketchup which || 
to crack, or get too dry. The soil must be | ate used, and which may be manufactured || 
beaten with the mallet, like the dung, quite |in the country, and of which mushrooms / 
smooth and hard all over. In eight days | are the principal material. i 
after spawning, the bed will be’ covered [Coleman's European Agriculture. | 
with a whitish substance, which showsthat Teeter. | 
the spawn is running all through it, and | Rancid Butter. iH 

| that the heat is right. The Echo du Monde Savant says: ‘A || 
|| Mushrooms generally appear in six farmer in the vicinity of Brussels, having | 
|| weeks after making the bed, if the tempe- succeeded in removing the bad smell and | 

|| rature of the house is kept from 55 to 60 taste of some butter, by mixing it with 
|| deg. They are very impatient of too much chloride of lime, he was encouraged by || 
|| water; and water is required to be put on this experiment, and he has restored to |/ 
| them only with a fine rose watering-pot; butter, the taste and oder of which were | 

| and that when the bed gets dry; and it insupportable, all the sweetness of fresh i 
|| should be always of the same temperature butter. This operation is extremely sim- | ‘ 
{| as the house, or it chills all the young ones, ple, and practicable by all. It consists | 
| and the crop never lasts so loug. If hot. simply in working the butter in a sufficient | 
|| water pipes are used to heat the house quantity of water, in which from 25 to 30 
|| there sso occasion for watering. We cant drops of chloride of lime have been added | 

erally make fresh beds every month, to Keep to every two pounds of butter. _ After || 
|| up a succession all through the year, ex- having mixed it till all its parts are in con- || 
|| cepting the months they come naturally in tact with the water, it may be left in it for |! 

|| the open fields. j. an hour or two, afterwards withdrawn and |) 
| “Mushrooms may be grown in winter in worked again in clear water. The chlo- | 
| a dark cellar, where there is no artificial ride of lime having nothing injurious in it, 
|| heat, by covering the top of the ridges, or can with safety be augmented; but after 

|| box, with good dry hay, at least ten’ inches having varied the experiment, it was found i 
thick. They will not come in so quickly as that from 25 to 30 drops to every two . 

|| ina house kept ata steady temperature, but pounds of butter were sufficient. 
will keep in bearing a great deal longer, so Another method of restoring sweetness 

|| that one good bed will last all through. | °%4 flavor to rancid buttor, said (o be very || 
As a good deal of the success of growing effectual by those who have tried it, is to |! 

|| depends on the goodness of the spawn, it is | PUt it into a churn with new milk and 
| necessary to get it from some respectable work it till all the old salt and rancidity is | 
} nurseryman, who generally sell it in the removed, after which it is to be taken from i 

shape of bricks. Its quality may be easily the churn, worked and salted afresh, 
ascertained, if , by breaking it, and i | seeing it fall ee a deaths act = iE aa Reece is stated by a re- 
smell is exactly like a mushroom. If it f di T; isa great preventitive } 
smells musty, it bas lost its ms of ‘ isease in sheep. He feeds four or five 
powers. It will keep good fora year or| fo gear ack oon yoo sheep during | 
two, if kept dry, and out of the power of! ta eos as ar cad ane ae ma | Aros fehdlHesb aeeada in dvips civict r e nose of each sheep, during the } 

Battersea, where many cows and horses are Coo eae ~ a gad-fly from || 
pastured in the fields. The old droppings |e tenee geo Co in ee Reading | 

are taken from the surface where the natural | the ee publ wih oe. by _pateriag \\ 
mushrooms grow, and mixed with fresh | the . pouring || 
horse-dung, and cut into the shape of bricks, readily upon it, when “the sheep eat it |
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H & In fields devoted to grazing the same injury : 

i B ry eS does not accrue, for the obvious reason that . 

7a oe lt a ono Ze a constant return is made to the soil, fully 

| 7 OC a as aN R equivalent to the produce consumed. Or- || — 

| Wi as) Gk chards in meadows and cultivated fields |} 

| =, aa ° would enjoy the same impunity were care || ~ 

moo een Ai taken to supply them with sufficient and 

| gees See ee eas: | Suitable fertilizing materials. 

| SE gee Sa a x As to the question whether orchards 

| Bee! should be ploughed or not, without refer- 
| 

= 

| HORTICULTURE. ence to the production of any other than | 

} ao EE EY SS | their own legitimate crop, there certainly || 

HH For the Wiseonsin & Jowa Farmer. | 

i Bowen’s Prairie, Iowa. can be no one rule to fit all orchards, any | 

| January 1853. more than there can be one only system | 

| Cultivation of Orchards. or routine of cultivation and ‘management | 

| Dear Smi—A (cat acenchiee sok HEM for all soils. It becomes an individual || 

1 : x ~ | question, to be answered for eack case by 

\\ Farmer contains a report of a discussion | . ‘ . 

\ g ee itself, according to the nature and condi- 

on the subject of the Cultivation of Or-| 2 
5 ‘ 7" | tion of the soil and of the trees. No gen- 

| chards, in which all the speakers agreed in 5 aa 
| 2 i eral solution can safely be more explicit || | 

i opposition to the doctrine generally taught. iss tha Aedes hich I offer; that 

| In that discussion, two very distinct and oes So © eo 
= z on._| probably most orchards which have lain 

| different things—usually associated it is : 
| Bee long in sward will be benefitted by loosen- | 

| true, nevertheless, not identical—seemed to} . : | 
ing the turf and turning a new surface up 

me to be confounded; namely: the mere ‘ } 

he 5 mere! to the sunlight and the air; and some will 

| tillage of the soil of an orchard, which is) 4:7. host when this n eels 

=o “ ae ae ~ ae tenest; but the crop cultivated, if any, | 

rom it of exhausting crops, which 15 quite) sould be that which is least exhausting to | 
another. With a due reference to this dis- a | 
pps z the soil. PomocutTor, 

| tinction, probably the discrepant observa- ——— | 

| tions and opinions might be brought to Destructive Errects oF THE TomaTo | 

tannins. eet yearn GRAPE Virzs.—Mr.| 

= Holmes describes an instance of this kind 

| | Surely no reflecting man, at least no one] in his own experience, where a healthy and | 

|| acquainted with the first principles of agri-| exceedingly thrifty grape-vine, seven or | 

') cultural science, will maintain that the ay bon ee at ruined, (pois- | 

i i i one yy the con of a tomato-yine | 

. | bearing off in annual succession full erops| "7-4 1.04 been planted within six or eight 
| of corn or potatoes, with no correspond- inches of the grape. | 

ing return to the soil, has the — — [Minutes of the N.Y. Farmers’ Club. 
rease the tit to i e qual- ———_—- | 

i ¥ of the cae. 4 aa a ead Mr. Reuben Brackett, of Denmark, Iowa, 

ed P 3 exhibited to us last fall, several specimens | 

i can long bear double cropping. The ef-| of grape-vines which could not be made to | 

| | fect of cropping an orchard with grain] thrive in the vicinity of peach trees. 

|| must sooner or later prove detrimental to} The difference is very great indeed. be- 

the trees and the fruit, Tho effect is es-| tween those nine eam ne 

Se See tr ne ee 
i || grass from the sward. Whatever is gain-| circumstances being equal. ee 

|| ed in the hay is s0 much lost in the fruit (Val. Farmer. 

| 
iH
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The accompanying cut is 4 3% an exact outline of a seed- LE | ai ling apple presented us by f ty; Mr.A. F. Lewis, of Turtle, tj grown in his orchard.’ It ig g 7 P> 
an early winter apple. Col- ZY ti or, uniform pale yellw— tj; tj tj; ZV skin smooth and of an oily YZ tj Gj Z 
touch; flesh, white, juicy ZY Zi ZI typ ZI and fineflavored. MrLew- jj ZI Zz ZI; isinforms us that the knob,or ZZ; jj ZI tj a ; tsgyyyyvy— Vy prominence shown near the Z ttjijj3 typ); jj ZY | ~stem, is a peculiarity of all ZZ yyy Z the fruit grown upon the ZI ij jij jy th) tj, same tree. Were we prop- ZI tj Zi) ZZ agating an orchard by bud- Zp Yj yj jij Z ding or grafting, we ehould Yj Z tj Zi QI) | certainly make a draft upon Zi Z tUy/—4 | this tree for stock. Itis g tj: Yj: ZU {i beautiful apple in appear. i Lisi | anceand excellent for eating. iA i ee SSS 

For the Wisconsin &IowaFarmer. | if there was frost in it, but no snow, and there- Prairie du Chien, Jan. ’53. by prevent the ground from thawing so soon in } 
Orchards, in Winter. those places. 

In travelling over iti oat T occasionally The tramping of the snow requires pasigaial work get a new idea from some farmer, which may than toremove it, and as there will still be | 
be of use to others. Not long since, when the | S20W on the ground, the ground will not freeze | Snow wasa foot deep, and little or no frost in| 9S deep, if it freezes at all, as it would if the I the ground, I passed a beautiful orchard of|S20W was entirely removed. And as to the | good size, for this new country, the snow being straw or litter, the remedy is worse than the dug away from about the roots of  the| disease, for while it does but little to retard a | trees, Yankee like, I availed myself of| thaw, it provides anest for the mice, which will | the right and privilege usually awarded to| damage the tree Probably more than the frost | ‘the universal Yankee nation, to ask questions; | after a thaw. On the whole, it strikes me that | and enquired the object of thus removing the| the removing of the snow is the better remedy. {| snow. The answer was, that the man had lost| This is not necessary if the ground freezes be- | some fine trees in consequence of the sapstart-| fore the snow falls, if the frost is of sufficient | ing on the sun side of the trees, in warmdays in| 4epth ; if not, then the removal of the snow the winter, and afterwards freezing; that these | #!lows the frost to deepen in the ground. | Cccurrences only happened when there was| T° prevent the effects of late frosts in | no frost in the ground; and as the ground | the spring, when the trees are in, or just could not freeze with such a body of snow on| Ut of blow, have your trees ns near togeth- | it, he had removed it to let the ground freeze. | Fas may be in the orchard. Haul old or decay- The idea struck me at once, as a good one. ed logs and make numerous heaps in different Some years since I Jost about twenty Peach | Places, say 6 orSrodsapart. Thisyoucandoin trees, large enough to bear a bushel apiece, | the winter. The frost that kills the fruit, usu- andone Green Gage, and some apple trees, ally comes from the 15th to 25th of May, and from a similar or the same cause. Among the| it may always be known when it will be likely 

remedies then prescribed by the knoming ones| 0 come, a day or so before hand, being — Was first, to tramp the snow down round the| 2U/y preceded bya rain, followed by cool nights. Toots of the trees so that the frost would go And when the cool evening indicates a frost through it, and second, to place straw or litter | that night, then kindle your fires, so as to raise from the stable on the snow or frozen ground, | S™oke. If the wind blows, there is but little | .
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| donger of frost. If not, the night air will keep Somz New Ipgas azour Pruxine.—A || _ 

i the smoke in and about the trees, and where | writer in the last number of the Horticul- V5 

| the smoke is no frost will hurt. Itis now 40|turist, (Lawrence Young, of Louisville, | — 

|| years since I saw this remedy tried with good Ky.,) has advanced some new ideas Te- i 

|| effect in Ohio. The smoked orchards had | specting the theory and practice of pruning || | 

|! plenty of fruit while others would have none. fruit trees. He considers that there are || © 

; {! ‘A Bruxsox. | two forces or principles in vegetable physi- || | 

| oe ology, viz: a wood producing system, and | 

Transptantinc Eyercreens, &c.—A | a fruit producing system—that these two | 

Z | writer in the Western Horticulturist Re-| systems are, in some degree, antagonistic to | § 

|| view, (W. De Forest Holly Esq.,) trans- | each other—that is, if one is promoted to 

| plants all kinds of trees and shrubs at the | excess, the other is correspondingly dimin- le 

|, earliest practical period in the Spring, be-| ished. ‘The seat of the wood system is in | 
i |i fore the sap begins to circulate, having|the trunk, branches and roots, between j) 

} || previously selected such trees as stand in an | which, he says, there is evidence of strong | 

i isolated situation. Such trees possess.a fi-/ sympathy and continued action and reac- i] 

i ner shaft, form and foliage; are more har-| tion. That the seat of the fruit system is | © 

|| dy, and_ less liable to suffer from removal.|in the fruit spurs and fruit buds; that i 

|| He marks the north side of the tree before | these have no particular sympathy with the | 

i | removal, so that it may be re-planted in| roots, but feed upon the juices in circula- |) 

i the same aspect and position in which it| tion among the branches, like parasitical | 

was found growing—digs a trench around | plants, until their demand upon these jui- i 

| the tree, and raises with the roots as large|ces even starves out the wood buds and | 

| || a ball of dirt as possible—euts off all| kills the trees. iI; 
|| bruised or mutilated roots, with asharp| ‘The best state, then, in which to have a |! 

|| knife, to enable them to granulate and form | fruit tree, is to bring about an equilibrium i 

|| new fibres—prunes in the head of the tree | of these two forces. A disturbance of this |} 
'| to correspond with the unavoidable destruc-} equilibrium towards either extreme, is in- | 

|| tion of roots—lowers the tree carefully into | jurious to the tree. [Maine Farmer. |; 

a large hole, spreads out the roots, sifts fine ann {i 

|| surface soil among them, and puddles in| Pzrrervat Bearine Raspserry Busa | 

|| around them with enough water to close|—Early last spring, says the Providence | 

t | up the holes and interstices, leaving the| Post, Mr. Perry B. Phillips, of Cranston, || 

} || surface of the ground slightly concave to | saw in the woods a thrifty raspberry bush, || 

iH i retain water, and supporting the tree in its | which he transplanted to his own garden. |; 

i | position by firm braces. He also mulches |The bush put forth blossoms in good time \ 

|| the surface of the ground with leaves or | and yielded a handsome crop of raspber- i 

'| straw to retain moisture, and binds some| ries. Immediately it blossomed again, and || 

| || peices of loose matting around the trunk of| two days ago we ate some of the fruit.— | 

the tree to shade it fromthe sun. Ali the|The berries were large and delicious— | 

I necessary and fundamental operations of | What adds more to the wonder is, that the |! 

i '| tree planting are embraced in this method, | bush has blossomed again, and a third crop || 

H || and those who adopt it will rarely have to| is nearly half grown. | 

, | Complain of the death of their fruit trees. | a 
errr Grarrxe Grape Vines—Mr. Curtis | 

|| _ Pansnres ror Swive.—In the Isle of| stated at one of the Agricultural meetings || 

| Guernsey, the raising of parsnips for swine | in Albany, that he had been successful in } 

i i| is a leading branch of farming. The root grafting the Isabella on the wild grape— | 

i || is almost exclusiveiy used for pork making. | He takes about fifteen to eighteen inches of |) 

N A gentleman who once resided there, noti-| the root of the wild vine, and inserts it in 

cing the peculiar fine flavor of the pork, | cleft or ‘split’ grafting. The vine is 
i inquired the reason of it, and was informed | planted so that the connection of the stock 
Hi. that it was owing to the hogs sea fatten-| and scion will be just below the surface of 
: ed on raw parsnips. The pork, he says, (he ground. The operation is performed | 

was beautifully white, juicy and firm. in the spring before the vines come into | 

| || Be punctual in all things. leaf. { 
: Saat
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| _ Urano Cranpennizs—At length we] or ninetoon years—the term which leases | || have occular proof of the fact, that, cran- run. In this country, the most common | ||| berries in the greatest perfection, can be! practice is to apply 30 or 40 bushels once |) raised on upland, sandy, and gravelly soil.!in three years, which is the preferable | Mr. Joseph Oreutt has brought us forexhi-} mode. We have seen it applied with good | bition, a large root of eranberry vine placed | effect, however, at the rate of 300 baseed _})! in a box, which is made to contain a quan-|to the acre. This was upon a very stiff, | tity of the soil from which it had been *°-/cold clay. Three hundred bushels would to | moved, the vines thickly hanging with ripe | be about ten tons to the acre. Ten inches “@| fruit. He made the experiment three| depth of soil, would weigh about 1000 | |) years ago last May, planting 40 bunches in| tons, That would give one per cent. of | | @) a row two feet apart, without previous cul-| Jime, A ease is reported in England, ) yj; ture, merely removing the sod, and plant-} soi] upon which 120 bushels of lime had | |G) ing the cranberries, with no more trouble been used, being analyzed, which apparent- || or attention than he would have taken with ly contained the same component parts as || ] | a cabbage plant. that along side, which had not been limed i | _ The soil is a sandy gravel, fit for peach! for a number of years. Yet the limed jj | ees, and in which 223 are growing in an! Jang produced 20 ‘tons of turnips to the | orchard so near as to shed their leaves on acre, while the unlimed portion only pro- |) | the cranberry vines, The first year he| duced two tons, tops and all. This was | || picked about a pint of fruit, the second Year, upon red sand-stone land. One of the ef. i four quarts, the third or present year, from} fects of lime is, it gives the soil power to |} |G seven to eight quarts, of remarkable fine absorb ammonia from the atmosphere, and || |@ fruit. The vines have shot the present} retain that which is disengaged by the de- || season, three feet six inches in length, and composition of vegetable matter and ma- | the old wood is loaded thickly with the nure in the soil. Hence the importance of || berries. i s applying lime with green crops, or using |} We now consider the question, “can coarse manure with the lime. | cranberries be cultivated with Success On! Indications of want of Lime in the Soit || upland ?” as decided in the affirmative. may be seen in heavy crops of straw, and || | [Boston Cultivator. light crops of grain; and in root crops joie aad de 1 where they seem to run to fingers and Sime and pia Agsealtare, seed. Hajaatinenis should = add by Lime is one of the most abundant. sub- every farmer, with lime, upon various crops stances in nature—usually as a carbonate, | in all his fields, to ascertain whether lime consisting of 564 parts of carbonate, and| vould be benefiaial to him. Very few pla- 433 of carbonic acid, in 100 of the miner-| ces will be found Where it will not be so. , al. In burning, the acid escapes in the} Zo Apply Lime to the Soil, spread it | form of steam. It is then quick-lime—| evenly upon a crop of clover about to be | After exposure to the atmosphere, it ab-| Plowed under, or sow it upon the surface | sorbs water, slacks, and falls into an appa-| With the wheat, and harrow thoroughly — rent dry powder; it is then hydrate of} It should never be combined with manure, | lime, and is in the form in which it is gen-| unless the whole is immediately plowed in, | erally used for agricultural purposes. It] Zo what Soils is Lime Applicable ?— } is the most valuable, when used directly | Every clay soil, every peaty soil, and every | after it has fallen into powder. IF long ex-| soil in which vegetable fibre dues not read- posed to rain and dews before being spread | ily decay, because that is a sion that it con- | upon the land, it loses a great portion of| tains some antiseptic acid, which prevents | ts fertilizing powers, which principally con- decay. This is the case in peat beds and | t in its action upon vegetable matters, | swamps. Sandy, or thin soils, may be using them to decompose, and its neu-| overlimed and injured; because, in causing | ing power upon acids, which abound/| the decay of vegetables, it sets free the am. in some soils, monia, the very substance of fertility re- The Quantity of Lime to the Acre-—In quired. To prevent this, more food must Teat Britain, from 100 to.400 bushels are | be given for the lime to act upon. No far- | pplied at once, at intervals of ten, fifteen mer, who knows what the action of lime is, |
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| upon all soils, will ever do without it, as an | only 3,500,000, and Vermont only a frac- | © 

| accessory to his manure. It is a compo- | tion over 900,000, and by January, 1853, | 

nent part of all crops grown by the farmer. her flocks will doubtless not exceed 600,- |j © 

When applied to land which had not borne | 000 1 The causes which have led to this 

wheat for many years, it has at once re- result are various, but it is foreign to our 

stored it to fertility for that crop. Where | purpose to speak of them. In many other 

it has failed once to remunerate the farmer States, there has been a similar decrease, |) 

using it, it has proved of the greatest ben- | or falling off. 

efit a hundred tumes. For ten years, the increase of Sheep | 

Use of Lime with Peat—The slow de-| throughout the Union, has been only one | | 

composition of peat is an objection to its | and a half millions,while the population has i 

use. By the term, we mean all swamp increased from eighteen to twenty-four \ 

muck, partaking more or less of that char-| millions. The American population doub- i 

acter. All peat contains resinous matter, les in about twenty-five years, without the || 

which prevents decomposition. By ad. | aid of foreign emigration; and it is more- | 

ding lime, the resin is combined and forms | over true, that the annual increase of our 

soap, and the fibre then decays as rapidly | population requires the fleeces of 1,000,000 | 

as any other vegetable substance. of Sheep. Six pounds of Wool. to every | 

Lime in the Soil—Many farms which |™42, woman and child in the United States | 

once produced good crops of wheat, because is the estimated average amount required | 

there was lime enough in the soil to supply yearly for their comfort and use. Conse- | 

the requisite quantity to the grain, have quently, they would consume 150,000,000 |, 

ceased to be productive. They stiil pro- ibs. Of this amount, we Ow 52,500,000, || 

duce a large growth of straw, but not are- ora trifle over two pounds for each indi- || 

munerating growth of grain. In some in-| vidual. Now, we actually consume, annu- | 

stances, such lands have been restored to | lly, three times the amount we grow, and | 

their former fertility without applying a this compels us to buy of foreign nations, |; 

| Coe rte. De you ask how 1 Sim-| 100,000,000 fha.! Of this, 25,000,000 's | 
ply by plowing deeper. In the hard un- bought in the raw material, and the re- | 

touched and unexhausted subsoil, there was mainder in manufactured goods. a | 

plenty of lime lying hid, which only want-|__ If it bea correct estimate, that the in- 

ed stirring up and exposing to the action | habitants of the Northern and pnd | 

| of the atmosphere, and bringing within |latitudes require, annually, the Wool of | 

teach of the roots of the plants, to produce {two Sheep to each individual, then it fol- | 

the same effect originally derived: from the |lows that m many of the Wool growing 

top soil before it was oak Our con- | countries of Europe, we shall look in vain || 

weent advice will be to use lime, plow deep, |for exports, in_conseqnen'® of the large | 

subsoil and drain stiff lands, increase your gain of population over the gain of their | 

crops, and grow rich, which you will if you flocks. 3 fe 4 

i| read and heed. [The Plow. France, with a population of 36,000,000 - 

| 2 tine keeps ey a —— po rie | 

Shee; ustria, with a population o: - 

| eee er as 
000,000, has only 33,000,000 Sheep.— | 

—_ Great Britain and Ireland, with a popula- 

It is a fact worthy of the most profound | tion of 29,000,000, ar only 32,000,000 | 

consideration, by every grower of wool,|Sheep. The Sheep of ussia number 39,- | 

that his occupation for the next ten years, 000,000, while the population is 60,000.- 

promises rich returns for invested capital/000. Spain does better; a es of 

! and labor. During the last decade, there | 13,000,000 keep 18,000,000 heep. Prus- 

i has been, in many of the Wool growing |sia has 15,000,000 inhabitants and 16,- 

States, a large falling off in the number of | 000,000 Sheep. Turkey, with a popula- 

i Sheep raised, and pounds of Wool growi.|tion of 11,000,000, keeps 14,300, 000,— 

} In 1840, New York had upwards of 5,- while Swede and Denmark keep less than 

: 000,000 Sheep, being some over a quarter | 3,000,000, with a population of over 5,- 

} of all in the United States, ‘Vermont then | 900,000. In short, in seventeen of the 

had over 1,600,000. Now, New York has } largest nations of Europe, the Sheep num- 

\ : 

\ 

:
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| Vroman’s Patent Girder & Lasting Machine. the arch; A F F are straps, there being | . 

\\ FIG1 two on each side, the ends of the jaws ||” 

i ri with the lower end of the hollow screw, i 

, | E, working in a joint at both ends, there- | 

i by giving the screw E entire control over | 

| £™ the end of the jaws, expanding or con- | 

| Sin gfe tracting them when the screw is opera- | 

| “ Su me E iy ted by means of the arms ‘G G@? | 

| “ E ee, ait ‘H? is a screw-rod running through the | 

I wh nel entire length of the hollow screw E, and i 

\| as takes effect on its inner surface, and pas- | 

i{ Sc ses, as will be seen, down to the face of | 

iH —= —$@ the wheel I I, and rests upon it; its of- i 

| ’ PATENTED No fice being to control the motion of the | 

ii a oo whole machine towards or from the i 

\| A GE > A \? wheel when such separate motion is re- | 

| . we A quired. 
\ 

\! PG er 4) The following is the operation or | 

Oo a O eo movement of the machine when used.— | 

i i tet Vora Let the jaws B B be thrown apart by | 

\ bad 7 S| aa turning the screw to the right; each pair 

ij ig CO) Ga Na is then opened, and the leather or girding | 

1 p q iy 5 F XQ \ERn substance adjusted between them; the | 

i y Dn wn ee screw-rod H is then turned to the right, | 

\| J} B a ae moving the whole machine from the i 

| has SiS z ae wheel, producing any desired tension of |) 

| Pa SF JS the girding substance; H and E are te- |) 

iH Cie A Saas SS turning to the left simultaneosly, giving a i 

| es PS se EM compound movement to the jaws, both | 
fae 2 S =P 2 

| oe A S88 bringing them together or contracting | 

| SSN them, and settling down to the wheel, on | 

| .\ which the machine rests, thereby bring- | 

4 a 8 ing the ends of the girding substance in 

|| This is one of the most ingenious and!close. contact, and covering the entire face 1 

ii valuable inventions that we have noticed ‘of the wheel with a uniform pressure on | 

| for some time, and the variety of uses tolits parts; the leather being first prepared | 

; || which it is eapable of being applied, must jand glued on its whole surface ready for 

'| insure its general use in all cases with those | use. FIG. 2. 

| who wish to accomplish the work of lasting, a 

|| crimping, and girding or belting emery 

| wheels with greater expedition and at much = S 

| less cost than the usual manner. [O. Farmer. sk SS | 

il: Fig. 1. represents the machine in a po- a at i 

sition for obtaining any degree of tension : i 

| on a flexible substance drawn round a cir- i 

\ cle, asin the case of covering an emery i 

|| wheel preparatory to tacking. A repre- i 

| sents the circule or base of the structure, . | 

|| to each end of which is attached a pair of { 
|| jaws; BB, connected at C C by a hinge- ; fi 

| like joint; each pair being thrown open to ! 

receive the girding substance, by coiled ~ | | 
5 f . 7 wo \ 

‘ | springs and closed by the screw bolts, D > | 

D, they being operated by a moveable ] 

thumb wrench. E isa hollow screw pas- (AS | 

sing through the centre of, and acting upon =
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The same machine of suitable size but A New Method of Roofing. differently formed jaws is used with com- er ‘ plete success in the lasting and crimping of - p es a granted, in oe | boots and shoes as in fig. 2. gene ke fs ree al by. mee a I The upper leather should be first drawn hie oe uuildings, As Een os st ne j tightly over the toe and balls of the last; pistes of sheet-iron, ronda a | the machine is then ‘attached to each aide | that purpose by ee seen of the upper in the shank; the hollow |°* Composition melee ans | screw is then turned to the left until the pecans she zeta om _ ERNE || Jaws commence contracting;- the centre pe ng : ace eta. a | screw H is then turned to the right, until EF a suitable iy me een the upper is brought sufficiently down over bin 1 : ‘th ahi ese ee fomee, or oe | the instep; the screws E and H are then "hich = f Bin Spee One, ale, @) turnea together to the left, producing a which is o! eet iron, is cut up or @) compound movement of the jaws, both con- | 8##mped_of the proper shape. It also has 

| tracting and running them down to the | # Taised ioe Sey aes the edge, to | inner sole; by turning the screw H to the | Prevent the water from running off the | right or left, the machine is moved too or| tile, with the exception of the dower end, | from the boot or shoe, or when an upper | Where it some df - neas ae holes | does not last hard in the shank, the ma- | 2"€ also pune! ved for fixing the tiles to the | chine may be used with more facility by | ¥00d-work. The upper or narrow end. of | removing the screw H, the upper being | the tile is bent at right-angles, which is in- | then drawn down over the instep, at the troduced in an opening between i | 
ing laths or strips of wood. The hook, or FIG- 3. right-angled portion, sustains the tile, while 
two nails, introduced at the holes, steady | NX and keep itin its place. In lieu of the | AS nails, before referred to, to fix the tiles, the 1 Sok patentee sometimes rivets a hook so as to Sosa project on the under side of the tile; the | } BA ok stem of the hook is riveted through a hole | } ASE aS inthe metal plate before it is enameled, | “ BS which, when so coated, is impervious to } Wes | water, and obviates the necessity of an In- Eas, © dia rubber washer under the head of the aa nail, which is required when fastened by ie coq) mu(f nails through the holes. ‘The coating of oe PY XS | these tiles is applied in two separate com- tf pounds, the one as the body, and the other ey as a glue for the surface of the composi- Fi sp tion. The coating for the body, consists of ig sand or silica; the glue, or second coating, ss is applied in the shape of fine powder, 

same time it is brought in the shank, b: whieh is dusted on the wet coatiug until using the whole toes asa lever; first the entire surface 1 covered... The hades drawing dowh one side of the upper and ea to the moist pro een g 2 then the lower, alternately, as the screw E | © iad ae measure, when. the tile is se is being turned to the left to produce con- | Posited in a drying Room, ‘previows'to- ba- traction as may be found over desirable, | King or firing. ‘The tiles may be rendered Further information in d to sales | “™amental by the application of coloring may be had of 8.8. Barry, Cleveland, 0. | Mattes, according toany design or pattern, ¥ which are burnt in, and thereby rendered Discontent will live and be vigorous: on | idelible, as well understood in_ porcelain such slender diet, that it is next to impossi-| Manufactures. [London Morning Jour. 
ble to starve it to death when it has once Happiness is promised not to the learned, been brought into existence. but to the good.
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: 44 WISCONSIN FARMER, AND February, | 
i ae arene ne | y 

and g 5 the various State Fruit Committces, are hereby | 

5 R S TABLE. constituted members of the above Committee, | 
2 

i 
Bi aE EE SE — | with authority to appoint associates in their re- || 

i Transactions oy THE Sxconp Session oF THE | spective States and Territories. 3 | 

pt fe Awmertcan Pomoxocicat Society, held in Phil- Marsuacx P. Witpsr, Chairman. | 

f * adelphia on the 13th and 14th of Sept. 1852—| wre cannot doubt, that very many readers of | 

; ‘ ey Fae contains much of interest and | +15 Farmer, will esteem it a privilege to aid i 

: reps apis ——— ts coun-| with their contributions, in executing this | 

b try, and closes with a feeling and eloquent trib- | > rsiseworthy design; and it is to be hoped that i 

i it, ute to the late A.J. Downing, by Hon. M.P. such testimonials may be furnished from this 

ti eed ee: together -with ‘s collection quarter as will be alike honorable to the people | 

i) of testimonials in memory of the lamented dead, | 5¢ the Northwest and the memory of Downing. 

i a =o a eee Pennsylvania, New| ppaxsacrions or THE N. Y.S. A. Sociery.— 

Fh ork and other Horticultural Societies-- show- 
, ing how wide-spread wns the re foc thts Our thanks are due to B. P. Jonsson, Cor. Sec- 

i ifted inl-hearted gard retary, for the 11th Vol. (1851) of this work.— 

i: a to ac ares Lie useful man, 80 early |1¢ is 4 handsome volume of 970 pages, elegant- 

i m0 In te . hi all id he Was engaged. ly illustrated with engravings of Farm Stock 

i a eat Se ae disposed—may Implements, &c.—containing a great fund of in- 
b have an opportunity to contribute to the noble ¢ : % e 
£ bj : formation on agriculture, conveniently arrang- 

” ol ject of erecting a suitable monument, or of- ed, and exceedingly neat in its typography.— 

an } eae ee eee ee fe regard Mr. Johnson is eminently fitted for the respon- 

Ei postr ats a nee areae sible post of Secretary. May the Society long 

it lowing in Se y issue the fol-| enjoy the benefit of his labors, to which it is 

‘i ‘ CIRCULAR already largely indebted for much of its pros- | 

. OF THE perity. / 

i AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL SOCIETY.| Wisconsin Scxoon Fuxp.—We learn from 
f 
a 5 ae cas the last Annual report of the Secretary of State, 

i eal ‘i 

ri i oe nen ndeerignall eee eens that the capital of our schoolfund now amounts to 

mi late meeting in Philadelphia, (with powers to | $819,200, all of which, with the exception of 

A add to their number,) to solicit from individu- | $4, 777 in the Treasury, is drawing interest at 

Ad aa Ee ferercoey ee {a the rate of 7 per cent perannum. Theincome 
Hi onial as the Commit 
Hit may deem suitable and expedient, in memory of the Fund, for 1852, was $59, 877; of which 

i of a late ee J sme eras: 7 $53,613 was apportioned among the different 
Ha is private virtues, his great worth and im-| Counties, and $586 expended on plats, &o. Th 
fa) portant services in Horticulture, Rural Archi- eee xu = van Pee 4 

Gis tecture and the various branches of terra-cul- |" ree a foe eee 
ee ture, and his numerous and valuable publica-|tionment for the support of schools, will be 

Pilg sont, ey entitle bien tp this distinction. $63,190. 
Bh in discharge of the duty imposed upon u: ‘ : 4 

ey we transmit te you this Circular, and sartesy to es the Usivemiy Fand is. $45, 
ri request your prompt co-operation in fulfilment 441, and the income, applicable to the State 

il of slo benevolent costae. Sa University for the current.year, $3, 041. 
ie ssociations as well as individuals who may| J]; i 
st receive this Circular, are requested to transmit of ee ace _ — _ 

a by mail or otherwise, their contributions to ei- in tate, 
ia ther of the subscribers, who will register their | summer of 1849, only four years ago. The 

i names, residence and subscription. first section sold, was that beldhging tothe town 

ii i ee of Racine, apd which, fortunately for tht 

ihe } Philadelphia, school fund, was located in and near the hear! 

fry! Caleb Cope, : of the city of Racine. This section -sold for 

ry anil 8. clipe ee N.J. about $75, 000. ‘Thusit will be'seen, that this 
i ee ets fand, within the short space of four years, het 

: i rca pelle Springdale, near Louis-|been augmented tonearly a million of dollars 
i ville, Kentucky. 3 If properly guarded, it must ere long, amount} 

Wa W.D. tal ti D.C. to as many millions as it now does hundreds. 
hh John A. Kennicott, orthfield, Illinois. 8 L@ speiddunseht “ate @@ 

i The several Vice Presidents of the Ameri-| "EDS. ur éckn ‘em 

ni i can Pomological Society, and the Chairman of! Messrs H. T. Woodward, of Beloit, E.D. 

sii 
i
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Tips, Mineral Point, 0. H. Platt, Sheboygan | whole of the hollows and grooves arefilled up. 
Falls, and I. S. Grandy, of Racine, for sundry} At nine, there is very often seen small bill at 
packages of seeds. We shall reciprocate these | the corner of the testh—the point of the tusk donations. We mean to return ten fold for all] ig Worn off, and the part that is concave begins such favors. We are making a collection of} to fill up and become rounding—the squareness 
rare and valuable seeds. of the central teeth begins to disappear, and 

Oxto Wines—The production and sale of} the gums leave them small and narrow at the 
Catawba wines in the vicinity of Cincinnati, | top. 
is getting to bean extensive business. The Tue Famy Crrctz—We can say nothing 
Cinciunati Gazette is informed that the value more in praise of this work than we have said 
in material, land and labor at present involved time and again. The Jan. No. is on our table 
inthe culture within a few miles of that city, is| with its usual attractions. See what the Edit- full half @ million of dollars. orsays, ‘The Family Circle and Parlor An- 

Native Woons— Mr. Denning, of Presque} nual, for January, contains a new steel plate of Isle, N.Y, lately made a collection of native| the New Crrstat Parace at New York, with woods for a Scientific Jastitution in France, Scent Pesaget ee pepe nny comprising 107 varieties; all of which were| With a continuation of the ‘Floral Festival,’ gathered in Dutchess and Putnam Counties. complete in each number, New Year's Reali- 
A Newsraren.—The Boston times says that ies gud New Year's Anticipations; anew Morn- ing Song, by Thomas Hastings, Esq. &c. &— aman eats up a pound of sugar, and the pleas-| This work gives 25 Steel Engravings, 12 of ure he has enjoyed is ended; but the informa- them colored, and nearly four hundred pages of tion he gets from a newspaper is treasured up Paster eee ’ suring ain Tai F 

in the mind to be enjoyed anew, and to be used beautiful Steel Plate of Stewart’s Washington, whenever occasion or inclination calls for it. A| 14 x 22 in., or Christ Blessing Little Children, newspaper isnot the wisdom of a man or two| 88 premium, at subscriber’s option, for $l a men; it is the wisdom of the age and the past Bablishor Now Vote mail. James G. Reed, 
ages too. A family without a newspaper is al- 3 = > vee 
ways half an age behind the times in general Wareoere Counts Suatate 7 Lhd, Jaye information, besides they never think much or | 2°” weekly hailing from Delevan, Walworth find anything to talk about. And then there| C°U@Y: by J.C. Bunner, formerly of the Ra- 
are little ones growing up in ignorance with-| 2° iron eae ence ies spitited , . Journalist---his Editorials are always spiced out any taste for reading. Besides all these|~° = : evils, there’s the wife, who, when her work js| With the real snap. The Journal is Free Soil, done, has to sit down with her hands in her Politically, though devoted mainly to tatters of 
lap and nothing to amuse her, or divert her| 8° eral interest, making it an excellent family mind from the trials and cares of the domestic| P®Pe?- 
circle. Who, then, would be without a news-| Tue Jaxzsamte Farr Parss—This is an- 
paper? other new organ of Free Soilism, issued in this 

It is the highest duty, privilege, and pleas-| village. It is a large sheet, handsomely printed 
sure for great men and whole-souled women to| and ably edited. This, too, contains a large 
earn what they possess, to work their own way | amount of matter suited to the general reader. 
through the world,—to be the architects of their| Joseph Baker, Editor. 
own fortunes, Govey’s Lapy’s Boox,for January, ison hand, 

To Ascrrram a Honsr’s Acr—Every horse} With its characteristic promptness—laden with 
has six teeth above and below. Before three, | amusement and instruction. This monthly is 
he sheds one or more on each side of the cen-| more diversified in its subjects than many sup- 
tral “féeth ; between four and five, the horse| Pose, who do not read it. _It is in place, in the 
cuts his under tusks, at which time his mouth| Work shop as well as in the parlor. 
Will-be complete. At six, the grooves and hol-| THe Waren Curs ann Psrenoxogicar 
lows will begin to Ali up alittle; at seven, the| Journars, for January, are at hand, full of in- 
groove Will be nigh filled Bp, except'the corer| terest to the admirers of the sciences. upon 
teeth, leaving little brown'spots where the dark | Which they treat. Now is the time to send in 
brown spots formerly were. At -eight, the | Your subscriptions. 
. a EEEEEEEEEEE EEE nee 

e B
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ee NSE SES cnluepieeenne?Secgaaea Sa 

: Journat or tue New Yors S. Ac. Socimry.| Farmens Companion, Detroit,Mich.—Messrs 

—The reports contained in this Monthly Jour- | C. Fox, C. Betts, L. Cone, and J.E. Holmes, i 

nal render it ever an acceptable visitor. Publishers and Editors. This isa newt quarto | 

Brrorr Coruece—We have received the An- of 16 pages, Monthly, and promises to bea first | 

q || nual Catalogue of this Institution, which we rate Agricultural and Horticultural paper.— | 

. | are pleased to learn is in a flourishing condi- | Fifty cents per year. end eges | 
i tion, under the care of its present efficient Fac- Tae Horticururist.—We are in receipt of | 
|! ulty. the January No. of this valuable Horticulural | 

Hi | The Catalogue shows the number of students Journal. It is PON: Published at Rochester, N. 

\ | for the academical year, just closed, to have | ¥» bY James Vick, Jr, and Edited by P. Bar- | 

vil | been 186. This Institution aims to fit its mem- |" _ The No. before pe enan: eens ee? | 

5 | pers for the active, practical duties of life—es- | nviable standing acquired by this Journal, un- | 
i || pecially to qualify those ‘who may engage in der the charge of Mr. Downing, will be sus- i 

if | the Agriculwure and Mechanics arts, to apply tained by its new conductors. Its pages are il- | 

| the principles of science in those important lustrated in the best style of art. A decided | 

i employments? This we consider an important | improvement is discoverable in this feature of | 

‘i || feature of this Institution, one which entitles it the work. $2 per year. i 

; \| to the consideration of those who have sonsand | New Encraxp Farmer. This Monthly is | 

” | daughters to educate. > ever a most welcome visitor to our sanctum.— | 

“i | Tue Onto Farmen—We often call the at- |It is a perfect storehouse of practical agricultu- | 

i tention of our readers to this excellent family ral knowledge, from which the most humble | 

i | paper. We can say nothing more in favor of it | tiller of the soil can appropriate. Published at | 

|! than we have often said before. Subscribe for Boston, by Reynolds & Nourse, $1 per year— i 

f | it atonce, and our word for it, you will ac- Simeon Brown, principal Editor,—Fred’k Hol- | 

|| knowlede at the close of the year, that you | brook and Henry F. French, associates, all, we | 

M never made a better investment. Two dollars | believe, practical farmers. i 

i || per year. Thos, Brown, Editor and Publisher,| Taz New Yorx Farmer, published by C. i 

ith | Cleveland, Ohio. & E. Comstock, Albany, is an excellent family | 

i | ‘Tae Worxinc Farwer—Fred’k McCready, |Journal. Its pages are devoted to agriculture, | 

inl | N, Y., Publisher, one dollar per year. 1fthere | education, the most important news of the day, | 

i | is a truly Scientific Agricultural Journal pub- | miscellany, &c. Those in want of a weekly | 

a { lished in this or any other country, it is the | paper from the Capital of the Empire State, || 

Hi \} Working Farmer. Edited by Prof. J.J. Mapes, | cannot do better than subscribe for theFarmer. | 

; |, a name familiar to the Agricultural world. $1,50per year. | 

ne | Norvon’s Lrrerary Reeister.—This will be Scintiric American—This is the very | 

m || found a very useful and ccnvenient work for best publication’for Mechanics and Inventors | 

i | those wishing to make selections for libraries | that we know of. Weekly, $2 per year. Munn | 

" || It contains a complete list of the American &Co., N.Y. j 

i: |, publications issued in 1852; together with the| Mucuican Farmer—The Jan. No. comes out i 

: } |, Publishers address and price of each work.— | much improved, besides giving unmistakeable | 

A | Also a list and price of the most popular works | evidence of increased usefuiness. The Farmer | 

* || published in Englgnd during the past year. It | has an accomplished Editor and a large force of | 

i | contains a brief sketch of several of the largest | able correspondents. i 

A | libraries in this country; and thelocation, title,| Jounna or Acricu.tuRE.—This is an  ex- i 

Hr || number of volumes, and date of founding every | cellent Agricultural Journal, published in | 

i public library in the United Sfates. Boston, at 50 cents. a year. Wm. R. King, Ed- I 

a i Sent by mail pre paid, for 25 cents. Address | itor, Prof, J J. Mapes and Levi Bartlett, asso- | 

i | Chas. B. Norton, New York. ciates. With euch an array of talent, no one 

r | ‘ax Boox Trave—A Monthly Literary | can doudt the ability of the Journal and its | 

i} | Journal and record ofall new publications as | value to the farmer. It costs but a trifle—sub- i 

i | they issue from the American press, worth five seribe for it, all ye who would be posted | 

it I times its price—25 centsper year. H. Wilson, | what our brethren of the plow are doing in the || 

: New York. Bay State. 

| | 
: . 

t
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TABLE OF CONTENTS. Page MOORE'S RURAL NEW YORKER. | : ang ; eee | Agricultural Convention, State 25! This popular Journal is now permanently es- | Apple, New Seedling Y 37 | tablished,—its high reputation and extensive | Agricultural Societies—Racire 26 | circulation rendering it the standard in its sphere, | Fond du Lae, Do. 26) Tt embraces more Agricultural, Horticultural, | Animals, Protection of 27| Mechanical, Scientific, Educational, Literary | Barley, How to raise 30 | and News Matter, interspersed with numerous Butter, Rancid 35 | engravings, than any other periodical in the Copper, Discovery of 28 Union,—and has no superior as an AGRicuLTUR- Gaahee Geo =o at, Lirerary anp Famity Newspaper. | 

Draining Tiles 29] The high literary and moral tone of the pa- || 
Editors Table 44 | per renders it a safe and desirable companion || 
Evergreens, Pruning of 33 | for the Young, and one of its special objects is |} 
Evergreens, Transplanting of 39 | to Instruct, Entertain and Improve all members HH Farming, 29/ of the FamiuryCincie. Each number embraces 
Green House Plants, Compost for 33 | the latest and most important news, briefly yet i Grape Vine, Management of 34 | definitely stated—Reports of Grain, Provision | Grape Vines, Grafting of 38 | and Cattle Markets, &c. il 
Pag eshte $2|_ The New Youxen is published in the best || 
Liquid Fertilizers for Choice Plants 32| Style. Each number contains Ercur Dove.e || peop beer, 30 | Quarto Paces, (forty columns, illustrated with 1} 

Lime, ite use in Agriculture gq | handsome engravings. HI Lasting Machine 42| Terms—In Avvance :—Two Dollars a year | 
Mushroons, Cultivation of 34 |—$I forsix months. Three copies one year for 
Orchards in winter, Treatment 37 | $5; siz copies, and one to agent, for $10; ‘ten 
bp Some new ideas shout 38 ee one toagent, for 315; twenty copics 
aspberry Bush, perpetual er 38 | for 5 j 

Roofing, New method of 43 For two dollars we will send the Rurat one ig l Stock and Wool 27 | year, and either volume of the Wool Grower ee pipe 3 and Stock Register. 
ng Ssegace: ' Sheep, Tar for 35| THE WOOL GROWER AND STOCK REGISTER. ii Swine, Parsnips for oe 2 38 This is the only American Journal primari- Tomatos, destructive effect if growing near | iy devoted to the interest of Wool ant Stock | Grape Vines oe | Growers, and should be in the hands of every | Wool, future prospect, and how to grow it 40 | onner of Dowestia Animals. Itisably conduet- |, aes ed, published in the best style, and finely illus- ¥ 

THE OHIO FARMER, pods Each number contains a careful re- | AND MECHANICS ASSISTANT, | view of the Wool and Cattle Markets, and Edited and Published in Cleveland, Ohio, | much other useful and reliable imformation | 
which can be obtained from no other source. | i by Thos. Brown. t Tenos :—Fifty cents a year; five copies for | 

A Family Newspaper, devoted to Agricul- | $2; eight for $3; eleven for $4. Back volume , | 
ture, Horticulture, Mechanic Arts, Domestic | bound in paper, at 40 cts. each,—unbound at 35 {i 
Economy, Social Improvement, and General | cts., or three for one dollar. i 
eat an ee Eanes os in octavo form. Speci, | 

e olesale and Retail prices of all the ; men numbers sent free. r 1 
leading articles bought and sold inthe New} Address D. D.T, Moore, Rochester N.Y. | 
York, Cleveland, Cincinnatti, and Pittsburgh | —————___"_ I] 
Markets, are also accurately reported each week. HORTICULTURAL!! i : The Farmer is one of the largest, ae is ace i 
nowledged by all who are acquainted with it, Rock Count d = 5 'y and the State can now be sup- |; Neier, ae Hee mate Family | plied with Cahoon's far-famed Mammoth Seed || 
Sample Copies will be sent to any part of the tae cae eeee Kc nave bane 
Pastialcy ty hate othe be made of the} oF the heey varieties of Coneehers tt pe 

Fe oo? a rants, Grape, Strawberries, Quince, ny pee ale Subscribers, $2, Clubs | o,ders for Fruit Trees of any kinds, ail Orna- || wansed or more, $1,50 each—invariably in ad-| mental Shrubbery, will meet with prompt at- i 
eo nen an = e tention on most reasonable terms. Arrange- _, “limited number of Advertisements will be ments are being made to supply this market i sauerted in the Farmer at the rate of $1 per | with Cahoon’s entire stock from Kenosha. { aaa ae (ten lines or less,) for the first insertion | " Yard near Monterey, Janesville, Jan. 25 °53. ae 10 — oes Tire tee insertion. n2tf Gro. J. & S.H. Ketioce. leveland; - 5 e
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ee Gee We have given the above abstract of the 
TERMS: article referred to, for the purpose not only 

50 Cents a Year im Advance; of inducing farmers, desirous of raising 

oTigsmlent Shctiecet goneFonOBctsndat| wheat, to try what may be done in this} * 
to commence withthe volume. Back numberssupplied | way in order to secure a crop, but, also, 

eee to serve as the basis of some remarks we 

One-nase per year, G30, Half page, $90, Quarter wish to make on the culture of wheat in 
reece te tcerieneee| thn region. 
thasaperateforalargeratounte Andat| It is true that wheat has been, and we 

cwrabae rm wiiogery dhe, The <t| think ruinously so, the leading staple. pro- 
sverige which renders 'a more valuable me-| duct of Wisconsin, but that it “ought to be 

ted to this department. the leading one,” we are quite sure is not 
"Winter Wheat. ...+~—~—~—~S*«X SO. true. We are more and moré inclined 

We noticed a sh ee finoo, sixartiole to believe in the truth of the remarks of a || 

in the Grant Co. Herald, on the “Success- —— oe - pie = aren oe 

fal: Remedy. agaioat the:fidbare of Winter | ott 1 St tele eal th: * Aga WheikjslEhe: aathioe: maya thas. all are ture of Northern —— found in the Vol- 

satisfied that the cause [of failure] is ei-| “° Of “ Transactions,” just published by 
ther in the season, or in the soz.” That cur State Ag- Society—that Wisconsin 

the fanlt cannot he in the soil, he thinks is|"¢ Northern Illinois cannot compete with 
evident from the fact, “that heavy crops of _ nereee detaday of Michigan, 

wheat have been produced” on it “for}. eset orkvand Noriuern. ORs; 
years in succession,” and “and that every sn tho raising of wheat. The grand “ae 
quality of the oil is present, necessary to son, and one which ia itself is insurmount- 

produce similar crops again.” He there- able, is,that our soil is not naturally a wheat 

‘BB fore concludes that the cause of fuilure, soil, like that of the regions mentioned.— 
[id Ave times in six,” is to be attributed to| [tis not meant by this, that good crops of 

the season—to the freezing and thawing— wheat cannot be raised in our State, by a 
the chilly winds of February and March, |/3dicious and proper treatment of the soil. 
j&c, and proposes a “rational and suecess- We do mean, however, that in our view, 

ful remedy against the season and climate” the farmers of Wisconsin will labor ata 
hich has been “well-tried” in that Coun-| $t¢¢ disadvantage in endeavoring to com- 

y. The remedy proposed, is, “to sow| Pete with the above mentioned districts in 
ly, harrow in, and along through the raising wheat for an Eastern market,and that 

inter months, cover the fields with the| ‘hey will notfinditfor their greatest interest 
traw products of the previous year.”— te make the raising of wheat their “lead- 

is may be done “by feeding, and haul-| "8 business.” Nature seems not to have 
ing out. straw—managing to cover the intended that wheat raising should be. the 

und as evenly as possible”. ~ most profitable object to which our farmers



pa 

can give their attention, but has signally | point very strongly to the justness of this 

pointed out this region of country, by its | conclusion. 

most fertile and broadly extended prairies,}| We would advise every farmer whenev- | 

\\ ever yielding an abundance either of na-|er he attempts to raise a crop of wheat, or 

| tive or tame grasses, as the great dairy and | any other crop, of course, to do his best to 

stock growing portion of the world. ensure afull yield and return for his la- 

In the greater portion of the soil of the bor. That he should raise wheat in sufi 

southern portion of our State, and the |Clent nana to supply his own want, we 

northern part of Ilinois,there is not a sufti- |#lso consider a settled point. We would 

| cient quantity of clay in the surface soil, to therefore encourage every eae effort 

| render it sufficiently firm and adhesive to to secure success. The one mentioned above 

: form a good footing for the roots of wheat, has ofien occurred to us as being well wor- 

which, in alight soil, distrbute themselves thy of thorough trial. The theory of its 

near the swface and are therefore easily modus operandi, as physicians would say, 

thrown out of the soil by frost, or left bare |°" of eee of operating, certainly fae 

|| by the dry winds, Again, our prairie soil {¥" —— se fear, however, in regard 

; i is peculiar in its origin, being composed to i. that it will require too much labor 

i mostly of vegetable ingredients, with a/® = much straw to render the processa 

| comparatively small amount of inorganic, practicle and profitable one,--for according to 

| or mineral matter,—it is therefore unfit }Ur OW? cciSthate Ae cannot speak from 

| for a succession of crops of any of the ce- experience, —which is the surest data—it 

| reals, among which is wheat, requiring as would require the straw sony of three 

| they do large amounts of soda, potash, and |*°™ properly to cover one of sown grain. 
| phosphoric acid, &c., unless the ingredi- e shall oe these remarks (appli- 

{| ents are liberally and annually furnished to cable eps well as winter wheat) in 

|| the soil by artificial reins. We should the April number,—for we more than sus- 

therefore very readily come to the conclu- pect, that a large amount of phen will be 

| sion that the soil in Grant Co., as well as \put in the Ces Ee We fear the 

. || in other districts from which such asucces- a bought APS eree which many have 

|| sion of erops of wheat has been taken, has had with Hedgerow, in past: years, will be 

| become deficient in some of those neces- |lost sight of in view of present high prices 

| } sary ingredients for a wheat crop. wai nme eee racr. 

This is well knownto be the case inregard Fiieen: hice: Satish a little a 

| to some anes of this eres = : ae tied oF the Ging apropee to suggest a 

| Bed ye eat a Feuer readers 8 way to keep their potatoes 
| tinguished agricultural chemists of this} +. next summer’s une; to: preveit pion 

. || country, to be true of much of the natu- ing and sep brit 

| || zal wheat growing soil of Hie 2 true, | “Put them, after having removed all ur 

! | sab me bere oe oa, aaa ae re healthy ones, in a snug pile in one corner 

i pi os oc aprai eh of your cellar, and cover with sawdust to) 

i 1) ee Oe ee : e of three or four inches, ‘This ar- 

| ‘| these views, but the well known origin of cent crleseh Wi silk pbb! and 

{ {| our soils and a former analysis of the soils| 1-05 but little trouble to use it. 

' of Grant Co. even by Dr. Owen, given in It is probable that Hirnipk beet del 

i| his geological report of that region, both might be choicely preserved in the sam 

; Fc 

t ;
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tanner. Potatoos preserved as deseribed [been loosened by the plow; and they 
above, will require no care after the dust | would find little food even if they could 
is placed upon them; thus all the trouble penetrate the unbroken soil, before the air, 

| of “sprouting” them is saved. moisture, rain, snow, and frost has been in 
H J. L. Exos. © | at work there. If the acre planted to corn 

A Goon Cow.—William Ellsworth, of have a depth of six inches, of course the 

Mayville, Cuyahoga County, Ohio, has a|T0ots of the plants will obtain a given 
| cow, a cross of Devonshire and Durham, | 2™ount of TUsmEICHe. Give them an ad- | that gave fifty-two and half pounds of milk | “itional depth of six inches, and you throw | per day during twenty-one successive days, within reach of the same number of plants 

| and gave as high as three pounds four the mineral wealth of two acres. If you 
| ounces of butter per day, her feed being |€*@mine the piece plowed six inches, you 

| hay and eight pounds of bran per day. will find nearly all the pegs contined to that ! There is no doubt in our mind, that of depth; but in the twelve-inch-deep soils, 
| all other breeds,a portior. of Durham blood | they will be found rioting throughout the 

| is almost indispensible to make a tip top | Whole depth. 
milker. We believe, from some years of| The roots of corn and many other plants 
observation, that a cross of our common | extend many feet into the soil when the 

| stock, of good quality, with the Durhams | way is prepared for them, but when they 
| —say half and half—makes about as good | meet with a hard pan or a water table at 
| cows, both for the dairy and the shambles, | the depth of a few inches, they turn out of 
| as any other breed.or mixture. We have | their direct course, and run along parallel to 
| Fever seen a cross of this kind that wasnot| the surface. If they cannot do this they 

a good cow. die rather than attemptso unpromising are- 
SR tana ta Say TE gion. Deep plowing when.a hardened bot- 

Puants anp Avnias—Dexp Prowzye. | som has been formed by the frequent shal- —We abstract the following remarks from } joy plowing, subsoiling and draining in the 
an_ interesting article in the Granite Far- other case will throw open a much’ wider 
mer, on deep plowing. They are full of field of operations to these roots.” 
truth and sound argument in favor of ———— 
properly preparing the soil in such a man-| A Hoax—The story which has Seen 
her as to insure full and healthy crops. going the rounds of the papers, that a bed 

“One difference between a plant and an |of coal had been discovered in Kendall 
animal is this—an animal takes food in suf- Co., Ill, proves to be false, A subscriber 
ficient quantity into a stomach and then living in that County, writes us thus:— 
goes to hunt up more. A plant on the|“On page fourth, January No., you notice 
other hand finds its food, if it gets any, in |a bed of coal, said to have been found in this 
the soil in which it is planted and rooted, | County. I believe it to be allhumbug, and 
and picks it up by sending out in all direc- | the story to have arisen from a person liy- 
tions, little fibrous Spongioles, which suck |ing in this neighborhood having imposed up whatever they find prepared for the use | on the Editor of the Kendall Co. Courier. of the plant. When there is none provi-| We who live here know nothing of any ded, these. roots ‘will go a great. distance | such bed of coal; and it is generally believ- from the central stalk in search of its food.|ed to be a hoax. The story grows, as I But the roots of cultivated plants canno} | find, by seeing different accounts in the well extend into the soil farther than it has papers.” 

2 ee eee
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Shanghai and Seabright Bantams. {eign — wa — into - coun- 
ath try. ‘To these he iven: especial atten- 

Netee bn above porras eae care to Sexin pote to breed 
a pair of Shanghai and Seabright Bantams. from, directly from importers - His prices 

which correctly represent two, outof thir- 2 Dae P 
ses are moderate and we think those who 

| een of fowls bred by Dr. M. purchase from him will not be deceived. 
|| Freeman, of Schoolcraft, Mich. We need eer 

not tell our readers that these are finc al iy For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. 

SpdmesyhcrHenenes show” what] TMI ha 
ee ae eens = oe frost destroyed almost the entire crop of 

eae =a 0% ae ‘ ae Pst} Suckwheat last season in the Northwest, I 

Ps and County “ats, >) yould recommend your numerous readers 
competition with choice selections from the to try India wheat in its stead 

nae . It takes but half a bushel to an acre,— 

, We would advise those who are intend- ripens in sixty days,—is not blasted by the 

~— 2 make purchases of pers fowls sun, and produces as many, or more bush- 

this spring, to visit Dr. Freeman's Poultry | a1s to the acre. It weighs fifty pounds to 
Yard before going farther east. We have the bushels, and is considered as good, if 

good reasons for believing that his stock! ,o¢ better, than buckwheat, for every pur 

fully equals the best that can be found in| joc that buckwheat is used, and is used in 
this country. The commencement of Dr.) ihe same manner in cooking. 

Freeman’s experiments, in the breeding The seed may be found by inquiring sf 

and improvement of domestic fowls, is not! tne Turtle Mill in Beloit, or at my house in 

é of recent date. He made himself familiar] Fydson, St. Croix Co., Wisconsin. 

with the subject, long before aay of the for- ‘W. Marrs. 

Uo
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a For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | which as far as he is informed, is yet unde- / TB] Albion, Dane Co, Feb., 1853, cided; he says—«It has come under the |! 4 Fallacies. observation of several farmers, that wheat f Setzcrioy or Pumexim Sexns,—Waear| that has been pastured late is more apt to | AnD Cuzss.—On looking over the January | have a larger proportion of chess amongst (@B} number of the “Wisconsmx & Iowa Fan-|it than that which has not been pastured. } || “er,”—I met with an article entitled “Se-|This circumstance has suggested the idea, lection of Pumpkin Seeds,’—by a writer|that where the main stalk of wheat has {| from Fond du Lae, which is calculated to|been destroyed, that the side shoots produce | produce erroneous ideas as regards the|a grain differing from the parent grain.” — H Gourd family of plants, ( Cucurbitaceae,)|If those farmers would but extend their | and confuse the grower of this valuable sphere of observation, they would find that fruit, (on which he treats,) in his selection | chess is indigenous to the country, and cli ' of seeds for a future crop. This writer|mate; whereas wheat, is, I believe an exotic he says, “Ina conversation with a learned | chess is one of the common prairie grasses, Scotchman on the subject of raising Pump-| the seeds of which, like many others, will kins,”—he advised him to “save seeds on-]live in the ground for an indefinite period ly from the female species” Now this without germinating; but when circum- | Would give the grower of pumpkins, (un-|stances are brought into existence, fayora- acquainted with the Botanical characteris-|ble to the germinating process, you will tics of this tribe of plants,) the idea, that|then have enough of them; the seeds of |! he must seek for his seeds from a particu-|which being harvested with your grain, lar species which he may, or may not have;| will again be scattered with it for another —or, that he must search his ground over|crop at some future time. The nature and for parcicular plants from which to collect character of a plant never alters; changes | his seeds. But he need not be at this| take place frequently it is true, but the | trouble;—the class Monoecia, order Mon-| characteristics which the Creator has stamp- adelphia, which claims all of the Gourd|ed it with, always remain. As well might family of plants, offers indiseriminately the|you expect to see a pine change into an oak, finest fruits, for the selection of seeds; the] as wheat to turn into anything unlike itself. male, and the female blossoms are Separate} Again he says—“In proof of this, I and distinct, on the same plant; the male} would instance the cabbage, where the head blossom never does, nor can it beara fruit, has been removed the sprouts from the not being organized for that purpose; the | stalks produce a seed, which will not again female blossom is organized to bear a fruit, | produce cabbage,”—this he gives as an il- and being impregnated with pollen from the | Iustration of the idea, that wheat turns to male, will bear good seed; and as this is chess; but this is also a fallacy. The En- seldom done artificially, except with plants] glish Nurserymen and Gardeners, always of this class grown under glass, you|cut the cabbage they intend for seed, and may select from your vines indiscriminate-| this they do for two reasons, viz: The prof- ly the finest pumpkins, from which to col-| it arising from the sale of the heads, and || lect your seed for the next year’s crop. the extra profit arising from the greater Cuzss ano Wueat.—Another writer quantity of seed the beheaded plant will says in the same number of your valuable|yield; and there is not finer, or more choice | periedical, that there has been a controver- cabbage grown in the world than is } sy as to the fact of wheat turning to chess, grown in that country; indeed, the East-_[
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em Seedsmen import from thence, great | mestic fowls are more prolific and hardy than j 
quantities of sceds yearly. Let any far- others—that some are of much greater size—- | 
mer, or gardener, try to raise his seeds in that the Hseh and eges of some varieties ad 

a 7, | much superior in richness and flavor to others.” | 
this way, and I dare venture to say he will! « 7, 112» : i se t y suppose that a pullet is a pullet, an | 

; no er a from the cabbage heads— ezg is anegg, and that is the end of it, but now | 
| Let no kindred species be suffered to flower | in the advancing state of agriculture, a pecu- 

| at the same time near them, if so, a dete- } liar interest is beginning to be thrown around 
| rioration of the seed will be the conse-| every means calculated to advance the interest 

quence. Jamé.Crarx. | of rural economy—domestic poultry though 
| xy among the last, but not the least. is now: coming | 

For the Wisconsin & tie Farmer. / in for a share, and I am pleased to perceivethat 
Schoolcraft, Mich, Jan. 753. = more attention of late has been directed to the 

i Raising Fowls. subject.” i 

') Mr. Micurr :—The pleasing interest which | I have said that in early life fancy prompted | 
i | Ihave taken for thirty years in propogating | me to devote considerable attention to fowls, | 

|| fowls,--studying their habits and peculiarities though I knew of but one variety at first, save | 
|| their qualities, and modes of managing them, |* particular breed kept for fighting; my great- | 

|| has become still more gratifying, as a much | est amusement consisted in propagating fancy | 
| greater opportunity is now offered to test new | colors, while at the same time 1 also enjoyed in | 

} varieties, and seeing a similar spirit of im- | in my family a luxury and profit from them; 
| provement manifested for the past two years by | but circumstances forced upon me conclusive i 

a large number of citizens through the differ-| evidence that a great difference even then ex- | 
| ent States, in that too long neglected branch o! | isted between different yards, which I now at- | 

domestic economy, we may confidently hope | tribute to a dash of game blood, as none others || 
the time is fast coming when un account of the | but the common dung hill and game were | 
poultry yard will stand as an important item | known in my section of country. I have since 

in the farmers xecount of yearly sales. satisfied myself that the game variety are free 
My experience fully concurs in the remarks | Jayers, and very hardy—and now within a few 

made by the author of the American Poultry | years the improvement in many poultry yards, 
| Companion, also some authors of practical ex-} as well as my own, are quite equal to that of i 

pertence—who say, “The breeding and rear-| any of the domestic animals. I write with all } 
| ing of domestic poultry, as one of the branches | spirit of candor, bat facts are stubborn things, 

) i of rural economy, inciudes two special though and asa general remark—all domestic animals 
| different objects. The first is that of rearing | should be fully and fairly tested, and only | 

| poultry for amusement and for the table of the | those selected to breed frem with established 
owner; and the second is doing the same thing for | properties peculiar to their kind, and the near- 

/ the sake of profit.” Again, “The importance | est perfection for certain purposes—though 
| | of rearing poultry ina pecuniary point of view | certain circumstances may exist which claim 
. has been little appreciated by the farmer, and | consideration, when either faney or profit is 

on most farms very little attention is paid to | the object,—however, with some persons there 
. breeding and rearing a greater number than is a desire to follow some new and fashionable 

can subsist by picking up waste grain or. what | opinion, oft times permit trifling and acciden- 
might escape the pigs; and are considered as tal circumstances to decide their claims to ex: 

unprofitable and a very insignificant part of cellence. A judicious breeder will duly con- 

live stock on the farm. The object of rearing | sider his main object in the selection of ani- 

} poultry and eggs for market may appear to mals—viz: whether his horse is for the turf, 

) some, but a small concern, but a glance at the | Or 8 roadster—or for all work—his cattle for 
) late agricultural census would surprise many | the dairy, or shambles—his sheep for wool, or 
| who had paid little or no attention to the sub-| mutton——his hogs for early or late pork——his 

| ject, or been in the habit of reflecting on the | fowls for eggs,or chickens,—for instance; at the Hi 

various items that go to swell our agricultural | Present day who would select alight, pure bred, 
prosperity.” “Every poulterer,farmer and vil- | high mettled racer for a draft horse—an elder- 

| lager, should be aware that some kinds of do- | ly cow for the shambles—the common coarse
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| Wool sheep to grow wool for market, or the Sax- | are perfectly dry; then you may tie them i ony for mutton,, or the latge Leicestershire up in bundles, three feet around the butt | i hog for early pork,—and who ought to keep end of the bundle, and stow them awav | | any of the small varieties of fowls for-chickens | © lise! clio thes: will ld a | or for market. But to return to the subject of| ‘2 @ dry pI e ey ro | this communication, and detail the tested results | dew and will not begood. They should be | of my experience with many of the late impor-| kept free- from dust. With a little expe- | P' mp ted varieties. I find I have far exceeded MY | rience any -one will find out how to do it, | 
aie Ree and I much | a5 well as when the time is passed for cut- | | REE: M.Freewan. | ting: None:but one year’sgrowth are used | 

eee for weaving the baskets; but small two | ‘Hashiogy es a ee Towa Farmer. | vonr’s growth are used for bottom sticks, | Stri Sine the’ One and larger ones for handles. | ping the os P. Scumrrz. = '‘ oe : ‘ Mr. Murer: —I The Osier Willow. | saw in the October ae ee : ' pt number of the Far- The Ozier is becoming an article of com- | 
# ", an inquiry, «jf{™meree of considerable importance. It is | 

| on ee ee extensively used in this country and the | ere is‘a machine to for iti idly i C y | | ir ike off the ‘bark of|4¢mand for it is rapidly increasing. i We take o! : f . | i 3 cet | Yet but little attention has been paid to | Mt the Osier, or basket eee Z \ | Will growing it. The supply for this country | illow, faster than |‘ a tly fi F a Gactt | Hi by hand” I have|* obtaine _tmostly from France an tr 
never heard of a machine that will do the puny ~ It is oatimated [though xe oe work without the assistance of the hand; | 20 high] that the annual ynportation mor but I herewith send you a little instrument seas bee moarige ive laa e cee | which is used in Germany and wherever There is no more reason in our sending \ 
the Osier is prepared for baskets. It is very this large sum of money, — annually, i 
simple,—nothing more or less than a round is Bey on o a ae 2 aoe stick of hard wood about an inch: thick, king our f ae na seen 
and a foot long. Quartered about half would be in paying it out = Pork anal the length of the stick, and two opposite aeen = Fos Bloke aa = quarters cut off, so that it will leave asharp|*° ™ ‘ a nee eet eee - edge on both the remaining two. Take the | '°P® 904 its cultivation should be sufficient 
stick in your right hand—insert the willow to:supply the home demand = with the left, in the ali weer the ical: The cultivation of the osier is extremely 
and fore-finger of your right hand, and |S!’ ieee epee : cating uihe ; eas i id is pull the willow through, and the bark is |“?™€ WaY our common wi eee loose. But there is one thing that must be equally is ee Suiting: a : considered—the time or season when the = = . a eo and He bark ought to be stripped off. If you pre- | SU" ee sae - Pare your willows for market, you have to| _ Sameies—The Manitowoe Herald says: cut them in the spring when the sap starts / _—« During the good sleighing an average freely, as soon as the buds begin to swell.| of two hundred thousand shingles found a Warm sunny weather is the best. As fast daily market in Manitowoc. One day las; fas you havea little bundle stripped, cure week two yoke of oxen brought twenty em, by laying them in the sun until they | thousand at one load.”
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. desirable to raise the shares entirely from 
CY y the ground, which will be found conven- 

De Sid 4 >: ient when it is necessary for the machine to 
7 [ Ss & A Ze | traverse without cultivating.” 8. 8. Barry 
Ri ae CE | & Co, Agents, Cleveland, Ohio. 

: J —_——r 

Se pe aoe Corrrz.—Here are some facts worth || 

a aa | UA Seite | knowing. Read and ponder them well.— |! 
r A PS Le | The generality of families make their cof- | 

vj led aN lim |fee too weak, and use too much sugar, || 

4 J j Z (| Woy! lh which often cause it to acid in the stomach. || 

LY WS y {Aen Ly | Almost every house-keeper has a peculiar |! 

Se team! K 72 PSU | method of making coffee; but it never can i 

|) —S] ifs > | be excellent unless it may be strong of the |! 

\ eee et berry. And make it as you will, strong or \) 

i} weak, sweet or bitter, unless properly roast- \| 

i Botary Plow. ed, it will be a- miserable, SE alesairie | 

|| Above we present a representation of a — If it be ——- its “es \ 

|| mew agricultural implement, combining the not be imparted, and to use it will | 
HI load and oppress the stomach; if it be 

| plow and harrow. The shares have @10-| wverdone, it PE] yield a fiat, burnt and bit- 
\ tary motion which it is claimed obviates @| ter taste; its virtues will be destroyed, and, | 

|i great amount of the friction always atten- | in use, it will heat the body and act as an | 

tl dant upon the use of the common sliding | astringent. The closer it is confined at the || 

7 | plots, We: tee tahemned- hat with tour] Smet seackng eee Sil mad w: Soler | 
hy this machine will cultivate about will its volatile pungency, flavor and vir- \ 

} Horses, Uns a 635 tues be preserved. Count Rumford, a gen- || 

| sixteen acres per day—stirring up the|tleman of science, taste, skill, judgment i 
| ground to any desired depth, and finely | and ability to say the truth, says: “ Coffee | 

| pulverizing it. This machine plows a see te ee it is impossible that \ 

| breadth of five fect to each furrow,—it |S ould be too fragrant. The very smell | 
We : das onbpesinadendGe of it is reviving, and has been found to be | 

{| admirably adapte Pp useful to sick persons, and to those afflicted | 
to any,) and we hope some of our large far-} with the headache. In short, everything | 

| mers will test its claims to superiority over | proves that the volatile, aromatic matter, | 

| common plow and harrow. ~ | whagever it may be, that gives flavor to cof- | 

| «two driving wheels are attached to fee, is what is most valuable in it, and i 

one shaft; its journals being in the side of — preserved with ee | 

the fame, From the periphery project| 0+ orice overage its, raganee : ee 7} 
oe ee ian | aa a should be much more attended to, than ei- || 

| team; on the wheel rotating one spar is ther its bitterness or astringency. This ar- | 
leaving or relinquishing its hold, as the omatic substance, which is supposed to be \ 

next in succession is in contact with the |°” oil, extremely volatile, and -escapes into | 

ground. age aah tig gy gy smog 
‘As the driving wheels revolve, an accel- |" x S . ce 

erated motion Sivan to the gang of shares suffered Stead uncovered, and at the | 

or cultivators, which are secured to a shaft same time losing much of its flavor”—and 

) at the lower back part of the carriage. he might have aid, by long exposure, will 
, Directly in advance of the gang of rote- lose all its valuable qualities. [N. Y. Plow. 

! ry shares, area gang of coulters, which| The government of Russia expends in 

cut into the ground the depth of the share. | three veterinary schools, a year for instruc- | 

| | On the upper portion of the standard | tion, 754,000 francs; for instruction in ag- 

| which supports the swivel-wheels, is an ad-|riculture, 700,000 francs; for improve-| 

justing screw for oe of guaging| ment in the breeds of horses, and science | 

the depth of the cut of the shares, and if] connected with it alone, 1,776,400 francs.
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Fim Boox or tz Revotvtioy.—The | on this subject; but the cause and appear |] 
above is the title of a very good history of}anee by which we might know what was { 
our Revolution. But, farmers,we wish to call! the matter, is but little spoken of. You H 
your attention to another Revolution, con- | will allow, that the recipe is of but little use f 
nected with your farming history, which |if aman must go and get a Farrier to tell 
would be achieved without bloodshed, but | him what is the matter. I think you will 
with blood-infusion, were you to commence | oblige the subscribers of the Farmer in this 
this blessed new year by keeping a book | particular, which you and your contribu- 
which may literally be called the field book. | tors can do. 

| Suppose you open a regular and strict} I saw an enquiry in the December No. 
account with every field you cultivate this|for Kidney Potatoes and Coffee Beans; 

|| year, charging to the several fields the ex- well, if you wish, I can send you three or 
|) penses of cultivating and harvesting, and| four varieties of the potatoes, but I do not 
l/ the interest on the estimated value of consider any of them the “king of the ge- 

the field, and crediting to them the| nus,’ Theearliest, we call the ash top kid- 
value of the proceeds; strike the balance ney, and is the best I have ever seen of the 
and see how the matter stands. Do this} kidney variety. 
also with every branch of your operations,—|} ‘There is a Variety of oat among us which 
the dairy, poultry, pork, and sheep. This,}we call the Talovena, which is more pro- 
with a little supervision of the head of the} ductive than the common oat—a few of 
establishment, might be done by the young- | whieh I send you. E. D. Purirs. 
er members of the family, especially the ——~nnnnnnnn_ 

sons; and it will be of greatservice to them Suicens) Aer ee Farmer. 
in learning to keep accounts, (which, by the Farneza Clubs. } 
by, few farmers ever learn for the want of noes 

| experienee,) and in cultivating their judg-|_ Mr. Mrrzzr:—In one of your late num- 
| ment of matters relating to the farm. But bers you expressed a wish that your read- 
the great benefit will be in your knowing to | ¢S would write for your paper, or commu- . 
which branch of your business you owe] Bicate anything that they may think of |} j 
your income. It will also furnish you importance to the farmers of Wisconsin.— 4 
acorrect basis for future operations, and|1I would like to call their attention tothe 1 | 
will be of immense value in a statistical | importance of forming in every School 
point of view, if you ever wish to make out | District in this State, a Farmers Club, for 
a report of your farming, and of your farm.|the discussion of Agricultural subjects; 
Try it } jsuch meetings can dono harm nor cost 

Fore Waconia Stowe Fame |™UCh of anything, and may be of im- | Minera! Point, 1853. mense benefit to great numbers. The far- || | 
Diseases or Domestic Axnuais—Kiv- | mers of Wisconsin are from almost all parts /| 

vex Porarozs, &c.—Frmxp Muer:—|of the world, consequently their ideas dif- 
There. may bean improvement made in | fer,--they having been taught different sys- | 
the Farmer, which we. all'say it ought to} tems of farming, and of course amongst 
contain; and that is—to treat more on the | Such a mixed population, there must be 
diseases of domestic animals,—showing the | Some good, some bad, and some very in- 
cause, symptoms, and cure for.every dis-| different. Now,by getting together at stated 
case:it treats of. » Sore very valuable infor-| periods and discussing the different modes 
mation: has been published in the Farmer |of farming, a better system (or I might say 

ea te ence ES a Bd Ba Bl
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| a system) might be adopted greatly to our! | Dopex County Acricunrurat Socrary. | 
| advantage. But tobe brief, I would say,|—The citizens of Dodge County met at | 

i | form Farmers’ Clubs or Societies of some Juneau,. on the 22d of Jan, and formed a 

kind, and meet monthly in every school se we a a apse oe | t ’ f e following officer | 
district in the State, and let the result be] elected for the ensuing year? | 
sent to the Editor of some Farming publica-| President—G. W. Green, Beaver Dam.. 

tion, for him to select what he thinks will} | V-President—M. Webster, Fox Lake. j 
be of interest to his readers; by such a waa noe Saute 

| a 2 ee ‘reasurer—Joel Rich, Juneau. 
Ome the public will be benefitted au the} An executive committee consisting of | 
aiditors will, have plenty of “copy.” I| nine members; was also chosen. i 
herewith send. you the organization. and [iio is ae Liwretenee.— | 
constitution, of a Farmer’s Club established]: Fond du Lac, Jan. 1853. 
here. W. T. Wuiry. Raising Hops, I 

A meeting was held at School House —— ats | 
; No. 5, in the town of Randolph, Columbia) Manx Micuer, Esq.:—Having listened 

Co., oa-Monday evening, Jan. 10th, for the| with pleasure to the address of Mr, Dan- y g: e 
purpase-of forming an Association for the] iels, at the Fond da Lac Society’s first an- 

: discussion of Agricultural subjects. A] nual meeting, in which he particular! | 
; Club was organized, a constitution-adopted seal GAT Z face thiek < y | 

I and the following officers elected for the ee Sun matcrngn 2) 
“ensuing year. some other crops besides wheat, the idea | 

President—George Knowles. occurred’ to-me-that some of the farmers | 
‘| Seeretary—W..'T. Whirry. - of Wisconsin, might with profit, try the | 

| Resanss—We would gladly publish] Ultivation of hops:. Not havmg seen any | 
; HF the constitution of our Randolph: friend’s BSCE ae RS ae on paper} i 
| Association, in the Farmer, as-desired, were eee few suggestions, : pane ae i 

we not crowded with other matter posses- ee ae air a 
sing a more general interest. In fact, person more conversant with the subjeet. | 

‘there is necessarily so much sameness 1: ‘The hop succeeds best in = deep rich \ 

the constitutioi.s of all Agricultura! Associ- coil, with a subsoil through: whielt the !wa- } 
ations, that we look upon their publication] * °*" percolate freely, The ground 

as useless, except in a.suitable form for free ie Sey ly plowed and siiondartly i 

distribution among members.. We are glad manures Wied ily ad cana i 
to chroniclé the establishment of-such clubs} P!anting- ‘The! method -Mksyomdopted, > 4 
and hope the day is not far distant when = plant five’ feet’ apart ‘each: way: = 
ine oil tee ularly organized club in two pieces of roots, each: about. one foot'| 

| every school: district in the Northwest.— long and containing 2 ate 2a 

| These clubs may be-auxiliary to, and act buds, and plant sro Mente a | 

in concert with the town. societies. The| “hes deep. The poles, (one: to each hill) 
means used to keep up an i and ren-| Should~ be about twelve feet: long. As 

der these meetings profitabld- and instrue-| 8°? 4S eng es _— onerous 
tive, will more surely and more speedily 7 copter eee se poles: - 
result in an improved and better system ot lowing not less-than two, nor ae ore 

farming than any other course we know| ‘ur vines to-each poles epee 
" of (Ep. very little more attention until:ripe, except 

Hay is now worth in Lowell, from. $2: rot oe — _ mg 
to $25. Last year at this time it was| *l! superfluous shoots that spring from 
worth from $12 to $14. roots. They are generally ripe about the
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D1st of September, which mav be easily! intervals as may be desired, fixed to the top 21st of September, which may pe eect heccer tal ones to keep them steady. 
known by their assuming a light brown] 4 plant is set at each stake, and the rows 
color. The easiest mode to gather them, is,| are formed one way across the field. This 
to cut the vines close to the roots, pull} method may be adopted with success 

les with the vines attached, and| Where poles are scarce, and where the 
Bubs ch z ground is exposed to-winds. All the male ‘ lay them horizontally on benches, at a con- plants should be placed:on the long poles, 
venient height for picking—which should! that their farina may drop on the female 
always be performed when they are dry. _| flowers on. the lower ones.” 

The> operation ..of drying. hops ,38 not} =, Preserve Beans ann Pzas—A 
materially different from that of drying] new method of keeping the above fresh for 
malt, and the kilns are generally of thé any length of time, so that they shall lose 

| same construction. neihies their ee ny eee oe = 1 . been lately introduced into notice . When the ends of the flower stems a ‘Alek oe > atin. ‘Pakeihe fortes Ee ee 
come shrivelled and dry, they are taken | ot bigger than large peas, and: pursue 
off the kiln and laid ona floor until they} the following directions for both vegetables: are cold, when they may be packed into) Plunge them fora minute in boiling and 
bags. For domestic use-or'a:local market, | afterwards in cold water, and after having 
Thave found them to dry well’ in a warm washed off the water, spread them out for : hink about 1200 tbs. may be several: hours on canvass. frames... Then chamber. I think a place them in-an oven. slightly heated, on considered an average crop. A planta-| frames covered wth paper, leave them long 
tion with proper care will last 20 years! enough to be of the same warmth as the 
without renewing. It isa good plan to| oven, and then expose the frames to a cur- 
put a few shovels full of well rotted ma- pe an _e the ernie are cold. The eet aot n replaced in the oven and nure or compost on each hill,.in tlie fall.— again. exposed to the air, these-operations : 
The best season to make a plantation is as being repeated. until: the beans or. peas are 
soon as the ground gets dry in the Spring. perfectly dry,.not so as to break,.but almost 

Anruur H. Srzzy. | like beans dried naturally... The articles 
should be gathered and. dried-on the same SAR Gage, | day, if not, they should: be left during the pegs 7 $e , | night in-the oven; they should be kept in Sars GAGS ~ | dry and clean. bottles, and to each bottle of Gacy im jizee | beans there should be added.a bunch of dry pt ay “fp | Savory. Before using the. vegetables they ies Te ggasaeag | Should be steeped for some hours in tepid, Ao “ig | oF over nightin cold water; if they are heans 

ie eyed cl & | the water is thrown away ard they are - ) cae cooked in the usual manner, but if peas, T\ 2 ry 4 ep _| they are only just covered with the water, a aks eh AR | heh wil be entirely absorbed, and they 7 La ye § | my are cooked like green. peas.. Vegetables | 
& Pe Wesns wieaaes ee oe prepared in this manner a ‘iat a good RR Ie Be 6 a es SSS See | as if they had’been just gathered. 

E = ey [ Genie Industriel. In-England hops are trained both hori- : zontally and vertically, as shown in the|, Jf any of our readers are troubled with nS loss of appetite, or a diseased liser,Jet them above cut.—{Ep.. take brush and curyeonl, (Ge swallow “The best hops grown: at Lewisham them,) clean. off. three-or four horses before have-been. trained horizontally in-the espa-| breakfast every. morning for.a month. Hf lier form, on poles five feet high, and three| that fails, carry in your own: wood and |} feet apart, with along pole or two. at. such | saw it.
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eS Of Eastern trees and varieties, many seem | 

alge Wika = to =n pew ac TE with some, all at- 
aelGe a a tempt acclimate have been unsuccessful |; 

> Sine J Ripe Za the ‘patient’ having given out in the attempt. | 

pe, - BS \ Some sorts otherwise tender have succeeded || 
AS Gea | er CXS worked in the tops of large seedlings or of 

pa —— hardy engrafted trees. The R. I. Greening | 
Neheadte th Seer” see ARE =| and Baldwin, are examples. 
ae see ee Se eae a * As to Pears on Quince stocks, I cannot rec- || 

SE ee SS es |ommend any sorts—have tried some 20 varie- 

SS = |ties, embracing all but two in your list of six. | 
But they have all given out or have the con- 

HORTICULT [ | 2. sumption, without producing fruit. Some upon Hl 

————— | the Thorn are still promising; time will throw 

a _— ee a SR SE are light upon their ease. I will communi- 

meth a cate the result. 

Management in ——— iporta- Of Pears on their own stocks—some have | 

tion of Fruit’ cc} borne fruit and are promising. F20m present |; 

| Mie, Muxxz:—I planted 12 quarts apple|light, would recommend Flemish Beauty, fl 

seed, last spring, from which I pulled 75,000 | White Doyenne, Fred. de Wertemberg, Passe 

plants this fall, over one-half of good sizes for | Colmar, Bartlett & Winter Bonchertien, (local | 

working. It is inferred that the trees spoken | name.) 

of by your Correspondent, Vanderbelt & Co.,} Grafts brought from the East have generally 

were left standing in the seed beds, year after made as good and hiirdy trees, as those of 

year. If so, this fact may sufficiently account the same sorts brought from 150 miles South.— | 

for the slowness of growth noticed. Such But with trees grown sufficiently for orchard | 

seedlings usually get their death blow the first | planting, I have observed a marked difference | 

winter, from freezing back, and consequent de- | in the fruit falling a prey to our rigorous win- 

struction of the heart wood. ters, or to the long continued excessively bright | 

They may live after it for many years, but sunshine of our summers, producing destruc- | 

| having the consumption, can never make good | tion of the heart wood, or bark blight, from | 

stocks or profitable trees. which they but seldom entirely recover. | 

Seeds should be planted about the first of The scion I suppose, in its gradual develop- | 

May, or when they begin to sprout, in deeply ment here, with the above nained causes in op- | 

worked beds of rich soil, in drills about one eration, forms a tree constitutionally prepared, 

foot apart and scattered evenly, in such quan- |S far as possible, to resist them. Hence trees | 

tities as to use about 40 quarts per acre—or if | grown here may be said to be acclimated, and | 

the seed is all good, one bushel is sufficient for | are of the first class for orchard planting. 
showe: ’ If trees could be brought from abroad, | 

; | ‘The beds should be stirred frequently, and|grown in a soil similar to ours, and 
| kept perfectly clear of weeds, in an atmosphere subject to the same extremes | 

| ‘About the first of November, all should be }°f heat and cold, moisture and dryness, such | 

}| taken up and buried until spring—those inten- | trees would doubtless flourish here, although | 

ded for root-grafting, in the cellar—those for transported through several degrees of lati- | 

budding, may be buried out doors,and re-set in | tude or longitude. We should, in my opinion, | 

nursery rows the following spring. I have be as successful with trees from 1000 miles j 

succeeded best, with seed gathered from fruit of | down the great Mississippi Valley, as with |} 

young orchards in Central Illinois, The trees those gsown East, near the Atlantic coast— 

grow more rapidly there, than in New York or | for the reason that the soil and climate are as 

New England, and will produce more rapid similar to ours in one locality as in the other. 

growing stocks. . ‘Whether or not the true cause of failure in | 

|| . ‘The vicissitudes of climate are ns great in trees imported from the East is given, the fact | 

|, Central Illindis, as here, hence they are predis- | Femains, that Enstern grown trees do badly | 

| posed’to be hardy, and perhaps more so than here, to which many of owr farmers can attest, 

| those brought from the East. from a very unprofitable experience in planting |}
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them. Twenty thousand trees, (we are in- off to be injured by you, when you have found 
formed) brought from Ohio, were sold, and him out by the fruit of the trees bought of him. 
planted last spring in a portion of this State, I might offer other reasons why the farmers 

of which not 5000 survived the summer. Ma-|°f Wisconsin and the West generally, should ny who planted those trees instead of home buy their trees of home growth if Possible, but |} 
grown ones, did so because they were near at | this article is already spun toa wearisome | 
hand, or perhaps brought to their door ; when | Jength, and I close. JC. Brarron. |} 
to have procured their trees from our nursery- ‘ 

men would have cost them two days time with Srraw as « Coverine.— Clean straw . 
their team, which would in most instances have | °™ excellent eovering for many things; ss a : thousands upon thousands of sea-kale in 
essa Ft Nid a te ee frames or under hoops have no other blan- 

; : e «> oz, | Ching material; and how clean they grow 
ing to the best light now before the public on |; itt Rhubarb, in winter forcing an early 
= Pas as oe ae ee spring, grows beautifully. pinky. It is well as favorable in 1 . known that early spring frosts destroy rhu- 
We have nonin. Wisconsin, as many trees/} a:b; but if a six inch layer of straw is put 

grown in the Nurseries in the State, audin two, every crown, as the heads put up, they 
days drive, in most cases, from the places where | raise the straw with them, and it not only 
they are wanted, as our farmers will be likely gives the stalk a better color, and makes 
to plant. Then why send your money abroad | jem less “stringy,” but it keeps the leaves 
for an article of less value to you than that from growing teo large. No wind will 

| which you can buy of your neighbors, who have | blow it off, nor will the most intense frosts 
taken immense pains to procure it to supply your injure the planis. Straw should not be 
wants. Do you imagine that we,the Nurserymen |looked upon asa mere litter; it is as good 
of Wisconsin, know nothing of those fine Ap-|as a frame upon a large scale. What sort 
ples which you or your neighbors had on your | of eatable strawberries would we have with- 
Eastern farms? Don’t believe it. We have pro-|out straw? In summer, every crop,such as 
cured our scions from the East and from the|gooseberries, currants, and many other 
West,—no pains has been spared te procure og should have the protection of straw, 
the best, and ifyou can give us the truename of | Which keeps the sun from drying + the 
your favorite variety, we can generally produce — a = — mee Se — 
your favorite tree, grown im our-Nurseries. | While all weeds are kept down. Market 

The nomenclature of trees is in a bad fix, it | Sardeners use it for their frames; it matters 
* true, and many mixtures may be detected in | HOt epee i = appa oat ees 

estern Nurseries. But eur Pomologieal tatioes, ? 
Conventions are correcting these very rapidly. ee thin La eo than ae Mott ees twtas set nue, Dace ey eae on us by Eastern Nurserymen. But those —— é who take the pains to inform themselves, by — m guiieny Ark, amy ithe 
carefully studying the characteristics of differ- a into C fsa ae ut 
ent varieties, as they appear in the growth ae a pep ahs pve fail ee 
and foliage of their trees—and whe avail |* 3" ee spp es 
themselves of the opportunities presented by wee eh, e produce, = i cr Pelg omen of somaring| MP. whieh ay ply a npn 
one Ronnie Oh eriany aedcenael for a strong retentive soil, when it is dug in |} jivate unworthy fruits, and: have detected ania ate ee deeays and eaves innumerable 

nearly all the mixtures entailed upon them, worm-like holes which act as drains for the and which they may themselves have made in roots: {Gardener's Chronicle. 
“Amoment of haste, Buy them of the best in- nnn 
formed, if he is necessible to you, if not, of any! Narrve Russer—Fine specimens of a I one'established in business nearest you. If he | native russet, from the’ orchard of Mr. 

cheats you, he knows you will find it out to his | Ichabod Boothby of Livermore, received. : 
disadvantage. { ' » | These apples are the fruit of a'tree which 

The Eastern or Ohio. Nurseryman is too far | Mr. Boothby found in the forest, and took
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| up and set out on his farm. They are | Buta disease probably arising from an ay | 

| about medium size, form round, slightly | sect that works its passage into the very | 

| conical. ‘The ground color russet, splashed heart and pith of the twig, or branch affee- | 

| with streaks of red around the base; stem ted. T observe that this insect ascends up- 
| short, in a deep, narrow cavity ; calyx small wards, and in order to exterminate its ray- 

| and close, in a narrow, shoal cavity; flesh | 8°, the branch should be cut at least one 

fine grained, white, of a pleasant, sub-acid foot below the wart, and as much farther 

ftavor, rather dry. It is stated to: be a S35 found necessary, until you come to | 

great bearer, and a very long keeper— sound, healthy wood and pith, even if the | 

We think it will be a.valuable acquisition | Whole tree goes in consequence. Then | 
to our long-keeping varieties, and. propose burn the cuttings. Iam satisfied that if 

for it the name-of “Boothby Russet.” one tree is left to destruction, that the dis- 

[Maine Farmer. | 28° is as contagious to the remaining ones 

eee as che yellows toa: peach orchard. I have 

Luxe Orcuanps.—We cut the follow-| many ‘standerd plum: trees and many in 

ing paragraph from a notice of Dr. Bai- | nursery rows, all of whieh. are in a sound 

| ley’s orchard, at Adrian, Mich. ~ {healthy condition; it has always. been my 
bh Gabel EGER Dee hard practice to:watch carfeully this disease, and 

“In traveling through Dr. B.’s orchard | cut freely, sparing no imperfection of wood. 
with him on the 21st of October, my atten-| | pave-seen: plum trees not fifty. rods apart, 

tion was called to-notice one tree with plen-| .ome clean.and round and others literally 

ty of apples.on one-side and but very few | oovered with black warts; therefore no-one | 

| or none on the other. The Doctor inform- | ¥i}] presume-that locality has much to do | 

| ed me that in sowing lime under his trees | with the disease.” G. B. Stave. 

three seasons previous, he sowed under the a | 

tree on one side where the apples grew, Porash Water.—The Editor of the | 

| but not on the other, as he had no more Farmer and [’lanter, published at Pendle- | 

lime, and the result wasas has been stated.” | ton, S. C., in cautioning people to use all | 
———————_ alkalies with great care when applied to | 

Lasets For Frurr Trees—We have | ‘ruit trees, says: “Two springs since we | 

found the following recipe; taken from an | killed some young trees-by applying. too | 

English work, to make an indellible-ink for | liberally: a-solution of one pound vf pearl- | 

writing on zine, and one not affected by | ash and one pint of soft soap, in three: gal- | 

| the weather: Cut up the common sheet |lons of water. Avery dry spell: followed: | 

| zine into-strips about half aminch wide by | the applieation, and hence not being wash- | 

two or three inches long, and. write with a | ed off, the caustic liquid turned the bark of 

quill-pen. The zine should ak be | several trees quite yellow, and much in| 

made ee Through a:h : at one = jured. those thai escaped.” 

introduce a.thin- copper wire, long: enoug! Pe a Te 

to encircle- wbeaelh a limb,-and it will re- Horticultural Premiums. 

main for years, giving to the owner of a} The amount.of Premiums offered: by. 

newly planted orchard the satisfaction of | the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,-in 

knowing, at all times, his varieties Care| the various departments, is as follows: 

in respect to labels would obviate much of Prospective prizes for new variety. of 

the confusion in all parts of the country,| _ fruits, flowers, &c., $750 

as to correct nomenelature. “Take one |For os eae a 
drachm of verdegris, one- drachm. sal am-| Foy, plants, mae, "and designs,. 700 

monia powder, and half a draclim of| Por vegetables, 260 

lamp black, and mix with ten drachms of polit ae 
” Shake before 7 P: 

Te ee i Such an amount Held up to tlie gaze of 
Dueasep Prom Trees—aA correspon- | skillfal culturists, eanot a a 

dent of the N.E. Farmer, says: “I am|rich display of interesting objects; and spec- 

very well satisfied, from: personal observa- | tators as well as competitors, wlio: live 

tion, a of the sap las) within convenient access ape oe le 

nothing to ith: forming the wart, so | exhibitions, e rivileges which must 

prevalent in many sections of'the country. | be very highly eel
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The: premium list of the Cincinnati Hor- 
ticultural Society, just issued for 1853, is 
coming’ along according to its ability. : 

aes seg | 
For fruits, 2b ? Aare 
For vegetables, 134 Se Es A ve wene 

Total, $1580 SS 
Let us, too, hye oe a who ed be SSS : —— 

within reach of our exhibiti either as | 
contributors or as ectasoen 9 also con- Early ‘Vegetables —Hot Beds. | 
sider it “a privilege to be highiy prized,”| The prevalent notion, that a hot bed is | 
that such liberality, calculated to bring for-| out of tlie question-for an ordinary farmer, | 

ward noble. efforts to make.» granddisplay, on account of its cost and the difficulty of 
will furnish them an opportunity. san tile 

[Western Hor. Review. | managing oe ieee It 

————— is not so well’ known as it sliould’te, how 
The Garden: easy and cheap a hot bed can be made,— 

In this latitude, but very little can be| both construction and management are 
done in the garden this month,—still, if the cHeap and simple. 

| weather proves mild, preparations may be] Any kindof plank or inch boards will 
made-which will help on the work as soon| answer for the limber required; or even 

| as the ground is in a proper condition —| an old cast off box, minus top and ‘bottom, 
The oldest and Best rotted manure upon| of a proper size, will answer all purposes 
the premises should be selected’ for the gar-| for which Iamber"is used about a hot bed. 

den—the stock of seeds on hand should be| Dig-a pit tite size desired for the bed, six 
examined and-all deficiencies provided, so| or eight inches deep—(or instead tliereof, 
that when the-hurry of sowing: time ar-| commence on the surface, and’ protect the 

| tives there will be no delay for the want of| bed by banking up on the outside to the 

seeds. In this climate certain vegetables| height of twelve or fifteen imeties) then 
should be brought forward’ earlier in the} forma box with plank or Boards—setting 
spring than they can be by planting the! tliem up edyewise and’ confining them in 
seedsin.the usual way. Tomatoes,.cucum- their place by driving stakes on the outside. 
bers, squashes, peppers,.cabbages, &o.,.may | The box should be raised about thirty inch- 
be ready for the table-several weeks: in ad-| es in height at the back, and sloped to 
vanee,, by starting the- plants in a hot bed,| about: twenty inches im front. The bed 

and having them ready for transplanting in| should’ have a southern aspect, and if pos- 
the open ground as soon as the danger of| sible, be placed against a building, or’ tight 
frost has. passed. With the outlay of a| fence. Fill the enclosure thus formed, 
few shillings and a little labor, every man, | with well mixed unfermented horse manure 
who lias-a:vacant patch of ground twenty | —,acking it down tight by tramping or 
feet square can.raise a supply of early veg-| pounding as the filling proceeds, and 
etables for family use whon the: sultry| moistening a little, if dry. When the box 
weather, comes-on,.and- the appetite-craves | is filled up to, witliin six or eight inches of 
something: more palatable and healthy | the-top—tevel, and cover the manure with 
than old ‘potatoes and’ their usual‘aceompa-| five or six inches of fine rich: loam. If 
niments.. : manure be used to enrieh. the leam, it 

Farmers, see that you. : should be well rotted and thoroughly mix- 

sos alt eesay icaee eo ed together.. The’ bed may be made any
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|| size to suit one’s convenience. Four or State Agricultural Society. 

pisos SE . MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

| warm a little—as it will by fermentation— arn new Peer Committee a at 
ki Rooms o! ‘iety, in the Capitol at 

| — + wopaage ed ae Madison, on Thursday, January 20th, A. 
| e manure be not too violent | D. 1853, at 3 o'clock, P. M. 
| Water, to give the bed a sufficient degree | _Present—Messrs. Elisha W. Edgerton, 

| of moisture. And now for the covering, | Bertine Pinckney, Nathaniel B. Clapp, Al- 
| ach enkeail lies ready as soon as the bed bert C. Ingham, Hiram Barber and Henry 

| is prepared. Any old rug or blanket may ota W. Edgerton, President, in the 
be used for this purpose, though we would | chair. | 
recommend something a little better, and| Albert C. Ingham, Secretary. 

which makes a very good substitute, (at a x _ — rn —— = - _ 
= 2 nn attle OW an air ie A- 

— re rey Bae Sh ree ety being brought up, after a free inter 
8 es commonly used. — 18 8! change of views on the part of the gentle- 
transparency, made by stretching cotton | men present, on motion of Mr. Barber it 
cloth upon aframeand brushing itover with | was 4 

| a composition made afterthefollowingdirec-| _ Resolved, That the Corresponding Sec- 
| téone’ ‘To one pint of boiled Ensced of, add | Tony. De Seunestod to open. & Someinad 
| : ence with such places as may desire the lo- 

| one ounce of white wax—heat, and when | cation of the next Annual Cattle Show and 
| thoroughly mixed, add half an ounce of| Fair of this Society, and report the results 

sugar of lead ground with a little oil— | of the same at the next meeting of the Ex- 
One or two applications of this mixture |€cutive Committee, 
with a brush, will render the cloth transpa-| On motion of Mr. Billings, 

rent and impervious to wind or water. h — Sn eal cee 

‘The bed should be covered at night, but Se apart * Otciee to prepare a 

‘ kept open through the day, unless the| premium list, and regulations for the next 

weather is too cold, or in case of a storm. | Annual eae wy and Fair cm this Soci- 

No further directions for the management | ¢ty, aud that they be requested to report 

of the hot bed are required. ‘The exercise | She same at the next meeting of the Exeo- 
ae coh te utive Committee. 1 

of alittle judgment, will guide the garden- A | 
z On motion of Mr. Pinckney, 

er as to all that is necessary to be done;| Resolved, That the Corresponding Sec- 

till the season arrives for removing the| retary be separ a notify the Officers 

plants to the open garden. elect of the Society, of their election, and 

The middle of March is early enough in | Tequest, their acceptines y dnoden eed | 
aa require signify their acceptance, ani 

this region, to prepare the hot bed and sow | become members of the Society before the 
the seed, and the first of May, quite as ear- | next monte: of the Executive Committee, 
ly as safety from frost will allow of trans-| in default of whieh their places will be de- 

ferring to the open ground. clared vacant. 
a eT ai A lengthened discussion then took place 

The dealer in merchandise simply eauses | upon the condition of the Society, its'pros- 
wealth to change hands; and what he | pects aon in which each member 
gains another loses. Not so with the far-| Participated, after whieb, 
mer; for ve increase - the quantities pro- & earl ee: as 2 
d is adding so to the wealth of rx p- 
are — [Prof. Mapes. til Thursday, February.10th, A. D. 1853. 

, at-10.0'clock, A. M. 7 
Plow deep, while the sluggard sleeps.
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Thursday, Feb. 10th, 1853. . 2 

The Executive Committee met at the eo tae cores of eee 
Rooms of the com. oo ~ Capitol at | the legal organization of the Society and Madiiong ab te eee W. Edgerton, for the transaction of such other business | r - Inwhar Sj | #8 may come before the meeting. | — ag ac she i eae 4 _ On motion of Mr. Mills the Premium i —— Is, sey we a re * UN" |list and regulations of the next Annual Cat- | =e on . pee in the | U@ Show and Fair of the Society, was ta- |! as 1a W. Edgerton, President, in the |i-en from the table. | © The Board then spent some time in the || The Bearsta® ta oer. Besed the examination of the same, but without com- I 
resignation of Hon. Charles Dunn, Vice pees ae cnn eee i 
President elect from the Second Congres- 7 o’czocx, P. w. I Gonalidetaee The Executive Committee met as per. || 

Also the letter of Z. P. Burdick, Esq., adjournment. } 
one of the additional members elect of the| Present, as before. | Executive Committee. The consideration of the premium list || On motion, the resignation of Judge and regulations was resumed and continu- I| Dunn was accepted, and Hon. Jeremiah E,|¢d until a late hour of night, when the || Dodge, of Grant, was elected Vice Presi- | Committee adjourned till the next day at 8 || 
dent of the Society, from the Second Con-|0’clock, A M. |; 
gressional district. Seer. i Mr. Ingham from the Committee on that __ Friday, February 11th, || 
subject, reported the premium list and reg- The Executive Committee met as per. |/ ulations of the next State Fair, which was | adjournment. | 
laid on the table temporarily. Present, as before. | Mr. Ingham also presented the Charter] The consideration of the premium list | of the Society recently granted by the Leg- and regulations of the next Annual Cattle | 
islature, which on his motion was laid on —— pee of Vas Society,was resumed ; the tahie: without ing the same, the Board ad- On on of a “> fe Board ad-|journed at 2 o'clock, P.M, for half an hour. 
journed until 2 o’clock, P. 24 o’ctock, Pp. mu. | 

e 2 o’cLocK, P. M. The consideration of the Premium List 
The Executive Committee met pursuant and Regulations was resumed, and being | to adjournment. ou eral with, the same was adopted. | 
Present, as before. any changes have been made in the Hon. Jeremiah E, Dodge, Vice Presi-| Premium Tak ned some very ae | dent from the Second Congressional dis-| changes made in the Regulations; among trict appeared and took his seat. which are, fixing the price of single tickets Several Bills and accounts were then uniformily at twenty-five cents each, and presented, and audited, and orders drawn | dispensing with member's badges at the on the Treasurer for the payment of the 2 each — receiving in lieu there- same, of, four tickets; also, no carriages are to 
The letter of Mr. Burdick was then ta-| be admitted upon the Fair grounds. . This || ken up, resigning the place to which he had | course has become necessary to guard the || been elected, which was accepted, and the | Society from the constant imposition and vacancy filled by the appointment of Mark |fraud “practiced at the Fairs; members | Miller, Esq., of aid, ae additionalmem-|badges being purchased in the name of | ber of the Executive Committee. one person by several persons jointly, and On motion of Judge Barber, the Char-|then used to admit an indefinite number | ter of the Society was then taken from the |of persons with their families—one case table = being read and considered by hing known at the late Fair in Milwaukee Sections, it was where seventy-three persons and rine car- Resolved, That the Corresponding Sec- | riages were ens som a single mem- || 

retary be requested to cail a meeting of the | ber’s badge.] |
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| The Committee then adjoumed till 2|Committee were then assigned places at | 
| o’clock P. M. the next State Fair, as follows: i 
‘ 2 o'oLock, P. M. Cattle Department--Judge Barber, | 

| The Executive Committee met as per| Horse Department—Col. Billings 
| adjournment. Sheep Department—J. E. Dodge. | 
| ‘Present, as befere. Swine and Pouliry—A. B. Clapp. i 
| Mr Ingham presented sevéral proposi- Farm Implements, &e.—Mark Miller. i 
tions fer the location of the next State Fair,| Dairy, &e—Judge Field. i 

| upon which a free interchange of views| Fioral Hall—Col. Pinckney. i 
| took place, and after some time spent in| Miscellaneous and Discretionary—S. S. | 
| their consideration, it was = i 

Resolved, That the next Annual Cattle| Plowing Match~-E. W. Edgerton. I 
| Show and Fair of this Society be held at,| General Superintendant of the Grounds | 

or near the village of Watertown, on Tues- |—Wm. F. Tompkins, of Janesville. iH 
day, Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday,| Committee on the reception of guests, | 

| the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th days of October | Delegates from other Societies, &e—E. W. | 
| next, Provided that the corporate authorities | Edgerten, A. C. Ingham, and W. Chappell. |) 

of said village enter into contract with this Committee to attend to arrangement and | 
| Society—on or before the first day of March | preparation of grounds—E. W. Edgerton, i 
| next, to provide ground and enclosures | A. C. Ingham, and H. Barber. | 
suitable, and to enclose and prepare the| Delegates to the World’s Fair, to be i 
same, and erect the necessary buildings, held at New York City—Messrs. Bertine | 
tents, fixtures, and structures, as may be re- | Pinckney, A. C. Ingham,and H.M. Billings. | 
quired by the Executive Committee, and} Delegates to the N. York, Ohio, Mich, i 
also furnish the necessary and proper atten- | Indiana, and Illinois State Fairs—Messrs. | 
dance and superintendence, Clerks, Police, E. W. Brury, A.C. Ingham, E. W. Edgerton. | 

| and Forage, and oiher incidentals, free ef | On motion of Mr. Edgerton, 
| all expense to the Society, and also furnish Resolved, That the Corresponding: Sec- 
an agreement of the Hotel keepers, speci- | rqary be requested to procure the printing | 
fying the charges to be made by each du-|of one thousand copies of the Premium | 

| ring the week of the Fair List and Regulations for the next Annual | 
[These conditions have since been com- Cattle Show and Fair. | 

plied with.] Mr. Ingham presented and read, letters | 

The appointment of Committees to decide from Hon. Marshall P. Wilder, President | 
| upon the merits of the various articles of the U. S. Ag. Society-——urging the ap- 
|| was then taken up without completing the | pointment of three memberscf the National | 

| appointments of which, the Board adjourn- Board of Agriculture, upon which a length- | 
ed until 7 o’clock P. M. ened disseussion took place took place, after i 

ren ae which, on motion of Col. Pinckney, i 
i tee Tarte Resolved, That three members of the | 

The appointment of Committees was | National Board of Agriculture be appointed. | 
resumed, but without Gnishing the same Messrs. Albert C. Ingham, Elisha W. | 
the Board adjourned until 8 o'clock, A. M., Edgerton, and Jeremiah E. Dodge, were | 

of the next day, appointed such members. | 
eet The Executive Committee then adjourn- | 

Saturday. February 12th. | pq, Auer C. Inenam, i 
The Executive Committee met at 8 Cor. Secretary. | 

o'clock, A. M. i oo | 
Present, as before. Porx.—The Potosi Signal says pork is | 
The appointment of Committees was re- |selling in that place at 85,50. For the | 

newed and completed. first time in the history of Grant County; | 
On motion of Mr. Ingham, it has supplied the home market. The | 

; Hon. Wm. H. Seward was invited to/| present high prices of produce are begin- | 
deliver the Annual Address before the So- | ning to open their eyes and expand their | 

ciety. pockets. We set it down as an era among | 
The various members of the Executive | the farmers.
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iDomestic Economy. summer use.—“In packing pork for sum- E M or G, M mer use, add to each layer of pork, a = —— ae or a UTTON-— | spinkling of fine ground black pepper. I iS ne a ‘written by: aoe trav-| but about two pounds of pepper to a bar- one 1 Ae e ‘superiority of the mutton | 14] of side pork, containing about 400 ibs. om rarsiae | as compared with that at home; I have been a house-keeper for nearly forty | | and believing as we do that some of this years, and I can truly say that I never had | | Superiority is attributable to superior skill | pork keep so sweet and fine put up in any i | and care in cooking, we copy from an En-| thor way. z — work of high merit a few receipts for Tyedione ina liundred ofstlhoed cebicare | cooking mutton: 

| "<The Neck of mutton is also boiled, and | ‘© fond of pop corn, know how to pop it— | | served with mashed tumips and caper It is a simple process, attended with very | | sauce. It should be boiled in the skin; | little labor, and a rich, tender, luscious dish | 
| but this should be stripped of from it be.| 38 Be pere —S = baa | | fore it is served. ae # about. er ‘splendor, know Saddle of Mutton, Roasted.—Saddle is s a | one of the most favorite joints of mutiga, Lard is to be heated in the same manner | Itis always roasted. The fat on its sur-|® for frying “dough-nuts,” and half a I face is scored in squares; the skin previ- pint, or such a matter, of the “ eight row, | | ously separated from the fat b . | tucket corn” is to be thrown in, and cover- : er, J oe docet ey wore . ed immediately to prevent the kernels from coe ORES LAT sees tere sates | moved in - » » 1g | face. The jase OE ae ska afk you never heard before. A minute after i carving, is by many esteemed the best gra- on a take off os and i 
vy, but it is usual to have atureen of mut-| UP out a soeeaet draining off the I See ere Ee ee Kept | . upon a stove, so that the corn will retain its | f Nem a _Chops—Cut the chops heat long enough for the lard to run off, | tom either the lion or the best of the otherwise it will be too ereas While | neck, trim them neatiy, and take off some cooling, salt to your taste. See | ee = oan spp them Try it, all ye who have a mind to, and if i clear ae Turn soeate gn ih over 2! vou don’t say it is “neck and shoulders” || pair of ios gs" three'or fan abs 2 a | ahead of any other method, why, we cave 

sufficiently done, remove them toa hot ie cnr it woes water dish, sprinkle a little salt over them, D. ae eigf EOE ie Saat | fat yuo them fav alt fb | Dears —Duning th bt won Me | . me ol i Bs J ra. oem : served in dressing chope and anaes sion to administer lime water to a sick || ing them hot to the table.” horse, ee, = ae of — per 1 The ju; aration in his barn, which remained there | a a Se = janet for some months,serving as a favorite drink {| farmer can ie eit “i ee “il ay | for his hens. He soon afterwards found from five to six gall oa cost, will make| that the laying of his hens was apparently the best mad ae aes rebate qual to | increased to a considerable extent. Bein beets, having pe tae, = ae ee convinced of the importance of the (to him) | goes a “| new discovery, he has, during the present tire Juice in a cheese press, or in ma- season, kept his hens constantly supplied ipeat a . ae i little ingenuity can with lime water placed in troughs within heme: iy b © “iquor into ‘an empty | their convenient access, and the result was aso Cover the bung with gauze, and set n ine f f-nearly four-fol it in th al rease of eggs of nearly four-fold as it will AAV set a = or fifteen days — with previous experience. kee tee [Far. Advocate. eis willing to share the benefits of the A writer in the Ohio Cultivator gives experiment with his neighbors, if they the following method for Preparing pork for} choose to try it; and hence this publi-
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eS = Et SS ee 

é is discov —Toracco 1x New Yorr.—The Syracuse 

cia The newness of this discovery | Journal states that about 1000 acres of tobacco 
ough it may not now ba new to all) is 

( : = were grown in Onondago Co., the past season, 

claimed only as applicable to the mode of| and that the average crop is about 1,400 Ibs. 

ss lime in this case—its use 1m | per acre, though 2,000 Ibs. are often produced. 

another form for the same purpose having | The entire crop of the County is estimated at 
been previously understood by many. Saat lbs., which at ten cents makes the 

[Wayne inaaaael oe Eee sum of $224,000 gained by the cul- 

—Prortr or Bres—Mr. Asa Stewart of] —The Hartford Courant says that there) 

Saco, Maine, sold in 1851, 52 lbs. of honey, stands on the “ Charter Oak Place,” owned by | 

from one hive for $13, in addition to which he | Hon, L. W. Stuart, an Apple Tree imported | 

received a premium of $3. In 1852, hesold 40 | in 1638; by George Wyllys, and is therefore at | 

Ibs. from the same hive for $9,20, and received | least two hundred and fourteen years old. It| 

the same amount of premium as in 1852—ma- | is an English Pearmain. The past season it 

king an aggregate amount for the two years of bore quite liberally, anda small branch on | 

$28,20. which it has a number of apples, has been pre- | 
—Sxartsror Foop.—The snail is becoming | served in spirit and presented to the Histori-_ 

|| a fashionable article for diet in France A cal Society. { 

|| French Journal says “Snails were highly es:| | —ConvertitcSaut Water to Fresu.—The | 

i teemed by the Romans, and are now raised in] New York Journal of Commerce says that Mr. | 

many of the departments with success. In the | Ericsson, the inventor of the caloric ship; “is I 
sixteenth: century the Capuchins of Fribony;| now making a condensing apparatus for the | 

recovered the art of breeding snails. There | conversion of salt water to fresh, during long 

are now more than twelve hundred snail tables | voyages, for washing, drinking, ke, capable of i 

|| in Paris, where snails areaccepted asa delicacy.” | producing from 300 to 400 gallons of pure wa- ! 

—The Cleveland Herald says that the cattie | ter per day. He will thus do away, not only | 

growers of Madison County, Ohio, have or- with large coal-bunkers, but water-tanks, and / 

|| ganized a cattle importing company, the capital | @ voyage may be prolonged to almost any de- 

|| stock, $10,000, all taken. The company will| sired extent.” 

} || shortly send one of their number to England,| —A rave farmer isa philanthropist. He | 

|| to make selections and purchases. A similar | labors not only to provide for his own wants, | 

7 company is being formed in Indiana, with a | but heis urged by a constant desire toleave the | 

|| capital of $25,000. world better and more beautiful than he found | 

} | —Serr Actinc Lamp Licnter—Mr.S. Ma-| it and add to the stock of human comforts. | 

|| yo of Augusta, Maine, has invented aself act- —Hoes.—Three thousand two hundred and | 

ing apparatus for lighting a candle at any hour thirty seven hogs were transported over the 

of the night desired. The Maine Farmersays | Erie and N.Y. Railroad from the West, on 

of it, “The apparatus is attached toa smal}| Christmas day. 

alarm watch. You set the index tothe hourof| —Derrra or Mines.—lIt is stated that the 

the night you wish to be waked up=then put | deepest mine of any description is that of Esel- 
a friction match into the claw of the apparatus, | schacht, in Boheinia, a lead mine, which is 3,778 | 
anda candle in a socket—then set it om the| feet deep. The greatest depth below the sea- 

|| stand or table by your bed-side. At the ap- | level is that of some coal mines in Newcastle, 
|| pointed hour the alarm sets up its clatter, the | England, which are from 1500 to 2000 feet be- 

match gets a ~~ and takes fire, and in time } low this level. 

\\ lights the candle. It is small and portable.” —Corrovs Experiments on Sizx Worms— 
|| —Many of the farmers ahd others of Pennsyl- | By experiments that have lately been made, it 

; || vania, New York, and Delaware, are selling off | appears that the natural silk from the silk 

|| their farms and town property, and moving te! worms can be obtained colored as desired by 

|| Maryland and Virginia, They are selling] administering colored articles of food to silk 
|| their farm land for 60, 80, and $100 per acre, | worms just before they begin spinning their 

|| and buying at from 20 to $40 per acre in the| cocoons. The first experiments were conduct- 

| last mentioned States. ed with mdigo, which was mixed in certain 

ys og Ps portions with the mulberry leaves, serving the 

} } ote nae hoch aS cy out worms for food. The result of eciasnt was 

\| consumption, one thousand barrels bein; successful; blue cocoons were obtained. Small 
ig now . ore . ed 

| pepnntecnceed at the Croton Mills per month. metnmses bionenie en: herint bere oe 

| Its peculiar properties are imparted by incor- neck seg 

i pecking with tite our, during its eau dears. ed the mixture and produced red colored silk 

| Super-carbonate of soda and tartaric acid, in [Scientific American. 

| suitable proportions. We hope any incorpora-| _—Manvracture oF Gtass tx Wisconsin 

| tion of drugs in four, the food of the million, | Three miles from Omro, Winnebago Co., a fixe 

| will beavoided. A ee mistake in the arti-| quality of glass sand has been discovered. A 

cle might send thousands from the table to their | sample has been tested in an eastern manufac: 

t graves. Out with such compounds. tory and proved to bea superior article. A 

[Cin. Gazette. | company has been formed for manufacturing it
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—Tosacco vs. Lirgrature.—Four hundred} —Remepy ror Cutuscaivs—Orreanat, Sim- 

years have elapsed since theinvention of print-|rrx anp Surz.—Put on a pair of cotton socks, 
ing, yet books are not in circulation all over| dip your feet in cold water, and draw on your 
the globe; while the use of tobaceo became| woolen stockings outside; then go about your 
universal within fifty years after its discovery. | business as usual. The torment will be as- 
—To Maxz Marre Sucar Cusrarp—Make | Suaged in about two minutes, anda cure for the a ke d in the ordinary way.— | Season effected in a day or two: 

‘Take Maple sugar, one pound; butter, half a HeSgee Meroury: pound; milk, one pint; one e883 one nutmeg;| —How to Maxe Oxp Oax.—The appear- 
and a tablespoonfal of flour—Spread the sugar | ance’ of old oak may be obtained by exposing 
over the crust, and then the butter on- top of| any article of new oak tothe vapors of Ammo- 
that; beat up the egg with the nutmeg and the! nia. Every variety of tint may be procured, 
milk, which pour over the sugar; dredge or|according tothe duration’and temperature of 
dress on the flour with grated nutmeg, and|the volatile compounds. A new oak carved 
bake in: an oven or stove. arm-chair, exposed to the vapors of the ammo- —Ruvears Wine.—To make this, wait tiil| Dia, will, in about twelve hours, have all the 
the Rhubarb is ripe, at the end of June or be-|@Ppearance of having been made 200 years 
ginning of July. Cut it in thin slices, about 8 | before. 
Ibs. to a gallon of boiling water ; cover it, and} —Mercury for thermometers is purified by 
stir it daily for a week, then strain it through | agitation in a bottle with sands, and then by 
acloth and add 3 Ibs. of sugar'to each: gallon. | straining it through leather. 
which, at 3d. per Ib. makes a cost of about 1s.}__-Pansnips vs. Cannors—The Bedford (11) per gallon (loaf sugar however, is best.) It|Pimes states that, at the Horticultural Show may then be casked up, or put in large bottles, | in that town, the judges decided that a bundle and in six months it will be delicious. of white carrots were the best parsnips, and gave 
—Gatt on Horses,—~A correspondent of the | the prize accordingly. e. 

Spirit of the Times, writing from France, says} —dLance Suzer—The New York Tribune it is the practice in that country, when horses | says:—“Mr. Joseph Beers, of Keyport, has get their hair rubbed off, or the skin scarified, | five large sheep in his flock, (of the Leicester, to apply a blister to the part’ at once. This, if English breed) which he intends to have on ex- applied as-soon'as the injury is done, will, it is| hibition. during the continuance of the World’s said, restore the growth of hair. He states| Fair, next summer. The aggregate weight of that it has never been known to fail when ap-| the five sheep is 1,560 lbs., the largest Sein plied in time. 379 Ibs, in weight. The largest sheep in Ene —Tue Smett or New Pamt.—A bundle of} gland which Mr. B. has any account of, weigh- 
old dry hay, wetted and spread about, presents | ed 368 Ibs: 

a multifarous absorbing surface for this; espe-| —Sv: 
cially if not on the doa only,but over ey of | aaa lainey “Eke eee S furniture which allow circulation of air, as | ‘By recent scientific researches on the pact of chairs laid upon their faces, &c. Large ves-| Peter A. Brown. Esq., of Penuayivanis, it has sels of water, as trays and pans, are not uncom-| been established. that” the United States can monly used, with good effect; but the multi-| outrival the world in wool as well as in cotton. Plied surfaces of the loose hay give it a great | Thus, Spanish sheep, yielding naturally, wool advantage. It must be kept wet, however, or |2000 to the inch, carried to England, degene- at least damp, for the oily vapor does not seem | rated to 1900 to ‘the inch, and brou zht to the to be readily absorbed unless the air is kept | United States, recovered to 2100; pa bs than moist by evaporation. the original. ‘Fhe fact being once established —Gum Anrasic Starncu.—Get two ounces of| that our climate and soil produce finer wool fine white gum arabic, and pound it to powder. | than other countries, will give to our manufac- Next put it intoa pitcher, and pour on it a|turersinevitahly the superiority in cloths.if the Pint or more of hoiling water, (according tothe | manufacturer is allied in his interest to the degree of strength you desire,) and then hay-| grower.” ing covered it let it set allnight. Inthe morn-| By 2000 to the inch is meant that it would ing, pour it carefully from the dregs into a| take 2000 fibres of such wool, when laid side 

clean bottle, cork it, and keep it for use. A ta-|by side, to cover the space of an inch. Of ble spoonful of gum water stirred into a pint of | course the greater number it takes the finer the Serch that has been rade in the usual manner, | fibres must be. 
will give to lawns (eit white or printed) aj The New 

lope of newness to which nothing fee can ns the Raita oe foane Seyneg a them after washing. It isalso good (much wards accomplishing the objects of its founder, luted) for thin white muslin and bebinet. in the dissemination of knowledge among Porsontne Rats—Mix, dry, equal parts of | the people. 
corn mealand plaster Paris,with a small quantity | Arrican Exproratton—An exploring expe- || ~ of white sugar. This mixture will be eagerly | dition, sent by the English into ihe interior of caten by the rats, and when it comes in contact | Southern Africa, has returned, and reports the = the moisture of the stomach the plaster | discovery of lags rivers, fertile vallen and ‘orms an insoluble mass, causing death. powerful tribes of blacks. |
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New Custom Flouring Mill. Tue Lapies Wreatu—$1 per annum. J. 
— . C. Benedict, Publisher, N Y., and Edited by || 

We would call the attention of our readers | Helen Irving. The Wreath isa monthly, got | 

: to the fact, that the Ren Mm onthe race, |up in fine style. Its illustrations of flowers |) 

which has been standing idle for some months, | and other subjects are good. The sale of the 

has been put in operation again, and is now | «Pet Lamb,” in the number before us, is illus- 
turning out a very superior quality of flour.— | trated to a dot. 

We do not hesitate in saying, that we have BLS S 

purchased at this mill, the best four that has Beaver Dam Repuptican—This is tho title || 

Been used in our family for months. The |°f anew Democratic paper recently issued at || 

| opinion of our “better half” accords with our | Beaver Dam, by E.C. Hull, Esq. Mr. Hall | 

| own, which of course settles the matter, as she possesses the requisite qualifications to make a |; 

| be & Miller)” and ought to know what good ep paper, as the numbers before us clearly || 

our is. 
show. 

\ 

| Try the Exceistor Mrrts, and our word for | ———@@ —_—_—_________ 

| it, you will not only get good flour but a large PITTS’ | 
| quantity to a given amount of wheat. = i i 

i SurrninTENDENTS perigee thanks are CORN AND COB MILL. i 

| due Dr. Azel P. Ladd—State uperintendent : at i 

| of Public Instruction, fora pamphlet copy of This celebrated Mil is now, made abdssold | 
1 he, sho ° | by H. A. Pitts, the inventor, at his shop, West |) 
| his report to the Legislature, for the year 1852. | Randolph S Chi 7 {| 

| Dr. Ladd has been indefatigable in his efforts | Wipeck? Sore better known as H. | 

| to elevate the standard of our Common Schools. ane Mi 1 agon and Plow Manufactory. i 

| He has labored zealously to awakenan interest as ai ill reduces the corn and cob toa {| 

| in the public mind in their behalf, and has al- | Fon‘, earcont fame 7.” Aitersne med? | 

ii ready accomplished a great deal for the time he pad Sree be and is undoubtedly |) 

| has been in office, towards bringing our sys- 4 sd na tees tt will grind the cob | 

| tem of Common School Instruction to some de- and corn, if it 1s wet or dry, better and mere of | 
| gree of order and profit. it, with less power, than any other. It is more | 

ti 5345 lurable and more easily kept in condition to | 

i Moorw’s Runat New Yorxer—This is one | -rind than any mill ever before offered to the | 

| of the very best papers extant. The editorials | fyrmer H. A. PITTS il 

|| and correspondence of the Rurat are of the | March, 1853, ‘ un Pe Y 

|, highest standard, while its selections evince the Serve wed con Ha ee S89 wastes i 

| nicest taste and discrimination. No family car 1 

| make a more profitable investment, of the price TABLE OF CONTENTS. i 

| of the Rural, than to subscribe for it at once. : oot es Page. | 

| Vol. V. commences with the new year. See Agricultural Society, State 64 || 

| Prospectus in Feb. No. oliee, A vale 55 i 

| Tar Scuoon Fruuow.—This juvenile maga-| Siseases of Domestic Animal et 
| gine has been transferred from Charleston, 8. } 5omestic Econom: = & | 
| €, to New York, where it is now published b) fowls, Shanghai a eet 

si , Shanghai and Bantams 52 

| ©.M.Sexton. $1 per year. This monthly, a: | pjeld Book of the Revolution 57 || 

| its name indicates, is ape for boys an¢ | farmers Clubs 57 | 

{| girls. No parent can spend a dollar to bette) | Paltacies, Selection of Pumpkin Seeds 53 | 
i a than to send it on for the Schoo! Eowls, Raising and Magaguuent of i | 

i S ‘Of ow 

|) Par Inuestratep Magazine or Ant.—W¢| Gardens, Management of 2 \ 

| have received the February No. of this new | Hoax 51 | 

| magazine. $3 per year. Alex Montgomery, } Hops, Raising of 58 \ 

|| publisher, N.Y. From the hasty perasal w¢ | Horticultural—Management in the Nursery | 

|| have given this work we are inclined to place} —Importation of trees, &c. 60 | 

| it among the best magazines of the day. It is | Hot Beds, how to make and manage 63 i 

| copiously illustrated with fine specimens 0} Horticultural Premiums 62 | 

wood engravings. [t is devoted to history, me } Labels for trees < 62 \ 

chanic arts, American antiquities, natural his-} Lime water fer hens 67 \ 

tory, &e. We shall speak more in detail of the | Miscellaneous Items, Receipts, &c. 6s 

work at some future time. Orchards, Liming of 62 | 

| Webhave not received the Jan. No. Will | Ozier Willow, Cultivation of 55 

the Publisher please send us a copy? Ozier, Stripping of 55 

Yourn’s Caswer—This is a monthly maga- | Potash water for trees 62 | 

| zine for the juveniles, by Beadle & Brother, Plum Frees, Diseases of 62 | 

Buffalo,—50 cents per annum. The Feb. No. Potatoes, Keeping of for summer use 51 | 

comes tp hand much improved, filled with good | Plants and Animals—Deep Plowing 51 

things both instructive to the mind and pleas- | Plow, Rotary 56 

ing to the eye. ; Russet apple, wild 61 

Where is the Jan. No,? We have not re-| Straw as a covering 61 

ceived it. , ‘Wheat, how to protect it in winter 49
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a 

| 
WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, 

| TR ate On Gardner’s Prairie, town of Spring 

: 65,3 (Jia % hay Prairie, Walworth Co. 

| Notte SS Seer a eh Se method to inform 
} anh . Se te a cree his patrons and the public, that he may still 

| oe a Sigh eoces 5 be found at the old and well known establish- || 

| fo) ES cs eran ment, at which he offers for sale the coming 

| es See tees s e spring, over Forty Thousand Apple Trees of a 

epee PT peace aa fine size and from five to seven years from the 

i eo OCS : graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at 13 

i a Ae centseach. Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- 

| Ee Ces ries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, 

{ cai Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices to |) 

thy Re Wie correspond to the times. Of the ornamental, a | 

oS eee —_ large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, 

Ses SS Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, |} 

on s — Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House } 

WAUKESHA COMMERCIAL Plants, any quantity. Ever Greens ; Spruces, 
Firs, Pines, Cedars and in fact almost every 

NURSERY. thing usually to be found in such an establish- 

are ment. The fruits have been seleeted with great 

Te Subscribers offer for sale, this season, a| care as regards quality of Fruit add hardiness of 

fine assortment of Fruit Trees, comprising| trees. The Nursery is jocated on the open prairie 

| the best now cultivated. They are very thrifty] with a northern exposure. The land has never 

| and will be sold at wholesale or retail, for cash| been manured consequently the trees are 

or approved credit, at reasonable prices. perfectly hardy. Trees akan from this Nurse- 

The undersigned is determined by his indus-| ry seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All 

try aud attention to business, and by the care| are invited to call and examine for themselves 

| he shall use in cultivating the different varieties| as the Subscriber hopes from long experience 

| of fruit, to merit the confidence of his friends| and strict personal attention to merit a continu- 

| and the public in general. ance of public patronage. 2 

Fe sai ercms speoaipe no with eashor see N. B. Allletters of inquiry sent to Bur- 
y ference: vill be prom attended to, | Jj. ¥ iv - || 

| sad isond Seilltbe packed Gall forwarded withooe| Loon Post-office will receive prompt at- | 
| dalay. We will give cheerful and prompt at- tention. s 
| tention to all post-paid communications requi- Catalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and 

| ring information, oS VAN KIRK, & CO by mail poet pel JOHN BELL. 
. . . i i J 1853. 

Waukesha, January 1, 1853. be 2 penn peters 

Tone aie THE GROVE NURSERY AND | 
GARDEN. 1 

| FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES — - | 

| “i = ARGE Bidded and En; ed Apple Trees, 

| rs sale at Janesville, Racine and Kosko- L with fine heads, at or obats each, or 

song Darecies. Wis. The Denese eee $15 per 100—Ave: sizes, by the thousand 
now enabled to offer to the public, a stock of 3100 to 149. Plone and Quinces—a alan: 

|| trees heretofore unequaled in the West. Re- 1 +25 to 374 cents tach, Peate & ‘Cher. I 

|| markable for their hardiness, vigorous growth, Pe small stock at! old oa Ornamental i 

~~ peat purwentorasiare enbaeee Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Plants, in great | 
fruit trees of every description. s, Dwart ae x = ee 

Dense Ploma, ‘Charles’ Flowerlag. rake, | VaSuy sag the lewrest Bice: eae eatal 
| Bulbous Roots, &.—comprising all the most eon oars i “‘Aairents 

| popular sorts now in cultivation—and having sens J. A. KENNICOTT. 

devoted their personal attention to their propa-| Northfield, Cook Co., Ill. 

gation and rearing, feel warranted in recom-) ————————~__ 

mending them to the confidence of the public. The New Edition of 

Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are respect-| J APHAM’S POCKE T MAP 

fully invited to call and examine for themselves. OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the 

All pre-paid orders containing a remittance or| Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at 

proper reference will receive prompt attention | tke bookstores, or by application olin ai 

addressed to, ,| by the cash) to pss ep : It will a 
3 sent by -mailto an ress upon the receipt o! 

E. B. & J. F. DRAKE, Janesville. saaviiee ‘liberal Saeraat aaa to dealers. 
F. DRAKE, Racine. L A, LAPHAM. 

Janesville, January, 1853. Milwaukee, January, 1853.
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if ait eae age ace ete ee upcen every square foot of land, are invalu- 
a able in developing the latent powers of 

] TERMS: rich clays.” 
50 Cents a Year im Advance; 

| Maine rate fora lager mentor All sabsctiptees| Another item which we deem of much to-commence withthevolunie, Backnumberssupplied | importance in securing a good crop, is the 

SS utting in of the seed at a proper de 
Peep nes The car of seed oa = — One page per year, $50. Half page, $30. Quarter Ts. S 

Tess 1 year, BHU, (Les than one yest) or fet inser: | BAtTOWIng it in, we regard as wholly in- tion, $2.00. For each subsequent insertioi, S0cts. Andat| sufficient. The roots of the plants are 
the saine rate for alarger amount. 2 = 2 

culation of the FARMER te lagee, angie amount of| U°CeSSAtily spread out upon or near the 
Huver ng mies; which renders i'a more valatie me~| surface and are thus too much exposed to ted to this department. the inclemencies of the season. Plowing 
—ePeVasaeaeeeeSSSZZ/in the seed, or, which we should much 

Winter and Spring Wheat. prefer—drilling it in where the nature of 

It is well own inthe cultivators of the the soil will admit—and what we consid- 
soil in Wisconsin, that in most districts, we && next in importance—thoroughly rolling, 
have, just beneath the surface soil a stra-| with a heavy roller, offers almost if not 
tum of reddish brown clay which when | quite a sure remedy not only to the injury 
mixed with the surface soil renders it much | of freezing and thawing, but great drouth. 
more adhesive and compact. We should In the spring, as soon as the ground is 
therefore recommend to those engaged in| fairly settled, the rolling should be repeat- 
the culture of wheat, with much confidence | ed, which will re-pack the soil about the 
of greatly enhancing the probability of| roots—loosened up by the action of the 
success, the practice of deep plowing or as frost—giving them a firm hold upon itand 
it is termed subsoiling. Instead of the the power to resist the effects of wind and 
searifying process (shallow plowing) usu- drouth. The application of leached or 
ally practiced in preparing the soil for unleached ashes either cultivated in with 
wheat as well as other crops, plow deep the wheat at sowing time or as a top dres- 
enough to reach the clay, and thus bring| Sing in the spring, promises much both for 
up from below and mix with the surface,an | the growing crop and in relieving the ex- 
ingredient so essential to form a proper haustion that may have been produced by 
footing for the roots of wheat and furnish | Previous succession of crops. 
them with the peculiar and necessary pab-| A particular attention to the selection of 
ulum. Says Dr. Lee—* Good virgin clay | seed, especially as it regards the kind, gual- 

always abounds in the elements of fertility | ¢y and purity, must ever be a requisite to 
in a dormant or nascent state, also the light | the returning of a good crop. It is a well 
nd heat of the sun, the frosts of winter, | known principle of vegetables, as well as of 
@ oxygen and carbonic acid of the at-| animals, that there is a constant tendency 
‘osphere, and the rains and dews that fall| to degeneration or deterioration, which is 

—————



to be sedulously guarded against by ‘the se- | ble upon ourselves—we planted poor seed 

lection of the most perfect berry in dif-/—let us see to it, that we do better next 

ferent grains, and of the most perfect ani-|May. The question may well be asked, 

mal from which to breed. what is the true value of a bushel of seed 

We consider it all important that the| corn? I will endeavor to answer this 

seed be soaked five or six hours in a strong question. ! 

brine—as strong as salt will make it— Crossing neighbor A’s field last May, 1/ 

then place the seed in a box or on atight| saw him putting in his corn by the hand- | 

floor, and add for each bushel, a peck of| ful—on inquiry he said “ that his seed was | 

recently slacked lime, or instead thereof,|not very good, that he took it out of the! 

the same quantity of unleached sifted ashes, | crib—but he meant to put in | 

which we consider quite as good if not The weather just at that time turning un- } 

Detter than lime—mixing them well to- favorably —the consequence was that | 

gether and sow immediately. There js| nearly all his seed rotted in the ground. | 

much to be gained in preparing seed| The same day I crossed neighbor Bs| 

wheat in this manner, besides invigorating | field, and saw him putting in from three to | 

its germination and growth—that is, ail| five kernels to the hill—his seed of course | 

the foul seed will rise in the soak (which | was good and he knew it to beso. Tn 0c-| 

it will aot do in fresh water) and thus may] tober, I crossed A’s field again, and I think | 

be separated from the seed. fifteen bushels per acre would be a large | 

‘We are aware that the above considera- estimate as to the yield of his field. B. 

tions are not characterized by anything estimates his yield at seventy-five bushels | 

particularly new, Dut we deem them of so| Per acre—but deduct fifteen for over esti | 

much importance, that we feel it to be a| mate and we will endeavor to ascertain the} 

duty to press them upon our readers. value of a bushel of seed corn. One bush: | 

We hope, however, that our farmers| €! of seed corn will plant six acres—vwe | 

will not rely on the culture of wheat | Will therefore make our estimate on the | 

for their income, when a so much quantity of A’s and B's fields Bis pro 

more profitable, sure, and pleasant business duced forty-five bushels toanacre, the most | 

offers itself to them in the raising of stock, | or two hundred and seventy bushels on 

wool, in dairy products and pork making. + six acres—worth forty cents per bushel, or! 

=e ere in the aggregate $108. Deduct from this | 

Johnstown, Wis, March, 1853. five dollars for the additional expense af] 

Value of Seed Corn: harvesting B’s six acres, (the cultivation | 

—— being the same) and it would appear that 

a Brorner Farwens:—If our stock of] 4 could have paid one hundred and three | 

hay, oats, corn, dc, was scanty last season, | dollars for a bushel of seed corn, and still 

an all wise and ever benificent Providence been the gainer, as the increased quantity 

has given us a short, mild, and beautiful| of stalks would have been of some value| 

winter—almost beyond a parallel, so that) If there is any mistake in this estimale 

although our “store houses” were but] will some of your readers point it out in| 

scantily supplied last autumn, yet are) the next number of the “Farmer.” 

they not emptied, and spring is upon Nxrson Exprep, 

ues, all of Protas. j Show usa horse thatis joyful, and tur 

Our short crops last year were 1m Part round with alook of recognition on tho a 

attributable to the season, but the scanti-| proach of his master, and we will point you 

ness of our corn crop was mainly chargea- toahumane man.
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DEVON HEIFER—“RED LADY.” TWO YEARS OLD. 

The property of M. C. Remington, of Seanet, Cayuga County, New York. | 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | this subject, both in Wisconsin and in Ver- | Fond du Lae, Feb., 1853. [mont The first two years after I came in- | Fine Wooled Sheep vs. Coarse. Ito this State, I kept no sheep but those I | 
Eprror Farmer:—I noticed in Mr, | brought with me and their descendants.— | 

Weup’s article in the January number of|I then bought a small flock of grades— | 
the Farmer, an inquiry respecting the/from one to seven-eighths blooded—all of 
“Comparative hardiness of coarse and fine! which I have kept together ever since, but | 
wooled sheep, as tested in Werongin~ jcfosted with my fine wooled buck. In ad- 
Four years ago last June, I landed in’ Wis-' dition, at the present time, I am wintering 
consin, and brought with mea small flock | a few regular Hoosier ewes, for a friend— 
of Spanish Merino sheep of the choicest! making in the whole a motley collection.— 
kind. Sheep then, in Fond du Lac Co. | They are all wintering well; but the fine 
were a rarity; and the growing of wool asa|wooled are in the best condition. I do not 
staple product, to make money from, was |say but there may be fine wooled sheep 
as foreign to the minds of the inhabitants) got up, possessing slender constitusions and 
of the County, generally, as it now is, to! unfit for this climate; but the flock-master 
propagate the Angora Goat. [who understands his business, will have no 

Iwas often at that time, and am still) such sheep, and the man who makes such 
met with the rebuff, “that fine wooled jan assertion as applicable to fine sheep, 
sheep have not the constitution and hardi-) generally, has yet much to learn. 
ness to stand the severe winters in this | On Tuesday, the 8th inst., the thermom- 
high lativude, equal to those of coarse! eter ranged from eight to sixteen degrees 
wool.” I have had some experience onl below zero; I visited my flocks of sheep
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' four times during the day, for the purpase, pd Bence Seno | 

| ee other things, of observing the com-}  Fgxczs.—Shall we have fences, or shall | 

i yarative degrees of suffering, from the|/we not? Though perhaps only an aggra- 

,| Severe cold, manifested by the different! yation I cannot forbear conjuring up occa.” 

‘| grades. Some of the coarser portion were|sionally a vision of that paradise of far- 

| nestling under their coat of dry loose wool, mers where fences are unknown. Be the 

| apparantly trying to shrink to half their] jnhabitants Nomades, Socialists, or what 

i ordinary size, as if they thought by so do-| not how can they help being happy? 

y ing, they could i proportional de-} yet «jf we must fence, we must”—but 

| gree of the severity of the atmosphere, how? Not only isthe greater portion of 5 

: while any best fine wools showed no signs| oyy prairi country still unfenced, but in a 

| of suffering from cold. few years the present rail fences which used 

| Rees eae Hawes up most of the available timber in many 

| __ For. the Wisconsin & lows Farmer. districts, will decay and need replacing — 

| Ceresco, Wis, eee 1S: To furnish fencing material, some doubtless 

| Sheep Raising. expect much from hedges, which however, 

‘| Ep. Farmer:—I am making a com-| yet, seem in this latitude at least, too 

.| mencement in the sheep business and| much of an experiment to be generally re- 

would like to hear through the columns of lied on. Probably the great difficulty is 

‘| the Wisconsin Farmer, from those who in obtaining a suitable hedge plant, though 

have had some experience in the business the Buckthorn seems deserving = thorough | 

in Wisconsin or elsewhere, in‘ the North- trial. So far as the writer is aware, there is i 

west. Iam anew beginner in the busi-|°VY prospect of hedges coming into gen- 

ness and seek instruction.. eral use a degree or two south of this | 

I will merely state here, that a year ago where the Osage Orange proves hardy.— | 

‘| ‘started the winter with three hundred Some are confident it will prove hardy in 

* and seventy-two sheep. I turned out in Wisconsin—a consummation ae devoutly 

| the spring, the same number. I raised|t be wished—whereof there is. perhaps 

‘| one hundred and forty-two lambs—sheared | ™°TS hope’ than ‘prospect. In the mean 

} thirteen hundred ibs. of wool—sold my time it is being thoroughly tried. : Dr. 

|| wool at thirty-five cents per fb. ; ($455,) Hascall, of Rockford, Ill, has a promising 

and could have sold my lambs for $284, | P!¢*® of ape yeas growth, which, awhen 

| but I kept them and sold some older ones, the writer saw it last ae Eaietare to 

\ My treatment of sheep, Imay give at become a good fence in two years more— 

|| some future time, if any one is desirous, or Picket or stake, or post a ce senoes 

| I should think it worth a corner in the are now generally superceeding the present 

Farmer. eo uncouth, wasteful rail fences, and must soon 

i| — banish them from our prairies. In many 

i We should like to hear from Mr. Smith} places however, even these must be much 

| again on the subject of sheep raising. To| more expensive than a kind of living fence 

| carry a flock, numbering that of Mr. Smith’s| or fence-row in use on many farms in the 

through the unusually hard winter of 1851] west. Seeds or “sprouts,” i.e, cuttings of 

| and 62, without losing a single head is no| some rapid growing tree are duly planted 

easy task. The man who could do it must| along the road sides and boundaries of the 

have a thorough knowledge of his business| farms, and on good soils they become 9 

though he be a novice at it—Ep. large in four or five years that but litile
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more work is needed to complete the fence;{ ____For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, 
merely to weave in arail or strip horizon- Racine, Feb., 1853. 
tally and drive down a few stakes, which Grass for Slough Lands. 
the fence-row itself will perhaps furnish— | Famyp Mrier:—Will you peamit me 
Thus may be had a cheap, strong, durable, | to ask through the columns of the Farmer, 

| easily repaired fence—the most so, I have|a few questions on which I want informa- 
| always thought that could possibly be had }tion. I have a good deal of wet land 
| where the soil is good and timber or other | (prairie) of different kinds. First, what 
good fencing material scaree. The Locust] is called slough land—Second, between 
or Balm of Gilead, are doubtless the best} dry and wet. Now, if I dry up the slough 
adapted to this use here—flourishing .as] land I can get nothing from it—I cannot 
they do in nearly all soils. The fence-rows plow it, because it will not hold upa team 

| While growing would furnish many useful} after the turf is broke. I wish to know if 
sticks or loads of fuel. In summer they timothy can be put into such land, and 
would afford a most refreshing shade, and} \}ich is the best way with the wet and 
always would form a most agrecable and dry—break it up or try to got it into tame 
profitable feature to introduce into our grass? Can tame grass be got in so as to 
bleak, monotonous prairie landscape. drive out the wild grass without plowing? 
Delevan. F. K. Puornrx. Wa. G..Roperra. enn ie 

Pease’s Patent Elastic Roller Sash Sup-} Rewanxs—Our course with such land 
porter. Ceres describe above, would be, to burn 

sites _ “This e uy T-| off the wild grass in the spring, as soon as 
(ea blithe the frost leaves the ground—sow herds 
aac eA shaft or roller| grass and harrow in thoroughly. This we 
q: oh covered in the} have seen done, and the result was a good 

ec ee) centre with India| meadow of tame grass within three years. 
Pa bi rubber or other} For very wet land, we should prefer fowl Se ———_ elasticsubstances. 
Se The ends of the|”eadow to herds grass, but we doubt 

shaft play in the “journal of the box which | whether the seed can be found in this re- 
is placed in the edge of the sash, The gion. 
bearing of the elastic roller upon the frame VER ee ee 
holds it in any desired position and at the ee ee ewe eae: 
same time allows the sash to be moved| Magnolia, Feb, 1853. 
with ease; it is not liable to get out of or- Plaster or Gypsum. 
der, and the roller being elastie does not Frenp Mrier:—Where can I obtain 
wear the frame, it also keeps the sash from b 3 being shaken from the wind. We haveno| Wo or three barrels of land plaster? I 
doubt but that it will come into general | wish to try the use of it on corn and grass 
use, as the saving by its use over weights | here, for I practiced the use of several tons 
and pulleys is from one to two dollars per per year when living in the State of New ok Address S. 8. Barry, Cleveland ork, and found it good on com and all 

eee eel at | kinds of grass. Perhaps we have many 
: Srirenme Suozs py Macurnery.—Sew- | farmers in Wisconsin who know the value 
ing Machines for stitching shoes are now | of plaster for crops in York State. Eight- 
used in many of the shoe manufactories of | een years ago I moved from the town of 
Massachusetts. It is said that one of these Patterson, Putnam Co., to Candor, Tioga 
machines will do the work of ten men in| Co, where I introduced it upon my own the old way of stitching by hand. farm, The profits of its use being seen—
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my townsmen sowed hundreds of tons to hill. We haveno knowledge of the effects | 

great profit It did the best on sandy or of plaster on ae dry black prairie soil. 

gravelly dey land, where it doubled the Plaster contains no fertility within itself, | 

crops of corn and grass and greatly bene- but it serves to fix the ammonia of the at-) 

fitted all other crops. If any farmer has mosphere and all decaying substances. It! 

tried plaster in Wisconsin, I would tka ta should always be used in the horse stable- | 

hear from him through your paper. I especially when it is an object to save the! 

suppose its effects will foithosame in Wis ne One bushel face a4 ones) 

consin as in York State, on the same kinds oo poe in fixing the eure ais ee 

of land. But what will it do on our deep otherwise escape from the liquid portions of 

black prairie soil? the manure, besides rendering the atmos. 

phere of the stable pure and healthy. It 
A.K. Barrerr. |* ae i 

a is avaluable agent for deodorising night 

: For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. |soils and for absorbing the gasses of all 

Racine, Bebyabrh manures. Its action is just the reverse of] 

Praster.—Ep. Farmer:—Can you Or |}ime, the one retaining the gasses and the| 

| some of your correspondents give me some | other assisting them to pass off. i 

| information about the use of plaster’—]| We are of the opinion, that wool of all 

| Have not you or some of your numerous | orades, will bear ¢ higher price this season 

readers had some experience with it? I) thanit did last. If we had wool to sell we 
! 21 * : 

| it ae know about geen a should not contract it at present prices. | 

—price—how much shoul a eer | 

“ ae ee Kind of land Errects oF Piaster—We have had] 

De pa,at ae e ge two cases presented to us recently in refer- 

does it do best and for what crops? ence to the effect of plaster in a dry sea 

| Please also state what you think com-|son, which stand in direct contrariety to 

1 1 will fetch this spring. - each other. The one is that of D. C 

eae ee er anes Johnson, Esq. of Fentonville, Genesee Co, | 

| who sowed last season one barrel of plaster | 

Remarxs—Plaster may be obtained in |on eleven acres of meadow, and harvested | 

Milwaukee soon after navigation opens— | two tons of kay to the acre, while the gras | 

We are informed by some of the ware- on another portion of the same meadow, 

| house men, that heretofore, there has been onwhich barn manure was liberally spread, 

7 was scarcely worth harvesting. f 

| but litte demand for plaster for agricultu-| The oe was the ae of Mr. E. ¥.} 

- || ral purposes; but judging from recent in- | Mallet, of Huron, Wayne Co., who sowed 

quiry, quite an amount will be used this plete. nee % pa of aoe be 

; - ; ing alight sandy upland, but the crop 

ee vaien:fepge, B18 £0 alt dried up, and was a failure, while ae 

7 a patch of the same kind of soil, he sow: 

Plaster has proved most effectual on dry unleached ashes three or four times in the} 

| Jand, which contains a per centage of sand ome = ne ear oe bushels at each 
e, an quite a large crop. 

or grsel The on of pee benefits com |" We cannot stop now to reconcile thes 

more than any other crop—next to corn, | seeming contrarieties, but simply rematl, 

all kinds of grasses—but most of all, clover. |that in the first case, plaster might have 

One bushel per acre is considered a fair | supplied Be oe i Ser veh ies 

dressii the grassi wanting in the soil, while in the’ othe 

| 1 vs eens —— ne: ce lied . these elements might have existed in suff 

| ee ae higl * APP cient quantity; but, as plaster must have # 

corn when six or eight inches high, at the | certain amount of moisture to make it 

j Tate of a heaping table-spoonsful to each | available at all, the probability is, that the
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one section was alittle dryer than the oth- [ny and long continued observations will be 
‘er, just at the particular time the moisture | necessary to trace out the natural rotations 
was needed. ‘That barn yard manure|of the different kinds of soils. The kind 
should fail of its effect, and even be worse | of rotation best for some of the animal 
than nothing, in a very dry season, is noth- | plants raised for the food a man and 
ing new, and that ashes should be highly animals, on some ae < soils have 
efficacious upon a grass crop of any kind, | been ascertained, but little is known of the 

is rather a matter of course, especially upon | general laws that may and ought to be 

such a soil, but why it should be so much | ascertained. : : 
more’efficacious than plaster in a very dry| | Under culture, soils deteriorate unless 
season, or should be particularly efficacious | they are regularly manured. The removal 
at all, in such a season, is a question which | of any crop, natural or artificial, removes 
still remains to be answered. elements that must be restored, in order 

[Michigan Farmer. | that its fertility should not be impaired— 
eee Mineral acids, alkaline earths, silica in a so- 

Deterioration of Soils. luble state, chlorine, iron, c&e., are removed, 
= ees . | equal in weight to the ash that would be 

In a state of nature, soils do not deteri-| obtained by burning the plants removed. 
orate, but are maintained in a state of uni-| Most of these elements exist in a very mi- 

form or increasing richness. nute proportion in the soil in a state to en- 
The trees and plants of spontaneous} able the roots to absorb, and plants to as- 

growth, are of various kinds. x Each takes | similate them, so that continued cropping, 
certain elements from the soil, and from | without returning anything, will soon ex- 

the air, the rain and dew; but the decay | haust one or more of these elements, and 
of the various parts of the trees snd Tien’ ane fand becoies poor, and must be ma- au tne reliquice of the various animated | nured with something to supply the lack- 
beings that subsist on animal life, restore to ing elements—or it must be left at rest in 
the soil those elements that had been ta-| fallow, as it is called, to give time for more 
ken from it, except the small quantity re-| of the mineral elements to be liberated, by | 
moved by the washing action of water— | the gradual decomposition of the particle and even this is compensated on the hills| of minerals in the soil. 
by the washing away of the surface soil, Crops removed from the ground carry 
and exposing fresh mineral matter to de- away not only a large amount of vegetable 
composition—and on the low grounds by | matter, but also those. mineral materials their receiving the exhausted materials| taken up by plants, small in amount it is jf 
washed from the higher. true, but indispensible to the perfection of 

Trees draw their mineral elements from | the plants raised. 
greater depth than the roots of smaller} The straw, stalks and leaves of the plants, 

plants, and by their decaying leaves, fur-| if returned, restore in part the waste; but 
nish both organic and inorganic food to | still, the phosphates which enter in large 
themselves, as well as to the smaller plants | proportion in the mineral elements in 
beneath them. the seeds, are found in small proportions 

The excrementitious parts of one plant |in the other parts of the plants, and the 
Serve as food to others, so that associations | soil becomes gradually impoverished of the 
of plants and trees are always found, in a|elements which are small in amount in all 
tate of nature, to charactérize certain |soils, but which are indispensable to the 
inds of soil. growth and perfection of the seeds of 
There is a natural rotation of timber plants. Soils may be and frequentiy are 
wth, so that as soils become more or/capable of producing a rank growth of 

ess loaded with excrementitious matter, so | straw, which produce a small yield of grain, 
8 to be no longer ae of producing a| Plants will not produce more seeds than 

rous growth of the same trees and | they can perfect. 
lants, another growth of different plants} _ Of the the exact composition of the soils 

d trees succeeds, of Ohio, little is known, as few analyses 
. This order of suecession has been par- | have been made. Of the exact composition 

¥ traced by Rev. C. Springer, but ma- | of the various grains, plants, and their dif-
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ferent parts, as well as vegetables, compar-| which distributes them so rapidly that its | 

atively little is known; but the relations of| upward course through the minute vessels | 
the plants and the soil on which they grow, | (as observed by Lindley in the stripules of | 
and what and how much is taken from the} the ficus elastica) looks like the rushing of | 

soil by these plants in each stage of their|a swift stream. A pail full of water, suita- q 

growth, and how much is removed by our bly impregnated with salt,is speedily sucked i 
mode of culture, are important facts to be| up by the root of a growing tree immersed | 

known to the farmer. in it; the salts are assimilated, as is also a/ 

It is not mere cropping alone with grain, | part of the water, the remainder being | 

that causes a deterioration in our soils—| evaporated from the leaves. Food or pre- | 

The flesh, wool, hair, horns, bones, butter, | visions may thus be artificially administered 

cheese, produced by grazing and market-| to plants; and timber is thus hardened in| 

ing our farm products, carry away large | France, and even stained, whilst living, of | 

quantities of elements from the soil that| divers brilliant hues. As for evaporation 

impoverish it, and diminish its productive-| from foliage, it is so abundant that a sun- 

ness. The results of this system are now | flower perspires one and a quarter pails per | 

| beginning to be felt as much in the dairy-| diem, and a cabbage nearly as aL | 

ing, grazing, and sheep farms of Ohio, as it appears from valuable experiments pub- 

where grain has long been raised. ihe ished by Mr. Lawes of Rothamsted, that a 

mineral elements removed in the numerous | wheat plant, during the period of its growth | 

agricultural products are more or Jess con-| (170 days) exhales about 100,000 grains 

centrated in cities and villages, where they | of water, so that, taking the ultimate weight 

'| are permitted to be lost, or they are sent|of the mature plant at 100 grains, which is 

| to far distant markets, where they are lost| a full estimate, its mean daily perspiration | 

|| forever. [Otis Sransactions. j sotnally exceeds ten times its own weight, | 

| ee SE At this rate an acre of wheat, (weighing ’ 

| Water, the Grand Constituentand Solvent. | a+ least, two tons at maturity,) ar) ex 

| Of organic bodies, whether vegetable or hale, on an average, fully ten tons of water 

animal, water is a large constituent during) P¢ diem. i 

| life, and a powerful solvent after death—|_ Of a plaster of Paris statue, weighing 5 | 

| Potatoes, for example, contain 75 per cent.,| ibs, more than 1 Ib. is solidified water— 

| (by weight,) and turnips no less than 90| Even the iridescent opal is but a mass of 

| per cent. of water, which explains, by the| flint and water combined in the proportion 

|| way, the small inclination of turnip-fed cat-| of nine grains of the earthly ingredient to 

}} tle and sheep for drivk. A beef-steak| one of the fluid. Of one acre of elay land, 

| strongly pressed between blotting paper] foot deep, weighing about 1200 tons, at 

yields nearly four-fifths of its weight of wa- least 400 tons are water; and even of the 

| ter. Of the human frame (bones included) | great mountain chains with which the globe | 

| otly about one-fourth is solid matter, (chief- | is ribbed, many millions of tons are water 

| ly carbon and nitrogen) the rest is water. | solidified in earth. i 

| Tf aman weighing 10 stone was squeezed} Water, indeed, exists to an extent and | 

| fat under a hydraulic press, 74 stones of| under conditions which escape the notice of ] 

| water would run out, and only 24 stones of| cursory observers. When the dyer buysof | 

| dry residue would remain, A man is,| the drysalter 100 ibs, each of alum, car-| 

| therefore, chemically speaking, 45 ibs. of| bonate of soda, and soap, he obtains in ex | 

| carbon and nitrogen diffused through 54) change, for his money, no less than 45 ths | 

pails full of water. Berzilius, indeed, in| of water in the first, 46 tbs. in the second, | 

| recording the fact, justly remarks, that the and a variable quantity, sométimes amount: | 

living organism is to be regarded merely as ing to 734 ibs, in the third. 

‘a mass diffused in water; and Dalton, bya| Even the transparent air we breathe com 

| number of experiments tried on his own| tains in ordinary weather about five grains 

| person, found that of the food with which | of water diffused through each cubic foot 

we daily repair this water-built fabric, five- of its bulk; and this rarified water no more 

sixths are aa of water. wets the air, than the solidified water wets 

‘The sap of plants is a solution of mate-| the solid material on which it is absorbed. 

rial matters; saline and organic, in water, [Daguerrean Journal.
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Susceptibility of Animals to Atmospher- | many ies of water-fowl hurry for shel- ic Changes, ter to the share, the petrel, as rejoicing 

In the common sensations of life, we glee: Gtelicieaeran pect see perceive a distinction, according as the ex- atmosphere be lowering in the m orning, 
= cause is agreeable or otherwise, pigeons feed rapidly, and return to their Bee be cee teens: [cokes ambsdhiowhace baparlalt tot tke dislike, bodily strength or weakness, activi- a eee to the: surfaca. tof the ground, 
ty or en ee aah er and the squirrel seeks its nest, and shuts its or tension h 5 Pia ay tliese combinations of sensations, all ani- tit i a et ae mals in which they are strongly developed ih theadetua Eee ee mae ee 
are enabled to anticipate eenosnhencal the wild: rabbit for i which feeds changes before the most delicate rae chiefly in the evening or at night, comes ments give any indication of them; and, 1 orth ab noon-day if ie weather portends 
aminor degree, the same is traceable =e rain, and loses its natural timidity in its ea- | persons of great nervous susceptibility. In iacen teneocuce Ged: the animal world it-extends not only to ee ‘aa ma a of am cacti creatures of the land and of the air, but|_ oh Decapreny in that Vaick also to those which inhabit the water, Soe I ea eee ve aaa it ae The actine throw out their feelers and|“ pou aries feh ae dis. expand themselves when acontinuance of — a a tak eae a er eee fine weather is to be expected, but with- | ‘22 binds aces es eae bed Snithe draw and contract themselves, even ina oe oe Eee aaa fees room, when a change is aapatoE The aaah trembled, pawing fe ground and 

anuscles; before the approach of a oop snorting as if in agony, and the cats slunk spin several new threads to secure their bout with their hair bristled hold on the rocks; and leeches rise to the |@bout w. ear he ante aT ee surface of the water before rain. Spiders [Thompson on Anim; enlarge their webs during fine weather, but Aw Improvement ror Housexrerers, spin only short threads, work seldom, or —Patent Self-Rising Flour is an article hide themselves in corners, during rain.— entered into. very general consumption, 
Many beetles, by their active flight and 1000 bbls. being now manufactured at the humming sounds, give tokens of the mor~| Groton Mills per month. Its peculiar prop- tow's brightness. Before rain, bees remain | orties are imparted by incorporating with either in their hives or in the neighbor- the flour during its manufacture, super-car- 
hood of them; and ants convey deep into bonate of soda and tartaric acid, in suitable | their hills the pupze which they expose to proportions. Not less than 100,000 Ibs. of the sun in fine weather. the former, and 70,000 of the latter have The leeches rise anxiously to the surface | hoon imported during the past six months, of the water before a storm, and hence in| ty Be used in the preparation of selfrising Germany they are called weather-fish, and | aoup By the new p-ocess, the usual waste are kept in glasses, where, by their uneasy in raising bread by the partial decomposi- movements, they denote change tweaty- tion of the dough, (which is said to cause a four hours in advance, and, from the same deterioration of the qualities of the flour,. cause, many fish forsake the sea for the} and a loss equal to 16 per cent. in weight pctsi the groundling is roused into activ- compared with bread raised without yeast,) ty, the silurus leaves the deep Waters, and is avoided. The proprietors-of the Croton the eels become lively.” If the lightning | \ins aro preparing to give acollation at Strikes the water, the porch sickens and their establishment, during the next week, dies; the snake ‘and the slow-worm are for the benefit of housekeepers, at which Testless before.a storm ; toads leave their they propose to serve up bread, biscuit, dec. poieaitaend before a rain; ducks are busi- from the self-rising flour, produced within 'Y active, and swallows fly lower. 45 minutes from the dry flour. Before-a storm breaks forth, many birds, [N. ¥. Jour‘of Com. Such as the cross-bill and plover, are unea- 

‘y,and show themselves less; and while Numerous—Bogus half dollars, |
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| ilies in Vogpteblor. But there are crystals of silica, or quartz 

BY PROF. DEWEY: crystals, which seem not to be formed from 

; sid: melted matter. Though it was formerly 

Rock Crystals of Little Falls—Forma- held that silica is insoluble in water, and 

tion— Water, a solvent of silica—Difi- required potash and water for its solution, 

culty removed as ignorance is removed— it is now fully proved by chemists that s- 

Silica in land plants—Solution. lex is soluble in water alone. With even | 

TPAD Uiditondn Of Tatts Falls thoes banu: |= Lquamety 1m solmmon aba the inf) 
tiful crystals of silex or silica; who has not | °20¢ of pressure and time, all the gredes| 

seen them, or perhaps bought of the boys of quartz crystals may easily have been) 

as the ears rested for aaa minutes. | Produced, without the presence of any oth-| 

They are found abundantly a few miles nba Supposing the action of pot-| 

north of that romantic village. They oc- ash on the silex, the facility of the crystal | 
cur in a quartz or flinty rock—as my jn- | 2ation of silex is only increased. In this j 

formanta very pleasant and intelligent com- case the potash must be removed for ner | 
panion in the ears, who lives on the line of | P¢fations. Such crystals have been form: | 

that rock, stated tome—or are dug up ed by the chemist. “all 

p from the earth which that rock, by disin- Ignorance has led to many absurdities | 

tegration, has formed. They are indeed | 224 induced many difficulties in the active| 

a common mineral, sometimes of large size, pe It has long been known that &- 

often small, but always beautiful and attract- | ‘C2 well as potash is contained in Jani) 

ive, found over the world in very different vegetables. The advantage of ashes as a) 

associations from this, as in gredes in lime- manure has been seen from the remotes] 

stone, greenstone, granite, &e. Splendid ae The ashes yielded potash to the) 

gredes of them, many inches in diameter, plants which ascended by the roots into 
ere often brought from the regions near the plant. Ashes often contain gypsum, 

Lake Supe mon and have doubtless been and hence another reason for their fertili 

| loosened from the rocks in the cavities of | “08 power as long as gypsum and ale 
which they had been formed, as we often | Were held to be insoluble in water—there 

| see quartz, cornelian, chalcedony,and agates, was no way to account for their ascent into 

ee wities of gree Etono. plants. But, as soon as the ignorance was] 

| ‘As my intelligent ompanion gave the removed—as soon as it was learned that 

| account of these crystals, [thought over both are soluble in water, the ascent of 

| ee ee cick’ cbwiel Wed Sand |e ee 
| in accounting for their erystalization, and | 5°. Phosphate of lime, so essential to ant 

the explanation given by chemists of the mal life, was _onee held insoluble in water, 

oe - while it is found in every kernel of perfect 

To crystalize, or assume a regular form, wheat, and in the leaves and culms of al 

matter must be in a state for its particles to oon Indeed some plants, as the rata 

move so easily that attraction may lead contain more silica than the potash in them 

them to take the form, that is, the matter can make soluble in water; so that it is no! 

must be in solution. ‘The solution is effec- necessary to suppose the existence of any 

ted by heat, or by some aoluenk other solvent of silica than water to | 

Pulverized limestone, melted under great aa for its existence in plants or as cry* 

ressure, becomes, on cooling slowly, regu- S isis 

Ec crystals, and is also crystalized from ts] oe probability is that much of = 

solution in water afd-carbonic acid: In crystilation of silica, and the silica of vege 

these two ways the crytals of lime are ac- tables,depends on one great fact, its solubil- 

eedntel tor ¥ "y ity in-water. (Rural New Yorker. 

oye * * . ———e—e 

Silica is melted at a very high heat, and} Oars axp Carnors.—Why is it thatout 

| under great pressure many of the crystals | farmers do not pay more attention to tle 

of it may have been formed. - The dia-| cultivation of the carrot? It has bee? 

i monds of Little Falls may have been thus} demonstrated again and again that it is 

formed, for the rock lies near the great) highly nutritious vegetable,—that stock of 

masses of gneiss which appear to have | all kinds, particularly milch cows, do well 

j| suffered great heat. on it,—that it increases the quantity and
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quality of the milk, adds to the flesh, and come and the operation was under way.— in a given bulk, contains much more nutri- | The inhabitants of New Orleans and the ment, and is therefore, bushel for bushel, | coast had assembled there in great numbers; worth more than oats. In the Transac- | but they remained outside of the building, tions of the Worcester fies) Agricultu- | at a respectable distance from the sugar- ral Society, recently published, we find an | maker, whom they looked upon as a sort estimate, showing the relative value of oats | of magician. The first strike came and he and carrots, from which it appears that the | said nothing; this they thought fatal, but cost of raising an acre of carrots is about | stil] they remained fixed to the spot. The $25 more than for an acre of oats. It is second ‘strike was out; the sugar-maker estimated that 500 bushels of carrots may carefully stirred the first, and then, advan- be raised on an acre, aud 40 bushels of cing towards the assembled crowd, told oats. This is the basis of caleulation—Jthem with all the gravity of his craft, Now as a maiter of profit sce the result. ‘Gentlemen, it grains? ‘It grains! was Calling the oats worth 35 cents per bush- repeated by all. They all rushed in to el, we realize for the acre, $14. Estima- | see the wonder; and when convinced of the ting the carrots at half that, or 174 cents | fact, scattered in all directions, greeting ev- per bushels, we have $87,50 worth of car- erybody they met with “It grains!” And Tots per acre against $14 worth of oats. from the Balize ¢o the Dubuyue, from the The calculation may possibly be extrav- Wabash to the Yellow Stone, the great, 

gant, as to the yield of carrots—but if half | the all-absorbing news of the Colony was, the quantity can be raised, (and we have | that the juice of the cane had grained in 
no warrant for fixing so low a figure) there | lower Louisiana. It did grain; it has con- || is still no comparison in the relative yalue | tinued to grain; it grained last season at of the profit. the rate of 215,000,000 pounds; and, if no | Think of this farmers! Do more—fry | untoward action of the Government pre- it, and our word for it you will have no | venis it,in ten years it will grain to the ex- |; cause to regret the experiment. tent of more than double that quantity.” | [Ohio Farmer. ele annem | renee 

| Taz Sucar Masvracrorz—The fol-| Iurrovep Avcrr.—Measures to secure | lowing interesting account of the first at-}@ patent for an SRO SOU et 1 AGATE AG tempt to make sugar in Louisiana is from | bits have been taken by Charles P. Cross- | the report of the United States. Patent Of. | man and Levi T. Richardson of F itchburg, | fice for 1847. Mass. The chief difficulty attending the 
| Judge Ross, in his address before the | se of the ordinary augers, is their ore] | Mechanical and Agricultural Association of | © choke eae a as they SoA a of | 

| Louisiana, gives an interesting description | the spiral Poche ed. congequert 4 cdr | | of the first attempt to make sugar in Lou- | the augur is turned between the edges o | isiana, which shows from how small begin- | the spiral thread and the sides of the hole, | nings the great crop now raised of this ar- The above improved tool is completely free 
ticle has proceeded. He says: from this detect, in addition to its great “How is it with tho sugar-cane in Lou- | Merit asa cutting instrument, as will be isiana? Tt was introduced at an early day perceived by a short description. Theent- 
from the West Indies, and cultivated to a| ting part projects at right angles from the small extent at Terre aux Booufs and in the {Center screw, and is formed with eared neighborhood of New Orleans. Nobody | ¢dges, so that the augur cuts'rapidly, = | at first imagined that sugar could be made | Yet requires but little I aya roe j of it. The juice was boiled into syrup, |Curved form gives it a drawing cut. ey | Which sold at extravagant prices. In 1796 | Shavings are compelled to keep within the Mr. Bore, residing a few miles above New | §piral recess, as there is a lip projection at 
_——— man reputed for his daring and the end af one of the cutting edges. - is energy—formed the desperate resolve Set ee ; of make sugar. He caren hia culti-}| Perhaps it is not generally known, as it ; Vation, put up the machinery, and procured should be, that salt put in the mouth will asugar-maker from the West Indies. The instantly relieve the convulsive movements day appointed for the experiment had | in-fits, either of children or animals. .
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HORTICULTURE ning, although the vine bleeds freely, is far | 

Sa ee preferable to none at all. Currant bushes | 

Me Miuter:—The time for planting or- should be pruned early and pretty severely if | 

chards is now at hand Trees should be plant- fine, large fruit is desired. Take out the older | 

ed this month if possible. The right time is /®24 decaying branches and finish up with the 

when the frost haa left the ground—at least to | suckers of last year’s growth, leaving a few of 

| procure trees from the Nursery. Time can the most promising for next year’s crop. 

better be spared then than later, and the roots Strawberry beds should receive a top dres- | 

may be heeled in fora week or two if the sing of fine stable manure, or partially decay- 

ground is not ready when arrived at the place ed leaves. The weaker plants, and all weeds | 

of destination. which escaped notice or were neglected last 

Twenty fect each way is a good distance to year, should be pulled out. New beds should 1 

plant apart. If the places are not already pre- also be made this month. The soilshould be | 

pared, that must now be done by-removing the deeply worked and highly manured for the” 

subsoil to the depth of eighteen inches, and two strawberry, unless new or very rich land— | 

feet each way from the point where the tree is Planting the vines in virgin prairie soil has | 

| to stand, The surface soil removed should be been successfully practised in IMlinois. Prairie, | 

returned to the bottom of the hole, filling suffi- broken last year in the usual season is used, the | 

ciently to allow the tree to stand just as deep plants areset in the joints of the furrows, ten ! 

| below the general surface as it stood in the inches apart in the rows, and the rows three or 

| Nursery. The tree is now to be set, filling four feet asunder. Very few weeds will come 

| among the roots with rich surface soil—dash in | "P the first summer, enabling the vines to take | 

| a pail of water, which will settle the earth easy possession of the whole surface and pro- 

among them, then immediately fill up the space duce a full crop the second season, | 

left, with the surrounding surface. Now press Grafting the plum should be done early, | 

down the soil gently with the feet; raise a about the middle of this month. If wild stocks 

j mound three or four inches above the general are used, they must be small and thrifty, two 

! level and finish up with a thick coat of straw or | 9° three years old from the seed. Work atthe | 

| other mulching and the work is done and well surface of the ground by the whip method— 

done, If the soil is tenacious or clayey, well When transplanted set the place of union 

| rotted manure may be advantageously mixed about four inches below the surface. The Eu- 

| | with the earth to be filled in among the roots. | Pa? stock may be worked at any conven 

For sandy soils, a half a peck of lime, and ash- ient height. But the wild stock is considered 

I es if unleached, a peck will be found benefi- by many as preferable, being entirely hardy— | 

| cial with any light soil. * The principal objection we have to them ie | 

Corn, potatoes, vines, or some hoe crop, their tendency to produce an overgrowth of the | 

should be planted in the young orchard—oats, graft the first year, while the European stock is 

wheat, or grass should never be permitted — less ambitious, and consequently more certain 

Buckwheat is recommended by some. to produce a healthy tree. If taken up after 

The ground around orchard trees should re- the first summey’s growth, and buried the first 

ceive a top dressing of leached ashes and well winter, the objection is avoided. 

rotted manure this monh if ithas not been Apple scions should be cut early this month, 

previously done. if not previously attended to, and laid ina cool 

: Malching will be generally found beneficial cellar. The grafting may be done.the latter 

even for trees that are well established or in days of the month or later. 

pearing condition. Attend to it early, before Those who have tested their fruit, and found 

the pressure of summer work comes on. it inferior, should lose no time in changing 

{ Grape vines should have been pruned in it. We have scions of some choice kinds 

March, but if neglected, must be done now. which we will give to such of our tree custom | 

| Cut back all the last year’s shoots to three ers as require them for the above purpose. 

1 buds, except those intended for the permanent In the last number of the Farmer we at 

t extention of the vine, which should be neatly tempted to show up the erroneous practice of 

, spread out and tiod to the trellis. The grape buying imported trees. Now to make void the | 

: must be severely pruned or barrenness and mil- apology which some have for doing so, we make | 

dew will be the inevitable result, Late pru-|the following offer. To any one residing more 

; A 
ee
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than thirty miles from our Nursery, who will | erlasting clipping and trimming? Why it’s 
make up a club for 1000 apple trees, among his | worse than tight lacing. around! the bodies! ! 
neighbors, and come to the Nursery and get! Bat our Nurserymem must take the lead in the trees at our usual prices, we will give 100 | this reform or it will be hard to bring it about 
trees. This wlll pay well for the trouble | and in this section where everything condu- 
of coming. Our Nurserymen “generally | cive to-the hardihood of young trees is so vital- 
have more trees. than money,” and: would’/iy impertant to them we feel confident that 
like to.restore an equilibriam,—try us and’see | they wilt not be slow to take hold of it when 
if it is not so, once understood and its great advantages ap- 

Dahlia bulbs. skoul be planted the last of preciated. We would then most earnestly rec- 
this month under glass-or within doors, in box-| ommend to let our trees fork within two or 

es of fine moist sand, about an: inch beneath | three feet of the ground both for nurseries and 
| the surface, in.the flower garden, after the dan- | orchards, especially in this section and further 
ger of frost is: passed. In separating the] north. Indeed we doubt if root-grafted or- 
sprouts a small portion of the bulb should. be| chards can ever be got up to advantage in 
taken off with them. Northern Wisconsin, on any other principles. 

| Sweet potatoes shonid also be planted in a Weare not fully prepared to urge the prac- 
hot bed under glass, about the 20th of the | tice of heading the main tops of our orchard 
month. The same care should be taken in| trees so near the ground—this may be of more 
separating the sprouts as with the dablia.— | questionable utility, requiring further investi- 
They will not bear any frost after planting out. | gation, but in regard to letting the trees- fork 

| J. C. Brayton. | out near the ground we are clear, We are 
a OnEBe of Fa is . | clear that it would be of immense advantage to 

i Pruning—Benefit so are i parties. These forks can of course be af- 
| There is perhaps no Horticultural opera- | terwards pruned up to the common height if 
| tion wherein our people are more generally at | desired. To induce these low compact heads-—- 
| fault than the very. common one of training— | headiag back or shortening in, the leading 
| especially in the west—the climate and soil of | shoots will often times be found necessary, par- | 
| which are so different from that of the east to | ticularly in our nurseries and with pear, plum, | 
| which they have been accustomed, and there- | and English cherries, which throw up such long, | 
| fore will not admit the same routine of practice | straggling shoots: From one-third.to one-half Ht 
that is pursued there. Who has not noticed should ae such icuaee be cut off. < | 

| the great difference existing in the appearance | Judicious pruning is of great importance in 
of exposed or scattering trees, whether fruit or | 'egulating.the growth and appearance of trees 

| forest trees in the same sections? those at the | —®severy body knows. Where your trees get | west being uniformly of a siiorter growth— top heavy or leaning in any dircetion, as with | 
| Why then not imitate nature? The nearer | Prevailing winds, for instance, the main shoots 
Wecan get to her perfect management in adapt- | the leaning side should be headed back 
ing means to ends, the better for us, and the which = followed a few years will restore the 

| More we cross her track the greater ou risk of eoeiiam igs the fone. 
| loss. Hence the Perfect folly of using the aa eo ae ou 

| knife so freely on our growing. trees—especial- | tied that the growth the next season will 
I ly the more tender ones, as the peach, quince, eommetinies he ani eae bap . " ce ‘1 SW wer | rence Tat at nt et |e Stine Sarena H , top, or more particularly the last year’s shoots 
| many of them—but it must suffice to say that | and the reots. This peculiarity we have seen 
|| the question is all on one side, in every respect | quite strongly manifested in cutting back tothe 
|| —first and last such severe pruning, such long | ground large posts for arenes ae of || bodies and high tops are unprofitable, out of ten bt have been almost killed by the opera- 

tion. e would therefore avoid as far as pos- 1) Place among us—whether with fruit or forest | sible very heavy pruning in any one season— 
|| trees—tender or hardy, deciduous or evergreen always grafting large seedlings - a top. If 
|| With both the nurseryman and his customers. cp econce eter ae ‘abana eee 

i Leaves and branches and bodies are first wanted advisable on a light soil. 
;, 8nd how can we get them in this system. of ev- j Delevan Nursery. F. K. Puemx. 

eee
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PERRY RUSSET. i 

i | 

Panay Russer (Syn. poo ets en by Mr. F. K. Phenix, of Delevan, who | 

Boston Russet, é&c.)—Size, medium, oF} was first acquainted with the fruitin Perry, | 

large, roundis—somewhat conical. Skin, Wyoming County, N. Y. | 

lemon yellow, nearly sprinkled over with) ‘~he-yariety, though not an early bearer, | 

russet dots, with a few blotches of the same: promises to be an excellent one for the | 

Stalk, thick, short—from % to § of an| Northwest, where the Roxbury Bact | 

inch long. Cavity, acute, of moderate quite-unpromising. f i 

i depth. Basin, narrow, rather deep, ‘une-| Tt is, in my estimation, superior in flavor | 

| ven. Flesh, yellowish white,. fine grained, | to that much esteemed sort, and promises | : 

i }| with an excellent sub-acid, spicy flavor: In}to keep about as well. I have specimens | 

' outline, resembles somewhat the Roxbury.|raised in Chautauque Co.. N. Y., which i 

Now, middle of March, in exéellent condi-| were carted from Milwaukee here, perfect- i 

tion—will probably keep till May, in use ly sound and fully retaining their juices | 

r all winter. Tree, spreading with many] nd flavor. J.C. Braxrox. | 

3 branches, a rapid grower, and very hardy| Axtalan, Mareh, 1853.. = i 

Frrenp Mmizr:—The specimen from Cae i 

: which the above outline and description} A correspondent writing from Shelby | 

were taken, was picked from a root-grafted County, Ky, to that excellent Journal, the | 

tree of about two years growth—standing| Westerns Horricurtoran Review, ina} 

in the grounds of Mr. Baker, Nurseryman,|desultory article upon Horticultural mat i 

i one mile east of St Charles Village, Tili-|ters, makes some: practical remarks, con- | 

i nois, who regards the variety as very pro-|cerning the time for cutting and treatment 

. ductive. ‘of grafts—training the grape vine in sucha | 

The tree is much cultivated in Nurse-}manner as to preserve the fruit from the 

ries, in Northern Illinois and Wisconsin.—}rot or mildew, &c. If it be a fact, as it } 

4 It has been received from Western New| would seem—as the writer has drawn his | 

York, and Northern Ohio, under various|conclusions from actual experiment—that 

names. The name here adopted was giv-|by special training, not only the rot can be 

!
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avoided, but the fruit improved in quality, Dwarfing. Fruit. Trees. : 

air ame Spaaee speene: The French have a meiliod' of cultiva- 
upon the cultivation of the grape, may be ting fruit trees, or trees which have been 
overcome. The writer says: stultified,, by a certain process, which their 

“Corrine Grarts anp Currmvas:—As to | writers describe’ as follows :— 2 
the time for making cuttings, Ecan say} “Young: trees are to be treated in the 
that I have had absolute proof that the {following manner. If there are more than 
fall is the best time for cutting pear, plum, | three shoots on the plant, reduce them to 
cherry, and grape; nor would I except the | that number, and shorten each to three, 
apple. And for this simple reason: when |four’ and aix eyes, according to their 
they remain on the trees-until February or |strength. ‘The following season, reduce 
March, as is the common practice, many of |the number of leading shoots to six, and 
them become either winter killed, or are so|shorten them to three-fourths of their 
much weakened is not to have vigor or | length, and spur in the remaining shoots— 
force in them to form a union with the |The tree should be managed in every re- 
stock; whereas if the cuttings are made in {spect in this manner, until it has attained 
the fall and buried in the earth, they come | the required size, which of course depends 
out in the spring with all the freshness |upon the fancy or convenience of the ow- 
they ever possessed, and when grafted will |ner, or conduetor of the garden. Imakea 
grow with absolute certainty, if the opera- | point of letting the trees take their natural 
tion is properly performed upon a healthy form of growth, as far as the system de- 
stock. According to my experience, grape |scribed will admit; for I consider it of little 
cuttings: are almost worthless, if not taken | consequence what shape is given to the tree, | 

| in the fall and keptin the earth. until the {providing my end is obtained; that is, to |}. 
time of planting. make every branch, as it were, a long spur, 

Is the mode of training the grape: vine, | with bearing buds from the extremity to the 
as practiced about Cincinnati, the very best | base.” 

| that can be adopted? It may be the most It is asserted by both French and En- 
| simple and convenient; but some facts that glish writers, that trees so stultified are not 
| have come under my own observation, have | sp much exposed to injury from high |] 
almost brought me to the conclusion that winds—that they produce’ better fruit, i] 
the vines are too much crowded and kept! bear earlier and more abundantly, and oc- | || too low. Zhave asmall vineyard that pro- cupy less space. Dwarfs are also produced | | duced some fruit last year.. Nearly all the by inoculating on stocks of small growth. | 

|| bunches near the ground were destroyed |'The apple is often inoculated on the Para- | 
by the rot or mildew. Those that grew|dise or Doucin stock, the peach ona \| four or six feet from the ground were less | slow growing plum, and the pear on the 

i affected by the disease. A German hear | quince. We have scen large pears on trees I | Evansville, observing the same fact, trained | not more than five fect high, the teps of | | ed some of his vines twelve or fifteen feet | which were not possessed of sufficient 
|| high, and they produced fruit of the best strength to sustain their weight of fruit 
|| quality and entirely free from disease,while without the assistance of props. Thisisa | 
| that on stakes of the ordinary height was | gommon result where some varieties of the || Much. inferior in quantity and quality. A pear are set in. quince stocks. ‘The writer | 
|| friend of mine-had some vines in his gar- | above quoted says:— 
|| den trained upon a trellis about eight feet! «Pwo or thrae years’ trial of this method 

high; the fruit varied in quality from the only, might possibly deter many from a 
bottom to the top—that at the top being | continuance of it, in consequence of the 

|| the best, A vine trained on the walls of young wood which will be produced yearly 
| the house to the height of sixteen or eight- | at first. and. from the apparent difficulty of 

een feet, bore fruit in great abundance and getting rid of the superfuity. But that 
without a blemish.” inconvenience will be utterly surmounted if 

ich ee . the foregoing instructions are attended to, || | Crovze—One bushel of plaster of Paris per mudithe ce Ginantewilk be the a 

pay for fea ae on of both healthy and fruitful trees.”
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s The Garden. This not only packs the soil about the seeds, 

‘This is the month for commencing operations eee ar from the effects of drouth. 

inthe garden, anda few suggestions in regard that p Sexn—Ivis of thehighent Gmpartenee 

; to it may serve to remind our friends, of the you get good seed, for on this depends 

yalue of a well conducted vegetable garden, much of the gardener's success, in this lati- 

and perhaps prompt some; to cultivate this spot — where theseasons are too short to mature | 

of the farm with more care than heretofore.— Pe big! pene ane after rs 8 
7 = reasonable time for the first tocome up. The 

heen, ey mene eae tempt ni el hal eet 
times the same area of any other part of the ash wa ao only, De moet, #22010 vegetate but 

farmer's premises. Remember tat Skene ore will produce the most vigorous growth in the | 

other and nobler profits than those which find peut. 

their way into the pocket—that whatever is Asparacus Beps.—The asparagus bed should | 

most conducive to man’s Kealth and rational | have a dressing of rotted manure and ashes, 

enjoyment is of most real and genuine profit to well worked in with a fork between the rows) 

him. True, it requires muck care and patient —taking care not to injure the crowns of the \ 

toil, to cultivate, successfully, a desirable vari- | 700ts—then rake the bed’ smooth and. strew:a | 

ety of garden vegetables—so as to have them | sprinkling of salt over it. To make a new as-/ 

early in the season when most needed. ‘This is | Paragus bed, dig a trench from three to. four | 

i the reason why so few farmers have good gar- feet deep and fill it up with the richest sandy i 

' dens, They think the requisite time and labor | !08™ that can be obtained, mixing in liberal ) 

poorly invested, and without reflecting upon quantities of rotted manure and ashes—in the | 

the value of the great amount of wholesome | proportion of six bushels of manure to one i 

‘ and luxurious food the garden. affords to the busitel of ashes. Unrotted manure should nev- ; 

} family—they neglect it,.to give to their broad | er be used—better to have none than to use it. | 

' acres of wheat and corn,all their attention and | Piz Pranr.—To make a bed for this, trench | 

thought. 
from two tothree feet deep and observe the same | 

; | The females of the family may find some directions in filling up, as given above for the 

H | profitable employment in the garden. ‘While | asparagus bed: ~The bed should be prepared | 

i | laboring to provide luxuries for the table, the| and the roots planted as soon as possible after | 

i | constitution will be invigorated by exercisoand | the frost is out of the ground. After the roots i 

i | inhaling the exhalations of the freshly stirred | 4F° planted, mulch with coarse litter from the | 

i | earth. Try it,ye who are languishing, and our horse stable. The pie plant bed may be pre- 

: | word for it, you will find it better for the sys-| Pared in the fall and the roots planted just as) 

tem than compounded medicines or patent nos- well as in the spring; and better, for the | 

trums, and more elevating to the mind:than the | ground is in a better condition to work than | 

whole round of fashionable amusements. Go| early in the spring and the plant is fixed in the | 

i into the garden and while you labor with your ground ready to start when the spring opens. } 

handsstudy the silent, beautiful, work-| Apri Worx.—Sow onions.as soon after the | 

i ings of nature— the springing blade—the swel-| frost is out, as the ground can be prepared.— | 

i} ling bud—the expanding leaf—the opening | Sow in drills one foot epart and.one inch deep, | 

flower. in alight rich soil. If the soil. be clayey or | 

: To raise the best of vegetables, which should tenacious, it is well to cover the-onion and all | 

i be the aim of every gardener, the ground other delicate seeds in the drill with-fine-loam. i 

i should be of deep tilth so as to allow the deli- Ground for onions, should receive annually. | 

fs cate rootlets of the plant to strike deep for) ® dressing of well rotted: manure, spaded | 

: nourishment. It mustalso be finely pulverized, in and weil incorporated with the soil—in fuct, | 

i else many small hard shelled seeds as the car- this 1s the only kind of manure that should ev- | 

i rot, onion, beet, parsnip, &c, will fail to vege-| er be used on any part of the garden. And 

i tate for want of close contact with the soil. A don’t fail to apply the roller to the onion bed. | 

Hf garden roller is a very useful implement to If the soil be a light loam you cannot roll it too | 

i press the earth compactly about the seeds. The compactly. Early peas should be sown, as they i 

beds after being sown should be pressed down bear a heavy frost—for a succession—sow once | 

i | with a heavy roller or by some other means.—|in ten days until the middle of June. Pie j 

i sss ———e—eeeeeeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEea
eaeaeanaaoeoeoeeeeeeeee —————————— Ooo” " 
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plant and asparagus seeds should be sown ear-| grew about one foot high, about one-half of 
ly, as they too, stand the frost well. Cabbages,| which killed down the following winter to with- 
turnips, beets, spinach, celery, peppergrass,| in three inches of the ground, while the re- 
vegetable oysters, and tomatoes, should next be| mainder were killed out root and branch.— 
got in. Those which survived the first winter,crew the 

| Eariy WeceTasces—Those who have no| Second-season about three feet in height and 
hot beds ean raise a supply of cucumbers, mel- killed down the succeeding winter to within one 

: : a ..| feot of the ground—none of any account being ons, squashes, peppers, tomatoes,&c., mack ear: es : Z 
is : a eras out entirely. The third season they i lier than they can be grown in the usua. > scrotal fiuy to Ave Reb tigk ana Witada 

|| by placing an inverted sod in ashaliew box,— ge a 7 et a a led down | 

| then, with a knife draw lines two inches apart | 'W° e next spring (1852) they were head- 
| both ways, thus cutting the sod into squares.—| ¢d down to within one foat of the ground and 

It should be cut quite through to facilitate the} *ansplanted, which they survived, and made 
| transplanting successfully. In each of the eight or ten inches of new wood during the 

| squares thus formed, plant.two seeds and set | Setson. At the present time of writing (15th 

the box ina wart room opposite a window| of March) they appear to be alive. | 
| where it will he exposed to the sun, or, when] The akpeetenes of Mr. D, does not present a 
| the weather is mild-out doors, When theplants| YerY flattering aspect of this matter, yet we | 
| are two or three inches high, the squares sho’d think it affords sufficient oeoerasencay to 

| be carefully lifted from the box and placed in ee Bly ’ ou Ree % | i * ‘0 try a few rods of itat first; but begin with | 
i Me Sar ane ere the seed rather than the plants raised ina 

| Cavriox.—Recollect that seeds of the same] 1576 southern clime. 
genus should not be sown very near each other Seeetneneaeaearatatae 

| as this often causes them to degenerate. This Eero Dex es in his | 
i remark applies to the gourd tribe--as melons. | Fruit Culturist, says “Grafts which have be- i 

|| squashes, pumpkins, &e., also to diferent vari- some dry, may be restored if the moistare is | 
| eties of corn and various other seeds, applied so geadually that its absorption may { 

RRR require several weeks. In one instance shoots 
i The Osage Orange. cut early in autumn, and subjected to thorough | 

| We have upon our table six letters, inqui-| drying, were restored to perfect freshness by 
| ring about the Osage Grange as a hedge plant.| the next spring, by wrapping them well in moss 

| The principal information sought, seems to be,| 20d burying them in a dry spot of ground; and 
whether this hedge plant has the ability tc] being set they all grew.” 
stand the winters of this and more northern “Scions .may be sent by mail by wrapping 
latitudes. We confess, that we are as ignorant | ‘hem with oil-silk or thin oil-cloth, drawing it 
as our correspondents are upon the subject o:| *losely round them by means of small threads.” 
their inquiry, so far as any observations of ow} Caratocur or Szeps, Ps.awrs, Roors, Tress, 
own are concerned. We have never grown a] &c.—Messrs, Hovey & Co, of Boston, have fa- 
stalk of it, nor have we ever seen but few] vored us with full descriptive catalogues of 
stalks growing any where. Our faith in| their very extensive assortment of Garden, 

} its success so far north as this has never been} Fruit, Field Seeds,and Bulbous Flower Roots, 
very strong. Garden Implements—Books on Horticulture, 

Ina recent conversation with Mr. A. Dann,| Flower Seeds, Green House Plants, Ornamen- 
Who lives eight miles west of this place, we] tal Plants, &c. From an examination of the 
have gathered some facts concerning the Osage| catalogues of Messrs. H. & Co. we should 
Orange, and which we will give in reply to the| think their assortment in every department of 
inquiries of our several correspondents. their business very full and complete—those of 

Mr. Dann informed us that four years ago, their Flower Seeds and Bulbous Flower Roots 
; he purchased in St. Louis, one quart of Osage} —especially so. The catalogues may be seen at 
| Orange seed which he planted in drills, on the} our office. 
farm where he now resides. Abant one-half of| Bones as a Manure—A single pound of 
the seed came up the first season and the re-| bones contains as much phosphoric acid, (one of 
mainder the next spring, after laying in the] the essential ingredients of wheat,) as 100 Ibs. 
ground one year. The first season, the plants] of wheat.
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The Right Kind of Hogs. James A. Stearns, Esq, of this city. The \ 

We h: fee eared 2 sow that brought them was purchased from 

jo mavoonen presented to those inter-| 4 drove, and was called a Berkshire, though | 

ested, the important advantage to be gain-| from the description, we should judge, not | 

ed by an improvemeat in our Western |a pure blood. The boar was a full blood | 

Swine, with a view to their ultimate ex- Sema ai = the . = ee nx i | 
ase ak eats : his vicinity. These two were in all pro! 

tinction, and the substitution in their stead ability a nae d breed, of the Suffolk, Berk- | 

of a more profitable race. Within the last | hire and native, partaking pretty largely | 

six months a few hogs of the right kind,|of the former. | 

have been brought into this State, but like} They were slaughtered when fifteen | 

angel's visits, they are few and far be- months old and weighed exactly 1100 ibs, | 

ll teeen-—-srenecdamore: Che introduti there being only five pounds cifference in) 

| | z . ntroduchon their weight. They were exceedingly small | 
of one full blood Suffolk boar into each|jn their limbs, and one would scarceiy be- | 

r neighborhood of twenty farmers at an ex-|lieve that so small bones would support 80 | 

| pense, not to excced three dollars each, | great a weight. ‘The middlings filled three | 

would enhance the value of their stock of barrels, leaving one or two small pieces | 
over. While in the pen they were the ad- | 

hogs more than one hundred per cent the} niration of hundreds of visitors, and now 

| first twelve months. We can adduce, nor | having gone through the ordeal of salt and | 

| || do we want any stronger evidence of the| hot water will be admired by ali who like 

| truthfulness of this assertion, than the ac-|200d pork and are so fortunate as to geta 

|| companying engraving and description of taste of this! ea 

two hogs, given in a late number of the Advantage of a Change of Seed. 

G F. i i i Sas | 

| aka oy published in the City of] 4 yecent number of the North British | 

fanchester, N. H., where the hogs were Agricultural, contains an article on this | 

reared and fattened, subject, from which we gather the follow- | 

The most striking characteristics of the|ing statements. Experience has proved | 

biked cen ely sisting, ao a poll eae eee eae | 
| amount of food compara:ively, which they change from a warmer to a colder district, is 

consume, to make a given amount of pork, | always followed by a beneficial result, in 

while they are quite equal in weight to our somewhat shortening the period of growth, 

chance made racers. What more is want-|8% merease of weight, appearance of sample | 
Sr te ike eiperiact hare whole hor ® and very generally in the produce, the dif | 

| mg Pree: whole hog” | ference in straw being equally observable. 

| “The above engraving is a correct repre-| It has also been found that new and im- 

sentation, even to the twist in the tail, of| proved varieties of grain ina few years 

two superior hogs reared and fattened by | generally lose their distinctive characters. |
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This has been imputed to falling off of| barley, by steeping in such solutions, and 
the vitality of the new, and consequently | that steeping the two latter grains checked, 
hybrid plant, showing the necessity of sys-|if not wholly prevented, black heads.” 
tematically selecting and propagating agri- [Alb, Cul 
cultural seeds of ali kinds. A change of a 
seed wheat from one district to another has Borrer FROM Cows Fep on Hay.—The 
frequently resulted in an increase of about | Price of butter is so high this winter that 

| two bolls (two bushels) an acre. On a] Ur farmers will make all they possibly 
farm possessing a great variety of soil, the |¢#% forsale. It has been customary in 2 

jj change of seeds from one part to another | former years to sell the milk to milkmen, 
has always been beneficial. The introdue-| #fter the cows were fed on hay, from the 
tion of seed wheat from a region where the long time it took to bring the butter, and crop is not affected by the smut, is said to | the want of rich color in the butter after it 

|| prevent this disease, even better than any | had turned. We have often known the preparation of the seed. The more re-| Patience of the whole family exhausted, by 
cently the grain has been removed from the | Churning four or five hours, when at last pe ap beiter, as it is liable to become| the cream turned to butter, it was about 
musty when lying in store. the color of lard, and as tasteless as it was 

The same deterioration in quantity and colorless, All this difficulty may be avoid- 
quality is noticeable in seed oats, when the | @4 by scalding the milk as it comes from : 
same seed is continued. The following ad- the cows. It should be strained from the vice of the Editor will be equally applica- pail directly into a boiler placed over the 
ble to farmers in this country : tire, and should be brought nearly toa 

“We hope gentlemen will continue to boiling heat, although not allowed to boil. 
direct their attention to the subject of| {hen put it in the pans in the cellar as usu- 
change of seed, and they will favor the al, and Bo Ore difficulty will be experi- public with the results of their experiments. enced in churning than would be in June. 
As agriculture is emerging from the rule of| The butter will come solid and yellow, and 
thumb practice, it will prove highly advan- | Would hardly be known from the best but- tageous for its speedy advancement, that| ter of the season. This we have from one 
experiments on this, as well as other sub-| Who has tried it. We would _Tecommend, 
Jects, be only undertaken with care, and| to all who make butter at this season, to |} | upon correct principles; that not only the | ke a trial and see if it is not so. 
land, with produce, be measured, but also [Spindle City. 
every care exercised in noticing the varie- ar cere 
ties of the grain, the nature of the soil on}. COOKED Foop ror Cows—Mr. James 
which it is grown, the climate as regards S. Huber, lately stated before the Phila- elevation, moisture, é&e, the period of sow- delphia County F: ‘armers’ Club, that he had 

ing, coming into ear, and when ready for proved by actual experiment in feeding 12 
cutting, with the result of the after pro- | COWS, 180 days upon cooked food, that he duce, Nothing should be regarded asunim- made a net gain of $32. In place of 20 
portant in conducting agricultual experi- Ibs. of hay per day, formerly fed raw, he 
ments. We would suggest the impor- nore feeds 12 ibs. cut and steamed, With | tance of undertaking experiments, not on- this he mixes 44 quarts of shipstuff, Indian ly with grain, the growth of a different cli-|C™ meal and oil cake meal, in about equal mate, but that these experiments, should|Po'tions. This with the hay, weighs about embrace the question of steeping seeds in| 31 ibs. by that process. He says that it is 

lide containing a solution of different | ot only more economical, but more tsar 
| Substances, such as dissolved nitrate of soda, table to the cattle; they eat it without 
potash, sulphate of ammonia, etc. and also | Waste and keep in better condition. His 

ow far the plan of coating the seed with steaming apparatus cost $25, which he 
such a substance as guano, for instance, af-| More than saved in six months’ feeding.— 
fects the future produce. We make these He considers, however, the greatest gain is 
Suggestions with greater confidence, as we| the health of the animals. 3 haye experimentally found that the produce [N. ¥. Agricultor, 
was sensibly increased of wheat, oats and| She that is born a beauty is half married.
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5 + {drawn from the public Treasury—the object at] 

EDITOR S Tr ABLE. its publication is the dissemination of knowl. | 

——————————— = | edge, hence it should be made aceessible to eve- | 

D. verrep Arr-crrs—We had prepared an | ry inhabitant of the State, which can be done | 

abstract of the proceedings of the first annual | in no way more effectual than the one proposed. 

i meeting of the U. S. Acricuururan Soctery,{ Mr. Ingham has also laid us under obliga. | 

for this number, but are obliged to defer it un- | tions for a copy of the first Annual Report of | 

' til next month, with some other matter. An }the Indiana State Board of Agriculture. This! 

. unusual space has been allotted this month, | Volume embodies a large amount of valuable 

: to Horticulture and Gardening. matter. | 

| Cisterns.—We prepared an article on the Apvvertisinc Derarruent.—As the season 

} construction of cement cisterns intending it for | for transplanting trees is at hand, we call at- 
j the March number, but it was crowded out to tention to the several Nursery advertisements 

make room for matter which could not very well | to be found in this paper. Heretofore the citi-/ 
!' be laid over. We nre also in the same plight |2ens of this village and of the neighboring | 

| in reference to the April No. We will give it | towns have felt the want of a good Nursery in’ 

in the May No., which will be as soon as the | their midst—that want is now supplied by the, 

: ground will be in a proper condition to build Messrs. Drakes, who commenced their Nursery 

{ after the manner we propose, as the ground | here, six years ago. They now have an exten- 

4 must be free from frost—settled and so dry that | 8ive stock of every kind of Nursery products 

i | Water will not accumulate in the hole. for sale. We would also remind the public, 
Ricun-Woe would teuller cur thanks tD. that Messrs. Bell,of Gardner’s Prairie, Phonis 

! Tibtinn Wer. ‘Réitor' of the Sevihere Cac of Delevan, Brayton, of Aztalan, Van. Kirk & 
y Sy e ern Culti- | ( 

. Co. of Waukesha, and Dr. Kennicott, of 

: vator, published at Augusta, Ga., for packages Illinois, are al/ prepared to serve you with eve- 
of Stowell’s Evergreen Sweet Corn—Black Bar- ry thing inthe Nursery line. Mr. Cahoon, of 

} a meee Ry & ae Mammoth Yellow Kenosha, and the Messrs.. Kelloggs, of this} 

‘i Perak vie Cee ten pee new variety, | Village, are also on hand, with any quantity of | 

(! and to our mind rightly christened. I is in- Cahoon’s Celebrated Pie Plant, and other nice 
r deed a mammoth corn,—for we have never fixings for the garden and orchard. y 

i) ee oe Peer would bear any com-| We would also refer the reader to the cards 
! parison in size with this specimen. of Messrs. Drury §- Dodge, of Fond dn wae,- 

j Transactions or THE Wisconsin S. Ac.So- | D. B. Travis, of Oualaska,—the Messrs. Kel- | 

crery.—We are indebted to Albert €. Ingham, | leys, of Northwood, Minnesota, and to the ad: | 
| Cor. Secretary of the State Agricultural Goci- | vertisement of Stowell’s Evergreen Sweet Corn. 

i ety. for & copy of its Transactions for 1851—2. Vatu ov THE Farmer—One of our sub- 

In preparing this volume for the press—the | scribers at Prospect Hill, thinks he has got the | 

f first of the Sosicty’s Transactions—Mr. Ing- | worth of his money, paid for the current vol- 

ham has labored assiduously, and considering | ume, in the first number. We hope he may 

the material he had to work with, we think he | find each succteding number equa'ly as valu 

} has been eminently sucecssful. The work is| ble. We do not intend they shall be less so. 

alike creditable to himself and the Society—} Last autumn, one of our readers remarked 0 

It was printed by Beriah Brown, State Printer, | us, that “he attributed to the reading of the 

and is the best specimen of book printing that | Farmer, the saving of a number of thrifty and 

t we have seen from the Wisconsin Press—it is | valuable fruit trees from total destruction by 

i well done. insects” When the value of agricultural pe 

i Our thanks are due Hon. J. Skinner, of | riodicals and books shall be generally under-} 

4 Palmyra, for a copy of the same work. This | stood and appreciated, by those who may bt 

f acknowledgement should have been made long | engaged in rural arts, less will be heard about | 

iH ago. the failure in, and unprofitableness of agricul | 
i Why don’t the Legislature provide every | tural pursuits, 

‘ School District Library in the State, with a| Howmany fine hats serve asa cover for worth- | 

copy of this work, instead of appropriating 80 | Jess heads, and how many plaited shirt bosoms 

i large a number as it has, to its own members? | covera hollow cavern where a heart should b* 
i The whole expense of publishing it has been | lodged. 

} 

:
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|| Wwar tae Farmer Most Neeps.—It is not great quantities in the river towns, where the 

| a college, endowed by the State; it is primary | brooms are made up and sent to all quarters of 
schools, to prepare farmers’ sons and daughters | the country. 

|| for the higher walks in science - applied toag-| We have often raised the corn for the brush, 
| riculture. They need an organization. They but we have never made much account of the I 
| want formers’ clubs and neighborhood libra. seed, though hens are always fond of it. Hogs | 
ries of agricultural books, - too will eat it, though we seldom think it has || 
Farurna Prorerry.—We learn that proper- | been converted info meal for hogs. Mr Hib- I 

ty is rising in value in the south part of Grant | bard thinks the broom cora seed more valuable || 
| County, on account of the prespects of soon | for sheep than oats or corn. Ex. | 
being in proximity with the Railroad. Sn | 

PITTS’ j Arxansas Leap Ore.—A piece of ore com- N B MILL. | 
posed of lead and silver, weighing about 1500 CORN AND CO. 
pounds, has been received at New Orleans. It! pig celebrated Miil isnow made and sold | isstated.that this ore produces 120 ounces to by H. A. Pitts, the inventor, at his shop, West || | the ton. The vein from which it was taken is zeandolb Street Bae Here known as H. | ae Witbeck’s Wagon and Plow Manufactory. Yety ehand promises to bea source of great}. "“crct nem Scinees the wart cear kts’ ii profit to the miner. proper degree of fineness by a different mode || Macutne Suors—Budil’s Foundery & Ma-, | from any other mill in use, and is undoubtedly Hl : eee ‘| the best in existence. It will grind the cob || chine Shop in this village, has been greatly en- and corn, if it is wet or dry, better and more of | larged and is now capable of turning out any-| it, with Tess power, than any other. It is more ! thing desired in the line of machinery or cast- durable and more easily kept in condition to | 
ings. ; Mr. B. has made a great outlay in ee any mill ever OCA Oa | 
buildings, tools, and machinery, and we have March, 1853. | 
no doubt will find it a profitable investment. 3 H 

Cor. A. P. Dickey, of Racine, has purchased TABLE OF CONTENTS. P ive Machi : — age the extensive Machine Shop of Cox & Co. Auger, Improvement in 33 i 
where he is prepared to answer any orders in Apple, The Perry Russet 86 | 
the line of Horse Powers, Threshing Machines, | Buiter from Cows fed on Hay 91 | 
Fanning Mills, or any other kinds of machine- | Corn, Valos of good Seed 74 | xy. Mr. D. has connected with this establish, | CCOKed food for Cows ar nents = Plnin; Machine for dressing moe peat Frait Trees 87 | re Editor’s Table 92 | 
Mecaanics Macazinr.—No. 1 of Vol. 3 of | Fences ac ae this valuable Monthly is on our table It is a | Grates, Cuting of Training Hes wae 

useful work for Mechanics and Engineers, and | Garden Work—general directions for spring | 
should be patronized. The subjects of which work : 88 | 
it treats are illustrated with fine engravings— | Hogs, The right kind of P, i ~ | Sper yeae. Appleton & Co, N.Y. ier er eee | Tur Son Sov dlish Mulching, Pruning, Low Heads, Crops Teme Portas cased Bee ee (2 itn Onthani ee Bee 84 | wee s been changed from quarto to Improvement for House Keepers 81 | ‘vo in form,—a much more conventent shape | Oats and Carrots, Value of for stock 82 | for binding. The Soil is an able organ of | Osage Orange, Experiments with, &c. 89 | 
Southern Agriculture. Plaster, Use of it 38 | ° Plaster, Effects of 78 | Tue Sournern Cutrivator, is another ex-| Plaster or Gypsum a7 | cellent Agricultural Journa}, published at Au- | Sheep, Fine Wool va. Coarse 75 | gusta, Georgia. Soils, Deterioration of 79 | 

Silica in Vegetables 82 | Buoo Corn vor Saesr.—Albert Hibbard Sugar, First Manufactured in the U. 3. 83 Esq, of N. Hadley, Mass, makes use of all the | Seed, Advantage of a change of 90 
Seed of his broom corn to fatten sheep—they Seep Haining ae Rainenin tos Aoosiadae ive fond of it and will fatten better on this!" changes’ © Am! cf 
than on Indian corn. Broom corn is raised in | Sash Supporters, Elastic Roller 77
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eee BUS PLANT AND AGRICULTURAL DEPOT. - . { 

Cuiaurs W. Kexiery & Bro., Nontawoop, FOR S ALE ' 

Minnesota. 
: 

i Z AHOON’S well known Seedling, superior 

d ere in Live Stock, Farming Imple- G in quality and size to any of the varieties 
Race Fruit Trees, Farm and Garden | 5f Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, continues 

eae, , 2 to produce new leaf stalks until November, 

ive Stock consigned to us will be pastured | not being affected by the early frosts. This 
on fertile bottom lands in inclosures watered | variety was raised by the subscriber 13 year 

by the Mississippi, from the 15th of June to | ago from seed, and after being under cultive 

the 10th of September, without charge. ___ | tion that length of time holds good in size, har- 

Red River Spring Wheat, and other choice | ing this year produced stalks weighing four] 
grains raised in this latitude, 46° north, for pounds fourteen oz. each. 

wale tat sfuxntities Xo-snsneeallule= I will securely pack in boxes, and forwanl 

200 GOOD HEALTHY SHEEP, according to directions, ten Roots for $5, fire 

Roots for $3, or one for $1, Cash to be sent 

panied. Address, CW Rae ae with the order. A severe frost does not injure 

April, 1853 >: Maraneatee. the Roots.) They can be sent with safety to 

Pe : . any part of the Union. Also, 

ue STOWELL EVER GREEN SWEET DWARF PEAR TREES 

n—A fe hi i a 

eae aes 1 oe 7 ae super aN ea of fen bearing sizes 

J. Mapes, L. L. D,, for sale. Per bushel, $10; | Gooseberry Bushes of best varieties. pounce 

| peck, 83; half peck, $3; quart, $1; sent by and Raspberries ta variety: Sesh in tes 

express to any part of the country, on the re- varieties. an ite Currants. Flowering 

ceipt of the money by mail. This is beyond all ubs d Ornamental Trees. 

doubt the — prouite zon - erect am: ev- ae oes Roots, and Dablias th 

er grown. No Farmer should be without it.— |?" Ss 2 

One of the advantages claimed for this corn hy could not be beat at the State Fair. 1500 Bal 

Prof. Mapes, is that it may he kept green and | *am Firs, Spree, Ferner ani Sra Vite, 

freshall the year round. The subscriber's limi- | from one and a alf to five feet high. ON 

ted experience, however, does not enable him to B. P. CAHOON. 

endorse this. Address, post-paid, Alfred E. Kenosha, March 8th, 1853. 

Beach, White Plains, Westchester Co., N. See See 

aie ne ere a September, Law and General Collecting 

. By Professor Mapes. 

“We have long been convinced that Sweet Office, Fond du Lac, Wis. 

Corn would prove superior as green fodder to 

any other; and the only objection urged against DRURY & DODGE, 

its use,has been the smaller yield per acre com- Arrorxrys ann Counsettors at Law, 

pared with other kinds. We are now prepared 

to recommend the use of Stowell’s Evergreen ane 
corn for this purpose. The stalks are nearly as Solicitors in Chancery. 

sweet as those of sugar-cane, and double the —~—— 

quantity can be grown to the acre, to that re-| Messrs: D. & D. will practice inall the cour 

sulting from ordinary sweet corn.” in this State, and give special attention to col 

(Prof. Mapes, in the “Working Farmer,” | lecting and securing debts. Being two of te 

December, 1851, gives the following directions oldest settlers,and well acquainted in this tt 

for preserving the Stowell Evergreen Sweet | gion of country, they possess advantages for tht 

Corn:— —— of Reena ore to but fen; Y 

| «The ears should be gathered when fully | 20y other firms. ey have business conn! 

|! ripe, and the busk should be tied at the nose ee soe Seer heed 

(silk end), to prevent drying; then the corn They will also attend to the purchase and salt 

Will keep soft, white and plump for more than of es ds, the payment of taxes, the Tocation 

a year, if in adry and cool place. At the din- Land Warrants, the examination of Land Ti 
ner of the Managers of the Fair of the Ameri- T oo Stace fe og wil 

can Institute, last year, we presented them with aes na met a ee on ae ae Boe 

the corn of two successive year’s growth, boiled, fe erttimore, Philadelphia, Washington, aa 

“ey Sore na petoeirable dibeonm oer eae most of the principal cities; and all busines 
etwo. This year we sent to the Fair one trusted to them, will be romptly attended (0 

stalk containing eight full and fair ears, and ere "BR. 'ASTUS i DRURY. 

could have sent many hundred stalks of six WILLIAM C. . DODGE. 

ears each.”
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WARE HOUSE. comprising cai the a an eee 

ESTABLISHED IN 1844 aon ee . ers i & JOHNSON, JR, fairly at See ean rely upon being 
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AND RETAIL DEALER oo an location of Man We ea ae 
’ = ‘tate Lands at Madi i é Ree 

Agricultural Wacplemente, Soe 'cbc Claes PaPanat et Take he hc. eee , ae , &e., Se. 
109, East Water-st., cla ae ee L. J. Farwell, Madison 

: MILWAUKEE, T. Whittlesey, Pheasant “ranch, BG. Van 

ae EY Dealersand Farmers with Penney Mi acksgan Ty Col GH, Singin 
tay Kind of PLOWS manufactured by R ee |Wiceaee ee M.B; Van Raneolier mee sO trainer les | ar hae a cs ‘. c ‘ost Office addresa, La Crosse, Wisconsin
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VOL. V. JANESVILLE, WIS., MAY, 1853. No. 5. — SSS PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY buildings, on the vehicles, harnesses and uten- 
MARK MILLER. sils—no attention to feeding them—their eggs 

TERMS: and themselves exposed to vermin. Under such 
| 50 Cents a Year im Advance; circumstances it is not to be wondered at, that Offi a i js ts tne ate ea age snbar” Ait emcee | Comparatively few eggs are obtained —fow to commence peti thevolume. Back numberssupplied | chickens are raised, and fowls are considered of 

$0 sewraetenitiee i. nits but little convenience and no profit. Another 
ADVERTISING 5 serious drawback, and one which is far more 

One page per year, $50. Half page, $30. Quarter| destructive to fowls, than want of preper feed- i; 1 $10. O1 (twelve lin : 2 | pera, Blin pare, $16, One waren tee ing and quarters—is too little attention to a 
| ee ee ee eetion iota — change of stock—continual breeding in and in, 
| ie tar a ee ee the result of which is degeneracy—inferiority 
| atvertising limited; which renders it’s more valuable me- | in size, hardiness and laying qualities. 

| eiugueaeemie shag ines ae ena peas 3 oe great differences in domestic 
_=—=—=——S—_—————————— } fowls as well as among the various species of 

The Fowl Fever. [dome enimals. It has been well ascertain- 
| The fowl excitement, alias “hen fever,” as it od; by —_ amen experimests, that there a8 || hasnot inaptly been termed—which appeared in | certain varieties of fowls that: are more prolifie 
| the city of notions some five years since —tan} rae Saas Erodace a Ee oie 
|| been gradually tending westward until we find | paish 3 atger Bambee Oe cage t So aees ypenteh 
|| it prevailing to quite an extent in this region; | Certain varietics will furnish for the table, 
| and although it has lost much of the intensity, | ge the same outlay of expense and baa) ll ‘which marked its progress amongst the more | twice the amount of food ‘that can be obtained 

i excitable New Englanders—at least so we! aba others. These aqusiitice Wem combined judge, if price is any criterion—it will most | 12 80me ‘varicties safe give great size, hardiness, 

likely have a rva which it is tu be hoped will| 8° laying qualities and beauty of plumage, finally result in an increased attention to this rendering them well worthy the attention and 
source of profit. consideration of every farmer and villager. 

eee It has already awakened an. interest in re- DEFERRED ARTICLES. 
gard to the most profitable varieties of domes- — 
tic fowls for eggs and poultry. To our mind} United States Agricultural Society- 
no branch of domestic economy, of equal im- * * x Portance, has been more shamefully neglected "Ee United States Agricultural Society 
by the farmer than the raising of eggs and held its first annual meeting at the Smith- Poultry ; yet, we believe “no part of hisprem-| Sonian Institute, in the City of Washing- P par' pri y s ses cam be made to contribute, according to|ton, on the 2d of February. Nineteen es ne capital invested, more effectually to States and Territories were represented.— 
com: i . . =. poiltry ao luxury.of the family than the/ 7}, proceedings of this meeting augurs 
The way in whidh fowls are penaalipiocas- better for the future permanency and pros- 

aged is not the best either for them or their|perity of the Society than those of the 
keepera, They are allowed torun wherever meeting held on the 24th of June last, 
ae oe and sit wherever they can/ when the Society was organized. ind a place—(the mare secret the better it suits a : them) no guitable accominodations povided The President, Hon. Marshall P, Wilder, 
for roosting—senttered—at night about the | delivered before the Society a concise ad-
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—$—$— 
ress—a business-like document—recount*{ Ark. 33. C. Hol . 

ac : .3/J. C. Holmes, Mich. ; —— Bak 

ing the past operations of the Society and | Florida: T. J. Rusk, Texas; W. F. Cook | 

suggesting plans for its future considera- Baugh, Io.; A.C. Ingham, Wis. ; —— | 

tick Homer, California; J. B. Bradley, District | 

Professor Mapes, of New Jersey, deliv- ee “a Baird, — Mexico; | 
. . | H. H. Sibley, nesota; Joseph Lan 

= > lecture before the Society, on ferti Oregon é Joh L. Hayes, Ut ne e, | 

It was Resolved, That Congress be me- Sled tees aot on . on \ 

moralized to establish a Department of Ag-| Moses Newell, A. Watts, Richard Peters, "| 

riculture—the head of which Department,| _ Corresponding Secretary.—Joseph C. G. | 

when established, shall be a Cabinet Officer. | Kennedy. me. | 

The Treasurer's Report showed a balance we tats Secretary.—W. 8. King, of} 

in the Treasury of $1,920,61. Treasurer William Selden. | 

Hon. Samuel Appleton, of Boston, has} “After the adjournment of the meeting I 

donated $1000, to the Society, Other the Executive Committee met and pre i 

gentlemen have donated Jarge sums to aid rest * pe to oe asking “a 
a 5 s pol nm of money now ann appropria- | 

in the accomplishment of its purposes. ted to the Patent Office for the: eatind | 
From the tenor of the whole proceed-| of the Agricultural report, and the collec- 

ings of this meeting we regard the Society | tion and distribution of seeds,” with a view | 

| as established on a permanent footing.— to the performance of that service them-| 

‘We most sincerely hope that it may be so, selves, me be ange that it will be | 
and that its watchword he will. bo presented in afew days. ‘This was thought | 

reafter to be all that it was expedient to solicit from | 
Onward. Congress at the present Session. At an- | 

We should be pleased to give in this con- other, the establishment of an Agricultu- 

nection, the President’s address—to whom ral Department, with a Cabinet officer at | 

our thanks are due for a copy—also a full | head, will be urged.” 

report of the proceedings of the meet- Gisterna, i 

ing, did our limited space admit, The] , a | 

whole will be published in the quarterly ‘seat SileudiaEaE Pe | 
| -. 

er rain Wi 

Journal of the Society. ter for family purposes, we copy the following 

The following gentlemen were elected plan, Fig. 1, from the American Farm Book— j 

| officers of the Society for the ensuing year. | We know of no better plan than the one here | 

President.—Marshall P. Wilder, of Mas- given, if we except the form, when conétruct- | 

sachusetis. z ed of sons or brick, or by plastering directly i 

Vice Presidents—Ezekiel Holmes, of| on to the ground. { 

Maine; G. W. Nesmith, N.H. ; Frederick Fig.1. | 

Holbrook, Vermont; B. V. French, Mass. ; | 

Josiah Chapin, BL Yalan S.D, Hubbard, = C2 ay | 

Conn. ; Henry Wager, N. ¥.; James J. “© | 

Mapes, N. J.; Frederick Watts, Penn. ; C. 2 SN V i 
P. Holeomb, Delaware; W. D. Bowie, Ma- CHGS i 
ryland; G. W. P. Custis, Virginia; Henry Pee ZA_N ye } 

K. Burgwin, N. Carolina; John Wither- fe Y 
spoon, S. Carolina; P. M. Nightingale, Ga.; [(_S=S —= = = | 

ed Jones, Atsbama; Alex Ho Be | QOS 
ques, Missssppis ‘A.B. Roman, Louisiana; SS Se] 

uel Medary, Qhio; Robert Mallory, | == | 

Kentucky; M. P. Gate, Tenn.; Jos H.| = =e ae 

Wright, Indiana; S. A. Douglass, Iinois; Sees 
R Kehineoa, Misour; "T. B. Floursoy, —=/ == | 
ne 

——  OOOOO0O0OOSoooooeoeoeueem
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Se eer sides as | other for a'recerveir t sonata Sane tates shown in Fi ig. 1. Built in this form, the sides for use. Alternate layers of gravel, sand, Se are less liable to cave in or to crack, and the] charcoal at the bottom of the first, and sand water more easily dipped out when there is | and gravel in the last, are sufficient; the wa- but a small quantity in the cistern. jer being aloved oe ee ihe sore There are several cisterns about here, with- ince Gai ait apie tee. Occadio sal J cleaaiae 
in our knowledge, built after the plan, Fig. 2, may be necessary, and the substitution of new and plastered on to the ground, some of which filtering materials will at all times keep them have stood well while others have fuiled.— | sweet.” 
We think the better way is to wall up the “TT Forte Wiktedi & Tosa Farmer, sides either with brick or stone (the latter is Milwaukee, March 19th, 1853, 
the best) to the base of the Ayes, Raising Stock—The Blackleg, 
mon lime mortar, and finish with a coat of wa- —_ t 
ter lime—say half an inch thick. If the wall} Ep. Farwer:—Scarcely an Agricultural 
be made of stone it need not be over four inches | periodical, or even a weekly newspaper thick—if of brick they may be put in edge-| that contains any articles on agriculture, Wise. comes to hand, but advises farmers to turn suovon ah oe tipo a sn | atenton mr tora tc” ad each in Fig. ania up to B, then less to tillage; undoubtedly good advice, cover with plank, which shouid be covered over | but rather too general,—in fact it is rather With earth so as to be out of the reach of frost. | behind the times now, for with pork and 

Fic. 2. beef at $6 per 100 bs, and wool from 40 
to 50 cents per lb. there are few who 
need more convincing arguments to prove 
that “raising stock” is more profitable 
than raising grain, even at present fair 
prices. Consequently there is an increas- 
ing desire among farmers to “raise more 

B | stock,” but the experience of many, proves 
that we are lamentably deficient in a 
knowledge of the business, or else how is 
it, that often the best cow on a farm is the 
oldest, and that her offspring have so de- 
generated asto bear no comparison with 
“the old cow?” Why, but that the owner 
is ignorant of the true principles of breed- 
ing. How is it that A’s calves get lousy 
and he loses several of them in the winter ? 
or that half of B’s calves die of the black- ——— or Fic. 1—G, is the Pipe for | leg the next spring? How, but that both ae ane, Water into the cistern; F, 14 ’and B are ignorant of “stock raising ?°— Pump pipe, for drawing the filtered water; A, ‘ B.C,D, E, layers of charcoal, gravel and sand. These and numberless other ae that The black Square dots seen at the bottom of the | Might be cited show the necessity of par- Partition are to admit the passage of the water ticulariaing-more in giving advice. . from one part of the cistern to the other. The In common with many others, I hare = Book remarks: i endeavored to “raise more stock,” and of dite, may be formed in a iprick or crea | have partly succeeded, (i €) Ihave raised 

Wood ; though the two former are preferable— | some good calves, but with the certainty of cine pa ee
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_ i toning the Lest of them'the next Spring with| Water,” says Dr. B. It may be, but a 
blackleg. ‘The winter of ’51 I had thirteen neighbor of mine who has the purest of 

calves, fed them good tame hay and two spring water for his stock, and accessible at | 

quarts of oats each, per day, stabled them| all times, lost nine calves out of twenty, | 

at night and kept salt constantly by them; by ——o ata year old, some four years 

before spring I was offered, and refused $8 | 80-_ 1m answer to this question, will not 

each for ane In April the fattest heifer | Dr- H., who has contributed to your pages, 

showed symptoms of blackleg, I bled and | give his opinion to the readers of the Far- | 

physicked her, but she died next day—| mer, as free from scientific technicalities as| 

gave the others sulphur mixed in equal | * aren can. | 

parts: with their salt; the latter end of uestion 2d. What can be done to pre-| 

May two more heifers died of blackleg, vent this disease? If bleeding, in winter} 

quite fat. I then bled seven of those liv-] °F early spring? If physic, what kind,} 
ing, one of which died in August. when to commence, how much for a dose, | 

Presuming from the foregoing experi- and how often to be repeated ? } 

ae wae ane Fee errau {If practical farmers will take this matter | 
| test,) that high feeding was a pr edispusing in hand, and. through your columns give | 

cause of blackleg, I determined to guard their experience to us who are aiming to 

against that evil this year. Commenced ‘raise more stock,’ they will, I belivve, con-| 

the last winter with thirteen calves, in very fer a benefit upon many, and upon none} 

good condition when I ‘took them from | ™ore than your ob’t servant. J. P.R. | 

grass,—stabled them by night as usual and For the Wiseansin & Jowa Farmer. 

kept them the first 7s on oat straw; Lake Mills; March, 1853. , } 

when perceiving them slightly to lose flesh, About Corn. | 

fed them clover hay once a day, and in aj Corn is a very important crop to Wis-| 

few weeks fed them wholly on clover hay | consin, and I think will soon take the Jead } 

and timothy, in good growing condition | of all grains in this State. Wisconsin is| 

| but no better than they ought to be, until| not a natural wheat State compared with | 

| the 9th of this month, (March) when I| some others. A Gentleman from Michi-) 

| was surprised to find a heifer (the most| gan informed me one year ago, that winter | 

| fleshy one in the lot) dead of the old dis-| killing of wheat in the region where te! 

ease. AsI have not before lost any.f0 lived (near Pontiac) was seldom if ever i 

| early as this, I had used no preventatives,| known. Now, Wisconsir. farmers know! 

| considering them safe in consequence of] that more money has been lost than made) 

moderate feed, until the spring opened, | in winter wheat raising (owing to its win| 

when I ipa! fo, el. = Sraee to] ter killing)'for eight years past. Now the) 

grass and mix sulphur with their salt—| question arises, what shall we do with our j 

| though I believe bleeding nor suiphur can | Jand.? it. is fenced and improved, taxes to) 

| be relied upon as a sure preventative—} be paid, we must get’a living. Now I say | 

| Now, Mr. Editor, allow me to ask you, anc | diversify your crops—raise some wheat, oats | 

| trough your valuable publication, your! barley, rye, wool, flax, hops, butter and! 

\ gees readers, what is the predispo-| cheese, beef and pork, and many oe 

sing cause of blackleg?, “High feeding,” | things that can be raised: to advantage in 

‘says-Mr, A., “I winter mine on marsh hay} this State. But above all” things raise 

and have no blackleg.” Well, mine were| some corn, yes, “some corn,” not those 

nearly Half wintered on oat straw. “Bad] little shrubs sticking ot of innumerable
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weeds with. scattering nubbins afinger in)feet. would do better on prairie) and 
length, but such corn-as Wisconsin is capa-| plant four kernels in a hill in “ ‘ fine moist { 

| ble of producing, from fifty to seventy-five |earth,” not under lumps and sods, In | 
bushels per acre, and that too with compar-|short, I give. my corn a chance to grow. | 
atively little labor, One great loss in corn|I have seen corn put in dry earth, two to i 

) raising, is poor seed, and I have not seen | four weeks in coming up, when corn put in 
| such negligence in any other branch of moist earth was large enough to hoe. We | 
} farming asin this. Now my advice is this, can’t depend upon rains to bring up corn. | 

to save your own seed corn, which should | every year, and farmers understand very 

be done in the month of September, by se- | well that weeds will grow whether corn does | 
lecting the fairest and best ears and trace it|or not. Next I hoe thoroughly, using the | 
up and hang ina dry place. But before| cultivator both ways and hill up a little— | 

| planting, try it and and seo if it will SOW /not more than two inches. The shovel 
| by putting a handful, from a dozen differ- plough can be used to advantage if made 

ent ears, in warm moistearth. There isan] right, but I never use a common plough to 
| immense sum lost yearly by planting bad plow down. deep between the rows. I 
| seed, 2nd this difficifty could usually be|think that the nearer level the ground is 
obviated by following the directions above. kept, the better. SB. 

| Many farmers depend upon buying oe 
j their seed, and seldom think anything] ) 1. Hace eka ——, 
about it until about planting time, and per- Emigration—Our Duty. 

i haps take it from some crib unprotected i 
! from the weather; and when they should The whole unquiet world seems on the 
| be hoeing they are racing up and down the |™ove—the old towards the new, the new 
country after seed. It is surprising to me neo . WA banat and eat se 
that so many farmers are contented with er AUus' ee remains ee 01 

| thirty or forty bushels per acre, when with | Whose hidden mines and mysteries tempt a 
| & trifle more caré and labor, they might get | SPeedy; thorough, exploration. Every a" 
i fifty or sixty, and this increase would be| tive means seems in ree ata premium— 
| nearly all profit. Now brother farmers, I and thus what.a mingling of modes and 

| will give you-my modus operandi of rais-| ideas, religions and races; effected unques- 

| ing corn: tionably by the Anglo Saxon race, under 
! I save the best seed that I haye, or can|the inspiration and guidance of Liberty ! 

| get in thé neighborhood in Sept. or Octo-| Such another impulse, such another tribute 
| ber, and put up carefully ina dry place. to liberty, such another hope and opportu, 
! plough my land as deep as I can with one | nity and struggle for liberty, the world nev- 
team, say from eight to ten inches, (the | er knew. True, tke world has known (and 

| deeper the better,) this smothers innumera-| suffered) many liberties, but yet not the 
seeds and weeds and gives thé ground life| true kind of liberty—which is not. the lib- 

I and depth for the corn roots and keeps the/erty to get drunk, or waste our sane - 
corn in good growing condition in dry |injure our fellows—in short,it is not the li - 
weather. I haye dene ected my corn ae erty to do wrong in any shape, but simply ; 
fected by drouth since I have ploughed |/0 do right, which of course requires oppo- 
deep, while on land ploughed three or four|sition'to wrong every where. Truth and 

inches'deep the corn suffered severely. | right are our only true friends, error and 

drag the'ground fine and mark both ways | wrong our only true enemies. Would that 
four fect apart, (perhaps four and a half|all men® realized it—would that our own 
$a SSS ere 

¢
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people and the foreigners among us real- Management of Sandy Soils. 

ized it! Shall we enlighten them or they} me Tiuispal gaue rly seal soils ae | 

endarken us—the great subject of my in-| not 50 fertile as loamy soils, that is, sols | 

quiry. Having thus by our precept or ex-}which have a fair proportion of clay in| 
ample, stimulated them—having, humanly = a an :—They - - porous, j 

| spesking, sent forth this glorious, mighty [7 "Cais matter enough "Of coum| 
| current of hope and change, shall we now |the remedies must be twofold, viz:—add | 

suffer it to be poisoned at the fountain head |something that will bind them together,| 
—or shall we not rather prove equal to the |something of an adhesive nature that will| 
task of leading them on through all the make the particles stick to each other—2d, | 

“upward, toilsome road?” If we would, — 1s done, add the common organic | 

there is much to be done. We may not,| 4 neighbor of ours once planted aca 

because of “good times,” idly fold ourjcorn on a dry gravelly knoll. After he 
hands, striving to eat or drink, or even |had pened — by plowing and fur. 
hoard up the i rather mul. {ToWing, he sent his team two miles, and) 
sake genoa = Sean : Sévlad lags ease: halek gual, eeilk which 

tiply the sinews of everlasting war soa he manured his comm in the hill. The com) 
our own adyersaries—Ignorance and Prej- | thus manured produced double the amount | 
udice, Intemperance and Oppression. The |that the parts on the same land, not ma- 

| majesty of the law must be arrayed against nured, did. Ashes make an excellent 

| them—and hence honest, capable men, age for sandy lands They act not 
i ly as an adhesive — rendering | 

chosen to make and administer the laws— | it yetentive, but they supply seine | 

The hands of all our friends must be | matter useful to crops, such as phosphate | 
strengthened — every good man, every |of lime, and potash. Some may think 

good cause sustained. Then let us “stand |that = is not =. ~ eae 
a : so cheap as it is in this 0 go 

byiieeee ene Peper ee mauch expense to fertilize sandy soil—better 
of that which is good—let us deny our-|jet them go and move on to better. All| 
selves to help on the great work of Im-/men, however, do not possess this moveable 

provement and Reform. So shall not only ecru aw! ae on up bes 
eis es as easily ror 

thisnation but the whole world be renovated. can; sali teed danut they Gudiepots 

F. K. Paanrx. ready fertilized for their use, and so it i. 

T ome apne eres comes them to put their powers, both 0 
Waukesh ae eee & Towa Farmer. !hody and mind, to the work of improving 
See a eae is bartered Whine Gey say lappa 

Mr. Eprror:—Thinking perhaps that|+, be located. 

our wool growing friends would like to} ‘Phis has often been done—it can be 
know the faet, that there is some fine Bucks |done again. The editor of the Country 
growing for them in our State which will | Gentleman,writing upon this subjeet, quotes 
be already acclimated, I wish you to say to from an essay of W. C. Watson, of Port 

that I hat . Kent, N. Y., and condenses his remarks 3 

i| them ay, ve some very nice Ones.— | follows :—First, burn over the fallow, so 
The particular object of this note is to say | to destroy weeds—this, if there should be 

: to you that one of my yearling ewes, one- | any considerable growth upon the ground, 
, quarter French and three-quarters Spanish would leave a deposit of ashes; next 

Merino, has two Buck lambs, which at eee eet with clrer, which wll fi 

thirty-six hours old weighed sixteen ibs. | ger the rank growth of natural herbage 
{ and two ounces. Who can beat that? that will in a year or two overtop the clo- 

The lambs were sired by an imported | ver—assisting this enriching process of 
French Buck. G.C. Puarr. | turning under the green crops, by harrow- 

4
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ing in a seeding of buckwheat after each} Carrors.—Two bushels of oats and one i 
plowing, and aon this under in its turn, | of carrots is better food for a horse than 
when in blossom; the application of gyp.| three bushels of oats; and when used for | 
sum, when this vegetable matter becomes | light work, the quantity of carrots may be | 
well incorporated with the soil, but not be-j increased. | 
fore; the application of ashes, lime and} By examining the dung of a horse fed 
salt, and dressings of well fermented stable} in part on carrots, it will be found to con- 
manure, avoiding the use of strawy or un-]} tain no undigested hay or oats, and there- | 
fermented products of the yard; the use| fore less quantities ef those materials are | 
of muck or peat is highly recommended | necessary than when half the ameuntswal- | 
for such soils; and Fost advantages have | lowed is parted with in an undigested tate. | 
been derived from the application of clay,| For fattening animals the carrot is equally | 
pulverized by exposure to the weather.{ valuable, and for imilch cows they surpass | 
‘The experiment is an interesting one:— | any other food. The milk of a cow at, 

“A few years since | broke up and plant-| mid-winter fed on carrots, is equal in fla- | 
| ed to corn aclover lay upon sandy soil,'| vor to that supplied from clover in summer, | 
embracing an area of about ten aeres of| while the butter made from the milk is | 
land. Upon an aere of this ground, more finely colored and highly flavored. : 
than twenty years before, thirty loads of| In soils containing proper proportions of 
clay had been deposited, and had been} bone-dust, sulphuric acid, potash, and com- | 
thoroughly incorporated with the sand.—| mon salt, 800 bushels of long orange, or ) 
The ground in every other ree pos-} 1100 hundred bushels of white Belgian 
sessed the same character and qualities. It} carrots, may be easily raised per acre, | 
was plowed at the same time and subjected | while the same land will not produce .one- | 
to the same tillage in every detail. Im- tenth the quantity of oats. q 
mediately on the appearance of the young [Working Farmer. |; 
sprouts, the crop growing upon the mixture Bo eee, i of sand and clay, exhibited a more vigorous Pouurry axp Pourray Suows.—The | 
growth, with a deeper and healthier color.| London correspondent of the National In- | 
As the crop advanced, the difference in-| telligencer, noticing the late great poultry | 
creased, and the boundary of the area be-| €xhibition in that city, says : 
came as distinctly marked ‘by the appear- “Soberly speaking, the late poultry show 
ance of the crop asif it had been separated has given ideas respecting the capabilities 
by a hedge from the residue of the lot.| of turkeys, geese, ducks and fowls, and al- 
This appearance was so remarkable as to | 8° Pigeons, that were not previously enter- 
attract the eonstant observation of strang-|t@imed. There were three geese, which 
ers as to the cause of the marked and pe- weighed together 48lbs. Gigantic pigeons culiar distinction. The part of the lot | from India, with magnificent plumes; beau- 
containing the clay was little injured by tiful Australian pigeons of most delicate 
the grub and worms, although the re- plumage; Turkeys of prodigious size; and 
mainder enffered severely from their rava-| four Cochin China fowls, for which £63 
ges. The crop of the entire field was ex-| Was required. There was a single hen for | 
cellent, but that grown upon the acre of| Which thirty guineas was refused. At the 
clayey sand, yielded almost twice the” har-| Sle which took place at the close of the 
Yest, in both grain and stalks, of any other exhibition, 110 birds, of the Cochin China 

acre.” breed, the majority of them being you 
The Sheng tongs are particularly re- | nes of three or four months old, oot 

commended ;—~Rye and Deckwhlet, before | £260,The highest price paid for a single any plowing; peas immediately after the bird was £21. For the eggs 5s to 10s was 
first plowing; next corn, beansand potatoes, | eadily obtained. One pair Cochin China 
and after the soil has acquired vigor and | fowls fetched £49 7s, A number of agri- 
fruitfulness, wheat. A good and enrich- | Culturists attended the sale, who appeared 
ing system of rotation, will at all times be | © receive the impression that the breeding 
of great importance. [Maine Farmer. | f poultry was becoming more profitable 
Happindes is iccshid nit isthe learned, than the breeding of cattle. 

but to the good. Take good care of your corn,
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around! among:our friends,.and tRey have! | Man’s:Foop.—What do men-reaily live 
invariably been pronounced ezcelleni,.some | upon? The answers will be various 
preféring: them:to the: imported: article——| enough. The Guacho, who in the wild 

Mr. McKay informs us that they keep well, pampas of Buenos Ayr ‘es, Managing his and they certainly appear as though they half-wild Horse with incredible dexterity, would. Why may not this: become an im. | throwing the lasso, er lolas, to catch the 
portant: branch. of” fruit culture?” A very | osttith, the guanaco, or the wild bull, con- {f° large: amount. of money is- annually sent|sumes daily from ten to twelve pounds of 
abroad for raisins. The matter demands{| meat, and regards it as a high feast-day |}. attentiom when in any hacienda he gains a variety in [f 

Besides those: used By tlie family, fifty|the shape of a morsel of pumpkin. ‘The 
dollars have {been received by the owner| word bread does not exist in his vocabula- 
this year, from the surplus produce of this|ty. The Irishman, on the other hand, re- one grape vine, at $3 per bushel. gales himself in careless mirth on “ pota- 

eee toes and point,” after a day of painful la- 
Tricks or Anmmats.—A horse accus-|bor, he who cannot help making a joke - 

tomed to: starting and running away may|even of the name he gives to his scanty be effectually cured by putting him to the! mealr ~The hunter of thie- prairies. lays low top of his. speed on such occasions, and/| the buffalo with- sure bullet;. andfits juicy, running till pretty. thoroughly exhausted. | fat streaked Kump, roasted between two 
A horse that had a’trick: of pulling ‘his | ot stones, is to him the greatest of delica- 

bridle and breaking it, was at last reduced | cies. Meanwhile, the industrious Chinese to better habits by tying him to a post | carries to market his carefully fattened rats driven on the bank.of'a. deep stream, with delicately arranged upon white sticks, cer- his tail pointing: to the water. He com-|tain to find a good customer among the menced pulling’ at the: halter, which sud- epicures of Pekin; and his hot, smoky hut, denly parted ; over the bank he tumbled, | fast buried beneath the snow and ice, the 
and after a somerset or two, and flounder-| Greenlander consumes his fat, which he ing a while in the water, he was satisfied | has Just carved, rejoicing over the costly to remain at his post in: future, and break prize, from a stranded whale. Here the no more bridles. black Slave eats the sugar vane, and eats.|}; A ram has been cured of butting at ev-|his banana; there the African merchant. |} ery thing and every body, by placing an|fills his wallet with sweet dates;. his sole unresisting effigy in a similar position.—| subsistence in the ‘Jong desert journey ; and The sudden assault on a wintery day, then| there the Siamese crams himself with a resulted in tumbling his ramship into a quantity: ofriee- from which a uropean cold bath, which his improved manners] would- shrink appalled. And wheresoever took care to avoid in future. over the whole inhabited earth we approach A sheep-killing dog has beén. mada too| and’ démand’ hospitality, in almost every ||! mueh ashamed.ever to lok a shieep.in-the| little spot a different kind of food is set 

face, by tying his leg to a stout ram on.the| before us, and’ the “daily bread” offered brow of a hill, while the flock were quiet-| in another-form. . [Scientific American. 
ir eeding ee on Gabon A Lance Porxer.—Mr. Lewis Swettof ene |the firm of. Swett & Bayer, of this City, = Lo eee = he edly nie killed:a pig on the 10th of January which : tified to conto Hensel ta costa was. 20%, dayo.cld,. and whish weighed ton thereafter. when dressed: and dried 31.1 ibs. On the 
Man’s Tonagmyens iven lim to aontrol se nf Seiobe, oe aes _— She bonis of the fld and birds of the] moray ne aches inc te ee ee ey ottior, means than by force. If] therefore gtined. from the frst of October he will bring: thie into play, he- will’ have| to the-10th.of January, 102 days, 214 Ibs.! ee emngeoy of pres inseam iit mo cal (Cembrdgs Chron bad ‘habits in the damb things, by his su-|. Woon i» Sovrnern Evnorz.—We see that it < . y is stated that wood costs $65 a cord in Rome, Perior cunning. [Ex.! nd $85 in Naples.
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COATES’ IMPROVED CULTIVATOR. | 

Above we give a representation of Coates’ | water in the yr is alike saturated with the i 

Improved Cultivator. This is an improve- same amount of potash, silica, and other | 

ment upon the one Mr. Coates brought out ooabie amg a ad sae i 

four years ago, and which was published in supply of different kinds of organic food ar| 

the-first volume of the Farmer. Ik is for |of the same kinds, in different proportions | 

cultivating among corn and all other crops Asan illustration of this; inone thousand | 

grown in rows. It may be gauged so as to pounds of dry bean straw, there are about | 

work between rows of different distances 24 ib. silica, or sand. In the same amount) 
‘ of red clover, there are a little over 44 bb.;} 

apart. The first Premium on Cultivators | while in an equal weight of white clover, | 

was awarded to this implement at the last | there is found in the ash14} Ibs. of silica. | 

State Fair. The bean, the red and white clover plant 

. Stephen Coates of Lafayette, Wal- | ¥°& know, will all, grow on the same soil—/ 

- Orua ache aiid Différent ‘kinds. of plants require in ther) 
ca Og bee bec tate alae aie: an | composition, very unequal amounts of the 

swer any inquiries that may be made in re-| other necessary inorganic basis, besides si 

gard to it. liea. - This is qaiinsh ths fact, that some 

eae scientific writers on agriculture, have clas- 
From the Journal of Agriculture. : f 7 2 

2 5 8 ss ed some species as lime-plunts, others as s+ 

Plants electing tasic Foot Rotation of lica, or soda, or potash-plants —this clas- 

»ps sification being founded upon the greater 

* BY LEVI BARTLETT, WARNER, 8. H. preponderance of one or,another of the 

— mineral substances found in the-ash of the 

Mr. Eprror:—The roots of plants ab- | different kinds of plants.. 

sorb the rain water, which falls’ upon the| From the almost uniform relative pro 

surface of the soil. ‘The water entering | portions of the inorganic constituents of the 

the roots carries: with it a variety of sub-|ash of the same variety of natural plants 

stances in solution, which the plant seems|when reared upon’a soil an to their 

to use-or not, as it may require; and thus growth,—and such plants will only flour 

appears to exercise a. choice; apparently re-|ish na/urally on congenial soilg,—we must 

jecting in: the tissues, such’as may not be | come to ‘the conclusion’ ‘that the differest 

| ‘useful, and’retaining such as.are.necessary | species of plants are guided in’ their selee 

for building up the perfect structure. ‘The | tion of just the*necessary kinds, and rel,
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that when lime is applied in small quanti-| to you, that I wish you would keep your 
ties, as a manure, it is necessary to repeat | agricultural paper to yourself, and away 
the application frequently; it is probable} from our house. Since the old man has 

that the soil loses its absorbent property, | been. taking it there is no “ rest for, the 
communicated by the lime; for experience wicked,” certain. He keeps us hauling 
proves, that if lime be frequently used, it | muck, (as he calls it,)’ manure—old aslies, 
must be applied as a manure, and ‘not sim- | and even makes us clean out the: pig: pen 

ly as a stimulant; and to this end, it must | and put the filth on the fields: Formerly 
B compounded with earth, clay, and otlier | there was some mercy shown the horses, 
matter, to which it communicates its stimu-| for we plowed only three or four inches 
lating qualities, whilst its fertilizing effects | deep, but now, nothing less than ten in- 
are thereby augmented:. In this state, it | ches will do, and the corn ground is to be 
will act’ powerfully as a manure, and be a. plewed. below that, with.a. new plow he 
valuable-auxiliary in the hands-of: the- fax- | has just bought. 
mer: The next thing, I presume, will be to 

| Most varieties of subsoil’ strata make} take the bottom out of the well! We 
good compounds with lime. Sand and| used to take the Palladium, and he would 
lime, with peat or turf, if it can be obtain-| suck down the politics contained in it as 
ed, should be mixed for a.clay soil; and | gospel truths, and had plenty of time to 
subsoil clay and  lime,. for sands, gravels, | spend a half day any time to talk about who 
loams, and peaty lands. No farmer need ecu be- elected,. and who sheuld not. 
complain.of want of materials to make fer-| But he. don’t.read that pre now, and he 
tilizing-compounds,, since every sort.of. soil | is as anxious to get the Farmer, as he was 
may be used for this purpose; and-not on- | formerly to-haye election day come round. 
ly isimmediate fertility produced thereby, | He is ail the time talking about new “fer- 
but there are few districts in the country, | tilizers,” new varieties of seeds, who will 
however barren, that may not be improved | get premiums, dc. He don’t only talk 
or brought into afertile state, by dressing | either, but he makes us boys:hoe to it from 
with a well proportioned mixture of earth, | morning till night. We have had to tear 
clay, sand, and lime. Care should be ta-| down all the fences, and reset:them, and he 
ken, however, to proportion the quantity of | has got the old lady in the-notion of: white- 
lime according as the land is light or heavy, washing the garden fenee:. What feolish- 
cold or warm. Light soils have been hurt | ness! and: the-plague of it.is, we beys:will 
by too abundant applications of lime;- aad | have it to.do—just wasting the time we 
while one part of lime to form 6 to 10 might spend’ in. fishing. So keep. your |}- 
parts of earth may do for light soils, one paper to yourselves,.and"we will have some 
part of lime to 2, 3, or murgete of earth, | rest. again, Bos. 
will be required for heavy soi. Smee 

The application of lime,. alone; to:land} Rye flour when made into good. light 
long under tillage, is often:found not to be | bread and allowed a day or: two to-ripeny.is 
beneficial; but if the eame quantity of| Very: nutritious and wholesome.. Rye flour }} lime had been applied:in:a compound state, | More nearly resembles-wheaten flour in its ||: 
with sand,. turf;-earth, olay, or vegetable|°omposition than any: other;. it. has howe- 

mould, good effects would have resulted. | ever,more of certain gummy and sugary 
On deep loams;. lime- may be applied‘in a| Substanees which makes it-tenacious and 
caustic state, more frequently than to most | also imparts-a sweetish taste. “All grain and 
other soils; but the testimony of experi. | Toots which-have much.starch in them un- ence is in favor of its being used in acom-|dergo a. great. change.in their chemical ||: 
pound state.* composition. by baking—flour becomes , 

ig ts more nutritiousand more easily dene: | 
Bob's Nation of Book Farming.. beeause: more soluble. This is - the |}: 

aa case: with- the flour, that is, the starch, ||: 
| Bob, the farmer’s-son,,thus-expresses his gluten and » of potatoes,.when baked, |}! 
notion of an Soproned ayntem of; farming, | or what is still better, when,roasted in the |] in the Indiana: Farmer:. hot embers of an old. fashioned farm-house |) 

| - Evrrors Fanwer:—I have only to say | fire. [American Agriculturist, I; caine eer ee
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t AY Ihave seen in the island of Jersey, the ) HORTICULTURE, _ appt iom a tne wapmuied by tux 
| The Core-Worm.. ple precaution mentioned, hiterally alive 

— with worms, while those of al! the other 
Among ‘other pests of the orchard may |trees in the same orchard were entirely free 

be enumerated the core-worm—an insect | from the plague. j i 

or worm which confines ia operaons |, Tare ed the experiment in Sou oe . 5 et 
prineipally to tle core of the Apple. ave success; ae I believe the North ee 
have never heard but little said about this |ican worm is identical with the apple-worm 
worm, and!we believe not much has teen | of other countries, I would advise that far. 
known of its origin and habits in this coun- | mers generally try the experiment. It does 
fry. It does not injure the tree at all, nor not cost much, and if Successful, 18 just as 

does it destroy but a small portion of the [2007 #4 more expensive remedy.” 
2 y e saat Geo. S. Laymonp. 

. the fruit—hence it has not attracted much Hallowell, Me, Feb, 1853. 

attention as yet. A writer in the N. E. ————— | 

Farmer, gives the result of some years of -Peach Tree Borers, | 

observation both in this and other coun-| Some recommend careful examination 
| tries, on the habits of this worm, and which fabout the roots, and clearing away all gum, | 

we subjoin. If it can be avoided by the — ae i. a. sharp init 
-~ ... loutting along the track till the enem 

| simple remedy proposed by tho writer it is liscovered, others advise thrustinga vin 
not a.very formidable enemy to control or} yong his track; then wash with soap and 
much to be feared.. soot, and return the earth in a little hillock 

- “So faras-I have investigated the matter, | about the tree. THe Massachusetts Plow- 
||‘ the:core-worms of the apples in this coun | man advises prevention, as follows: 

try are in no particular different from the [Western Hor. Review. 
piratical apple depredators of France, En-| «We object to using a sharp knife about 
gland, Portugal. and.South America, and }the roots of the peach tree. Knives do 

| are-the offspring:of'a:brown: miller, some-|more hurt than good. Place something | 
, What larger than the mother of our com-|around the tree to exclude the borer and j 

|| mon moths, which deposits her eggs at] you save it, but cutting and hacking the 
| night in the dried blow of the apple, when | bark of the tree to find the borer is worse 
about half grown. than scratching after a flea bite. 

In the island of Jersey, a place famous| Peach trees will not bear wounds on the 
lt for-its.fruit, the depredations of the “pip-|limbs, Small twigs may be cut, such as | 
 pin-worm”—as they are there called—is | will heal in.one’summer, but larger wounds | 

| entirely avoided by the farmers placing | should never be made. 
} among the branches of their apple trees,|_ Wood ashes placed around the trunk in 
|: sometime in. April, tufts of pea straw, or | May, annually, will keep the borers away. | 
what is better still; bean stalks, which have | It is said that herbs of various kinds offen- 
been “e through the winter for that pur-|sive to the fly that deposits the borer, will 

4 pose. In the cavities of these, the miller |answer the same purpose. Tansy is said | 
- deposits her eggs, which in due time be-|to be effectual when placed about the| 
comes a-grub; of an altogether different | trunks. i 

h character sbperentiy, from the apple-bred |. We recommend’preventives ‘in prefer | 
offspring of the same miller. ence to cures. { 

These grubs never enter an apple, and Sills Sea 
| what few of them escapo the keen obser-| Tur Borer—A newspaper or wrap- | 

}} vation of. the black hornet‘and the speck-|ping paper wound around the tree and | 
fled girdler, find their way to the ground, |fastened there, is-a perfect’ security. 1 
fin. which they burrow, lying-dormant for | have tried it for twelve years and never | 

| f about ten months, when they become | have had a-tree infested that was thus s | 
| changed to. millers in time for the next |cured—and it is only through my neglect, | 
! grop of apples. ~: |sinee 7 have -fitst:ttied it, that‘I have been | 
la i eg ee
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troubled. When they are-in or under the | tive grape, and one of the most difficult to 
bark, a shepigpelated dae is:the only sure | 8tr:ke from cuttings. All the native grapes 
instrument—remove them the first autumn | are more difficult to strike than foreign va- 

or next early spring, if possible. ‘This can| rieties, which root readily, we are of the 
Be done by close observation. After they | opinion this plan would prove most success- 

have stritck into the wood and are working | ful. with, them, and intend to Prenecule 
upward, I destroy them by introducing a| our experiments still farther. e may 

shiv wire, or a very small sponge fastened add interest by saying that we struc 

to the end of a small wire dipped in spirits | cuttings. by the same plan, from the Reine 
of turpentine, which, if it touches them, is} Claude de Bavay and General Hand 

certain death, and I beleve it is if the hole} Plums. Upon examination they were 
is wet with it. In looking for borers in the | abundantly rooted, and made a growth of 
month of October, which’ is perhaps the | from fifteen to twenty inches. Might not 
best month, I advise, that when one is| many of our fruits be propagated in the 
found, be careful to look for m@re in the| same way ? [Southern Agriculturist. 
same tree. I have usually, when I neglec- iihious he Wediech, Wostiwalcartae 
ted to paper my young trees, found borers Maclura Hedge. 
in perhaps one in six, and from those taken — - 
out, from four to twelve, showing thata| My object in this article is to meet some 
quantity of eggs is usually deposited on| objections to the Osage Orange Plant itself |} 

one tree. [Cor. N. E. Farmer. | inasmuch as my experience tells me that 
ST et ata there is no known plant so peculiarly 

Frexcn Move or Pianruse Curtines adapted to the purpose, and so valuable to 
Tzstep.—Last winter we read an account| our Agtieultural interests. Its surprising 
of the new French plan of putting out! properties are no longer a problem. Some 
Grape cuttings by bending them into.an| writers are disposed to class it among the |} 
arch and inserting both ends into the earth.| «humbugs,”. and many doubt its utility, 
We immediately rode to a friend’s house} but amongst them all you will not proba- 

and procured ten cuttings from a Lenoir] bly find much, if any experience. If right- 
gine,each of which was two feet long. Five} ly managed it makes the best and cheapest 
of these ten we planted in a properly pre-| fence in the world. without. any objection 
pared trench by the ordinary method of cov- | whatever. 
ering all-but, the top bud,the remaining five} Believing then, as I do in the extraordi- 
we planted by the new method, side by| nary properties of the Osage Orange (Ma- 
side with the others.. To-day we examined clura) for making Live Fences, £ will state 
them, and-find only two of the five planted | what I believe the best mode of cultiva- 
on the old plan. alive, having matured] tion and management, in as few and_plain. 
wood about three inches in length. Their] words aspracticable, so.as.to be understood 
growth has been several inches more; but] by the inexperienced—with the hope that 
it has not ripened. All of these planted | ail interested- persons may practice, and en- 
on the French:plan have lived, and a re- joy its benefits. f 
markable difference is presented by their|” “In.order then to-make the seed vegetate 
appearance, having ripened fully two feet] surely and quickly, they require to be soak- 
of ee wood: --We find that the] ada long time in warm’ water—usually 
cuttings have only rooted- at the: butt end three, four or five days, but ‘always until 
and three»new shoots invariably spring they are-yery, much ‘swollen, and partially 
from the last. eye which is exposed—that | sprouted. » The water should. be kept warm 
Portion of the-vine above this has decayed, | all the time... , 
and in two. instances has entirely disap-| _ The nursery should be located with care. 
peared. The rationa/e of this plan is,} It’ should ‘be-a rich sandy loam. If you 
that it prevents evaporation through the | have none such—prepare the best spot you 
pores of the vine: cutting and thus secures| have,by deep and. thorough. cultivation, 
an abundance of nutrition to the young] mixed with well rotted manure, if not oth- ||" 
shoots, which, in our rience,.has been | erwise.rich:enough—make the drills, about 
abundantly evidenced by their superior | a. foot»apart and. Wefore dropping the ‘sed 
growths): Thé Lenoir is.a long jointed, na-{ send: to. the- woods: and’ gat; some of ithe
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richest und sandiest mould you can procure, | growing, the side branches become the 
—drop the seed, and cover with the woods seen they can afterwards be pruned 
mould an inch or an inch and a half deep. |and thickened, tillthey may be impenetra- 
If the seeds are well soaked—the ground |ble to a bird. The mulching may requir 
clear and strong, they will all make their |some renewing the second year, but after- 
appearance before the weeds and grass will | wards the shade of the Hedge will prevent | 
interfere with them. So soon as they are | the interferance of the grass and weeds. | 
well up, the greatest care will be necessary The plants should never be set further | 

to avoid the labor of hoeing and ——_ apart than I have recommended above— | 
which can only be done by mulching well | particularly in strong soil, as the farther | 
with leaves, cut straw, saw dust, or tan |apart they are set the stronger they will | 
bark, Iname the mulching material in | grow, and create so much more pruning af. | 
the rotation I think they auswer best— |ter the Hedge is grown, or otherwise be | | 
The whole nursery should be covered, ex- | objectionably high. Neither will the roots | 
cept only the plants; and put on thick | extend so’far when closely set. | 
enough to prevent the grass and weeds} The Hedge should be fully protected | | 
from appearing; by doing so all further |from stock for the two first years. Moles | | 
labor will be avoided. often burrow under the Hedge, destroy- | 

They are better not to be planted too|ing the roots—to remedy this, make | | 
early in the spring—the middle of May is |the ground “dishing” where the plants are | 
soon enough. set, two or three inches lower than the | 

The next spring they are ready for set-|sides, which is found effectual and the 
ting in the Hedge—the ground for which | plants flourish better. | 
should have been well prepared the previ | The pruning may be- made-a compara- 
ous fall, by subsoiling, and manuring if|tively small job; by using a strong: knife | 
necessary, and again in the very early |for the purpose-alout two feet long.. A 
spring plowed and harrowed and rolled re-]}eommon grass-hook answers pretty well; | 
peatedly till completely pulverized—then | and some fator may be avoided by pruning | 
drive the stakes—lay the line and spade | in the fall, before the wood becomes hard, | 
the trenches. More care is necessary in |in place of the spring: The-plant bears it | 
taking up the plants to insure their growth | so well, that there is no danger. | 
than is usually observed; and more with: The: “lashing,” “plaiting,” or “inter- | 
this, as it is desirable that every one should | lacing,” when rightly dene, may make a | 
grow. The tops may be cut off to six in- | perfeet fence, and quite ec, | 
ches and the roots = proportionally. | ticularly while young—but it is expensive; 
Set the plants in a double row, six inches|and for eemmon purposes; E would not j 

apart, Ni penaliy dons *,*,*,*—1 foot |recommend it further thar-to step a-gap. | 
apart in each row making them equal te| am persuaded that the plant: may be 
six inches in a row. As soop as: planted | used farther nerth than-has been admitted. 
mulch deeply with leaves, straw, saw dust, | For the first two or three years the limbs 
or tan bark, and they will want no further | will-be severely nipped:by the frost, but not | 
attention till the next spring, at which time | to the injury of the fence. Respectfully, | 
the pruning commences,.and you begin by Wiriram Nuzrr. | 
cutting all off withiir an ‘inch of the ground area ERD Be 
—in the middle of June: cut all the tops mncne ee isfond of raising 
again to within four inches of the: former | especially if they are oft the finest quality, 

cutting—the next spring cut to within five | but everybedy we = does not know 
inches of the preceding; and again the mid- | that they are-suecessfully prepared in this 
dle of June to. within six inches, andi so | State, and we-believe-also m other parts of 

continue -cutting-each spring and June,: in-| this country. The Horticulturist says: 

creasing the-distance an zack each time, till | “Domestic Rarsmrs— We have just re- 

the ee Rahs et By this means | ceived‘ a-box of nies raisins prepared from | 

you thicken: the: Hedge perfectly all the |the Jsabella: grape, by Mr..E..A. McKay, | 
\ way up, and when. grown it will require |of Naples, Ontario Coa who.hasone of the 

the less pruning ee ny most complete little: vineyards in Western 

stalks. By pruning the tops only w: New York. We have passed these raisins
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The engravings on the precedin: shutes, and has the e of the slots bevel- 
are views of an Tigiitetnent in the frock edso as to deliver yet with as little in- 
turbine water wheel, invented by Ira Jag- | terruption as possible, in whatever situation 

ger, of the city of Albany, N. Y., and for | they may be in reference to the openings in 
which a patent was granted on the 19th of | the shutes. The ring is moved or shifted 
last October (1852.) Figure 1 is an en-|round horizontally, so as to close to a great- 
ied view of the perphiry of the wheel | eror less degree the opening of the sien 
with some buckets; fig. 2 is a profile sec- | by any mechanical device. 

| tion through the centre; fig. 3 isa prospec-| | A very important object is claimed and 
tive view of the wheel as set in its proper | obtained in this patent, viz: the adjustable 

| position, and fig. 4 is a plan or horizontal | |ip sliding on the inner face of the buckets 
| section taken through zz.—A, being the | to regulate the openings between the outer 
fixed part or shute chamber, with the shutes edges of the buckets, and thereby the flow 
BB, and C the wheel with its adjustable | of water from the wheel, thus adapting the 
buckets, the same letters refer to like parts. | lines of this turbine to the head of water 
The improvement consists in a sliding |and amount of werk to be done, however 
guage or lip secured to the extremity of |yaryingthese may be: The water is taken 
each bucket, as shown at @& ¢, in the fig-|in at the bottom of the wheel. and every 
ures, for the extension of the bucket, and |inch of head is made available. In some 
fitted to the concave surface of it, by means | Situations at different times of the year, the 
of which the orifice of discharge, and its | head and quantity of water vary greatly ; this 
direction is regulated according to the head, | wheel is specially adapted for such places. 
under which the wheel works, and the |The wheel is simple, strong and durable, 
amount of work to be done, and thus ob- | and not liable to be obstructed by ice. The 

tain the maximum effect with every varying |inventor is a practical mill-wright whose 
head of water, also adapting the wheel to skill and expenience have enabled him to 
the work to be done, which in many cases | devise and construct a wheel which has re- 
varies a great deal. The lip is arectangu-|ceived the highest commendations from 
lar plate of iron reaching Ge the top to|those who are using them in the different 
the bottom of the bucket; its back surface | States where they have been introduced, 
next the bucket is curved so as to.fit the | and one whose superior advantages wiil no 
curved surface of the bucket, its front sur- | doubt cause it to be extensively used. Fur- 
face being flat, and a chord to the curve of | ther information may be obtained by calling 
the back surface. This. lip is secured in its | at the office of S. S. Barry and Co., Cleve- 
place by a screw bolt, a, sliding through a | land, Ohio, or by letter addressed to the 
slotin the bucket, and tapped into a lip and | patentee. 

+s regulated by sliding thesail lip to orfrom] Maxacemesr or Povitay.—See that 
| the bucket directly in rant of 80 as t0| their houses are kept clean; sprinkle plaster 
diminish or increase: the space between it | oyer the floor of their houses; scrape the 
and that bucket as shown. in figures 1 and | floors once a week, and put the manure 

| 8, where the lip, 4 is shown as nearly clo- away in adry place, covering each layer so 
sing the exit passage, and the lip, ¢, as leay- put away with a few inches of mould of 
ing the space between the buckets entirely | some kind. If you manage thus you will 
open. A gate is placed. between the shute |}, surprised in the Spring at the pt 

| chamber and the wheel, by which to regu- | of manure you have thus made, and asit is 
late the supply of water to the wheel, so among the most fertilizing kinds. suscepti- 
that there may be a due proportion between | ble of being made on the farm, you should 

| the J entt of water pressing into the | make ita part ef your system to sare it all. wheel and that flowing out. There is also] . - [American Farmer, : 
a movable cylindrical metal Ting fitting ac- pad ET ii gg itor e 
curately and occupying the centre space} “A Prorrrasre Vixe.—There is in the 

between the outside of the shute chamber | City ofDaytoma grape vine, which is stand- |). 
and the inner perphiry of the wheel ‘as | ing beside a wall, over which it is trained [f 
shown in figures 2 and 4; at y. It is pier-]on an arbor; well trained, no. doubt, well |p 
ced with slots equal in size and c6rrespond- | trimmed too, and in every “way well ‘cared F 
ing in form ‘to the external openings of the | for, by its, excellent owner, Mr. A. M. Clark i
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Large: Fowls. city, we i size 7 considered large 

Last spring E procured from Dr. Free-| 2™0ng-the largeste These were obtained 

| man, of Bebwolemtt, Mich, several fowls of| 88 cost of $18. Last October I procured 
| mixed:breeds. ‘The cock sent with this lot, | pee of chicks bred from the above pair, 
| was Cochin and Chittagong (Malay,) half-| ¥ ich are now six and ahalf months old, 

| and-half, He is now 18 months old,-and I the cock chick weighs four and a half !bs. 

am told by the gentleman who: now las and the pullet four and a half Ibs. They 
him, that he weighs about 12 Ibs. Owing have run with and had the same feed of 

to his rapid growth; and: extreme clum- the Shanghaes first named. 
siness, only about one-third of the eggs set| We state these facts for the benefit of 
for hatching brought forth chicks, A our friends of the “Ohio Farmer,” to ml 

cock chick six months old, from this cock| them on their guard. We advise them to 

and a Shanghae pullet, were weighed a| be cautious in sending off for. chicks or 

few days since, and drew 8 Ibs. strong.—| eggs, and be sure that they. get froma 
He had lived by his own industry through | stock that has been well kept up by cros- 

| the winter, with sometimes the help of one| sing. A stock that breeds “in. a line,” || | 

| feed a day. Some half bloods from large} producing uniformity in sizoy color; &c. | 

| common hens, weighed from four to five [Ohio Farmer. 

| on aromas vai Gleanings rom te American Meck Bok. | 
cooked and served up at five months old, Sram oc inser Time. 

| yielding the best chicken flesh that we ever| /* Tie soils upon which gypsum operates 

| had the pleasure of, eating, and in quantity| most bemeficially are those that. are light, 
| of meat exceedéd the common largest hen| dry, and sandy, or open, as they soonest ad- 

at two_years old. 2 mit the rain water wHich Bicgdlecs and con- 

Bast fall, having a friend ill, who was in| yeys it co the roots of the.pjants;-whereas, 

the habit of eating.an eB in the morning, | clayey soils, which are stiff and*impervious 

| we sent: him three or four eggs from a to the rains, retain the plaster for a greater 

Shanghae pullet. He declared that there|length of time. In some cases, gypsum 

was as much difference between tlie flavor| will not produce any effect, on account of 

of these, andthe common eggs, as between | the soil already containing sufficient sul- 

the choicest and*rankest varieties of fish—] phate of lime, or being deficient in one or 

We afterwards indulged in a soft boiled| more substances required for the growth of 

Shanghae egg, and we did not draw upon plants; for, in order that such a simple sub- 

our imagination in coming to the same.con-| stance as gypsum may act beneficially, the 

clusion. soil must possess all the other substances 

Last* spring,: we- obtained’ of Dr. Free- requisite- for the crop. Thus, in a plant 

man, one dozen Shanghae eggs, from lie red*clover,, which’ requires fourteen or 

which: four chicks were obtained. The| fifteen substances to perfect iis growth, if 
having travelléd 250°miles; left but 7| only one-of these simple subistanees is defi 

wake ones, owing to the scarcity of bran, | cient, potash for instance, it is clear that the 
in which they were packed. ‘These four|Temaining thirteen or fourteen would be of 

chicks (two of each sex) were far more little or no avail, however abundant any of 

hardy than any common or half bloods in the others may be; for plants require only 

the same yard. The-cock’s-F*parted’ with, | # determinate quantity of food, and an 
exchangifig one for cock of diférent im-| cess may be détrimental and do no good: 
portation, to Breed’to these, and otlier pul* Luz—How To vse; it. 
lets: Phe pullets: at nine months old;| “Some persons think, from witnessing its 

| | weigh,.one seven.and three-quarters, and | first effects, that they can always have re- 
the.other eight. peunds. course to lime with the same -success; but 

| _ Last: ering a friend oft mine in am ad-| in this, they will assuredly be disappointed; 
i | joining County,. procured a very fine pair| once.in five, six, or seven years, according 

i | of Royal Coclins from-tlie principal breed!) to the nature of:the land, is. as often # 
H er near Cincinnati. These were. chicks at| lime can be applied with.ad : 

the time of the April chicken show inthat| Jt may be proper. to observe, _ likewise, 

ee ee SS eee
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H| tive proportions of the several inorganic their reach, an abundant supply of all the } 

| bases, required for their full development, | necessary raw material; as it were, in obe- 
i by what we metaphorically term, the dience to the laws of vegetable physiology, 

Laws of Nature:—these laws, emanating | select from the soil euch kinds and quanti- 
directly from Him who said, “let the earth | ties, as are requisite for the building up of 
bring forth grass, the herb seed, and the|each and every part of the perfect plant, 
fruit tree, yielding fruit after his kind.” root, stalk, leaf, tassel, silk, cob and kernel; 

From the unequal amount of inorganic | With its due proportions of starch, gluten, 
matter required by the different species of | oil, phosphates, &c., &c. 
plants, is founded the necessity and econo- We may for ever remain ignorant of 

Si! my, on most soils, of growing a rotation of| many of the precise chemical changes that 
crops. AS already. stated, the bean plant | are continually going on in the interior of 

requires but a small amount of silica in its living plants; as well also, of many others 
composition, while the straw of wheat and| of the phenomena that takes place in or- 

some of the grasses reguire a large per| ganized bodies. But some progress has 
centage of silica. So in regard to the mie been made in revealing to us a portion of 
mineral constituents of plants. For these the once hidden mysteries of vegetable and 
veasons it has been found more profitable, | animal physiology. Enough is now known 

generally, to grow arotation of crops, re-|to prove clearly ; that if asoil is entirely 
quiring in their composition different a-| destitute of some two or three of the im- 
mounts of organic matters, than to grow| portant bases required by the plant; on 
the same kind or species of plants year af- | such a soil the plant may obtain a tolerable 
ter year on the same land. If a growth! growth, but it cannot yield seed capable of 
of field beans precede the wheat crop, the | reproducing its kind. While, on the other 

| bean takes from the soil but a trifling | hand, it is equally true, that a soil contain- 
amount of soluble silica, a substance so | ing all the necessary requisites, may within 
necessary in the soil to give stiffness to the| its reach, have all the ingredients (in a suffi- 

i straw of wheat and other cereals; and thus | cientsoluble form) required by the particular 
far, the bean but slightly injures the land | plant, with the right physical conditions of 

i for the grain crop. The same principle) the soil, &c, and the roots and leaves of | 
applies to nearly all our cultivated soils and | the plant will discharge their appropriate 

j| crops. But before our farmers, generally, | functions. 
j| can act understandingly in these matters,| _ This is a fixed “law of nature,” in proof 
| they must he aided by some analysis of | of which we have facts piled upon facts, to 

| their soils, crops, manures, ce. | afew of which I will allude. The white 
| ‘The cereal fancin or the barrenness of | pine will grow well on a soil composed of 
| Soil, greatly modifies the necessity of a ro-| ninety or more per cent. of silica (quartz, 
y) tation of crops. Thus, the rich bottom eand,) for the reason that it requires but 
j| lands of the Sciota and Miami valleys of | very little inorganic matter in its composi- 
| Ohio, “have been cultivated forty-five| tion. One hundred pounds of pine wood, 

i] Years, or more, in corn, without rotation or} when burned, leaves less than half a pound 
i) rest,” with scarcely any diminution of the| of ashes. The hop plant, to succeed well, 
H| crop from first to last; the yield being from | requires a good soil and cultivation; as it 

fifty to seventy-five bushels per acre. So| takes. from the soil about ten per cent. of 
| in middle Hlinois, from the natural fertility | inorganic matter, potash, lime, &e. The 
H| of the soil, and the ease with which it can | mares-tad (requisetum) will only flourish, 

be worked, the actual cost of raising corn, | when the soil contains a large per centage 
B| from the time of starting the plow till the; of soluble silica; one hundred pounds of 
crop is cribbed, is estimated by the farmers | the dried plant leaves when burned, eight- 

i there, at only from four to six cents per bu.| een or twenty pounds of ashes, mostly si- 
|| - ‘These soils contain, and in the right pro-| lex. The white clover plant will also spring 
| Portions, all those substances, (with what| up on such soil. By ten years’ cultivation, 
i pyrene from the atmosphere and wa- hoe been sable inenndieate the a 

are necessary for the production| tail from a patch of deep loamy soil, lying 
of heavy crops of Indian corn, — a long | at the base of a hill: plowing and hosing : 
“ries of years; and the plants have within, only seem to increase its growth. The | 
————
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trailing black-berry delights in a ferrugin- | the sweet corn are large and require much 
‘Hapa soil. Iwas unable to eradicate this|care in curing to prevent mould. They 
| ee from an irony soil, with a hard iron-} should stand erect in the barn, or wher- 

| bound subsoil, by six season’s plowing, ma- | ever sheltered, and enjoy the benefit of the 
| muring and hoeing. Then I gave it up in lair, Cutting the stalks as near to the 
Prog niece hg long ll igredet pc Neg mnyaty oho | @rass : e two rows ‘ether, leavin; ere an 

| soil is — ne a st there a stalk ‘tbo and pac from ten 
gen; derived from the decomposition of|to twenty stalks together near the top, to’ 
-certain ‘kinds of rock, _containing sulphur prevent falling. In this manner the stalks | 

| a iron. cae el (junca,) sways flour-|dried rapidly, and gathering them before | 
ishes ina soil containing excess of magne- |the heavy and late rains, we have not lost | 

| sia. Soda plants will grow naturally only |a pound of fodder. Sweet corn should be | 
on soils containing common salt or soda— | planted or sown in drills, or broad cast, (if | 
The soil on which the hazlenut naturally | any prefer,) at the same time that common | 
‘grows, would doubtless be found, physical-| corn is planted. The richer and deeper || | 
ly, mechanically and chemically, nearly |the soil, the more sure and abundant the | 

| identical, across the whole country from |erop, We have about a bushel of sweet | 
| Eastport, Me., to the Rocky Mountains. corn for seed, and can accommodate a few |) 
| Pea facts all point to the same natu-|early applicants with good seed, if it be 

law, that where other circumstances of | wanted, at the rate of fifty cents per quart. 
| climate, moisture, dvc., are equal, the natu- ‘ [Vermont Watchman. | 
| ral vegetation—that which grows best ono | 
| given soil—is entirely dependent upon the | 
shemical constitution of the soil.” Mr. EDITOR'S TABI A i 

Editor, cannot our farmers derive much | ————W———————________- 
| practical benefit from TaEsz Facts, C*Giie /Padaseanrrnt Fakusns My Séentite 

PS ee ees ae Treatise on Agricultural Chemistry. The Geolo- | 

| Swzer Oorn.—A correspondent of the |y of Agriculture ; on Plants, Animals, Me | 
New England Farmer, among other perti- |”¥7es and Soils, applied to Agriculture. By 4 

nent questions, asks, “How does sweet corn | 4. Nash, &¢., $c? | 
aie the soil on which it is raised ? has] ‘We hail the advent of this small Sousa | 

it been tried as food for stock ? and if so, imil® Ag: | aba link , We eave had y wih more pleasure than any other sii Ag 

: eee @ have Some |ricultural work since the appearance of Prof. 
ae casing | adie = Hd aa Norton’s “Elements of Scientific Agriculture. | 

yin TAN Swot Corn Tor ts €, | In many respects it is better suited to the wants | 
and aoa wed and that experience has | or the farmer than that work, It is simple, 

jo abot mapriiecto hm an - soil | concise and practical, yet truly scientific in all | 
stalk is larg- |; : Seiad 

er and more nutritious than the northern ite seecniner, acne foniensed eae sell oom 
s plete application of the principles of Chemis- 

ellow corn. The kind of sweet corn we : i | i * * . try, Geology and Physiology to the various 
|| have raised grows about eight feet high, Sadao ase Fae 30 lain 

the ear eight or ten inches long, large ees res eee 
white and plump kernel, and ten rows to sowing and harvesting, do. the raising of cattle 
the ear, the pith of dark red color, and is and horses, to the fattening of beef and =e 
called the Evergreen Sweet Corn, ‘The |'® *he feeding and working of animals, to the 
seed was procured from Ohio some eight |™#King of butter and cheese, &e,, &c, ban. 
“years since. For fodder we now sow it in | far as we soe — been a The canine 
drills, three feet apart, and drop the ker- | essence of Steph ‘armer’s Guide—one 0 

nels from six to ten inches apart. The | the most valuable as well as expensive of Agri- 
yield of fodder the last year was at the rate | cultural works—is here offered at small cost to 
of seven tons to the acre. Our horses and |the farmer. We do not meau tosay theauthor 

cows leave the best of a to luxuriate up- | steeped the Farmer's Guide to obtain this ag- 

on sweet corn stalks, well cured, and run |ricultural aroma, but if he did we should’st 

through the straw cutter. The stalks of |care—it would be none the less valuable. Iti#
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the book forthe farmer, or any other person who SALE OF 

| takes pleasure in secing athing well done—| gpoRT HORNED CATTLE. 
The author is an old instructor and has learn- —— 
ed well the art of telling the truth, and that I WILL SELL BY AUCTION, at my resi- understandably. Tt is just such a book as we| 4+ dence, on Wednesday, Sth June next, at 1 eat J @elock P. M., about Thirty Thorough bred would write if we could! Short Horned Cattle. About twenty. of them OT eon cae are Cows and Heifers, the remainder young | Saux or Suornt Horxs—We wouldcall spe-| Bulls. Nearly every animal is the produce | cial attention to the advertisement of Col. Sher- “ ie, eee a “York Sarrewan” a | 5 . ‘ Oxe or Campaincs,” bred by the late | wood's sale of Snort Horns, which will be Thomas Bates, Esq, of ‘Kirkleavington, Eng- | 
found in this number of the Farmer. The sale Jand, and “Earn or Sxanam” and Vane y takes place on the 8th of June, at Auburn, N. Temrssz,” bred by John Stephenson, Esq, of | ¥. Col. Sherwood has long been engaged in Durham, England, and are of his famous | the importation and breeding of stock ; and we Princes family. ‘ have no doubt, the animals which he now offers The upset prices of these animals will be for sale, are fully equal to any that can be from $150 to $300, as to age, &c., &e. found in this country. I will also offer the above named Imported —— Bull, “Vam Tempest,”—his upset price is New Yorx Srate Acrrcuururat Worxs.—- | $1000. 
The advertisement of this establishment will| TERMS—Cash, or satisfactory notes at | be found in our advertising department. The| ‘three months, payable at the Bank of Auburn, i with interest. | Tunzsninc Macumes manufactured by Messrs!" will also have for sale at that time a few | j; Wheeler, Melick & Co, are fast gaining fa- | South Down Rams and Suffolk Pigs. 
vor with farmers throughout the country. Catalogues will be ready about 15th March 

next, and will be found with 
Eprror’s Taste.—A crowd of advertisements gees et ee Ce ‘Onioe, | which came in after the cover had been made | Boston. { 

up, has nearly annihilated this department for caw ee and } Albany. 
the present month. B. P. Johnson, Esq., L. F. Allen, Esq., Black Rock. 

Wate Saree cen sist co es = eee oe e TABLE - T. Dennis, Esq., Richmond, Indiana, and | OF CONTENTS. Page | With the subscriber, eae e 
- M. SHERWOOD. Bob’s Noti i = an eee of Book Farming, 10g | Auburn, N. ¥. Feb. 15, 1853. von5 

Cape anetion of, uae CHICKENS FOR SALE. | 
ContedMultivator, 112} THE Subscriber offers for sale early chick- | Core Worm, 108 | ens of the following varieties bred from his Cuttings French mode of planting, 109] premium stock, and other choice selections of Editor’s Table, 114] the same varieties procured from noted breed- Fowl Fever, 97) ers at the east, that pairs may be made not of Fowls, Large, 106 | the exact strain of blood to prevent deteriora- Gypsum or Plaster, 106} ting from in and in breeding. They probably || Hedges, Maclura, 109] will lay and hatch this fall, as was the case Immigration, our duty, 101 | with my April Shanghae pullets last year : viz: Jagger’s Improved Water Wheel, 104 | Gray Set: Brown, White, and Pearly Large Lambs, 102|Shanghaes; Black and Red Cochins; Black Lime, how to use, 106 | Cochins and White Dorkings, half and half— Large Porkers, 111} retaining the Cochin size and brilliancy of Man’s Food, 111] plumage, beautifully mottled; a few Bramah Poultry and Poultry Shows, 103 | Pootras at $6 per pair, colored Dorkings just Poultry, Management of, 105] imported, and white Dorkings at $5 per pair; Profitable Vine, 105] Shanghaes and Dorkings, half and half, at $4 Peach Tree Borer, 108 | per pair; Chittapratts, a variety that never set, Plants, selection of their food—Rotation and Sebright Bantams, (very small,) at $3 per of cropa, 112] pair. Rye Flour, 107| Persons may rely on such fowls as ordered, Raising, 110 | carefully cooped, and delivered at express office, Raising stock, the Blackleg, 99] or the money returned. Orders will be filled Sandy soils, Management.of, 102] according to date, Tricks of Animals, 111| Schoolcraft, Mich. April 14th, 1353. U.8. Agricultural Society, 97 M. FREEMAN.
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0 ee ee 

=; | ers’, Planters’ and other Machinery, which ad- 
| ee L a AY | mit’ of being driven by Horse Power. They | =F a ay y ey 

+ R\, (Wee i) [* |are made for either one or two horses, and | 
Bes ee (= yee their-superior merits, in point of durability, | 

‘ ee == 4 strength, and ease of running are fully estab- 
Sb as} | SNe yi lished; while their compactness and simplicity, 

| jee ett ¥ lightness, and greater length and width of | 
: TS SUB Treading F!oor and Stall, give them advantages | 

ee” | nt over other Powers, which are highly apprecis. 
“SRE 2S ie ted by those who have tried them. Several 
peat) 2 = 8 ead) thousand of them are in use, some of which 
~ bh eens (made twelve years ago) have threshed over | 
ies re ew eo # | 100,000 bushels, and though our present Por. | 

LN ee | es ey ers are much improved over the old ones of the | 
C ee aay | same kind, yet the latter are still nd. About i 

} zo See aeemaet) | 950 of them were sold by us and our agents 
Hi TA Wiegea ae Tiida | the past season, (a larger number than a | 

H ae i SAY ott | | previous year,) thus proving their increasing 

| ae | 
bu PN epee 7 ae oe } 

he hese OF = WHEELER'S 
OV AWAG freee | Patent Combined Thresher & Winnower 

ihe! aN ‘i SESE 
i noo ae, | This Machine (also represented in the cut) 
VS PES as 4j isa newinvention. It was got out two years i \} ate] Ca gol 

Ido ES eee te ago, after a long series of experiments result- 
i at lt eee roe ing in a machine whith performs the three ope- 

| LaCy ft —— 7 rations 0° Threshing,Separator cnd W innowing, 
Seay PES = es with ag much dispatch and as few hands and | 

| 7A | RR aid horses as are required to thresh and separate on- | 
f VS a ba ly, with other machins,and although designed for | 

| Pay ae Hans so complicated work,it is yet a model of simpli- | 

aS ie | ity and compactness The entire running parts | 
| WS geet #) | axe driven by the main belts, and one small | 

WS fea Bl ei |band. Wehave no doubt it is the most perfect | 
So) ae kamen | machine in use for Threshing and Winnowing. | 

Vo / eeeeeeameed =| Driven by two horses, they thresh and clean | 
RS} nee a] |from 150 to 200 bushels of wheat, or twict| 
Ry Hiss.) Siapens oi that quantity uf oats per day. We give belov | 
Ny Ee Cates te letters from gentlemen who have the machine | 

AW RSE gy an fs in use, showing the estimation in which they | So ea g j 
f\y ASS Siseuveeese| | are held, premising that these twoare about a1 | 

i \ ME ata, § | average of over 100 similar letters. which we] 
; RY) ae aa fyi | can show. ] 

F i oe | 
GS UT Rat | | Letter from E, Swartxour, Esq., Dated Er} 

ime 4 eter, Lauzerne Co, Fa, March 22d, 1853. | 
Wy | 

NEW YORK STATE Messrs. Wureter, Menicx & Co. ji 
Agricultural Works | Gentlemen—tam happy tv say your Threst| 

| By Wueever. Meuicx & Co., Auany, N. ¥. o7and Winnower fe excevds my expectations 

In presenting our annual business card to aL Se se se re hace 
the Farming Public, we take the eceasion to sone base st pa a OE 

express our thanks to former customers for an Bere d 4 leas 3 ed - oe ay chit! 
}| increased patronage, which has made a further eer: 63 cn a mare i fh riaen wil 
| exientien of our manufacturing facilities nec- rib au heated a. Srredliea! an that | 

- As the limits of an advertisement will not |"* feos fron chess eye 2c Net oat ete Ae 
admit of an explanation of all the advantages ee n d 90 “ay 1 r mee ah I 
of our Machines. and as most of them are so ae o a roger wh bg an" ane 
well known as to need no commendation, we Sis San an So mantna Br 1 have 

i will make this statement brief, and for more | 4), sea bet 5.000 | 3 ee 000 bushels inall 

H detailed information we refer to our printed | nce 1 got the muchine, which was not till the 
i Catalogue, which will hesent by math postage | idle of December, and so late I feared thet 
i free, a ' . horse powers and 8 horse cleaners had got all 

i i‘ WHEELER'S the work done, but 1 soon had plenty. The 
Ny Patent Railway Chain Horse Powers: | workmanship of the machine is the best I eve? 
N These powers (represented in the above cut) | saw. . 
} are unrivalled for driving all kiuds of Farm- Yours, &c., E. SWARTHOUT. 

: 
h 

ii,
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| Letter from W.C. Nortunur, Esq.. Manlius | Band Wheel z 500 
Onondaga County, N. Y. Band for ‘Power 5 00 

Respected Gents :—Having tried your Win-|Doubdle Power, with Combined 
nower to our satisfaction, we are glad tosay| © Thresher and 'Winnower, in- 
we like it much, We first tried it on Soles cluding belts, wrenches &c. 235 00 

| Wheat, and it worked to a charm; cleaned it!Combined Thresher . and Win- | 
as wellasany Fanning Mill the first time, and nower, alone, 120 00 
threshing from 20 to 25 bushels per hour—j Orders are solicited, and will be promptly | 
We then set -at up another barn for Oats, andj filled. Address, 
threshed from 50 to 60 bushels per hour. Oats WHEELER, MELICK & CO. | were good. It works to a charmin Barley;} May 1853. Albany, N. ¥. | 
threshes as fast as we cin put it through the }———_______-__-___ | 
Machine, but huve not tried it per hour. It 1853. 1858. 
works well in Buckwheat, when dry, and in, . . | 

i Timothy. Your machine is much liked in this G 2 v | 
place, both for threshing and saving Grain. It WUSCoONsryy | 
takes the preference of the 8 Horse Machines. 1 Yours, very respectfully, Steam Foundry & Machine Shop. | 

W. C. NORTHRUP. RACINE, \ 
ae = FOURTH 8T., WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER. | 

WH ER’S 1 Y 
Qvershot Thresher and Separator. A . P, DI C Kk LY, | This Machine is also our own itivention, and NNOUNCES to the people of Wisconsin | 

has been in use 13 or 14 years: and its many A and the adjacent States, that he is pre- | 
advantages are appreciated by other Manufac-| saved to manufacture to order at the shortest | 
turers, as well as the Farming Public. Driven notice, all kinds of Castings, Horse Powers, 
by our Double Power, it threshes.and separates Threshing Machines, Separators, &e. 
fromithe straw ‘from 150 to .200 bushels of! He has a large and well sclecte] assortment 
Wheat, or twice as much Oats per day. For|of patterns of the most approved and modern | Ake Sele OP seein ee a! style for Steam | 

jer er and Separator,which threshes| ~ 
from 75 to 100 bushels of Wheat perday. The} LOURING AND SAW MILLS: | 
small Machine is adapted to moderate sized | also, of Water Mills of every deseription,— 
farms; and as.the single Power is sufficient for | He will get up at the shortest notice, and in 
sawing wood, churning, cutting stalks, straw, /Workmanlike manner, spindles, bales, drivers, = 
&e., and driving almost every kind of Maching | damsel, lighter. screws, all the fixtures for | 
used by Farmers, ‘and is capable, by changing j common gear or muley saws. He keeps con- 
Horses and elevating the Power, properly, of | Stantly on hand— 
threshing much faster than we stated above, iy) Road Scrapers, Pile Drivers. \ 
isa very popular Machine insome sections. | Clothes Driers, Plonghs & Plough east- | 
(FAN our Machines are Warranted to give| Boo. Crimps, ings, every variety, ft 

entire satisfaction, or they may be returned at | Fly wheels various sizes, Wagon axels, and cast | 
the expiration of a reasonable time for trial. | Band do. do. boxes, 

es 93 Wheelbarrow do. Pipe boxes, 
“PRICES: | Muleyirons, Sleigh, Sled, and Cut- 

For Double or Two Horse Power, Cranks, ter shoes, { 
Thresher and Separator, in- Noddle pins, - Horse Power castings 
cluding belts, wrenches, oil- Rag irons, of every variety, 
cans, complete $150 00 | Mill dogs, Millers’ and. Inspect- 

Double Power alone,including belt 115 00 | Mill bars, ors’ brands, 
do without belt, 11000 | Corn shellers, Cob and corn grinders, 

Double Thresher an’ Separator, alone 37°50 | Cultivators, Shovel pianes, 
Single or One Horse Power, Joint Harrows, Wheelbarrows, 

Thresher, and Seprators, in- [ve Wheels for elevating wheat, Hoisting 
cluding belts, oi) can and Gearing, &e. 

. Wrenches, complete, 123 00 | Columns for store fronts. fluted, plain,square 
Single Power including belt, 88 00 fand round. Caps and sills for windows and 

- do without belt, 83 00 | doors, dooryard aud cemetry cast and wrought 
Single Thresher and Separator, fences. Likewise always on hand a large as- 

* alone 35 00 [{sortment of 
Clyer Huilsrs 30 00 Potashand Cauldron Kettles, Coolers, 
Straw and Stalk Cutters, for horse Ss 

» Power 30 00 toves and Hollow Ware \ 
Circular Saw Mill, with 24 inch of the latest and best construction, and in 

Saw, 1 35 00 | great variety. Any kind of machinery will be 
One Horse Power, without band made to order, and turning and finishing of all 

wheel 78, 00 | kinds done promptly and at low prices. 
Churn. Gearing : -,, 12 00 |” In addition to the foregéing, he manufactures ,
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STEAM ENGINES, DWARF PEAR TREES 

in the most'modern style, of various sizes and | Of superior varieties; most of them bearing sizes 
Power, suitable for flour, grist, saw and oil| Apple, Plum and Cherry Trees, of the varie. | 
mills, and the variousother purposes, to which | ties recommended for general cultivation by | 
steam power is applied. Steamboats and other | the American Pomological Caneree. ond 

. machinery repaired on the shortest. notice. berry Bushes of best varieties. nuinces and | 
| The proprietor will give his constant person- papbesies dn variety. Grapes, fae varieties 

al attention to the various branches of his bus-| Red and White Dutch Currants. ‘lowering j 
iness, employ none but the best of workmen,| Shrubs and Ornamental Trees, | use none but the best of material in the con- Bulbous, Flowering Roots, and Dablias, that 
struction of his ‘work, and-trasts\ by —prompt| ——-ived ail the Premfuins awardell at tho last atteatacn $9 Bis ‘cogagements with iy Gastom- |r iatyvaic ‘syer70 yarlotiee! (1500 Dal =e he cs Te to eee ee ton sam Firs, Spruce, Hemlock. and Arbor Vit, | 

—- say 2 Pee) ‘arm | from one and a half to five feet high. 
ers and threshers in particular, that the ut-/ "7 the list of Gooseberries will be found the | most care will be taken that none but the very celebrated Houghton’s Seedling, which now! 
best iron be put in his Horse Powers and eo stands at the head of all known varieties, never | er fees een on mildews in any locality; a single Bush in my pains get ie mn ie Nt ed it 16} Ohio, and the Rossie iron from New York, Soin ee LS ates saronil sf which iron has the reputation of being the best | i, one year from four to five feet. It requires | 2 use of Se and ane his ads nad training on a Trellis. a 
creafter be fitted up with castings made from | "y yi St Dartionlar! understood that I have | that iron, and warranted to stand with fair not for eas chen Goods in my line of usage. He is manufacturing the Rochester business bought at Auction at half price, but 

Separator, and double-geared horse powers, all I have for sale have either been grown on whick are conceded by all to be among the very my own ground, or purchased from the BEST best now in use, all of which he warrants to be EASTERN NURSERIES only, having re- 
made of ee en Paces gard to BEST VARIETIES, vigor of growth, workmanlike manner. -s *  |and form of Trees. Price being a secondary Recine, January, 5, 1853. yond consideration, I shall sell for what a VERY 

PLANING MACHINE, GOOD Article is fairly ao Beaaar 
CIRCULAR and UPRIGHT SAWS, TURN- Kenosha, April, 1853. yon5tl 

inc Latnesand Borne Macuines, eee Running by Steam Power, which enables him to LIVE STOCK do all kinds of work, with either of the above} ANI AGRICULTURAL DEPOT. machinery, with the greatest facility and on —— the most reasonable terms. As he keeps none Cuantzs W. Krier & Bro. Nontawoop, but the best werkmen, he feels assured that any Minnzsora work entrusted to him will be executed in a 5 satisfactory manner. A proportion of patron- in Li ieee Teapl age is solicited. A. P.DICREY. ate Racine, January, 5, 1353. vSn2 Boods, 3 zs ad 
Live Stock consigned to ws will be pas 

on fertile elton eat in inelosures watered 
by the Mississippi, from the 15th of June to 

» | the 10th of September, without charge. . FOR S Al E Red River Spring ‘Wheat, and other choice 
« grains raised in this latitude, 46° north, for 

ee sale in quantities to answer all orders. |AHOON’S well known Seedling, superior 
C in quality and size to any of the varieties 200 GOOD HEALTHY SHEEP, of Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, continues | wanted. Address, C. W. Ketury & Bro, to produce new leaf stalks until November, Northwood, via. Itascs, not being affected by the early frosts. This April, 1853. Minnesota. variety was raised by the subsoriber 19 years |] ——————__ "BP ago from seed, and after being under cultiva- a2 NOTICE_ay . tion that length of time holds good in size, hay- = ing et yess Lapoeat stalks weighing four To Farmers. pounds een oz. each, — I will securely pack in Boxes, and forward NY one wishing to obtain the Suffolk according to directions, Ten Roots for $5; Five Breed of Hogs, can obtain the sameof C. | Roots for $3; or One for $1; Cash to be sent | 9. BLANCHARD, M. D. of East Troy, Wal with the order. A severe frost does not injure | worth County, Wisconsin. the Roots; they can be sent with safety to} Residence half mile West of East Troy. any part of the Union. Also, for sale, Troy, March 28, 1853. vSn5
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a adding only cost of Transportation. Their 

e ‘new Series of ‘Plows, comprises the ‘most desi- 
table patterns ‘that ‘thave-ever been introduced. 

Their‘ EAGLE PLOWS, are ‘already too 
=a rd »well known to need one word said in'their favor. 

N BAAS EAMONN 3) And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, 
at} © | Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the 

Rey eN 2-0. akon eee) | ‘Plow that may ‘be wanted. Wherever their 
earn nes ea Tee, Plows have been introduced, they ‘have receiv- ; Bana ee ‘i | | ed the highest commendation. 

i See ee es oe ce I am prepared at all times to supply Hay 
Rs ie os iy hint Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, 

PS ae ae i igs | Mi Road Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all cL tants 1 etn Leama Hal vother desirabie patterns,) Fan Mills, Seed 
p CSS aT) | Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field 
Parra a ae and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in 

} ae eee ees GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, 
‘teem ae item A Agent for the sale of Dupont’S Cele- 

| Fegge Bee Be | brated Powder. Sng By eee eh HORTICULTURAL! CT | ee 
A canoe nt baer icy / Rock County ond the State can now be sup- q we tel | Ee ny ete: We Plied with Cahoon’s far-famed Mammoth Seed- hy ‘By a ia al ae i ling Pie Plant,—unequaled by any other kind Ba, ‘Bg! ai TF (hi from Maine to Tezes. Also a large assortment 
i a u Bau. . ing . of the choicest varieties of icomeeeries, Cur- 

Fa ‘| =a || rants, Grape, Strawberries, Quince, &c. Any en = sured | orders for Fruit Trees of any kinds, and Orna- S-JOHNSON. JRji5]} | mental Shrubbery, will meet with prompt at- 
tee tention on most reasonable terms. Arrange- 

alge a, Sala | Beuoely ments are being made tosupply this market 
es | oe 1} Prt ats fe with Cahoon’s entire stock from Kenosha. 

i tig Bi, A] Die et: ¥ard near Monterey, Janesville, Jan. 25 ’53. 
Pe Aa. i] seat bgt n2tf - Geo. J. & S.H. Ketroce. ae See se See 

| ES { v] | aks ; AZTALAN NURSERY. 

| IEE ai L rel — | > HIS Nursery is now well stocked with 
ae ete 5 | ae aN choice Fruit Trees, Shrubsand Vines. 

= eee a z The stock of Apple Trees of choice varie- SSS a ae = ties, is large and complete. 
Wisconsin Wholesale Drug The stock of Pear and Plum Trees small; 

WARE HOUSE. ‘comprising only the mest hardy of the choice 
| | varieties. 

| ESTABLISHED IN 1844. Persons ordering trees can rely upen being 
S. JOHNSON, JR, fairly dealt by, and will get no trees but those 

} Wholesale Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, | Which have proved good in the West, if the se- | Paint Oils, Dye Stuffs, &e. General gsc lection is left to the a pecars 
I in Wino = —- popular Patent Medicines sold Axtalan, Jefferson Co., Wis, } 

_P Pets Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- March det, 1853. 
| “igorator, Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and ALE. the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. = Ee Le y 

| —_** Best Water St Milwaukee. | THE. SUBSCRIBER offers for sale, 
| Eggs which may be relied on as pure and fresh, } T. LITTELL, aaa packed, put on cars and directed as | WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER | desired of the following varieties, viz: Brown, ° =f Perly or Diminico ns White et oad Gray 

z Chittagongs and Black Cochins orkings, | Agricultural Implements, Seeds, dc. just imported from the town of Dorking, Surry 
109, East Water-st. Co, England, at $3 per dozen. White Dork- 

MILWA a ings Chitterpratty, a new variet that never sit, 
| UKEE, Shanghae and Dorkings and 3 and Seabright Is prepared to supply Dealers and Farmers with Bantams, at $2 per dozen. any kind of PLOWS,manufactured by Ruggles, M. FREEMAN. 
Nourse, Mason & Co., at manufacturers prices,{ Schooleraft, Mich., March 15, 1853. Sus
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WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, 

Wags : | On Gardner's Prairie, town: of Spring 

Oy 2a ae AT Prairie, Walworth Co. 

Note oe TS Subscriber takes this. method to inform 
Ones $. Eom STA « his patrons and the public, that he may still 

Ob, ee be found at the oldaud well known establish- 

PER Sa Se ee | ment, at which he: offers for sule the coming 
Sa ooo, { spring, over Forty Thousand Apple Trees of a 
Bar eee : fine size and from five to seven years froin the ae Neg graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at 18 

BERS centseach, Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- 
: AN < ries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, 
EP NS Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices to 
BSCE Wires correspond to the times. Of the ornamental, a 

Foe eS LO ah large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, 
Se ee ees = Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, 

— —_ . Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House 
WAUKESHA COMMERCIAL Plants, any quantity. Ever Greens ; Spruces, 

+ | Firs, Pines, Cedars and in fact almost every 
NURSERY. thing usually to be found in such an establish- 
—— ment. The fruits have been selected with great 

Tan Subscribers offer for sale, this season, a| care as regards ant of Fruit and hardiness of 
fine assortment of Fruit Trees, comprising| trees. The Nursery is located on the open prairie 

the best now cultivated. They are very thrifty| with a northern exposure. The land has never 
and will be sold at wholesale or retail, for cash! been manured and cosequenny the trees are 

“|| or approved credit, at reasonable prices. perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this Nurse- 

The undersigned is determined by his indus-| ry seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All 
try and attention to business, and by the care| are invited to call and examine for themselves 

he shall use in cultivating the different varieties| as the Subscriber hopes from long experience 
! of fruit, to merit the confidence of his friends| and strict personal attention to merit a continu- 

and the public in general. ance of pablic patronage. 
All orders accompanied with cash or satisfac- N.B. Ailletters of inquiry sent to Bur- 

tory references will be promptly attended to, | };,,, - 3 
sory troce will be packed and forwarded without| Eton Post-otfice wall reosive, prompt at 
delay. We will give cheerfal and prompt at- tention. . 
tention to all post-paid communications requi- Catalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and 

ring information, we cae ees) by mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. 
4 . . Wi in N wa 1853. 

‘Waukesha, January 1, 1853. | Wee 
NURSERY BUSINESS. THE GROVE NURSERY AND 

= GARDEN. 
FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES a — = 

3 - ARGE Budded and Engrafted rees, 

aang. Narseries, Wis. : Thespropristereare $15 per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, 
now enabled to offer to the public, a stock of $100 to'140; Plums and Quinces—a good sup- 

trees heretofore unequaled in the West Re- ly at'25 to 374 centseath.): Peara-and Cher 

markable for their hardiness, vigorous growth, ai osnaiisterkatsold ‘maloe. .. Ornaments! 

and edapted to anf: wantpravchisnatn; ternbianine Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Plants, in great 
fruit trees of every description. Apples, Dwarf variety, andthe lowest prices; in lots, principally 

Pears, Plums, Cherries, Flowering Shrubs,| 6° ou, selection. ‘These Jast furnished to deal 
Bulbous Koots, &c.—comprising all the most i Commrianian, JRUAEeRn 

popular sorts now in cultivation—and having] °° © * “5. A. KENNICOTT. 

devoted their personal attention to their propa-| | Northfield, Cook Co., Ill. 

gation and rearing, feel warranted in recom, —/———_____________. 

mending them to the confidence of the public. = The New Edition of 

Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are respect-| J APHAM’S POCKET MAP 
fully invited to call and examine for themselves. OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of tht 

All pre-paid orders containing a remittance or} Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had st 
preper reference will receive prompt attention | the bookstores, or by. application (accompanied 

addressed to, by the cash) to the endamignes. It will _ 
. *| sent by mailto any address upon the receipt o 

E.B. & 3. F, BRAEE, Janesville. one dollar. Aliberal Giectunt weds to dealers. 
k F. DRAKE, Racine. I. A, LAPHAM. 

Fanesville, January, 1853. Milwaukee, January, 1853.
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Tat gga eae emer Let it be remembered by all, that the farming 
Oe interests are the great back lever of all other 

eee Be a scccee: interests, and, if these are suffered to flag, or to 
Fivecoples for $2, ifdirected toone Pos Office, andat | 7minish in importance, there is an end to the the same rate for a larger number. All subscriptions | prosperity of the mercantile, mechanical and to commence withthevolume. Back numberssupplied | «+1 or interests of the State. 

Somme Therefore, just take the premium list in 
=e: hand, on the first rainy day, and look it over |] 

pee ea eee sts: Serene cme thoroughly, and mark the several items in 

Ered tte beta sa Sealer which, from your circumstances, it may seem the same rate for alarger amount. . .,, | Proper and best for you to engage in competi- 

culation of the FARMER ts larze, andthe amount of | tion. Try aleo, by an honorable ambition and 
advertising limited; which renders it a more valuable me- | enthusiasm, to provoke your neighbors to a like dium for advertising than if a larger space was appropria- 
ted to this department. : course of good works. 
Lies ae Gh Sele Lon Ge | inabiow thedit aedhe premiums for cattle: 
Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. | Now, who is the lover of good cattle—of choice 

wkdiiiats week 1853. beef—that will introduce into the State, and 
zpane | exhibit at the next Annual Fair, a pure blood- 

The promium ‘ist of the State Agricultural | ed short-horned Durham bull, and some sows 
Society, together with the regulations for the|or heifers? The man who will do this, will 
State Fair next fall, at Watertown, has been | do an honor to himself, and greatly benefit the 
published, and is being distributed among the | community. Who is the lover of good oxen, 
farmers of the State. Few State Societies inj and the admirer of a well formed, beautiful 
their infancy, like ours, have ever offered a festa for service under the yoke? Who will 
more liberal and judicious premium list. The | bring into our State some fine specimens of the 
regulations are those which are supposed to be | Devens? Who is the dairyman that will ex- 
just and requisite for the proper exhibition | hibit good specimens of the renowned Herefords 
and examination of articles presented. or Ayrshires? 
Our object, in this article, is to call the atten-| It is te be hoped that the next State Fair 

tion of our farmers, thus early, to this list of | will not pass off without specimens of all these 
Premiums.that they may examine it thoroughal- | breeds being exhibited. Let us have some pure 
ly, and make due calculations, both with respect | and thorough-bred animals whose pedigree is 
to their stock and farm products, and decide | known, and not the mongrels. Nothing, in the 
upon the points to which they will direct their | form of cattle, is now mcre needed in Wiscon- 
efforts, and thus to contribute as much as they |sin than some pure specimeas of the above 
can and ought, to the interest of that occasion. | breeds of animals. 
Let every one turn his attention to the crop, or| Next on the listare the premiums for horses. 
crops, in the cultivation of which he may con- | Who is the lover of good horses, (and who is 
sidep himself well skilled, or may take a par- | not,) that will introduce into our State a good 
ticular interest; then at the fair present the | specimen of that best of all breeds—the beau- 
Tesults for the benefit of others interested in | tiful Morgan—in the shape, and, perhaps, col- the same erop or crops. So with the stock. | or, of the splendid Black Hawk branch? A 

er, the wool-grower, and the dairy-man. | more promising business for realizing a pecu- 
¢ agricultural interests, and toamuch great_ | niary benefit, seldom offers iteelf to the farmers 

degree than is generally supposed, the other | of Wisconsin, than does that of the breeding 
of the State, demand this of the farmesr. | of fine horses, either for all work, or for fancy
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Thus we might pass on through the whole | at the Premium List for the next Fair, and if 

. list for sheep, swine, and poultry, which are | you are not tempted, every one of yor, to strive | 

destined to produce in our midst as sheepish, | forthe premium in more than one branch, wel 

hogish, and as fowl a mania as they have pro-| have mistaken you. Then again do not forget | 

duced, and even yet, are producing in the east-| the State Fair,and remember that Rock County | 

ern States. We would say, “Jet it come”’—| must be the Banner County on that occasion. | 
memorable words!! And so-on farther, to Weare also in possession of the Premium | 

grain, seeds, and vegetables, domestic manufac- | Lists of several other County Societies, show. | 
tures, needle, shell and wax-work for the wo-| ing not only a general, but an increased inter. | 

men. There is no one who is so poor but that | est amongst the friends of Agriculture through. | 
he can enter the list somewhere in the long) out the whole State. There is every reason to 
ranks. No one who can find a place for a hill) hope, that both our Stateand County Fairs | 
of potatoes - - ee : st ee this season, will greatly surpass any of their | 

| ers, or a nest of eggs, but can enter the list of| predecessors. { 

those, some of whom will certainly receive a Amore promising future to the agricultural | 

premium. Even if any one isso unfertunate as | interests of Wisconsin never before dawned | 
not to get the premium for which he may have] ypon her. Let not this bright sun of a glorious | 
striven, let him remember that he will have) morning and a perfect day find the farmersall | 
been fortunate in that he has made an effort ;) snoosing. a] 
for this effort will be of vastly more service to A eee 

- “ 5 ei Doctorinc Carrie.—The following remarks | 
him than the premium alone, in its influence on : = a i 

| . = .,_ | underthe head of “ Veterinary,” in the Dec, No. | 
|| his character, in the knowledge necessarily ie aia Te ust. | 
: ee E . + | of the Prairie Farmer,are so physiologically just, 
|| gained thereby, and in the improvement of his - = “i 
He : sensible, and worthy of the attention of every 
judgment of the business,and the manner of ; 

—s farmer, that we transfer them to our columns. 
conducting it, whatever it may have been. Th :] es nae “Od 

Again, his efforts will have stimulated his| Phes? sem Pee ane ee 
|| neighbor to similar ones, and he will have been a © ae ce ete pene eee ware 
\| profited in the same way, and the whole com- ae rte a and farrow ee rae 

| munity about him will be benefitted, and knowl- ue © float something ashare worthy to 

'| edge will begin to run to and fro throughout picked up and garnered among our choict 
|| the commonwealth, and all, perhaps, just be- mange Dr. Kennicott always, generally sys 
| cause several farmers determined to compete one ee ‘i . PMc ts 

- * We have one piece of general Ice to of 
j| forsome or several of the premiums offered. | rer under this head. ‘Treat all domestic ani 

Now this is the very object aimed at by the| mals upon the same principle that you would 
managers of the Society, and this is the way abe animal map ranting, due allowances for 
our agricultural interests are to be promoted. | the circumstances of the case. 
at on oun, therefore, excuse himself incthin |store Ree ees pemey CARE, 8 : ss ES fortable shelter, and a kind and timely attet- 
matter—let no one be without interest in it. t | tion to natural wants; and the less medicist 

o_o | and the fewer medications the better. But if 
i County Agricultural Societies. you will “doctor” your cattle, do not employ 
‘ — quacks, nor follow every floating recipe; bit 
| Parmivum Lists—The premium list of the| get agood veterinary practitioner, if to be had, 

|| Rock Co. Agricultural Fair to be holden at a noseeeee paris his: profession, = 
ae ;. understand them ; or better still. perhaps, rea! 

Janesville = a published, and thanks to a yourselves ; and follow the indications, if you 
liberal and enlightened board of managers, it| are right. And if not, better trust to aan 
realy surpasses any list of premiums which | three times out of four. More cattle, as wel 
has yet fallen into our hands, Old Rock cer-| $8 MEN are doctored to death than people it 
tainly seems intending, if possible, to be the sengral auepect: . 
banner county in agricultural matters. A no- ar igi Comens: A se eT ve 

. mape.—Ist, rics are frequen 
ble enthusiasm os 5o Soe oe —s of the] much and too rapidly roasted, their propar ¢0- 
farmers, and it is to be hoped that it will hold}, being that of cinnamon. 2d. The coffeeis 

on to them till the Agriculture of the County | ground too fine. 3d, Not enough coffee is usel 
i to the high standard sition | 4th: It is usually over boiled; by which meats 
et 35 maa a sa % cn the bitter principle is extracted from the ber 
SE et gat ries, and little or no pains are taken to clarify 

To the farmers of Roek we would say, look | it. Canadian Agriculturist
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APPLE PARING MACHINE. 
The accompanying drawing represents a|the lever B, @, from one end of the rack 

very ingenious and useful machine for par-|to the other, and it will be done perfectly 
ing, coring and quartering apples. It per- iThe spring knife H, yielding and adjusting i 
forms its work with precision—the paring] tself to apples of any shape or size. 
which is taken off from the apple not be-|_ To core and quarter the apples, the rod ing thicker than a wafer. The core is re-| J, which passes through the spindle of the moved—the apple is sliced—and much} fork D, and has a single prong, which better done and in less than one fourth the| serves to hold the apple while being time required by hand. pared and also to guide it to the core I, is 

The engraving exhibits a perspective |St'uck with the hand and its collar made 
view cl fen in operati oe es ap-|t© bear against the apple and force it off 

ple is on the fork, partly pared and others|the prongs and up against the corer I, shown pared, cored and quartered. The ma-| Which consists of a hollow tube cutting out 
chine consists of a-semi-circular rack .A. in| the core and four blades for slicing it. Af- 
Connection with a hollow traversing iever, ter the apple has been = thenrog ds B, which turns on the axis C, as it moves|SPrings back to its place; the apple and horizontally back and forth round the cir- |°°T@ falling into proper receivers. : cular rack A, by means of the handle G,| Avsilver medal was awarded to the in- 
and pinion F, which pinion gears into the| ventor at the last Fair of the American In- 
teeth of the rack A, and is made to revolve. |stitute. Smith d& Tenwich, 14 Vandam The Pinion F, being fixed fast, on the outer| St, N. Y., are the owners of the patent end of a hollow spindle, which turns freely and will sell the right to manufacture and inside the hollow lever B, and has at its] use it 
other end a fork D, on which the fruit E is a a ener 
placed to be pared. H, isa stationary, yet} A sort of prepared linen is now usnd in 
swinging knife which is kept in contact with | Germany to print youngsters’ books on; it 

the apple by the spring H, To pare the|is dearer than paper, but the youngsters 
apple it is only necessary to shove or push [cannot tear it
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“ Whatfshall I do for a Living.” = —_ single pursuit, especiallyjin the 

\ —_— nited States. 

The great disposition manifested by large} An opinion, as false 28 it is ridiculous, | 

numbers of our young men, even those who| has crept into the minds of many, if not | 

are the sons of farmers, to seck employment in| the majority, of our young men, that farm- 

other occupations than that of farming, is no| ing is less noble and honorable, as a voca- } 

" token of good to the highest interests of our| tion, than many other pursuits. It to be | 

\| country. Some are entering the professions, the ownerand lord of the soil we till, of the || 

1! most of which are already overburdened with| hills and lawns, the running brooks, and || 

|| supernumeraries; others are looking te mercan- the giant trees, laden with fruit, and to be t 

tile pursuits, or to the lighter mechanical arts, } Master of our own time and efforts, relying || 

neither of which promise much to ennoble the only on the immutable Providence of the | 

mind, to cultivate the heart, or to invigorate Creator for the rain and sunshine, com- | 

the body. bined with our own efforts, to give us | 

Weare pained to sce so many of our young bread, be not a position of independence i 

| e and honor, we know of none that is, | 

ae ating the parental roof, and the Zand of} To our young men want eminent exam- | 

| their fathers to go to the city or town, where,) pJos in our own country? Let them re- | 

i{ ten to one, only pecuniary ruin, and, what is} member Washington, who had no other | 
worse, intellectual and moral destruction awaits profession, Jefferson, Jackson, Clay and | 

them. It seems rest - be the height, or,} Webster, who, though distinguished as \ 

| rather the depth of infatuation, which has seize? | Jawyers and statesmen, were proud to call i 

both them and their fthers, that such is suffer-| themselves, and to be called, farmers. 

ed to be the case. In ovr opinion this arises Thousands of our city merchants, who, 

from a too low estimate of the farmer’s callin | in disgust, left the farm in youth for that | 

—a want of a due appreciation of its honor: which they then regarded as the more hon- | 

and of its requisitions. orable occupation of the merchant, having | 

This error, or evil, must, in some way, b:| learned in the school of experience a les- | 

corrected. Our irik meat be ge tli son of common sense, are mee off the | 

on this point. When they come to be fully in dust of their feet upon the city, and retiring | 

the possession of the true idea, which they nov to rural pursuits, happy in the fact,that they 

need to embrace more than any other,—tha: have escaped from the turmoil, the anxious 

their occupation requires more real skill and know- uncertainty and selfishness of the trading 
edge, or science, to perform mell its duties, ther world, to find agreeable recreation and re- 

any other, and that a man cannot be too well edu- pees an the broad, generous bosoms of 

cated to be a farmer, then will this present for- their own farms. They find that there - 

saking of the noblest of arts, for that which i- no envy _in ithe sail they till, no malice in 

naught, cease, and that, we hope, forever. W« ihe honest oxen they ee Nature's ho a 

long fer that day. With these iene we can 2 plesty * emptied mito their laps, vi 

Si teed Wiscerves inn cies reas out stint or grudging, and they find that 

7. he pleasure of making som: | whoever is honest and efficient in his deal- 

extracts from an article bearing on this point. ings with the soil, is never cheated in return. 
from the aa No. of the Phrenological Jour: Our good mother earth, whatever her sons 

pal, entitled, “ wHaT SHALL 1 Do FOR 4 LiviNG.”| may be, is neither a knave nor a bankrupt 
They are full of truth and good sense, and! She never fraudulently stops payment, nor 

should be read and pondered well by evers| has she any respect of persons. Whatever 

young man inthe land. It will not hurt the] muscles bend over her generous bosom in 

fathers, even. well directed toil; whatever honest brow 

“Agriculture is in civilized countries, the thinks and sweats to put her in right rela- 

principal occupation of man, and as it is| tion with sunshine and shower, is owned 

the —* so itis ala fhe most impor-| 28 4 ae a _ her bounty, = = 

tant of all. As 1s the first necessity| crowns him wi er own green laure 

of man, that employment which pect sd and rewards him with the richest of her 

this universal and oft-returning want, must] treasures. 7 

rank first in importance. More persons| The reasons we would offer to our young 

are necessarily engaged in farming than in| friends in the country for being farmers,
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are briefly these :—It is a healthy business.)come such, may be found, hanging around i 
| There is less chance for loss, and more cer-|the overcrowded professions, and the com- | 
tainty of a “good living,” than in any oth-| mercial and mercantile interests, barely ek- | 

| er business. Itis more independent. The |ing out an inglorious subsistence, when, if 
| farmer is his own master: he works for|they would employ as much _brain-work 
God and Nature, and they never repudiate | and half the drudgery and anxiety, in con- 
their just debts nor defraud the worthy }nection with agriculture in our old and new 

| worker. Nor must he give all the profits}States, as they now employ to keep soul | 
| of his labor to the employers. The farmer|and body together in ill paid subordinate | 
| can have his meals and his evenings with | positions, they might rise to the dignity of | 
| his family, and thus, more than most men,|men, on the substantial platform of pecu- 
| can cultivate his social and intellectual|niary independence. We say, then to 
| faculties. If he will, he can be well in-|young men, follow farming for a living.” i ogy Cane mie, 9 9: 
| formed; he has the means and the time, 
| if he will but use them. It isa sphere 
| in which there is less temptation to im- Life Insurance. 
| morality, avarice, and meaness, than that Z a 4 | 
of most other pursuits, and we hazard It is the duty of every paper designed 

nothing in saying that the morals of farm-|for the Farmer’s benefit, to speak on all 
| a will bear comparison with any other| subjects which concerns his—the Farmer's 

ee best good, as a farmer. To do this it | 
| For many years to come, our wide do- 
/main of virgin soil will be open for the should not always be. confined merely to 

! hand of new cultivators. Who shall pos-|Strictly agricultural subjects. It has ap- 
| sess the domain? Who will become the| peared to the author that among the many 
rightful princes of the soil? Shall it be| things important to the Farmer, few are so 
the sons of those who made the Atlantic lightly esteemed as that of Jife-insurance. 
coast to smile like a garden ?—or will they, 3 h 1 
in an overcrowded population, be content Few, comparatively of ¢ e farmers, as wel 

| to act as “hewers of wood and drawers of|as of other classes, in community,have come 
) water,” or, follow trades in cities, which, |iully to understand the operations of the 

| from foreign nvalry, barely yield a sup-| matter, and consequently duly to appreci- 
port, while hordes of foreigners swarm to pa ies bene tae d a . Lif : 
the mighty West, and become proprietors SAIS COMER deacites cokprimre ei aces 
of that vast domain. Insurance is based upon the same princi- 

| Let the sons of those who have fought|ples in its proposals, as is fire insurance 
the battles of civilization and of freedom,|and the ends accomplished by each are al- 
ae cocoons ae —— lied in character. In neither case is it in- 

Is 0 and ru- foie unliaccuddn Gade aecad ‘Ga tended that the events, so much dreaded, 
vannas toward the setting sun. shall not, under any circumstances, tran- 

Tt pains us to see bright, promising spire. The house which is insured is none 
and healthy young men crowd into our|the less subject to fire than before insur- 
oo oa oe o. eee coe, ance. So death may as readily occur in 

ions, calculated to dwarf their muscles and i ii their ‘manliness, not one in fifty of whom = case of the insured person, as io that 
cz ever rise to a post of independence in of the uninsured. But the pecuniary re- 

mind or in purse, while they turn their sults to those concerned most deeply in 
| back upon our immense territories of new | these events, is very greatly affected by the 
E on which, in this age of progress and| circumstances of being insured or of not 
stints anata melee Sct years, be being insured: With insurance, in the case 

zens, 
To the young men of our coun fry, then, of fire, your house many be destroyed, but 

We say, BE FARMERS. We want tens of|Y0u receive from the insurers a sum equal 

aes more of them to-day than we] or nearly so, to its value, and thus, though 
ve—and the persons who ought to be-|the event is one to be deprecated,"yet it is
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i not a great pecuniary damage to you. So| he more need there is of your availing 

; || in the case of life insurance, it is true you| yourselves, or more especially your families 

| may die, and your family so dependent} of the benefits of life insurance. A few 

| | upon your existence for support, may de-) dollars yearly laid aside will furnish a sure 

t \ plore your death, yetthey are not left des-} competence to your wife and children at | 

} || tilute, and cast entirely upon the mercies| your death, if you will employ them in | 

'| and cold charities of an indifferent world; | effecting an insurance on your life for) 

| for they receive from your insurers the sua their benefit. | 

| which will enable them to feed, cloth, edu-| — It would take too much room and time | 

|| cate and fit them for a comfortable position | here to go into detail and thus give the 

jj in life. necessary information regarding life insur- | 

The design of insurance, in the case of ance. This can be better learned of =| 

; what is termed “fire insurance” or in that| 15g companies. Our object is to call your } 

of “life insurance,” is not, as we have said attention to the subject and urge its im- 

in the former, to keep buildings from burn-| portance upon you. Perhaps more at au- 

: ing,or,in the latter, to keep inidividuals from other time. . 

dying, but it is the design of the insuree, Be eee 

in both cases, to provide against the pecu- A New Bee Hive. 

niary evils which result from the devasta-| Those of our readers who feel interested 

, tions of the devouring flame and the shafts in the bee business are referred to the fol- | 

= lowing eommunication which we have re- | 
the dest: ee =e — : 

x as oe mes ined a ee ceived from Mr. Jobn Dilingham, of Turn- | 

ese Pe ‘e family circle) er, in this State. We do not know what | 

from want, none can be found more simple| his plan or system is, and cannot therefore, | 

in its character, noble in its features, or|give any opinion in regard to it. We| 

| certain in its results than life insurance.” — ee Mr. alone to ne earns 
is and ingenious man. Those who are desirous | 

se oor ag a ri P aa ea of further information, can readily obtain it| 

accomplishing one of the just ends and) py addressing him. [Maine Farmer. | 
aims of life-—namely, competence to our] “Mr. Eprror.—I have owned, and have | 

wives and children that they may be pre-| had bees under my special care and obser-| 
served from the most direful ills flesh is vation for thirty-five years, and have been | 

pee in one continued course of experiments | 

ce By the use of glass in my hives, and by | 

But many of our agricultural friends do|the help of magnifying glasses, and the | 

not suppose that this is a matter that con- or aante ane eee 
oe ing their operations, I have got a tolerable 

cerns them, and, even = ste they are, good acquaintance with them. I mpantion | 

not able 2, do anything about it, But} this that the reader may understand that 1 | 

hold, and if you are a husband or a father | can give practical as well as theoretical in 

or have those who are dependent upon] formation. _ : | 

you for their daily bread, ask yourself, “if| , A very singular, but truly very interest: | 
} sa iicuctataht aiak pall ber the ing bee hive is now offered for the benefit | 

men S ' of the pm and without any Patent. | 

condition of those now so dear to me? would Tho authot bas had a great many difficul-| 

this wife be independent of the cold chari-| ties to contend with, and a vast many ¢x- 

ties of the world? would these children| periments to test, before he could accom | 

have acomfortable home and the. means of plish his wishes. He has devoted eighteen | 
Bile RSS iti they | 3°25 of snug application, to learn the na-| 

lucation ” In many cases, it is true, they | ture and habits of the bee, with hundreds | 
might. But it is not to such that we now] and hundreds of dollars worth of labor in | 

address ourselves. The poorer you are| forming a vast variety of different kinds of
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hives, before he could obtain ove that com- | swarming,and has strong claims upon all bee 

bined all the qualities that he could desire. Keepers, if, as Mr. D. says, it secures the | 

This hive embraces al] the advantages of | sein against the depredations of the Jee | 
all the hives that have been offered to the h, whieh i far th test obstacle | 
public. In fine it is all that can be rea- moth, which is by far the grea‘ r | 
sonably asked for or expected. It is com- | to success we have encountered in the four \ 
posed of twelve sections, and accommo- | years experience we have had in the busi- | 
dates one hundred and twelve boxes or|ness. Mr. D. writes,“I haveused these sec- | 

glass tumblers. Sea 5 _ |tion bee hives for more than three years, | 
Some of its superiority consists—Ist, i | 444 have not suffered in the slightest de- | 

preserving the bees in a healthy and active Heike bos ean? | 
state for thirty or forty years, or even a | 8T? DY the Dee i 
man’s whole life time; 2nd, it saves the eo | 
bees from heaping out, and wasting a part} (Cooxep Foop ror Cows.—Mr. James | 
of the best of the season; 8d, it supersedes |S, Huber, lately s‘ated before the Phila- | 
the necessity of the bees swarming, and delphia County Farmers’ Club, that he | 
gives an opportunity for collecting stores | had proved by actual experiment in feed- | 
at the same time; 4th, the form of said {jing twelve cows one hundred and eighty | 
hive admits of increasing swarms at plea- days upon cooked food that he made a net |! 
sure by taking off seetiois; 5th, it is safe gain of $32. In place of twenty pounds | 
against melting in warm weather; 6th, it | of hay per day, formerly fed raw, he now j 

is peculiarly titted to preserve bees in cold | feeds twelve and a half pounds cut and | 
weather; 7th, it is almost a complete pre-|steamed. With this he mixes four and a | 
ventative against robbers, either boys or | half quarts of shipstuff, Indian corn meal, | 
bees; 8th, it is peculiarly fitted for feeding {in about equal portions. This with the 
even one sivarm at atime if desired; 9ih, hay, weighs about forty-six pounds when 
you may add sections to any amount; 10, cooked, having gained about thirty-one ths. 
with this hive and fixture, bees can be kept by that process. He says it is not only 
from swarming, and a reasonable portion | more economical, but more palatable to the 
of honey of the finest quality, in boxes, | cattle; they eat it without waste and keep 
may be taken from time to time, without | better condition. His steaming apparatut 
the necessity of destroying asingle bee. | cost $55. which he more than saved in six | 

In this way many valuable objects in the | months’ feeding He considers, however 
bee breeding are effected—such as an in-|that the greatest gain is in the health o 
crease of honey—no trouble about swarm- | the animals. N. Y. Agricultor. 
ing or losing of swarms, and taking the een 
honey without destroying the bees. Sour Foop.—Cattle fed on sour food, 
Any person wishing to avail himself of prepared by fermenting rye-flour and wa- 

this valuable improvement, can do so by let- ter, into a kind of paste, and then diluted 
ter, post paid , to John Dillingham of Me., | with water, afterwards thickened with hay- 
who will furnish a draft, (é,¢., plate, of the | chaff (that is, hay cut small,) are said to 
hive,) with a very minute description of all fatten quickly. ‘This plan is adopted in 
its parts, so that any common house joiner France to a considerable extent, and has 
ean make them. There will be no charge | heen introduced years ago in this country. 
for anything but the draft. Every appli-| Although not generally adopted, it is de- 
cant, on the remittance of one dollar, will serving of consideration by graziers. With 
have immediately forwarded to him by respect to the efficacy of acid food for fat- 
mail a draft as above named. tening animals, there is, as on most other 

Joux Diuuisenam. subjects, a variety of opinions. It is well 
Turner, Jan. 26, 1853. known that swine derive more benefit from 
Remarxs.—We have received from Mr. | Sour milk than they do _— — = a fresh 

iI * * state ; and there is no doubt but there are Dillingham, drawings of the bee hive de- keke ii cies egsronsics pecan al fl 
seribed._ in the foregoing communication. cilitate the consumption of a larger quan- 
This hive recommends itself to those who tity of food, and consequently expedite the 
wouldkeep bees but for the dread of their | fattening of cattle. [Agricultor.
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: Raising Pigs. A Remarkable Disease in the Horse, 

Raising pork, if made a prominent por-|_ A new disease has made its appearance 

tion of the farmer's businéss, will bring in}in the City of Boston and its vicinity, | 

: as much ready money and produce as|among horses. It affects the foot of the | 

, much nett profit as any one branch of his | horse, and often results in the death of the | 

| business. Breeding pigs for market is|animal. Dr. C. M. Wood, Veterinary Sur- i 

profitable, and those of the most approved | geon, who has treated several cases, in de- | 

kinds will always meet with a ready sale} scribing the disease, remarks in the Boston | 

at fair prices. It was formerly thought} Cultivator : “The symptoms usually ob- | 

that there was some risk in attemptirg to|served are slight swellings, accompanied | 

raise pigs, for it was frequently the case] with intense pain and soreness upon the | 

that a portion of the litter would die when | pasterns, or below the fetlock joints. The | 

, a few days old, and sometimes the sow| inflammation is acute, and goes on rapidly 

would eat a portion of them as soon as|to supperation. In some subjects, the dis- 

they were born. But since “book farming” | ease seems to be local in its character, 

has become so common, remedies have | while in others it is accompanied with los | 

been found for both these evils, and now|of appetite, great thirst, restlessness, and | 

there is no more risk in raising pigs than| extreme constitutional disturbance. These 

| in raising calves. The pigs, and some-|symptoms are quickly succeeded by a 

| times the sow, dies from over feeding, and | sloughing of the integument or skin about 

by the use of improper food immediately | these parts, commencing at the coronet, and 

? after her accouchment. No milk or greasy | extending upwards, towards the fetlock, 

| slop should be given for three or four days. | presenting an ulcer of the most formidable 

The best food is a thin gruel of scalded In- | character, discharging an ichorous and very 

dian meal dealt out in. rather small quan-| offensive matter. I have rarely seen the 

tities, When the pigs are a week old you| disease extend more than two or three 

may feed on whatever you may wish to| inches above the coronet, or hoof, and it 

give them, and as abundantly as you please. | often affects but one side of the foot. Va- 

A hog requires both animal and vege-| rious causes are assigned for this disease, 

table food, and when her appetite is not| and various remedies are resorted to by the | 

gratified, she will satiate it on her own off- | “horse doctors,” such as poulticing with | 

spring. .A breeding sow should therefore | dressings of charcoal and sulphate of cop- 

be well supplied with meat or fish of some | per, but they are all ineffectual. 

kind with her other food, especially for a| I would observe, this disease is unlike 
week or so prior to the birth of the pigs.| the foot-rot in sheep and cattle, inasmuch 

Regard these rules and all risk of losing| as it begins at the top of the foot, and not 

young pigs vanishes. at the bottom. I have said that the integ- 
Rewarxs—We take the above from| uments slough away, and then the tendons 

the New Era, with the credit of an Ex- and ligaments are exposed ; and at this 

change; a credit we only give under like stage of the disease, the pain and suffering 

circumstances. Instead of meat and fish | of the animal is intense. 

being given to breeding sows that are in| As to treatment I have not much to add; 

the habit of eating their offspring, we | suffice to say, that poultices do more harm 

think kitchen slops and vegetabies with salt| than good, from the fact that they cause 

given plentifully just before and after pig- | the disease to spread, by promoting suppt | 

ing, will act as a preventive. ration. I find that the drier the parts are 

[Southern Farmer and Planter, | kept, the more aptis nature torestore them 

to their healthy condition ; but be the treat- 
ment what it may, it requires all the skill 

How have the Chinese managed to keep | of the veterinary surgeon to prevent disor- 

their lands in a productive condition for so| ganization of the parts above and within 

many centuries, with so few cattle, and| the hoof. Such are the results of several 

without the usual facilities for producing] examinations that I have made of horses 
manures, which are so common to all other that have died of exhaustion under this 
highly cultivated regions? dreadful malady,
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Fattening Animals, We remember an anecdote in point, and 

— will relate it by way of illesteations A far- The Shakers of Lebanon, N. Y., say, | mer having purchased a cow from a coun- after an experience of thirty years, that in ty abounding in the richest pasturage, upon fattening swine upon Indian corn, one- taking her to his own inferior pastures | third is saved by grinding into meal, and | found that she fell short of the yield which | that one-fourth is saved by cooking—boil- | he was informed she had been accustomed | ing it, This, as we understand it, makes a | to give. He complained to the gentleman | saving of one-half—which is probably | of whom he had urchased, that the cow ! somewhat exaggerated, but the saving is | was not.the one he Ten for, or in oth- | no doubt considerable. There can be no er words what she was “cracked up to be.” | doubt, that on all farms where there are “Why,” said the seller, “I sold you my | considerable numbers of cattle and swine cow, but did not sell you my pasture, too.” | to be fed, a mill and boiling apparatus,| The above, which we cut from an ex- 
though they may be a little costly at first, | change, reminds us of the reply which a would ultimately, and soon indeed, reimn- }shrewd old farmer, whom we knew many burse all expenses. Grind and boil Wesay |years ago, made, to one of his neighbors. therefore, to all farmers. The apathy that |The latter had obtained some pigs of a prevails on this point in general is Yery | man residing some miles off, and_ who, be- strange. Farmers are generally slow in a-| cause intelligent, was always very success- dopting improvements in agriculture and | full in his farming operations, particularly agricultural implements, and comparatively surpassing his neighbors in raising pork.— few feed their cattle on cooked food, while Shortly aiter, meeting the old gentleman some kinds of it are almost as grateful to|referred to, ho says, “Well, Mr. Sweetsir, 
the quadruped as to the biped; his lord | Pm going to beat you in raising hogs this and master. Globe. | year, I have got some of J—- M-—'s ——nnrrnrnnnn breed.” “A-a-ah,” drawled out the old 
Asovunt or Foop require py Axmars: | man, “you'd be-etter get the breed of his —Of hay, an ox requires two per cent, a| ho-g-trough!” 

day of his live weight. That is, if the oz wpe eae 
weighs 2000 ibs, he requires 40 tbs. of 
hay. If he is working, = will take two on ——_ —— a - and ahalf per cent. A milch cow should ae ager i aE Rovererye Sace a . have three per cent. of her weight, as she | S¥° are f low oie Bigs = real . d is proportionably lighter than the ox, and |CWS the fo oa’ pie ie cree a 
part of the substance of her food goes to | M0St sure remedy. form milk. A fatting ox may be fed five} Take the bark of the root of the shrub Percent. at first, four and a half per cent. {commonly called bitter-sweet, wash _and 
when half fat, and afterwards four per | simmer it with a quantity of lard, until it cent, This is independent of other food. |'s very yellow, and when cool, apply it to A grown sheep will take four and a third | the parts that are swollen, three times a Per cent. of its weight in hay, to keep it in day until the udder and teats are perfectly 
good store condition. Animals in a grow- {soft and free from kernels. Tt _has been Ing state require most food, and it is very | ‘ried with great success in this vieinity. 
Poor economy to stint them. [Plow. [Ex i BBE Say reyes ann 

A Hist ro tHe Farwern—We may { A new Silkworm, as we learn by the N. 
@nd to England for Durham cows, and to | Y. Times, has been discovered by the Rev. \ 
Spain or Saxony for the choicest sheep; we | Mr. Fitch, according to whom all the cat- i 
may search the world over for cattle that jerpillars of California are silkworme. They | Please the eye; but unless they receive the | feed on the foliage of the oak, which they |, 
best care and liberal feeding they will most | prefer to any other food. Their cocoons || 
assuredly deteriorate, and eventually become | are about one-third as large _as those of the i 
4s worthless and unworthy of propagation | Chinese worm, and the silk isstrong and of 
"any of the skeleton breeds that now }a yellow color, the thread being finer than 
haunt our rich but neglected pasture-lands, | that of our silkworm. I
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Hien Prick or Woot 1x Evrorz.— |small degree, those lands covered with | 

| Wool is rapidly rising in England and on |timber that requires to be propagated with |} 

| the continent. ‘The London Times says = seeds, that this change is most apparent | 

| At the late public sales nearly all the stock | Everybody must have noticed in what num- |; 

| then in London was sold, and the ware-|bers a species of wild cherry will spring |} 

| houses are consequently beginning to lock | up where the forests are cut down, or are 

| very empty. The advices from the conti- prostrated by winds, though that partieu- 

| nent represent light stocks and high prices. |lar kind is rarely or never found growing in || 

In Germany the old stock is nearly exhaust- | the unbroken forest. 
1 

| ed, and the consequence is that the next| More than thirty years since a part of our 

| clip has already, in many cases, been con-|farm was cleared of its timber, a dense 

| tracted for at much higher prices than growth of maple, baswood, and elm. A 

| those of last year. small piece of perhaps half an acre was 

eg eee 
separated from the rest by a narrow ravine, 

Pork iv Banseis witcd HAVE POS ma after being aes three or four 

sep For Lanp.—A friend informs us that d part of it planted out as 

several persons of his acquaintance packed |Yea" ant Bet of it planted out as 2 nur 

; . sery of fruit trees, it was left to itself. It 

pork in barrels which had been used for ‘a with ; hich 

lard—using Turk’s Island salt as has been | ¥28 ea with young ae . d 

their custom. . On cas in the Boe ae aoe Sak ciiages ole ox 

Spring the pork was found to be damaged, : 

oat ry aay be sold for soap grease— — —— white —_ Ecos. 

although the barrels then contained good a eee aa hi ee se aeee 

quantiy of undisolved salt. One indivdiual et as oe a da ae 

put up eight or ten barrels—all the barrels ae a shin : aed fe oa j i ale 2 

except one or two, had been used for lard ren not within three-fourths oF a ae 

w*and there were only two barrels saved. n explanation we leave to others. 

| ‘Whrt occasioned the loss ? is the question. 
s 

Can any one give us the Misia the Kuomngpeter'= ee al c apron 

| subject. [Boston Cultivator. rong.—Exclusive 0” & Sm por 

ee earthy matter ail plants and all animals are 

| Cuancr or Tomer From CnEARING nothing more than consolidated air, 

| Lanp.—There are fow things eonnected| Four simple seriform bodies; carbon, ni- 

; | with the natural history of trees and plants, |trogen, oxygen, and hydrogen—the two 

| more surprising, or that has occasioned | latter being water—make up the whole | 

; more speculation, than the changes that jeatalogue of organic life, including mav 

| not unfrequently take place in the growth | himself. Thanks to Infinite ecemntence,| 

| of timber after clearing. So inexplicabie the air is full of bread, of meat, of clo- 

, is this change in many instances, on the | thing, and of fire! All gratitude is due to 

| commonly received principles of vegeta- that Creator, who has made it impractica | 

| tion, that it had been adduced by the be- | ble for any selfish mortal to claim an ex-| 

lievers in the doctrine of spontaneous pro- elusive title to any portion of the evar | 

: | duction as one of the strongest supports of|moving atmosphere, or the rain and sun: | 

| their system. We think, however, that |shine of Heaven. The whole earth, too, is | 

i singular as the phenomena may be, its so-| full of siliea, alumina, lime, potash, soda, | 

| lution cannot require & supposition so un- magnesia, and the other minerals which en- | 

| philosophical. ter into the composition of plants and of | 

: | _ Inthe Southern States where the timber |animals. With all these materials furnish: | 

I | is principally pine, when thatgs cleared off, |ed to our hands, with mental powers that 

; | a growth entirely different, and composed | derive their highest pleasure and. dignity | 

of euch as was unknown to the place before |from_ the investigation ot the works of 

it springs up; and this, when cut off not un- | Providence, what is gold, what are deeded | 

— succeeded by new varieties; or |acres, to that knowledge which renders a) 

perhaps by a return to pine. Lands cov- rational being so nearly independent for| 

1! ered with ‘oak and chestnut, or such timber | physical and intellectual comfort, if it does | 

: || as shoots up from the stumps of the cut |not also give him a higher, stronger hops; 

: ' trees, do not change the timber except in a of something better beyond the grave! i 

: [hc 
: ; 
f 
4 
' 
,
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Gruels for Improving 
EAVATOR. s 

eee Cattle, &e- ter has been 264, = || 

Tn tho Edinburgh J 1 SSS ST paapes see, 
; 

, 2, 
, and of chi 

1 History, we find ie a. eee — cette A sara. thy eee mileh 

| Paragraph about gruels for cattle, oar acs creased 68,0 ae a 

«We are assured by Mr. Yo att PRES OSTA eff ,066—showing most clearly that 

i Saves fat soups are given at 8 dapard of - - —*. covatng the 

pecially when sick 
attle, es- | our dairy products and i ni 

en or enfeebled, for th ing the character of o i oS ee 

| purpose eaavurorating- then. ; Th ef heen acter of cur dairy animals, hav 

| practice is observed in som ne SNP: oe most gratifying. The average yi 1d 

America, where th e parts of North cheese per cow, as_esti 
ad 

; he country people mix, i ‘eat 110 The > imated in 1845 

| winter, fat broth with the ci pe mis 1 | adopti s. each, and the yield in 18 

| to their cattle, in order ix oaese given | *¢ opting the same standard of esti oo 

ike el der them ca- gives a fracti y es ees 

| pable of resisting the se ee ca- | = fraction over 160 Ibs. each, sh : 

| et. These broths ha verity of the weath- | @& 8% increase per cow at hi eee 

i Er. ve been | 4 | ces at whi SeAe ee ee eee 

| ered efficacious b: - _ long consid- | pelniohe cliooes wae par : 

! y the veterinar | she fare : probably sold’b 

tioners of our own ¢: Bary Pact ers, six cents, of about $ 3 

inrses wh i have oad wai 3 ord ae to $1,162,962 - va 

long illness. It is said by Peall SY ed in cece anne 

Iti 
the cheese dairi a 

common practice in some yi ts of ee a se dairies alone. From the |} 

esata) atic e parts of India to ment of one of the competito : 

to Baile Token! compe = grain given a* _. a dairy farmer of  . 

i asort of paste, which soon eee = iace cee aa paseen of 

into a good conditior Sree ther: ‘ Boers thahihas yoldhot ob 

vig: "Pill tlle vs taste! ae as has averaged for ihe last. three 

= make use of the dried flesh of | the oo 

anatet redticed
 '€0" power, andintt of the OOO 

{ : > mi i 

eee this oe their ae eet eubenel meee:
 ae ee 

len and exti i i fotos 

oe Naseeer came a pe oa Se Re "orm of steers 

ry of Iceland, that the i I , aised without the least d 

feed their horses ai hae inhabitants | their growth (th entities . 

r th dried fish rg 5 ¢ most convenient tim 

the cold eevary i es when | do it, is when thi i ow 

ery intense, and thai i i epee tae ts ee 

mils nse, + these ani- | by taki 
stable) 

minemeenets sere feo ot ee eee bee cage ts 
1 

. ni! 

ooers the Western hae aig 
3 a 

enough to be ta 

Bat agemaienggege or- he horns, the other at an lac u | 

wien oe ale : ery cold, this} may wish, the weight y Dae One 

: ted ; and it is not vay; : ight fo hang out of the 

common in some very wal not un-} Way; pass @ cord over them with 

sie ee of pr mhccigs ‘Krabia Felix, of aes ain ae = bation onthe ead | 

¢ Straits of Ormu: aula X, 4 orns; at the other end attach 

most fertile parts of Arabi z, one of the| weight of from two to f s 

0 
ch anid’ oth 4 ‘o to four pounds. This 

animal substances vote other {should be put on every nigh 

horses in the are there given to the | steers are put in th Zale whe 

ot santity cold season, as well as in times — in the a p stable, Gd be ee 

ae 
have never knowu that i 

‘ 
faith 

operation, when 

Report of the Es iv Damy Sroce.—The | or rent sagen oa raising — 

: of the Executive Committee of the | ti oth o the horns to any desired i- 

New York State Agricultural Soci ee ee aves eas ‘Our 

ay . tart encouraging accou
nt of ae eens Le Magecka eoA consider th 

— “increase per cow in butt e | lopping of one or even both of the horns “ 

heels cteahbieediaed er and | no serious objection i = 

ote ries of the State. We | erwise i jection, provided they are oth- 

; * Ounilaisios ee passage on the cubject: eee 
(Albeny Cab 

a ave not only i in ici 

the eee of butter and nar in (lets oranges aed Mana, bare 

ding, while a and. what is most —_ Buitor oft the Eas Meals ce
 ian 

ing, while the i i j oe te 2 : 

increase in quantity of but. | o the best tee in Loukdaps. ae 
Ags Wings Ms ReTiOOoT Hi
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i HORTI CULTURE portions drop in about two weeks; but if the 

je _|stone is hard when the egg is laidf the fruit 
= = remains till near the usual period of ripenin, 

; Tnnects a Fruit—The sometimes presenting a fair and smooth eg 

—— or, but spoiled by the worm within. 

We have said'a great deal fromtime to time} The insect, soon after thefall of fruit, makes 

f about insects, and it would seem almost super- | its way into the earth, where it is supposed to 

flows, at the present time, to say anything | remain till the following spring, when it is trans- 

: more. But there is often need of the repeti- | formed into the perfect insect or beetle, to lay | 

tion of old facts, plain and familiar though | its eggs and perpetuate its race. Instances | 

they may be,as from carelessness or inattention | however, haveoccurred, where the transforma- | 

they are often forgotten and neglected alto- | tion has taken place within twenty days of the | 

gether. fall of the fruit. | 
: Now isthe time to look after and destroy| ‘The eurculio travels by flying, but only dur- | 

; those insects, which may infest your trees. |ing quite warm weather, or at the heat of the | 

: Some insects confine their operations entirely day. The insects mostly confine themselves to | 
: to the trees, while others only prey upon the | certain trees, or to the same orchard: But tlie | 

; fruit. Among the latter is the Curculio. This | fact that newly bearing or isolated orchards | 

: | insect is very destructive to plums and some--| sre soon attacked, clearly shows that in occas- | 

| times attacks cherries and apples. We have | sional instances they travel considerable dis- | 

gleaned from Cole’s and Thomas’ Fruit Books |tanees, Indeed, they have been known to be | 

| many facts touching the Curculio, which We | wafted on the wind for a half a mile or more. | 
present to the reader. the windward side of the orchards being most | 

“Concorso. Plum | infested, immediately after strong winds from \ 

Spr Weevil, [Rhynha- |, thickly planted plum neighborhood. In the | 

4 rus nenuphar,} 38} cool of the morning, they are nearly torpid, 

| = hererepresentedin | anq4 can scarcely fly, and crawl but slowly; | 
e ST cere hence, at this time of the day they are most | 

+ Curculio 1M | easily destroyed. 

. ee cia pertiy a bee It has been found that the effluvia from fer- | 

4 pene ee menting manure effectually repels the curculio. | 

. Trees standing near stable-cleanings usually | 

2. Tts assumed form, when distarbed,or shak- bear full crops, and heaps of fermenting ma- i 
en from the tree. di nure placed for this purpose beneath the trees, | 
uaa fo oe ee have yielded the same successful result. But 

: . : ce other offensive substances, as strong tobacco | 
__ 4. Pupa, or chrysalis form, in which it lives . Je-oil- . | 
in the ground, and the last stage before the per- | W8ter with whal spoil soap, applied #0, abund 
fect state. antly as to coat thickly the young fruit, has not | 

On the figure of the plum are the crescent deterred them in their attacks. Jn addition to | 

haped marks, as made by this insect. these means, the frequent passing near trees | 
” i" planted by doer paths and other frequented | 

“About the time the young fruit” attains the | piaces, and the presence of swine in orchards, i 
size of a pea, the eurculio begins its work of | doubtless contribute to some extent towards | 
destruction. It makes a small crescent-shaped | the same end by frightening the insects away. | 

incision in the young fruit, and lays its egg in} Destruction of the insects while stinging 
the opening. The presence of the egg may be | the fruit is thoroughly offectual,jif vigorously 
easily detected by these incisions on the sur-| and unremittingly applied. The best and in- 

face. The egg soon hatches into a small white | Jeed the only practical mode, is to jar them \ 

arva, which enters Ihe body of the fruit and | ¢om the tree, upon whitesheets spread beneath. 
feeds upon it, causing, usually, its premature | While lying on the sheet they may not at the | 
fall to the ground. first glance of an unpracticed eye be distin- i 

The period at which the young fruit falls, | guished from the fallen withered blossoms; i 
after being punctured, varies with its age at | but a moments attention will quickly remove I 

the time it receives the injury. The earliest | this difficulty. | 
See!
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5 A quick and sudden jar is important, and would protect your fruit trees from the ravages 
may begiven by the stroke of a mallet, upon | of insects. 
thé’short stump of one of the smaller limts eer=or—~ | 

sawed off for the purpose, and which prevents Crvery.—A writer in the N. E. Farmer | bruising the bark. Ora mallet may be thick-| recommends Seymour's Celery seed as far supe- | yeovered with woolen cloth encased in India | rior to anyother kind. He says it is white, | rubber, to prevent injury to the tree. solid and good flavored. Winter celery should | The best time for this work is in the cool o¢ be sown about the first of June. | the morning, when the insects are partly torpid seks Ee ae } with cold, and drop quickly.” Tue Prosrzcr ror Fruit i Southern Illi--| 
nois—The announcement made sometime since | 
that the peach crop for next season was cut off | or injured very materially, was premature. We | 
learn that the prospect for peaches, as well as \ 
all other fruits, is good. A small portion of the 
buds on the peach trees are killed; but suffi- | 
cient ave left to coustitute a good yield, should | 
they be spared from further attacks. | 
We are also informed that this isthe case up 

in the vicinity of Carrolten, Green Co. But Carerpittans’ Nests, once mors.—Now is| futher to the east. in the northern portion of 
thetime to look after and destroy the caterpil- fnieeo ee Bate ee ee lars’ nests on fruit trees, and we again entreat| iy 6 peach buds in certain localities, 
ourreaders to attend to this business in time,so Alton Courier as not to have their trecs injured and disfigured ererTIrooooon by these pests. Minine axp Acricutturr.—It is generally Th be ily detected b . | Supposed that these two pursuits cannot, flour- ticed pore Sees ee eens, ao ish together. Such is not thecase. Humboldt swellin: a. Fee ae Suinasase og describes the neighborhood of the Guanaset = wed tee . mines, in Mexico, as reminding him of the fruit- atove. Cut them off and burn them. 2s % ae = Weikaveheardof d many ways to de. | {@! plains of Lombardy ; and in Chili,the rivers 

=o 7 = which wash down gold, are described as flowing stroy these depredators ; such as shooting the thewughi tluafiehesti cecil Ackia 
nests from the branches on which they appear, s pe 
With powder ; smoking or burning them off &c. Manine Ranwar—& Project is on foot to the first of which is of but little use, except to baila Saree Railway around - falls of the afford a pastime for boys, while the latter usual- | Ohio river for the Purpose of passing boats of ly injures the tree. a HES ae the amie ante 
The safest and most effectual way is, when it poor Seenescey aot coe . : Siac) Scientific American says: can be done without injuring the tree too much, ©It is simpl " the Indi to severthe branch on which they appear, from * is simply to construct upom the Indiana the tree, and burn it : bank of the river, a railway, the length of Eameist. , r i . which will be about one and a quarter miles, There are various kinds of caterpillars! .n4 the width about 72 feet, with proper locks Which make their appearance “about these at each terminus; the whole to be of such mag- days” which should be watched; After the nitude as to be able, without discharging cargo, Web or nest is formed, which should not be at to pass steamboats of the largest class, or say 

allif possible, the best way we have ever found about 350 feet in length, and 80 feet beam over ‘odestroy them, is to takea pole of suitable the guards. The difference in level between length, with the top end roughened or splinter-} the head and foot of the falls may be assumed el up a little—“thrust it into the nest and| at about 24 feet, and it is proposed to lift the Wind up the whole colony in their own web.” boat a part of this height in the lock, and A wet day is the best time for this operation, } then by the grade of the railway. The power when they are not feeding. There are also|'to be used will be one or more stationary steam Apple Tree Borers and Bark Lice, which should engines, applied to the moving of the carriage be looked after. Examine your trees closely— upon which the boats will be transported, by too much vigilance connot be observed, if you | means of a tow rope or chain.”
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IMPOVEMENTS IN FARM GATES. 

The above engraving represents a valu-|the horseman can easily pass through be- 

able improvement in the construction of jfore it shuts itself again. The machinery 
Parm Gales. These Gates can be con- by which these movements are performed 

is simple, and not liable to get out of re- 

structed for a small sum —— and above pair, and the whole structure is substantial 

an ordinary Gate, and will effectually dis- | and durable; and will, no doubt, commend 

pense with the necessity of getting out in itself to the favorable notice of those for 

the mud and storm, or of leaving the team whose convenience it is intended. A mod- 

for th i . et ys el of this gate was presented for examina- 

for the purpose of opening and C.0sing | tion at the World’s Fair in London, and 

Gate. S. S. Barry, of Cleveland, has ten-| received from the committee a very favor- 

dered us a set of the castings for putting | able notice.” 

up one of these Gates, and from whom any ee iS 

information may be obtained about the}  APPLIcaTIoN oF Liz ro THN Sanpy 

sale of rights, &c. We are also indebted Laxp.—Slake the lime with salt brine; 

Saat Be iioeicenieeninioe: when it falls into powder, mix with every 

> Abe SO: Cn SOO WANE POP ns 25 bushels of it, 10 loads of clay, layer 

“The principal improvement consists in | and layer about;, throw it into bulk, and 

its being so constructed that a person in a/let it remain two or three weeks. In the 

carriage or on horseback, can pass through | meantime, manure plow and harrow the 

it without ite: On approaching from |land, then shovel over the compost, so as 

either way, the person takes hold of a rope |to intimately mix the lime with the clay. 
which hangs over the centre of the road, | and broadcast eleven loads of the mixture 

and pulls gently for a short time, and the|evenly over the surface of each acre, and 
gate comes open and fastens itself; and | harrow and cross harrow, and then roll, 

then in driving a carriage or wagon thro’| when the land will be fit to receive the 
one of the wheels runs over a trigger fixed | crop which you may intend it for. If lime 
in the ground, which unfastens it, when it}be thus applied to thin sandy land, ten 
immediately shuts and fastens itself again. |loads of putrescent manure will actually 
The only difference in passing a person on | perform more positive good, than would 
horseback is this:—In pulling the rope to|twenty loads applied without the addition 

open the gate, care must be taken not to/of the clay, provided a bushel of plaster 

pull it far enough to fasten itself; but by | per acre be sowed over the land. 

pulling it about two-th rds of the way open [Farmer’s Journal
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| R E CG ] P E S Baxep Ham.—Most persons boil ham. 
| . It is much better baked, if baked right— 

SSS | Soak it for an hour in clean water and wipe 
| To Maxx Correz.—The best way of | it dry, and then spread it all over with thin 
| making coffee is to put-the ground coffee | batter, and then put into a deep dish, with 
| into a wide-mouthed bottle over night, and sticks under it, to keep it out of the gravy. 
pour rather more than half a pint of vate When it is fully done, take off the skin and 
upon each ounce and a half, and cork the } batter crusted upon the flesh side, and set 
bottle. In the morning loosen the cork, put | it away to cool. You will find it very de- 
the botile into a pan of water, and bring licious, but too rich for dyspeptics. 

| the water to a boiling heat ; the coffee is ann 
| then to be poured off clear, and the latter] Gur or Foor Ror ix Catruz—B- 
| portion strained ; that which is not drank| Andrews, in the Ohio Farmer, says he 
| immediately 2. kept closely stopped, and | cured three cows of foot rot by the applica- 
he as it is ree ie eas tion of three bottles of Dr. Dodd’s Black 

pdcientiae ‘American. / Qi]. He remarks : “I commenced pour- 
oe a emer a ing it between the hoofs and wetting the | Foam Savcr.—One tea-cup of sugar, | "5 . ad 2 

| two-thirds do. of butter, and one table- a ——— — ss & 
nful of flour, beaten together till smooth, | {'T°e C8ys ee oe pit 

a lace over the fire, and stir in rapid] the appearance of alarge worm, the size of fhiea vill boiling water ; season wi ecae. a man’s finger, between the hoofs, that had 
: apparently commenced growing under the 

ae skin between the hoofs, and it appeared to 
es be loose, the skin having rotted away at 

Ee ae ecw —-A onerer the ends. I went to wan with two dicks pondent of the Ohio Farmer has used a = 2 
cheap and very durable paint for the exte-| amd pulled them out et Et eee eS 
tior of brick dwellings, which has already a ee — mene toer z a 
stood several years, and is now quite as| ¥ ee one | fechas Sane irsbivappliod Te Seas put the black oil between the hoofs _ a 

| simply of limewash, with sulphate of zinc | day, and in three weeks from the time they 
| as afixing ingredient. Any requisite shade | Were taken, they gave their usual amount | is given by adding the colors used by of milk, and had resumed their place in the 

i ‘ dairy.” | house-painters. A clear and rich cream y 
\ color may be obtained by applying yellow ————~_——- 
! ochre to the common new brick ; a livelier Erysiretas—Cranperries—-We are 

| and warmer shade will be added by a little} able to record another case of the complete Venetian red. Burnt sienna may likewise | cure of erysipelas by the simple application 
H be used. ‘This paint is far cheaper than oil | of raw cranberries, pounded fine. The pa- 
ee — | = we than Sena tient was a young lady, one side of whose 

| Waitewash, and nothing will remove it but) face had become so much swollen and in- | the severest friction. flamed that the eye had become closed, and | I Dom, Fisaw Poreake « athe pan excesive. A poulin of crater 
| bladebone of country pork, commonly eall- | T&S ¥as applied, and after several changes 
ed the oyster, take out the bone and put he — ree Pierce | veal in its place, wrap it in a clean | 4 in the course of a couple of days every 

doth, and pet it in stucopan of boiling |Yestige of the disease had_ disappeared — 
water with a little salt; let it boil slowly | ne case occurred in the family of one of 

for about an hour and a half, or an hour ‘he eitors of the Palladium, MRCOR 
and three quarters, according to the size; it therefore vouch 15 ae Palladi 
should, however, be well done, Serve it [New Haven Palladium. 
up with parsley and butter poured over it re er 
plentfully. This is a most rich, and at the| _ Cre ror Sons Tzars ox Cows.—First 
same time a most. delicate dish, equal to| wash them with warm water and castile 

| boiled.fowl and pickled pork, which indeed | soap, then lubricate with lime water and 
| it greatly moeniice [Ex.  |linseed oil, equal parts. !
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To Ku Lice on Carriz.—Nothing is D , 
more simple, more effectual, or more ng ie E ITOR 5 TABLE. 
obtained, than common lamp oil, one quart ao 
of which is sufficient to drive all and every] COR8#srosptnts—The Communication of 
species of vermin from an ox of the largest | & M. is too long for publication ; beside,s the 
growth. Let a stream be poured along subject is not exactly suited to the objects of 

the back from head to tail ; let another one | °"" PaPer- 5 4 
encircle the body just back of the should-| | Lome" os With several other commnica- 
ers, and again fronting the hips round the tions must “stand at ease” until the next issue. 

flanks ; all of which should be wellrubbed,} “Oax Busses,” on the cultivation of hops, 
so as to spread it over the animal as much | came toolate for the season, we shall publish it 
as possible. Particular attention should be | when the proper time comes round again. 

given to such parts as the animal cannot] 4 Ramarxarns Axrmat.—A California sheep 
reach, I have seen both cattle and hogs| has been exhibited in Providence, R.I. The 

cleaned in this manner, by one or two ap-| animal is not large in bone and ftesh, but enor- 
plications, when they have been fairly alive | mous in fleece. The wool is in some paris 

with the vermin. Such treatment is of €S-| swenty-four inches in length, and the flecce is 

pecial advantage to neglected mangy pigs | estimated to weigh forty pounds. lt is of very 
esnips ot =" ee fine and valuable quality, apparently like the 

tendency to remove the dry seurf erith oe 
which the body is always covered in such| _Km*®x Porators—Our thanks are dueJ 
cases, preventing their growth by closing Russell Eons of Union Grove, Racine Co.,, fora 

the pores of the skin, and obstructing that | Pox of Kidney Potatoes—the real simon pure 
healthy, though insensible perspiration, so Kidneys and nothing short—the only genuine 

natural to all creatures. article that we have received out of several 

[Germantown Telegraph. specimens. 

How 40 MAKE In&—Take | two quarts Jeusmonis «Dang: Reva paaapanoraile 
of rain water, one half Ib. nut galls, three ee piewnap = calling: sseention: sos ete 

. tisement of this establishment. It is the old. ounces gum Senegal (arabie,) three do. : Me, J : ded 
sulphate of iron ; soak the nut galls in cot intghe Sessa Many dohnacn ste rogatiedas 
three quarters of the water ; the gum ara- an excellent and honorable man. If you want | 

bic in one half the remaining water warm- 1s ae jdealt wah: Dials, eat bay gooda;chesn, 
ed ; the sulphate in the other half ; let] #%¢ hima call. You can’t do better. : 
them stand in the several vessels forty-eight | T= Farm axp tax Suor.—A new Agricul- 
hours, then mix them, and the ink is made. | tural Journal, hailing from Indianapolis, la. 
Peeper gee ae Th By O T. Mayhew. The number before us is 

4 AND NAPIDS. — 1 De | well filled. Ifthe farmers of Indiana do not 
Grand Rapid Eagle learns that a new dis- give it their support universally, they will do 4 
Sneed pis Rae Deen waite aM * themselves and the publisher great injustice. | 

Butterworth, on Ire west side of the river. Bee ence Res | 
It is supposed to be very extensive, and ful- Tax Western Prow Boy.—Such is the title | 

ly establishes the fact that our supply of of encther new Agricnitural paper, of 16 pages j 
this valuable fertilizer can never be ex-|™thly, 50 cents: by R.D Turner & J. P. | 
hausted. Jenks. Fort Wayne, In. It is welli filled with | 

Oe selected and original matter. We extend to its 

ci ai or N sasitechs 1 Foop.—Greens | proprietors the hand of fellowshipand brother- 
and Turnips, 1 in 612; Carrots, 1 in 347 ; Po- | 1 ureeting 

tatoes, 1 in 281; Wheat flour, 1 in 49. Meat tired Woon Grower & Srock Rearsrern— 
contains about 26 per cenfof nutritious matter: | his Journal. as its title would indicate, is | 

74 per cent being water, and it is more nutri-| specia!ly devoted to the wool growing and stock 
tiousithés bread: : raising interests. It should be made the text 

One cow well fed will be of more profit] book of every one who is at all interested in | 
than two kept om the same fodder. This} stock raising. Monthiy, at 50 cents a year: by 

will also apply to other stock. D.D. T; Moore, Rochester, N.Y. |
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Tax Prater Faruer—We plead guilty for! Gonsy’s Lapy’s Boox for May is on our table 
not before having noticed the advent of our! with its usual promptness. We need not say 
neighbor in an entire new dress. This excel-| to those acquainted with this work, that it is 
Agricultural Journal now wears a fine appear-| the very best monthly of the kind, that is pub- 

; ance, and enjoys a large list of correspondents | jished in this or any other country. To those 

| headed by atrio of most able editors and pub-| who do not take it we would say subscribe for 
lishers. Our much esteemed friend, Dr. Ken-| it, a new Vol. commences with July and now is 
nicott, who has not inaptly been denominated | the time to subscribe. 

the “back bone of the Agricultural Press of 

the Northwest,” is at the head of the Horticul-| Tat New Yorx Horse Marxer—The 
tural Department. Wright & Wight, Chicago | Weekly transactions of the New York horse 
gla year. eae See ane New York Agri- 

cultor to amount to 0, or to upwards of 
Tae Lapres Wrearx.—Published by Bur-| $3 990,000 for the year. In this iain the 

dick. Reed & Brothers. N. ¥., edited by Helen! sates are put at 300 horses per week, of the 
Irving: $1 per year We have often spoken average value of $200. The stables last week 
in high praise of this work. The May No,| contained 950 horses, which is about the usual 
the first of Vol. eight, is at hand. Among] number. Horses are generally 10 per cent 
the illustrations is a. steel plate engraving of} hicher than they were last spring, and thirty 
the Editress. per cent higher than three years ago. Very 

Nicuow’s Journat.—This is the title of a| few compared with the whole number, are sold 

new eight page quarto, by T. L. Nichols, M | for less than $100. 

D, Port Chester, N. ¥. Monthly,25 cents per) a yesriszwunts—The aitention of farmers 
year. The Editor promises to make it thei, directed to the advertisement of Yuune Dz- 
best reform paper in the world. It is devotod Fiance, here— is an opportunity to commence 
to Medical Reform, Society, Science, Manners-| +}, improvement of your stock. 
Health &c. The number before us gives am- 

ple assurance that the Editor understands his} Boox Acxnts.—1009 wanted. See adver. 
theme: tisement. 

La Crosse Democrat.—Wearein receipt of} Porarozs 1n Orxcow.—The Oregonian gives 
the first number of this paper, published at| as the product of one hill of potatoes gcownin 

Prairie La Crosse, by Stevens & Rogers. It} field of several acres, and without any extra 
is filled with valuable selected and original | culture, one hundred and ninety-nine potatoes, 

matter, and in all respects is deserving of an| weighing fifty-three pounds. The product of 
extensive circulation. several hills in the fields weighed over forty 

Tax Jerrensonian.—This is another new pounds, fo-eeqh Ball, 
candidate for public favor, published by W. M. Mr. Aubry, the great Rocky Mountain 
Watt, at Jefferson, Wis. It is Democratic, and | traveller, made a trip with a party from Santa 

the number before us proclaims the Jefferso-| Fe to California the past winter, with a flock 
nian entitled to rank among the best of its| of 5,000 sheep. 

errors: Fruit in rue West Inpies—An extract from 
Tae Wisconsin Pinerr—The teatman of| the Bermudian, of March 30, states that the 

the Wisconsin Press {in point of size only) for it peach trees throughout the country are literally 
looks well, ready well, is of course edited well covered with new fruit as large as nutmegs, and 

and ably, and will surely grow larger if liber- | the orange trees abound in blossoms. The 
ally patronized. A great mistake is often com-| planters hope to astonish the New Yorkers at 
mitted in the commencement of a weekly pa=| their Crystal Palace Fair, with specimens of 

Per, in a new locality, and whith proves ruin-| the horticultural advantages enjoyed by the 
ous to the publishers—we mean that of using « fairy isles” of Bermuda. 

too large a sleet to make it a paying business- ; 
The Pingny is published at Stevens’ Pcint, Oranczs anv Lemons.—Delicious oranges 
Portage Co., by §¥. V- Cuanpter—“Devoted to and lemons have been grown near Memphis, 
the interest of Northern Wisconsin.” Sug-| Tennessee. The editor of the Eagle pronounces 

Ceas to it. them equal to the best raised in Louisiana.
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IxverteD Posts.—The Hartford Times men | looks remarkably well, and bids fair to bring | 

tions a farmer who took up a fence after it had forth a bountiful harvest. | 

1 been standing fourteen years, and found some Onthe prairies, the winter has been rather | 

| of the posts nearly sound, and others rotted off | too severe for the wheat crop,but it is beginning 

| at the bottom. Looking for the cause, he dis- | to revive and asa general thing looks quite 

| covered that the posts which had been inverted | promising. } 

| from the way they grew, were solid, and those | The Wisconsin of 11th, says: The wheat 

which had been set as they grew, were rotted } crop as we learn from all sections of the State, 

of, This is certainly an incident worthy of| promiscs as well as it was ever known— 

being noted by our farmers. ‘The late heavy rains which have been so un- 

Disraut Scxoor Joursat.—The fifth No. comfortble to our denizens, have been hailed 

of this valua¥le ‘Monthlyas renched us, and | With pleasure by the farmers, asit places the 

bears about it the evidence of success and winter wheat beyond the possibility of future 

prosperity. It is filled with a variety of wel] | droughts. | 

written articles, and commends itself to the con- The Mineral Point Tribune says: | 

fidence and patronage of the friends of educa- We kave made inquiries of persons from | 

tion. Gilbert & Spaulding, Dubuque, Towa: | nearly all portions of the Mining district, as 

$i. to the prospects of the wheat crop, and learn 

. from every source that but little was sown last 

~ Aveceton’s Maguawres Macazis, for May | «1. but that winter wheat never looked better 
is on hand. Every mechanic in the country hee ah dike tacbenil ise | 

should bea subscriber to this work. e ‘ s | 

Tue Ivuvstzatep Macazwe or Art, for Frurr—The Soil of the South, for May) 

May is an exeollent number. The contents of oe | 

this Monthly are varied. All who see it will] We have never seen a brighter prospect for 

pretty surely become subscribers. fruit than the present season. Apples, pears | 

Prospects oy Winter Wueat.—From all plums, Peaches, Sis; ee atrambersie ani} 
all the Wild fruits, are even now, bending un- | 

the information we can gather, from various | der the weight of immense numbers. To those | 

parts of the West, the prospects for a g00d | who sometimes pick a“saucer full” of straw. | 

erop of winter wheat, were never more flatter- berries, we would say,that if the heavens prove | 

ing to the farmer, than at the present time of propituous, or will give the water, we shall be 

writing—May 10th. Thefields 9n the open) abJ¢ to pick one thousand bushelsof this aeli-| 

prairie have been injured some by the dry’) cious fruit this season. | 

winds of March and April, but the reports Cistrrxs—A cistern eizht feet in diameter 

from the timber and openings are universally | 1.4 ning fect deep, will held & hundred bar| 

ererable daa imei Theseieen. apices relsof water. If built of cement, the propor-| 
has prevailed in this section for the last eight tions are one part of water lime So aves’ p arts | 

days bas, tended, in_ a great_measare. to Fe-| of clean coarse sand, free from all vegetable or 

cover the crop from the effects of the spring ‘tii eval ‘mastter. 

drouth. We have a field of five acres, some por- ‘ 

tions of which, two weeksago,scarcely promised Manure More AvAtLanir 7HAN eee 

areturn of the seed, but which now looks well. | Weare not mach given to facetiousness, = 

Patches that were then considered entirely the following humerous anecdote is ami ood 

deal, at the present time show a vigorous pass. It pictures to the life, hundreds of far | 

growth. mers who scratch and sow—starve their lands, | 

and trust to Providence for a fall harvest more | 

The Appleton Crescent says: than to'theie own tndustey: 

i The wheat crop looks promising in Fon du ia putea eta Salto api ab Rata aver a 

— ‘The cimber, Jende orytaoe se. Ue barren fields of his parishioners. He ae | 

from one enclosure to another, and pronounced | 

packer = i —_ Sree napa RAEN, his benediction ; until he eck ‘ee most un- 

plegeicieasrnge Re Ta : promising case. He surveyed its sterile acres 

‘We learn from our friends in the country | 5. despair. “Ah! brethren,” said he—no us 

that in the timber ‘portions, the winter wheat | |, pray here—this needs manure.”
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| Eprrixe 4 Parer.—Hear what the Nationay] Soor to Desraor Veraix.—l have been in. 
Intelligencer says about editing a newspaper: | formed by a gentleman from Englad that th gent iS Spay ig! ey 
“Many people estimate the ability of a| P°Y $45 per load for chimney soot, to spread 

newspaper and the industry and talents of an | © their land for the purpose of killing vermin, 

| Editor by the Editorial matter it contains. It Iwish to know if it isused for such a purpose 
| is comparatively an easy task for a frothy wri- in this country ? Would it not be-good to roll 

| ter to pour out daily columns of words—words corn in before planting ? 
| upon any and all subjects, His ideas may flow Joan M. Merere. 

| in one wishy washy everlasting flood, and his} Remarxs.—Soot is a capital fertiliz:r, and is 
} command of language may enable himtostring | frequently used to kill insects. it is certainly 

| them together like bunches of onions; and yet 2dvisable to save italland apply it in some 
his paper may be a meagre and poor concern.— | Way to the crops. N. E. Farmer. 

| But what is the toil of sucha man who dis-| The debt of Great Britain is $126 per head, 
| plays his leading matter largely, to that im-| of France $33 per head, of Germany $26 per 
posed on a judicious, well informed Editor, head. 
who exercises his vocation with an hourly con- aa 

cioussness of his responsibilities and duties TABLE OF CONTENTS. 
and devotes himself to the conduct of his pa- ‘ ae : Poge 
per with the same care and assiduity thata ype en fear fer ed Animals ee 
sensible lawyer bestows upon a suit, a humane iA ciealeeal Societies, County 122 
physician upon a patient, without regard to| Apple Paring Machine 123 
show or display! Indeed, the mere writing} Bee Hive — 126 

part of editing a paper is but a small portion of | ae tapes Cows bead 

the work. The care, the time employed in ie Doctring Cattle 222 

lecting, is far more important, and the tact ot| Disease in the Horse 128 

agood Editor is better shown by his selections Editors Table 1 ao 
than any thing else. But as we have said, an eee oe a 

SPE ig ei 7 Gruels for Improving Cattle 131 
| Editor ought to be estimated, and his labors} Gates, Improvement in 134 
understood by the general conduct of his pa- | Hint to the Farmer 3 129 
per, its tone, its temper, its uniform consistent Ferepbibpea ci etait Fruit a 

oes its principles and aims, its manliness, Riowledgel its effacts on Agriculture 130 
its dignity and propriety.” nee, on Sandy Soils 134 

Tat Corn.—The San Francisco Times of Pics, Ralsing of = 

Dec. 15th, describes a “stalk of corn twenty! Pork Barrels 330 

feet tall, with some of the ears still upon it) Raising Lopped Horns 131 

about eighteen feet from the root,” brought Recipes 135 i 
to that Ss. si Sore Teats in Cows 129 

office from near Sacramento. trange eur Reed 198 

corn that. Only think! stalks twenty feet high,) What shall I do for a Living 124 

and ears within two feet of the top!! ——- 

Tart Trrzs.—California beats the world on Dr. L. ARNOLD, 

trees as well as on corn. A Watertown Cali- 
fornian in describing the timber on the Neveda wD ist". 

Mountains, says: Exchange Biock, 
“The timber on these mountains acquires a 

Wonderful height. I saw trees from 18 to 20 feet} WEST END OF THE UPPER BRIDGE 
through, and from 2 to 300 feet high. The Milwaukee Street 
Width of one board will close in the side of a SRA EEE AES 
two story house.” Orrice Hours—From 9 4. . to 5 p.m. 

The longest railway in the world is the N-| -VVERYTHING in the line of Dentistry at- 
Y. and Erie railway, which is 457 miles in E tended to. All Jobs warranted. Dr. A 

length. flatters himself that he hasno small share of 
It - inginuity, whieh being connected with eleven 

you Wish to have an orchard, never 80W| years pradtice enables him to feel confident 

mall grain of any sort among your trees. in pleasing all who may favor him with a eall,
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SOMETHING NEW Leather and Findings. i 

; AT THE Of these I have and = keep en on 
isconsin d Leather Store. | hand a full assortment, and-can furniah Coun. | 

; Wise ne er try Manufacturers at Milwaukee and Chicago || 
Ready-Made Ciothing prices. \ 

amp Ready-Made Clothing and Gentlemen’ || 

GENTLEMEN'S FURNISHING GOODS Furnishing Goods. | 

The only thing that has been lacking Having entered into an arrangement with an | 
heretofore in Janesville, eastern manufacturer, whereby [am enabled to | 

—. buy at very low rates, I have been induced to | 
T HAVE just received, in addition to my ex- | go into this trade in connection with Poots and | 

tensive stock of Boots and Shoes, Leather | Shoes, and I do know beyond a doubt, that!) 
and Findings, the largest and most complete | can sell any thing in this line at as low or low- | 
assortment of er prices, as any concern thisside of the Manu- | 
READY-MADE CLOTHING, AND GEN-| facturer’s door, of whom 1 bought them, the i 

TLEMEN’S FURNISHING GOODS, very strong assertions that have emanated from |) 
> | these so called extensive clothing ware rooms, | 

Ever brought into the interior of Wisconsin, | to the contrary notwithstanding. i 
and can assert with due propriety that I can} I can show you in this branch of trade 500 | 
and will good Linen Coats, for 6s each. 500 pair Sum- | 

Sell at Lower Prices, mer Pants, 4s to 8s. Fine Doe Skin Cassimere 

f Than any other concern in the city of Janes- Pants, from three to four dollars a pair; to- | 
ville, simply from these facts, to wit: that deal-| ether with the largest assortment of Coats, | 
ing exclusively in these articles, and buying| V8ts, Shirts. Collars, Socks, Cravats, Gloves | 
from the manufacturers themselves, and that | #4, in fact, everything that belongs to gentle: i 
too very largely, I certainly can purchase my | ™¢n’s Wear, that can be found in Janesville. | 

goods at much lower rates than those who buy In conclusion, allow me to say that Dry Goods | 

but small stocks in this line, asis the case with | 24 Groceries I know nothing about, but when | 
our Dry Goods Merchants, which in connee-| YU come to Boots, Shoes. and Ready-Made | 
tion with the lightness of my expenses, com-| Clothing, 1 say again, and I say it boldly, that | 
pared with gentlemen of families, enables me of | 1 ©4M distance the crowd. | 
course, as every one can see, to sell at Call at the Wisconsin Boor, Sxor, and Cro. 

< tarnc Srorg, three doors above the Post Office. 
Lower Prices and Smaller Profits. and for once be convinced. 

z But wind is a moa the order of the TO FARMERS. 
lay, particularly with the Auction Shops, an < . 

other quack Sad about town, I wil ime N. B. I have 500 pair of good Kip and Stogy 
you the prices of some of the articles that are | B0ots, eastern make, and just the thing for 
to be found among my tolerably good sized | Summer wear, that I will sell exactly at cost, 
s‘ock of Boots, Shos Leather, Find'ngs, Realy- for this reasen—I shall hereafter manufacture | 
Made Clothing, Gentlemen’s Furnishing goods, all of my Boots, and consequently would like to 

pet inlaioutl Suindatwhet 1 cap--you shell kare 0, aa a 

BOOTS AMD SHOES. them precisely at cost, and that is from 11s to 
In this line can be found 1000 pair Satin| 16s. So call soon. 3. B. DIMOCK. 

Framsa Gaiters. from $1 to $1,50, such ascan-| Janesville, May 16, 1853. yon6 
not be bought about town for less than $150 to} —-—-@—@———____________ 
$2. 2,000 pair Calf Bootees from 75 cts.to $1. PITT’S 
1000 pair Goat Bootees, expressly for summer 
wear, from 7s to 9s—never sold less than 10s CORN AND COB MILL. 
and 12s. 1000 pair Enameled Buskins 7s to 8s. ad 

Also, an endless variety of childrens’and misses! This celebrated Mil isnow made and sold 
Shoes, at prices to correspond. by H. A. Pitts, the inventor, at his shop, a 

> Randolph Street, Chicago, better known as H. 
MEN’S WEAR. Witbeck’s Wagon and Plow Manufactory. 

In this line I defy competion. Being engag-| This Mill reduces the corn and cob toa 
ed extensevely in the manufacturing of Boots| proper degree of fineness by a different mode 
and Shoes, and buying my materials in the| from any other mill in use, and is undoubtedly 
eastern markets at very low rates, 1am positive| the best in existence. It -will grind the cob 
that [ can sell my work at lower prices than} and corn, if it is wet or dry, better and more of 
ean be found at the small shops about town. it, with less power, than any other. It is more 

Good Calf Boots, eastern made, 16s to 20s.| durable and more easily kept in condition to 
: Warranted Kip, do. 14s to 20s. | grind than any mill ever before offered to the 
‘Such as cannot be bought in Janesville for less | farmer H. A. PITTS. 
than 20s and 22s. March, 1853.
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The proprietor will give his constant person 
« 7 al attention to the various branches of his bus- |! 

iness, employ none but the best of workmen, t 
ES x AP R~ [use none but the best of material in the con- 

3 as struction of his work, and trusts by promp- 
attention to hig engagements with his customt 

Steam Foundry & Machine Sho; | ¢s, he will not fail to give satisfxction. i 
most care will be taken that none but the very | 

RACINE, He would also say to the public, and to farm- 
ers and threshers in particular, that the ut- 

FOURTH ST., WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER. most care will be taken that none but the very 
best iron be put in his Horse Powers and Sep- 

A P DICKEY arator gearing; that he has taken especial 
* . ’ pains to get the “Hanging-rock” iron from 

aS to the people of Wisconsin | Ohio, and the Rossie iron from New York, oft ane ee arate lee kieran Sate eae ee par ‘acture to order at the shortest! ing, an at his Powers wi 
sopion all pends of eae Horse Powers, necenieg be fitted ‘up with castings made from 

‘hreshing Machines, Separators, &c. that iron, and warranted to stand with fair 
He hasa large and well selected assortment |ustge. He is manufacturing the Rochester 

of patterns of the most approved and modern | Separator, and double-geared horse powers, 
style for Steam wnck are conceded by all to be among the very 

est now in use, all of which ke warrants to be 
: Se ea Sea of verybest ape ee 

also, 0! ater Mills of every description,— | Workmanlike manner. Pi . 
He will get up at the shortest notice, and in] Racine, January, 5, 1853. yond 
workmanlike manner, spindles, bales, drivers. v 1 v 
damsels, lighter screws, all the fixtures for PLANING MACHINE, 
commen gear or muley saws. He keeps con-|CTRCULAR and UPRIGHT SAWS, TURN- 

it: _— 

ieateaes Pile Drivers, MeorlsALegsand:Rovses: DEcmE 
Clothes Driers, Ploughs & Ploughacst- | Running by Steam Power, which enables him to 
Boot Crimps, ings, every variety, do all kinds of work, with either of the above 

Fly wheels various sizes, Wagon axels, and cast | machinery, with the greatest facility and on 
Band do. do. boxes, |the most reasonable terms. As he keeps none 
Wheelbarrow do. Pipe boxes, but the best workmen, he feels assured that any 

Muleyirons, Sleigh, Sled, and Cut-| Work entrusted to him will be executed in a 
Cranks, ter shoes, satisfactory manner. A proportion of patron- 
Noddle pins, Horse Power castings gone ae 5.1358 ae oe 
Rag irons, of every variety ine, January, 5 oR 
Mill dogs, Millers and Inspect- aera aca re 
Mill bars, ors’ brands, < is tects: 
Corn shellers, Cob and corn grinders,} FE Subseriber offers for sale early chick- 

Cultivators, Shovel planes, ens of the following varieties bred from his 
Joint Harrows, Wheelbarrows, | premium stock, and other choice selections of 
Tread Wheels for elevating wheat, Hoisting | the same varieties procured from noted breed- 
Gearing, Ke. s ers at the east, that pairs may be made not of 
Columns for store fronts, fluted, plain,square |the exact strain of blood to prevent deteriora- 

and round. Caps and sills for windows and |ting from in and in breeding. They probably 
doors, dooryard and cemetry cast and wrought | wilt lay and hatch this fall, as was the case 
fences. Likewise always on hand a large as-| with my April Shanghae pullets last year: viz: 
sortment of Sex Chittagonss; Brome: Wihise: and nels 

Poti 7 anghaes; Black and Re ochins ; jae 
sedis ia poe ee “S| Cochins and White Dorkings, half and ha!f— 

faves ani iow Ware retaining the Cochin size and brilliancy of 

of the latest and best construction, and in plum ee peony, motets Sere bineen 
Sreat variety. Any kind of machinery will be] Pootras at $6 per pair, colored Dorkings jus! 
made to eae, saa ckcstag and finishing of all| imported, and white Dorkings at $5 per pair ; 
pou done promptly and at low prices. pipugnere sue Dore Bee wees a = 

no iti ji per pair; Chittapratts, a variety never set adJition to the foregoing, he manufacture et Sebright Bantams, (very small,) at $3 per 
AM INE pair. 

inthe m eee a Se :, a Persons may rely on such fowls as ordered, 
power, Maieante Se Seaices a an. | carefully cooped, and delivered at express office, 
iil uit angredene genes ate to which | Of the money returned. Orders will be filled 

steam power is applied. Steamboats and other |*"Soyogieran Mich, April 14th, 1853. 
machinery repaired on the shortest. notice. ‘ a M. FREEMAN.
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business bought at Auction at half price, but 
1000 BOOK AGENTS WANTED!! | all I have for sale have either been é grown oR 

my own ground, or purchased from the BEST 
| TOSELL PICTORIAL AND USEFUL | Pas TERN NURSERIES only, having re 

WORKS FOR THE YEAR 1853. gard to BEST VARIETIES, vigor of growth, | 
and form of Trees. Price being a secondary |} 

1000 DOLLARS A YEAR!! consideration, I shall sell for what a VERY |} 
——— GOOD Article is fairly worth. | 

Wosens. in every County of the United : B.P. CAHOON. i 
States, active and enterprising men, to} Kenosha, April, 1853. vonstt 

i engage in the sale and publications of some of |__| 7 pprvAnau ppEn RIT. 
the best books published in the country. To| THE THOROUGH BRED BULL, | 
men of good address, possessing a small capital 
of from $25 to $100, such inducements will be YOUNG DEFI ANCE, 
ee _ oo them to make from $3 to Wis be kept for Cows the ensuing season at | 
ey ee oa blished b: 11 useful the stable of the owner, and will be tak. | 
3 Fe eae y usare all useful) en out three times a day, morning, noon and || 
in their character, extremely popular, and com- night. i 

maa ape Gales wnonever they are offered. )|__ YOUNG DEFIANCE js four years old this | 
Vor fart en ne )| spring, is a chery red, stands 14} hands high, 

181 William St NY. |Sirts seven feet and four inches, and weighs 
—___18! William Street, N.Y. | is00 Ibs, and for strength of muscle, beauty || 

| KeD); 7 and activity, he cannot be surpassed by any | 
WHS WRAWE animal of his kindin this State. Farmers and |} 

= all lovers of good cattle had better eome and || 
FOR SALE examine him for themselves. i 

. Pedigree—He is seven pom short horn Dur- || 
AHOON’S well known Seedling, superior | h#m and one eighth Devon—was sired by 

C in quality and size to any of te vaeties Young Splendor, owned by Isaac Root & Bros, 
of Mammoth, Colossal, or Victoria, continues | °f York, Livingston Co, N. Y. His dam was 
to produce new leaf stalks until November | sired by the Defiance owned by Gen. M. Brookes || 
not being’ affected by the early frosts. This |f Mt. Morris, N. Y. Defiance was ‘mported |; 
variety was raised by the subscriber 13 years from England by a Mr. Weddle of East Bloom- || 
ago from seed, and after being under cultiva- | field. Ontario Co, N. Y. a i 
tion that length of time holds good in size, hav-| | TERMS—For the season $1 00, if paid by | 
ing last year produced stalks weighing four the 1st of October, if not. 1,25 will be charged, |! 
pounds fourteen oz. each. Good pasture furnished for cows at a dis- |/ 

I will securely pack in Boxes, and forward | tance. i 
| according to directions, Ten Haste for $5; Five HIRAM TAYLOR& BRO. | 
Bie for $3; or One for $1; Cash to be sent| Sugar Creek, May 4, 1853. én.it | 
with the order. A severe frost does not injure] ~_poa-NOTICR GW 
the Roots; they can be sent with nae to A@ NOTICE_@y 
any part of the Union. Also, for sale, To Farmers. 

DWARF PEAR TREES AZ one wishing to obtain the Suffolk | 
Of superior varieties; most of them bearing sizes. Breed of Hogs, can obtain the same of C. | 

Apple, Plum and Cherry Trees, of pase 8. BLANCHARD, M. D., of East Troy, Wal- | 
ties recommended for general cultivation by ogame as Be whey avo ted | 
the American Pomological Congress. Goose- Residence half mile West of East Troy. 

berry Bushes of best varieties. Quinces and Tea ae iis) 
peers: in variety. Grapes, four varieties LIVE STOCK 

ed and White Dutch Currants. Flowering AND AGRICULTURAL DEPOT. 

Shrubs and Ornamental Trees. Cuances W. Keurey & Bro., Nortrawoop, 
F Bulbous, Flowering Roots, and Dablias, that MINNEsoTA. 

received all the Premiums awarded at the last ates in Live Stock, Farming Imple 
Fall State Fair, over 70 varieties. 1500 Bal- ments, Fruit Trees, Farm and Garden 

| sam Firs, Spruce, Hemlock. and Arbor Vite, | Seeds. 
from one and a half to five feet high. “|” Live Stock consigned to us will be pastured 

In the list of Gooseberries will be found the | on fertile bottom lands in inclosures watered 
| celebrated Honghton’s Seedting, which now | by the Mississippi, from the 15th of June to 

stands at the head of all known varieties, never | the 10th of September, without charge. 
mildews in any locality; a single Bush in my} Red River Spring Wheat. and other choice 
Garden, four years old, produced last year 16| grains raised in this latitude, 46° north, for 

= quarts of truit. It frequently makes a growth | sale in quantities to answer all orders. 

ps fain os Toe rae iy See: teat, 15 cogmines 200 GOOD HEALTHY SHEEP, 
iI zo it particularly understood that Ihave | Wanted. Address, Oana ae rtoces, 

: for sale any Cheap Goods in my line of April, 1853. ? Minnesota, 

:
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iid adding ouly cost of Transportation. Their 
~ new Series of Plows, comprises the most desi- 
SN rable patterns that have ever been introduced. 
er ee ee Their EAGLE PLOWS, are already too 

i me =5 . ee sear is a me Ear to need one word said in their favor. | 
Peis EE i ANE Ti) nd isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, | 

+ os ONL ENN -* Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of: the 
POIs eee Masts sipdo neces Nid Plow that may be wanted. Wherever their 
Bie Sia a soot aaa Plows have been introduced, they have receiv- 

Pepi cyt aks SaaS Sale | ed the highest commendation. 
ee aS ay Be aay he Stee Iam prepared at all times to supply Hay 
pee cies ABS ag st aaad soit Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, 
Seas Bebe bead Hved Seapes, Thermometer Churns, (and all | 
pee el other desirabe patterns) Fan Mills, Seed | 
pega CEA] | Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters) Field | 
eee Se area) «= | and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in | 
esa. Snes S diel GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, | 
Seer ar ts hoe tal eat | Agent for the sale of Dupent’S Cele= 
Boe uk Seores ae Gen || |brated Powder. 5n3 | 

Peete ht Ri ata Pegs Sot il TEA tS 
le Reeve ae HORTICULTURAL! | [eit ba hederter AE 4! Strat SB VeAS i ee 

Peas o. cea coe i Rock County and the State can now-be sup- 
He BSS sees ae 2a (itl plied with Cahoon’s far-famed Mammoth Seed- 

eee St td i eg aH ti cea ling Pie Plant,—unequaled by any other kind 
BE acer gl! aP eS | from Maine to Tezes. Also a large assortment 

Nines ae Spear za || of the choicest varieties of Gooseberries, Cur- 

Herald ba ay | es i sans See Strawberries, Quince, &e. Any 
aa orders for Fruit Trees of any kinds, and Orna- 

S-JOHNSON.JRNSi) [mental Shrubbery, will meet with prgmnt ot 
creed Pty pea tention on most roacouxbte terms. Arrange- 
Prog GRUERE | & Oe ments are being made to supply this market 

b b ’ Ee ae eel with Cahoon’s entire stock from Kenosha. 
fest Beit e| Bway Yard near Monterey, Janesville, Jan. 25 53. 
ead bl 5) Stace n2tf Gro. J. & S.H. Ketioee. 

Bead Bored] ped teone a be i) penis AZTALAN NURSERY. - 
ce Bl Bake ad as | — 

IE= ri Bie, eins. pee Nursery is now well stocked with 
as po (the yates choice Fruit Trees, Shrubs and Vines. 

SaeeunEaN e ne ee The stock bs eee Trees of choice varie- 
ae ties, is large and complete. 

Wisconsin Wholesale Dru: The stock of Pear see Plum Trees small; is 3 
WARE HOUSE. comprising only the most hardy of the choice 

varieties. 

ESTABLISHED IN 1844. Persons ordering trees can rely upon being 
S. JOHNSON, JR, a con by, ar will ae ne Neer fy oo 

Wholesale Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, | Which have proved good in the West, if the se- 
in Oils, Dye Stuffs, &c. General eee lection is left to the Proprist C BRAYTON. 
iS ee of the popular Patent Medicines sold Astalan, Jefferson Co., Wis, i 

{paper of Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- Biszey Teh, 12a: 
Vigorator, Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and 

the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. : Bess CO Bee 

——__181, East Water St. Milwaukee. _| THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale, 
T I VIN Eggs which may be relied on as pure and fresh, 

. Jy carefully packed, put on cars and directed as 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER | {esired of the following varieties, viz: Brown, 

Perly or Diminicoand White Shanghaes, Gra; 'y ig iy 
5 a5 Chittagongs and Black Cochins, Dorkings, 

Agricultural Implements, Seeds, éc., | just imported from the town of Dorking, Surry 
109, East Water-st. Co, England, at $3 per dozen. White Dork- 

MILWAUKEE. . ings Chitterpratty, a new variet that uever sit, " 
Shanghae and Dorkings } and 3 and Seabright 

Is Pieareate ne Dealers and Farmers with | Bantams, at $2 per dozen. 
any kind of PLOV nufactured by Ruggles, M. FREEMAN. 
Nourse, Mason & Co., at manufacturers prices,] Schoeleraft, Mich., March 15, 1853. Sn
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WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, 

: : On Gardner’s Prairie, town of Sprin 

Se Or Prairie, Walworth C ~~ BAY 2 SO IVS airie, wor 0. 
e BS gS Ae een 3 al sF — 

ay is oP ay) wae ay, ‘(HE Subscriber takes this method to inform 
© SARA Teer tee 3 T his patrons and the public, that he may still 
OS AE ee ty eee be found at the old and_well known establish- BAe sete a s 
See $e ee ment, at which he offers for sale the coming 

es ae aie eae ag spring, over Forty Thousand Apple Trees of a 
Spo. 1 eae eee fine size and from five to seven years froin the 

pa ee peries 7 graft. Sound, healthy and stoeky trees at 18 
Ky ee centseach. Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- 
a5 ZN eae ries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, 
Rac vw Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices to 
Sa, Were correspond to the times. Of the ornamental. a | 

wae PLES eS See large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, | 
Begone se oe Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, 

~~ e Dahlias, a choice assortment. Green House 
TIKES "y Plants, any quantity. Ever Greens ; Spruces, 

WAUKESHA COMMERCIAL Bice? tines | Coasrt ant an fact alaiget every | 
NURSERY. thing usually to be found in such an estabiish- | 
—— ment. The fruits have been selected with great 

HE Subscribers ofirr for sale, this season, a| care as regards quality of Frait and hardiness of 
fine assortment of Fruit Trees, comprising| trees. The Nursery is located on the open prairie 

the best now cultivated. They are very thrifty} with a northern exposure. The land has never | 
and will be sold at wholesale or retail, for cash} been manured and consequently the trees are 
or approved credit, at reasonable prices. perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this Nurse- 

The undersigned is determined by his indus-] ry seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All 
try and attention to business, and by the care] are iuvited to call and examine for themselves j 
he shuii use tu caltivating the different varieties] as the Subscriber hopes from long experience | 
of fruit, to merit the confidence of his friends] and strict personal attention to merita contiuu- 
and the public in general. ance of public patronage. 

All orders accompanied with cash or satisfac- N.B. Alliletters of inquiry sent to Bur- | 
tory references will be promptly attended to, | }; bs ‘ co, | 
ud iteas, nll ba packed and Sacwardeg mitseat| (eben = ume co was eve enon 2 
deiay. We will give cheerful and prompt at-| tention. 2 | 
tention to all post-paid communications requi-| Catalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and | 
ring information, 7 VAN KIRK, & CO by mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. | 

. + . i i y, Ji y . Waukesha, January 1, 1853. Aiaereea preter ee eer ae 
KUERSERY BUSENESS. THE GROVE NURSERY AND 

ao GARDEN. | 
FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES — 

Poms sleet Ha nd ne] [ ARGH Debt a8 Engel fel Te 
nong Nurseries, Wis. The proprietors are $15 per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, | now enabled to offer to the public, a stock of $100 to 140, Plums and Quinces—a asap 

trees heretofore unequaled in the West. Re-| 0). tos 10 374 Rontteakh Peas Fah Chen | 
markable for their hardiness, vigorous growth, oe ok Pala nek of a tise Oraa ean 

and adapted to our westera climate; embracing Freed: Floweddy Gheabe and Plants aT creat | 

fruit trees of every description. Apples, Dwarf cee z eee one il | 
- . s). | variety, and the lowest prices, in lots, principally 

Pears, Plums, Cherries; Flowering, Shrabe, of our selection. These last furnished to deal- | Bulbous Koots, &e.—comprising all the most ais pomapae ste gay ie sunt 
popular sorts now in cultivation—and having ; J. A. KENNICOTT. | 

devoted their personal attention to their propa- Northfield, Cook Co., II. | 

gation and rearing, feel warranted in recom-} ————W——_______________ }j 

mending them to the confidence of the public. The New Edition of | 
Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are respect-] J A PHAM’S POCKET MAP| 

fully invited to call and examine for themselves. OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the | 
All pre-paid orders containing a remittance o:| Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at | 
proper reference will receive prompt attention| the bookstores, or by application (accompanied | 
addressed to, | by the cash) to the undersi It will be | 

E. B. & J. F. DRAKE, Ja: 1 sent by mailto any address upon the receipt of | 
2 - F. DRAKE, Janesville. | jnedollar. Aliberal discoant made to dealers. 

F. DRAKE, Racine. 1. A, LAPHAM. | 

| Saneeville, January, 1853. Milwaukee, January, 1853. } 
——— ———$—$———————————————— —
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WISCONSIN & JOWA FARMER. - 
AND j 

WORTHWESTERN CULTIVATOR..: 
VOL. V. JANESVILLE, WIS., JULY, 1853. No. 7. | 

| 

PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY 1853, on motion of Judge Baker: ji 
MARK MELLER- “Resolved, That the Secretiry be requested | 

TERMS: to call a meeting of the Society at Madison on i 

50 Cents a Year in Advance; the 25th day of ‘May next, for ‘the purpose of I 
Office,and s * * meme, — nee TOL becca completing the legal organization-of the andy i 

to commence withthevolume. Back numberssupplied | ty under the charter, and for the transaction | 
oe ee of other business, as provided in‘Sec. 4 of the 

ADVERTISING 5 —|{ charter, said meeting to be called as prescribe! |; 
One page po yest: =~ a page, 90. Sa by statute.” | 

3 $10. (twelve lines or ees i 
Weeds) year, 66-500 {Les tba ‘oue | =e inser-| And also the following call: {I 
ihedageratefoalarger amounts tikenaet eq: AGRICULTURAL’ NOTICE? i 

i e i. S i i is in |} eer SE EAR eee gine te] | There will be a mecfing of the Wisconsin 
advertising linited; which renders ita more valuable me-| State Agricultural Society, at the Society's i! 
Soe if @ larger space was aPPFOPT2- | Rooms, in the Capitdl, at Madison, on Wednes- | 

| day, May 25th, A. D.,1853, at 11 olock, a.m. | | | 
State Agricultural Society, for the purpose of accepting the charter recent- 

irs OncantzaTion unper THe Cuarten-—AmenD-} ly granted by the Legislature, and for the | 
MENTS (F THY CoxsttTUTION—PROCEFDINGS | transaction of such other business as may come | 
or tue Executt = ComMitTEx aT THKIR { 
Meerisg, Max 2 5th. 1853. before the Society, i 

— Madison. Feb. 11th, 1853. no 
Paursnjnt to a call issued by the Executive By order of the Executive Committee.” | 

Committee, and according topreviousand pub-} And also an affidavit of the publication of } 
lic notice, the Wisconsin State Agricultural} the ghove for four successive weeks, in the Wis- 
Society met at the State Agricultural Rooms, | .on.in State Journal 

in the Capitol at Madison, on Wednedsay,/ which several notices having been read, i 

May 25th, A. D. 1853. On motion of Simeon Mills, of Madi- 
At 11 o'clock, A. M, in the absence of the} son, 

President and Vice Presidents, the Society was} §. § Dagazrr, of Milwaukee was called |! 
called to order by the Corresponding Secreta. | to the chair, i 

ty, who read the following section of the} The charter of the Society was then taken | 
Charter recently granted by the Legislature of up, and read as follows: 

the State of Wisconsin to the Soviety, viz: CHAPTER V. 
“Sec. 4 For the purpose of organizing ‘ - * | 

te rat 
said Society under this charter,and for the cancers oe een oe ! 

inet the Esccntve Committee ofthe Socte-| 7 People of the State of Waconia, repre | 
© A i 1. |i ty may call a meeting of the same at such time —s ES: aS ANN PO OFF f 

and place as they may deem proper, first giv- é : aii ‘ j 
ing ue notice thereof.” Sec. Ai The “Wisconsin State Agricultural 

Also the following extract from the min-| Society” is hereby declared a body politic and 
utes of the Executive Committee, had in pur- | Corporate, and by that name shall be known in 
suance thereof, all Courts and places whatsoever. 

“At a meeting of the Executive committee} Sec. 2. The object of the Society being to 
of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, | promote and improve the condition of Agricul- 
held at the Seciety’s Rooms in the Capitol at | ture, Horticulture. nnd the Mechanical, Manu- 

Madison, on the 11th day of February, A, D.| facturing and Honsehold Arts, it shall be al- 
————SSS——————————————————
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lowed, or those purposes only, to take, hold | jicio be members of this Society. The pay. | 

and convey real and personal estate, the former ment of twenty-five dollars, or more, at one | 
not exceeding in value ten thousand dollars. aah shall constitute a member for life, and i 

Se0..8.... The said Gorporation shall = = 1 exempt the doner from annual contribu. | 

all the powers and privileges confered, and be Articts II].—Of the Officers ! 

subject toall the liabilitiesimposed upon. corpo- The officers of the Society shall consist of a | 
rations by the Revised Statutes of this State, President, three Vice Presidents (one to be | 

ecstfecas the cause ving bs applicetle. — in each Congressional district) a record- | 

Sec. 4. For the ose of organizi id gs Scena» Ss Commeuponding Secresaey, 3 ; 5 purp ganizing said | Treasurer, an Executive Committee, to cun- | 

Society under this.charter, and for the trans- sist of the officers above named, and five ad, 

| action of such other business 2s may come be- eionat members, together with the three ex- | 

fore it, the Executive Committee of the Socie- Ereadea ts of the Soviety, whose term .of ser- j 
: aS a ask " ‘ice last expired, three of whom. shall const: | 

iy may a meeting of the same at such time }tute a quorum: and a General Committee, ‘0 | 

and place as they may deem proper, first givin, consist of one member from Por | 
‘y proper, giving SI ne me each County, or 

due notice thereof. ae for jadicial purposes. 

Bec. 5.. The said Society may continue to See ae she cone? he Bea \ 
‘ mittee shxll consti- | 

{ use and occupy the south-east corner rcom in }tute a board of Councillors, sa Hk “Se y 

; | the basement of the Capitol, until otherwise |eferred, for consultation and advice, all ques- 
ordered by the Legislature. tions that may from time to time arise, in the | 

Gat uate bee ee 
: ner be interested. i 

force from and after its passage, and may be! Anrricrr1V.—Ofthe Duties of the Officers. i 

amended, altered, or repealed by any future} The Recording Secretary shall, keep the | 

Legislature. puree, and have charge of the beoks of the | 

Approved, February 9th, 1853. ae 
: The Corresponding Secretary shall carry on | 

pe a having been read at length, the correspondence with other Sociities, with 

mn motion of Mark Miller, Esq., of Janes-} individuals, and with the General Gommittee, || 

ville, it was in Sap erence of the objects of the Society. \ 

Resolved, That th s The Treasurer shall keep the funds of the i 

=) eS oe pee fe be ac- | society, and disburse the same on tht order of | 

spt of this Socks y- . the President or a Vice President,countersigned \ 

The Secretary then laid before the Society, by the Recording Secretary, and shalimake aj, 

several amendments to the Constitution of the eevee of the Receipts and Expendimres at | 

Society, which had been drafted by the Execu- oman een ae shall take charge | 
x = Z me 

1a hy 1 

tive Committee at its meeting, held February |of, and distribute or preserve allSeeds, Plants, i 

10th, 1853, and which were read at length. | Books. Models, &c., which may be travsmited | 

On motion of F. G. Tibbits, Esq, the Con- |'9 he ee zon Sha eae oak ' 
tituti : 8 e ommunications designed or calculated | 

= rat ig tage / amended in accord-} for publication, and 'so far as they may deem | 

‘On motion of Hon. Simeon Mills; the Con- expedient, shall collate, arrange and publish i 

stitution as amended was then unanimously ee, sal ae a annet and form as they | 

adopted as the Constitution of the Society, |the Soslety.. F ated: to promote the, objects of i 

ae the charter previously adopted, as fol-| The General Committee are charged with | 
. CONSTITUTION. the interests of the Society in the counties in | 

‘hawt a which they ay respectively reside, and will | 

: 2 * titute a medium of communication between | 
Of the Name and Style of the Society. aod ; i \ 

the Executive Committee and tl i 

The style of this Society shall be the Wis- | bers of the eee peepee ns | 

consin State Agricultural Society. Its objects} AnticLe V.—Of Meetings and Elections. | 

skall be to promote and improve the condition ‘There shall be an annual meeting of the 

of Agriculture, Horticulture, and the Mechani-|Society on the third Wednesday in May in 

cal, imines | “oot Household Arts. each year, in the village of Madison, at which | 

= Pipe pee 1—or the Members. time all the officers shall be elected by a plu: jj 

Pe he ie nietzael — of such ciieen iat meat of votes, wae exception of the Gen- | 

nify in writing their w! e committee, who be i th 

to become mesibant anid shall pay a subscrib- | Executive Conia ae ms be | 

ing mot ‘— oe three malirS; and annually | power to fill any vacancies which may occur in |) 

ene ne sa sap gene of Honorary | the offices of the Society erane the year. A \ 

Coxrespo! Extra mi may e 

The Presidents of County Agricultural |Exeoutive ‘Comdites: Sie pence shan be i 
f Societies, or a delegate from each, shall ex-of- ja quorum for the transaction of business.
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Arricce VI. annual meetin; i 
Of the Annual Cattle Show and Fair. aajouea eo ay i ae ‘they oan ie 

ne Bodie a ae a pana Cattle | meet at the call of the Corresponding Secre- 

| Show an‘ such time and pla . : 
oa aside sted by the metntive Comminees tary of the Society, of which each member 

| who shall prepare a Premium List, appoint shall have due notice. 

Viewing Committees, and award the premiums Section 11 —Of a Quorum. | 

atthe same. It shall be the duty of all the 
| Sficers to attend the Annual Cattle Show and| At any meeting of the Executive Commit- 

Fair. tee, three members shall constitute a quorum | 

} Articur VII. for the transaction of business. | 
Of Amendments. 

This Constitution may be amended by a vote Szcriow Il].—Of the Officers. 

| of two-thirds the members attending any an-| The officers of the Society shall ex-officio, | 

[ae ; fill the corresponding offices in the Executive 
| On motion of Ira W. Bird, Esq., the Society OT ane aie | 

then adjourned sine die, Committee. 

| Atnert atte doo TT, President. Secrios IV.—Of Committees. | 

! << ‘There shall be three permanent committees of | 

| SratE fonrmunsonar Rooms, the Executive Committee, which shall be re- 

| ‘The Executtye Cannon Mey ae ae spectively styled the Standing Committee, the | 

| ty’s Rooms in the Capitol,at Madison, on Auditing Committee, and the Finance Commit- | 

Wednesday, May 25th, at 10 o'clock, a. m. | tee. { 

pursuant to call and previous adjournment. The Standing Committee shall consist of the | 

8. Pee ag Henty M Billings, Seuuel President, Corresponding Secreta and Trea- 

| Daggett, Mark Miller;Simeon Mills, and | Teident, Correspot s wa . 
Albert C. Ingham. surer, and this committee shall have power in 

be aulise amr chair. the recess of the Executive Committee, to 

. Ingham, 
4 ‘ 

After eae chen: sos dh anos tes he transact any business for the Society, and shall 

meeting df the Society, called in accordance generally possess all the powers of the Execu- 

with the charter, and with the previous action | tive Committee. Provided, however, that the 

Sane eepeaeite Committee, having nearly ar- | proceedings of the Standing Committee be re- 

pm ¢ committee took a recess until 2 o’cl’k | corded with the proceedings of the Executive 

|” Two o'clock p.m. The Executive committee Committee, and shall be laid before the Execu- 

Te-assembled, present as before. tive Committee for confirmation or disappro- 

| aan ae Sopicty x, ippiiae the | val at its succeeding meeting. 

Society being laid Belors ane sainihatees He The Auditing Committee shall be composed 

| subject of Bye Laws for the-government of the of the President and Secretary, and they shall 

Executive Committce was taken up in commit- have power * audit, adjust, and allow or reject 

tee of the whole, and after some time, the com- a Balls, Slaims, or demands against the So. 

mittee having risen, the following Bye Laws ciety, and to issue orders upon the Treasurer 

Were reported, and unanimously adopted, sec- for ‘the payment of the same, making report of 

tion by section. their doings at each meeting of the Executive 

i — Committee. They shall alsoannually examine 

BYELAWS. the books, papers, and vouchers of the Trea- 

Section L—Of the Meetings. surer, and compare the same, and adjust the 

The Executive Committee of the Wisconsin | accounts between the Society and that officer, 

State Agricultural Society shall meet annual- | making a report of the same. 
ly on the day succeeding the day on which the} The Finance Committee shall be composed 

= meeting of the Society is held. They fof the President. and Treasurer, and it shall 

da also meet on the day preceding the first | be their duty to suggest means for the increase 

= of the Annual Cattle Show and Fair of the | of the revenue of the Society. They shall al- 

aes the place where the same isto be}so have power toinvest any portion of the 

owes They: shall also meet on the day suc-| funds of the Society that may from time to 

a the third Wednesday of January in| time be set apart by the Executive Committee 

year, They shall also meet on the day | for investment, disposing of such funds upon 

Peaks the second Wednesday of February | such terms and conditions as may be prescribed 

Year, and alsoon the day preceding the | by the Executive Committee. E 

ee
e
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| Each committee shall be responsible to the iting Committee, sundry accounts were laid be 

| Executive Committee for thé faithful discharge | fore the Executive Committee and allowed, and ! 

i of its duties, and an appeal may at any time orders drawn upon the Treasury for the same. } 

| be taken from their decision to the Executive| On motion of Mr. Daggett, the seal hereto. | 

i Committee fore in use was adopted as the seal of the So- 

1 Section V.—Of the Order of Business ciety in its corporate eapacity. 

| At each meeting of the Executive Committee, | On motion of Cob. Billings, the medals and | 

the following order of business shall be ob-| diplomas heretofore in use were adopted as the | 

served: 
medals and diplomas of this corporation. } 

| 1. Reading the minutes of the Standing Com- pee, Aughas lid before the Executive Com- | 

mittees, and Reports from the same, and their inittee a preamble and certain resolutions | 

confirmation or rejection. passed by the Executive Committee of the 

| 2. Reports from the Auditing Committee. Milwaukee and Waukesha Countz Agricuitu- | 

|| 3. Reports front: the Finance Committee. ral Society, in relation to a elaim of that So- | 

| 4. Reports from Special Committees. ciety aguinst the State Agricultaral Society, | 

| 5. Communications from the Secretary. and also several papers in relation thereto. 

|| 6. Communications from the other member$ And aftersome conversation thereom, the whole } 

|| of the Executive Committee. subject was,on motion of Mr. Mitts, referred to |} 

| 7. Unfinished business. a select committee; consisting of the President, } 

| 8, Miscellaneous business. E. W. Edgerton, and Messrs Barker and } 

| Field, with instructions to examine into the 
| This order may, however, be suspended at ? 2 i | 

any time; at the request of two members of the matter, and report at the next meeting of tha 

| Executive Committee. ose to be held at Watertown in Octo- | 

2 r next. } 

| canes eee eee rene On motion, a Professorship of Agricultural H 

\ The Fiscal Year of the Soy: skalliooms Chemistey to the Society was constithted—the 

ee — the first day of January ineach year Professor—to bestyled, State Agricultural 

jj and all annual reports shall be made upto that} Chomist, and to be elected annually, at tlie 

es me first meeting of the Executive Committee after 

|| Sectton VII.—Of the Expiration of Offices. their election. Prof. S. Pearl Lathrop, of Be- | 

| For the purpose of closing the busines of loit, was then elected tothis Profi fp, the 

i any year, the terms of office of the members of | duties of which, and its relations to the Socie- 

the Executive Committee shall be deemed to ty are to be arranged hereafter. 

continue _until the Monday RS succeeding Keene tk dear come ottches Dusciiee | 

she cones = ee eee Seen of no general importance, the Executive Com- } 

eee Fr Se a aaa ee mittee adjouraed. 1 

meet in the meantime an int 5 

jj but shall not be entiled’ to the possession of MARK MILLER, Chairman. 

the property and books of the Society until the} Atzerr C. Incuam. Sec’y. 

| said succeeding Monday. 
— 

Section VIIL—Of Amendments. Rewanxs.—It will be seen By the above the! 

| ‘These Bye Laws may be amended at any reg-| the amendments tothe Constitution-of our State 

ular meeting of the Executive Committee, by| Ag. Society, which were adopted at the meet. 

avote of eightof the elective members. ing of the Executive Committee, in February 

Mr. Ingham, from the Committee of Ar-| last, were adopted by the Society. Those 

rangementsfor the coming Fair, reported such | amendments'were such as were found necessary 

arragements at had been entered into already, | in order to give greater efficacy to the workings 

|| and also submitted a plan of the grounds; also| of the Society. As it formerly was, the annual 

| explaining verbally the views of the Committee | meeting of the Society took place just when 

and their plaus, which, on motion of Mr. Dag-| ‘he Executive Committee were in the midst of | 

gett were approved, and the papers presented | the arrangement of the Annual Vioume of 

were order to be placed among the files of the Transactions; and thus it might happen every 

|| Society. . | year, that an unfinished volume would be put 

| Inthe absence of the Chairman of the Aud-| into the hands of new officers to complete, whe 

u 
2
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3 course, would be entirely ignorant of the [#2 important advantage over the carrot, 

| plans and aims of their predecessors in it, inasmuch as it _May remain in the ground | 

| preparation. As now arranged, each Execu- through the winter, thus saving the ex- | 

| tive Board can complete their own business be- | pense of harvesting and storing in the fall | 

\ fore going out of office. The increase inthe} “Paxrsnips Contain, Per Cent- | 

i fee for membership in the Society, does not in ee bgp } 

} the least affect exhibitors at the Annual Fair | Nitrogenized organic substances, capa- 2 | 

| of the Society; since they are no longer required ble of producing flesh 1.280 | 

] to become members before entering their arti- Substances fitted for the support of ani- | 

\ cles for exhibition. As now arranged, each mal heat and the formation of fat 15.738 i 

| exhibitor, not a member of the Society, pays aman | 

| an exhibition fee of one dollar, which entitles | Carrots Contain, Per Cent. | 

\| him to all the privileges of a member at the | Water 88.260 | 

|) Fair, This we regard as a great improvement, ae ized z 0745 | 

U ee catiinie ine Whole! detailetef tie'uar:| “ie etntoe mane ee 
| 'P} . ble of producing flesh 596 

| agement of the Society. The other arrange- | Substances fitted for thesupport of ani-e | 

ments were merely verbal, and of no great} mal heat and the formation of fat 10.399 

mee renee We soeant cup aoe ao 88! Asu ofParsnip (Voelc.) Asn of Cacrot (War) \ 
now standing on a permanetn basis, and in a Per Cent. Per Cent. | 

| position to accomplish a vast amount of good, | Potash 36.12 32,44 | 

both for the present and future prosperity of Soda | oil 13.52 | 
| rei Stake. Magnesia 9.94 3.96 | 

me 4 ? ., | Lime 11.43 833 | 
The second annual Vol. of Transactions will | Phosphoric acid 18 66 8.55 | 

be issued from the press, probably by the first soennria acid 6.50 6.55 | 

f August next. > ilica 4.10 1.19 

oer Phosphate of iron 3.71 Peroxide ofiron 1.19 | 

j TT — Chloride of sodium 5 54 6.50 | 

i Parsnips and Carrots. Carbonie acid 17.30 

ae The Farmer's Companion Remarks: ‘ 

We are glad to perceive that the culti- ‘ 1, There is . — resemblance in 
A «| the composition of both roots. q 

valle 2 ae — aes Parsnips, however, differ from the 

| beginning to occupy the attention of Wes-| carrot chiefly “by containing less sugar; 
|| tern Farmers, Seed has been in great de-| the deficiency of which is replaced by | 
|| mand, and large quantities of the carrot | starch, not occuring in carrots. 

| have been sown this season—designed prin- ' a ae bone Sasi —. best | 
3 A eld variety) generally contain per | 

j 2 ally for feeding to hoes As to the cent. more water than parsnips. Thus, | 

relative value of the parsnip and carrot, | fresh carrots contain on an average but 12 | 
we believe the latter has generally been | per cent. of solid substance, while parsnips | 

considered the most nutritious and valua-| contain as much as 18 per cent. In their | 

ble. It would seem, however, from a care- — a —o. ea will be | 

ful analysis of the two, lately made by f ode oe See 
i . | 

|) Prof. Voelcker of the Royal Agricultural} 4, The nutritive value of parsnips, in | 
College of England, that the nutritive |so far as it is dependent on the production \ 

qualities of the parsnip, as compared with | of jlesh-forming constituents whieh are | 
theieareathiaenibecn andercated that. its found: in the root, according to the above | 
Suisse tatestioa are tactical than results — to be greater than that of \ 

es a eee ee carrots. While fresh parsnips contain 1.30 
the carrot. If the results assumed by | per cent. and dry 7.25 per cent. of flesh 

| Prof. Voelcker be correct, they are certain- | forming-constituents, Belgian carrots were 

ly worthy the attention of all farmers who found to contain only 0.612 per cent. of | 
may cultivate the ip and t for the same in ieee ere 5.46 
feed esting tb e ian Poe eir dried state. ‘ompared 

ceding. ping eee. tie: parsnip with other crops, parsnips are about as rich 
ooo
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in albuminous (ftesh-forming) compounds well bred. It is highly desirable that | 

t as mangolds; and ought, therefore, to go there should not be excess in one part and 

7 as far a3 mangolds in producing flesh. deficiency in another ; but that an animal 

i 5. Parsnips,ticher in flesh-forming com- | should Jay on fat on every point in equal | 

; pounds than carrots, also contain more ni- | proportions, taking care to get as much as | 

trogen in the form of ammoniacal salis ; possible in those where it is most valuable; | 

: and therefore, when eaten the dung forms for instance, it is of more value on the loins, | 

t a richer manure for wheat. ribs, and rumps, than on the neck or hocks | 

i Thus, on the whole, parsnips appear to —therefore, breadth of the loin, length of | 

| possess greater value than white Belgian | the rump, rotundity of frame, a good deep | 

| | carrots as a feeding or fattening material. | chest, and shoulders geen obliquely, that | 

i Parsnips are indeed very valuable as an there may be no hollowness behind them, | 

I article of food ; they are liked by cattle; | are indispensible qualities in a good formed | 

j and highly esteemed by Continental farm- animal ; and I believe our best Deyvoas | 

& ers for fattening stock. Moreover, they | possess these requirements in a greater de- 

$ stand the frost better than any other root | gree than any other breed of cattle. | 

$ crop, and keep well for a long time, as they : [Devon Herd Book. 

5 contain less water than almost any other Se eae ahs 

root crop usually cultivated in England.” Cost of Wintering Sheep. f 

Stock Breeding. A Huron Co., Ohio, correspondent of | 

; fia hire oes = 4 essai ae 4 the Wool Grower, thus sums up the cost | 

e object. of improved breeding is oats ‘ | 

{ diminish, or, if oo, to remove the de- o ieee be grade Merino aheep, dur i 

4 fects of live Stock, and to acquire and per- ing 118 days 3 | 

i petuate desiable properties. The general The hay, oil meal, apples, potaioes, etc, | 

art is to make such a selection of males | charged at cost to the 113 sheep during |! 

and females as are most likely to promote | the 118 days amounts te $36,163 equal to. 

| the object, paying particular attention to 4] 59 cents each tor what th a 4d, and | 

i maxim which is too frequently: forgotten— . ae ey Sane i 

4 the governing law of the animal kingdom $6 for use of shed; and $9 for foddering; | 

# —that like produces like—that the good | in all $51,16—equal to 45 cts. each. i 

| or bad properties of the parents are heredi-| The lambs run to a stack, and ewes 

H | tary, and are almost invariably imparted to| pad corn before Dec.18th, when foddering | 

i {| their progeny.. We know that some ani-| |, ced—and: all had oats after | 

: | mals fatten faster than others, and that hepa ng aoe ei 

; | they are generally more handsomely formed ; April 16th, when foddering ended; count- 

i | on handling them, we find the skin and ing which, and the hay at $4 per ton, 

i | parts beneath = soft and “mellow.”— | about its market value, and the whole cost 

This “melowness” is a kind of softness | of wintering would amoutt to 60 cts. asheep. 

| and elasticity perceived upon pressing the h k of 7 all hich | 

{ | skin, and is a very favorable sign of the Another fiock of 75, nearly POR) pene 

{ | aptitude of an animal to fatten. These had more hay and less grain, cost about | 

: | parts are the cellular membranes, which in| the same to winter, counting hay at $/ 

] | fat animals are full of fat; and stock pos-| per ton. i 
| sessing this mellow feeling denotes that ae | 

| there are plenty of membranous cells ready Crover Srxp.—lt is stated on good | 

for the reception: of fat. To. breed cattle authority, that 9033 clover seeds are cor | 

{ | possessing this mellow feeling is an impor-|tained in one cubic inch, thus equaling | 

| tant object, for an animal is almost valuless | 19,466,761 seeds in a bushel. As anacre | 

j | though it may be possessed of perfect sym- of ground contains 43.560 square feet, we | 

i metry, if it cannot. be made fat without | have only to multiply it by 144, and We | 

| very extraordinary keep. shall readily see the amount of clover nee | 

The object of a breeder should be to get | essary to sow an acre. If a seed per) 

as little bone as_ possible ; ae eee square inch is allowed, tillering will be | 

bones indicate a coarse animal ; whereas found sufficient to bear a good crop. | 

fiat and small bones are symptoms of being Working Farmer. |,
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Forthe Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | proposed and even tried to protect-it from 

Illinois Farming. the cold during the winter season, I will 

¥Farexp Murer:—I have taken your venture to offer one more, or rather an-im- | 

paper ever since it started. I have lived Ui on what - oe 7 viz: | 

in Wisconsin eight years, but now live in Fade Ce ite = . = ne a | 

| Tinois about twenty miles south of the|~” = fee = omen a ee | 
State Line. There is quite a difference with some inconvenience, and the time be- | 

Sake parts 4 ing close at hand when we shall be pre- | 
| between Wisconsin and Illinois farming as f : | 

c < é «i paring our fallow ground or breaking up 
| practiced in my neighborhood. No}. ia prairie, I will a eee 

| Pride or pains is taken with stock—any Cee ie ee “a ie } 

| thing that has got four legs is reckoned tol- en One ere ee aa 
\ just as we are in the habit of sowing if on | 
| erable, and about good enough. Ihave he sod. I a di | 

| not seen but one good hog since I came ae —. str ae ote ae a | 

| here, about, four months ago. Our plows : piapentienitsy ae ee | 
| eo reeiemebiid:the times ..Whenthe attention. For this labor the corn would | 

[see An be a full compensation. Place the rowsso 
| ground is wet they work the best; but P A 2 \ 

: as to cross the most sweeping winds of the | 
| when dry, unless very dry, they do not] . thi id. at least i] 

| work, Our soil is generally a little sandy, pier eee ee jae eeh 

| and where there is most, there is the most all the snow that would fall on the field, — | 
| trouble—and now if there is a plow made it would be a sure guide in sowing, and but | 

|) that will work right and not dredge along, eee Need of renee pense | 

it could have a chance to turn over the soil a stalin, and nature will do the rest, 

| of Crystal Lake Prairie ‘for the first time. Pyiere ee Bt ce ows aes ce | 

| This prairie is the handsomest I ever saw. young-and tender plants, ‘would be glad 
| pds : to hear from any one who may try the ex- I 
ws are in sight of a Railroad on every|  . 
side, and can get to a depot in one half periment, through the columns of your | 

(§ valuable paper. Farmer. 
hour, either south, north or east. There} }éinnekennie, St. Croix Co, June, 1853. | 

are but few seltlers on it yet, owing to the R 5 = 
scarcity of timber. Most of the farmers eMAES oe ee eee 

| f corn as proposed above, has been tried 
| are trying the Osage Orange,  B. C, ae! 3 
| Crystal Lake, Tl, June 1853 — in this quarter, and has proved quite 

| ae : __, |satisfactory. The stalks should -be left 

| orate oe al Tilinois | standing until spring, and the cattle not al- 
| ee at Richard E. Ely, of Rochester, |joywed te brouse them. 

| Wis, or J. M. May, of this place, can fur- ——_—_—_——"_ 

nish him with a plow, that will turn the Be fe ee & ee 
| he soil of Crystal Lake or any other prai- veg Rertonate of Core 
|tie in the West. No better plows are{ Mr. Eprron:—I saw in a recent num- 

| made in any country. We speak under-|ber of your Farmer the valuation of a 
standly, for we have used and seen used the | bushel of seed corn: The writer asks any 

| the plows of bofh these manufacturers. | one if there is any mistake in his estimate 
ge eas to point it out in the next number. I 

‘or ‘isconsin [owa Farmer. *, 
¢ * |have waited to have some one answer 

Wheat with Corn. him, but no one has as_yet. 
Mr. Muzzr:—I find much said in the} The writer thinks that A. would have 

Wisconsin Farmer on thetsubject of Win- {been the gainer if he had paid $103, for a 
ter Wheat, and as many plans have been | bushel ef seed corn—the whole amount of 

COO ;??000 0 ®t
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| B’s crop, I think not, for A had better | Was from a soldire in the expedition. He | 

| not have planted nor cultivated; but la- Ea spines ee Rpreliing fr 

2 : iu 4 10 
' borded and got six tons of hay which I call trees or water; the troops oat horses were 
| equal to six acres of corn fodder, B’s crop | almost famishing with thirst, when they | 

, is over estimated, according to good judges. | came suddenly on the shores of a beauti- | 

Thad a field of 20 acres—husked it by ee ple when! o so in | 
nk dow! e plain. It resem- 

\\ the Joad-—wagon box held 40 bushels of bles more a vast sink hole. From the | 

i ears—allowing two bushels of ears to make height above the waters a vast snow bank 
| one of shelled corn; thus making C’S| appeared to line its shore, but upon exami- 

yielding 40 bushels to the acre. D. husked nation it proved to be an incrustation of | 

| in B's field and in C’s field, D. gave it.as| Salt a8 pure and white as snow. The wa- | 
ee ae Cc’ sali outighevmiont ters of the lake were like the strongest | 

{! his opinion that Sammon brine. So strong was it that one bathing | 

; corn per acre. D. is an experienced farm- | in it, upon coming out, in a few minutes | 

er whose judgment we can rely upon. would be covered with the white crystalli- | | 

One word on over estimating crops in | zation of salt | 

i the fall. Isis one reason of losing so many| If this salt region be as rich as it is sup- | 

\ sheep and having so many poor cattle. If — — pore eae ay ie 

\ hosag would not over coms our sheep, country. There are mines of undeveloped 

|| seine, and castle would winter better, and | wealth more extensive, more durable, and 

i we should have some grain left to feed|more important than all the gold regians | 

through the summer to our swine and get beyond the Rocky Mountains. We are in- | 

some growth before fattening time. I formed also, that a very short distance be- 

Gink ita poor eftialeiontvetactheaecd low the surface, the pure rock salt lies in a 

= Ps e 5 +! strata like coal or lime rock. We hope 

all that the erop will fetch when harvested, | the atiention of the public and the Goy- 

| for the sake of stalks or straw. Will the}enment, will be turned to this subject. 

| writer harvest six acres of corn for me, for| ‘There is a region lying in our immediate 

$5? ‘A Looxgnay. neighborhood, almost unknown, containing 

. * | more intrinsic wealth than any State in the | 

Johnstown, May, 1853. Union, and which would yield an annual 

\ i 5 income probably equalling the entire reve- | 

Minacsots Salt Region nue of ie country. [St. Louis Union. 

| Probabiy there is nut a richer salt region | - Sa 

| on the face of the earth,than the one in} Duration or Posrs—The result of | 

Minnesota. The territory is generally sup-| forty years experience and observation, | 

| posed to be valuable for its agricultural re- | with me is, that common fence posts set in 

sources alone; nothing however can be|the ground green, and butt end downwards | 

| more erroneus. ‘True, its natural agricul-| will last in a sandy loam, about ten or | 

tural wealth is probably second to none in| twelve years. The same set in a like situ- | 

| the Mississippi valley, but its mineral wealth | ation, inverted, will last fifteen or eighteen | 

|| ig not less extensive and valuable. Among}years, The same timber, (and sail the | 

‘| the latter, its salt stands pre-eminent. The|same,) well seasoned before setting will | 

region lies between 47 and 49 degrees | last eight or ten years longer. I speak of 

| north latitnde, and 97 and 99 degrees} good white chestnut or white oak. : 

west longitude. Its exact locality was as-/ ~ Timber cut in the old of the moon in | 

certained and dafined by an expedition sent | February, will not be eaten by worms, will 

out from fort Snelling, by Major Long,|not snap in burning, and will last much 

in 1822-3. A description of that salt re-|Jonger. made into posts than when cut at 

ion, together with its locality, will be}any other time. I have chestnut and 

fund in the Topographical department at| white oak posts*standing well that were 

1 be cang ay" __.|set 28 years since. Or1s BrieaM. 

| Our information of that salt region [N. E. Farmer.
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| Thinning out Vegetables. well thined and allowed every opportunity 
Gora to develop themselves freely; and the same 

| It was Cobbett, we think, that remarked, is true of ornamental: plants; wliere- a full, 
| when speaking of the ill effects of thick}rich, and luxuriant growth and bloom; are 
| planting, that one cucumber plant in a hill) obtained through the adoption of the same 
| would bear more fruit than two; more] principle. [Country Gentleman. 
| than four. and so on, and if there were fif- i reais. 

| ty plants in a hill, the whole of them put The Value of Corn for Fodder: 
| together would bear no cucumbers at all! — 

i The truth is, there is a much greater loss} Tue vaLue of corn fodder for soiling 
|| in allowing vegetables to stand thickly to-| purpose has been tested by most farmers, 
| gether, than most are at all aware of. To} wish.to call attention to its value for win- |/ 

| ensure a good crop plenty of seed’is sown,|ter use in a dry state. On ene farm 
\\ with the intention of thinning at the prop-| pieces of ground are to be found which 

| ertime; but when. the thinning. day ar-| yield a very. light crop of grass, but which 
| tives, it requires rather more nerve to com-|the owner cannot eonveniently plant.— 
wit what appears to Be merciless liavoc-of| Take a piece of this character, mow it ear- 

'| tearing out nine-tenths of the beautifully|ly in July, and immediately break it up 
| grown young plants, than most persons] with the Michigan plow if possible. Spread 
| possess. A crop of. beets has just com-|upon: it a moderate dressing of manure 
menced forming handsome bulbs, precisely |and harrow: it well in. Then sow quite 
‘one inch. assunder in the row; certainly | thick, yellow flat corn broadcast, and cover 
‘ something ofthe boldness of the surgeon| it with the cultivator, and leave it until-the 

|| it needs to lay nine-tenths of these wither-|harvest. This method has- advantages, 
| ing in the sun; cucumbers are just begining] which give it preference to myself over | 
| to throw out tlicit runners and. to show/the usual manner of sowing-in.drills.. In: 

their yellow blossoms, and it seems liard to| the first place, if sown sufficiently thick, 
some to tear out three-fourths of the-doz-| (and no one need fear.getting.too much seed 

) en-now growing in the hill. It-must, how-| upon the ground) it grows. smaller in the 
| ever be done—all the surplus plants in a| stalk and is far more tender, so that stock || 
\ bed of beets or turneps, or in a hill of cu-jeat it: perfectly clean, without leaving a || 
| cumbers, squashes or melons, are to be|great quantity of refuse butts to be re- i 
|| considered as so many positive weeds,.ob-| moved, or to try the patience of the farmer |! 

| structing the growth of the rest_and yie!d-| when loading his manure. In the second || 
| ing little or nothing themselves. IF our place, all labor of hoeing is saved, and the 
| crops are to be crowded and stunted, we|rapid growth of the crop completely ex- 

i would’ quite-as willingly have it done with| cludes the rays of the sun, and:keeps down 
|| piljeweed’ and fox-taii, as to have them|the weeds In harvesting: it sliould be 
|| smothered and the soil exhausted by weeds] reaped and leaned‘agaiist a wall.or poles |) 
i of their own species. placed for tlie purpose until the sun has so 
‘| Many years ago, when the cultivatio® far dried’ it. that the leaves rattle well’ in 
|| of the ruta. baga. was-first introduced, we| handling. Then let it be made into con- 

| could invariably distinguish the crops of| venient sized bundles, and’ packed’ in-the 
i the novice, by the thickly growing, half- floor or other convenient: place in layers, 
|| developed buibs. “O! but they had thined| each layer being placed’ across that below 
|| them to a very. great extent—they had cut] it, and’coarse or fine salt sprinkled freely 
| out three-fourths, and reduced them from| upon it ax each layer is finished. When- 

|| one-inch-to-four inches in-distanee,” where, | ever the heap is found heating freely, which || ; 
jas none should ever stand: nearer than a| will generally be-in thirty-six hours, sepa- | 

| foot to each other, if the soil possesses any] rate the bundles, and hand them or stand |; 
| thing like a fair-degree- of. fertility; but] them separately around the barn, to remain 
| this looked toe- much like indiscriminate] till wanted for use. No man who has ey- 
| slaughter, and*could:not be thought of for] er tried this process once will: fail to re- |; 

_||a moment. The finest specimens of gard:| peat it, as no dried crop will:produce more |; 
en products, which we see exhibited'at hor-| milk, or keep cattle in: better order than | 

J ticultural shows, are those which hiave been] this. [Middlesex Farmer. | 
ooo eee
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Rancid Butter. ae FROM a Annals of 
re i ives the following. as the process 

The “Echo duMonde Savant” says:—A uence Br ‘ Eee 

farmer in. the vicinity of Brussels having itisking abt seas gum that is used. for 
succeded in removing the bad smell and , | 

taste of some butter” by mixing it with Take wheat starch, (not corn,) and pul- 

| chloride of lime, he was encouraged by Rasa 2 ee: ania i ne fs 

this experiment, and he has restored to Goatees hat’ Paul ceed (ek. ee 
7 coals, sufficient to raise the 

batter, aan —. a Brosh, temperature to about 400 degrees, Fahren- | 
mee 3 aa operation is extremely sim- heit, and stir the starch to prevent burning | 

ple and practicable by all. It consists sim- |°". mg ue aa ee Ina ir | 
ply in working the butter ina sufficient | us 1 WP 06 Sh eee soe 
quantity of water, in which from 25 to 30 a eee light grey color, resem- 

deopaiol! chloride of liens hava been added |OU%s 19 Sppegrance powdered Mippery aim 
| to every two pounds of butter. After hav- bark, or pulvis [pe eacuanha. The process 

| ing mixed it till all its parts are in contact id now completed, and the prepared sub- 
hae’ 3 : stance may be put up in jars for future use. 
with the water, it may be left in for an THis sabatalie ia.callad by Cuaniss: Levo- 

| hour ‘or two, afterwards withdrawn and} — 1. y 

PRISE SRLTEE iawn ae mo pt i 
with safty be ‘augmente aitutralter haviig powder intimately with water and raise the 

varied the experiment, it was found that re pase eon bed gga past : ; 3 mixture then becomes semi,transpa- 
i Bee ar cen ec umase every Trent and is fit for use. It is oa more 

 Anttdeat ‘haiba of yn hore femtentaihs adhesiva than any of the.gnins, ants the 
| and’ flavor to racid butter said thie veey best article for paste that I have ever seen. 

| effectual by those who have tried it, isto} “Varue Ge Cases ea thd tae | 

| ‘cae i i ee ae ay and | tions of the Fran‘lin Co. (Mass.) Agricul- 

| aanet after ‘which itis tol be cot a aa pacicty, Se 

the: churn, worked and salted afresh. “Cattle become aceustomed, during'sum- 
| The above should be tried on asmall| mer to green food, and when kept alto- 

| seale first. [Scientific American. {gether on hay and other dry fodder, they | 
i ——_—_—_—_—_——_ cease to take on flesh with rapidity. | 

| ‘Tae Tursie Fix.—This insidous insect | The use of carrots, particularly, should | 
| deposits its eggs in the fall of the year, but |be introduced. Carrots for horses are now | 
| the eggs do not hatch till. the following the ordinary practice of even the livery | 

| spring, when- they are vivifyed by the stable keepers of our larger cities. | 

| warmth of the soil, and the young insect A bushel of carrots and a bushel of oats | 
| appears cotemporaneously with the plant fully equal as food forthe horse two bush- 

| on which it is to feed. By stirring the els of oats; for although carrots do not 

' surface of the soil a fortnight or so before {contain the same amount of nutriment by 
| the seed is sown, and aflording.a liberat/™measure as the oats, still their pectic acid 

| dressing of sulphur, house ashes, soot and | @elatinizes the contents of the stomach of 
| salt, in equal, parts,as soon as the plants ap- the animal, and enables the oats to be en- 

| pear, its ravages will be prevented in a de- tirely digested- Dad G 
}. gree. The stirring of the soil ‘lets in the Too much’ money is paid out by farmers 
solar heat,and the eggs are developed at for grain for their mileh cows. There must 

t once, but-there being no food ready, the be a more general resort to roots ‘to be fed 
young insects perish: his is thought to with good English hay; when these are in 

be the most- effectual remedy known, and | Stffitient quantity to carry: the stock thro 
is almost universally adopted in Germany | the wiiter,there may be profit in producing 

| and Great Britain, as rats in many se¢- milk for the market”. - * , 
‘tions. of the United, States and France-—| “A merciful man is merciful. to’ his 

" [Germantown Telegraph. | beast.” '
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“Tired of Farming.” Agrrcuttura Axtoms.—fn no depart- 

— | ment is Bacon’s celebrated maxim, “Know- | 
A few months ago, a man who had been ledge is power,” worth more than in agri | 

a farmer from his early life, came to the | culture. Hence, no farmer can be account” | 
city to buy stoves tosell again. Said he} ed skilful in his profession, who. does not | 
to the stove dealer “the weevil begins to in-| avail himself of the informafion to be de- 

| fest the wheat, and all things considered, | rived from the experience of others, and 
Iam ‘tired of farming,’ and so have sold|who does not improve ‘his knowledge of 

| may farm.” The stove dealer remarked, | husbandry by the perusal of the ablest 
| that he thought within himself, that just | works which have been written on the sab- | 
|| as like as not the discontented farmer would |ject. It is absurd. to imagine, that the 
|| find a weevil in the heart of the new busi-| communication of knowledge which has 
i ness—and so it proved, for when the day } promoted the advancement of every other 
| arrived on which the note matured, given | art, should be of no wse-in agriculture — | 
|| for the stoves, the old farmer, now turned | Endeavor to -raise good grain, for ‘it will | 

| tradesman, confessed he had not been able always sell, eyen in years of plenty ;.where- 
|| to sell his stoves—that he had most of/ as it is orly in dear and scarce seasons | 
| themon hand. ‘ that there is demand for grain of an in- | 
|| “Tired of farming,’ the most indepent| ferior quality. Let your stock of cattle, 
| business a man can engage in, because, horses, &e., be of the® best’ bloods, and || 
i forsooth; there are disappointments, and | more remarkable for -utility than for,bau- 
i perplexities,and trials and vexations, attend- ty ozfashion. None ever ought to under- 
i ing it. Remember, you ‘who are tillers of | take to cultivate more land than.he can 
|, the soil, tiiat your ‘cares and troubles and| manage to advantage. It is better to till 
pee are few and far between, com-| twenty acres well than one hundred in a 
pared with those suffered by commercial | slovenly manner: “A man’s owning a large | 

{ men. If your chances to become rich are | farm is no excuse for imperféct tillage — 
| not so inviting and profitable, as those of} What he cannot improye ‘he need:not, un- 
the tradesman, bear in mind that the dane | dertake to cultivate. A large farm with- 
gers of being very poor or destitute are | out skill, eapital, or industry, is a lague 
far les, . Famine and abject poverty seldom | to its owner. It islike what Uifobody said 

| overtake the farmer, or haunt himvin ‘their | of self-righteousness, the mote you. have 
| ghostly visits. He lives on the high table-| of it, the wots you are off © + [Ex 

| land of promise, rising far above the 2 ———— 
i murky regions of want and destitution.|_ Porasa Warcr—tTlie ‘editor: of the | 

| His children can say, there is bread in our | Fatmer and Planter, publistied at Pendle- | 
| father’s house, and a piees to spare to the | ton, S..C.,in cautioning perple to-use all 

i hanigry ‘of other less fortunate callings alkalies avith great.'care when applied to 
i «Tired of: farming!” Supposing you | fruit trees, says: “Two springs since we 
| are. What is to be done in such a case? | killed some young trees by applying too 

| Do you expect to find an employment with- omen a solution of one pound of pearl- 
out‘ trials and. perplexities?» If so you are | ash and ‘one pint ‘of ‘soft soap” in= three 

| doomed « to’ disappointment. There is no | gallons of water. A very dry spell followed 
} Yocation in:this..world that’ will exempt | the application, and hence not:being washed: 
| those who engage therein, from:cares and | off, the caustic liquid. tumed. the darky of 
| fears vand vexations... So if you are tired | several trees quite yellow, and much injured. 

of farming,'the best’way is to-get rested | those that ‘escaped. 

| just 4 f00D..a5,,ZOu scan, and »prosecute |<! yoo wre AND TOOLS of HusuANDEr: 
| anew the besiness for which you were ear-|_ te xaminé these yourself, and have them | | ly trained, and which, if diligently. follow- put in first rate order, See, foo, that you 
ed, will yield a good supply of all'the com-| have an ample supply to ariswer. alt your forts and. necessaries of life, together with farming pur th a * 

ities for, mental and moral culture. | UEP OHOR NE: monahené Abe, ooming | Opportunities for, York season; don’t wait, till.you want to- use an 
» [Rural New Yorker. | article, but buy at cao be sure to get | 

| Heé'that would eat the kernel, must ‘not | the’ best and” most. substantial, as it is al- | 
omplain of cracking the nuty ways cheapest in the long run: I 

; {
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| | HORTICULTURE. | =2e=— | 
Lr Dee | 

; The French Have a-method of cultivat- | 
“ T. Tn Spat ™ 

' INFLUENCE OF Prawre UPON THE TOOTS | ine dwarf fruit trees, or trees which have | 

or Frurr Tazxs.—A Hoosicr says in the | 46y stunted by a certain, precess, which | 

i Genesee eee: Tt i surprising to people| one of their writers describes as follows : i 

' who have not observed very closely the, re- “Young treés are to be ,treated i * i 
i . i in the | 

| sults en — —— following manner ae oe are taore; than i 
| | trees, : D -| three shoots on the plant, reduce them to | 

| fluence of plants growing around-or near | that number, and shoyien cach to ee \ 

| their roots. A few. years ago,in an eco- | four, or six eyes, according to their strength | 

| nomical mood, we. sowed carrots between ee he os nee ae | 

‘| some rows of. young apple. treas. The to three Barth of te ey rt sou | 
> rows wera 3}*feet ape and wesowed only | in the remaining shoots. The tree should | 

: | one row of carrojs, in the space—tlie |be managed in every reapect in this man- | 

. | ground, tog, was Kept. clean. alll sumamer, | 2€Ty until it has attained the required size, | 

| and yet we lost the seasons growth of the which of course depends upon the faney i 
padigne woo <font tt. Och. | O% convenience of the owner or conductor 

i ev: ake oe es moe b-| of the garden. I make a point of letting | 
, 2 me age, in the same soil, | the trees take their natural form of growth | 

| without carrots, were twice as large in the | as far as the system described will admit; | 

| autumn, for 1 consider it of little consequence what 

4 ——-eeeeeeeimnnmie shape, ig given to the tree, provided my 

|, Sturx> Boos —The. Soil of-the South |e eee Sone epur, wil boes | 
i says, “The application of a handful of ing buds from the si to..tle bess.” i 

| ;| guano on the top. of the hill under the} It is aserted by both French and Eng- 
+ vines will keep off the striped bug.”" lish ae trees so stunted are not so 

} Enxperience has taught us that-acheaper much to injury by high winds, that | 

| and better remedy is to kill them outright. they — fruit, bear — and 

|, Tenn oom Son wndereting we BON NMED en ay 
| ; first, but we have tried it two seasons,.and | on stock. of small growth. The apple is 
) F have found:it not only Jess.trouble, but | often inoculated on the Paradise or Doucain 

| much more ¢ffsetual than all the nostrums | stock, the peach on a slow growing plum, 

| ! and scare-crows we have ever tried. Take a the pear on Pach saan ee, an | 
: t : oS Jarge. pears ~ st 

i, two strips.of shingle, about six inches long} ¢.4 feet high, the. tops of which were Sar 

| (| and a half. wide, tapered-at one end to an} possessed. of. sufficient strength. to sustain 
J edge—with: one. in each .hand, pick the/| their weight of-fruit without the, assistance 

! ‘, bugs from the vines-or ground (for they of props. This is a.common result where }; 

t * peneraly seek tho ground for a hiding| Smo arctios Of Spee ore oe oats: 
| slace when disturbed) and. crush. them. ee ae 
; sete : “Two or three years trial of this meth: 

‘Horning and-evening are the best times to| o4 only, might deter many from acontinu- 
1 fant them. Twe or three rounds a day,| ance of it, in consequence of the young 

i ‘tae. two or three-days in suecession, will wood which’, will be produeed. yearly at 

"exterminate them so far, that the vines will be = : Prog ae ees 
{ Vivien . Tid of superfivity. Bui i 

; : - out of their reach before the reappear-| convenience will be-utterly surmounted if 

t ' sxea of anew brood. THese bugs are not F the foregoing instructions are attended to, 
; ‘ 99 BumeroUS aS many suppose, but thay | and the.consequence will be, possession of 

: ' +e great gormandizers, both healthy and fruitful trees.” 

' GS =
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When to Prune. We admit, however, that there are cases ir. || 
‘ iy . ., | Which the summer pruning, or entire lop- |) 

A correspondent has furnished us with ping off or cutting: out branches of consid- 
the following text: “At what time in the) grable size may be judicious and safe— 
year should different kinds of pruning be | po, instance, in the case ofeglected orchard || 
performed, in the cold latitudes ofthe north | trees in a luxuriant state, with dense 
and in the milder climates of the south.?” | p.9ds in which the fruit is deprived of air 

We hold that pruning in general, in our | and light; In such a case branches may 
northern climates, is safest after the se- |be thined out, and the cut’ surface heals 
vere frosts of winter are over, immediately | over more rapidly and smoothly than at | 
before the swelling of the: buds. When| other time. But is unsafe to produce very 
performed early in the. winter, or in the} sensible dimigution of foliage, as it arrests || 
autumn, as is practiced. properly in mild | the growth of the tree. | 
climates, the ends ofthe cut shvots dry up, Brgetning in the growing season tends || 
shrivel and.die; losing the buds intended | to arrest growth. Nurserymen know that | 
to make leading shoots, and leaving dead | g slight pruning of stalks before budding, | 
points. that require much labor to prune} will so arrest. growth as to make the back 
off afterwards; or if large branches are. cut| adhere firmly; when before the pruning, 
off, leaving a broad, fresh susface, the| it lifted fre ely. It ison this principle that 
wood and bark dry up and require a long | most all pruning, to promote fruitfulness, 
time to heal., We. perform most of our| must be done, at a point of a greater or 
pruning in the month of March, although | Jess activity of growth. Late spring prun- 
a great deal of the less exact nursery prun- ing of resorted to as a means of subduing su- 
ing is done in February. Southward, as perabudant vigor, and it has the same effecta 
the winter is mild. and spring early, we | as root pruning to a certain extent. [Hort 
should prefer. pruning very early in the —— : 

winter or immediately after the fall.of the] Diszasep Prum Txees—A. correspon- 
leaf, because activity in the functions of the| dent of the- New England Farmer says: 

tree commences early, or scarcely ceases, |«] am very welt satisfied, from personal 
as we must believe it does during our in-| observation, that the circulation of the sap 
tensely cold weather, and by pruning early | hag nothing to do with forming the wart, 
we economize the sap and strength of the /| 54 prevelant:in many sections of the coun- 

tree. try.. But a disease probably arising from 
“Pruning in.the-season when the leaves:| an iasect that works its passage into the 

are on.” The only pruning we hold to be| very heart and“pith of the. twig, or branch 
sound, safe, and commendable, at this sea-| affected. Tiobserve that this insect ascends 
son, is the singer and: thumb, in other | upwards, and im order to exterminate its 
words pinching. It is quite inconsistent | ravages the branch should be cut at least 
with good. management to rear a crop of| one feot below the wart, and as much fur- 
shocts and then cut them.away. This can | tier as is found necessary, until you come 
only be avoided by nipping superfiuos and | to a sound, healthy wood and pith, even if 
misplaced shoots at two or three inclies.of| the whole tree goes in consequence. Then 
growth, before they attain to woodiness.| burn-the cuttings. I am satisfied that if 
This economises the force of the tree and | ore tree-is left to destruction, that the dis- 
turns it intoa channel where it will pro-| ease is as contagious to the remaining ones 

mote, instead of frustrating, the ends we | as the yellows to a peaclf-orchard. f have 
are aiming at. For instance, if we plant] many standard phim trees and many in 
& young tree, and* have-pruned it with.a| nursery rows, all of which are in sound, 
view to a certain form, and contrary:to our healthy cordition; it has been my practice 
expectations breaks out at an unexpected | to watch carefully this disease,and cut free- 
Point, and assumes a vigerous habit and/ ly, sparing no imperfection of wood; I have 
tobs all the. other parts, it would evidently | seen plum trees not fifty rods apart, some 
be unwise: to tolerate this intruder until it| clean and round and others literally covered 
arrives at full growth and then cut it away.| with black warts; therefére- no one will 

Too many trees are thus mdnanged, by the presume that /ocality has much to do with 
neglect of summer pruning or pitching.| the disease.” [G. B. Stave.
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Colors of Flowers. - the birds? They would be robbed 2 
| Tee ¢ ir appointed food, and starved, and thei 
| Remarkable changes take place in the maptoliten, ld music would greet us os | 
one ot Th fone see A nome e toils no longer. What solitude, amid the luy- 

| t a BYes a oge oO 7 fonts Like aed uriant vegetation, and bright suns of sum- 
| ake . a ee ee 3 nd bee ich')mer! Say you, be it so? Our fruits and \ 

bri i eS Le Th Ga oye bis may # | grains are safe from these vile foes. Patience, | 
ne pen hich change to ned. Tig, | Fiend —think again, what result would fol- 

white flowers which change to red. The | low even as tothese. Not-a blossom or germ | 
an pauls he a8 vores va a would be attacked, by'a-marauder, and all | 

| bright red. Many flowors of the Boeanig. |°f, them would be left to live or diz as they | 
| rigat red. Many Howers of the Doragin- | might, in unimpeded development. Think | 

{ ace are red before expansion, and after- you that your trees would be sure to cast 1 
wards blue. ..T he bracts of Hakea: Victoria off all the supurfious fruit, and reserve on- | 

{| are yellowish white at the centre the-first |}, » quantity which the were Heapable of | 
i year; the second year these become-of a Beli tadiading and bringing is peviétion! | 
| rich golden yellow; the third year rich or- | nop 80; they would be over-loaded, and | 

ange; the fourth year blood red, and the your fruit would be smaller and of inferior | 
i freon: parte ob the teaety becomes nsaly quality, and at the same time the trees | 
| darker. Hydrangea changes its color be-| vould be greatly exhausted, and perhaps | 

{| tween blue and pink. The Dablia, of the | rendered short lived, by overtasking their | 
|| yellow species, has been made to produce | yitay powers. ‘Their wood and Helse: | 
|| all varieties of that series, but has never} must grow ‘annually; and be stained by | 

i been produced of agreen color. [Artizan. | i,4 same stock that yields the fruit, and in | 

i Insects—Plum Tree Warts, due proportion to the general demands on | 
| wee the trees for maturing their” present fruit, | 

i The depredations of insects upon fruits|and preserving their vigor and health for | 
|| and vegetables may sometimes prompt the |subsequent years. Many lessions the Rw- | 
| farmer to wish it were in his power to ex- |ler of Nature teaches us, which through in- | 
| terminate their whole race. But as the | attention we are wont to overlook. ' If ani- 
i Creator has granted every green herb for |mals need rest. and endure only a. given 

food to “every creeping thing,” no less than | amount of labor, why should not fruit trees 
to fowls and beasts, as well as nobler man, | follow the same law, and be relieved of the 
and has eilectually secured them from any | excessive burden they would be destined to | 
such sad doom, we must content ourselyes|bear, without that kind of pruning, for 
to:be fellow commoners with them, despite | which éertain insects are employed?) Let 

j allwe may wish ordo. The fruits, flowers lus not say, then, that they are altogether 
and plants which we claim» as exclusively | pernicious, when we see our peach branch- 
ours, they emphatically declare, by unmis-|es ready to break down without props, or | 
takable deeds, are no less theirs; for hate | unless much relieved of their. burden by | 
and fight them as we may, they;will live, | our own hands, and we may be sure a su- | 
beget their progeny, and cat freely what |perabudant andsimperfect fruitage would, 
they like, find it.as they may, in the prin-|load our orchards, if no worm-eaten apples | 
ce’s or the humblest cottayer’s enclosure. | were not dislodged from their branches. | 

‘Choicest fruits, sweetest flowers they loye| As to plum tree warts, my conjecture is, | 
as decidedly as.man.. Do, they invade our | that-as they have. not,so-far as I know, | 
rights?» Not so, they claim instinctively | been proved to be produéed by insects; they | 
only their own, A-vast family is supplied | arise from the want of ‘the healthy dispo- | 
from the same bountiful hand,'and it would | sition of the woody fibre, and that this may | 
be wise for the agriculturist to reflect more |result. from ‘obstructed circtlation of the | 
on obvious facts, in the providential ar- | sap, this beitig caused: by deficiency of:one | 

rangements established between him and |or more ingredients’in’ the soil | Impeded | 
inferior orders of animal existence. circulation of sap may cause an accumu: | 

Suppose all insects that annoy us and |lation of it in particular places, there form- 
prey upon fruit trees and cultivated , plants | ing the warts.’ If she conjecture should 
were extinct. Then what would become | be well founded, the desideratum would be 
SESS
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Written for the Wisconsin and JowaFarmer. | what we have to say. It is to be hoped, the, 

Chemistry of Plants. No, 1. that no one will be frigh’e1ed with the hea. 

Uron war po Prints rive—rrot wiknce|i28 of our subject, and pass it by because b 
COME THEIR’ MATERIALS—wuaT 18 THE EF-|has not studied chemistry. Please: give y 

| wee oe er a ee i 7 ce We have pines to my mest important to yo, 

| BY PROF. & P. LATHROP, M. D. if you desire to raise-good crops of grass « 
i ae grain,.and at the same time, preserve the fe, 

“For many years, chemists and philosophers | tility and, thereby, the value of your soil. 

| have been investigating the affinities and other| The questions—Upon what do plants lin, 

| peculiarities of molecules,or ultimate indivisi-|from whence come these materials and whatiy 

| ble particles of matter. These scientific re- the effect of plants upon the soil on whic 

searches haverevealed many important truths |they grow, and the air in which they lire— 

| and natural laws, which have. a direct bearing | cannot but be of great importance to the farm. 

! onall the economical purposes of agriculture.|¢r- These questions we will endeavor to m 

| Some pcins should be taken to impart a knowledge | ser in this series of articles and deduce frm 
of these lawsto all practical farmers. When we |th>m some practical suggestions. 
consider how little opportunity the mass of ag- UPON WHAT DO PLANTS LIVE? 

riculturists have to study:the chemicaleomposi- | This question suggests the idea that plants 

tion of their soils and their:crops, it oan rendi-| like animals, eat something, and that there is 

\ ly beseen that. information of this kind is|a process going on within the plant as within 

greatly needed: in all operations wiich-aim to| the-animal, which uses up material, which is 

feed cultivated plants with their appropriate | called their food, or nourishment. This process 

aliment.”"—D: Lee, M, D.: Introduction to! in gnimals is called digestion, and, with a good 

Patent Office Report—Agricultural, 1850. degree of propriety, it may be called by the 

Tt is not to be expected; amidst the multitude | same name in plants. Now the id¢a that plants 

of cares and duties which fall to the lot “i use up material as long as they)live, is a 

most of our farmers, that they should find | important one to the farmer. No\one would 

| time to make themselves completely familiar | think of raising a stock of cattle without provi- 

with the pbysidlogical principles of plants in| ding something for them to eat—simply giving 

general; or become thorough botanists, yet | thema place to stand, without either water ti 

there are some facts regarding the growth, | drink or grain or grass to eat, would hardly 

nourishment and ripening of the various crops | besufficient. Puttinga litter of pigs into a pe, 

“and fruits, which come under the management | however good looking it maybe, is doing but very 

of the agriculturist and horticulturist, and | little towards fattening and fittingthem for the 

these so comparatively few and so important, | pork barrel. Something further must be dont 

that it becomes a duty, both on the part of him | They must be fed, and that with the kind d 

who is able to instruct, and of him who needs| food which experience has détermined tol 

to learn, to extend the knowledge of these facts | the most appropriate. I! this food is with-holi- 

or principles, as widely and.as. thoroughly as} en to-any degree short of the actual demani, 

possible. Sincerely desiring the biguest inter-| they suffer,and if to a greater degree,they ult 

est of our fellow laborers in the cultivation of| mately perish. It is of no use to furnish thes 

the soil, and knowing well.the many diffieulties | with. that which, from their peculiar habits, 

with which they lave to contend, but grateful-| they never. eat. Exactly so is it with: plants 

ly rejoicing in the present fair.promise for the | They require something more than. a mere foot 

future, Are will endeavor. in.a short. series of| hold; or.a place- where to stand. They must 

articles on the Chemistry of Plants, to state | be fed; and that, too, withthe kind of food pt 

some facts and make such suggestions as we | culiarty-adapted in composition and- propertit 

hope may be of service te the farmer. We best fitting their service, and in a quantity aie 

shall endeavor to do.this in so plain. a manner| quate-tothedemand: Hence the question— 

that every one, who.can read,ind is not already:| Upon what-do- plants live 2. To determine this 

familiar with the physiological and chemical | point may, at fitst-thought,seem difficult. We 

principles. concerned in the growth: of vegeta-| cam:teadily- determine the food of an animal by 

tion, may learn our views and comprehend | observing what it chooses when a variety of
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food is placed before it. If the circumstances} In this way allof our crops have been examin 

f the case are such that we cannot observe ed,.nd have been found to contain.proximate ce :- i 

cs then we:may-examine the contents of the stituents of very different character. In many | 

gas We may also judge something trom| instances these can readly be distinguished from 

its digestive organs—the kind of teeth, the| each other by their properties, as indicated by |; 

length of its digestive canal, &c. Now, we | the taste, smell, &c. Grapes, carrots and most | 

Jearn the food of the plant in the same, :or fruits-have a sweet taste; they therefore con- i\ 

quite similar way. It is true, with : — sn “= ai des a 2 oe — | 
iscipli yt rea see the 

oe se ie and ewallowes by the|the rhubarb ice asour taste; they therefore | 

feldof grain or of grass ; but it doesitnone the | contain an avid. In the seeds of various kinds 

5 i - in, the tubers of the potatoe plant, we | 

“ae —- = ‘ = — : sae - a ance ree abling eee or Rea tite U 
i i ucture 0! el! Bt a e 

coaeennt foo! in a solid ag well as in|is'starck. Other plants contain a bitter priv cin | 

a liquid and gaseous form, but the organic! ple, sothers still a ferry oil, others a gv", and ! 

structure of plants is such that fle food must | others a rosin. In the sap of Plants we find a i 

be in the form of water or air, that is, liquid | substance that coagulates by boi’ ing, like the it 

orgaseous. When a plant is made to grow in| white of an egg—this is called egetchle albumen. I 

ameasured portion of air--the composition of} {n peas and beans we have what is called wege- || 

which is known\to the chemist, he readily de- | /able caseine, or cheesy matter ; and in oats, rye, || 

termines what théeplant has appropriated to it- wheat, &c., we have a substance, in composi- i 

self by the composition of theair that remains.| tion, exactly like the flesh of animuls—this is || 

He learns the composition of its liquid food | called gieten. Finaliy,afterthe plant is burned, | 

and the amount inasimilar way. This is =) we have in its ashes wht is called its mineral | 

easy, in the case of the plant to the chemist as) Cowstituents, The above are all proximate /} 

in the case of the animal to any one. | constituents, By separating these still further, |! 
by whick ay know | T@ come to their ultimate constituents orelements, |} 

(eae pee 5 eae weigh | Remarable as it may seem, all the above varie- \f 
2 x - - . . ' 

the hay from which the horse eats, before and {9 of proximate constituents, excepting the mine 

after he has eaten, and thus learn the amount ;|Orab are pace ef os bas | 

or, Which is equally — can — oes a ee and — : Ce pa a 

co ., = sre ee the | Principle elements of all organic structures—by | 
aa ae feta the sabes A the | Which is meaat, all animals and plants—they 

aaa ea ech the plant uses, Awnin, ua the [O°¢ Cwled the organic elzments—vw 1 further, be 
oar aaa i Se area sas wae ele. | C#use when the plant or animal is subjected to | 

E t = ee oe, af the Sait can hut | "Por burned, these elements entirely disap- | 

a ee — A hati ists, | Pears —they are called combustible elements. } 

ie one ite ee oe as ’ | Again they are sometimes called putrescible ele- i 

= Fe lg apa a meats, because when the plant or animal dies i 
, 3 d. 

plants—especially of those cultivated by the —. BGR ce ee wher Kerned, | 
; : . ; ases: i 

agriculturist—has been determined, and is now ae ee a rn cae | 
f the di 2 

eee oa at _ et when the plant is burned, are found to be com- /} 

tle gloser. “When the chemist wishes to in- ona oe semetnlnwcncoaoe 
i iti body, hi fash, $0 imé, magne: de uo uica, | 

acces in the Bree ietanze, into Sta aoarser[POSPhrie ai sulphuric ac, eMorine and car 2e, rae | 
oe and then again resolves these = ote <— Abs re So ua ay | 
ir finer elements. The former are called; **#4ews, pceorsbacatibles | 

~ proximate, and the latter the a we scan anon ae — um ie | 
ituen' bodi fk 

mace $ = : es — ae = bulk af all matter not contained in plants or 
er separation into simple elements, they | °" a { 

Teceive the name of elementary substances, or |®™1™% | 
chemical elements” *Stockhardt.
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MAY'S IMPROVED PATENT STEEL PLOW—Manufactured at Janesville; Wis. 

We havo had in use for some time one of Mr. May’s Plows of the above pattern, and can say freely, that a better plow for prairie soil 

it has never been our luck to find. These plows are also made in the most durable manner, and of good material—the steel upon the front 

part being doubled. The form of the mould-board and share is such, to owe mind, as will give to the plow the easiest draft. 

This plow was exhibited at the Wisconsin State Fair, in October, 1851. Upon trial, (at the plowmg match,) it received the S 
Society's First Premium. &
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Javanese Garvens.—The gardeners of}  Srxqutar Paznomenoy.—Some months 
Japan display the most astonishing art. The | ago Mr. Nichelos Flint, of Great Valley, in | 
plum tree, which is a great favorite, is so digging a well, after excavating to the 
trained and cultivated that the blossoms are depth of about forty feet and finding no 

mga hw of ah, Tage et | wae darned ign deme, ie 2 * > e space re: come so S! 

and trees into the compass of the little a afraid, Shoukt be sia 8 deeper, that 
garden attached to the houses in the cities. | the sides would fall in if he attempted: to- 
With this view,they have gradually succeéd-| stone it up. He accordingly abandoned it, 
ed in dwarfing the fig, plum, and cherry] throwing Y take across a cea to pre- 
trees, and the vine, to astature so diminu-| vent accident, intending to fill it up again 

tive as scarcely to be credited by an Euro-| when he had leisure. One day he heard a | 
erean; and yet these dwarf trees are cov-| sinoular noise, which seemed to proceed 
pel, with blossoms and leaves. Some of | fom the well rand on going to it he discov- 
the gardens resemble pictures in which na- | ored that it eee caused bya heavy draft of 

ee" ae ae Merl ee air forcing itself up from the well. This | 

works on Japan was ‘published at "Amster: ve np ee i . i ae ? 3 & | of air became reversed, au ere Was @ 
dam, in 1830, states that in 1828, the| stron draft aotemicde so much so that 

dat gent commerce a Nest wa hgh sustancos brought nar the coi 
: a ° ; i m the Pp a were instant Ly rawn In. e 

Searles 0 heat angel) ghee nee ons Saari sie bloom.” id plum two feet long; with an aperature of two in- 
— : ches in diameter, andinserted it firmly in 

ee pe ener aac one of the planks. 

Wiscoxsty Leap Mrves—The Potosi! Tho air as it forces itself in or out of 
Signal says since the price of mineral has|i};, tube, makes a roaring sound, which 

advanced, miners have set themselves tO} oon BS heard for nearly ‘a taitlee In fact, 

reiki goo crust All kof mining ih wall seems now to perform all the | 
expected that more mineral will be raised oe > enewl = ~ ras 
in that neighborhood this year than in any br we . oe ce ot — 
oe neo epereraer any other animal now known—as it is 
voll eae S|sometimes several days in drawing in its 
ag Re tii has oe ean feeb breath, and as long a time in foreing it out. 

doned by miners, is ee eee as ie boyy si eer ciahhehon t oltag. ans i en emselves, while lation is going on 
igen se from a long See, a by pulling their caps over the end of the 
ae Oth . cae ta usy aS OF | tube, to see them thrown several feet in the 
el a ieee a 8 Fee hake a air. Another fact is, that the respiratory 
eee § aS enterprising as thelr neigh" | organs of this “breathing monster” seem 

> . * 2 to be entirely under the control of the at- 
Poni gear ea ed going io Le mosphere; so that in addition to its other 

al isha on gOS ia eee FOO singularities, it acts the double part of ther- 
tases Heidy aa in Keach mane mometer and barometer. For some hours 

man would not be much better off in the | P™ ee nee ae high- Dat Golden ; a er degree of temperature, the inhalations 
gold regions of the earth; ‘for, here grow less and less until it is finally imper- 

i te line = clothing — - the ceptibie; then the air commences ps : 
comtetae exposures have not to be é€N-| out_the current growing stronger ani 

stronger, until the weather has become set- 
A Suarp Fry.—. tled, after which it again subsides to await 

of a fly i Sout 2 Landen paper seas another depression of the mercury to “take in South Africa, whose bite kills |? ‘o : Z 
hain” 1. in another breath.” Who will elucidate cattle. Two or three of them} ). 3U™er ‘ 
are the death of a large ox. this misery ? [Cattaraugus Whig. 

ge
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| BE DI fr ) RQ’ S TABLE Our ackNowLepcements are due for a very 
= 4*|neat pamphlet copy of Hon. Wm. S. Kings 

| Cover Parse —Weshall hereafter, use the Address before the New Hampshire Arica) 

| same kind of paper for covers that is’ used for tural Society. 

| the body of the Farmer. This change ismade.| Lrrrce New Hamrsmar.—This State is ex | 
not on the score of taste or economy, but because | joying a high degree of prosperity, as appears | 

it has often been the case, that the required | from the Governor's Message to the Ligislatury, | 

| amount of colored paper could not be obtained | Which convened on the first Wednesday of} 
j at any price, short of sending to some of the June: {| 

eastern minafactures,—thus involving an ex- There are in the State 624 3-4 miles of rail. | 

pense which we could not afford. read in operation, which cost $18,346,036 64) 

There is only one mill in the West, where] the last annual receipts were $1,763,455 95, | 

| colored paper, suited to our use, is manufactur- and the expenses $949,567 54. i 

| ed,and even at that mill, theamount made ‘s| The banks of deposit, discount and circula. 
limited to a peculiar kind of stock—a medium | tion have a capital to the amount of $3.226,000, | 

| quality between those used for manufacturing The number of these banks is 33. There are! 

| white and wrapping papers. It is not, as some also 16 Savings Institutions with a capital of 

| may have suppose, a iatter of self-interest $2,132,218, } 

| with us, to send out the Farmer minus the cov-| There are 44 cotton and 61 woolen mills— | 

i er; for we lose in advertising patronage, more | The amount of capital invested in cotton mills 

j| than double the expense of adding the cover, | is $10,950,500; that invested in woolen mills 

| We hope this explanation will be satisfactory $2,437,700. The whole number of hands em. 

| to all concerned,and save us from all suspicion | ployed in these mills is 14,219. 

| of selfishness. The total number of persons pursuing edu- | 

| In making this change, we have added 8 | cation in all the schools in the State,including | 

| pages to the usual number—making our paper Darmouth College, during the past year was 

| 32. pages—equal in number and amount of | 92,900, being one in every 3 42-100 of its 

| matterto most of our Dollar Agricultural Co- whole population The amount of money ap- 

| emporaries. J plied te the purposes of instruction was $271, | 

| = -~Wecommence inthis. number, the: publica. | 747. The State debt. is about. $74,090 

| tion of a series of six articles from the penof| Muzes.—Gov. Stevens’ Surveying party on | 
| Prof. S. P. Lathrop, of Beloit. These articles the Pacific Railroad route, from St. Paul to the 

have been prepared for the Farmer with a | Pacific, employs 171 mules. | 

| great deal of careand labor, and we trust our] Dosvque Ewrerrrise—Asa condition of as- 

| readers will duly appreciate them. They are | sistance from others, Dubuque county is to sub- | 

| scientific and practical—written in a plain and | scribe $200,000, Dubuque city $100,000, an! 

| familiar style—such as may be understood by | private indivuals $100,000, to build 30 miles of | 

| every reader. The subject is also an important | the Dubuque and Pacific Railrond. Such enter-| 

| and interesting one to every farmer. prise, on the part of the citizens of Dubuque, | 

Boors axp Suoxs.—All who wish to improve | presents a strking contrast with the niggardly 

their understanding are referred to the adver- | selfihness, in Railroad matters, of those of som¢ 

| tisement of J. B. Dimock. Mr. D. has much other towns we might name. 

the largest and best selected stock of Boots and | Worto’s Fair tw Fraxce.—The Emperor has 

| Shoes to be found west of Milwaukee; Mr. | informed our minister at the Court of Fran‘, 

D. buys in large quantities and of course can | that there will be held a Universal Exhibition | 

| sell cheaper than smaller purchasers. Give in Paris, on the Ist of May, 1855, and that ll 
| him a call. nations are cordially invited to participate in it: 

See the advertisement of McKey & Bro.| It is very common that aman too poor t?_ 
That is the place to buy goods cheap, judging | take a newspaper, always spends a shillings | 

from the rush of customer constantly thronging | week for pig-tail’tobbaco,and a dollar for liquor: 

their Store. New Potarors in lowa.—New potatoes, fall 
Hon. Bes. C. Easraan will accept our thanks | grown and delicious, were offered for sale at | 

| for public documents. Burlington, on the 31st May. 
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How ro rice Saws.—The following plan of} THe Purenotocicat ann WareR Conx Jour. | 
filing and setting cross-cut saw is original, I be-| "ats commence new Vols in July. Renew 

lieve, and may be of use to some of our read-| your subscriptions and enlarge your clubs. 

ers. From the saw, as commonly used, re-} Typ Awertcan Antizax.—This paper, as its 
move every third tooth, file the side of each | name indicates, is devoted mostly to the me- | 
tooth next this space, perpendicular, the back} -hanic arts. New York, weekly, at $2. John 
at an angle of forty-five degree; set the first | Butlock,Editor. The Artizan is a large sheet, | 
two fronting on open space on one side; the| jone up in quarto form, and embodies a large | 
next two on the other, alternately. The s2W | . mount of valuable matter, illustrated in many 
is now like a cross-cut tenon saw except that it | ..ses with cuts. | 
cuts both ways, with the advantage that one Consxcricor. Varey Fanuse—A new Agri- 

half of the teeth prevent the other half from ‘altural Journal—S. Bonells & Co, Spring- | 

griping ; it runs smocth and cuts fast. [Ex. field, Mass. Wm. B. Calhoun, Editor. It is.| 
Navicatton or Worr river.—The Steam- | ueatly printed, and gives promise of taking l 

boat Montello has made a trip up Woolf} rank with the best of its New England co- 

River 180\miles. workers. 50 cents. i 
Emperor Soulouque, of Hayti, has asingle! THe Sacnem—Such is the name of a large \ 

piece of mahogany weighing nearly three tons.| weekly sheet by Thomas Picton, N. Y¥., $2 | 
Saxeratvs is said-to be injurious to the hu- | To the miscellaneous reader we recommend the | 

man system, and\that it destroys thousands of | Sachem. It contains many good stories, besides | 
children and some\adults every year. In New | *summary of passing events. | 

Brunswick, contiguous to Maine, the physi-| Tur Scnoon Mate for June is a better No. {| 

cians are wont to say that half the children are | han we have ever scen before. We have often || 
killed by the use of saleratus. The evil is | -ecommended parents to take this work. It i 
fast spreading throughout the Union. Families | should have a place in every family where there |! 
of moderat? size already use from ten to twen- | ure children to read. Geo, Savage, N.Y, $1 | 

ty-five pouads of salaratus yearly, [Ex. Tae Western Horticuctvra, Review for | 

About 50,000 sheep were driven from New| June is an excellent No. Dr. Warder, its |) 
Mexico to California last year. They were | able Editor, is doing good service in the cause i 
purchased at the rate of $2 per head, and sold | of Western Horticulture and its kindred arts. | 

for from six to eight. Wesay again to al! interested, take the Review. | 

Wueat Cror—In some parts of Ohio, the | The Vineyard Department alone, is worth double | 

wheat crop has been severely injured by the | ‘he annual subscription. ui 
fly. Tue Woot Grower enters upon its Sth |! 

Boox Kerrinc.—We acknowledge the re-| Vol. with the July No. Every stock breeder | 

ceipt of an Elementary Treatise on Book Keep- | should haveit. 
ing by S. W. Crittenden, Accountant, Phila-} (pops ts Western New Yorx.—The Roch- 
delphia; and published by E. C. & J. Biddle. | ester American says:—“On the whole, the fields 
This work is desigued for Common Schools. | ind farms of Western New York present to the 
From a careful examination, we pronunce it ad- eye of the hushandman, a spectacle of rich 
mirably adapted for clementry instruction in promise and beauty, such as can nowhere be 
the art of lok keeping. We most cheerfully | excelled.” 
recommen: | it to both teachers and student. Tue Hesean Fir is reported to have te. 

aoe, = ea, bys Lege crete °f | ly injured the wheat crop in Ohio. In seus cian 
ae ®, representing some of the leading | 1:2. whole fields are completely destroyed. while 

king and Commercial Houses of New York, | . shera, neal < ised. 
Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore, Cincinnati, |‘ °° eee 
St. Louis and New Orleans. Tue Kenosua Terecrarm says:—We be- 
Book keeping has hitherto received too lit- lieve me hazard nothing in saying that es 

tle attention, both in our cummon and higher no spring season for the last ten years in Wis- 
schools. A practical knowledge of book keep- | °2Sin, has the prospect been so flattering for 

ing is next in importance to that of arithmetic, |#" abundant crop of all kinds of ogricultural 
Jet it is almost wholly’ neglected. products, as at the present time. Beetab crim etree dens. int a ae Roan apache OEE REE
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BW. PHELPS) the Sy Ai coiey bier et al juper a or nn Lens Utility | 
“PREMIUM OHIO BEE HIVE.” profit and practical purposes. ma) ty 

HE inventor of this Hive,after twenty years is a ee pesnion has been quantal this 
7 f practical experience in keeping Bees, | ,¥@ for three years in succession by the Lick 

a m i >| ing Co. Ag.Seciety, where its merits are known | and during the last ten of which he has devo- ‘Also the first aeenith aa’ sicigloita "By. te 

}] toda large amount oftimeand expense in study-| G10 Sie Agricultural Society, at their 2d an-| 
ing the habits of the Bee and the Bee-Moth, | nual fair held at Columbus, Sept. 1851, also di 
and in experimenting in Hives of various forms| plomas from the New York State Ag. Society, | 
and sizes, flatters himself that he has finally | and several county societies in those states, ' 
succeeded in constructing a hive in every way| For individual ‘rights to use and Township 
adapted to the natural habits and wants of the| gy County rights in Michigan, Illinois, Wiseon. 
Honey Bee, and devising the most effectual | sin and Towa, application cel be made to the 

means to prevent the aggressions of the miller} undersigned. | 
and the moth, and the best possible means for! [ndividual rights to make and use $5, inclui. 
catching and destroying them after they have ing feeding apparatus. 

\ entered the hive, without disturbing the Bee, E.B. QUINER, General Agent. | 
or exposure to their attacks, Addr Watertown.Wis. | 

It is acknowledged by all Bee-keepers, who April 2, 1853. ‘ 1 
have given this Hive a fair ay ee it ees | 

|) binds more convenient an good qualities than TS Reco 
|| any Hive previously invented or known. TABLE OF CONTENTS. Pan 
\ It is adapted to either large or small colonies Agricultural Soci a ua] 
| as the Bees may be made to occupy from one to Aes tural es State is 

| six boxes (or sections) as their numbers may Se esas a ial 
require, and thereby give them at all times as | Butter, Ramzid i as 
much or as little room as they may need, at omy oem e 0: as 
each and all seasons of the year. c eas Be Taeer aA 

The arrangement for removing the old brood eae San io ‘oki - ee 
combs'so essential to keep acolony in health and Cleat oo Plaats. No ; aa 

| Vigor,) and for removeing the surplus honey, Se Ei its, No. 1, aa 
| are equaled by no other Hive, as the bees may | 5 Ae rm atneat git ta by 

be made to leave either box before removing it Fernie Tired of 135 
from its place in the hive. | Prait ices Dwarfing of \ 156 

It is decidedly the best Debbi says Riswer: niton of 138 
ever invented, as colonies may be divided an: ee wi \ 0 
multiplied without thetrouble and uncertainty Eos e ang, taseeae heat ia a 
of swarming; or swarming may be prevented Tlintis farmin il 
by giving ample 2S oes taking the surplus Ser cheemsanits aad tools is 

honey as fast as gathered. J 

It 4 also the best swarming hive, * the bers eee Plants upon the roots of Fruit 155 
may be confined to a small amount of room du- a Wart: 158 

ring the fore part of the season, and thereby Lee ae ee - 163 
induced to swarm early, after which more room Minnesota Salt Rigion 13 

may begiven them. so as to prevent their clus- P. ni at Carots 19 

turing on the outside of the hive, and a much sacs Dasin oe 12 

larger amount of honey obtained than in any Gotashl Water 153 

other hive. : i: oa whante i 

It affords bees protection against the ravages Fat Trees, Diseased 1s 

of the moth and miller, and the apiarian better Pl. ee tay’ Steel Improved Tl 

and more effectual means to destroy them after Phe " cea Bingulse 16 

they have entered the hive, than any other. - St ‘ie Bre oii 15) 

Itaffords better accommodaotions for feeding ae Oar of Wintering 150 

either late swarms, or for obtaing honey, as the Se oe Bu 16 

arrangements are such that for robbers to gain Tare ry 1 

access to the feeding apparatus, they must enter Ve states, Thining out 133 
a small passage at the spout, and pass directly Wea: with Corn bi 
Severk the main body of the ae pales et 7 

And in fine it is warrant give better sat- 
isfaction upon a thorough trial than any other T a ee ss ; 
hive known. % 3 Yr « 

Some two or three hundred of these hives NY a to. obtain the. Suffolk 
have been in use during two or three seasons A Breed of Hogs, can obtain the game of C 

past, in the counties of Lickingand Muskegum, S:BLANCHARD, M. D., of East Troy, Wal. 
Ohio, and several the past season in N. Y., and Wore County. ‘Wisconsin’ 
Massuchusetts, and have given far better satis- Residence half mile West of East Troy. 
faction than any of the kind heretofore known, Tro h 28, 1853. yond 

and from the universal satisfaction it has given y, March 28, 

Re
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adding ouly cost of Transportation. Their 
: a new Series of Plows, comprises the most desi- 

i rable patterns that have ever been introduced. 
=e ae es 4 Their EAGLE PLOWS, are already too 
oe ee well known'to-need one word said in their favor. 

NY WV ih Va We ] And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, 
ees SEEN Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the 
oy te he wena: ok ee hone Rd | Plow that.may be wanted. Wherever their 
ae LL a »Plows have been introduced, they have receiv- 

Le asi Peat | Sy iy al i ye ed the highest commendation. 
eS aa eh Pes eee. Tam prepared at all times to supply Hay | 
a RES | eee | Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, 
ears SEE: See M4 | Road Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all 

Rhona. ard slam renee |! 2 eel al other desirabie patterns.) Fan Mills, Seed 
P Recs mn eee Saad | Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field 
i sr ch cee ea omer 4 and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in 

fe eae 1 Bo. ane a GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, . 
Re Ree ree eee a Shape ry Agent: for the sale of Dupont’S Cele- ! 
Sale Bea ge | | =| bratea Powder. so || 

erg ee ere HORTICULTURAL! 
P PuNgal nice Ween on gaa ae | —— 
Ce ee ei eae sh Rock County and the State can now be sup- 
ji Sans i tied soa | | il i plied with Cahoon’s far-famed Mammoth Seed- 
hie) AS | Hil ling Pie Plant,—unequaled by any other kind 
ears, is = Bet il from Maine to Texes. Also a large assortment 
eae mere |. Ceres | of the choicest varieties of Gooseberries, Cur- 

be ecetee ||| \ Meena) || Stee ui rants, Grape, Strawberries, Quince, &c. Any 
SS ee em orders for Fruit Trees of any kinds, and Orna- 

fol -JOHNSON., Jp, Si] mental Shrubbery, will meet with prompt at- 
———4 faeiten|) fsa tention on most reasonable terms. Arrange- 
ee Vat ig Bie LN | ec ments are being made to supply this market 
es ae Bs fd “hea with Cahoon’s entire stock from Kenosha. 
PER Pi sey Be RY Yard near Monterey, Janesville, Jan. 25 753. 
ee ea: Fe Dead n2tf Geo. J. & S.H. Ketroce. | 

Bere ris) a Be tn ae es i 
Reece cad Bic: te Z| th | Re 
Leos ae 3 as AZTALAN NURSERY. | 

d Pe tes ree A ——=y sw 
er eb ea Fo HIS Nursery is now well stocked with 

— eat T choice Fruit Trees, Shrubs and Vines. | 
ee The stock of Apple Trees of choice varie- || ’ 

SSE ae ties, is large and complete. | 
Wisconsin Whoiesaie Drug The stock of Pear and Plum Trees small; | 

WARE HOUSE. commpeising only the most hardy of the choice | 
varieties. 

ESTABLISHED IN 1844. Persons ordering trees can rely upon being | 
S. JOHNSON, JR, fairly dealt by, and mul ee eo but joes 

Wholesale Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, | Wich have proved good in the West, if the se- 
Bast Oils, Dye Stuffs, &e. General Agent lection is left to the ee BRAYTON. a - -C. : 
i Ween popular Patent Medicines sold Aztalan, Jefferson Co., Wis, } 

wdiapristor of Johnson's Chemical Hair In- pasreh tab tae 
rator, Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and 

the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. f Be 
151, East Water St.. Milwaukee. THE SUBSCRIBER offers for sale, 

\q) : Eggs which may be relied on as pureand fresh, 
+ LITT EL careers vecked put on cars and directed as 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER | “esired of the following varieties, viz: Brown, 
Perly or Diminicoand White Shanghaes, Gray 

age a Chittagongs and Black Cochins, Dorkings, 
gricultural Implements, Seeds, d:c.; | just imported from the town of Dorking, Surry 

109, East Water-st., Co, England, at $3 per dozen. White Dork- 
MILWAUKEE ings Chitterpratty, a new variet that never sit. 

iE . Shanghae and Dorkings } and 3 and Seabright 
Prepared eo supply Dealers and Farmers with | Bantams, at $2 per dozen. 

fy tind of PLOWS,manufactured by Ruggles, M. FREEMAN. 
‘curse, Mason & Co., at manufacturers prices,| Schooleraft, Mich. March 15, 1853. on5
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paises che peta ey gion, though planted late, looks finely and 
oO never was clothed in a richer green. The ’ 

50 Cents Son in aaincon: ea a be said ofthe -vast whee fields, : 

Fivecopies for $2, ifdirected toone Pos Office,andat| Which literally stand dressed in “living 

i Saeectatisdnctan"Backstnbersepnic | green.” Potatoes, also, and, in fat, about | 
een every kind of crop and of fruit—even those 

ADVERTISING 5 kinds concerning which there has been | 

pane fee Per Peat, G5. Gacahuae, {ewelvelinesor | Much doubt heretofore, are now all prom- a 
less,} 1 year, $5,50. (Less than one year,) for first inser- ¢sing finel: . 

tion, $2,00. For each subsequent insertion, 50 cts. And at s y- 

setae terms wil be auriedy adheredto. ‘The cir-| The farmers, of course, are all in good 
cation oF iiuitals witch renders amore valuable we- {Cheex, and wear very smiling faces. A | 
dium for advertising than if a larger space was appropri2 | Jong, sour face—always so unbecoming na- 

EU | ture’s noblemen—now seldom disfigures | 

Prospects of the Season &e. their countenances, unless they have de- 

According to present appearances the|Parted from their legitimate and heaven | 
prospeets to the Western farmer were nev- appointed calling and been dabbling in | 
er more propitious. The prices received Stocks wmstead of stock. As a matter of | 

for his products, raised the last season, have | Course, the whole kingdom of men, wo- | 

furnished him a fair income, and the fair mem and children, ate happy; for when 
promise of the present season’s being one the great substatum of all classes feel the 

of the most productive of a long series, | glow of joy, it soon permeates and leavens 

has entirely changed the condition and|the whole adherent mass. 3 

prospects of our agriculturists, A year or} Well, we’say, farmers! rejoice and be 
two since, and it required more than com-j exceeding glad. No class of men has a 

mon faith in the old promise of seed time | more legitimate right to take pleasure in 
‘and harvest, to hold out either in works or |the prosperity which attends their efforts, 
in credit. Many had become discouraged | than the subduers of the soil. They were 
and others embarrased, and their lands en-|the jirst class of men created, all others | 

umbered, But the last- year’s operations | are mere derivatives, and they are enti 

have put things somewhat to rights, and | tled to all the rights, priviliges, honers and 

@ present will about perfect the matter, | dignities pertaining thereto,—to quote from 

when our farmers will doubtless be on the | the old diploma—iis fruenda contulit om- 

high road to wealth, and, we hope, to hon-|nia ef singula priviligia, honores, atque 
jor. dignitates qua ubique gentium ad eundem 

The accounts which come in fromall partsof | gradum pertinent. They are the class ||" 

the State and other portions of the country, |alone who, although, perhaps, altogether 

indicate an unparalleled rapidity of growth | too unconsciously, have been strictly obey- 
and weight of crops of all kinds. Corn | ing the first command given to man by his 

the most reliable staple produet of this re-|Creator—to subdue the earth. How just
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| and proper is it then, when he has subdued Orxcon—A Rev. Mr. Yantis, who i 

the few or many acres, which have come to|went toOregon last year, thus writesto a! 

| his hands, and has long and devotedly been | friend in Missouri :— j 

i waiting for the early and latter rain,--for} “Another charm this country possesses | 

‘| seed time and harvest, and now sees the |over any other I have ee can! 
i green waving their heavy locks and |S°W your wheat at any time from June to! 
‘| mili —— ‘the = 3 ae of his | March, with certainty of a crop of from 20! 
i Ss Be ry . |to 35, and even 4C bushels, which you a 
| plastic chand, for him to rejoice! _Agaim lharvest without haste and without fear of 

| we say, yeoman! rejoice, and while your |damage from a rainy spell, and then you | 
'| song of rejoicing sweeps over the broad jcan sell every bushel at from $1,50 to §3 | 
|| Gelds-and beautiful prairies now so beauti-|Per bushel. Potatoes here are at home;/ 
1) flail decked iride Gener Tisbana never saw such any where, from 150 bushels 

ii : seat oa he ees a 2 1} to 300, and even more, are expected from! 
| —consider well how you may properly im- | an acre; they are now selling here at $2) 

|| prove the boon so soon to be bestowed up- | per bushel. Turnips are finer, both as to 

| on you. Never think of adding to your {size and quality, than I ever saw—what, 
i already too numerous acres, but rather would you think to see a man give $1 for 

| think of curtailing th Tandsiaredean te bushel, and to save trouble of measuring, | 
bee exvrd es are Dear: |iake two turnips for his bushel? I have 

ing a good price. Now isa good time te |not seen this, but I have no doubt it ha} 
| sell. Seize upon the opportunity, and with }becn done. I have given a dollar for thre: | 

| the proceeds pay off all those old, accumu- eabbage heads, and made better bargais | 
' tated sedi niecis Se Taio than I have made in Missouri at five cents | 

— me ‘P- P ahead. Suffice it to say, I have never seen | 
| remainder of your farm, now of proper |, country where the productions were § | 
i size, by erecting better farm buildings, and | abundant, where the laborer was so richly | 

| better fences, by introducing upon your |recompensed for his toil, or where it was | 

|| farm better stock and better farming imple- |*° easy te live and thrive.” | 
| ments, and a better and more thorough} Ayerrcan TanNenixs.—Dhe capital it-, 

| mode of culture, by sowing a greater va- | vested in dhe tanning business in this coun-| 

| riety and better kinds of seed. Above all bs is et at em bas : “ 
| . jars. ere are about six thousand five) 
\ eee ate re aeons) hundred tanneries in the different States, | 
i papers, study their contents, and Jwrite for | which turn out annually at least two mil- | 
|| their columns, . Teach your sons the true/ions of dollars. Add to this one and half) 
|| and the enlightened mode ofagriculture, and | millions of hides, imported every year, and | 

| educate your daughters to the proper man-|We have some idea of the leather busines | 
| agement of domestic affairs, and instill in-|i the United States | 
y to the minds of both, a love for rural pur- Tae Lasonme May.—Mark ‘the Labor | 

i suits— a love for their homes and their ing man, who breakfasts at six, and thet} 
i country and their calling, by showing them, meets —— ge * — athe to his) 

| in your own persons, how how good, | Wor! e is full of health, and a stranger) 
t ze sie ua a ee and |‘? doctors. Mark, on the other hand you! 
beeer a y clerk, who takes tea and toast at eight, and| 
his wife can be. goes to the store at nine o'clock. He i 

| ‘Thus shall your present rejoicing be | pale and effeminate, full of sarsaparilla and | 

| greatly enhanced as the future rolls on, paint we oe - el 
\| whether the fruitful season, be often or sel- | gown the yard ee and scissors and take || 
}\ dom repeated, and you wilifind yourself be- up amore manly occupation. By remait’ | 
|| coming a wealthier and, with all, a better |ing in their present occupation they ony | 
‘| man. t help to fill up cemeteries. |
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Lares Suerr.—Aaron RileyEx., , Au"| taken off in good weather and replaced in | 
rora, Erie county, New York, sendsus three} ..50 of rain. Grain stooked in this way | 
rolls of agra ue a Fr may stand for weeks without receiving any | 
ee se saree | wiatentadfinjary. from exposiare to storms: 
nell of that town, 32 inches in length— ary ie 
Mr. Riley says, “Mr. Bicknell has 200 sheep} Another and more expeditious method, 
of the Bakeweil breed; has now three ewes} is to make the stook round and cover with 

one of them two years old, another four! two sheaves, broken in the center and laid | 
yearsold, and the other seven; their aver- jn the form of a cross—spreading out the 
age weight will probably exceed three hun-|' 4 fe fect shield. fro: 
dred pounds each, neither having been| €24s 80 as to form a_ perfect I 
weighed for sometime; the four year old | storms, | 
weighed last season 330 Ibs.; she has a 
most beautilul snow white fleece, which 
hangs in over ten thousand rolls, as natura- 
ly grown, with an appearance as though it I 
came from the machine. From this sheep Z i 
I saw taken to-day the enclosed three rolls, . il 
thirty-two inches in length. Asa matter Zu HH 
of curiosity, I put a cord aroudd her, and 4 | 
to my surprise she girted around the body : 2 
and wool, near the fore legs, with a reason- 4 Fi 
able tight line not pressing the wool, nine reg + tt 
feet and three inches. The seven year old Nps a 
sheep has, as counted, eight thousand two ZA gy ae 
hundred similar rells,with an average length ge ee ee 
of from 26 to 28 inches. The two years ye Le 1 

old is of a more beautiful white; her wool C7 Ba i 
is of great length, but does not seem to é gs ’ | 
grow in rolls as the others. These sheep pea gee 2 oe ae | 
Mr. Bicknell will have on exhibition, at the Bee Ze 2 i 
World’s Fair in New York in May or June, Pie or a 
next” [Journal N. Y.S. Ag. Society. E Z oe 

ae tthe 7 aes) |! 
~ Stooking Grain. Ye, Pz aN | i 

The protection of wheat and other grain kk = \ ¥ 
from the rain, while remaining in the field, Ye Pia i 
isa matter of greatimportance. It should aad ; { 
be well put up until thoroughly dried forthe LSS tack SSS 

There are various ways of stooking grain 
for the purpose of keeping the sheaves dry] In Sweden an effectual way is practiced 
and exposing them to the air for preparing] of keeping sheaves dry and exposing them 
them for the stack. The best way for! to the air, as represented above. A pole 
making the stook is to first cluster six| is smoothed and tapered, and the butt end 
sheave together in an oblong form, with| thrurst into the ground to make it stand 
one at each end, in a perpendicular position;| firm. One sheaf is then impaled upon it 
then cap the whole with two sheaves tied| with the butt-end standing on the ground 
near the butt, with the stubble end upper-| Others are then spitted upon the stake at 
lhanchin nn Preadout the straw, forming a] the bands above each other till the stake 
i over the heads of the standiag| js full. ‘The inclination of the sheaves with 

ves. Caps thus formed can be easily| their heads downward, throws of the rain. 
SSS
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| pe Ee a 

| ing tho| water. The flange, D, may te 

: cast on a stove to effect the same oes | 

, this embraces the same principle, but is not } 
shown in the engraving. i 

y [Scientific American, | 
a | 

vei at Mux axp Om For Woo1—A oe 

MK. . ture of milk and ail preparing ies! a 

~_ \\: inning, is now in some of the prin- 

Ww ic Air a English manufacturing establish. | 

= il | ments. In the United States, rectified} 

| I | A rosin oil is found to be a valuable sb 

| H\ \ | i tute for other oils for this purpose. Itis} 

1 EY Hy afforded at much less expense, is said to) 
q ay Wp\> | answer the purpose equally well, and hss) 

i| f i i if \ less inflamable tendency than some kints | 

| Si pS ene 1 

| i I { A table prepared from the last census re} 

i i \ I i turns in Lower Canada, shows that there] 

' —_—_ are 95,823 occupiers of land in Lowe) 

il Canada, of whom 14,477 have but 10/ 

|| Improvement in Making Kettles. acres or less each—17,521 families hare 

{| —_— from 20 to 50 acres each—37,863 families 

i Tho above engraving is a vertical section hold each 50 to 100 acres—18,629 families | 

jj of an improvement in kettles, invented by f hold 100 to 200 acres each—and there are 

| S. W. Hoard, of Providence, R. I. The only 4591 occupiers of more than tro 

\| improvement relates to making the kettle hundred acres, this latter class including] 

|| in such a manner that the heat, while the | many seigniors. [Montreal Sun. | 

|| kettle is on the stove or furnace, will be eae } 

i applied to nearly the whole outside of the Farm Accounts.—No person can be 
water. As kettles are commonly con-{°°™? 4 thoroughly skillful and successfil | 

| structed, the heat is applied to only a small farmer who does not keep accurate accouuts| 

portion of the outside. Above the bottom of all his farming operations, that, he my 

D, is a flange cast on a kettle of hollow | 2°¥ precisely the amount of profit or los} 

| ware, eee on a copper kettle, or solder- | 7 each of his experiments, and conse: | 

i| ed to a tin kettle. The kettle otherwise is} Weatly_which to adopt in his future move-| 

'| the same as any other in use. The space, ments. It is true, he may by shrewd gues j 

7, is hollow and open, so as to let the heat | ™& and a keen memory, form some est 

'| of the fire pass up between the flange, D, mate of the crops; but to comprehend | 

‘| and the out side of the kettle containing curately at a glance, the precise amount df} 

'| water. If the flange, D, is soldered, as in expenditure through all the multifariows | 

;| a tin kettle, the water will have to be kept operations of a whole season, for even ‘| 

|| at the horizontal line above the spout, but| Sgle_crop, would be almost as difficult 

|| if itis of hollow ware — iron) it need not | undertake to decide, by means of the} 

|| be above the apex of the conical flange. If} Memory solely, the profits of a bank ia 

|| this kettle is placed on a stove opening, railroad, and to divide the proceeds by) 

|| which is of a larger diameter than the| Suessing, among the stockholders. | 

|| bottom, it will be readily seen how the RE BEE GT 

/ '| heat will pass up and circulate round a The first weeping willow in England was | 

'| great outer portion of that part of the ket-| planted by Pope, the poet. He received # 
|| tle containing the water, so as to boil the} present of figs from Turkey, and observing | 

'| vessel much sooner. When such a kettle| @ twig in the basket ready to bud, he} 

‘| is placed on an open furance, the same ef- planted it in his garden, and it soon be- 

'| fect is produced, as the heat from the char-| came a fine tree. From this stock all the} 

i coal fire will be os as it were,| weeping willows in England and Amer 

\ around the portion of the kettle contain-| ca originated,
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See fee aie : : i 
Barry's Improved Eliptic Spring Joint ey 

The annexed is an engraving of an i 

eliptic spring joint invented by S. S. S \ 

Barry, of Brownhelm, Lorain Co., oO. Cl aI “ Sa “y i 

This joint requires neither bolt nut, WI i Cc =... i 

or pin, or any other appendage to keep % ——, i 

it in place, the construction of the joint A~ i 

is such as will permit a full and easy ___ From the Weol Grower. 

motion to the spring wihout liability to Stock—Raising Calves. 
ied become loose, or get out of repair. In my judgement, after looking the 

e springs can be taken apart when, country over, the short-horn Durhams are | 
neccessary simply by compressing them in| the most profitable cattle. Hence I tried | 
the centre, then raising the lips (C) and them, and my experience confirms this be- | 
from the tongue (B.) They are replaced lief. I have a grade of cattle which I es- | 
by again. compressing the springs when keen il highs and ee are able | 

Be gee g ue compete with any class in America.— | 
each joint will be again clasped in place as| They are a cross event the Short-horns || 
before. It will be readily seen that the|and the imported Holland; they are vari- | 
action of the spring permits the joint to ed in color, including all the colors of the | 

work laterally in a slight degree and thus| Short-horns and of the Dutch, being black, | 
a esa ny e of th blue and spotted. My stock number in all | 

ey : ping eakag' ©] about forty, several good thorough bred | 
steel in case of uneveness of temper. Short-horns among them. I wish some of 

Tax Possto Laxne—Recent atatisties | CUP: Stem smnen-—good. judges, of. cattle, 
show that while we are pushing and striv- writ a ee hothes and by: frank - 
ing for more room, we have more than a ee oe, L- et ie am doing’ night | 
thousand million acres that we never use. | ° Thad Se eee | 
The total amount of unsold and unappro- h tth a curiosity to weigh four head | 
priated lands in all the States and Territo-| the 27% of last month. They were in | 
ries is 1,387,534,001 acres, or more than Nr store conlifiog, and weighed sefollows 2 || 
fifty acres a piece for every man, women, Cow, “Lady Bartington,” ‘do, Imported,’ - 1408 2 | 
and child in the Union, Calf, “Bouneing Betsey,” do, 13 ino. 5 a. 01a, io - 

G Winseoaue Winus- hed I should like to know where I could see a | 
jag tors aiedale ee rks ase Wa heifer - the same age which would weigh | 

* = Ae ~ | aS mul | 

sae ae ete Thre Tk «god ud shan vy 40,622'acres of land in Virvini of raising calves. TI let them suck but 
1149 « a ge Nl mas once or twice and feed new milk till one 
ogg td i a crt month old. I then commence mixing skim 

tooo = ¥ aaa milk, warmed with new milk, while I take 
3051 « S ~~. ~ 5 oil meal and middlings one-half each, and 
5000. « eect oteys put in a little at first, and increase as I 

Making in all, 51,056 acres. ie lands — — ton ®.gillto pint 
in Maryland consisted of a farm in Charles ee ie ae non, de tot, cost Ju 
county, of 600 acres, and one in Montgom- GST One: DE DES, Cia. O8 ce price ok halt Sehr eat oh iB a pound of butter per week—besides the | 
oe Y; containing 549 acres. skimmed milk they ought to have. I am | 

ee see Wounns on Catrina The wounds of domes-| 2OW raising twelve calves; they look well, 

tic animals are easily cured’ with a portion of mf par I had good success in this 

Gin yolk of ehegs ata IA eptelts of farpentiie,| P>FEIT Moon BEEING Mt town and comm 
The-part affected must be bathed several times y. ee = Sas ee 
With the mixture might sell my bull, Major, if a purchaser, 

é desired him. Dy Malena!
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_ -Minnesota—Her Prospects. making its trips four times a week, thirty | 
| sSWehave received several letters from miles above the Falls of St. Anthony, 

| Ouragricultural friends up the Mississippi, | Five years agor a s,eamboat scarcely reac | 

|| giving us some account of the season in ed St. Paul once a year, except on govern. 

|| Minnesota.and of the agricultural prospects ment business, Let all, who think of em-; 

|| of the country. We should like to pub- igrating farther West, and their name is le 

{| lish these i. full did our space allow. All sion, Took well to Minnesota and Iowa 

doubts regarding Minnesota’s being one of We hope often to hear from bite agricul- 

|| the most promising districts for agricultu- tural friends in both of these regions. We 

ral and even other pursuits, are now dis- | 9¢ happy to know that your are forming} 

| pelled by the experiments which have been agricultural associations among you, ze 

{ | made. With fruit, however, there may be | We trust Heaven will smile upon your ¢-| 

| less certainty, as the experiment with re- forts. | 

i gard to that, from the circumstances of the | coxpENSED CORRESPONDENCE FROM MI 

t case, has not, as yet been completed. So NESOTA TERRITOL¥. | 

|| lately has the country been settled that it has = | 
' not been determined what will Dorthisiek: Groveland Nursery, Minnesota T., July, 1851] 

{| fect of its climate on the growth of fruit. es Fanune:—Last winter I chane | 
| We do not, however, fear in the least with ed to meet ae a No. of the “Wis. anp [o- 

|| regard to the matter. With regard to ma- wa Farmer,” at the office of the St Antho- 

ny crops, the seasons are earlier there than ny Express. It was the first I had seen and 

| we Lad supposed. They had new pota- oa mpbeared_to me.ypgsne thing for te 
| orthwest. 

i toes on the fourth of July,and were expect- 

{| ing corn of sufficient advancement for use I expect to go about soon among the 

| ina few days. The quickness of the sea- farmers to gain facts in regard to transplans 

| son must be favorable to several kinds of| 2g and the prospects of fruit trees in Mic: 

| fruit. ‘The soil is said to be peculiarly ad- | "ela, when I shall be able, I trust, to do 

| apted to bear either a wet or dry season, something for your paper. 

This may seem paradoxical to Eastern far-| _ At some future time I would like to fur 

mers, but it is remarkably true respecting nish your readers with some statistics éc, 

most of our western soils. Minnesota, | of farming in this beautiful Territory, whid| 

i though so very lately the home of the red is destined to become a great agriculturd 

| man, is even now blossoming under the| country. At present every thing looks fine, 

| hand of civilization and is destined, beyond | and there is a prospect of an abundatt 

| all question, to be one of the wealthiest as harvest. The season has been quite we 

|| well as one of the best agricultural States in | but our soil is remarkably adapted to eith 

the Union. The tide of Emmigration to that | er a wet or dry season. Every thing come 

region and the advancement of the country | on much earlier than is generally supposl 

are equally astonishing. And, what is of|in your latitude. We had new potatoe 

immense importance to the future of Min-| in market on the fourth inst., and in a fet 

nesota, it is the best class of inhabitants! days there will be green corn. Our firs 

who are going there. Not only enterpns- | frost generally eomes about the last of Ser] 

| ing, but intelligent and refined families are | tember, and for two seasons out of thre 

not only looking to Minnesota for their fu-| during my residence here, vines have 20! 

ture home, but are even now taking -up| been killed until away into October. b 

their residence there. A steamboat is now | short his is to be a fine country if we @™ 

[a te te eo
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raise good fruit, the greatest luxury of any Post timber and Post Setting. 
and all countries, L. M. Forp. Experience teaches me that red elm is j 
Remarxs:—We thank friend Ford for | far better than cherry, butternut quite as j 

any efforts he may-make in behalf of the ont: nen am and comment rae \ 
Farmer, and mall, ne plewed fo receiv | Oak crotches are most desirable for gate | 
from him any statistics relating to agricul- posts, as they are more durable than is 
ture and Horticulture in Minnesota. We straight timber, because more dense and of 
have already a respectable list of subscri- | firmer texture; they should be setof course | 

bers in this new Territory, with a fair pros- a ~ in Roar .ieeme mabe | 
pect of soon having it doubled and trebled. we . oe see 5 eakiaod i ie ock 

Korthwood, Minnesota T. June. 185%. | of the same comparative size, and cut at 
Frrenp Mitter:—I have raised “dent | the same time, . — — meanest } 

corn,” planted here on the 15:h of June.| acorn, is the most durable. Red or black * 

seed planted in May. Our fall frost com-| .\metimes ealled swamp oak, but grows ae | 

mences generally about the 29th of Sep-|high timbered land. And with the con- 
tember. trast we find in the fruit of the white oak | 

My location is thirty-five miles above St. > seKiPe meine and oth- | 
Paul, on the Mississippi, about 26 miles he siiceed Gee durability cee may } 
above the Falls of St Anthony. Ifthere|] “there has been a mistaken notion that | 

are any seeds we have, or that I can pro- | posts will last longer in sandy land than in | 
eure for you, from members of our Society, |clay. In such earth which is most porous, i 
do me the favor to write me, and you shail | timber or wood will rot soonest, (sometimes i 
have them gratis. The steamboat “Gov. | °alled hungry soil,) and upon such soil, any . material put upon the surface around the | Ramsey passes the house Tegularly four post to seelude that part of the post under | 

times a week, and I can easily send to you. ground from atmospheric action gives it | 
Thave just broke up a piece of 64 acres | durability. ee W. H. Rows. | 
rich sod, harrowed it twice, sowed 34 bush-| » [Michigan Farmer. ! 

els of oats to the acre and harrowed them! Raise Goop Sroox——Let us look for i 
once; I seed heavy by way of experiment.| moment at the raising of stock for our | 
I think the ground will be better for work- aoarket ys it cost By more to rear oe | 
ing next year. I soaked my wheat in strong | Sale a colt, than it does a poor one? jj 

bn ad le inh nou propen |PD  el mre e or 
in an old “Farmer,” and it eame up finely-|¢o §75, while the other commands readily { 
T have 84 acres in wheat—balance in corn, | from $100 to$200. Good horses are and i 
potatoes, peas, beans, buckwheat, oats, dc., | ever will be in demand, are and ever will i 
—about 35 acres only—shall break about | be sources of profit to the farmer, in a gra- i 
30 acres more next year, if the crop does fon. ciateict, = oa goes wall me | well this year. rom poor stock an neg! lect. ‘onstitu- | 

ome ‘ tional peculiarities, family traits of health, The Surveying party to the Pacific, have strength, endurance docility, &c,, follow 
been passing in. detached parties for the pirmiraiest laws as surely es as in the / 
past three days. I could write half a doz- a ee If then the farmer would 
sv sheots but T fear it will not be accept- [Bm PON Saar — i 
Pe 0. H, Ketter. tention, that he shall raise only from good Bremer :~Friend Kelly will accept | stock and due regard to the laws of ani 
fase for his kind invitation and ten- | mal physiology. [Granite Farmer.
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Poultry ed state, neither will hens lay as well when | 
a great numbers are ther. A hen is q/ 

Pi vinden et alban orbaheee nh tT iede aed oes grea | 
bh oonerny an Wh _ aero modesty in selecting her nest, and laying | 

oe en we say prout® | her eggs, always taking a quiet, sly place, | 
ble we do not speak of their value in dol-| 7 °°? can be found. We say then ty) 

lars and cents, for we hold that every dwel- ou soutien ie ee Estar orell 

ling, however humble or splendid it may an eal ail fod wall Provide ue 
be, should have a few chickens around it; Se pt ors sare all the B eiire al 

for there are times in almost every family, your gardens will pay in their inereased | 
both: int sickness: and ‘health;-when “money productiveness for all your-cnlture of chick. | 
cannot buy the little luxuries that ca ens; and when beef reseniblessdle leather, 
give us. What profit is there in keeping | 514 bacon ‘becomes stale, young chickens | 
fifty or a hundred = cae a — and fresh-eges will prove a luxury endaatl 

nding supply of eggs? Most people * : 1 
Bonk teat ae a pick ae al SE South, | 

living, and yield a good supply of eggs in| “Prorgcrion acainst THE Bez Mom—! 
the bargain, but we have found that chick- |The frequent and serious injury caused by 
ens forced to roam for their daily food, | this pestiferous insect, has deterred many} 
have little time or inclination today; and persons from entering into the business of 
those who expect a good supply of eggs | raising bees, as in some localities the rava- 
without generous feed, may as well plant] ges have been so great as to destroy both’ 
their choice vegetable seeds in asand bank| bees and honey. ‘he plan is this: split) 
and look for tender delicious vegetables. joints of cane through the center and ar | 

We have had some little experience in| range them on the four sides of the hive, 
the “henery,” and have found a great se-| with the split side resting on-the platform | 
cret in eee. of cggs through|The moth, instead of depositing its egss | 

the whole ‘season, but in not driving the] under the hive, will lay them under tie | 
hens up hill, or in feeding them exclusively | split cane. From these depositories, they | 
on gravel, or in supplying them chalk nest-| may be removed and destroyed as often | 
eggs, The whole secret consists in giving | necessary with little trouble. A friend in-| 
them plenty of food, grain and flesh; any | forms us that he knows the plan has been | 
of the grains ‘will answer, as the chicken’s | tried and found entirely successful. [Mo. Trib 

mill is very convenient. For six or eight ee i 

months in the year the chickens will sup- Price or Cartiz & 2 oer 

ply themselves with animal food, in the Anderson, Ann-Arbor, Michigan, writes: 

shape of insects, but the rest of the time Cattle are high with us, and rather scarce 

feed them regularly with flesh as well as|Withal. Store hogs are worth $5 per evt 
corn. Boiled potatoes is an excellent food | alive, and scarce ; cattle and swine hare 

for fowls, but with it they want grain of been picked up by drovers for the = 

some kind, and flesh also. - In our long, hot | ™arket, but soon as the Canada Se 
summers, poultry are inclined to become finished to Detroit, the West will st bi f 
lousy; but if clean, good ashes are placed Eastern «markets lags quensbes 01 2 = 

convenient to the hen-house, the hens will | Pork, mutton and fowls; the Eastern — 

dust themselves in them until the vermin |€"8 are unable to supply the demand 0 
disappear. Nature is their teacher, and | “itizens with meat, they are compelled to 

hersis an unerring guide. A good shelter a a ie a eee e 4 
should be provided for the chickens to roost | =n the ; hired oe e tf 
under; the manure of chickens properly cattle I an 5 ae ea ia 

poe bt ar See a! aa = ik as ao as out of the milk, cattle 
ceutittitiee Sete ca te eat the straw, if well saved, almost as wel | 

We knew nothing of she patent chickeo: eee. Fee, ee mae 
poem rig ay Spe rie ered =m 9 Hots telodige| alhshgh a cash 

hens will lay more eggs and raise more chick- | more Salen oh Kile i heat” 
ens upon one lot or enclosure, than.will one stiffer # al ae ¥. S 4B . i 
hundred. They do not flourish in a crowd- [Jounal N. Y. S. A. Society. 
Ne
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Cultivation of Red Clove” | This trial, (for this is the first I have tried 

a .__ | the seeding with clover in Wisconsin, satis- 
_ Mans Murer Esq:—As the question | fies me that our soil is well adapted to the 
is: often ge esi the a of Wis- raising of clover and as.soon as our farmers 
consin—“Can oer ce re oo eee adopt the sytem of raising clover for pasture, 
eae papal oe — we shall Be able to compete with any State 

ae a trial I have made in onling mm ae ae se of all kaids jihedlpeen en herupting of dest 2| Loe yielding three times the quantity 
- eae of clave = aa sions a of food for pasture in clover, that it,will left 
igh sige - to the native grasses, and lasting, too, late 
et of beets : at the same time in the fall,;when the other has entirely dis- 

{9 spring pees fi ie nae ae vary appeared, and -enabling our farmers to 
overly and gre egtaery- oc neness, Was have their stock in much better condition 
Hedgerow, which shared the fate of most) a+ the commencement of winter, than they eee ee cen ae Can otherwise do, and save four or six 

7 ger weeks. foddering. For the purpose of re- 
on oF ween n man Yet, “— ay moving’ the sib which I know exists 
— =~ : end eb te _ against the profitableness of cultivating 
portion down, I did not meddle with— aa eens 18 a the ae 
The effect: was—where the wheat was left wee pi mat i 
pe oe ee es ~ —— immediately commence the cultivation of 

So er clover, that they will.find the-valueof their manseheeate shows -welly Sel pooBbby yi saoty tabaed highs! about one-fourth of the piece well seeded. Hima Banszz, jj 
In the spring of 1852, 1 did not turn Janéau, June, 1853.. 

into it, but. left it to see what it. would eee cic, i 
amount to, After: the seed had matured, For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, |! 

T think in August, I turned my hogs,| Famexp: Mruer:—I have noticed in i 
calves, and colts into it, about fifty head; | your Farmer,a number of articles, urging | 
and fed it close all the rest of the season’ | the farmers to improve their swine. Ihave 
and this spring the clover of last year is| long since been deeply impressed with that |] 

p and headed; but what is surprising to| fact. The superiority of a fine blooded hog i 
the whole piece is completely seeded | over the coarse, long snouted, long haired, || 

ith red clover, as thick as it would’ have | long legged,grey hound breed, that most of 
n,had iteceived!a new seeding equal to| the farmers raise-in thiis country,should te |! 

bushel of clear seed to the acre. This to}™ore thought of I. have searched the t 
is entirely new, never having witnessed | country over to find some fine blooded hogs ' 

Siniliar result from feeding clover lands| that. would: suit me. I have succeeded |! 
the East, where I successfully raised that] Very well I obtained a sow of 8. B. Ed. i 

ind of grass for over twenty years. wards, of Troy—a cross ef the Suffolk |; 
I find by examination, that wherevar| and. Leicestershire—she is- a fine animal; 
animals feeding that lot, had access to, also a boar— a cross of: the Cheshire and, 
seed had been scattered and is now mak-] China, which L-obtained in Greenfield, if 

its appearance in other fields, kept for Milwaukee County, and which was brought | 
which have never been plowed: from Albany County, N. ¥., by Col. J.C ite
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} Crounse. The crossI have made between Keeping Tires on Wheels. 

a the sow and boar, will, Ithink, be a valuable] Asa general thing, in this section of the | 

te breed. I have a litter of six pigs from| Union, when atire is well put on toa| 

t her, which. look very fine. The blood of wheel, it remains on it until the wheel is | 

% the pigs are as follows: bate age & seuet snlerapesiie ~ | 

it . : _ owevel ¥e reset, and as | 

i One-fourth Cheshire, $ China, Suf| sie following directions, which we take 
* folk, + Leicestershire. Fhe Cheshire breed | from the Southern Planter, although some: | 

i (as you will see by referring to English | what expensive, seems to be founded in 

& writers on the hog) are the largest of any | reason, we give them to our readers for 

% of the English breeds with one exception, their consideration, and for them to put in 

a the Rudwick breed asst Bi practice if they see fit. | 

( 4 Ui day ,) crossed asitis by my [Maine Farmer. | 

q | stock, I think it cannot be beat. “Mr. Eprror:—I wish to communicate | 

! | J. LaxewortHr, | to the publica method by which tires on | 

| f | Richmond, Wis. May, 1853. wheel carriages may be kept tight 1) 

th eae ironed a wagon, some years ago, for my) 

a _ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | own use, and before putting on the tires, 1 | 

4 | Live gnd Dead Weight of Hogs, filled the felloes with linseed oil; and the | 

i. wee : tires have worn out and were never loose. | 

Eprror Fanmer:—For the benefit. of T ironed a buggy, for my own use, seven | 

i farmers I will give, through the Farmer, a| years ago, and the tires are now as tight as | 

‘is little of my experience in determining the | when put on. My method of filling the) 

t || differenee between the weight of hogs be- felloes with oil, is as follows: I use a long) 

Ht fore and after butchering. cast iron oil heater, made for. the purpose, | 

i 3 j f the oil is brought to a boiling heat, the | 

Noy. 8th, 1852,I weighed a pig 13) wheel is placed on a stick, so as to hang in 

i months old, alive, and found the weight to the oil, each felloe for one hour, for a con: | 

4 | be 265 Ibs. | mon size felloe. ; i 

it <a . 4 The timber should be dry, as green tim- | 

if | ‘Weight after dressing, 224 “ | bor will not receive oil. Care should be| 

i . , taken that the oil be made no hotter than | 

i j) Shrinkage, = a boiling heat, in order that the timber le | 

i | This pig was not first.rate fattened. not burnt. Timber filled with oil is not | 

1 | Feb..4, E.weighed.two others and found | susceptible of water, and ca timber i 

if the following results. more durable. I was am sometime | 

Ry | One 16 months old—live weight, 324 Ibs.. | 83% when Itold a blacksmith how to oe 
; Deneed do 279 « | tires tight on wheels, by his telling me it | 

| | was.a- profitable business to tighten me 

My . and the wagon maker will say, it is prot | 

ik Shrinkage, =A x a able for-him to make and repair wheels—’ 

| | The other 2 years.oldJive weight, 424 Ibs. | put, what will the farmer, who suppor’) 

\s Dressed do S71 thie wheelright and smith, say ? i 

| 
y 

i | — 3 T.-H. Brows.” | 

' || Shrinkage- 53 nih ieee { 

if \ It will be seen that the one killed-Nov.| The Paris Society for the Protection of | 

i || gth, shrunk about one 1-6 and that the| Animals proposes prizes to all such coacl| 

: \ shrinkage on the other two was-about, 1-8 | Men, grooms, drivers, conductors, shepherds q 

‘ \| cath F. B. Coox.: wagoners, &ec., as shall have «evinced 8 | 

ie i : i high degree of compassion, of mildnes| 

| Ichnstown, June, 1853: and of intelligent skill in the treatment of 

f a = their animals.” We should atly rejoice | 

|| ‘When your hogs getsick, you know-not | to see sucha. society, and Solar awards | 

i I of what, give them ears off corm, fst. dip-| here. “A merciful man is merciful to hit 

| i ped in tar and then rolled in sulpliur.. beast.”
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either | s 2 put on spii 7 | » ans spirally from thi = 
| es at the ae | : . oo eave, or separa p till they | 

ee a 
ns | 

oN cea to eee 
1 

= —— = 
= eave-rope. 

space, from the eb 
on 

f == == ao oa : — 5 from on it — te sn | 

i If farmers woul in. 
are the pe ae | 

! they usually do i id observe more = oe “em 
< ee 

| great savin in stacking th ae ve | 

\\ guali would be g their grain th a aa | 

4 ity and. th 
made b oh: 1 & e rope ti 

abies 
| 

|, eustomat e quantity 
oth in the > 

ma 
| 

|) prot ry among thi Sapa a 
: 

1 protect their e English ; tear = 
| 

|| thatchi seerka fected tena: tole gee = 

Hs ing—a stack 
wii m the w to] Sener. of th For has 

mr an | 

| shed without et fo ane ied tthe bene pee = 

| secured wi eiaieiie wi fa devertin (ee he Island 
ae 2 

| terial- with rope ata 
with straw, 

Cow Tr the Islands oe 
arate te ad | 

{ jal—as _represe le of the a well] ca, for saneere: 
bin Te lea 

ale 
: r supplyi zuela, i ic, and th 

|| 1 ‘he proc 
m the el ‘ Soo 

tn son ‘ a 
: : =e 

eee ngraving| bread Lok as 
te ta ae | 

| thus :-—Dr: e Farmer’s Guid ing is de- and. atta : rsh to the i — 
=| 

| eave, be! awn straw is fi ea is Bi, co Z| 

! and a yond which it s t laid upon th a me : = =i fe Z 

1 en in an o projects a few in fected ctr = = 

| ard to the t verlapping ma ches, | some bre: ce rl 
“3 a: 

| sheaf proj op,—where th 
g Manner up- tend Theo te mam ws 

I jects, it e butt-end ons high apo eo = | sa stor the bt nd eeu oy high a tree ssi fresh wheat |! 

bac stl eb ge ai trunk is pier the mountai rocky situa- 

litle dale Fala te oes igor i aime 
or 

' straw is Thic stra’ 
u i 

and r ee 
ta 

| 

| Babe is laid all o we In this Asa with a sable free from all siya 
te 7 

|| Before: closi ver the mae Sh o = | 
Ha sa 

Cre e| th ave-an @ my smell y, and of an || 

E lg 
scapes ao i 

stack. rid first. jane 
to the youn, ; | 

' aq one end’ with long straw, eaane 
ine milk is ap a 

= "ie da | 

aoe with a kni a strong cot firm-| th iene owt 6 ars : 

| spread w ife; the loose a dei cut vem diene is ch sper ad bs a : : 

! Th pon the coveri 
end is th emedy to jeaper and are to. pre’ 

| 

= 
‘ie 

iat cure it: better vent |) 

i st titatchi ribo = “i ‘| 

pt Tope: ing are then secured a 
hain 

ve i, 
| ow red with Bowes 

i Topes are crosse' = 

I ths stack, ani are 
id’ ove! 

Taste it—sme! exer bamity 
‘ ead 

| 

divic dé are r the cro pink, a tke a 
| 

| vide the top’ wi so arranged 
wn of} so 'y spots, and ha: ster 

| 

and’ thei yp with ged as to sub. eee 
or ao | 

slack. soe tel 
triangular ub- | butter-mill aa oe 

tr the vr = | 

* ‘ranklin. “x = | 

the top, en ropes at c the side es mys ate 
i = 

a oe noth ik els oe e sound of ly expelled. | 

j em. Th y a sing. over night b seamen 
| 

| e TO} rope ; = : =| 
pes. which tied about six montlis Io naa 

ate him | 
ne a Robb ay r, maki  § nine || 

ese are ng table-o1 fee it reas | 

then Jousbouid te eer ie er 

on sou sho ile ae = at the tavern 
s , he sends for his 

i 
SSS —!
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HORTICULTURE leaves and attaching: them to his old quar- 

‘_ | ters till he forms quite a bunch. About || 

Blight and Insects:. the first of June, a fine scattering web ap- 

Farexp, Mnter:—I would inquire thro’ ~ hig eae ae TS, with | 
youd. apli id bk way 65 uleinadie jundr of new tenements—each of these | 

| Blight and a small worm that infests fruit contains Dera ae oo 
fries inl fe abotioer Of icountry;."Far the | ee eee oe am the | 
last eight years I have been mostly en- eee _ eae = — = Si | piel ia Walt ian rchacd > Ay othe “ ee his web after him. About | 

| is raising fruit and other trees—not to sell| "° = Of July, they are all gone—but | 
—but.to adorn my own home, and I will freee ho dees Dngatt, pengent of Rep: | 

| give you my experience with the Blight— ye og Borris rd eee ae | The Blight made is appeactiall Inset —wind more leaves to their old habitations i 
1868,, in: the, dope Of ve oer mx trmon or build more new ones on the newly ex- | 
theteps ccf the gine isbeaia, inthe Sie tended branches, which are tenanted by a | 
place; Began to:tarn yellow aud wilt which small worm that remains there through heat | 

ran down to the trunk of the tree. In 1851 | *"4 0°14, wet and dry—ready for his nest | 
it waa:very bad, and I Jost some trees en- apres eS ous ye i Grely.. du 1869 seven ut esiiencentcatad es in the morning without any effect. This || 

nor so violent, but scattered more over the o works on both apple and plum trees | 
swlhnbs oschinnd,-wiliigh kositedavwovécsiibcbeds I wish some of our nurserymen,or some one 

Some trees. that have, been affected one| 88 Woull:give a remedy for this worm. | 
season, have not been touched the. next, Shopier, Wis face 
while it has continued on others every sea- Remarxs.—The progress Mr. Mack has | 
son from. its first-appearance. I have a made in rearing an orchard out upon the | 

| row of apple trees on. ‘the north side of) 2#ked prairie, unprotected—either from | 
some Butternut and Black Walnut trees, | timber or hills—proves him to be a close | 
which, are shaded from the sun, and anoth- observer of every thing pertaining to | 

er row standing on: the..soufh side, where| the cultivation of an orchard. His | 
| the sun strikes them. Those standing in| home-is now embowered in the midst of | 
the shade are the least affected. My very | OD@ of the finest groves of fruit and shade | 

low, thick topped trees—that never had a| trees, that isto be met with any where 

| limb taken..off in the world—are not af-| west of Lake Michigan—all the growth of 
fected, while others, with: tall. bodies, and | about: ten or twelve years. The butternut 

| leas top, have suffered badly. The: closer and black walnut trees-now standing in his 
| you ean get.the. top ofan apple tree. to grounds, were raised from the seed planted 

the ground—aceording to my experience, | by him—some-of them have already borne 

| —the better. I did not always think so,| fruit. Mr. Mack’s example is worthy of 
{ Almost all my low trees. when, the limbs| imitation, by every prairie farmer in the 

lay on the ground bear every. year. My| West. No one ean view Mr. Mack’s place, 
| orchiard has been kept under-a high state| "4g away, without being impressed with 
| of cultivation, the practicability of.growing both, fruit and 
| There is a small. worm that makes his| forest trees in. the most exposed 'sifuations 

| appearance in the spring. from his. leaf|UPOR our prairies, Every farm-house up- 
| house, as quick as ip leaves aoe suai Prairie broad es = ES : aot j 
start, and commences winding up more} aspect! a eam
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Rootes Jennet (Sym; em 
Mverfail, Rockrummon YY 

| Jenneling, Janet,. Ken- is \ 
tucky Jenneting. y/ 

The description of J, Ht % 
| J. Thomas, in the Ameri- i 

| can Fruit Culturist, is as fh 
! follows: \i . 

“Medium in sizeround Ng 3 
ish, approaching oblong, q y 

| or obtuse conical, often \ 
| oblique. Color, pale red, y 
| distinct stripes on light V 
| yellow - ground? Stalk 1 , 
half an inch long; flesh I 
nearly white, fine rich UN A 

| sub acid, fine texture 

juicy, compact, a Perf ig Meer andi ROWLE'S JENNET. 
slow; a profuse bearer with.a portion of the | No. that the Perry Russet, specimen, from 
crop knotty or under-size. Keeps through | which the outline was taken, grew ona 
spring:. Higtily esteemed in. the Ohio| tree only two years old from the root graft. 
Valley; does not. succeed further north.| I wrote, or intended to write, twelve years, 
The blossom.opens ten days-later than usu- i. GB. 

} al, thus sometimes escaping spring frosts, Rarsmvs—Every body is fond of raisins, 
and hence the name-Neve. fail.” especially if they are of the finest quality, 

The above description I think incorrect | but every body, we suspect, does not know 
in regard to the locality of the fruit.. We they are sucessfully prepared in this State, 
are a long.distance.out.of the Ohio Valley. and we believe also in other parts of this 
here. We raised our first crop of the Jen- | CUD*Y: The Horticulurist says: ‘ , 

= P “We have just received a box of nice rai- net last year, and. have some specimens] sins prepared from the Isabella grape, by 
now, (June 20,).in a good state of preser- | Mr. E. A. McKay, of Naples, Ontario Co, 
vation. The flavor is equal to-any I.have who has one of the most complete little 
tasted further south, but are deficient in| “meyards in Western N.Y, We have : ? passed these raisins around among our Size—being about two-thirds as large as| friends, and they have invariably pronoun- 
the specimen.from which the. above-out-|ced them excellent, some | i ag them 
line was taken, and which was- raised on - oe woe ee pe Ea 
the Bureau Creek Bottom, Brueau Co., Il. pear as though he don A Why a 

The treo. does well here, is hardy, and} not this become an important. branch of has a disposition to come into bearing| fruit culture ? oe very large ages of 
at -eight- rs : money is annually sent abroad for raisins. 
a sare, fromm: the. gaat wham The ioatler ried attention.” 

Tt seems to relish a deep rich sandy lam | Faorr ‘Trems-—A friend informs us 
with a clayey. sub: soil, that more attention is peor ae to the 

Yours &e, J.C. Brarron.. | “ulture of fruit trees, in Ni er 
P.8. You made, me say in a former Ste eee : organization of the State. [Geen Bay Adv. SSS 

eee
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i How to raise Fruit every Year.. How To a aaah hats the | 

: : re ilwaukee Sentinel says:—Those- of 
| If rightly understood, few: trees, unless ae who: grow oeaihave Julep aur. i 

absolutely dead or rotten, need occupy ling the past week observed that some enemy || 
ground without yielding a plénteous crop. |. 2. playing the mischief with them. The i 

After a long and varied: series-of experi- |f,0 js a small worm; and’ his presence is | 
| ments, I gradually adopted the following | parked by half ‘eaten and distorted leaves. | 

mode:—As soon as the winter had suf-| tr Jef, unmolested he rapidly increases in | 
| ficiently disappeared, and-before the sap as- size, and, attacking the young: shoots and | 

;| cends, Texamine my trees; every dead | tortheoming buds, soon spoils the hopes of | 
bough is lopped off then after the sap has +h, cultivator. ‘The remedy is tobacco and | 
risen sufficiently to show where the blossom soap, and it may be prepared in this wise: i 

) || will be, I cut away all the other branches | Got from the Tobacconist a quantity of the | 
| having, none on, and»also the extremity of | toms of the plant; pour on a handful of 1 
;| every limb, the lower part of which bears a |i) os0 four quarts of boiling. water:. add | 
| considerable number of buds, thus concen- half a pint of good soft soap. ‘After the || 

trating the sap of the tree upon the matu-| + bacco has been steeped and’ the soap dis- 4 
\\ ration of its fruit, and saving what would solved, pour off the liquor and apply to | 

| a be useless expenditure of strength. In the plants while the dew is on them—a | 
the quince, apricot and“peach trees, this is enrall broom brush is a very convenient in- \ 

very important, as these are very apt to DE} strument for the purpose. Two or three | 
luxuriant in leaves and destitute of fruit. applications will “do the business” for the | 

You may think this injures the'trees, butit | vorms ‘This remedy is a spécifie for the | 
does not; for you will tind trees laden. with | ;, n fly,” which is so annoying to those 

| fruit which formerly yielded nothing. Of Sten eel in-doors. It is also a very | 
j course ail other well known precautions g aaah to clear Dahlias of that trian- | 

j] must be attended to; such as cutting out gular little villian, whose depredations have | 
j worms from the roots; placing old iron on disheartened so many of tie lovers ‘of that 

the limbs, which acts asa tonic to the sap, fine flower.” | 
&e. Try it, ye who have failed in raising aa at j 

fruit. [Suffolk Democrat. Srrawserrtes.—We are again enabled 
4 ———_—_—_——<—_ to record the beneticial effects oftannic acid | 
{| _ Pears on Taorn Srocxs.—The New | applied to strawberries, and even spent tan, | 
I England Farmer says:—“The present sys- | if partially decomposed so as to render the | 
i tem of dwarfing fruit trees, which is said to | remaining portions of the tannin soluble, | 

| be applicable to the pear as well as other | produces like effects. We last year plan- | 
varieties of cultivated fruits, removes in a} ted a bed of Hovey’s Seedlings, with an | 
great measure, the objections urged against |occasional plant of the Boston Pine, and | 
the thorn, by nurserymen. It has general- | covered two-thirds of the bed witha light 

| ly been asserted, and no doubt truly, that coating of spent tan inthe fall: The- re- | 
while the scion, of pears does remarkably | sult is, that the portion of the bed tu which 
well; and makes a rapid growth on the|the tan was applied is now yielding four | 
thorn, the latter is not large enough to se-| times as much fruit per plant as the other | 
cure a good sized and healthy tree. But in | part not so trested'while the beds to which | 
dwarfing the size is of a secondary considér- we applied the-dilute-bark liquor two years i 
ation. Very productive trees are obtained | since, continue-to yield extraordinary crops | 
by this method, and they are very gener-|and of superior size and flavor. A berry | 
ally preferred’ in consequence of their be- | of Myatt’s Eliza, pulled yesterday (June 7)! 
ing less liable to injury from winds, more | measured four and a half inches ir cir- | 

| easily managed, and requiring far less | cumference,.and although larger than the 
ground. Thorn stocks also are easily ‘ob- average, will give some idea of the neral | 
tained, whereas quince stocks and. pear |size, as compared with . the same be of, 
stocks are expensive and obtained only strawberries differently treated. When | 
with diffieulty, and from a distance, of those | bark liquor is applied to the beds, it should 
who grow them for. sale, and at an. exhor-|be dilated with one hundred times its bulk || 
bitant price. : of water. [! Working Farmer. | 

Bae
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Grartine.—The Lilac on the white Ash| shoots, the next season you may expect 
| —The Currant on the hard and soft Ma-| considerable fruit. Clusters will come on ||. 
ple—The Peach on the Plum.—A corres-| the young wood, sprouting from every knot 

pondent of the Rural New Yorker, writing] 0m the upright piece, (tied to. the post,) 
from Windsor, Ash’t Co. Ohio—under| tie these young branches to the cross splints. 

adi Almost every piece of this young wood will 
| the head of “My Exprrrence iy Grarr- produce 3 or 4 bunches of grapes. Then 
INg—says: break off—and keep breaking off all the 

“I find by experiment, that the Lilac} Side shoots during-the entire summer, thus 
will grow, by grafting om the White Ash,|¥°U may expect plenty of grapes, and of 
Transplant a young and thrifty tree in. your| $°°d quality, having supplied every post 

| door’ yard—let it remain a year or two, with a good healthy branch from the Toot; 
| until well started, then at the height of six | i" the following spring cut off all the side 
| or eight feet graft it with the lilac, and| branches from every upright branch, to 

| when in bloom it makes a. very pretty o:-| Make room for next spring’s growth. A | 
| namental tree. I find, also, that the cur-| $"@Pe Vine may be carried in length ten or 
| rant, will grow by grafting on the hard. or fifteen feet every year. Plenty of manure 
| soft Maple. ‘Transplant in your door-yard, should be dug in every spring;(early,) and 
(as directed for the white ash,) and ‘graft keep down all_ weeds, &e. Soap suds is with the red currant, and when they are excellent daring summer, applied to the 
ripe, they look vey pretty and pleasing} "Ot Marruzw Arwone.. 
to the passersby. Be sure and not graft [Michigan Farmer. | 

| until the sugar water ceases to run,or they eee 
}, will fail to iow Clut the sciona from the Do not plant Trees too deep- 
|-last years growth, close to the ground, in] Whit enjoying the hospitalities of a || 
; March, and keep in a moist place until farmer a few days since, in Worcester Co., } 
wanted. he took occasion to show us his farm and |} 
| have several thrifty, nice plum trees in garden. We observed some English cher- || 

| my yard, but the vexatious Curculios for a ry trees that were planted some three or 
i few years past have destroyed all the plums.| four years ago that did not appear to be [ 

I therefore concluded to change them into growing very thriftily. The thought oc- || 
peach trees. A part of them I grafted a} curred:to our mind that perhaps they were {| 

| year ago last April, with the large yellow planted to deep. We obtained a hoe, and || 
H eg ae pare eae ea ie on examination found our suspicions true. | 

Bese, © be, len Sp Re a sean a The tree that appeared to be the most |! 
i bas foe looks most beautiful when in sickly, was sieitad rane than a foot deeper 
i E _ it porate _— The one that 

HH out-grown all the others, was set more 
i Grape Culture. nearly an they all should have been. We 

| My plan of training the grape vine is| 2° longer wondered at the unpromising ap- 
H this? P place a ea re ah whole| pearance of his cherry trees. The marvel 

length of the vine eight feet high and- two| 4S ten aces = es 
| feet in the ground, three feet apart; across| beeu buried alive, as it were, for so long a 
| these I nail splits 1} inches wide and.18| !™e 
| inches apart; I lay astrong-and long shoot] Though the naturat direction of. the 
of the vine, down in the ground about two] roots be downwards, they do not extend 

| inches deep, by the side of these posts,| far below the surface of the earth, usually. 
| bringing it out against every post. Thus| They grow: in. a horizontal rather than’ a 
| inlaid it produces young shoots against the} perpendicular direction. The summit of 

| posts, the: best Moretti I tie up to the] the roots, which connects it to that part of 
| Post, ‘the others.I: break off. The shoot] the tree or ai oee above the surface 
thas tiéd up, must be broke off on reach-| of the earth, is called the Collum, or neck. 
ing the. top. of the post, about every two | This, in: planting trees should be placed 

| Weeks, Break off, ree all the small side} near the earth’s surface. [Amherst Ex. 
aaa i 

eee
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| Summer Pruning of Se 

August, 

i 
Jaowkrs en er 

donee terme For GRAPES. te 

{ = 
ms e exhibiti east 

| prevail as to the summer ———— 
nati Horticultural 

foes of the Cincin- 

| ar. ste us hints to cultivators are nec the two specimens pent db tice eet 

| . We have noticed that i “| to which i I m grapes 

i] cases already the main shoots — Toenans| beet es special manuring of potash had 

| back to the fruit, thus deprivi —e mn cut) wag a = —r 
the manured grap 

of the nourishment 
and ving the fruit) vine.” right, clear and mellow like : 

: 
° 

y 
jl 

out this mutilation wear o with-| matured ee was declared to be = 

a: vigorous: shoot, i be eee ay all its qualities, no : 

the sap, with oe ~ — of which, fora ae themselves sania 
eer. | 

7 
matter 

ons of 
A © por- | 

the atmosphere, would be pr up from] commit a also presented eth | 

suitable food for the: growth’ ripened, but? i were delicious and well | 

| tion of the fruit, eae 
atura~| from the tit wae ‘conatred that ‘those | 

i] shoots. the: fruit is. robbed ing off these | that the 
eee and | 

rene 
aed palp was etn” 

‘e have noticed i 
To P 

rofessional 
een oo kept by a revent Milk from 

Souring. 

large quantity of grapes, mn ne ‘were a| _A correspondent of the Ohi 

oe had been cut back to the Suara 
on the following 

plan: ee 
ae 

leave it exposed to the sun, exce pas greeably to your request I will gi | 

“eye trellis, where they, fortunatel oe janey | account of my experience i fhe | 

See anes ay, had ace betene Dee We aa 

wn, and ripened " 
ecoming sour. W 3S 

the others were-i pened well,while all| from. fifty to e have kept 

| mine = imperfectly grown, and re- for seve ea’ 5 ae = and fifteen cons 

en i 
t e iakoe 

ed seventy- 

| wo bare nde in Jy they lon ita a alvt bi a wooden ons, to 

| ea mon pease - recover, in ae oom — water for is se 

Her aiet 
e 

* 
o zi it is 

|| 

| nn in ae ratio bare — ae pru-| morning with very winks oa 
until 

e crop. 
lestroys a in the morning’s milk, eee we 

| sae is generally a great error in not webs viper f by heating the water ii the 

the ca Lip ah Ge in the fall, or in wna gh a mitts Proceed, tintil Sat. 

ee = at there is a great 
ma 

en: the milk i x 

| — which often cine the erro! of wa _made, which is Gept until Me and a 

. eof pruning-which 
we: neous | Morning and made into oh onda’ 

|| When the vi e have named:| merning the milk i cheese. Sabbat! 

—s e vines become too thick from a| bowls; g the milk is stained into wood 

| = luxuriant growth, and previous aon a thick hich are painted inside and out bit 

Pair ing, the best method is to cut off yy| thick coating of paint, smooth and with 

branches, and 
off lat-| and-set in.a. cool. 

and hard, 

| 
all feeble shoots, to 

place on the cell 

| cut out whole small» vines on which. and| tom; where it is kept'sweet until ae bot- 

| th _~ or no fruit, and allow the a geo itris skimmed and made into ea 

| Raabe. 
ee Sn 

aa sskit tis ete’ that el have not 

{ 

a wl of mil 

| 
DS. E. Farmer. 7 ar thers of milk the past estes ae 

i 
ee 

Baad -pans-hias sometimes 
spared jae 

| Worxtse. C. 
ormerly preserved it in tin- . We 

li haw ‘appace Prants—If 
ting a 

n_ tin: pans by put- 

! e cabbage plant 
you: piece of clean ice i + 

i are regularly ee 
see that they The rest of the Sabbath 

a pen. 

| grass and weeds. ‘There ‘kept free from ay oF practice of making 2 Han. 

‘ nure that suits thecabbage ein 
avoided.” 

on that 

a better 
, ann 

| = Occasional waterings. will soap|  Eéas—Put the tongue to th 

re growth,.and) destroy vermin. ae Ae ba pied is fresh; -or, put oe 
If 

| ings at intervals with plaster serve Dadt-) of gold walerif new Tia, it wit iota pee 

i PI a. 20 agood ype egotig proportion to its Peethaeas, 

—— 
ea chenpelcanieulee. 

long dead will float || 

es 

i
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‘Written for the Wisconsin and lowaFarmer. | bined, is s transparent air or gas,without color, 
Chemistry of Plants. No. 2. taste or smell. This is the lightest of known 

Uron wHat DO PLANTS Live—rrom wxEncs| bodies, and because of this property, it is used | 
COME THEIR MATERIALS—WHAT 18 THE E¥-/to fill balloons. It differs from oxygen in not 
FECT OF PLANTS UPON THE G0IL ON WHICH| supporting combustion. When a lighted candle 
FURT.GROW, END si: TR SRE RAST ENTE by put into a jarof it, instead of burning more 

BY PROF. 8. P. LATHROP, M. D. brilliantly, as in oxygen, it soon goes out. 
SES Tho’ not a supporter ofcombustion, it is itself 

In the present No. we will endeavor to render | comiustible and Will take fire by the candle 
our readers-familiar with the constituents of| whichis put out by it, and burn with a pale blue 
plants, which in the first number, we arranged] fame. It will not support life though it can be | 
under the two classes orgame and ixorgenic.|breithed without injury. It is the basis of 
‘These we will take up im the order in which/ most all liquids, forming water when combined 
they were there mentioned and give a-concise| with-oxygen. ~ 

description of them: ‘| 3. Carbon, when not in combination, gen e- 
I. ORGANIC CONSTITUENTS. rally appears in a solid form, of a black color- i 

1. Oxygen, when combined with other bodies| Charcoal, soot, lampblack, and what is ealled | 
is an invisible air, having no taste or smell. blacklead, or plumbago, are almost wholly car+ | 
A glass vessel filled with it has no other ap-| bon. It sometimes becomes crystallized in bean- | 

pearance than if empty. It has, however, very|tiful transparent crystals of different colors, 

remarkable properties. If a lighted candle} and these form the diamond, so much valued 

be put into a jar ofit, it will burn with great-| for its great beauty. Carbon does not seem at | 
ly increased brilliancy. If an animal be put| first to bevery hard, and yet when in powder | 
into a vessel of it, he will breath much faster] it will scratch glass.) Though a very common i 

and will soon be in a high feverish state, and ul-/ substance in its various forms, yet it possesses | 

timately die from living too fast, that is, from) some very remarkable properties. It has what 
the excitement produced. Oxygen forms one-|is called strong disinfecting properties, which 

fifth of the atmosphere in combination with| render it valuable in removing offensive odors, 

nitrogen, yet to be described. It forms eight-| from liquids which are strained through it, 
ninths of water in combination ‘wtih hydrogen: | making them pure and sweet, It is used on 
of which we shall soon speak. shipboard and in filtering cisterns for this pur- ) 
It is the most abundant body known,entering | pose. It also removes the color from many 

into combination with every other substance. | liquids. 1t will preserve meats for a long time, |) 
Is is the great supporter of combustion, or burn-| 88 where they are smoked or burried in chareoal i 

| ing. There is no life of plants or animals|powder. It burns readily in oxygen, or in t 
without it. It is not only the means of life,| common air in which there is oxygen,and forms |} 
but the great instrument of the decay of all] carbonic acid. The flam2 of our fires and the 

bodies, When it combines with other bodies| light of our candles and lamps all arise from 
they are:said to be oxdized. Iron oxidizes and|the burning of carbop, of which they are j 
iron rust is formed. When wood, or other | chiefly composed, in the air. 1% is one of the 
carbonaceous substances are burned, they are principal ingredients in wood, sugar and starch, 

oxidized and carbonic acid is formed. When] and forms an element of the ftesh of animals. 

milk or any liquid or mixture sours as it is 4, Nitrogen, like the first twoof these organ- 

called,it has oxidized or combined with the oxy-| to elements, is an air or gas, transparent, taste- 
| Senof the air. Bread, yeast, milk and cider, | tess, and inogorous, except in the air, of which 

all become sour by oxidizing or combining with] it constitutes eighty parts in a hundred; it is 
| oxygen. Meat sours and decaysby cridizing.| but scantily diffused-in nature. It is entirely 
Soof all the destructive Processes going on/ wanting ia the mineral kingdom, and is found 

sround us. Wood when it rots, and irop when| in the soil only when animal or vegetable sub- 

it rusts, and meat when it putrifies, age all uns] stances are decaying in it, It abounds more in | 
dergoing the same operation, This, then, is a animals than in plaats. Its great agency in the 
most powerful} agent, though we cannot see it./ atmosphere seems to bemerely to dilute the 

Such is exygen. : oxygen, and render it thereby a suitable me- 
&. Hydreger, in like manner, when com-|um for animals and plants.
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Being incapable of burning, or of supporting |common soft soap,made by every farmer’ 

combustion, it prevents the general conflagra- wife. 

tion which would occur in pure oxygen and} 2. Soda, nearly the same may be said of fic} 

also reduces its strength to the proper propor” constituent that has been said of potash, The | 

| tions for sustaining animal ond vegetable life | two are much alike in many of their prnperties | 

| without bringing in any injurious or deleteri_| and in the purposes which they serve both as 

| ous influences. Although negative in most of constituents of blants and of soils. It has the 

| its properties, when unoombined, yet it forms, |same caustio and burning properties, when 

| in union with other bodies, active agents.— {| pure, as potash. Soda is usually prepared 

| Combined with oxygen it forms a strong acid, | from the ashes of marine, or sea plants, as pot- 

|| called Nitric acid, commonly aqua fortis.|ash is from the ashes of terrestrial, or land 

| ‘When united with Hydrogen it formsan air or| plants. Soda is used as the basis of the hard 

! gas of an extiemely pungent odor, which is| soaps. The soda and potash of commerce are 

well known to all by the name of Aa*tshorn. | generally carbonates—that is, soda or potash in ! 

“The proximate constituents of plants may | combination with carbonic aeid. 

be grouped according to the elementary sub-| 3. Lime, is known to every one in its usual | 

stayces of which they are composed, into two | form—that of quick lime. This when exposed 

| principal divisions. The first includes those|to the air, however, soon unites with the car 

| vegetable substances which are composed of} bonic acid of the atmosphere and becomes an 

| but three elements,—carbon, hydrogen,and oxy- | insoluble substance, called by the chemist, car- 

} gens the second comprises those which consist | bonate of lime, which is our common limestone 

| of four clements,—carbon, hydrogen. oxygen | before it is burned. It is quite caustic when 

i! and nitrogen. This classification possesses not | freshly burned. 

| merely a theoretical, but in an eminent degree,| 4. Magnesia, is not so well known as lime, | 

| also, a practigal interest, since very important | though jt is quite an abundant material in the | 

| eanclusions are dedugible therefrom, in rela_| composition of tne earth, The most commen | 

| tion to the food of plants, and the refuse mat-| form is the calcined magnesia of the shops | 

i ter engendered from them. The distinction] This is a light, white and tasteless substance. | 

| upon which it rests, will be seen at once to de-| Epsoms salts is another compound having in it 

{ pend upon the presence or absence of nitrogen. | magnesia for its base. When freshly burned 

| Hence the first group may be. said to comprise jt has some caustic properties, though not to 

! the nonenurogenized vegetable substances, and | the extent of lime. Itis a common ingredient 

i the second nitrogenized vegetable substances.” | in the limestone rocks of Wisconsin, as a car- 

As Tables are always convenient for refer- | bonate. 

ence, we Will arrange these in tabular form.| 5, Qzide of Iron, is well known to the farm- 

TABLE I, er under the name of iron rust. There are 

ee er anes two kinds of oxide of iron, but the one which 

Non-mtrogemznd substances. _Nitrogenized substances is generally found in plants isour common iron 

Vegetable Fiber, ; ‘Albumen, rust, ealled by the chemist per oxide of iron— 

Starch and Sugar, Caseine, that is, a compound of iron with the greatest 

Vegetable mucous, Gluten, amount of oxygen, that can be combined with 

Gum and Dextrine, Chlorophylle iron. 

— son ee ee 6. Silica, or silicic acid, is well known to the 

Vegetable Acids. . farmer by the name of sand, flint and quartz, 

7 or rock crystal. It constitutes nearly 40 per 

1 aniee eee cent of the crust of the earth. It is ce dif- 

1. Potash, is well known to every fermer 88] ficult to melt or dissolve. It is without taste 
being the material which is obtained from boil-| oy smell, It combines with potash, soda, lime 

ing down the ley of wood ashes to dryness, | and magnesia. When these combinations, which 

When it is dried and combined with carbonsc | are galled silicates, are exposed to the action of 

acid. yet to be described, it forms the common | the air, heat and moisture &c., they undergo 

pearlash, or saleratus of the shops. Caustic| decomposition and their silica isseparated from 

potash of the shops is pure potash, and is 80] them in a soluble form. It is only in the solu” 
called because of its very caustic, or burning | pj)¢ state, of course, that it can be taken up in- 

and ccrroding property. It is the basis of our| to the plant.
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7 Phosphoric acid. This substance is not one | We will arrange these substances in a table | 
that is often seen uncombined, by the farmer | for more convenient reference. | 

It is formed by the union of phophorus and ox, TABLE II. i 

ygen. Most have seen phosphorus as exhibited (1. Oxygen 
in the shop of the druggist in round sticks} I. Organic Con- 2. Hydrogen, fl 

which take fire very easily,even by the warmth stituents. 3. Carbon, | 

|| of the hand. When these sticks of phospho- 4. Nitrogen. 1 
rus are burned in the common air,it unites with ; { ‘ { 1. Potash, 

a Me eo g | Alkalies. 2. Soda. | 

the oxygen of the air and phosphoric acid is} 2 3 2 Atkaline 3. Lime, | 

formed. It is sometimes seen when a match is | 22 my Earths. {i Magnesia, H 

first lighted, in the white fumes or smoke that 23 q C 5. Oxide of Tron. 

rises before the sulphur of the mateh begins! 23 | [6. Silica (silicia acid 
j : “2 | __ | 7. Phosphoric acid 
! tobarn. When phosphorusis burned ina con-|~ § Acids 28. Sniphurie do || 

| fined portion of air, these white fumes will | | 9. Hydro clorinedo |! 
; soon settle to the bottom,in the form of a white l (10. Cartonie do |! 

| powder—this is phosphoric aeid. This phos-) = 

i phoric acid forms a great many combinations, of EDITOR’S TABI E 

| which weshall speak further by and by. It is 4 dhe 

i of great importance in vegetation. ea a eee 
i Ipkuric and. This subst imaee A portion of our mail for July, un or‘unately | 

|| 8. Sulphuric aed. This substanceis known to re1) from the enrt into a paddle of water, while || 
| all by the common nameof oil of vitriol andis| the way to the post office—completely i} 

} formed somewhat S the a that phosphor_ spoiling a large number of packages. We were | 
|| ic acid is—by burning sulphur in theair. It is compelled to supply the loss by a reprint and | 

| avery strong and powerful acid, and of great) | ow mai1—hence the lateness of the July No. | 
| yon te Negeesim ¥ cates in reaching some of the subscribers. 

| sone eae sad) a a °) Ep Farwer—If you or some of your cor | 

| eae Se RO ue Geet a — respondents will give a plan fora cheap poul- | 

|| yellowish green colored gas or air of avery | + | i ouse in some succeeding number of your | 

| eed an ener nae cmeasive oe eer paper, and the prohable cost of the materials, 
|| ly injurious to respiration. It is generally 2 = { 

i Ss PE * . | you will very much oblige, 4 
|| found in combination with other substances in ia ore eceaneee 

|| nature, called chJoride,—thus common salt 182) Remanxs.—We are preparing cuts fora poul- 
i chloride ofsodium. Every 100 bs. of salt contain | try honse on an excellent plan, and will give 

|| 60 Ibs chlorine. In combination with Hydro- | it soon. 

| gen it forms muriatic acid, the form in which it} Lirerary Notices—We have a budget of | 

commonly exists. took andother matters to notice which must lay | 
| 10. Carbonic acid. This is a gaseous body | over till the next month. | 

and is very abundant in nature, and combines} Wisconstw Gazerreen.—We are indebted | 
| with many solid substances, forming what are|to the author, Joux W. Hunt, of Madison, 
| called carbonates. It is itself a combination | fora copy of this work. [t is the first of the 

| of oxygen and carbon, already described un- | kind that has been published in this State 

der Orgunic Constituents of Plants. It is the and is a work much needed. It contains a 

substance which gives the effervescence, or | mass of historical, descriptive,)locative, and 

foaming to soda water, to beer and to all fer- statistical information (with a map ) in regard to 

menting liquids. It is invariably present in Wisconsin—mnking it a most valunble source 

the atmosphere. in greater or less quantities. of information for every citizen and traveler. 

Inany very great amount it is injurious to animal | Mr. Hunt must have spent a deal of labor, 

life, but it is essential to the existence of vege- | and not a little of the ready in compiling and 

tables. Itisthereforea remarkable fact— that | publishing this Gazetteer, and we bespeak for 

the Creator has regulated the quantity of car- it a sale commensurate with its merits. Every 

bonic acid, so that there is just enough for the | keeper of a public house in the Stete, should 
necessities of the plant and not so much as to | have a copy of this book euspended in his bar 
anjure animals. room, for the accommodation of himself and the 

traveling public. 
ee
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Sate or Sort Horns.—Col. Sherwood’s, aes eb et 2 eet ee ot of . 
i i the ox yol ough it bea ene,) whi 

onle of, hart Kees vr eee ae cle Get Was sents | 
near the city of Auburn, on the Sth of June.| 7 o.1q understand howto make one from the | 

Tho herd consisted of 20 pure bred animals-} description. | 

About 200 spectators were present—assembled Truat or Rearens—The Ohio State Board | 

from all parts of the country. Before the sale} .» Agriculture held an exhibition of Reapers 

ook pias ae - aiepienee gpa she ie and Mowers on the 6th and 7th ult. at Woos- | 

sumptuous dinner Provided by Gal. s pemond, ter, Ohio. Ketchum’s patent cut its acre in | 

and arranged on the main a — = 45 minutes—Manny’s patent mower in 49 min- | 
There were 18 cows, and heifers and heifer) sto. and Seymour and Morgan’s in 31 minutes | 

calves sold—averaging over $250 each. The) Pho frst premium (a gold medal of the value | 
highest price paid for any one cow was $525. of $50) was awarded to Seymourand Morgan's { 

Tere were 1i bulls and bullcalves sold. Th®} 17 ‘ew York Reaper. “ | 

highest price paid wasfor Van Tempest, $1,070; | 

and for the youngest calf, three months old, $90. Crane’s Ser Movixo Power.—This is the | 

Van Tempest was purchased by J. R. Robinson, most simple and ingenious motive power we | 

of thisState. have seen. It is designed for churning and 
for raising water from wells of any depth, | 

Fixe Carrin—A few days ago & drove of! The machine is small and light—a medium | 
cattle, numbering two hundred and fifty head,| 43 hi : i 

ats z sized machine, occupying a space about three 

|| reached this city having been brought from| ‘44 by two,and from three to four fect in height, | 
Pike and Lincoln counties, Missouri, by land. eee se i] 

: and weighs about one hundred pounds. The 
Mr. McQueen informs us that farmers are rap- tive powar is a weight, and so adjusted that \ 

idly settling up the country from the Towa te st ind Mv T 1 

State line. [Midnssote Pimeer..; | AS cRareeass emp, hee my 
motion is so regulated by means of a pendulum, | 

Muxxgsora.—Business in St. Paul continues} that in churning, from thirty to sixty strokes of | 

to increase in activity as the season progresses the dash may be.given per minute. The pri- | 

The prospects for abundant crops, is encour-| ces are, $15, $20, and $25, according to size. | 

aging the heart of the farmer, the mechanic] We see no reason why this machine cannot | 

finds steady employment,the laborer is con-| be used to great advantage, for the purpose of | 

stantly occupied, the merchant is driving | raising water from the deepest wells, at a small i 

good business, and the most skeptical have| expense,—obviating a serious difficulty, which \ 

come to the conclusion that St. Paul is destined | is felt in watering stock in many parts of the | 

to be a city of vast commercial importance. [ib.} West. We hope soon to see one in operation | 

Strate Fairs, 1853. in some of our deep wells. \ 

New York, Sept. 20, 21, 22, 23] . Dr. A. H. Platt, of Sheboygan Falls has the | 

Michigan, at Detroit, Sept. _ 28,29, 30- rey for Wisconsin and Northern Ulinois. i 

Vermont, at Montpelier, 13, 14, 15, e intends to sell a portion, and establish | 

Pennsyvania, at Pittsburgh, “ 27, 28, 29. manufactory at ae elgible point to supply | 

Kentucky, at Lexington, os 13 to 17. the rest. Weare!informed, Messrs Blair & i 

New Hampshire, Oct. 5,6, and 7- Smith, of Waukesha, have commenced the mant- | 

Wisconsin, at Watertown, “ 2 S32: facture of these machines for the supply cf | 

Indiana, at Lafayette, x 12 to 14. that county. | 

Virginia, at Richmond, Nov. 1 to 4.| Wavswara Counry.—A correspondent writ- || 

Lower Canada Board of Agriculture ing us from Warshara county says :—“Tho | 
Annual Exhibition, Sept. 27 to 30.| Winter wheat in this County (Waushara) looks | 

Upper Canada, Oct. 5 to7.| Well,the winterand spring have been favorable j 

Southern Central Agricultural and it bids fine for a first rate crop. | 

Society, Augusta, Georgia,  “ 17 to 20] The soil of this county is sandy, and from | 
Ohio, at Dayton, Sept.  20to24.| the experiments has proved to be productive, | 

Maryland, Oct 25 to 28.| casy to till, and much smoother than. much of 

Illinois, at Springfield, ae, 11 to 14.| the prairie portions of the State. And with a 

North Carolina at Raleigh “ 18.| proper cultivation, will be one of the richest 

& Missouri, at Boonville, in October. portions of the State! 8.
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La Cross Counry—The Democrat says of | 2¢y ; and yet the bulk ofthis year’s emigration, 
this county . “We have seen in the short space | With their cattle and sheep had not passed. One 
of eighteen months, the town of La Crosse di-| California Company from Frankfort, Ky., hav 
vided into some five or six new towns, with | taken 400 head of cattle. 
from 30 to 60 families in each town—we have} Tux increased receipts of cotton, over those 
seen the speckled trout caught from the pure | of last year at this date at all the Southern 
spring branches of the La Crosse—we have seen | ports, is set down at three hundred and forty- 
hundreds of acres of the high farming lands in | nine thousand bales. 

this CountyPwithin the last eighteen months, | jaoreyse Luaper Traps.—The Appleton 
eee coctend and | Crescent says: “It is believed that 75,000 logs 

3 (equal to 25,000,000 feet of Lumber,) were cut il 
Emrration to Mixxxsota—The Minneso- | upon the Wolf and Embarrass rivers during ‘i 

ta Pioneersays: “The tide of immigration is- | tho past winter! ti 

stronger, this ao than ever before. ‘Since Anovt one hundred Germans are on the H 

thoommminsct-yaneston-we have Syerened ‘ point of leaving their native land to settle in | 
boat a day, and all have been crowded with tiie tots dt Elecstan:Shabe: ‘ | 
farmers, who come among us to till the soil.— y a ee = | 
The Nominee brought fifty members of the Tue editor of the Minnesotian is hopefal. 

Colony for which Messrs. Nutting and Nichois He says: “We eros oe soe — ne one | 
arethe Agents: and the Clarion brought up- only three white men residing Within the lim. {| 

wards of a hundred and fifty members of the its of the present State of lowa, which now has | 

Lake Minnetonka settlement. And still there | Population of over 400,000. fu our beautiful I} 
is rear? territory we have made many trips between I 

: Prairie du Chien and St. Peter’s and from St: || 
“The reports from the new settlements on | peters to Traverse and des Sious, when the | 

the Cannon River, the Minnesota valley, Lake | botels we lodged at were the open air, and our || 
Minnetonka and Hennepin county, generally | tabics furnished with the supplies we carried, || 
are encouraging. The erection of temporary | oy from the game killed on the road. Yet with | 
buildings being completed, the settlers have} i. blessing of God, we hope yet to travel in I 

| turned their attention to the preparation of suf-| 9 railroad car on a continuous route from the i 

} ficient ground for a small crop this season. It| Minnesota river to New Orleans, and very | 
! is mid that almost every person has planted, or probably toSan Francisco.” i 

| aot ee ged in planting a suiall field of tur” Vy uasue Dosarion.—Richard Boylston | 
| nips, &e. Ina few cases a good field of corn E. edi ; 
| aS sq , 80 many years editor and proprietor of the 

g£ g y ; : 1 tachie wha hae Srdioe backs diver -wocke~ku ‘tis Farmer’s (Amherst) Cabinet, has laid the New || 

i jean a a dao" Hampshire Historical Society, and, indeed, the || 
pata € Senne eet public, under a perpetual obligation. He has | 

; Tat “Corn.—Mr. Joseph Walker, who re. presented the Society with forty bound volumes 1 

| sidesa few miles below Henderson,on the Min- | of the Cabinet, commencing October, 1812, and i 
| Resota, and stands six feet two in his stockings, closing with May, 1852. This is probably the i| 

assures us that he has corn on his farm so tall | most valuable donation ever received by the | 
that the leaves will reach above his head. That Society from any one individual. No descrip- 

Would be considered tall corn for the begining | tion of literary works are so good as ancient 
of July, in almost any portion of this earth, newspapers, from which to learn the “age and 
except the valley of the Minnesota.” body of the times—their form and pressure.” 

Catirornia E micration.—Up to May 20th» [Concord N. H. Statesman. \ 
three thousand three hundred and forty eight | The Farmer’s Cabinet is published in our 
Men, nine hundred and five women, one thon_| Bative county, (Hillsboro, N. H.) and the first 

sand two hundred and sever. children, one thou. | ReWSpaper we can recollect of having seen or 
sand three hundred and twenty wagons, thirty read—we still receive its weekly visits. Mr. | 
four thousand one hundred and fifty-one cattle, Bortstox, its present proprietor, has conducted 
One thousand six hundred and ninety on? the Cabinet for more than half a century. 

horses, seven hundred and forty mules and Such industry and singleness of purpose, are 

twelve hundred sheep, had passed Fort Ker-| truly rare in any business. 
ee
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f i Compensation of Posrmastens.—One of! the sting of an insect in the vine. The mix. 

j the acts passed on the night of the 3rd of = ones in cenint a aoe ne aan 

4 A + effect of it before it reaches the potatoe. is 

| ae 9) a at, oe oe =e . remedy, he observes will not only prevent the | 

ig | contains a section fixing the following as the} 1+ bit restore to the potatoe its primitive vig. | 

j commission of postmasters after the Ist of April | or anil double its size” | 

| On 2 sum not exceeding $100, 50 perct| Srans or Heatta in SHeer aRe—s skittish | 

| between $100 and $400 50 “ | brightness. clear azure eyes, florid ruddy eye- 

i = $400 and 2400 35 “ | strings and gums, teeth fast, breath sweet, nose 

| exceeding $2400 15 “ |and eyesdry, ieegaaienpar free eee: foet | 

| ; < 9 at | c00:, dung substantial, wool fast unbroken, | 

|| _ Where the mail arrives regular between 9 8'| <uin of fine florid red, particularly on the bris | 
| night and 5 in the morning, 60 per cent is ket. [Lawrence. | 

|| lowed on the first $100 Lampas—To a “subscriber,” says the Boston | 

{ Those officers whose compensation shall ex-| Cultivator, who inquires for = a mode of | 

j 5 ‘free’ | treatment for a horse that. has the Lampas, | 

{| seco S000 sre allowed one cee eee fret’ which is n swelling of the roof of the mouth ad. 
| letter delivered out of their office, and each | joining the front teeth, we would say, feed with | 

'| postmaster is allowed 2 mills for the delivery | soft mashes, and wash the mouth with an infu- | 

il from his office to a subscriber, of each newspa. | sion of pects baseene Pvee of berks i 

1 i one quart o! ing water, le macerate for 

\ per not chargeablesyia: Deeaes ., | one hour—no burning with red-hot irons! | 

i Inox Pumes—Much vexation and not a lit- | 

tle expense is incurred by the users of this in- TABLE OF CONTENTS. } 

i! dispensible article, in consequence of the leath- —_— Page | 
iH . : 

| er band encircling the upper box becoming Bee Moth, protection against 176) 
i ee h id Blight and Insects 180 | 
i worn out ; obliging them to lay the pump aside | Gattie and Produce, prices of 176 | 

ii when otherwise as “good as new,” and procure | Clover, Red, Cultivation of 177} 

\\ a new one, because of inability to get the box Cabboss. plants, Working of to make good 

ij ired. t eads 184) 

il a. ay Abmany _ be legiiaid gad a Chemistry of Plants, No. 2 183 | 
|| this box is composed of two pieces, which are} Frintic Spring Joint 173 | 

| screwed together. The only difficulty in re-| Editor’s Table 188 | 

\ paring is the danger of breaking the box, by ean Acsonnts 172 | 

| aise ficient it. ruit, how to raise it every year 182 | 

| ee ee ee oe Grae ‘Mhe| Grafting the Lilac on the white Ash—the | 
| Soe, Being eaten’ te See ee . Currant on the bard and soft Maple i 

ij avoided by applying a moderate heat; then —the Peach on the Plum 183 | 

| by the aid of the vice it is easily and safely Grape Culture ‘ 183 | 

j | unscrewel—when with a jack knife and a piece Fees, Live and peed Weight of 178 i 

| of an old boot leg, the leather band may be re- Thee aarae St ee ae a | 

| placed in five minutes time,making the thing go | Kettles, Improvement in making 172 

| gain “like a book,” and rendering the posses- Lares Steep; ia | 

H aboring Man 70 | 
} sor, so far as pumps are concerned, perfectly Milk and oil for Wool in| 

independent of “all the world and the rest of | milk. Souring of, how to prevent 184 { 

mankind.” Catyix Srerry. | Minnesota, her prospects 114) 

| [Rural New Yorker. Sone, Condensed Correspondence iu 

i * + from 174), 
i Tae Poratoe Ror—The St. Louis Republi- Oregon Farming 170 i 

| can has the following cure for the putatoe ro¢| Pears on Thorn Stocks 182 | 

|| communicated to it by a Mr. Pennoyer of} Pruning Grapes in Sommer 184 | 

Union Co, Mlinois, which he says he has tested Eeospets, of oe Saas ae | 
| : 5 ‘oultry, treatment o! 
|| thoroughly for four years, with perfect success. | po: Timber and Post Setting 175 

He says: “Take one peck of fine salt and | Planting Trees, not too deep 183 | 

mix it thoroughly with half a bushel of Nova, | Romeetierees. © 181 | 

Scotia plaster, gypsum, (the plaster is the best | Raisins, home made 181} 
: ss Re how to save them re 182 

Immediately after hoeing the potatoes the sec. Stock? raising of Calves + 173} 
ond time, or just as the young potatoes begin | Stock, Raising of 184 | 

to set, sprinkle on the main vines next to the Stooking Grain it | 

ground a table spoonful of the above mixture | seeking, Grain . Be 

to each hill. Be sure to get it on the main | Tanneries, ‘American 170 | 

| vines, as it is foun that the rot proceeds from | Tires, how to keep on wheels 178 
eee
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= 5 adding only cost of Transport ation. The || i new Series of Plows, comprises the most desi- | 

a rable patterns that have ever been introduced. ea Their EAGLE PLOWS, are alremly too q | f eo 5 ed well known'to need one word said'in their favor. |. { NV MM TENT And isalso prepared to furnish Ex'ra Points, | eee aie ee Mould Boards, Land ‘Sides, or any part of the DRUG’ WAREHOUSE.) Ptew that may de wanted. Wherever their || | ake Se Plows‘have been introduced, they have reteiv. || i el [ssa a), a ed the highest commendation. i Siz ana a Tam prepared at all times to supply Hay : oe. ae Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Gorn Shelters, ! <r TP A Ca Road Sorapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all |} Fate Seema re! a other Gesirabe patterns) Fan Mills, Seed f Mak Seas BLT ERE la Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field || oo eee areata i" and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in i i am gee © pee GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, _| { Hl | eam a et ae Agent for the sale of Dupont’S Celé- i j Soe Sans) Gan)|| |bratea Powaer. ou | een a. | | SBR si Ss \ s WHOLESA Fa iB es NEW YORK AND BOSTON i j Tae, (a A ane i Piano Forte, Melodeon, Reed Organ, |} | Sie ee fe qe Seraphine, Book and Music i | ies ee a a | a i WHOLESALE & RETAIL WAREHOUSE ki —_ 7 | oe | Milwaukee Street, Janesville, Wis | | eh eee Le ee y beg UNDERSIGNED are now prepared || mic Inuncn ii ficil to furnish direct from the manufactory, || 3} [S.J OHNSO JR.) S| P1.No Forres from the best makers in the Unior Ii Famed BPS) Cetra camer such as Chickering, Gilbert,A. W. Ladd & Co., | Bess | A Hallet, Davis & Co,, Hallet & Cumston, Geo. | in r Hews of Boston; Bacon & Raven, A. H. Gale f L d Ree | ok Be & Co, Nun & Clark, Stodart & Co. New { - A 4) &i a York; Boardman & Grey, Albany. Many per. 
sons have an idea that they can get Tunes ii 7 ais, much better and cheaper at the East ghun here. || = r | 

ven a | To such we would say thut we are connected } Ue a; LS eA) Bice | with one of the oldest Houses in the East, our || | = pce th a ey Instruments areselected by men who have deen |! as aaa a bs 7 for years in the business, and we sell at the f j Sees aries manufacturers’ prices. All Instruments fully I 
Warranted, {* | oe eee meee Church and Parlor Seraphines from the | | ARE HOUSE. celebrated Manufactory of } Ml, Dearborn, ESTABLISHED IN 1844. Concord, New Hampshire. hao angrorpeed | 
are unlike those of any other make, thatare |, | ‘ JOHNSON, JR, _ sold for tha same price, being constructed ona |! Wholesale Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, Gifferent plan, ayd having a different made || Paints, Oils, Dye Stuffs, &e. General Agent reed, giving a firmer. deeper, smoother, and # for most of the popular Patent Medicines sold more powerful age than any yet offered to the || 

in Wisconsin S public. Those in want of a Church or Parlor i | _ Proprietor of Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- [astrument, are invited to examive ours before iH | “gorator, Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and purchasing elsewhere. i | the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. Cahart’s Patent Melodeons, with Dearborn’s || 151, East Water St. Milwaukee. improvement. These Melodeons are acknowl- i 
5 edged to be superior to any others manufac- | Ts LIT TELL, peat and are furnished at all prices from $45 | W) to $125, | HOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER Violins, Bows, Stri Ageordeons, Flutes, i 

: 1X ae ss &e, I Agricultural Fuplemenis, Seeds, €c., ne a, arate es, = hi Eas Musig¢ allthe new popu! usie |} ae, een aes received ave as published. I ls MILWAUKEE, Merchants and Searhars supplied on favor- I Prepared to supply Dealergand Farmers with, | able terms. | my kind of PLOWS,manufactured by Ruggles, . JOHN F. PEASE & Ca Nourse, Mason & Co., at manufacturers prices | Janesville, Wis. Aug. \
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WISCONSIN GARDEN AND NURSERY, 

o ag ee ( On Gardner’s Prairie, town of Spring 

74 a 2 =i AY Prairie, Walworth Co. 

eee ie FLUTE Satecribr takes this nethed to infoe 
anak Ps LRA es a4 his patrons and the public, that he may til] 

S Cee be found at the old and well known establish. 
re es a oe ment, at which he offers for sale the coming 

5. eros O spring, over Forty Thousand Apple Trees of a 
BoE i fine size and from five to seven years from the 
% OS % graft. Sound, healthy and stocky trees at 18 
Anat centseach. Also Pears, Plums, Peaches, Cher- 

Be Snes ries, Quinces, Grapes, Currants, Gooseberries, 
ae ee Strawberries, Raspberries, &c., at prices ta 

Ox \ correspond to the times. Of the ornamental, a | 
age a ge ees OS << large assortment of Shade Trees, Shrubs, | 

i == Wa catia s Flowering Plants, Hardy Roses, Bulbous Roots, | 

] = pee a choice emer See House 
aaa . ants, any quantity. ver Greens ; Spruces, | 

WAUKESHA COMMERCIAL Firs, Pines, Golan apes sect aGabet every | 
NURSERY. thing usually to be found in such an establish- 

i a ment. The fruits have been selected with great | 

\ IPHE Subscribers offer for sale, this season, a| Care as tegards quality of Fruit and hardiness of | 

| fine assortment of Fruit Trees, comprising | trees. The Nursery is located on the open prairie 
}| the best now cultivated. Thy. are.very thrifty| with a nosthern exposure. The land has never) 

i{ and will be sold at wholesale or retail, for cash been manured and consequently the trees are 
|| or approved credit, at reasonable prices. perfectly hardy. Trees taken from this Nurse- | 

| The undersigned is determined by his indus-| ry seldom fail to grow in transplanting. All 

| try and attention to business, and by the care] are invited to call and examine for themselves 
|| he shall use in cultivating the different varieties) 28 the Subscriber hopes from long. experience | 

i of fruit, to merit the confidence of his friends} and ea pear attention to merit a continu- 
|| and the public in general. ance of public patronage. 

| al oniere accompanied with eashorsatisfag-| _ N. B. All loters of inquiry sent to Bur- 
| tory references will be promptly attended to, | }j i ty 
| and trees will be packed and tarwarded without tna Post-attiee: will veces es la 

| delay. Wewill give cheerful and prompt at-| ‘nton. : 
li tention to all post-paid communications requis|__ Catalogues Gratis at the Nursery, and} 

ring information, &c. by mail post-paid. JOHN BELL. 
| D. VAN KIRK, & CO. | "Wisconsin Nursery, January 1853. 

Waukesha, January 1, 1853. ee eer eee Cf 
Sa ee ee age ee ee = 

| TotW BEsinERE, THE GROVE NURSERY AND |} 
H = GARDEN, | 

| FRUIT & ORNAMENTAL TREES — 

| re sale at Janesville, Racine and Kosko- [aes papsatied Apple Fre 

nong Nurseries, Wis. The proprietorsare| $75 per 100—Average sizes, by the thousand, 
bow enabled to affer tothe public, a stock of 5 . 

H . $100 to 140, Plums and Quinces—a good sup 
trees heretofore unequaled in the West. Rer| \1, . 

| i = - ply, at 25to 374 centseach, Pears and Cher: 
|| markabie for theiy hardiness, vigorous growth,| tio: 4 smallstock at old rates. Ornamental 

| aud adapted to our western climate; embracing| Trees, Flowering Shrubs and Plants, in great 

| mc nahi aloe hoes Apples, Dwarf variety, and the lowest prices, in lots, principally 
Pears, Piums, C' ies, Flowering Shrubs, z 

erhtne Meat, Ge. ccmpriing siisientages| Cheers cee eomuenes se 
popular sorts now in cultivation—and having een ee 5. A. KENNICOTT, 

devoted their personal attention to their propar| Northfield, Cook Co., i. 

gation and rearing, fee} warranted in recom-| ———————_______ 

mending them to the confidence of the public. The New Edition of 

| Nurserymen, Dealers and Planters are respect-| L APHAM’S POCKE 7 MAP 

fully invited to call and examine, for themapiveg: OF WISCONSIN, showing the surveys of the 

All pre-paid orders containing @ remittance o:} Menomonee Lands, &c., may now be had at 

proper reference will receive prompt attention the bookstores, or by application {accompanied 

| addressed to, * ,| by the cash) to the undersigned. It wal 

5 sent by mailto any address upon the receipt 0 

| E.B.&J.F. DRAKE, Janesville, | onedollar. A liberal discount made to dealers. 
F. DRAKE, Racine. I. A, LAPHAM. 

Janesville, January, 1853. Milwaukee, January, 1853.
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| pupssuisen On NH PiRex o” BACR MONTE -3T they have carted it to the rivers and ravines, 
MARK MILLER. that it might be carried as far.as possible 

TERMS: im 'from their domains, as they would, and | 
: 50 Cents a Year im Advance; nerally do, a dead dog or cat or other | 

! an ene ea laereaeee val sumctiptioas nite — the —— this manner of | 
eo :proceeiling ‘is too literally and ‘too: irrever- 

: ADVERTISING ; rently, that is to say,—not worshipfully— | 

| One page per year, $30. Half page, $30. Quarter |“casting their bread upon the waters,” never + 

patie, elgnutpnge, 816, Onemiere Gsretneer to “find” it again, ps Oe many days” of | 
theStuerateforalargramounte nn ng hard labor. Says the Pnocurssivz Far- | 
sere FARMER isltarRe, ‘andthe umount of | MER, “good farming always tends to bet- | 

adverssing lined naif a larger space was appropria- {teT';” and-on no point is this ‘mere strikingly 
ted tothis department. _________|true, than in the care and application-of 

manures. A load of manure well applied, | 
Manure—Its Nalue to. Western pees not only produces.a greater erop ae 

Few things more certainly evince the |ihut that extra erep produces more manure | 
farmer's knowledge -of ‘his-caliing than his \mext year, and that extra manure produces \ 
management df the manure which either |, greater crop the year after, and £0 | 
naturally aceumulates about his premises, |on indefinitely.” Now if this -be true, and | 

or which he forms by artificial means. The | who in his senses can doubt it, the -reverse | 
farmer who has a just appreciation of the | process must be equally true; the crops and 
‘wants of his different soils ifor the various | the amount of manure,and we may add, ths | 
crops which he designs to cultivate, or who | amount of cash, are all rapidly diminishing, 
knows the value of the ingredients ‘con- | 4ill there will not be-enough of the home 

tained originally an this farm-yard manure, |stead left to pay the taxes. The farmer 
is careful to see that there is mo waste-of it | choul dnot study to avoid labor, but to make | 
about his premises. Nothing; perhaps,strikes | labor pay well; and nothing pays better, lit. | 
an eastern farmer with more surprise, on |erally Aands over the clean cash, thanthe | 
Visiting the west, than the manifest want of| labor efeaving manure—of increasing in- | 
adue estimation of the worth of farm: yard | stead of diménishing its quantity,and improy- | 
mé-stable manure. Hundreds of instances | ing its quality. There is nothing makes the | 
may be found in Wisconsin and Northern | farm shine like it, and nothing, either, will 

Illinois, which have fallen under our own | bring the shiners like it We hear a great 
6y@, where this kind of ‘entiliser‘is suffered | dedl about foreign manures—about guano, 
‘oaccumulate from year to year undisturbed, | Peruvian; Bolivian, African, and Artificial, 

“to waste ‘its sweetness on the desert’ air.” | by: Potter, Hunt, Boost and Gregory ; about 
We: have seen. instanees where the farmer | bones and bone-dust, about phosphates. of | 
(?) bad moved his eow-yard to some mew |dime, and super-phosphaies of lime; about | 

Place, simply.to get out of the ‘way of the | «il-cake: -and: \rape-oake; | about ‘sodlen || 
accumulated gnanure. In other. instances! rags by sagged SVooleys; this is all very i
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. 5 well, but after all, the farmer's great re-| I haye proposed to some of your westen | 

,, Source must be at heme. We go for home| farmers to attend your State Fair this fal, 
i consumption. Our farmers must be made} and exhibit a few full and half blooded| 
i to enrich themscloes and to keepthemselves| French Sheep, and be teady to supply, 
| enriched. To do this, every man, woman| your breeders with a few superior importel| 

| and child, throughout the;whole animal | stock bucks. Menart Bixcuax, | 
| establishment, must be put under tribute.) © West Cornwall, Vt, Aug. 1853. j 

| The barn-yard, the hog-yard, the sheep-} Mr. Brxaitawt enjoys an enviable repu.| 
|, yard, the pig-pen, the out-house, the sink-| tation as a breeder of five sheep, and the} 
j| drains, and the road washings, ail must con-| farmers of the west (especially those who 
| tibute their quota. Upon the best way of| are engaged in the same business, ) will bel 

| doing this we shall have to speak at another pleased to have an opportunity of secing] 
| time. The thing to be remembered is, suf-| some of his choice stock at our next Stuts| 
; fer no manure to ‘be wasted about your] Fair. [Ea. | 

oo t ~~ For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farme 
it For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer, Frrenp Mitrer:—As there has bee | 
4, French and Spanish Merino Sheep. | considerable said sin your paper, relative to 

| Mr. Muter:—Some western friend has| different breeds of hogs, I will state for the 
i the kindness to send me your valuable| benefit of your numerous readers, that Mr.| 

| paper, the Wisconsin Farmer, whi-h is well/ S. B. Edwards, ef this place, who toit| 

i worth the attention of the farming com-| the Ist premium on his Suffolk pigs at the| 
| munity. As agriculture and stock raising] late State Fair, has recently procured from | 

| has always been my theme, froma earliest| L. G. Morris, of Westchester Co., N. J. | 
| youth to the present time, I seek all op-}.pair of improved Suffolks pigs, alse a pat 

|| poxtwxities to gain information upon that| of Essex pigs, all of which are from tit 
i subject. I have been engaged in breed-| imported stock of Mr. M... All who arin. 
i ing sheep for about twenty years. I com-| terested in the improvement of the bree | 

; menced breeding. from a flock of pure| of hogs im this State, will do well to calla 
bleoded Spanish Merino ewes, and have im-| Mr. E, and become satisfied’ that there é | 

| provedl apon them: from the best blood,| such a.thing as a beautiful hog, and tht) 
| this side of the Atlantic. In 1847, I pur-| there is a great contrast between such, a] 
chased of Mr. Taintor of Hartford, Conm,| many of the prairie sharks seen in ou 
a number of his imported French Merimo| State. Mr. E.. will, always be pleased i 
Sheep, which I found to-be superior to any | Show his hogs and their pedigree, to tl 

thing that I had ever seen in size, consiti- | Who say call on hin. A 
tution, and weight of fleece. 1 erossed| East Troy, Wis., July, 1853. 
them with my Spanish Merinos, aed found| © Bsmarxs:—Mr. Edwards evidently it 
that the cross, thus produced, would be aj tends tokeep at the head of the keapin tht 
benefit to the wool-growing eomraunity...' | hog line. The pigs he exhibited at the les 

Since that time I have dealt quite exten- | State Fair, we thought about, good enough: 
sively in French Sheep. J havé purchased | but if ke can fetch out/any.thing Letter # 
sheep from: every importation that Mr.| the. next.Fair, we will say amen. By ibt 
Taintor has.amade, excepting ‘one .or two, | ¥&y, We don’t want to brag, nor to frighla 

and am engaged in breeding both fail .and/| friend Edwards, but it is said, we havo gt 
half blooded: Fretich, de,.I think my. flock, | the (best Surrotx | Grower, ever scot? 
at present, inferior: t0,mone in America. |these:digging. 91 sxyeiny bs 

}!
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For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer yged to prevent the loss of milk by leak- | 

Deep Plowing and Heavy Seeding age from the udder of the cow. The I 
5 .,, |mode of applying is as follows:—After ;, 

Enrror Farwer:—One great fault with | mitking, takes thin piece of muslin, the 
many of us western farmers is, that of cul- | size ofa three cent piece, wet it in the ! 

tivating too much land—or rather scratch- | collodion and apply it quickly to the end of |; 

ing over it I would suggest to those far- the teat. It dries immediately, and ad- |} 
mers who are accustomed to plow their | bering firmly, prevents the See i eae, | 

Ep yee ee from the orifice. It can ly be re- |) 
land in the spring about two or three in-| moved at the next milking. \; 
ches deep—miss half of it into the bar-} On first making use of this means I did | 
gain—sow two bushels of oats to the acre | not anticipate anything more than tempo- | 
—make’a motion to go over it oace with may ere — evil. a. | 

- few applications it was discontinued, and I | 
the, Baro egee none tt eae eae fall, was somewhat surprised to find that it had | 
soon after harvest, at least one aere, just} permanently lessened the fault. Upon re- | 

for an experiment, six or eight inches | flection, the modus operandi appeared as | 
deep, on prairie land (oak opening would —_ oo the collodion contracts — i 

td Il to be ph i orifice and then prevents the escape of | 

copinenay iether tuck token | alls sn econd te bag becoming i | 
harrow once over, then sow broad-cast, six Try ie SAT DS — : i 
bushels of common white or black oats to} Another useful process of this article | 

the acre, then harrow them in thoroughly | ™8Y atten: insane a be- |; 
. . come tender from chaps and deep fissures || 

“i finish up me rea heavy enough in them. They may eadily be cured by i 

crush every clod and leave a smooth sur- | moistening a piece of muslin in this liquit || 
face. The result will be a crop of sixty or | and applying it smoothly to the parts af- i 
seventy bushels of oats to the acre, instead | fected. It adheres so firmly that it will || 

of harvesting twenty-five or thirty. I have | 20t be loosened even if the calf is allowed | 
come up to either of these numbers my- to draw the milk. "___[N- ¥. Agricultor: | 

self, and believe itcan be beat consider-| To Cure Sueep Sxrw wits raz Woot | 
ably. on.—Take one spoonful of alum and two |} 

Tshould be glad to learn, through the} ee a = well i | 
er, en ri} ie ie wder on 18 

ha whether any one hasseen ‘a good flesh side of ‘the skin, ae” lay the two ; 
ive fence made with the Hawthorn plant; | flesh sides together, leaving the wool out- | 
ifso, how it should be done and how to|side. Then fold up the skins as tight as il 
Propagate the plant. c ean, and hang them in a dry place— | 

If any of your readers'should have a cow | 22 4¥0 or three days, as soon a8 they are 
or any other horned imal } thei dry, take them down saa aah them |; 

ay. erned Shun’ ose “heir ap” | with a blunt knife till clean and supple. | 
Petite in the winter, just give them (for a| This completes the proces and makes a | 
cow,) 4 eggs, 6 table. spoonsful of sulphur, most excellent saddle cover. Other skins i 
two cups full of ‘soot, one hand full salt, | Which you desire to cure with the fur on, | 
and 4 quarts of bran, well mixed together. “Pe treated a the same way. | This will ke Beata - ‘e can speak in favor of the above re- | 

¥ make them eartily. YS} cipe. It does all it ises. Such skins | 
4 Yankee. “i E. D. Pawups. | make excellent tells toe in-doors. il 

Mineral Point, Wis., 1853. [Farmer's Companion. —_|| 

To Paevexr Cows nom Sueppinc| Twene'ane now ten i - 2 | 2 Persons living on farms 
Mux.—Collodion (Liquid Cuticle) is a adjoining each other, on the sid iroch S| 
lomewhat Yecant discovery, and has been | W@.t0 Wars; Mas whove united ages anount | 
feed to useful purpose by. surgeons | iwaye’ival thare Nose ore tenes | Tam not aware that it has“ ever been | ever married twice. ae |
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br 

| ay Chess—A Remarkable Instance, | 
| _ Salt, in my judgment, is indispensible to —h i 

| the health of sheep, particularly m the sum- Cue ne == reply oe aa 
i; mer—and I know not a flock-master amo! de ee ee ey i ce bu Dae ieetate wih et that eattle running upon wheat in a wet time | 

| am acquainted, who differs with me in this | TUS 0d break the roots, which causes a t casio’ To cge pattie Sheree partial abortion or blight and chess is the} 
| = hile the eh a te product. I have pastured wheat at two dif: | 
|| Ball better to give tlm free Secess to salt | 2eBt times since I settled in this Co, and 
Sean a ‘ oe roe eS box |i one instance had an abundance of chess | 

7 ete 7 ore 3 “toll covered DOX! where I had no other reason to suppose | 
" ApS -00,90F, Bae OE OmNE: there would be any, the ground being new| 
| - and seed clean. In the other instance there | 
Wo @ _———— was but little chess, as I took care to, 

SSS } 

| — a B |keep the stock out when the ground was/ 
i : | wet. } 

HI Der ac a f Early in the spring of 1820, fnot in the | 
tet A 16th century} I had occasion to eross one of | 

a © Sa ee z my father,s wheat fields on horseback, (in i 
———. ______  —n\ == | Northumberland Co, Pa The soil wasa) 

4 SS Ss | heavy limestone clay, and the frost just out | 
i the ground. I threw the rider off the fence, | 

i _ A large hollow log, with holes cut along} ; cn I theside for the insertion of the heads of|20mPed the horse over and: mounted hin, 
|) thesheep,willmake a respectable substitute. eh Batons Gone isa to. full | 
): A sheep having free access to salt at all conten ‘ ee na Es 
| times, will never eat too much, and it will| SPeet | At every jump the horse aunk int i} take its supply when and in ‘chat quant the wet soil nearly to the knees On arti: | 

| ties Nature demands, instead of eating vo- ie - ge 88 = Sepak ed 
raciously at stated periods, as intermediate — = | 

i abstinence will stimulate it todo. [Randall. ‘At harvest the wheat was very heavy 

i oF f B At ing of and. leaned, and had to be cut all in one 
; Ugen muerte Socety, Mk Wane direction. We had not made but’ two or | 

i wood mentioned some curious cireumstan-| three throughs, when some of the hands no- | 
|| ces which had lately occurred in his apiary.”| ticed @” streak of cheac” across the field | 
|, _ About ten days ago. one’ of the hives| 29d none in any other place. This remind- \ 
\| threw off a swarm which settled in the| ©¢ me of the stampede I made across it in | 
|| front of the bee house, and stopped the en-| the spring, and on tracing the streak both | 
|! trance to the next hive, the inhabitants of| W4Y8 it laid direct to wheré I had entered | 

| which at once commenced fighting the inva-| 4nd left the field. Tho upper rails of the | 
| ders. . Mr. Westwood then ae for and | fence being: down; and the tracks of the hors: | 

‘| removed the queen, and having released still visible and a bunch of chess in every | 

| er she led the swarm to the entrance of| track. Now I would. respectfully ask Mr. 
another hive, where a second battle began, M, to explain how the chess came there 

| The queen being again removed—this time| if it did not spring‘ from ‘the wheat’ roots.) 
|| to.a rose bush, ee flew away, and theswarm| . It is well known to observing farmers | 

| returned tothe hive whence it had come. | that; when corn. is two or. three, feet high, j 
|| Yesterday a different hive gave forth aswarm| if a stalk is Oh DE off near the rn 

| which settled with and joined a swarna from| With the hoe and leit standing, it will pro-| 
i another hive, much fighting ensued, but to- ee tusk but, no ear oF Corn | 
|| day all was quiet, whence it might be pre-| The husk will bo filled wien stastt, somiclime | 

| sumed that.one of the queens had een kil-|@ cob in the confer of the toll of smut, and | 
|| led.Mr. Waring: knew an instance in which ip a few instances Thaye found a few grains 
|| four swarms had united; and the hive bad] of corn on the cob... This I think rans pat 
|| to'Be enlarged, being too small to, hoki the] allel with the transmutation of wheat to ches. 

|| bees.” i Dibshigan: , Farmer. : eer |
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Dam) if they were in a fit of ague, after drinkin; Pico their Bll f-thte, wales and to thi, with 

When I first:came to the farm which I/the bad aspect of the stables, I attribute 
row hold by purchase, I found the stables all the sickness and misery which I have 
built under large: trees, and near a spring | experienced ot my cattle and horses. { 
of water, with a northern aspect.. My [Cor. Boston Cultivator, 
horses were svon in poor condition, with oo 
long and rough coats, and almost always} Cunexsys.—In building chimneys, in 
lax in their bowels, nor could I get them| brick walls, the inside shold be plastered 
up by extra food or lighter work; but my| as carefully and smoothly as the finishing 
cows suffered the most, for they wore al-| coat of a parlor. Masons do not do this; sa 
ways sick. Their milk fell off and their | they put on the common lime used by them 
butter was poor, and of a bad color and! for jointing, and the interior surface-is cov- 
taste, and four of them slipped their calves| red without a proper regard to the functions 
before their time. When the spring came} of the chimney. The reasons for laying 
they left their winter quarters in a worse| on the lime coat of a ehimney smooth, are 
state than I had ever seen them, and two] obvious, if we take into consideration’ that 
of them died from scours on going to pas-| the rough edges of the lime, when dry, 
ture. On inquiry I found that the tenant] serve as points of attraction and adhension 
who had left had always been what the| for suot, because they resist the Passage of 
neighbors ternred unfortunate in his horses| the smoke. (A smooth chimney 2 bet- 
and cattle, and from that cause more than | ter draught, to use’a common term, than 
any other, he had not. been able to make} one with’ a rough interior; the reason of 
both ends meet. The truth flashed upon] this is also obvious, because rough surfaces 
me in an instant, and in a very little long-| retard the passage of smoke, as well as 
er time than it has taken me to tell my| water or any other substance in motion is 
story, I had commenced pulling down the| retarded by them. In the building of 
stable, the unhealthiness of which had been | houses, masons are too careless about these 
Iwas convinced, the cause of all the evil| things; indeed, the majority of them do 
and all the loss; and it was no more.than | not apear, to have any knowledge of nat- 
two days before there was not left one| ural philosophy, yet there is no man living, 
stone upon another of the whole fabric, I|be he mason, plasterer, or hod-earrier, but 
now set to work and erected another on stands high as a workman according as he 
higher ground, removed from water, and | is well informed. 
ciear from the shade of trees, with asouth-| The rules which should be followed in 
éast aspect, and dry capacious yard; and | the eae. a chimney, is to build it of : 
from that day I have had neither sickness | a uniform diameter from Bottom to top, not 
nor sorrow in my out door household. My | too wide, and smoothly covered with plas- 

horses live on less food, are always sleek ter inside. .  [Sscientific American. 
and in good condition, and my cows are a iB aa beara aaa 

credit to their keep. Our butter brings2| To Preserve Fence Posts—I saw 
cents a pound more in the market, and for in your paper, lime recommended to pre- 
the last year our sales are more than doubl-| serve posi” But I think ‘my’ plan is pre- 
ed from the same number of cows and the| ferable....1\ prepare. my posts. for setting, 
same pasturage,.and no, more premature|and then let them season. I then take 
calves: Instead-of watering may cattle sa} coal tar apd paint them with three ednts of 
heretofore, at the spring under the treea—| the same. ‘I paint the posts from about 
the’ water. cold; with: a deadly taste and | fourteen inches from where they set in the 
bad ‘color, —I'sunk # well,;and putin a geieplit: tes cbottom, ant Sesion Taek 

yand at along: trough.in the Sots in the ground. also—puiting the paint, tothe summer, ism — on hot. A gentleman informed eat forthe winter, my cattle’ slake their thirst tad eed Bocip ‘ncn oe een fmade ae 
without setting up their costs, as use stood years;and' was as perma- 
to'do after deithig. aethednbcene, the] nent then:as:at first..'\'I think. thisis much: 
‘eeu «Even when the weather: vas: warm egsier |. and..cheaper than, lime, end more: they'were accustomed to-shake!all over. ae| durable. [Rural New Yorker. ||
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if . Prosrsct or tax Hor Cxor.—We_| 

} Be: see it stated in several of the New York } 

t = = eed and Albany papers, that the recent: rise in i 

i se 22 r hops is owing to a speculative move. That | 

i = el ie is correct, if at all, only to a very limited | 

i ed a. extent. Several large dealers, principally | 

| f ss = == _|in Madison county, having contracts to de- | 

> 2 = fiiver hops at certain prices next fall, and 

ar aero d _— becoming convinced that the crop will be | 

! 
a light _— have been a to go early 

1 » Cont < d in the et, and also to offer very high 

1 Ross Conical Grist Mill: prices. We have heard of one or two sales | 

| By invitation of the agent, Mr. Sedge- of the new crop at 35 cents—and 30 cent | 

| beer, we have recently had the pleasure of cash is freely offered for old hops of a) 

i eee ae prime quality, though not many can now | 

j| an examination of this Mill. We were|be bought even at that price. i 

\ struck with both the simplicity of its con-| The falling off in the crop in this sec-/ 

| struction and evident durability—being | tion of the State, from that of last year, | 
ry: ig | HO . | 

| made entirely of stone and iron. But we ~ —. — _— — from | 

| = i se a 4 -gre somew! contradictory— } 

i ee ” _ ae Eee wae ¥ ich still it is conceded that the crop will be con- | 

i perform, pexoperation of grinding— | siderably short of that of last year. The du. | 

j, In all its essential parts, this Mil} is unlike |ty last year was about £250,000—that for | 

|) any thing of the kind that has been pre- this year is now estimated at about £50,000. | 

viously introduced to the public. In 1850 the duty was less than £100, i 

{ : Bee A 000. More definite information may be | 

/ This Mill consists simply, of asolid cone expected witbin a fortnight. ] 

; runner of French Burr Stone, revolving on [Farmer’s Journal. | 

a horizontal shaft within a concave, com- i i oe ze 

| posed of Burr Stone, firmly set within a eer et = 

| cast iron shell, the grinding surfaces being Salesmen commonly calculate that the| 

H ‘ _— dead weight is one-half of ‘what the animal | 

| with exactness fitted to each other. Asan}. se | 

ee aa * A882 | weighs when alive; but the butcher knovs | 

evidence of the rapidity with which it|that the produce is greater; it often | 

grinds, we will state, that it ground a half | proaches to three-fifths; and by an exten! 

| bushel of corn and oats in four minutes, |sive stock bailiff of the late Mr. Curwen, it} 

{| and did the work better than we ever saw or a ae on 1 ace 

Hs - -five -per cent of the live. 
aa by any other mill. We also saw] >, i yenat differs strangely, os may be 

| wheat flour, manufactured by the same|seen by tho following statement of Mr. 

| mill, equal, so far as we could discern, to Ferguson, of Woodhill, Canada West: 

|| that turned out by the best mill in this Live Weight Dead Weight Taller 

|| place. A one horse power is all sufficient St. Lbs St. Lbs. a 

“to propel one of these mills of the largest mentored sr = © eres 8 
| size, while the smaller size may be opera- S'rt horn heifer, 120 4 a9 1s 8 

| ted by hand. 
Shorthorn steer, 120. 5 ez ous 

i 2 {British Husbandry, vol. 1. p. 392 

|. We believe the cost of one'of thesé Mills| © The subject of live and dead wei ht of 
subject ig 

may be saved to any farmer, by one year’s) chttie bitnaionitens dee
ply ee en 

| use, who has fifty hogs to fatten, or who ors, we again ll'attention to the sud)! 

|| faeds out the same equivalent of grain to me oe cuban ae 

any kind of stock. ‘Tothe emigrant who: of paying ‘thé farmer, for beef he may bav 

is going into ‘a ‘new country we regard it as — It: costs him as much to grow 

invaluable. © * ide-and tallowy'as it does muscle or-fiesh
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oe SU re 

yu! 6 to a . 
peg cst w, why he should | nominal price, his soil benz exhausted of | 

potash. It is no : . = | 

gf Bh d. Am. Farmer. ‘houl wonder that his lands | 

Ty eae ee eed we eS aa eee “worn out,” and himself ex- 

the eee — from Colman’s Mass- ana? Pete | 

“§ 
Every plant ots a {i 

“In New York, only. f Every pi contains inorganic elements | 

sds bydeicdbengiaie 7 oe — - ae as all know, indispensible to its | 

tallow are not. reckoned in the sical nine ae 

— ri to ave emembered in making Fon of wood! at oe gina 

ms i s . 
i 

seebel ns of prices in the different mar-| important constituents rien a 

“The followin: 
ae and roots. Wheat Sareart ean 

z are ‘some - i 

rs —_ dead weight of New Engle io slips cag ohne tae F mer oat ane 

e at home, and after being dit crops. Fifty ni anure for those | 

from Connecticut river to Bri: Be th i dealt ae of | 
i ighton, the | Com 1s com f i 

Boston beef market, a distance -of 75 or 80 | 2h (pearlash.) The = | 

miles’ 
cradent 4a cGoA ines of this in- | 

3 cas) i e 

Example I.—One ox ive weight in mar- great value as a fertilizer oman Se | 

ket, 2.398, Tbs: quarters weighed 418 lbs, taut crop; which, as a gen - =, { 

234 Ibe, 991 Te. ide, 160 tb, tallow 178 double chat of plaster. I have used backs; | 
E separat ‘ | - 

Difference, 582 Ibs. peat of. oe bushels rae — hee | 

Example 2.—Two oxen of A. S,, killed plaster, gives a better result panhge A | 

it home, weiehed as follows: "” when applied singly. I take ‘a small sh er 

Live. Killed. el with which I put about one ml ee 

1,970'Tbs. 1,400 Tbs each hill; Tearry the ashes into the fd , 
1,910 Ibs. 1341 Ibs. upon a barrow and usea pail to Po i 

it tlt a ae , is to put it on the hills immediatel: | 

Example 3.—An ox weighing on Con- a P lanting, which precludes the posi i 

necticut river 2,250 Ibs, weighing i ity of injuring the young plants, as is j 

ket, 1,572 Ibs. BPE It RES | ene ee done by aiiig Soe callie | 

Example 4.—An ox weighi after they have come up. Comm to which | 
2250 Ibe, weighed in k weighing Ss Cth this mixture ‘has been applied, will ripen | 

Loss 768 Ibs. 5 lbs.— int — earlier and give a much greater | 
jou aiiee | 

acme le 5.—A fat bull, of D. 8, killed iiemenitacces.. 
we is 

ij 

dead, 1,021. Pee ng alive: 2,406- oan alt of tha cnetey matter of potx- 
{Stock Reg. ot ceed which fact any | 

sien: for MSnure: this crop. It is from is Tack sean 

iat true value of ashes to the farm: ee lose from 50 to 100 bushels | 

has long been unknown, and even. now, et | of potatoes per acre every year. if a farm i 

jut begiinig to. be “appreaaad. w, is| or has in his soil potash enongh to form 
Nessie agents have long been allewed 

200 bushels of potatoes per acre, and oth 

carry away the most valuable fertili er constituents’ sufficient for 300, it i Siu 

produced by the farmer, and leave i izer | dent that the result will be s loee of 100, | 

turn poor brooms and worse ao Meny which the application of ashes would hae | 

Pan hae hauled ie alas prevented. "Bach cases often occur. Yet, i 

his farm, and paid a hi; iste $00'the m a ton of potatoes there is but t ae i 

ses wt ed wana nt ae a 
ie he : e ‘hai daleatine 1 

= to Newent”, while at foo: ed Seo of the other 100 Tshele j 

e his ashes at 10 cents per bushel, have been ‘but trifling. : |
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Effects of feeding Cut and Unent Hay |Gyde, in the last report’ rfrom the Pateni| 
To Milch Cows. Office, from which we extract ate \ 

From a communication made to the BS ae oes ‘a nena: ba a ; i 
Agricultural Society of Worcester county, | ape, were selected for the experiment._| 
Mamechosetis, Ped - Wri 8. oe They were each lowed 5 Ibs. of oats, 
COLN, we make the we eae , \ ©|42'Ibs. per ‘bushel,-and a sufficiency of good | 
Co TE et ea tod at nn: cow, {BAY of Which they consumed about 17 Ib | 

‘My milking stock of One-COW; | ner day each horse. “Che only differance 
which came in on the 29th of @ctober, lin the feeding consisted ‘in one horse hay- | 
os - - rat rs the oes, woe ing the oats'thoroughly crushed, -and_ the | 

lv iy pam : ee ar a'¥€ | other being allowed the oats uncrushed,| 
again the iat of next April. Some time), the fourth day of the above mode cf 
before commencing this experiment, I_ was feeding the sdlid-excrements of each hors’ 
feeding my stock—what would be called | ,ore.examined; 100 parts-of the dung of the 
poor stock—with hay, with an allowance f I ed cabtine thie dei horse fed on crushed oats were found tobe 

| ; ep pce oA a : ee deprived of all nutritious matter contained 
nS my. stock, ros oo i “ ar, in the food, and to consist of woody fibre, | 

oe dj coossng ane a. oe any hy _ ‘mixed with animal secretions and some! 
simultaneous wit ing the cut thay ‘was |. «tts; while 100 paris.of the dung of the | 

an increase of milk very perceptible as it was |1,o1s¢ fed on theuncrushed oats were found 
ane _— pall. AM ae ache ee to contain one-quarter per cent. of nutritive | 
y a wiaabe » ap is of thi arze | matter, consisting of starch and gluten, i 

of the ae ate oe a a in | which ‘had not‘been -acted.on by the stom- | 
cronee:, An. yarns ak y ‘was made.—| ach, mixed with the ordinary constituents | 
From day to day the milk increased enough | o¢ the solid excrements of the animal. {| 

. for the eubstitution.of six quart for four : | 
quart pans, which had been previously The same horses were then fed with cut i 

used. T think I am within bounds in say-|and uncut food, consisting of ‘hay cut om 
ing that the increase was over a pint daily, |chaff and hay uncut. At the expiration of} 
pet cow, occasioned, tothe best of my | the srdday the excrements were examined, | 

owledge, soley by the use of cut bay.” |14 1. chemical difference in their comps 

Cutting and Grinding Food for Cattle. | tion was detected; the food, in both insta 

‘There is much question in the minds of |°% 8 found to be equally exhausted of) 
of many Farmers in to the {nutritive matter, j 

utility ye profit of — hay,| “The sharter period, howeverjoccupied by 
or grinding grain,or — roots for cattle | the horse in filling his stomach, and. cons | 

and horses Sonie:contend that nature de- \quently greater amount of rest obtained, 
signed they should perform the buisness of Be 
reducing their food with their own. teeth, |@04 the means’ of mizing ‘the food and pre | 

' arid that the mixing the saliva with the food, |venting waste by eutting it into chaff, re 
>while ‘doing this, is'a‘very inportant part | commend the cutting. | 

_|jof _ nutritive: process: tat the | _ Lt seems therefore, by Mr. Gyde’s expert | 
poodesn ote ee ee on gana. ment, that there is a oe saying in grait 

ing grain to be fed io cattle and horses, by grinding or crushing it; that, as regards 
does ‘not preclude’ the necessity of their |hay, the nutritive parts were all extracted by 

i en ive mixing ~ee oo the stomach, whether eut or uncut, because 
| 2 suf oS eneare 'Y @l-|the animal ground it equally fine in eithe 
| Soman” poem n | case, but-by cutting it does not take © 

We have, from time to time, published | long a time to grind it, and the horse is #! 
the details or the results of such experi-|so enabled to grind some things: when cut 
ments. Weshave rcently met. with’ ‘state-|that he could ‘not if uncut. 

_ || ments respecting'this question, by Mr. A, vl is [Maine Farmer.
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| ” Feeding Swine. washing your hogs} this will Tepay your ‘ ei aaa é trouble manifold. 
| _,Laconie, sensible and seasonable is Re 10. Watch the markets. Sell when | fillowing from. the Granite Farmer. It you see a reasonable profit before you— | should be well. digested by all concerned. Many and many a man has swamped him- . f |The science of pork making is not suf- self by giving away to. covetuoxsness, and 

| ficiently ie by: desiring to realize an:unusual amount:of H 1. Avoid foul feeding. * gain; recollect how very fluctuating are § 2. Do-not omit adding salt in moderate Sart 5 ay acs a markets, and that a certain gain is far bet- f quantities to the mess given; you willfind tor than. the risk of loss. F 
it to-youraecount in‘attending to this. 7 , 8, Feed at regular intervals. Winter Frax.—The: Secretary of the | 4.. Cleanse the trough previous to feed-| N, Y: 9, Ag. Society, has received from ing. a Russian gentleman, by the name of Fal- 5. Do not over-feed—-give only as kersaborf, a sample of the-seed’of a variety much as will:be consumed at the meal. | of winter flax. A larger quantity is prom- 6. Vary your bill! of fare- Variety |ised, which is expected to arrive in the will create, or, at all events, increase appe-| fall,’ ‘The same gentleman also proposes tite, and it is-farther most conducive to to send some “the seed whose weed.fur- 
health; let_your variations be- guided by] nishes the precise powders for Killing in- } the state of the dang-cast;: this should be] scets. of all Ikinds.” oe of medium: consistence, and: of a: greyish The-advantages claimed for the winter i brown color? if hard, increase-the quanti-| flax, are set forth:as follows: . ty of bran and succuleni ots; if too liquid,} ¢. Besides it: has-the advantage to be dimish or dispense with bran, and let the sown in the fall, not subject to be sown ¢i- mess be -firmer; if you add a:portion of ther too early or too late, as thisis often tho | corn, that which is- injured; and thus ren case with the spring seed, and has always 
dered unfit for otlier purposes, will answer a failure of the crop in its train. well, 2 & That the winter seed shoots adonér, ! 1. Feed your stock separately iir-class-| et before the weeds.come out, which tat--{ &, according to their condition; keep sows ter are-kept back by it; it is earlier ripeyand } in young. by themseli-es; stores by them-| can be brought in before the hands. are : 
selves—and’ biicon ‘hogs’ and and porkers| wanted for other agricultural operations. by themselves. It is not advisable to keep |". Ta order to prevent the shooting in |} Your stores too high-in-flesh, for high feed-| the full, the seed amust be worked in by the | ing is calulated to retard developement of plow, as late-as possible; and'ihen the seed form and bulk.. It is better to feed pigs is not damaged: neither, by: 20-dogrees.of | intended’to be cut up for bacon Toosely and | ooig (Reaumur.) In the spring, as-soon not tco abundantly until.they have attained | 45 the field: is -dry;.it must be lightly har- f their fall stature, you can bring:them into} rowed. Tt shoots withthe first rays-of.the } the highest possible condition in an ineon-| «arm sun, and'is: alteady in. flower when selrably short space of tine. other:spring seed is sown, and ‘before the 8. Do not regret the loss or scarcity of insects can do any harm... _ wk (ee far as swine feeding is concerned.| ¢, This winter seed is glossy, but dark i Its loss hasbeen the means- of stimulating | and mixed with black grains, y-t all sHoot. | Inquiry, and producing experiments, which} It is a great deal more oily than the éom- {f have, resulted.in the discovery that. many | mon seed. Peston @ultac of other superior vegetables have hitherto So ef have woe and foolisliy passed aside.} Canany Binps anv. Cauany Step —The |, % Do not neglect to keep your swine | Bostoa Atlas having mentioned fthat during f : clean, dry ‘and ‘warm. These are essentials | last year 56,000 bushels of canary seed were |! and not'a whit less imperative than feeding, | imported, costing’$13,500,'"a. wrifer in!’ the i foran inferior description of food will by | Journal of Commerce adds the intelligence that Hf theit “aid sueceed far better than the high-| 41,000 canary. birds-are annually. imported, (st'feeding will without them; and suffer costing $17,390, making a total-of nearly $31j.. ine to reiterate the benefit detivable from| 000 for birds and their food. é
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| For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. The farmer who raises only 15 or 20 | 

Agricultural Knowledge, bushels of grain to the acre, can there lear | 

| DiroRTANcR OF AMPLE MEANS FoR THE |f him who raises from 60 to 80. Might 1 

| GENERAL DIFFUSION OF AGRICULTURAL not ask why is it that some of our farmers | 

| KNOWLEDGE. always have good crops, while others in- 

| Foremost in the class of producers stands | variably prodea.an inferior article? Why | 

the cultivator of the soil, It is for him. to] can some of ous daitymen always get from 
| make acountry rich or poor—to, leave the | 12 to 18 cents per, pound for butter, | 

desert barren, or to make it “bud‘and- blos- | others, even when the.market is destitute, 

gom.as the rose.” The science of, agricul-| cannot obtain over 10-or-12 cents?- 

ture. depends mainly upon. the process of} Now why will not our successful farm 

experiment: for its advancement, and were | ers impart their knowledgewhich they hold 

every individual left to himself—to depend | as sucha profound secret, to others, so that. 

on, his own experience and, discovery, the | all may produce good, and, suffi¢ient food, 

progress of Agriculture would of necessity, | and “cause two blades of: grass ta. grow 

remain. without the pale. of the Sciences; where only one grew before.” 

and our country, from one end to the oth-| There are numerous reasons why such.a| 

er, present to the traveller, one broad scene | Journal, as I have been recommending, 

af confusion andvazied desolation. By the | should be located at the Capitla of the State. 

principle. of association, however, this car | That-is the depot for the accumulating trea- | 
lamity is, in-a measure, removed, and what | sures of. the State Agricultural Seta 

\ 1s communicated: from one to another, aids|the great centre. of, action for the entire | 

the information and action of many. State... It.will shortly be in.communics- | 
From this. advantage of. communication | tion with every part of ‘the State and Union, | 

between farmers, arose the necessity of Ag-| by railroad; and wilt inevitably and irresis | 

ricultural Journals, These Journals should | tably become in a very short time, the great! 

contain all the important practical discov-| center of trade for an immense region i 
Gries in a certain region of country—-as a| of the richest farming and mineral country | 

State—and be disseminated to the-entire}in the Union. Other reasons might be} 

mass of the Agricultural population. urged for a. removal to the }Capital, but 1) 

The time has come when Wisconsie caa, | think they will. natprally suggest them- 

and-will; support such a Journal—one that | selves. to. you and: your, readers. =, 

‘will moot the wants of the State, and, that | that.you may speedily remove to Madison, ' 

shall have ability to disseminate knowledge | enlarge your-paper to a- dollar a year—| 

-Of all kinds useful to the farmer—Agri procure, a. gaod‘Educational Editor, and 

taral, Mechanical, and Educational. give us just what we-wan!, as you can, | 

| With two Editors, one for the Agricul- remain yours. W. Corzman. 
| taral and Mechanical, and one for the Edu- Oregon, Wis, Aug., 1853. | 
cational, who should be a practical teacher, Remanxs:—We are quite willing to de- 

a Journal might be produced. which would | Vote ® space in the Farmer to Beatin 
be a oredit to the State, and which would | matters, whenever those who profess to be | 
be liberally sustained. It would also da| the friends of that cause, will help eS \ 
more to drive that mass of mental corrup-| tain. such a Department The pro} 

tion in the form of light literature from | °alsement anchremoval. to Mapisox, bes 
and city h tha ondins | Ono tet Wale, Raa 09 helene. As 0 

our country and city homes, than any the expediency of astep, we have no 
agency that can, in my opinion, be devised opinion to express at present. 

ee
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i Oat Flour. mrs was obtained which may be accep- 
} ai. DIAS . }tiblé on several accounts. Being favored 
|| he following article, by J. Towers, is 3 
| from the itondee Palins Wagestes, tad by <a oe a 

i may prove interesting to such of our rea- aoe dae ite,excellencase The |} 
{dex se bave lands capable of produci sample has been found beautiful—pure in ‘; 

1 on gal ouch salen whest. The hate] ta teeter iatie’ be ieomcaey 
|| experiments in the preparation of Indian| means tn, I 
|| Corn, the various kinds of flour made from (till hot Nate tin) by th oer : d i} 

i it by Hecker and others, convince = that] fresh German oe “Dutch a now me i 
i ee ee ee oe quently sold and used by pastry cooks and i 

j| raised in many parts of our country, it i res Lake Taare = ae Pa i 

|; be well to have the subject of oat flour er ge eek al eel 
\; fairly investigated. ee ea. ie eens oe vex 

Several weeks just tl n I 
| critical. period, nae probability ee Si i perhaps to be, regretied. that. Mr, i 
ty fal seeding of wheat might depend oan ‘Should have patented his flour— i 

| upon the weather for a very limited time— t Feel — 4 eye at 
ja letter was received from Scotland, men- ir Se ee Oe 
i) tioning the introduction of a new farina, ‘uillin Se es i 
| which gave promise of becoming: exceed- E ing pees Roging. with. the wrap | 
\ ingly valuable for many culinary pas F Hie Oe te andl teats 

| particularly among the boring, lence oe EO eens ae i 
Our correspondent is an jcultural' au- ae ee aa Sle Be 

t thority of such eminence, ‘that merely to os meals atodnaere thas even ie: i 
{ name him would prove a recommendation. seleae, the, bealthfnl. 4nd aptritions gusting 

i Another note, per date- 15th April;. was eo a roca cereal, om. 10. avn iy, | | sent as a er 46! some: iaquiviea; from creased value to its production. Cliemis- | 

{ which the following extract is given ver- oo i 
| batim:——“Th 3 _ | supplies: more nourishment of the: muscles, |! 
' e-oat flour is really a good ar-| po, a toa i 
| tele, and for a pudding much superior to ees ane Dh ae moan, cham. say.gibbr | 
| arrow-root, sagoand- ll: such farnes, “It known vegetable.” The oat flour may be i 
| has now:tbeen proved by c'emistry that the used as gruel, and also in the preparation j, 

j, oat is more nourishing to the human frame ia are ae eee ns ee ees i 

i than the wheat; and this aceounts for the jinest quality, pancakes, manna, tapioca, =") | 
| brawny: fellows: to -be- found- among: the Theseres werereceived here on Thurs- |j 

| plowmen of Scotland; whose-chief articles day,; May.12ticendon.the ne oy i 

| of food are-oatmeal and_ milk.” 2 pudding, scooping, fo, the, alrondueas 
| Whien!: F~residled’ in: “Berkshivey: anat- tions, was made with two table spoonsful } 
i iemptiitece;weiils #01 cbtaak: fe Gat iheals of the flour. It was sufficient for five per- i 

| but it failed beeause-the millers were‘igno- sons—thus, proving. the- flict of “a small | 
| Fant concerning the- processes of kiln+dry- suse y ksbg, requsdte fon thecpurpese= i 
, ing, &e., employed in the north for the prep- I am given to-undorstand that the oat.is. | 
| aration-of genuine oatmeal. One of diem, to a certain. extent kiln dried, thea hushed, 

! however, on the Thames, ndiencsboaly and ground into flour. The process is yet |, 

|, a8 a trial, and separated the flour from the |: 18 infanioy; but However worthy and 
| husk or bran. It was white-and gluten- excellent asa placebit, it will never attain 

ous as that of wheat, of a pleasant flavor, a prominent p sition till produced in quan- :, 
; but perfectly different from. that of Scotch tity sufficient (and a price) to become fer- 

meek Still it-was evident, tha had the | ented bread, a0 a substitute for wheat ia |, 
i quantity: been: sufficient, and the sample loaves, at a time-of deficiency or failure of ;*_ 

"| petter dressed, fermented bread might have | T°P* ie 
been made from it, Santa a won etis igo gal 

| While pondering upon a subject worthy Manure is to the soil, what bread is to |; 
I of communication, my correspondent ar- the human system; its life, nutriment and \, 

j tived here, and thus some particular infor- strength. te 
nee = a
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: HORTICULFURE serymen in your region could do good service 
: * _ | to the public by collecting and proving all 

———————__~ | their new seedling fruit, or such as may be 
}  Meetingof W, W. Fruit Growers. | timed to.be seedling, which are to be got 
| Eamwp.Muaer:—The Fair of your] within their reach. No doubt, western 

State Agricultural Society is.appointed. for} seedlings wilt yet be found which -will be 
the same time asthe Chicago Meeting of} better adapted to.the- west, than most of 
our Northwestern Fruit Growers Associa-| the eastern-or foreign fruits;, more especial- 

| tion, Thisis unfortunate, Still I must re-|ly Pears, Phims:and*Cherriea. Nursery: 
quest you to keep your readers advised of! men in the west could also do much good 

_gur time—October 4th to 7th, in Chicago. by sending you samples of such fruit as 

Perhaps some of your fruit men will wish’ they have fruited and found: good, and _giv-. 
to attend our Meeting, or at least send! ing, also the different names under which 

| samples of fruit. We count on a large| they are known, so you could figure and 
i attendance, and a great show of orchard] describe them, and give their various | 

products from the East as well as. the} names? 
“West. : D tive I t i 

i Reports are expected from.members and — 
4nd others, and interesting discussions, em- 4 Reanegeniaes: of oon on aoa : : script; M. Hz Simpson, of Saxonville, wri bracing all the hardy fruits not heretofore ip Alte mine teks ies hes) auccseaed «a 

acted on, .will occupy much of our time! new worm upon the apple, cherry, and |}. 
and attention; and yet other questions of. plum trees, eating the leaves and fruit It 
vintterest to the fraternity are expected to|18 very distructive to the tender shoots as 
ps up, during the ensuing sessions; and| Well as the fruit, and the writer says that 
| 4s ee if all the worms go through their transfor- 
j aa-we hope anor the Serviges-ol & TEgU-| mations, the next generation will be in such 
|| Tar Reporter, to aid the Secretary, in preserv-| swarms as to destroy the trees If the 
| ing-a record of our sayings and doings,it may| trees be shaken, the worms spin a fine fi- s yings: Ings, P' " 
| Ge that our proceedings, when printed,will be| bre towards the ground, and remain sus- 

f ound valnsblo addiion to oar acai] B" lace anew, tine camegen They i’ western pomological publications. And to! are described as having three longitudinal 
make our works of general interest the stripes on the back; the center is fainter ||. 

} _whole Northwest must be represented, and | than the other two; and the head is buff 
| £ would suggest, that those who cannot sund-ond heart rae a H : «| tive i are spreading through Massa- 

fl ein > meeting :may, fend; fruife.and chusetts. Adready they have had two gene- 
}} Papers relating thereto—care of (Dr. J. A.| rations this season, As a means of de- 
t Keunicott, 96, Lake St, Chicago; or to|stroying them, Mr. Simpson recommends 
R the Prairie Farmor office; and one dollar| the syringing of the trees with whale oil 
H as 4 member's fez, which will seeure a pro-| 5°8P when the worm is first hatched. 

F }} rata share of the published proceedings-| Prom Grarts BRaRING THE FiRst YEAR 
| Jou. A. Kewwrcorr. President. _}—A co.respondent, R. J. A., sendsua. aa 
i ——— aecount of plum grafts bearing fault grown., 
| & Goon Succxsrion.—E, 8. L. Ricnann-| Plums, the same season. they were set, and 
| son of Kendall, TL, in a P.8. to a letter oe a explanation, of thre pheeas. 

f % us says “My hobbies are fruits and fow- —the ees a ‘had oor buds ce }| ers, and perhaps when at leisure I will send| them, and growing thriftily, produced 
f you some notes on ornamental trees. Nar- | fruit. [Ex.
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Pear-shaped Quince> among them every few days, and with a 
A tthe 5 ince | Sharp:blade, clip off any ‘excess of new 

: _ a an rates monies that inaenngel of the vine may 
ae mer texture Pian the aP-|be thrown’ into those parts, where it is de- 

pleshaped. It is. rather tough when | sired: to ripen off fruit, or to harden a se- || 
stewed or cooked, the flesh is less iively im lected runner for.the next years bearing. — 
color, and itis therefore.much less esteemed |It is well, «little a ee 

‘ ‘ oO ie reserved runners; entirely, than: the: apple-shayed!’ variety." The fruit] iS the bud ab theend, ov as to hieden 
is of medium.size, oblong, tapering to . the | the wood;:te preserve. it from the effects of 
stalk, and shaped much like a pear.. The] frost, the coming winter. This practice, 
skin ‘is yellow. The leaves are oblong ovate. | of course, refers to vines trained ‘upon a 
Itripens about a fortnight later; and may wall, or trellis. : i 
be preserved in ‘a raw state-considerably| Vines intended for layering, may be tak- longer.” - ; en down at this season and covered with 

Quinoes make a much better preserve by| rth, either in a.series of ‘pots-or in the 
being kept» sometime before using- If/Stound. Choose for this: purpose a vine 
kept afew. weeks in a damp cellar before|°f the present. year’s growth, detach it 
preserving; they will become more tender| Carefully from the watl or trellis, and fas- 
and delicious. ten it down with wooden forks, covering 

sli (ta! @nalesee ni Kee the joints intended for cuttings with seve- Look to the Grape Vines. J ngs Sacer” eth ri o-]E6l ochasalemlow!ieliytheno!{ciees-at 
Parris - ee ee soon take root, and’ furnish good cuttings 

mae, VE a ww - < as tion during ~uinae Tt_ is well to go for propagation. [Selected. jo}
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| Cugaay Festivay at Cusvetanp, O. |listithe facts as to who raised the seed, and 
; | —We have a letter from J. A. Kennicott, | of whom he bought them: | 
! |M. D., who attended the exhibition of} If you thi this-course would be just | 

! Cherries, in June, and it was one of the /and prove benefitial, please so publish this. | 
| finest displays of cherries ever had in this} | bought some: Dutch parsnip seed of 

; | country. About 40 distinct sorts of seed- | Mr., Di——, at Paw Paw, marked “Ris- 
; ) ling cherries were exhibited, many of them |jey'mseed warranted,” I prepared my bed | 
} said to be every way superior to the best of jin: the best manner, I knew how; sowed 
} the old varieties. The Judges examined |tlie-seed, and not one plant came up. 

q the cherries by Nos., without~am designa- S. A. Bassrrr.. 
: tion as to varieties The awed of merit [Michigan Farmer. 

was unanimous in favor of what proved to ene 
i be Dr. Kirtland’s seedlings: “Delicate, and} Prorrraniz axp Samo. Cu.rurr— | 

“Mammoth,” were among:the'choice ones|The late S. W. Cole, stated that Moses 
; | setected. A full report will be given, and | Jones, of Brookline, Mass. set 112 apple | 
f | an opportunity afforded, doubtless, to |trees, two rods apart,.and peach: trees-be- | 
} | obtain “some of these valuable seedlings |tween them: both: ways. These trees re- | 
! | of Dr. Kirtland, who is entitled to great|ccived the-best cultivation and.attention, | 
| | credit for his perseverance in securing this |and bore-the eighth year,528 barrels of ap- | 
i | valuable selection of fruit for our country. ples, that is two barrels as an average, to | 

| [Journal N. Y. S. A. Society. each tree. A “fow: a ie setting | 
; ee of the trees, lie: says, the -trees bore | 

i | Apple Scions—Bad Seed: $400'worth of frait. in pal year. During | 

| | Mr. Jounstoxz:—I am new going:to cathe es | 
| va an experiment which may perhaps be Many. of the apple tesen produced four r 

| About three years ago, I sent to Old'Con- known results equal i this on a smaller | necticut for some apple scions from a fav- i ‘wiiee the bail ciliata waive. || | 
orite old tree that grew in my father’s or- [Alban: Cultivator \ 
chard:.’ I directed my friend either to wax PER ae se ih ak | 

the-ends and wrap them:in- paper, or seal! Saez Roots——How to-preserve them.— 
themair tight ina two ounce vial. The \at-| Cut off the close to.the ground in || 
ter plan: was adopted. Owing: to a mis-| April, Toil a oe coe annually, | 

take in.direeting. to the- wrong ‘Post Office; |the plants are continually renewed, and || 
I did not get uatil about three: weeks:after | become perennial, Seeding- is’ prevented, | 
they where: due. JT thought they would /and.an abundant. supply. of leaves. is. pro- | 

not, grow, and coneluded: not to take them}duced. So says onaTebaek parsued:the | 
| out of the-offiee. They were - away as | practice successfully for fifteen-years. | dead letters, but being over looked, were Wayne Sentinel. 
not. sent to. Washington,.and finally the enn 
Postmaster took.them, out and. set. them} Tress Kiiep.ny-Porasa.—Medicine in | 

and all but one lived and grew finely.—excess. becomes: poisonous. ‘The’ New i 
They must have cut them from the tree as ee mentions the case of an | 
ak as seven weeks before they were set. ‘of one hundred sixty thrifty Bald- | 

There is an evil’ under the sun, viz: sow- ae were washed with a vo eases of a | 
bi n_ seeds. that we to Be worth- of in a water.— 
| een toe eeaeeeet Sy you Rar const aadiesatibgn sean betes | 
go hack to the merchant who sold you the killed. the whole of his beautiful trees— | 
seed, he tells you be bought them for good | Soap or ashes in-water are.strong enough. 
seed, and’ don’t consider himself in any- | Guano is an: excellent thing for trees, and 
wise blameable, but somebody is to blame. ee ents Book jt 8s oat of the 
Good. seed. under favorable circumstances, | easiest things in the world to kill trees with | 
will . Now I would suggest as reme- |them in excess. e ! 
dy, at ee one who finds.too date, that ee : 
he has.to'do without his parsnips or onions] Crush the caterpillar in the egg, and 
or his'ruta bagas for this year, should pub- j you will'save mach time and injury, E 

——<$ $$$ a x
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sain cross-bar of the frame, and are thence pass- > ed round corresponding pulleys on a short 

7) ‘horizontal shaft at the back. of the frame. 
Ne When a saek:is:to be-raised; the board rests 

EA hi. onthe floor, and the sack being set upon it, 
i the attendant turns. the winch-handle on 
i the back.pulley shaft,.and thus winds-up the a four supporting cords, and raises the sack -||, f i it to the agua height, when it is held in i i hi the desired position. by a. movable stop-pin. ——— [Scientific American. 

SS Se Toland Prairie, Wis, July, 1853. 
a Enrror Farmer :—Will you please in- 
At | | K@®| form me, either by letter or through the i 

i ii >t eolums of*your Journal, where there is a Mn a | - Manual Labor School, offering: the advan- 
HH Mihail | HIM: tages of a liberal education; and: what are 

i = a He the terms of admission, dee.. | Nn \ A» Youre Farmer, | i f We. cannot give the desired information. i i. Will some one do it who can ?. [Ea. } eee 
I i: Wnreat For raz Enouaa Marcet.— 

‘i An.English. paper has the following-rela- | i tive to on thegrain is painlooe 
| ud port. that. country: ; 
} S2a =eier by the returns of the foreign {i BO corn ae the boa few i nal Se change is taking place in the princi 

sources of the supply of food. The U.S. Sack Elevator. and the aad are no beget any et Ti): — s our largest producers, eiy yearr This simple apparatus effects an impor- iy wife falls chon of our yearly Sane, So eagint Of hasan: labor ini-warehotses} 0 it is Groin the fertile dicts “and int eee situations, where heayy sacks are| rivers of “astem. Kirope: that we now = raised ‘from the-ground; —a draw our greatest and inexhaustible sup- frog on men’s shoulders. _It is in the lift-| 510." To 1841, when the total imports of Fee penn: that, the-carsier’s power in:30 |S esesiey: this Kingdon’ wie 2;240,000 beri ene emaam, will: carry-at vasrtets, only290,000" quarters Ge About cavier weight on his back than he-can lift one-tenth,came from Russia, Turkey or the up to it from the ground, hence it is neces Mediterranean. In 1852 thé total im- 
Boe uae & heaey bag on. a an eleva: oreiof wheat (exclusive of flour) was about Ik on to lift it. for carrying} this apparatus) 5 990.000 quarters of which 1,700,000 obviates. the necessity of requiring extra- quarters.came from the -of those coun- peoue help ta lift-a-heayy. bag, or having it| 27s °ena takinig. tho Whole: imipoct of corn lifted and Placed first on an elevation near- at 6/750,000 quarters, Sereupply from the { 
IY as high as the breast, to place it proper-| ot eo y 930,000. quarters, 1y on the back.so as to carry. it. well the re- aaeeieaieaiienc+ quired distance. The éngraving represents! AgpicuLruRAL Scuoous wm Viremu.-. & side elevation. Tt conta merely of a| —Sereal coterricies esters jv morse | timber frame, open at the front to ‘admit the county; Virginia, have agreed to establish |}- sack, which is placed against the inclined Soo farm ons Spears! school in | frame, and upon the lift board, suspended that county. The has been purchased by four ropes from its four corners. These | and the building will be erected during the ) topes pass over fixed pulleys, in the upper | suitmer. Hurrah for old Virginny! ~~ { 

’ 
j 

7
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1) i ‘Written forthe Wisconsin and IowaFarmer- | in solution, 3 1-2 times itsown bulk of or; i : 
fe | Chemistry of Plants..No. 3.:. 1 1-2 times its balk of bydrogon, 1 1-2 st 
ie i eves ante Sst eee i Set poeie its-bulk of nitreger, many times its bulk of 

¥ i FECT: OF PLANTS UPON THE SOIL ON WHICH pepe eh combination os hydrogen 

3 || amy onow, aND THE AIR IN WHICH THEY Live. nitrogen--and 1 time its bulk, and under 
} i —— certain: circumstances, more, of carbonic.acid— 

4 i BY: PROF. &..P. LATHROP, M. D.- which-is-a combination’ of carbon and oxygen. 
i — It is, also, a solvent of most. of the ‘inorganic 

i | Having become acquainted, in the last nun | constituenst, and ofall of them ia certain com- 
1 || ber, with the several censtituents of plants, the | binations. The great souree of the carbon in 

| if next eubject for: us to consider is, their| plants is the carbonic acid} which is found 

i | source : quite abundantly in the atmosphere. Carbon, | 

, | WHENCE DO PLANTS OBTAIN-THEIR ComsTiT- | as we have seen; (see carbon in No. IL.) is it- 

t t UENTS. self a solid, and‘is-absolutely insoluble in wa- 

f || ‘This is an important question to farmers| ter, bit its combination with oxygen renders it 

H || and a correct view of the subject is essential to soluble in water. This gas makes up on an ay- 

i || correct practice in agriculture. The answer | erage, 1-2000th part ofthe whole atmorphere | 

i || to the question abov e is, there are two:great | from which it may be absorbed by the leaves 

i sources of the consituents of plants, and’ one | or carried by the falling rain to the roots, and 
I I important medium by which they are taken there be taken up in solution by the roots. It | 

|| up by the plant. These sources are the air has been-said. that the weight of this gas in 

{ i and the earth, and the medium water. It may | the air, over an acre of ground is about seven 

f + be said, then, we have abudance of these every | tons. This quantity, if the land were all un- 
{ - i where. Very true. But it must be remem-| der cultivation, would be exhausted in from 

i ') bered that the, peculiar constituents described, | Seven to ten years, as the great proportion— 

|| gre not equally distributed through the earth, from 40 to 60:per-cent—of the. weight of plants, -|j- 

- |! qnd the air, being abundant in some portions | is made upof carbon. All apprehension of its 
e {i of each and almost entirely, wauting in others. failure ceases, however ,when we remember that 

‘ || ‘There are natural agencies at work, such as | this isa kind of gas, which, as we have before 

it | winde and waves, tides and currents, whose hinted, is-unceasingly generated-end m-~extra- 
|| tendeney is to equalize these elements. Man’s| ordiaary quantities by those chemical processes 

i i agency, as-a cultivator of the soil, is, to assist | most universally diffused: in. nature; viz; the 

’ || and direct, and ¢6-operate with. nature in thi» | respiration of men -and ‘animals, the combus- 

i work,, - tion of wood, coal, &¢, and the putrefaction of 

it || ‘The organs. of plants, which take up the animal ‘and vegetable matter.- It also -streanis 

i i j constituents from the air and soil, are the leaves | forth:from crevices of rocks if many regions of 

i and the thread-like rootlets: attached . to the} theearths ‘The atmosphere is also the source 

x Y main roots... The plant’s nourishment -must, | of ‘some of the nitrogen—79 percent. of it con- 
i, therefore, be wholly in the gaseous or liquid | sisting of this‘ gas, aind'\this being. soluble to 

i I form, for the leaves can imbibe air or vapor | somie’ extent’ in water, every’ rain drop that 

i !; only, while the tissue of the rootlets is es- falls through the-sir, carries to the ground and 

if i pecially. adapted. to absorb:liquids, and is in-| to the roots‘of plants ® minute quantity which 
| | eapable of taking in solid matter, however mi-| they: imbibe with. the water. This ascounts 

{ nutely divided, It must be in a'state of per-| for the free nitrogen which’ is always’ present’ 
) || toctly limpid solution. Water, the almost uni-} in plants.’ “This, however, i bat a very small 

Ni 'y versal sotvent, becomes,’ therefore, the neces- portion.’ ‘The greater part is'‘reveived from the 

uh \ sary medium of the plant's food,’ ‘This must be | soil generally. But ‘it is always in some form 
j i -ever present as @ liquids it-consists-of oxygen | combined chemically with other bodies—gene- 

1 | and hydrogen—the first' two of thre organic ele- | rally oxygen or nitrogen—forming nitric acid 
i 4 meiite—(see Table Il) and, therefore, may and and ammonia. This.explains the great efficacy 

Hi | doubtless does, furnish thesé two essential in-| of these substances ag manures. Both are solu- 
|| gredients of the vegetnble | structure. Yet'| ple in water and can therefore enter the roots of 
{| pure water caunot furnish What it doss-not con. | plants without difficulty, Wihen.vegetable or 

ine \ tain. Water, however, will dissolve and hold | animal matters decay, ammonia is formed from 

Hi EEE 

ie 
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their nitrogen, and carbonic acid from their | the roots of plants. However minute the quan- 
carbon; both of these two substances then [tity may bein any given quantity of water, 

combine with each other forming what is called | the plant concentrates and acoumulates it by 

carbonate of ammonia. ‘This is volatile salt: | the constant exhalation of the water from the 
and when formed, escapes'as a vapor into the |Ieaves, which act as filters, till these inor- | : 
sir, from which’ it‘is‘carried in solution by | ganio constituents often form m pretty large | 
rains and-snows to the earth, and there, ‘with |per centage of the solid matter of the vege- | : 

the water, absorbed by the plant. If these-voge |table. As might be expected, the leaves con- | 
table ‘or animal substances are made to decay | tain much the largest portion in proportion to | 
in the soil where.plants are grewing,the ammo. | their weight. 

nicalssitt may be sbsorbed by'their roots imme- | These organic constituents, however, usually | 
distely after its formation. ‘In such instances | form so small a per centage of plants—from | 

the soil would be the source of the nitrogen | one to fifteen per cent—that the earlier physi- | 
Inwhat manner the assimulation of ammonia | ologists supposed their presence was wholly ac- 

takes place in the vegetable kningdom, is, iu- | cdental and formed no necessary part in their | 
deed, not yet known, but it is probably the /organization It was found, however, that 

ammonia from which plants take the nitrogen | this inorganic part of the same kind of plant 
requisite for'the formation of the nitrogenized | was always of the same kind of material, what- 

substances, mentioned in Table 1 No. 2. ever was the character of the soil upon which 
From what has been said, it will be seen that jit grew. This evidently would not have beea 

earbonic acid, water and ammonia,—all more or |the case, were its presence wholly accidental 
less abundant in the atmosphere—contain in | and not governed by some fixed laws. It was | 

their elements the esssential, or organic constit- | also found that the composition of the ashes of 

uents of plants. different plants, grown upon the same soil, 
The atmosphere, is, therrfore, the great store- | Varied much in the number and character of their 

house from which plants derive their food |inorganic constituents. I was still further | 
This must, certainly, have be2n the case with found that each kind of plant, in selecting for ' . 

the first:plants that grew, when no vegetable or | itself, nearly a constant weight of this matter, j 

animal substances, in decomposition, which now | While it might choose the same kind or kinds || i 
goes under the name of humus,existed in the soil- | of earthy material, that some other plants do 
It is no less so now of large tribes of plants grow- |to make up their composition, yet it, was al- 
ing on'the newly formed volcinic islands. The | W4y8 in quantities peculiar to itself. 
great portion of the vegetable kingdom, par-| From the above faets it was infered that the ’ 

ticalarly of uncaltivated or native plants, is | inorganic constituents are necessary elements of || . 
just so much matter which the power of vege- | Plants. This view was eorr joborated by the farth- . 

table organization has seized from the atmos- | ¢r observed fact, that plants will not thrive and : 
phere, and condensed into the form of meadows | ome to matnrity—properly perfecting, their j 
and forests. seed, straw. &c.,—in a soil destitute ofthe kinds | 

It must not ‘be concluded, however, from |°* "Her pray found: 9; be, geen ia F 
a ee oP —7 oo a How greatly these isorganie constituents 

4 . differ, not only in different plants, but even in 
obtain their whele nourishment directly from 7 of d th | | 

theatmosphere. The races of plants that:will Sie.difarens pers of 000,40 iP SAR BATS, 
. ly they vary at different sea- | 

grow at the entire jexpense of the sir, are and alan bow: greatly aS, VORP . 
Lichens, Mostes, Feras aud certain. succulent | S%# of the.year in quantity and quality; may | 

tribes of Flowering plants. | None of the vege- be learned. fo.eme extent, from the follwing 

tables most wsefal as food to man or beast are | bein which these elements are compared 
ableto” thrive without the inorganic materials |** 2°Y enreneen eines | 
which’ aré found mostly alone in the woil—| 4 TABLE ME | 

‘These are furnished to thé soil by the slow de- ee * ‘were soluble. | 
Omposition of the rocks and earths that com- grains 
et et ee Sather cic d OR Ue Me TS | 

jétions,iin the water percolates the au Jotatoe tubere, 8 to @ ae 4s 
the soil, and with this water are taken up into} “ “ potatoetops 12to15“ “ 1:20 | 
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7 “ “ak wood 2to4 “« «& £3 ~ TABLE, Iy- 
« « oakbark S5tw6 “ & 112 1. Those soluble in water—the alkaline salts, 

i”  & oak leaves in or the salts of potash and soda. 

i spring Bre ke Il. Those: soluble in dilute Murwtic acid— 
i “a 4“ gutamn 53 “ “. 1.6 |the alkaline earthy salts or the salts of lime 

i « walnut wood and magnesia together, with the salts of the 

} dinthespring 10 & & 2-2 oxide of iron. 
! «4 intheautumn 3 “ “=> 16 Il, Those insoluble in mater or acids—the 

“ © walnut bark silicates, or those formed by the union of silica 
in the spring 9 « 41.2  4with other bases. 

i | “ « intheautumn 6, “ “ 1-12 Whether any one or the other of the above class 
i « |¢ walnut leaves of salts predominates in the ashes ofa plantfmay 

i } in the spring 78-4 « 1.4 | be easily ascertained by treating its ashes first 

These facts are the bodies of the true prin- | “ith water,and seeing how much of theamount 
| ciples, which should guide every agrieulturist |S dissolved, which will, of course, indicate the 

H in the management of his soils. Says Prof, | mount of potash and soda there is present; 
{ Jas. F. W. Johnston, “It is difficult to con- | ‘4 secondly, with dilute muriatic acid, which 
i ceive the extent to which the adinission of the | "ill idicate the amoantof, lime and mageys 

t | essential niture and constant quantity of the chore ta present. The Fomalning. portion be- 
j inorganic matter contained in plants must nec- | 9988‘ the third class, or the silicates. 

| essarily m>lify our notions ani regulate our Errects or Deep Prowine.—The farm- 

\ practice in every branch of agriculture. It Jer and Mechanic, published at Lewiston 

ie establishes a cleur relation between the kind | Falls, Maine, say:—“A gentleman in Can- 

t ; and quality of the crop and the nature and |ton took us out the other day on two acres 
id chemical composition of the soil in which it |of land, which he had cultivated for a few 
Ai grows. Itdemonstrates what soils ought tocon- | years, and which he makes very produc- 
Hs tain, anil, therefore, how they are to be im-|tive. He told us that it was so wet when 
i i | Proved. It explains the effect of some manure |he commenced upon it that he could do 
| i; | in permanently fertilizing aud of some crops in but little with it; but some three or four 

i | permanently impoverishing the soil. {t illus- | years ago he put in a large plow,and turned 
| trates the action of mincral substances upon the | it over to the depth of nearly one foot, fol- 

if plant and shows it may be, and vealy is, ina lowing with the subsoil plow to the deoth 

a | certain measure, fed by the dead earth, Over {Of nearly one foot more. Since then he 
be | nearly all the operations of agriculture it had no trouble with the wet or drouth. 
ap throws a new ani unexpected light.” Everything he puts upon it flourishes fine- 
ae Those bodies, as “will be seen by reference to |!Y- ‘This process will pay on much of our 
) i Table I., are of two kinds—bases and acids, and land, whether the undermining will or 
iF |! the chemist understands by the former, those | 20% 
1 —|\ bodies, which, if soluble, have ‘an alkaline] guy War so Pom Tuawies.—The 

{ taste, thatis, like wool-ashes, burnt lime &.; | vankeo graps the root by the top and pulls 
f H and by the latter, those which in the state of |it with his hand, and then-cuts of the top 
i | solution have asour taste, Potash and soda] with his knife. The Englishman has a bet- 

i are also called alkalies ; and lime and magnesia | ter-way. He sharpens his hoe, and pass- 
are called alkaliae earths Whenever these ing along, cuts, with a single stroke the 

i basis come in a chemiea, connect‘on with any | tops of the turnip; then with thesame im- 
Hf of these acids, they unite and form substances | plement, strikes under it, s0 a8 to ent. of 
ae called salts,fwhich exhibit, to no very great ex- |roots, and brings it out of the earth. In 

if tent, the properties of either of their eonstitu- | cutting off the tops he guides hishoo, so as 
ii ents. It is in this condition of a salt that we ee See ene 
i find these inorganic substances in plants. place, and digging guides it so as to 

i These salts may be arranged in's tableaceor- | throw the roots together in another row. 
ding to their solubifity, which gives = good ba- | He will dig the roots about four times as 

ses for determining their presence in the ashes | fast as one. Yankee with his. pulling and 
‘i of any plant. knife... Z + hia Tees 
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- (Rage CA ORE Menouerin | ATU | 

R E C I Pp EK S ripe blackberries, allowing them to stand 
: twelve hours, then pressing out the juice, 

ee ei ee | EMENT ors.—Having sev- | putting ‘a teaspoonful of finely pow 

br inqyesee once tous lately for some alepie > every quart of the cordial, it is at f 

material to put on leaky shingle | once fit for use. | / 

roofs, such as mocha: we aid state| This wine and cordial are very valuable | 

that red lead paint, oil and melted resin, in- | medicines in the treatment ef weakness of : 

to ae is — = considerable quantity bs stomach and bowels, and are epeasly ; 

of dry sharp if put on thickly with a | valuable in the summer complaint o child- : 

brush, — dusted with sand, ought to form | ren. . 
t t for that purpose. eG ae 

"We pecs Se rad it ™ old. shingle Cure ror "Soracnes 1x Horszs. Wash- . 

roofs, but have done so to stop leaks in clean with warm castile soap suds, then an- 

| a tin roof, and have found it to more than | oint with this mixture, well rubbed togeth- 

| ema apy ee ae eee Se NS Eo 
answer as well, but the former composition powder and spugts sf fre ne: j 

is cheaper. It is a non-combustible as well] Syaur ror Preserves—An excellent syrup F 

as a water-repelling cement. ismade in the following manner: Take 8 | 

[Exchange. | pounds of bright, clear New Orleans molasse® 
or sugar house syrup, and mix withitS pounds 

VALUABLE Aeptication.—For wounds re-| pure water, and 1 pound of coarsely broken 

ceived fron old nails, or cuts occasiond by | clean charcoal. Stir and boil the mixture 15 
broken gises, peach tree leaves, well steeped | 4 20 minutes and strain while hot through 

i e a My ae —_ “i uid flannel. Wipe the kettle clean, and boil again 

fen eich nie 7 oe oe Pe ri with the white of an egg, till the syrup would 

aie 4 ce he se sib tice i ce form acandy in cooling, then strain again and | fj 

tained: which ine: 908: pos ee OD-| put in the fruit.and cook as usual. Preserves i 

In ie the’ aves De Bok Hepes ay made in this way have peculiar pleasant fia- i 

a tea made of young twigs of the vor, and keep better than when made with su- . 

tree, and thickened will do as well. gar. reese eee et 

B ee Asap a c Core ror tae Summer Compraint.—This 

LACKBERRY WINE.——A correspondent | syrup is said to be a specific for the summer com- f 

ofthe Southern Cultivator, gives the fol-| plaint. In 1832 it was successful in more than | i 

lowing ‘recipes for making Blackberry | one case of cholera. To 2 quarts of the juice of f 

Wine and Blackberry Cordial: blackberry, add 1 once loaf sugar, } oz. nut- 

Mr .Eprror.—It may not be known to} meg and 4 02. of allspice. Boil all together 

many of our pengmerviee that they | for a short time,then strain it and when cold add 
ee the blackberry gore. unwil- |g pint of 4th proof brandy. ; 
= y a, Sha a fi > $8, now, Take from a tea-spoonfal to a reer | 

Sone are sai home use. To ae a cater wees eet tae aa 

@ a wine equal in value to Port, take a ’ 
ripe eee or dewberries and’ press} Currant Wise—Let your currants be ripe, 

them, let the juice stand thirty-six hours to mesh them with your hands and to every quart 

ferment‘skim off whatever rises tothe top, | of the’ pulp add ‘three pints of water. Mix 

Seuanpeaiececend aes add a quart] them well together, and let them stand till 

of water een (brown | they have done: fermenting, then strain them 

ee ree through a heir sieve, and to every gallon put 

eee oy a strain’ it,/| four pounds moist sugar. When the sugar is 

barrel it till March; when it should be | perfectly melted, put the liquor in a cask with . 

“Telones off and bottled..." a little dissolved isinglass, To every ten gal- 

oma pri cordial is — one lons, add one pint of b.andy; barrel it up, and 

»sugarita three pounds of} let it remain one year, then bottle it up.. | 

= ; 
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A { ? i _ Sa a | ’ Tue Scunrmic Awarcar.—This useful 
| a EDITOR S TABLE. work commences volume IX on the 17th, of 
if Depp i e.tis iat We che carstaked aes BAe bec on aia es September. See Prospectus. 
a ‘arextown Cmroncre ror Saux 

1 | Hadley, the founder and proprietor of (hie es. Pir ipo ae age aeare ES 
: x very mechanic should take 

5) | tablishment, now offers it for sale, on Secount thia work, and we are sure every one would if 
} of declining health. We regretthe retirement Goat laianteh meal 
| | of friend Hadley. He has labored assiduously 

! | to build up his establishment, and has been] Meriteo.—The Albany Atlas contains s 
1 | eminently successful. Here is a rare chance|long and wetl merited notice of the Agricul- 
I | for a printet, possssing a small capital. We|tural Implement and Machinery Establish- 
! know of none better. It isa paying establish-|ment of Messrs, Wurrren, Mrcicx & Co., Al- 
, | ment, and located in one ofthe most prominent |bany. Messrs) W. M. & Co.,do s very ex- 
i i and prosperous inland towns in the S tate. tensive business, and their Machines are gain- 

NH] Muner’s Domestic Poutrxy Boox.—This is a ing a wide spread reputation. They employ 

i new work of 256 pages, by T.B. Miner,— over 100 men, snid turn eat w large ‘athount of 

| | Gro. W. Fisnex, Publisher, Rochester, N.Y; See 
t { 4o whom we are indebted for copy. This} Green Co, Aa, Soctery.—The citizens of 

| work is intrinsically valuable to every breedes|Green Co. have formed a County Agricultu- 
} of poultry, from the fact of its being a compi_|ralSociety. The following are the names of 
i ; lation of practical experience, which the au-| officers elected: 

\ | thor has collected from his own and that of oth,|  E. T Gardner, President. 
ie | er practical breeders. It is the quintessence of| Wm. McDowell, 

+ | all its prede-essors, while it possesses very much} Thos. Fenton. 

|| that is mew and valuable. It contains no ex-| Jacob Teneyck, 

ip | traneous matter—each contributor imparting| Wm. C. Green, 
} fF | what he has to say as clearly and concisely as} John Broughton, 

t { 1 possible. We have examined the work thorough-| Hugh McKibbin, VicePresidents. 
a | ly—for we are one of the fowl men of theday—| yy. Richardson, Recording Secretary. 

ie | and have no hesitation im pronouncing it 8] J A. Bingham, Corresponding Secretary, | 
ie | — useful treatise upon the rearing of poul-}| James Bintliff, Treasurer. 

D_|_[Ser tumncus Review —Ths tint reel pscken whois one ofthe farmer, hea ent ot 
' Nos. of a Publication with the above title have a fine specimen of wool sheared from one of his 

he j been received. The work is edited by G. w. sheep,accompanied with the following ehallenge: 
i" ie | Binckley,and published monthly,at Cincinnati, ‘Gf any friend: or acquaintance: of yours, can 
aa | by Abbott and Bentley, at $2 per annum. Its show as ged ‘n'sample of wool- under ‘the !ini- i 3 : ir imple of wool under mi- 

i | articles are well written, and manifest much cs 
| ability and shrewdness on the part of the edi- | TSP | will give him my sheep and a copy 

1 | deage es ‘i othe bors of the Furmer during his natural life time.” 
j tet: Atm object-is “to-eramsine the leasing A0Ne-l Hwa -ciit odib diacioed ‘Nerd Yor s/lite'oub. 

a } tions in Politics, Religion, Literature and Com- Ser: é1 ly problematical. 
! t merce.” It does this without fear, bat not al- 7 Pro! = 
i ; ways without a Silver-greyish squint. Ht is| . T= Canaxz Worm.—The papers from. all 

} | peculiarly severe on the “Uncle Tom Mania.” ‘sections of New England speak of the terrible 
The articles on Literature ‘and “Commerce, | rayages.of this unweleome visitor, As far as 

Hh whicn we have read, are good. While:the Ré-| our observation goes, the apple trees are dis- 
fi view exhibits to a good degree the conservative'| poiled of their foliage, andthe fruit almosten:, 
iJ spirit, it is evidently slightly radical. While | tierly deatroyed::.. The worm seams to:havedié- 
+f it ig plain in its dress and words, it’ is neat and’| appeared—whether. permanently, or to,.renew 
i dignified in its appearance; Weshall-took ‘for | itsattackpanother season, cannot now be known, 

i its coming from month ‘to’ month, with niore| We trustour farming: friends will dmit 110 ef- | 
b than a common interest = « £0) efforts to learn its ‘habits: snd its ‘cheracterso- 

M Pie’ population’ of ‘Piiiédelphin’ Hay <in:]a#'to Giscover aireinedy for dth:devastations. ‘| 
ni creased thirty per cent. ating the Inst two years. ‘oq © 82 [Contwenek Tradsoript: 

i 
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Prosrect or tHe’ Hoo Cror—To most of pean bes oe The. Journal of 

our readers the prospect of the crop of hogs at EET er wenn ot : 

the, West is a matter of mach interest, as upon Las ae SSE, Suse Agricaltaral Rociety > f that may depend: the number: fattened by small ugast, makes mention of two extraordinary ; 
terelaraluls¥iabTin other grain growing aid Heifers. belonging to a Mr. Finlay of Sarato- { 

stock raising States. In a recent issue of the Cees oar , 
Cincinnati price curret,we find the followingin- Neca tay eae "ee tage” 
formation with regard to the prospects at and ; 5 i | oe wuich is soprocea to bereft. {282 quite a bag, and is giving milk: she has . 

Louis, pposed to be reli 2 . 
ae. {Rural New Yorker. been kept upon the farm since she was dropped, 

* |and has had no access toa male. This is a very 
“The farmers. are prepared for low prices ; : 

for hogs this coming season. The crop will be ae ea re eee 
larger than was ever known through Illinoi ay here gtd cron ois . : * . 

| Towa, and Missouri. I have heard of no con- Bostor is emphatically a railroad city. No 
tracts having been made as yet. Packers are | !¢88 than one hundred and fifty-two trains leave 
ofopinion the market will open here at less | ‘#¢ré daily, viz :—17 by the Old Colony, 18 by 
than $4. The corn crop is good, and I um the Providence, 25 by the Worcester, 26 by the 

| told by parties from different sections that | Fitchburgh, 15 by the Lowell, 30 by the Bos 
|; hogs will bemuch cheaper than last year” one and It = the Eastern. 5 

‘| O. H. Ketter, Secretary Benton County = Shaaworer thver Sanders oan 
| Agricultural Society, Minnesota, writes to B. tee of grain Were destroyed by the fire in 

P. Johnson, Sec. N. ¥.-S. Ag. Society: ame 
“I notice some of the recipients of seeds} Hocs.—The Louisville Journal publishes s 

from your Society, do not meet with success in | table of the ‘number of hogs in eighty-eight 
| raising the Wild Rice of Minnesota. The | counties of that Stato, over six months old, 

probable reason is, that you obtain it from the | Showingan aggregate excess on thenumber last t 
|| Indians, ready prepared for cooking, i. e., | year of 192,000 head. There is thirteen coun- 
|| parched and hulled. When first gathered it | ties yet to hear from; the total increase in the i 

hasa hull, smilar to the oat, or rather bearded | State will therefore be about 215,000 head. i 
| wheat ; it isthen put intoa frying pan and In Union College, Agricultural Chemistry i 

{i stifred over a slow fire, as we roast coffee, un- | Will form an important department next win- 3 

fildry enough, when they, (the Indians, rub | ter, apartments being provided for it ina new 

it in, their hands, and blow the hulls away. | | building 80 by 50 feet, which also contains the 
will try to gather‘some fresh seed for your So- | finest apparatus room in this eountry. E 
ciety in the fall,and at the same time give you| Suzrnarsor Zinc— To Fanuxns—A corres i 
4n-account of it. Isee no reason why it can pondent of the New England Farmer, who ? 

not be cultivated in the ponds in your parts, | wad formerly a practitioner of Medicine’ makes Ki 
asat high water, during freshets, it is often|some very interesting and useful remarks 
wasked out of the lakes, into the creeks and | about the application of the sulphate of zinc 
‘all rivers, where it takes root. 1t certainly | in solution, as a wash for horses, cattle, sheep : 
needs no cultivation, more than to plant it &e. He asserts that it is excellent for sore f 
Cannors ron Dysreprics—Young carrots are | tests in milch cows, and mentions a few cases 

smong the most wholesome of all vegetables and | "Bere its application was at once effectual and 
gttatly “assist digestion. French cooks, in permanent. For washing all kinds of wounds 

any of their stewed dishes, introduce finely atid sores, we believe that the sulphate’ of zine 
chopped vegetables, yourig carrots being, the will be foand in virtire by those who use it, 

most’ important. ‘Chemistd have determined superior to any solution with which weare ae- 

Hielcartoé to posethea digestive stimatas’ whiell | (Binted. We have been acquainted for « 
exists in 8 peculiar acid found in the vegetable: nuinber of ‘Years ‘with its useful properties for 

Se eg a _, | inflamation of the eyes, for which a very weak 4 
jan Cena say it 18'alinost Tti-| sohation should; be, used, also for washing. all 

, Gteip He hight ht on account of the | Einds of sores. So says the Scientific Ameri 
cau by the. rapid: growth of:the-corn.| car, and other authority affirmit’ what is here 
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| New,Apveatisemers.—We call the attention Mechanics, Inventors, 
lof our readers to the advertisements of the MANUFACTURERS. 
| Mount Horzg Nersrey, Rochester N. ¥.— $450. IN SPLENDID PRIZES © $450. 
Messrs. Elwanger & Barry. proprietors Pinay anes of the Scrextiric Amentcan com- logue of eee Booke—C. M. Saxton, mences.on the. 17th ,of September. .-It is Publisher, N- ¥ ; Ross’ Conical Grist Mill—| chiefly devoted to the advancement of the inter. Joseph Sedgebeer, Agent, Geneva, Ashtabula | ests oF Mechanics, Inventors, Paes and Co, Ohio; L. Moses’ Cabinet Shop, Janes-| Furmers, by the diffusion of use 1 knowledge ville. rage those important branches, ne is ‘edited 

a 7 y men practically skilled in the.larts and trom Murs Elvanger and Barry their dec | eeues aud ie widey epnriel ass sound aed scriptive Catalogue of fruits for 1853—a very {ble journal. Nearly ‘all the Vacuasce Par. 
| interesting and useful pamphlet of 28 pages. ae ager issue yokis, fromthe Patent - Of. It contains a description of every ind of fruit, Ge are fr nate with Engravings, and the H + |) and of every variety of each, cultivated at the | Ctstus of all the Parents are pub:ished in its i rraey treed herenigs bpowesy type dpepeny | Tees hy rs Hee ES | mints to the cultivator. lt may be seen at our for futures well as pt wetceanel cone 

1 F 4 ., |Scuncuric American is very extensivly circu= | New Music Stone—We inadvertently omit-| Iated—its circulation of the last Volome “ex- 1 | ted in the August No. to notice this new ac- ceeding 18,000 copies per week. It is in form | cession to the wants our of City. Messrs, Pease for binding; each Volume contains several 
& Co. are prepared tosupply any and all things | hundred Engravings, and over Four Hundred | in anes = ome just as one mane as| Pages of Rea ting Matter, with an Index. The good, and, perhaps, a little more so, any | practical recipes alone are worth to any famil: i | other establishment in the West. See their ion mote thax the subsoription ae a | | advertisement. The. Publishers offer the following valuable | | eam oF commana [BEE Sater kt meri cn ie anuary next :—$1! ill begiven z OF. POR Page for the largest list $75 for the second #350 A Good Suggestion 204 | for the.third; $45 for ‘the fourth; $40 for the : Ashes for Manure 199 | fifth ; $35 for the sixth; $30 for the seventh; Agricultural Knowledge 202 | $25 for the eighth ; $20 for the nineth ; $15 for Apple Scions 206 | the tenth ; $10 for the eleventh; and $5 for Agricultural schools in Virginis 207) the 12th. The cash will be paid to the order Bees, Habits of 196 | of the successful competitor, immediately after ese? Chess, a remarkable instance. 196 | January Ist, 1854, *y xi 

ec | Chimneys, Right way to build them 197; TERMS:—One copy-one year, $2; one | Chemistry of Planis, No. 3 209 | copy six months, $1 ; five copies six months, $4; Cows Shedding Mill, How to prevent 105 | ten copies six months, $8 ; ten copies 12 months 
Ch Festival 209 | $15; fifteen copies twelve months, $22; twenty 
Deep Plowing and Heavy Seeding 195 | copies twelve months, $28:in advance. 
Editor's Table 112| Southern and Western money taken for sub- 
Fence Posts 197 | serntions. 
Food for Cattle, Cut and Ground 200} Letters should ’be'directed to Munn & Co, 

Flax, See 201 | Fulton street, New York. 
Fruit Grow. eet 206) Eo ee Grafts bearing the rat your 2u| £@-APPLE SEEDLINGS. Fp 
Grape Vines, to 05 000 choice 2 years old le Si 5 Hay, Cut and-Uncut, Effects of feeding 200 eae by as B.& oP DRAKE 
Insects 204 | ¢ Janesville City Nursery, Wis. Aug., 1853. Live and Dead Weight of Cattle 198 |} ————_______™_. 
Manure, Its Value to Western Farmers 193 HORTICULTURAL!! 
Oat Flour ' 203 secs 

Profitable and Skillful Cultme 206| - Rock County and the State can now be gup- Qunices, Pear-shaped - 205, plied with Cahoon’s far famed Mammoth Seed- Ross’ Conical Grist Mill 198 Fine Pie Plant,—unequaied by any other kind Recipes 211 | from Maine to Texas. Also'a large assortiient a eee oe ane a naeneaen smesaionte face wine, feeding oi ai rants, rape, wherries,, fm. ADY Sheep, French and Spanish Marino 194] orders for writ Trace of any kinds; and Orna- Suffolks and Essex Pigs 194 | mental’ Shrabbery, will meet with prompt at- Sheep Skins, How to cure with the wool of'195/ tention on most- reasonable terms. inn Saze Roots, How to'Preservethem © 206| ments are being joarie to onpply. this market ‘Sack Elevator : {207 | with Cahoon’s entire stock from Kenosha. | Trees killed by Potash 1 206| © Yard near Monterey, Janesvillé, Jan.25 53. Wheat for the English Market , 207] nett Gro. J. & S:H. Karsose.
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<5 adding ‘oily ‘cost of Transportation. The 
a new Series-of Plows, comprises the most desi- jj 

{| rable patterns that have ever been introduced 
Their ‘EAGLE PLOWS, are already. too 

- a | well known'to need one word said in their favor. 
zi ee ed And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, 

| drab ae oe ae Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the 
| OUST ReMM Nkok d ee Plow. that may be wanted. Wherever their 
1 ; Sa ian) Plows have been introduced, they have receiv- 
i att Re beiit  ¢= cant ed the highest commendation. i 
i | eh ee ae Iam prepared at all times to supply Hay |! 
{ : ee ee Cutters, Se ey Corn Shellers, 
| saa rte ee -Roail Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all 
i Bs Sari es other desirabie patterns,) Fan Mills, Seed | 
| WE ee ‘Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field |) 
te Re ete i and‘Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in 
| eat wea inee. | ‘GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, 

| ; Ci ‘ ae ae Agent for the sale of Dupont’S Cele- 
eee teat Ai Gi tt brated Powder. 5n3 | 

Nera ereeeeeu r Hu eee dt 

WHOLESALE & RETAIL i) NEW YORK AND BOSTON | 
| nme eset ane ana A Piano Forte, Melodeon, Reed Organ, || 
| ia ae Bee Seraphine, Book and Music j 

| |e ay ‘| ae : WHOLESALE & RETAIL WAREHOUSE || 
Nl il a | = i Milwaukee Street, Janesville, Wis- 

' Mr ed rar uy f bea UNDERSIGNED are now prepared i 
fis.J OHNSON., Je NSON, Jr T| to furnish direct from the manufactory, |} 
senibecre a poe aH Piano Forres trom the best makers in the Union; | 
acaey PAN rrr] such as Chickering, Gilbert,A. W. Ladd & Co, | 

‘ s Hallet, Davis & Co,, Hallet & Cumston, Geo. |i 
Hews of Boston; Bacon & Raven, A. H. Gale |i 

ane & Co., Nun & Clark, Stodart & Co., New |} 
\ q York ; Boardman & Grey,Albany. ian per- 

7 sons have an -idea that they can get Pianos || 
F 7] much better and cheaper at the East than here. i 

| i Ld I | To such we would say that we are connected |! 
| Lay a = fa with one of the oldest Houses in the East, our |} 

= a ace eG b Instruments areselected by men who have oeen jj 
See for years in the business, and we sell at the 
EA , manufacturers’ prices. All Instruments fully 

Wisconsin Wholesale Drug | ¥!730ted. 
Church and Parlor Seraphines from the 

WARE HOUSE, celebrated Manufactory of D, M, Dearborn, 
ESTABLISHED IN 1844. _ | Concord, New Hampshire. ese lnstruments I 

S. JOHNSON, JR, are unlike those of any ol , thatare 

| Wholesale Dealer.-in Druge, Medicines, Ae eee pent ae ede ¥ 
Paints, ‘Oils, Dye Stuffs, &. General Agent reed, giving ‘a firmer, deeper, smoother, and 

a =e Popular Patent Medicines sold | nore powerfultone than apy Fe offered to the 

Proprietor of Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- en — basen eoucbanisr are 
Yigorator; Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and purehasing elsewhere. 

the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. Cahart’s Patent Melodeons, with Dearborn’s 
151, East Water St. Milwaukee. | 5 

ae ca eS nee eT eernencet These Maines: are geknowl- 
% ed; to superior to any ers manufac- 

. LITTE LL aoa and are furnished at allprices from $45 

WHOLESALE AND. RETAIL DEALER |"? $!*% 
i ; se de i Violins, venact Accordeons, Flutes, 

= ; ‘instrament Ce 
i 4 n 9 inging ion Agricultural, Im; Seeds, c. ‘Singi hook, Instruction Books, Blank 

09, Ea Music paper, all the new and popular Music 109, East Water-st., . » WId2 MEL. AUKEE, eis aan eapee with on tape 

Is red to supply Dealers and Farmers with, | able'terms, © 20> k 
any kind of PLO WS, by Ruggles, | % 1 oes -YOHN-F. PEASE & Co 
Nourse, Mason & Co. at manufacturers prices! Janesville, Wis. Aug. 4
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f NOW READY XVI. BUIST'S KITCHEN GARDNER, 
} The 17th Edition (17,000 Copies) | Price 75 cents. * 
i Browne.s American eee Yard. XVII. THE AMERICAN GARDENER, | 

i The sale of SIXTEEN THOUSAND| by Fessenden. Price 75 cents. 
COPIES, alone, isjsufticient evidence that it is] XVIII. THE COMPLETE FARMER, by | 
DECIDEDLY THE BEST AND CHEAP. | Fessenden. Price 75 cents. 

; EST POULTRY BOOK INTHE XIX. THE FARMER’S CYCLOPEDIA, | 
COUNTRY, by Blake. Price $1 25. | 

“sm reasons why it is the best Book: Uae mine Fp RURAL ARCHITECT. | 
lst. It was prepared for the want. ._ Brice 2 

Public. a s ofthe | XXI.®H@LPS’ BEE KEEPER'S CHART. | 
2d. It contains complete directionsfor breed-| Ilustrated. Price 25 cents. 

ing, &e. XXIl. JOHNSTON'S LECTURES oF | 
ee It was not made to advertise Fowls for] PRACTICAL AGRICULTURE. Paper 50} 

e. cents. ef 
4th, It was not made to please Fancy No-| XXIIL JOHNSTON'S AGRICULTURAL | 

tions. ‘ cy “| CHEMISTRY. Price $4 25. | 
Sth. It was prepared to show Fowl Breed-| XXIV. JOHNSTON'S ELEMENTS AG. | 

ers how they could raise Poultry at a profit.| RICULTURAL CHEMISTRY AND GE. 
1 ~ 6th. Itis handsomely Wlustrated with por-| OLOGY. Price $1 25. 

i traits of the best kind of Fonts. XXV. RANDALL’S SHEEP HUSBAN. | 
7th. it has had many rivals and ymitations,| DRY. Price $1 25 cents. | 

i and the sale of all put together, have not} XXViI. MINER'S AMERICAN BEE} 
? amounted to one half the number of the AMER- | KEEPER’S MANUAL. Price $1 0. { 
| ICAN POULTRY YARD. XXViL DODD'S AMERICAN CATTLE | 

| “th. It isa practical and truthful book, | DOCTOR, Complete. Price $1. | 
H 9th. It is printed on good paper in large XXVIII FESSENDEN’S COMPLETE | 

: | type. EARMER AND GARDENER. 1 a $1 25) 
| . 10th. The price in paper is only Seventy- XXIX. ALLEN’S TREATISE ON THE | 

} | five ceats, in cloth, $1 00, and will be sent free] CULTURE OF THE GRAPE. Price$l, | 
tae to any pare of the United States. XXX, YOUATT ON THE BREEDS and | 

adress C. M. SAXTON, Agricultural | MANAGEMENT OF SHEEP. Price 75 cts | 
Book Publisher, 152 Fultan street.| XXX1, YOUATT ON THE HOG. Con-/ 

Sent ey Postage. plete. Price 60 cents. | 
PEs OR THE COUNTRY— XXX. YOTATT AND MARTIN on| 

I. THE COW, DAIRY HUSBANDRY eae by Stevens.. Price $1 25. { 
and CATTLE BREEDING. Price 25 cents |,_ XXXII. YOUATT ON THE HORTE;| 

: Il. EVREY LADY HER OWN FLOW.|!TS DISEASES, Soeeeneo ats $l 25 
ER GARDNER. Price 25 cents. XXXIV. THESH! LERD’S OWN BOOK. 

JI. THE AMERICAN KITCHEN GAR- | Edited by Youstt, Skinner and “Randall— | 
DENER. Price 25 cents. Price $2. 

1V. THE AMERICAN ROSE CULTUR- | XXXV.STEPHENS BOOK or THE FARM 
ER. Price 25 cents. Sera. Edived. br akiores. $4. 

V. PRIZE ESSAY ON MANURES, by|__*XXV1 ALLEN’S AMERICAN FARM 
S. L: Dana. Price 25 cents. BOOK. Price $1. ; 

VI. SKINNERS ELEMENTS OF AG-.| _XXXVII. THE AMERICAN FLORISTS 
RICULTURE. Price 25 cents. GUIDE. Price 75 cents... 
Vi. THE PESTS OF THE FARM, with|__ XXXVUI. THE COTTAGE AND FARM 

dirictions for extirpation. Price 25 cents. BEE-4KEEPER. 'Price’50 cents. 
VIM. HORSES ; their varieties, breeding, XXXIX. HOARE ON THE CULTURE 
management, &c. Price 25 cents. OF THE GRAPE:' Price 50 cents. 

IX. THE HIVE and HONEY BEE: their| XL. COUNTRY DWELLINGS; or, the 
diseases and remedies. Price 25 cents. American Architect. Price -¢6. 

X. THE HOG; ite diseases and manage-| XII LIALEY’S GUIDE TO THE OR- 
ment. Price 25 cents. CHARD. -$1:95.— - fi ‘XI THE AMERICAN BIRDFANCIER;| _XLll GUNN’S DOMESTIC MEDICINE 
breeding: sais &ec, &c. Price 25 cents. | > book for every married man and woman. | 

XH. DOMESTIC FOWL AND ORNA-|Price$3. oi 
MENTAL POULTRY. Price 25 ceata ») |. %LUL NASH'S PROGRESSIVE FARM- 
XII. CHEMISTRY MADE:EASY BOR |=, ee ee ener ee 

THE USE OF FARMERS. Price 25 eents,| XIV. ALLEN'S DISEASES OF DO- 
XIV. THE AMERICAN POULTRY | MESTIC ANIMATE Rion 5 canis, XYARD. The chespestand best hook published,|_ XLV. SAXTON’S’ RURAL HAND. 

Price $1 00 : pone oe SPricé $2 50.0 

XV, THE AMERICAN: FIELD, BOOK | XLVI. BEATTPES SQUTHERN AGRI- 
OF MANURES: embracing all she,Fertili- a rer BA a : 

sexs known, withidirections for use. By Browne, |.  F-abl by. CM: TON. 
Price $1 25. , ait No 152, Falton streetN. Y |
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| Se ee ee a in speaking of these cattle, as it has become 
i “TERMS: high time that our farmers and those who 

50 Cents.a Year in Advance; design to raise stock, should take the sub- 
Fiveconles for $2, pases toon Pom oreeandet| Ject into consideration and settle upon the 

to commence withthevolume, Back numberssupplied | kind of cattle which they will breed. We | 
goraer a, would offer for their consideration the breed | 

Obie eee bon ltiaie es paid aatice known as the Durham, or Improved Short 

[ash 1 yeat, 089, (Lose than one year) tor treeimser-| 227% 8 being the best possible for them tion, $2,00. For each subsequent insertion, 5v cis. Andat| to raise, either for beef or milk, and es- the same rate for a larger amount. “ ° . calito of he FATHER fs nrg andthe amounc of] POCHANY, 80 when they would combine the adverssing tiulted: which renders it a more valuable me-| two objects, They also make good oxen 
! nee thie eee eo ee though doubtless excelled by some other 
== Sa Se ws eT ee Breeds, for, this purpose. Under the term 

Short Horns. Short Horn cattle are included what are | 
We lately took a tip to thaS facia: Oc} called the: Holdernessand Teeswater b.eeds. 

Ex-Goy. Bebb and J. P. Reynolds, hisson-| We wish to recommend that branch of | 
n-law, of Elyda, Ill, for the purpose of ex-| these cattle bred by Mr. Charles Collings j 
amining their herds of Short Horns, é&c.| of England, from hiscow, Lady—the moth- j 
Mr. Reynolds gave us every opportunity to| er of the Improved Short Horns. These | 
examine these eatile and to answer any} cattle are of good size, and are beauti- | 
and all our inquiries respecting them. fully motled with red spots upon a white 

Goy, Bebb and Mr. Reynolds are from ground, sometimes a more intimate blend- 
Ohio, and are well acquainted with the! ing of colors, forming a beautiful roan.— 
celebrated herds of Dr. Watson, Mr. Ren-| Their backs are straight, head small, throat 
nick, and others, who have been engaged | clean, neck fine, handsomely thickening to- 
in the introduction of fine and improved | wards the shoulders, chest deep and thick, 
stock into that State. These gentlemen] carcass full and round, well ribbed home, 
have some very fine cattle of the Short-| quarters long, hips and rump wide and 
horn Durham stock, end from these they| even, hair fine and silky, skin thin and 
are now breeding a stock which will prove] soft to the feel. This breed of cattle in 
of immense value to this region. They | their early maturity, their good milking 
have now two bulls—Prince Albert 3d,| properties, and their readiness to take on 
and Col. Fremont, and several eows, heif-| flesh, surpass all others. All things eon- 
ers and calves, thorough bred, together] sidered, we are inclined to believe that this 
with several head of grades, These bulls| is the best breed for the farmers of the 
and cows have taken the first and second] west, especially where they have good 
Premiums at the State Fairs in Ohio, and| feed, aa they have in most. portions. It is 
are doubtless the best animals in this re- important that farmers turn their attention 
gion of country. We take great pleasure} to this subject.
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The great demand for cattle for ou" Feeding Bees. | 

markets at home and abroad, and especial-|_ In No. 40, Vol. 8, of your valuable pa- | 

ly for exportation to California and Oregon | Pet, I discovered you again state that bees i 

which is now very great, and destined to make 2lb. of honey from 1 of sugar, andI ' 

he vant Sige Gia tanteeenon have seen it stated by scientific men, and 

y gr te rges _ sece UPS men of note in the world, that bees would | 

the considerafion of our agriculturists—|convert sugar or molasses, &e., into pure \ 

We sball be pleased to notice any effort on honey. Now I wish to state that the idea | 

the part of the farmers to improve the = wholly eroneous. — You have no need | 

stock of the State, t to “revise your chemistry,” so far as quan- | 

= fity is concerned. i 

Errzcts of Deainace on tae temper-| The best food for bees, aside from honey i 

ATURE oF Sorts.—All the rain that falls up- itself, is a thick syrup made of refined loaf | 

on our fields must either be carried away |SU3, 2 middling sized colony will re | 

by natural or artificial drainage, or having | move from three to four Ibs. in 24 hours, | 

thoroughly saturated the soil on which it let this be done in the fall season, and | 

falls, be left on the surface to be carried off| three months thereafter examine the eomb | 

by evaporation. Now, every gallon of water into which it is placed, and yox will find i 

thus carried off by evaporation requires as} Pure grained loaf sugar instead of honey— i 

much heat accel raise fiveand a half gal- and just the same result will be found by i 

lons from freezing to the boiling point. feeding your "six cent brown sugar.” Take | 

Without going to extreme cases, the great| 1 lb of brown sugar and make of it a syr- | 

effects of the heat thus lost upon vegetation] UP, and when taken into the hive it will | 

cannot failto be striking,and I have frequent- weigh two pounds heavier than it did before | 

ly found the soil of a field well drained high- the feeding, but there is not two pounds, | 

er in temperature from 10 to 15 degrees} more honey,but two pounds of syrup placed | 

than that of another field which had not|in the comb, and upon examination three 

been drained, though in every other respect| months thereafter it will be found to be | 

the soils were similar. Ihave observed the| grained sugar; but the same colony will | 

effects of thisonthe growing erep, and I|not remove but little over half as much of | 

have seen not only a much inferior crop on| this as they will of the loaf sugar. But | 

the undrained field, but that crop harvested | the best feed is the honey itself I have | 

| fully three weeks after the other; and, ow-| known a large colony to remove from 6 to 8 {| 

ing to this circumstance and the setting in Ibs. of honey from pans in twelve hours, | 

| of unsettled weather, I have seen that crop| thus you may see from the quantity taken | 

| deteriorated fully 10 per cent in value. So} up, it is impossible that it should undergo | 

| says B. Sinspson, in the Journal of the Roy-| 227 considerable change in the stomach | 

al Agricultural Society. of the worker. A bee will fill its stomach || 

| In addition to the above arguments in fay- from the pan in from 30 to 50 seconds, and |} 

orof under-draining, says Professor Mapes, empties it in less time, hence it is evident | 

| the lengthened season of growth may fairly that the whole theory, with regard to the | 

be taken into account. A field in the latitude opt. of the bee to change the nature of | 

of New York, thoroughly under-drained is| the substance taken inthe honey stomach | 

rendered thereby nearly as early as one in| or sack is false, and to show the confidence | 

Philadelphia left in its natural state, so far} have in the truth of the above statement, | 

as under-drains are concerned. We find} I will agree to give $100 for a stand of bees | 

corn crops on such fields ripen much earlier; that will convert sugar into pure honey, | 

and turnips and other late crops planted on such as they get from white clover or flow: | 

eeapeceiy under-drained a are not s0| ers in general. H. L. Eaves. j 

soon arrested in their growth by winter frost. [Scientfie American. 

In addition to this, we assert without ae | 

fear of contradiction, that one third lessma-| A Truz Sayrxa—He who encourages 

nure of an organic kind will answer the pur-| a young man in the pursuit of agriculture, \ 

poses of a well under-drained acre, better is doing a good work for the morals of | 

than of one not so treated. [Plow. [society a hundred years hence. |
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Barns. should be built upon 2a side “hill that it i 

We hardiy think that our farmers gen- may be convenient to occupy the space un- || i 
ots >. | der the barn as stables, hog pens, poultry || erally are able to build barns of sufficien oy DOE Pena e 1 

es with the necessary fixings house, &e., and at the same time have it |. 

j . es Bes) ae ta Met into’ the upper potions wali || 
| for the storing of the hay and grain, which 7s ss Silla 

is raised in such vast quantities upon our loads: t 

extensive prairies, and especially in such} Manuracryres ox rue Merrtac—A 

seasons as the present, and at the same compra < Or nn be = aa ! 

time give the proper stable room for cat-| “ting from New England ‘says, “What |, 
Bi = oe Te. on a. opin: is to be the destiny of New England? ‘The 

ee , "| question has forced itself upon me, and I} 
ion that they are generally able to build} curn to its consideration. ‘To him who on- 
much better than they usually have.—}ly looks at the rocks and the hard soil it }{ 
Some very good barns have been erected; | seems to say, ‘Work or die;’ and in still 

we wish there were more. We think that Pe ——— x aoe o him who Wook 
it would be money well invested to build a eae die? Hat SER Gah ae eee’ ee i 

good, substantial and roomy barn upon every | hardy sons of the bleak hills of New Eng- 
farm. Farmers must not forget that the} land. he valley of the Merrimac is to be 

times with them are greatly changing and filled with a dense _ Population. Com- 

that, too, for the better, aad that it will papa plenary: area yp voean 

now well pay to house cattle and horses is Haverhill with its 10,000 ; six miles fur- 
and well store their produce, under suit-} ther up is Lawrence, with its 14,000, and 

able buildings erected for the purpose. a growth unparaleiled in the United States 

Farmers will remember, also, that cattle} 0F 12 the world. Ten miles further up the 
% river is Lowell; with its 35,000; fifteen 

well housed, require much less food to keep miles more gives us Nashua, with its 10,- 

them in a good condition, thaa when com-} 909; fifteen more Manchester, with its 19,- 
pelled to endure the severities of our win-} 000; and fifteen more Concord, wiih its 

ters unprotected. The saving of feed in} 11,000. These are but the large towns— 
this way is no small item of consideration. while between these are respectable villages 

: a . | of one, two and three thousand inhabitants. 
Again, the same amount of hay and grain} Here we have at least 150,000 inkabitants, 
goes much farther when well stored and fed} supported directly by manufacturing, to 

from barns; and finally, good barns will} say nothing of the farmers, who find their 
add much, not only to the value of yout markets close at their doors. _ This growth 

farms, but do much to improve their ap- meee men here. | The Merrimac has i 
: > ¢| its equal for power in the world, when its 

pearance. Though we are not exactly o'| jonoth is taken into account. With the 
the opinion of most Dutchmen, so prover- Winnipiseogee for a reservoir, its resources 

| bially characterized as snug farmers, that] are almost boundless; and the sites are not 

| the cattle and horses must Jirst be furnished half nor a third of them occupied.” | 

with a good barn, and afterwards the fami- Sa eee ee 
ly provitled’ for- yet we think miost of our A tate French paper announces the exhu- 

far & x our’ sing of the body of aman who died 37 years 

mers are becoming too regardless of the} ago, of hydrophobia. His remains were in a 
value and importance of erecting good| perfect state of preservation, when they were 
barns and sheds. At the present high exhumed, while the shroud and coffin in which 

price of lumber, no very extensive build-| they Were placed were sate destroyed. — 
ings can be erected. As many convenien- Dye: teinbipt pes adds: that Sthie: is the find 
cea as ibi6 must BS Tener time within the last ten years, that it has been 

ie Poe made to cl uster UN-| discovered that death from hydrophobia pre- 
one and the same roof. If possible they } vents decomposition.” , 

oo =
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For the Wisconsin &IowaFarmer. |is one disadvantage here, I know—the 

Hops. scarcity of ee = . nt a 

Dr. Sm:—Will you have the kindess to mountable. In the March No. of the Farm- 

inform me whether leached, or unleached | er I read a short article on the subject, but 

ashes are a good manure for Hops—and would like to hear more from those who 

what the value, per load, of jeached ashes = had — in the oe 

is, compared with barn or house-manure ‘uscatine, Iowa. NQUIRER. 

for this crop. The soil being mostly loam, Remarxs:—“Enquirer” may find some- 

with a small portion of sand. Also on | thing in the following communication of in-| 

soil mostly clay, or loam surface, and clay- | terest. It was received last spring, but too | 

ish subsoil. Geo. W. Bisnor. | late forthe season. We give it now for ) 

Lake Mills, Jefferson Co. Aug., 1853 | benefit of those who may wish to prepare | 

Remarxs:—Not having an analysis to | for planting next spring. | 

which we can now refer for the constituents for the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer 

of the hop, and remembering only in regard Cultivation of Hops. 

en t the mineral, or no EP, Mr. Murer:—I see frequent calls for 

a zs = eee poles z ime—the | ¢ mers to write for their paper, and alsoa 

Princip’ le constituents of ashes—is compar’ | jattor from Mr. Steen, on the cultivation | 
atively small, and that it is humus forming ay os : me | 

A of Hops. I will give youin my plain way, | 

substances that are more especially wanted ee 2 | 
és : the method Ipracticed in tending my fath-| 

for its highest perfection, we should be| .,., hop yard | 

strongly inclined much to prefer a large The soil selected was a sandy loam. 1 

quantity of the richest rotten manure— 2 siete } 
stuck stakes ten feet apart in lines each 

say 50 or 75 cubic yards to the acre—well e : | 
‘ : : ~ We"| way to mark the hills—then with a hoe} 
incorporated with the soil, or deposited in 

z drew the earth from around them—mak- 
the hill—to all the Jeached or unleached | . | 

. ing a hole large enough to hold three or 

ashes that could be obtained. a 
_ .| four shovels full of well rotted manure}! 

Fresh manure should never be applied ‘ z | 
after the manure was placed in the hill and | 

to hops. Well rotted barn-yard manure} 411, ; 5 
see “ while it was moist, I scraped the earth up| 

has in it all the essentials for the produc” a cel 
. ‘ e over the manure so as to make quite | 

tion of the hop, while ashes are destitute a from fi SEGRE vol 

f the organic ingredients essential to the mon ele oe pets setieaeen | 
e . aA din the natural level of the earth; I then took | 

on 4 om y 2 . na ee _ ae Upon! my roots—being cus so as to have too or| 

eee are ee ee three sets of eyes—and laying them upon} 

For the Wisconsin & Iowa Farmer. | the mound, with a forked stick pushed the | 

Raising Hops: butt-end of the root down into the manure, | 

Ep. Faruer:—I would like to hear| setting it upon its end—I put from four to) 

more said in the Farmer about raising hops.| five roots in each hill, They soon start 

It appears strange to me that s0 little growing and need no other attention the 

a pee about a — “a farming, oie — than gy ge clear of 

whi ink must pay well at prices | weeds and covering ills with manure 

which hops have brought for two or three | before frost. In the spring I raked the 

years past. More attention should be paid | manure off the hill and around it, so as to 

| to this business here in the west, and I bring it up to the vines ir cultivating them in 

think there would be, if the manner of|thesummer. In the spring, after the vines 

cultivation was better understood. There| start, I set the poles, which were from
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twelve to sixteen feet in length—two to] Always cover the hop hills with manure | 
each hill—set about two feet apart in a di-|in the fall after picking. The third spring: i 
rect line on the outside of the roots. As/and each succeeding spring, the runners | 
soon as the vines are large enough, two of| must be cut off This is done by taking a |, 
the best are selected and tied to the poles | small pick and raising the white roots, and {' 
—leaving two more for each pole for some | cut them off close to the main root—tak- | 
time on the ground, for fear some accident | ing care not to disturb the brown or knotty ; 
may happen to those upon the pole; sall|one that runs down. i 
others must be cut off as soon as theystart-| Rock Co, 1853. Oak Busnes. |; 
The best vine is not always the largest— Experiments 
select the thickest one, that looks like al yape wire MILK-PANS OF VARIOUS MATERI- 
stock of asparagus, and destroy those which} ALS, TO ASCERTAIN THE BEST SUITED FOR 
put forth leaves soon after coming up. The| DAIRY PURPOSES. P 
vines on the poles should be kept from lop-|__ According to the experiments of M. Hin- : z : ueber, of Moisburg, ( Germany, ) one hun- ping over or crossing each other while run- |dred quarts of milk yielded in 

|| ning up the poles. If the poles are smooth | Tinned milk-pans 1.07 Hanover Ibs. butter |' they will require tying up oftener than if | Glass e TSE OU . 
: = Wooden the pole is a little rough or knotty; woolen | 15 painted 696 « 

yarn is the best kind of string for tying up Se eneare ie es _ : with, ooden, painte 5 
= ; According to the same experiments, there In New York and Pennsylvania, hops required for one pound of butter— 

| blossom about the last of July, and ripen | o¢mitk produced by stall feeding, with green about the first of September, but in this clover 15.00 Hanover qts. milk. 
State not quite so soon. As soon as the grebsera cera 
outside of the hop begins to turn a little | tare and clover 1567 Be 
brown, they must be picked—sooner than | >¥ peataring ae = ‘ 
thisis better than later. After being pick- Showing that the milk obtained from dither should he da © <..,_ | cattle fed upon pastures, is richer in butter 
eothey should ried as fast as possible | than milk got from cows which have been 
and not scorch them, when they will fall | fed in the stable with one and the same kind 
apart, after being pressed hard in the hand, | of plants: even a mixture of tare and clover 

: they are dry enough for sacking. They seeds, shows an increas = oral _ 
should then be taken from the kiln and cee 

| laid in a room until a damp day—then| Hors.—It is predicted that the hop crop will pack them into sacks. They will pack bet be one-third short the present year. Producers 
ter by being alittle damp. They are pack- a oe See N.Y, having contracts to ad'in’a Gor imade’of:plaik 4wo foot au eliver large lots the present fall, have been 

in'a Dox made of plank, two quare | obliged to go into the market and buy enough and six or seven feet long. The cloth de- to make themselves good. They have paid as 
Signed for the bag is put inside, then the need sd te be lignes The English crop is 
hops put in and tramped hard. The most Sn 
common way isto lay the box on one side— ka eee anu anane ae, taki, a ; rol 

off the re plank—but the PYOP- | ened the grain before the heads had filled ; the er and best way is, to set the box upon the | hoppers have eaten the grass, and the cattle | 
end, then put in the bag-and pack the hops, | have been turned into the oats. = Sea This mode of packing enables the brewer By an arrival from 1 Nessaa a great failure 

= of the cropsis re the hamas; 'o take them off the end in layers and does | v1.4 it was feared the inhabitecte will suffer Rot expose the rest to the air. great privations.
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BERGEY’S THRESHING MACHINE. ' 

He The above engraving isa perspective machines is generally the heaviest and most | 

fh iid | view of this Threshing, Separating and|cumbrous part of the machine, is, in this | 

full Winnowing Machine. A, is a case, in arrangement, made to turn upon the peri- \ 

ee which revolves an ordinary threshing cylin- pheries of anti-friction wheels, which them- | 

| / i | der, having a teethed concave. B, a re-| selves turn upon short axles, inserted in the } 

my . volving perforated cylinder, which has an | frame of the machine; and, third, there is | 

i inclined position, and into which the straw | less gearing required in. this arrangement | 

i and grain passes after it is threshed. C, a| than in others, 
| 

' i | chamber or passage Way, for the conveyor| Any further information of this machine | 

apy or apron. D, the fan box; E, the grain} can be obtained by addressing Mr. 8. S| 

| i, | drawers and F, the seive or vibrating | Barry, Cleveland, O. | 

i 

————————— 
[ 

a | screen. : § 
: a | 

he The revolving cylinder B, by its motion Vegetation of the Frozen Region | 

i i and position agitates the straw, and works} _ The following extract is from Seaman’s 

| i it off towards its lower end, where it is dis- | “Botany of the Voyage of Hi. M. ship 

AB Ik | charged in the direction of the arrow. ‘Herald, under the ‘command of Captain } 

Hh | . The grain as it emerges from the mesh-| Kellet,” in search of Sir John Franklin j 

: es of the cylinder, drops upon an endless | The accounts of ihe remarkable phenome: | 

{ i apron or belt, and is conve ‘ed by the tray-|na exhibited in these icy regions will be} 

aa P weyed by y reg i 

1 an | el of the belt, to a vibrating screen, F,| found new and excee lingly interssting: | 

ae | where it is acted upon bythe fan in the| “The soil is always frozen, and merely | 

ia ordinary manner, the grain passing through | thaws during the summer, a few feet be 

iH the screen into the drawer E. low the surface. But the thawing is by | 

aa The advantages gained by this mode of|no means uniform. In peat it extends not] 

ql iY sustaining and operating the cylinder, are,| more than two feet, while in other forms j 

a) first, that it can be made entirely open at| tions, especially jn sand or gravel, the] 

it both ends, so as not to obstruct the pass-| ground is frec from frost to the depth of 

if age. of the straw through the same, by | nearly a fathom, showing that sand is a bet- 

tea cross bars, central shafts, or other like ob-| ter conductor of heat than peat or clays 

Se structions, to be found in other machines, | and corroborating the observation of the 

eg made with revolving cylinder screens; sec- curate J. D. Hooker, who, after a series of 

Her ond, that it will not require so much pow-| experiments in India, arrived at the samé 

i Ht er to operate it, as the screens heretofore | conclusion. The roots of the plant, even 

ae used, because the separator which in other | those of the shrubs and trees, do not pene 

ae 
ie | He:
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| trate into the frozen subsoil. O. eee 
i | 

| it ey 
es at Span

 A curious fact is stated 
= 4 

ee through which no passage oF condition. of the vegetabl respecting the ‘| 

fred 
sage could be & long day of the SaGlin world during | 

) “It may be surprising to b though th 
summer. Al- } 

7 dae 
hi 

gh the sun nev 
waite t 

tion flourishing aide cig conan plants make no mistake. lees: it lasts, 

| existing independent, it eat stances, |when if it be not night it out the time, | 

| restial heat. But, surprise is aoe. ‘ter- | but regularly
 as the ere h ought to be; |} 

= visiting +Kotsbue Sound, =f was eae ia ee il | 

on the to 
fi 

,|above the 
hori 

: legrees || 

Epi teee o [ Soren tp ha epee 
equalled in mo uriance only| “If 

re favored climes. | 

= Elephant a ae Poa “There ever oe tie see Mr Seaman, “coa
l { ) 

ries of cliffs from se int, is a se-|which way to and be undecided |; 

° a 

* 

tl 
* 

et q 

| etagenich pres 
a. feat, comics sluggish, See

 ae eae i | 

tions of the manner in which yee illustra- th
e plants which he a = out of order, ! | 

| en ‘Thyee gitaact levers Pte plants} will show him the aed ae to meet, | 

ie Royse
 a ERP pose these |Ieaves tell him that a ; their sleeping |! 

| above the ground, is i can be seen | and at that 
ti idnight is at hand i 

. ground, is ice, and fi 
at time the si 

LE Sit 

i to fifty feet high. The ee eee north?” 
um is standing in the 

|| xying in thickness fi we.c'ay, WA 
tintin ss 

i 

| and intermingled —_— fos to twenty feet, The following Table shows h I 

{| elements, Road
 e remains of fossil | [05 team and plow will perf ea 

| clay is covered b Spe 
see The Lastly and tenths: perform: in a Gay, i 

jj ing vegetation, oie e third layer bear- | ™ BOG Fi fab tet | ee 
i 

, to which it ow ‘* 
nd tenths, | row in fe Acres 

oe Every year during July, its exist- _ 
hen a okt tenths i 

aged ay oh Js 8] 
ich the uppermost la: foe 8 1 3 72, 4 

| of eee ets oct we deprived 2 Be atli ot ae i 

ae is thus created; ice, plant: = 
a 2.0 4a ae | 

| Peat, and clay, are mixed ae nee, 12 = 5 2 

orderly m: ixed in the most dis- 24 5 20 | ) 

| imagine a z een possible to it = e nage | ) 

‘ grotesque 
ds 3.2 

A 

= seen pieces still aes li a 20 te 2 a 
| 

snl ete. ere eT oe canis wie ee me 74 iso | 

| of willows; at o ea Th i aa ohne 192 | 

| oo = 
senecious and ee 

Biot ——
 

ie constructed 
eh j 

r the remnanto
f th » ab AD-| rat 

e team moves | 

of hair peculiar e mammoth, the tufts e of about 3 feet 
at the | 

to 

per second, toa | 

| enti decomposed —
 places, and evi- a hour for 10 hours per da or i \ 

| frequently tumbles 
note at foot lend poke se ont condition, will do this | 

; some elephants’ t stealogical remains, | gigi you would keep them in | 

Sead et cayn wong ao im ensgh td Than 
| than two hundred eth, weighing more| A Varvasce T. 

* 

| is the formation adisraleng 10 nds. Nor | Wil! be erie ante 
an sollawins table | 

a is observed in various gre a pees 4 
monlesss Saeyio | 

Ss 
o! 2 x 24 inchs i 

eee vane Kota nce dap mil comin ste [ Dahle 
3 ing it prob: 

: x 24 inches b: 
+ ushels 

fete of Nordeetnm Aner | Ab me or ng 
solid mass of i ; un | gj inches by 15 1-8 i : 

= iidey claage cade eisietal 9 A eae a anes ase 

San acres ae Rate tindasd in| canner ilechisietatedie.
 

Jife, anc that t 
s x 8 inches by 8 1-4i 

. 

| een aed le aor aye hos 8 lache ceatuinone eek sg 

forms whieh clothe with of | ah bogs anenee bx inane peers 
will : and 4 1- 

surface of our planet a Wie skietid testes sonatas at 
deep, will contain one quart. 412 
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2 Classification of Manures. taw bones, ame dust, true guano, animal | 

: : Ste $c) ix substances of 21] kinds, oil-cake, malt-grain, | 
The following classification is taken from] from breweries, solid pan” and a j +} Stockhardt’s Jon, Lectures. The best excrements, stable-manures, urine of car- j 

\ | [ao Eg ad oe nt mma aehes, Sera, leaves, : . SS | 
3 I. Substances containing ammonia, VL M s s i 

(very forcing.) Ammonical salts of all gene “ah di ne UPSENELO | 
sorts, good guano, urates, root, putrid ani- ee ne ae partly ab. | 

|] mal ‘substances, such as blood, flesh, skins,| Ment oF manuring substances) 
=: &e.; poudrette, gas-water, putrid. urine,| | ee ah oad od green vitriol, 

| acini compost, fermented stable manure, bee, pir ashes of pit-coal, turf, and | 
: especially of sheep and horses. pon oe i 

2. Azotized substances that are easily| VU. Maxvnzs Rion mw Late: i 
decomposed, (somewhat quickly forcing)| Burnt lime, chalk, marl, gypsum, ashes | 
—Horn-shavings, glue, boiled flesh, bones of brown coal and turf, building rubbish, i 
liquified by acid, steamed and highly pul-| Pond mud, and soap-boilers’ ashes. i 
verized, oil-cakes of all sorts, mali-grain VIL Masvres Ric mw Smica: 
and the refuse of beer-breweries, fresh} Pit-coal ashes, as aiso ashes of all sorts, | 
urine, drainings, stable manure beginning = ia — &e. 3 | 
koiot: -Manvres raat Putverwe tne Sor. | 

3. Azotized substances that are de-|_ Sulphuric acid, muriatic acid, lime, marl, | 
‘ composed with difficulty, (slowly forcing.) humus, é&e. j 
) Bonedust coarsely powdered, woolen-rags,| X. Manures tHar Iuprove tan Som: | 

fresh stable manure. Lime, marl, loam, sand, pond-mud, vege: | 
4, Substances containing nitric acid,| table mould, turf, &e. y , 

(quickly forcing.) Nitrate of potash [or-| Here is a fine classification of the chief | 
dinary saltpetre,} nitrate of soda or Chili] manures that are employed as fertilizers, | 
saltpetre, nitrate of lime, or decayed stable-} They should be chosen and applied accord- 
walls, rubbish of old clay walls, and old) ing to the nature and condition of the soil, ) 
compost earth. as well as with reference to the crop, that | 
II. Manvres Ricu rs Carzow: [form-| is to be produced. Many of the manures | 

ing humas. are eompounds—hence the reason why | 
Stable-litter, straw, foliage, weeds, forest) you find them repeated in the different | 

Sigh Sein MOLLE tint -cktay tecen:| Semnider aa Wc can hee veer gs, , turf, y = ifica a se it until he finds a bet- | 
coal, and vegetable substances of nearly all | ter one. | 
ore ——— } 

TI. Mancres conrarsinc Porasn:— Sorrel—How to get Rid of It. | 
[strongly forcing-] A friend informs us that he has a fied 

Potash, nitrate of potash, malt-grain of five or six acres so completely overrun | 
Pree mere a . —— - with sorrel, that nothing else can grow ;| 
- _ = -_ — ree - rere = he — to know how it may be ex | 
a a garden tri ig -| terminated. | 
ing rubbish, enero compost, Had you informed us more about the’ 
burnt clay and ioam, marl of many sorts.| relative location of your field as respects 
Iv. h Manxvres containing Sopa: (less| the surrounding land, we might have given 

visibly operative.] you information perhaps, that could os 
Common salt, refuse salt, Chili saltpetre,| been made more permanently beneficial, 

soap aa oat ue sorts of — = oe that alors in question is 
nuring salts, felspar, and some other| what is “secon ttom.”? 
kinds of stone, soap-suds, dish-water. Lands of this description, if extending 
VY. Maxvres Rich iv Prosruorrc Acip:| back from the “first bottom” to the high- 
{seed forming’) Burnt bones, bone black, | lands surrounding, are. sometimes affected 
suger refuse from refineries, phosphorite, by springs making from the higher grounds 

| a few other kinds ef stone, poor guano,| rendering the surface too moist and cold
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| too long in the spring for the rapid growth | the next spring stocking down to clover, } 
of the grasses, and when the surface be- | or to clover and timothy as suits you best, 
comes dry and warm at a later period the | and we are of the opinion that the sorrel 
plant in question will vegetate and thrive. will be entirely eradicated. 
Frost, upon lands of this description, will also| The surface soil of your field is lacking,- 

| produce its worst effects, by throwing out probably, either naturally or by over crop- |} * 
H the grass roots and thus giving useless plants | ing, in some one of the alkaline earths.—-. 2 

| a better chance to gain the ascendency. | Hence the rationale. of using alkaline ma- 
| If have rightly apprehended the posi-|nures, in the extermination of acidulous ; 
| tion of your field relative to the surround- | plants. (Western Reserve Dairyman. ‘ 
| ing ground, the first step to be taken for AM ae aE ae Thin A ; 

| permanent improvement of your field, hi Pees Me K  Myremill, in a 

| would be to dig a ditch of sufficient size |S "7% D€° nd, Mr. Kennedy feeds under 
lana depth to carry off all the water that | cover in the summer months, 220 large ox- 

| may ooze from the adjacent hillside, and | en, 460 sheep, 20 horses, 150 pigs, on 90 
| that accumulates from rains and snows at | *¢res. of Italian ryegrass... Last summer 
| different seasons of the year. If, however, his house fed sheep fattened better than in 

| your soil is naturally dry and warm, the = field, and were kept on Italian rye grass |} 
| ditching will not be needed, as the cause °° oo months, at the rate of 56 head per 
| of the evil will be different from that indi-|*te! | They likewise received:a daily sup- 
| eated above. ply of steamed food: But, allowing for 

| In the latter case we would advise that | 5 we find that on this farm each:aere of 
t the whole field be deeply plowed—twelve oe keeps about four times as much live 
| or fifteen inches would be none too deep— oe =e palit 3 of the cultivated land 
making the dead furrows the channels for ofa'similar quality in England. Mr. Ken- 
Ail camuatecn mate nedy has attained this high state of fertili- 

As soon as possible, set about gathering B by fons of Tiquid cata ae 
| up every available fertilizer—muck, if you on iy thi = a of applied to the 
have it on your farm, or if you can get it ik Th ae - Ce ee ae tak 
from the farm of your neighbor; deposits} ™*° re ower of rain. To use Mr. Mechi’s 
from the streams and along the highway, | 8'@P"¢ 2 he- can “increase his wet 
decayed leaves and vegetation from tlie low days” as he: inds if necessary, and when jj. 
places in the woodlands; leached ashes other -people’s: fields: are parched with 
fromthe ashery, or unleached if you have drought, his are glistening with perennial I: 
them, and to add to the above to apply to verdure: Having an un‘a'ling supply of wa- 
such a field. as yours, you can afford to ae he can either mix.it in bis manure tank: 

Pp] purchace-a féw bushels of lime, say ten a Lge peice 2 substance, and s0-}| " 
P] bushels. per aere, _ will answer and Sete gree rng Rata hole on i 

5 
Po cers) Osh only about: $9.00 for Bre ach it. im dissolved, or if nothing but 

Let these substances be well’ mixed’ to- Bat need oe he ap plies that. only... 
; gether and then use a top-dressing-on the} A PAracrarn Fron Grorae—Goethe his 
| —— sod, applying at the rate - ae re arpa eee ae than this 

| wagon Ioads to the acre. Mix well], ., 5 : 

Piss hoc ty bareowing, and'ie Tes of See ive ein Soe ore the semis at 
(Bw August or first of September, sow your | that slender tree, which seem as if they would’ 

a thus treated, with wheat. arly inj fain reming 3 of pomething, pelceetales and the 
| lach ensuing, sow the field with red clowgr. | measur’ at of the thresher’s flail calls up 

* the thought thatin the dry and falling ear lies- 
Fig the wheat 8 taken from the fa, 8 qaaeee aoaeaimea ‘and fife.” * 

ress the clover with leached ashes, using RTS AAT Se 
ten or twelve loads to the acre. Feed the} Wurre Wxrep.—Capt. David Trefeth- |f) 

; clover but slightly, if at all, before the | en, of Dover, N. H., lately eradicated this \f', 
erst of June ensuing, and then not too) troublesome weed from a field that was J. 

i mClose; or if you prefer it, the clover may be | literally covered with. it, by simply sowing }° 
ct for hay. The summer following, plow | his seed with salt when the weed was. in 

d Your clover, and again sow with wheat, | blossom.
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[ ie PORTABLE MILLS. i 

i} The above engraving represents an a] Among the. uses to which this mill is i 
"t-provement in Portable Mills, adapted to | adapted, are the following, viz.; slielling | 

' f the various grinding and crushing pur-|carn, grinding and crushing corn and cob to- 

; |, poses of a farm, which are now required ; gether, grinding meal from corn and other | 

{and found so profitable in the improved | grains, crushing roots, grinding bark. mash- | 

| modes of feeding stock. Itis the inven-|ing apples for cider, and other like pur} 

j tion of Mr. Charles Leavitt, of Quincy, | poses. [Scientific American. 

Illinois. 
————_—_—_ | 

| || ‘This mill differs from those of ordinary] Bight Education of Horses. | 
i | construction in having the relative position} That horses may be educated. will not | 

| of the grinding surfaces reversed, that is;|appear. strange to those-who have closely | 

|| the external hollow cone or concave grin- observed the intelligence: often manifested | 

i der is made to revolve on the inner or con-|by that noble animal. The present remarks | 
1 'F vex cone, which isstationary, and so formed are designed to give some information in| 

+ 4 with an internal cavity, that it may be readi-|relation to the rearing and treatment of 

: || ty and securely fixed on a post, or any tree | young horses, not so much however with} 

|| stump which may stand convenient, and /reference to their food and drink, as | 
|| thus all exterior framing, as well as shafts! their quietness and docility. ' 

or spindles, are entirely dispensed with;} That there isa difference in the temper] 
| Hd and the lever to which the horse is con-|and disposition of different horses, is not 

| ' nected, for giving motion to the mill, is at-|denied; but at the same time: it is averred 

it ‘ached directly to the exterior cone, and|that where a horse is so vicious and un- 
| moves it round about as exhibited in the | m#fageable as to render him unsafe in.the 

: | ongraving. ‘ harness, it is chargeable in almost every, in-| 

| _ The adjusting screw apparatus, is also] stance to the treatment he has former j 
I imple and effectual, and is worked from | received. 

: , Love without interfering with the opera-} The training of the colts should com: | 

in of the mill. By it the mili is made}|mence when they are about three month j 

i .pable of application to a vast range of|old, so as to have them become familiar 

| + poses, as well as being made te grind} with the family before they are taken from 

| arse or fine, as desired. the dam. Some colts are inclined to us
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their heels rather too freely; in such cases| liable, in the harness, having the habit to 
|| great care is necessary. They should bej stop, or balk, especially at the foot of a 
\ approached carefully, and caressed and cur-| hill; this is caused by having been at some 

| ried; and they will soon submit to have| time cverloaded, and perhaps unmercifully 
|| their feet taken up and handled without | beaten.” Neighbor A. has a beautiful span | 
i resistance; and this will aid in quieting | of bays three years old, that he has been 
| them while being shod, as the horse seldom breaking in, the past winter; he wishes to 
| forgets what he has once learned. haul some rails from the farther side of the 
| A common. method ef weaning colts is| farm, and as the colts have become tolera- 
i to take them to some back lot, and place} bly Chandy,” he puts on nearly a full load 
|| a heavy yoke or “poke” on the neck, which| which they raanage very well until they 
| they are compelled to wear for several] come to a “hard spot,” and there stop. The 
| weeks until their spirits are completely bro-| driver looks at the load, then looks at the 
| ken, and they become more or less “ewe| horses: they are nearly as large as the old 
| necked,” from which defect they rarely | team,—he Znows they can draw it, and is 

| wholty recover. Another metnod, but. lit-| determined they shall. So he commences 
|| tle less objectionable, is to shut them ia the] beating and pounding the poor animals un- 
i; stable; but this does not learn them to re-| til he is nearly worried out, when he throws ‘ 
\ spect afence in the least. Now the better] off his load and goes home with a loss of | 
| way and the one that the writer has prac-| both time and temper, and the horses dam- 
| tieed.with uniform success, is the following | aged to the amount of twenty-five dollars 
|) —Prepare a yard,(if it contains an acre | each. 
| or more, the better,) having a strong, high] Now it is quite probable that the horses 
|| fenee;so high that the colt cannot possibly | had strength enough to draw the load in 
| leap over it—from six to seven-feet will be| question, but they had not had sufficient 
sufficient—and let the materials of which | practice; they did not know how to apply 
the fence is composed be the same as-those| their strength, and did not work in concert, 
enclosing the field where the colt is in fu-} They. should haye been made to draw only 

} ture to be kept—either walls,. boards, or | light loads for a long.time, and'then by in- 
| rails, as the case may be—and place hima] creasing the weight gradually, as their 
| there without attaching any artificial ap-| strength and experience increases, they can 
|| pendage whatever, and fet him understand | be made to doall the work they are cap- 

that itis the fence alone that prevents his\ able of doing, and will always work kindly, 
| escape. He should be generously fed, and| and. may be depended on under all cir- 
| also have a shed to which he can retire at| cumstanczs, [Rural New Yorker. [c. 
i pleasure. After he has been subdued in eT : 

this way, he may be-turned into any field] Tue Honse Trapge.—The Horse Trade |) having a fence of the same kind, and of or-| has of late years assumed an importance | dinary height, and-he will not attempt to/in Philadelphia and New York. which few || break over. Even the most spirited horse persons attach to it. A fact is mentioned i brought up in this way, cannot be induced by the Lancaster Independent Whig,which || to leap a feuce four and a half feethigh. | shows this strikingly. It. is, that a single Hl The practical benefits of the above plan forwarding house in this city, Messrs. Powl I; Are great. In passing through the country | and Mishler, has, since the beginning of the { one is. pained to see so many-noble looking, present year, sent 1182 kead’of horses, by 
| horses shackled and hampered in every con-| railroad, to Philadelphia. So exceedingly aa way that ingenuity can invent, | great has been the growth of this city as t much to their detriment: in: putting on] well as New York, that.thie number of liors- ) fesh, to say nothing of the perplexity and | es required for us is immense, and constant- | touble to the owner in adjusting the trap-} ly augmenting. Hard’ work, warm weath- 

| Pings every time the beast is turned out or| er, disease causality, age, and other causes, taken up, and all. for the want‘of a litle | diminish the number of our horses continu- 
ji care during the first year,—for it is eminent- ally and the chief supplies to replace them_| 

ly true in this case, that an eunce of pre-j and to meet the growing demand, are. de- veation is worth a pound of cure. rived from the interior of our own State | There are many horses not “true” or re-| and the great West.  [U.S. Gazette, . 
8
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HORTICULTURE ing. Under both these modes of check- 

. [ing circulation, the grafts inserted—after 
| the common mode of cleft grafting—took | 

Important Discovery in Grafting the perfectly well. The proportion of grafts | 
Peach Tree. succeeding with this. treatment was as \ 

— great as with Apple Trees. I have even | 

BY PROF. CHAS. G. PAGE, M. D., WASHINGTON. succeeded in grafting in this way in the i 

7 —— 2 _. |month of August; and there is now upon | 

It is almost a universal practice with |my father’s farm at Pageville, Fairfax Co, 

gardeners to bud the Peach Tree, and in | Virginia, a large and vigorous Peach Tree | 

nearly all treatises upon peach culture, bud-|in the full prime of bearing which was | 

ding is recommended in place of grafting, |grafted in the summer of 1839. There 

and grafting is spoken of as impracticable. |are also at the same place a number of | 

In the year 1838, my attention was first |Peach Trees grafted in the spring of 1839, 

turned to the subject. An old farmer of | which are in a healthy and flourishing con- 

Fairfax. county, Virginia, who boasted of | dition, and which are, of course, now nearly | 

his skill in grafting, informed me that he |fourteen years old from the graft, and fit. | 

grafted one hundred peach trees and failed |teen from'the seed. They look rather bet- | 

in every one. Upon trying the experiment | ter than trees budded the same year: but | 

upon a single tree, and with the utmost care, |this difference is perhaps owing to their { 

I failed also, and saw what appeared to me |better treatment. A remark may not be | 

to be the true cause. My mind at that |amiss here concerning the ageof the Peach j 

time being familiar with surgical subjects, | Tree. It is not naturally a very short lived | 

I remembered that after a wound or inci- | treeas is generally represented and believed. | 

sion was made, adhesion would not take |The early failure of this tree in New Jer- ] 

} place as the blood flowed or a discharge |sey, has probably given rise to this opin- | 

was kept up; that coagulum must be |ion, although it is true that.elsewhere the | 

formed before union could be effected; that |tree shares a similar fate under wofavor- | 

where the circulating vessels were too ac- |able circumstances. We have seen Peacli | 

t tive or forcible, ligatures or mechanical |Trees here two feet in diameter. at the | 

means were employed to diminish the force | base of the trunk, and fifty years old. | 

of circulation, There appeared to me to} The philosophy of the grafting opera- | 

| be a close parallel between the conditions | tion is clear. The cutting of the tap-root, | 

| and practice in the surgical case and that |or a general shortening of the roots, checks | 

of the Peach Tree. at once the circulation of the sap; and if) 

; The Peach Tree is one of very rapid the-tree be still kept in a growing condi- | 

| growth and active circulation. ‘When an |tion, the cals will readily form, and the | 

i incision is made, or the tree headed down | graft take kindly. There. iss some advan- | 

i in the grafting season, there is an overflow |tage in being able to graft this tree, al- 

| of sap; when the scion is inserted in any though it buds s0 easily and during 0 

t of the usnal ways, and the grafting com- long a season, (Hegeesty it buds in this 

} position applied, the ‘excessive flow of sap |region, from the middle of June to the last, 

i oper the formation of coagulum or od of September.) ‘The grafted tree is earlier | 

i us, and thus interferes with the adhesion |in fruit, and, in case budding should fail, | 

or union between the stock and tiie scion. |the stocks may answer for grafts in the | 

or graft. This —— of the sap Seta spring. e 

sto] , and ‘several ways su; ted them- — eae | 

i oe conllly The first ss cut the ee Een earaleth ene ee | 

tap-root. This was done by passing down sent q a wit! some apples which Bae | 

i a ne and sharp knife and severing the peculiarity of being. very sweet on. one si e 

i root at adepth according to the size of the ane eee eee thogthee. peerenes * | 

tree—for-latge stock going deeper than for peculiarity was occasioned by the. budding © 

} small ones. ‘Tha second was to head the |**° ae [Woonsocket Patriot. 

Stocks down, lift them from the ground, | Charcoal, it issaid placed around rose bushes | 

cut the tap-root, and re-plant dhe stocks, in- | and other flowering plants, has the effect toadd 

‘ serting the graft either before or after.plant..| preatly to the richness of the flowers.
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Early Red Apple of Indiana. 

anyon tli Taz Goosrserry Ruvpars.—On the 
Fate Mriten:—The outlines repre-| 750, “the Ciocianall Horticultural So- 

sent the Early Red Apple of Indiana. —| = 2 
x : ~ __{ciety, made the following report on the sub- 

The specimens from which the outlines, ject of this new variety of Rhubarb: 

were taken, were the largest and smallest)’ “This new variety,which has been named 

of about one half bushel of fruit grown|the Gooseberry Rhubarb, is aoe nie 
, fi th t|the Victoria, and is said to be like the 

on. stnae : hada — = © 700" namesake of its ancestor, remarkably prolific, 
graft, standing Sea aac and, although not so large as that of the 

Fruit medium size, rarely large; round} Great Rhubarb} it excels each of them in 

or roundish conical; color a beautiful deep|its healthy appearance, and upon being 

red, striped ‘and mottled on pale red or yel- Provan to trial in due so a aap 

Jow ground, distinct stripes of pale red on|tta‘¢ “the plant ae Mipvaiicey beings Ki 
yellow ground in shaded specimens. Stalk, | yinished without any diminution of the 

| short, set in a shallow even cavity. Calyx! lively flavor, which constitutes-its just ex- 
prominent, closed in a shallow, slightly un- |cellence.” 

even basin. Flesh: white, deeply stained Aphides—when and where they lay choix 

with red; sub acid, agreeable, fragrant; 4 Eggs, and howto destroy them. 

good table fruit: Season, from 10th to Ey i = 
i ery farmer and fruit wer is well 

25th of August, here, succeeding Early Har-) are of the injurious effets of aphides on 
vest. Tree erect, spreading; a free grow-|most kinds of fruit trees. They are al- 
er; shoots dark colored, glossy ; leaves small an == a and new growth 
crenate-se urfi neven, @los-}of wood,where they live by sucking the sap. 

: J soar ate ~ as They often take so much sap from seedling 
sy; : Ys 80888 2 8 y nursery trees as to prevent their being bud- 

waved. ‘The exceeding beauty of this fruit; ded for several years in succession. All 
makes it desirable for early marketing. writers on their habits, that Has it been my 

Aztalan, August 1853. 3. c. 8B, {lot to read, say that they ascend the tree, 
Se early in the spring, and deposit their eggs 

The best investment for a farmer:is live|on the lower aes that dey continue to 
stock and_plowshares, increase through the summer, and that the
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progeny of a pair will increase to thousands Potting Strawberries. i 
i before fall. Some recommend the exam-|! Mr, Rivers, in London, raises strawber- | 
| the insets on thls Bt appearance," Ode | 38 PO% By a pocuiar procs, this do | 
' ers recommend syringing the trees with| About the second week in July, he say: i soap suds or bending the branch down and he filled a number of six inch pos aH | ; ifporine the eee = - ae of fro aes loam, and one-third i 

} fsa th tory af tc apogee |7ae dng ss oom: Ute ott pic | on the trees was incorrect, and having a ee se pretty good opportunity to observe their so peer a cate ae 
| | working, I have improved it. Last fall, pee ae Pa ee aoe ea 1 after a_i nr ra from tees another handful, and a pounding, and an- |! 

ff ehof some of thom, had a great number er til the pot was brimfull andl the com. ! 8 port pressed mould as hard asa barn floor— } - glossy —o a a. to | The pots were then taken to the strawber- i 

ai tines secaitseiy] ae what the oat ry bed, and a runner place in the centre j 5 eee 7 oe AGI Tdine ¢ | ofeach, with asmall stone to keep it steady |! 

ome “that we : snd sacha aa faachine. They are watered in dry weather and have i 

and they ad the green aphides.. I cut a ee bd aed ae | | J 4 years I have the very finest crops, from | 
aie eee ceed oe of = winter plants after this method, and those under i pi P ae y a . i a a notice promise well.. If the-pots are lifted, i 

one that had the above described see on area Sedenclt a oS, oy ald i wo . . ina space. may al 

a3 — a the day they com-| that — recent experiments with 
o> compressed earth to potted fruit trees I / 

a = the remedy take i) Ib. of sal soda} have a high opinion of its effects, and I ful- | 
eich neg re ae ae es oo) ly oA le we have yet much to learn | 

ve ater, | on the subject. Rural. and let it cool. Take a sponge and fasten zeae SO ious | 
it toa stick for a swab;.cut the sponge so The Earth, Plantsand Man. 
as to admit the limbs, and apply the solu- Seta : | 
tion whenever the trees are infested with| The plants disclosed in the ruins of Her- i culaneum, Pompeii, and Stabiz, enable - us | the eggs. . = Ps i i I oi g to judge of the-alteration in them during ; a - eng see sapnag toe — the | the long. period of 1700 years. The re-| 
mence hatching, and it will destroy tliem thoes’ a 5 B scaoiteaial shal hong ak t 

t No one need fear any injurious effects to Many of those painted are fanciful. The i 
the trees from the ‘wash, and - it is equally | Stone Pine, the Cypress, the Aleppo Pine, i 
as good as any soap wash to remove moss] the Dwarf. Palm, wheat, barley, millet, xo i 
and other noxious substances, Indian -corn, no rice; broad beans, perfect- | 

[Middlesex Farmer. ly like our modern; asparagus in bunches, | 
onions, radishes, turnips, a small gourd; the iroremen Rcsawrt | ees i jr einl ls | regular rows of strawberry plants. Tley have | 7tained their flavor; the oleander perfectly | 

precisely the same effect upon the crop as the the same with ours; no lemon, Ore OF: i some uendityi vt meas, one panna cee fe ee a ve ses was introduced “e oe { 
rm ne ora, Well as to diminish the}in the third century, 200 years after the | quality, . A, Abe ae Se roreee cities were-buried; ihe orange and lemon i 
ty of cultivating this fruit in separate and dis- still later, pears, peaches, apples,- cherries, (} 
tinct plants, and of cutting off the runners, almonds, plums,medlars, pomegranates were | 
that I have this season taken out a plant be-| there. \ 
tween each of my plantations, thus making ee ee eee ae 5 | the distance between each plant four feet by| What ought to be done to-day, do it, for 

three. to-morrow it may rain. | OSS
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Atkin’s Self Raking Reaper. 

Above we give a correct representation! ‘The frame-work is well braced and stiff 
of Atkins’ Automaton or Self- Raking Rea- supported and strengthened with iron-wher- 
per and Mowing Machine. ever necessary. 

By invitation, near the close of the last = is . ‘ 
harvest, we visited the farm of Mr. Sears The ‘geariee 2. compact Sud symmretrs i" : : . _.’|cal, well boxed in and protected from the z to witness the operation of this machine in xk 
a field of oats: Our expectations of its : : é 
capacity forcparforming its work were more The team is relieved of weight and of 
than realized. It moved steady,-cut the| ‘Be Side draft by resting the hounds upon 

! grain handsomely and deposited it: a gavels|* pair of front wheels, making it also con- 

ready for the binder—and with one half the x rai 85h a ene ae wilt be 
help required by other Reapers. - ouay ee nue Bractior: 

The general arrangement of this ma- : The diiver's seat is elevated and Ca8ya 
chine and its advantages are summed up as/ giving lim good command of his team, 
follows, in a pamphlet, handed us by Mr,| While at the same time he can watch the 
Wright, the proprietor: operation of the knife, reel, and raker, and 

“It is unnecessary to compare~th ‘s with|if necessary instantly throw the machine 
other machines and claim: for it superior/out of gear by the lever (&) at his right 
excellence over all others. Of this each|side.- 

one must judge for himself. In some re-} The careful handling of the grain by 
spects, however, the arrangement has great | the'rake, saves a small per cent. over rak- 
advantages, ing byhand.. Theheight of cuiting is regu- 

The main driving wheel is large, being| lated by a simpié arrangement, and the 
four feet in diameter, with a four inch fel-| knife may be set close to the ground. 

loe, giving steadiness of movement in pass-} The draft is comparatively easy for a 
ing over rough ground, and good support] pair of horses, and is not perceptibly 
in soft. The grain wheel, too, is two fect| increased by the raker. The team, how- 
in diameter, and may be increased if dée-jever, ought to-be changed every two or 

sired. three hours.” 
ee eee 2
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Perspective View of a Hen House Fig. Yi 1 
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Ground Plan.—Fig. 2. Transverse Section—Fig. 3. { 

Plans for a: Poultry House... 
In answer to many inquiries for the plan | of the building, from the bottom to the top | 

of aconvenient and economical Poultry |with the internal. arrangements. Z. de- |f 
House we give the above, from the N.E.|notes the laying apartment, and H, the 

: Farmer. It was published in the first yol-| hatching room, divided in the middle by a |f 
i ume of the Farmer, but will be new to a| partition; »; the nest boxes, resting on ta- 

very large portion of the present subscrib- | bles, three feet above the floor or ground; |} 
ers. This plan may be modified in size|},.5, boxes,.or-troughs. containing’ water, | 

F and style, to suit the-convenience of every | grain, brick dust; sand,. ground oyster | 
a. one. This plan is a good one, but we have | shells, and other materials for the conve- 

i one or two more to give,as soon as the cuts | nience of the fowls: ¢, an aperture, or door, | 
H can be prepared. three feet above the ground or floor, for | 

“Fig. 2, shows the ground plan of the|the ingress and egress of the fowls; a, al 
. above, in which Z, denotes the- laying! lattice window, three feet above the floor 

apartment, H, the hatching- room, each 6 or ground, for the admission of fresh air to 
i by 29°feet; n, , &c., nest boxes for laying | the setting hens; R, the roosting place or 
f 14 by 14 inches, and.10 inches deep; 2, n, | loft, shut out from the laying und setting | 
’ &c., nests boxes for setting hens, of the | apartments by the ceilings, c.c, ; 2, a hole | 

same size; /, a ladder or steps, leading in-|or opening in the ceiling for the escape of | 
h to the loft, and s, a stove for warming the | air below into the loft; v. the ventilator at | 

apartment, if desirable, when the weather | the peak of the roof; p, the roosting pole, 
is cold. or perch; ¢, a trough, or box, for retaining | 

Fig. 3, shows a transverse,or cross section | the droppings, or dung.” |
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~~ “Written forthe Wisconsin and TowaFarmer. | As the notrogenized consituents of plants 
Chemistry of Plants. No. 4. are mainly derived from substances which are 

Urow WHAT DO FLAWTS LIVE—rxom wuENCE applied as manures, and not from the materi- 
COME THEIR MATERIALS—wuatT 1s THE Er- |als which are usually, or naturally present in 

FECT OF PLANTS UPON THE SOIL ON WHICH | soils,we shall. for the present, speak only of the 
THEY GROW, AND THE AIR IN WHICH TUEY LIVE. | relation of crops to soils, with respect to their 

. mineral, or inorganic constituents. We may, 
said SR LATEROE, OP: at oar fature nie speak more particularly of \ 

‘i the necessity of a due supply of nitrogen to 
Having spoken of the orgin of the constitu. crops, in a that they net Sie fur- | 
ect te eee spaces ene ee nished with the necessary elements to form the 
Cee eon beeen nitrogenized substances mentioned in Table Is 
the soil upon which they grow, or to show No.2, We may here remark that these ni- 

THE RELATION OF (ROFS TO |SOMg. trogenized constituents of plants areall import- 
It will be rementbered that, in the firstnum| 114° in the proper perfecting of grains which 

ber of this series, we brought to view the fact are designed as food for animals. 

that plants are composed of two classes of con-| 1, oydor that all may readily see, and fully 
stituents—the organic and the inorganic, and appreciate the relations of growing crops to the 
that the organic may be divided into two sub- | .,3) upon which they grow, we will give a Ta- 
classes, according to their eomposition—either- | +19 of analysis of three kinds of soil by Jas 
in their possessing or not possessing nitrogen, | py. Johnstone,—one fertile without manure; 
and accordingly called nitrogenized or non-nitro- | another fertile with manure, and a third hope- 

getized consituents. It will be seen, then, that | Jessly barren—end a second table exhibiting 
we have really three kinds of constituents in he composition of most of our prairie soils; 
Plants, to be furnished them from some sourer, | and a third table exhibiting the amount of each 
orsources. In the last number the fact was | kind of inorganic material required for seve- 
brought to light, that the first of the two class- | pal crops named and usuiilly cultivated, also 
es—thé organic, including the nitrogenized and |showing the amount of this kind of material |! 
non-nitrogenized, may be derived wholly from jcarried off from the field in each ton or from 
the atmosphere, but more generally is derived each acre, as the ease may be. 
from the vegetable matters decaying in the soil. TABLE V. 
When such substances as straw, leaves, saw-dust SOILS. 1 
moss, turf, and bog-muck turn to putrefaction, | Materials in ev- | Fertle | Fertile with | Barren. 
their color becomes black, when they are con- | °° 1901s. of soil | out manure, | manure. | verted into a substance called by the chemist | Qrgamiomatter | 0701bs, 6.00bs, 4.00 Ibe 
humus, or humic acid, of which we hear much in Alumina 5.70 « 510 * g19 % 
agricultural books, and composed chiefly of car- | Lime 5.90 Bs ee : se . aoe Me E ‘85 £0 © . Ze pr ape ne, DrOeen a warer, | NO A oe gS a 300“ gio« e nitrogenized portion of the organic con- Oxide ofmagnesia 10 « ‘30 & ‘05 « 
stituents is derived more especially from the | potash 20 © — trace, trace 
animal matters decaying in the soil. As strict Sods es 40 a - 

i it i: jorin “ ane for plants, the non-nitrogenized Por- sqighuria cet “0 1& 08 7 
organic constituents are subordin- Phosphoric acid 45 "18 « 

ate in importance, because Nature labors un- Carbonieacid 400 « 45 “« 
der no deficiency of carbonic acid and water, It must not be understood that every soil and, as we have said, plants can readily absorb that is fertile without manure, or that is fer- these materials from the moisture of the soil, | t:19 with manure, or is barren, will always be ss also from the air, in any quantity they may | found to be composed of exactly the above in- 
Tequire, provided only that they are duly sup- gredients, or precisely in the above proportions, Plied with the necessary nitrogenized and mine- |The table is simply ap example of certain 
Tal, or inorganic materials. Hence the import- | soils, which were found to posgess the qualities ance (and this isthe thing te be remembered by given them by actual experiment and were af- 
all agriculturists,) of animal and other Proper | terwards analyzed to determine their constitu- nee ingredients in every soll designed for | ents, They are simply indications.of the com- 
eavy crops. Position of soil generally:
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TABLE VI. 

A mean analysis of 10 specimens of soil from Dane, Green, Layfeyette and Grant counties 

made by Dr.D. D. Owen: 
In every 100 Ibs. of soil, there was— 

Organic matter 10.90 Ibs. Potash and soda 2.30 Ths. 

Lime, Magnesia, and [ron ae es Silica 81.40 « 

Weter 70 

This table is to be regarded only as a pretty good indication of the constituents of our soil’ 

The goil in the south-eastern portion of the State has probably more lime and magnesia, 

and less silica; while the potash and eoda would not vary much from that given in the table, 

———————————————— 
OO SOamO0O—__"», ov 

| TABLE VII. 
CONSTITUENTS. | 

: a ere fac dee CC 

| g 2 é uy Ser 
4 3 Sra ais g 28 

fons 18 1/2 1E | ole lel 212] 2] 52 Es | 
7: 3s 7 a 

| | fim [S/S Je | ao lal ala] x go 2. | 
| a {> lelw |= ale |o2}/4/o{19o AO HS 
; Ww cece Yess gee femmes cee fame gee re een fommmncn | eomeen amma FO — = 

J 

eee 92.00 5.70| 864 231] 397] 4.47 of 1.86) 3.09 [25 bush 193.00 It 

R | jee : { 
| per sere 94.00) 265] 8.75] 1.07 ra at .80 na .32| 58 on pak 124.96 «| 

wes 87.13} 6.03)11,56 4.06 7.41) 521) 1.54) 3.00) 2.98 7 36/30 ce Rea 
| 150 Tbs. : 

, ad 172.03] 200) 5.71] 1.92 a a5) 31} 258} 39] S0)trace|s0 a=. 949.69 ‘| 

) Corn i o 
| ger nere'79-0 93.00/13.50) 5.00 sa sat 40,29.69 trace 466.21 «| 

croton 1196} 13.131 .15] .04 7 87| 85) pee ios | 
| i ush. 

| Scaners 61} 18.70 ae) 4.99) 670 73) -09 69 reed only 33.56 * 
5 bush. 

\ —— 71.23 ey 6.98 = 14.71) 1.54] 7 79} 16 1a ths | 9480 

| P 
+ 115 bus! 

| Peas pee g704 aan 9.34) 13.58) 739 47| 8.20; 1,60) .56 1666 Tbs 140.42 
i 1-2ton 

| erat 890] 14.76/11.60| 1.24] 1738) 4.28) .06 vit ween 1a 66.03 *| 

Potatos \ | | 6 tons 

3.06} 21.42) 6.00} 9.66, 50.40, 18.00, 1.26,10.40 tubers 120.20 “| 
per acre | | | | | a 

ip 
tons 

Eee 286.72) er 95.12,280.08) roots. 2175.82 “ 

im’th ote 24.29) oe 19 - 18.46! a 1.49] 248 59,90 | 

> 
Fenton’ T 7,22) 1414.55.60 a9 20,00) 11,58 724 8,94] ,28 128,56 4 

sblgeed 29,66 soslieoe 6.10} 62,10 1) 4,22) 7,06) 3,80} 1,26 182,64 “ 

ie 25.16 ie 6.00] 3.98} 2.75) nr 1.20} 4.38} 57.67 4 
‘let : 

| sty 18.57] 10,80tracettrace| 4,11 sin eg ,o4 .60 35,58 “ 

" et me 2,49 sae 1,99} 79] 2,96 —,29, 1,00) 2,47 20,46 “ 

ae 159} 13,95, 2,90) 3.60) 28,50) no — 93,93 “ 

Carrot? 6,25] 15,30 osltréeel 30.24] 5,74) 1,46" 1,96 60,39 

a 
eee 

iled 4 ble fi the various and most reliable sources awithin our 

; <a Wwe en, creche aa crop the bases of our calculation, whether per 

ton or per acre, the number of bushels and their weight, sothat ifwrong in any case,any one can 

correct the error and make the calculation which he most desires for himself. it is not to be sup- 

that the table js wholly withont imperfection, yet it is believed that it is substan a4 

F correct, The different varieties of the same kind of grain would furnish a slight differen
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in theamount of the different constituents. It} 4 division of plants, which is of much value 

jg hoped that the table, which has been pre-/ and which we here introduce. ‘There are 

pared at much labor, will be found tobe of much | three great leading classes of ash established: 

value to the farmer for reference, and that it} 1. Tye grains, where phozphoric acid predom- 

may serve to guard him from robbing his fields | inates; 2. The roots, where potash and soda 

ofthe elements necessary to their fertility, un-| abound; 3. The grasses, where lime becomes 

der a mistaken view of the relation which | quite important, 4. The various kinds of 

crops, cultivated on any soil, sustain to that | yam may, perhaps, be said to constitute a 

soil. That he may themore surely guard him- | fourth class, when silica is from 1-2 to 2-3 of 

self.against a course of constant crepping With- | the whole weight. 5. It may be well, also, to 

out proper manuring, or returning t» the soil the | mention a fifth class in trees, the ask from the 

peculiar ingredients which he removes in the | wood of which contains, in very numerous 

crop, let him make an estimate of the weight | cases, more of lime than of any other substance. 

of theseveral ingredients that heremoves from | There are particularly large quantities in the | 

his felds in his corn, oats and wheat, potatos, | apple and other fruit trees” 

&c, and compare that with the weight of the} Many deductfons and of great importance 

“F} same materials in the manure which he puts} to the agriculturist might be made from the 

upon his fields. Tne table will suggest the rea- | above table, but we have not space for them here 

son of the injurious practice of the continued | [t is true that in order that the farmer may 

| cultivation of the same kind of crop upon the | make the best application of the principles in | 

j same field. By this practice, the particular in- | volved, it is desirable that heshould know the 

| credionts which characterize the crops—as pot- | chemical composition of his soils, and “should 

Bet in potatos—is wholly or almost entirely | jt ever pecome possible through State patron- 

‘ {| removed from the soil, and hence it is disquali- | age, or otherwise, for farmers to obtain reliable 

“Wj fied, constituently, for the production of the | analyses of their soils, farming would become 

Wl crop. This soil might bear other crops, which ery of an exret science. The farmer would 

@) arecharacterized by other ingredients than pot- | know what crop to put on each field, and with 

ash—such, for instance as some of the grasses | what manure to prepare the land. It would 

—which are more particularly abundant in lime. | often happen that one dollar’s worth of just 

Ut isaserted by good agricultural writers,that | what the land required for a particula r crop, 

out of the twelve anda half millions of acres of | would benefit that crops much as ten dole 

land under improvement in New York, eight | lars worth of manure thrown on at random’, 

and a half are suffering deterioration at the | The several tables, however, if duly considered, 

rate of three dollars a year by parting with | will enable the farmer to preserve the fertility 

its eleraents of fertility, It is also said that | of his soil ata comparatively less cost, and to 

the wheat lands of Ohio, are rapidly diminish- | adapt his crops to his fields, by 2 suitable rota- jf 

ing iz value, for the raising of wheat, from the | tion of crops He will be induced to return 

same canse It must be equally so of the land | to his fields as much as possible of the same 

of Wisconsin, which is being cultivated year | materials that he has removed by the carrying 

after year, without manuring, and from which | off of his crops. In fact all his operations may i 

the same crop is removed so many years suc- | be carried on more understan lingly, and he will i 

cessively. fecl a deeper and a more enlightenel interest 

l| Here it may be well to bring into view an| in the management of his farm. In Be nex? 

important fact, easily deduced by any one who | Dumber we shall speak of the application of 

H should give his attention to the table—that | manures, and the philo-aphy of the applica 
| plants may be divided into classes according to tion of their different kinds and properties, &o. 

| the inorganic elements which predominate in For hoven or bloat, caused by eating . 

|| their composition. Leibig first proposed a di-| clover, give a teacup half full of ‘saleratus 

| vision of this kind. The great difiealty known | dissolved in a pint of warm water, and 

in the case, is, that different parts of the same | turned down a cow from a_ junk bottle— 
Plant, differ greatly in the kind of elements} Perhaps an ox might need a larger dose. 

| Which may be found in their composition. See| A few spoonsful of tar, put in the throat } 

| Table III, No. 3., Professor Norton has given | by the aid of a smooth stick, will also give 

} in his “Exemenrs or Sctentrric Acricuuturs,” | relief. : } 
Se
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Preserved Milk, Coffee roved proeess of Mr. Borden, even after ae a oe Gail Rorden, jr, formerly of Texas, but| warm water and left to cool, produce a now of this city, to whom was granted a beautiful and sweet covering of cream.— Council Medal at the World’s Fair of 1852|'The coffee aud tea have all their aroma for his celebrated Meat Biscuit, has taken preserved, and retain all their peculiar Measures to secure a patent for some ex-| qualities, In large dairies at a distance ceedingly valuable improvements in pre-| from cities, large quantities of sweet milk paring and concentrating sweet milk in|can be prepared by Mr. Borden’s appara- | such a manner that mcipient decomposition tus, and sent down to be sold in every | is completely prevented, and a concentrated grocery, and it may yet become as com- | extract produced, either in cakes or in a| mon to ask for a cake of milk as it is now | more fluid state, which will keep sweet in| to ask for a quart. The mode of prepar- j any climate for months and perhaps for ing these extracts is economical, safe and | years. We have kept a quantity of this| certain. and we believe it is one of the | milk for three months, and although it has} most useful improvements that has ever | stood ina tolerably warm place, it is as|been discovered [Scientific American, | sweet to day as when we received it. We have tried in our family, Mr. Bor- | Mr. Borden by the same improvements, | den’s Preserved Milk and Coffee, and we || extracts and concentrates coffee, tea, and| are satisfied that the preparations are most | j| other useful dietary matters, and produces] valuable. [Journal N. Y.S. Ag. Society. | in — | + onal pe pega Per sop igen | Lime @ Preventive of Smut 

{| ried in a vessel no larger than a small tea ae ip i cup, and it will keep fresh in any climate, BY WM. E. STEELE, M. D. i { and for a number of years. We have ‘ _—.. | given samples of the coffee, prepared by| An experiment, of which the following | 
* || Mr. Borden, repeated trials during the| is a detailed account, with the view of de- | 

past four months, and cannot but speak the termining the value of chloride of lime as | 
most favorable terms respecting its good| dressing for wheat, was conducted in the) 
qualities, and the real benefits which we| Botanic Garden of the Royal Dublin So- | 
anticipate from its introduction into public | ciety, under my superintendence. In the j 
use. For persons going on sea voyages, or| spring of 1850, 4 Ibs. of the finest and ' 
on long over land journeys, a few small tin cleanest wheat-seed was procured, 1 Ib, 
canisters will be sufficient to equip them, | of which was set a apart without any prep- | 
with a little warm water, of a good milk| aration. The remaining 3 Ibs. I caused to | 
and coffee beverage, properly sweetened,|be mixed with large quantity of smut | 

| in the midst of the ocean, or in the depths | or bunt, [Uredo caries] sufficient to color, | 
| of the forest. the seed aniformly of a light browa color 

For domestic use it will be the means of| in order to infect the seed with the fangs | 
saving much in families, especially in warm| One pound of this infected seed I then 
weather, and at no time need there be any | steeped for hours ina saturated solution of 
necessity for a person taking a cup of milk-| chlorine of lime—common bleaching pow- 
less coffee, even after a thunder storm, or| der—and, in separating it from the solu- 
a week of hot weather, with the thermo-| tion, mixed it with some ary sand, in order 
meter daily at 97 degs. in the shade, as it| to render it more easy tosow. The third 
has been in this city during the past week.| pound was steeped in a saturated solution 

The means by which Mr. Borden pre-|of Glauber’s salt; and after two hours, it pares his extracts are new, ingenious and | was taken out and dried by sifting some 
hilosophical, but as measures are adopted | quck lime over it—a dressing found by the 

Er securing patents abroad, we can not de- | French Commissioners who reported upon 
scribe them at present; suffice it to say | this subject to be the best which they em- 
that although milk and other vegetable | ployed. The fourth ponud of seed infected extracts have been made heretofore, the| was not subjected to any further treatment new process is entirely different and very | These four parcels of seed, thus differently 
superior. The milk prepared by the im-' treated, were then sown in four separate a in tS Se PLL RE ERE ORNS |
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plots of ground. No difference in the period | soon make their appearance. When the 
of sprouting or germination of the seed was | leaf is about-three feet high—at which 
observed. But the result of the experi- | time there are long straggling roots hangin 
ment, which was apparent while the crop|to them—holes are dug in the oon 
was standing, is set fourth in the annexed | about two feet deep and one and a half in 
table. Plot No. 1, sown with 1 Ib. of clean | diameter, into which the plants are put, 
undressed wheat-seed; No 2, 1 Ib. of in- | about two yards apart from each other; a 
fected seed, steeped in solution of chloride | little earth is thrown in upon them, but 
of lime; No. 3, 1 1b. of infected seed | not so as tocoverthe nut. For several years 
steeped in solution of Glauber’s salt, and | they appear to advance but little in height. 
dried with quick lime; and No. 4, 1 Ib, of| During this time, however, their trunk is 
infected seed, undressed. One pound of|inereasing in bulk: and from the fifth to 
the ears of the produce of each plot, cut | the seventh year, or thereabouts, they grow 
close off, was counted, and the number |toaconsiderableheight. Soon after,a sheath 
of thesound and smutted ears recorded.—| containing the blossom appears, shooting |} 
In the same manner, the number of straws | out from the thick butt-end of the leaf; 
in one pound, deprived of the ears was as-| and when about a foot high and two in- 
certained. The following are the numbers | ches in diameter the sheath bursts; and in 

each. a few days the different portions o the 
Total No. of No. ofsound No, smutted No. Of | flower, consisting of innumerable seeds, at- 

oy ocak as Gwent weet. tihcere: | exched to's long stake, bend down graze- 
1 336 336 none, 234 | fully onall sides. After awhile a great 
2 364 HES 2 260 | number of these seeds fall off, and small 
: S a on pe nuts, to the number of twenty to fifty, on 

e Si an average remain on one stalk. From 
Among. the eros deductions which | the time that the flower bursts, to the time 

the foregoing estimation warrants, one is/ that the nuts are ready to be gathered, six | - 
p= obvious—that the chloride of lime} wonths elapse. 

any far more efficacious as a pre-} ‘The leaves of some trees are twenty-five 
Ventive of smutor bunt in wheat than the | foo long, and the small leaflets that hang 
dressing so highly recommended by the | down from each side of the thick middle | 
French Commissioners, insuring not only fibre, four fect long. As the leaves are of | 

1 the grain from the attacks of the fungus, | shi, length, and are.very heavy, it is neces- 
a ea the deterioration of tho sary that some provision should be made 

straw, which this Uredo Srp also to 0C- | for attaching them firmly to the trunk — | 
casion. [London Farmer’s Magazine. | -pp;, provision is made, and consists of a | 

very strong net-like substance, extending 
encom Bae ree: ate a foot along the base of the leaf 

Tn 1818, it was estimated that, on the/and as the inner part of the butt of the 
southwest coast of India, ten millions of| leaf is scooped owt in order to grasp and 
cocoa-nut trees were growing. The trees | enclose the trunk more firmly, this netting 
begin to bear when about eight years of| holds it tight round the tree, and binds it 
age. The auts that are intended for plant-| fast till it has performed its office of act- 

| ing are allowed to remain on the tree long- ing as a support to the cluster of nuts that 
! er than others. They are taken off when | rest upon it. This net work is called “ma- 
; thoroughly — after having been put in| tulla,” and is one of the most curious pro- 

a shed or out house, till all the moisture of | ductions of nature. The threads and fibers 
the thick outside husk or bark is dried up,|are so regularly crossed and interwoven, 
they are hung in pairs over the branches | that to one unacquainted with the article 

of Some trees near the house, where they |it would appear to bea species of coarse 
Temain till the young plants shoot up with | cloth manufactured in the loom. Without 
8 firm leaf through the eyes of the nut. preparation, this material is well adapted 
Tnstead of hanging them up in trees, some | for seives and filters; and its natural tex- 
Persons put them in their — three or | ture renders it in the hands of the ingeni- 

four hundred together, and half coverthem | ous, an admirable substance for the forma- 
With earth. In this way the young plants } tion of clothes. [Annals of Science. f 
ae
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’ rafting in preference to the tame, for sev: 

EDITOR S TABLE. Lang The trees are eee ai 

a | bearing earlier—are more hardy, and wil) 

Stock at the State Fair: stand transplanting better, when the soil i; 
a either excessively wet-or diy. Besides Plums, 

Mr. D. Hatt, of Gaines, Orleans county, | Mr. C, has about 300 Apple trees—a goodly 
N. Y., writes us that he will be at our State Fair | number of which are in bearimg,—an acre in 

at Watertown, with a variety of superior stock | Strawberries,and Grapes,Gooseberries, and oth. 
—consisting of Cattle, Sheep, Swine, and Poul- | er small fruits, ingreat abundance. The whole 
try—all of which he will offer for sale on the | are tastefully arranged and exceed any thing 

last day of the fair. of the kind we had expected to see in Wiscon- 
It will be remembered by those who attended | sin for ten years to come, Our thanksare due 

the last Fair held at Milwaukee, that Mr. Hall | Mr. Caldwell, for a fine collection of fruit, | 
exhibited at that time, some fine stock—among |4mong which were some twenty varieties of i 
which were a fine Devon Bull aud some French | Plums. 

Merino Bucks,to which premiums wereawarded-| Fixe Areres—Mr Henry Tuttle, of Clinton, 
Wisconsin Frurr—The fears which have | haspresented us with some fine specimens of Ap- | 

haunted the imagination of our farmers, and |ples. They are a choice variety, whether 

which we have often heard expressed—that |seedling or grafted. Mr. Tuttle sayshe pur- 
the soil and climate of Wisconson were not |chased the tree, with others, from a fyedlar} 
adapted to the successful growing ofthe common- |and does not know the name of it. We have} 

est varieties of fruits, should be entertained no | consulted Thomas, Cole, Barry, and Downing’ | 
longer. The experiment may be now regarded | Without finding anything like a correct descrip. | 
as having been fully and fairly tested. From |tion. We will give a correct outline of the ap- | 

the day we became a resident of the State, we | ple in the November No. 
have watched the progress of this branch of} Tue Famity Crrcte—The last No. of this f 

: Agriculture, with a high degree of interest. | popular Magazine completes the Vol., and an- | 
Our conclusions are—drawn from palpable, |nonnces its union with the Lapres Wreare, 
tangible evidences—that fruit can be grown | under the name of the “Ladies Wreath and} 

i here, as abundautly and in es great perfection | Parlor Annual.” It is an excellent work,— | 
as inJWestern New York. With most off our | finely illustrated, and made up of original mat- | 

; farmers—even the earliest settlers—the rais-|ter: $1 per year. Address Burdick, Reed &} 
ing of fruit still remains an untried experiment’ | Roberts, No. 8 Spruce street, N. Y. | 

The few who did turn their early attention to} Tye Lapis Curistian ANNUAL—A Month} 
i it, have not only demonstrated the practicability ly of some 40 pages, neatly printed. Froms| 

of the thing, but are now reaping a rich reward | hasty perusal of the No. before us, we judgeit/ 
in plenty of fruit. Among this class, the name |an excellent Journal. Its readings are of 8 | 

! of Mr. James Culdwell deserves to be noticed, high moral tone. Address James Challea, 

Me. Catpwetr’s Orcuarp.—Early in Sep- | Philadelphia: $2 per year. i 

tember, we paid a visit to Mr. Caldwell’s Or-| Tue Parton Magazine —Vol. 1., No.3, 64 
; chard, which is about six miles north of this pages, $2 per year: Jethro Jackson, Cincit” 

city. Mr. Caldwell purchased his place—then | nati, This Magazine is exceedingly neat ia | 
| jn a state of nature—in 1843, where he com- | its appearance. The publisher says, “It will 

/ menced a nursery and orchard in 1845. He | be our aim to blend valuable information and | 
| has raised from the root, a fruit orchard which | sound morality with the gratification of a lite | 

' bears a favorable comparison with many of the rary and imaginative taste.” Fhe No. before | 

best orchards to be met within the East, ac- | ys gives evidence that such is the character ! | 
| cording to its breadth. It occupies about ten} the work. It is conducted with decided abil 

acres, contains about two hundred plum trees | ty, and is richly worth the price of its subscrip- 
: in bearing, from which have {been gathered |tion. It is sent to clubs of five for $9,—ten fot 

this season nearly 100 bushels, embracing the | ¢17—twenty for $30—thirty for $40—and fifty 

most approved varieties. We noticed several | for $50. 
trees of Coe’s Golden Drop,bendedto the ground} Ir 1e stated that a passenger has never bee? 

with fruit, Bir. C. uses the wild root for {killed on the Hudson River Railroad.
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Wesrerx Horricucturar Revrew.—No ex-| Epucarrp Waear—A singular discovery 
nge comes to our table with a more cordial| has heen made in France, by a M. Fabre an chang ROA, OY. : 

greeting than this. It is emphatically, a West-| humble gardener of Aye, but of sme local 
| ern Horticultural -Magazine—adapted to our| note as a botanist. The herb a@gilops, hereto- 
| wants. We say to every one trying to raise | fore considered as worse than uscless, grows 
i| fmuit, subseribe for it. Now is the time to sub-| abundantly on the shores ofthe Medete?ranean. | fruit, 'y 
| scribe. The 4th Vol. commences'with October. | It produces a species of grain resembling wheat 
| Address ‘Dr. John A. Warder, Cincinnati} in form, but much smaller. tn the year 1839, 
| Single copies $3 per year, from which a deduc-| M. Fabre sowed a quantity of this grain, and 

if tion will be made to clubs. he was struck by observing that the produce of i “Kossuth Mills. rit see to neat close affinity to wheat. That 
= : produce he sowed the next year, and the yield 

|. Meeneere reg re a in il ‘Was still more like wheat. Ho went on sowing 
Ged ie - 3 ae a the yield year after year, and each year found E former 0: se gen a * Z Ht de Se Se eae ed to ae aa a marked improvement in the produce, until at | pri eee a eee of paper, con.{ St he had the satisfaction of getting as fine a we the an SOE POPS ss _. |ctep of wheat, and of as good a quality, as ducted on the most skillful and refined princi- could wish to be seen. At first he produced 

; Ples of science and mechanics, Let any one) pi, crops in a garden, but his latter sowings who doubts the value of education to the me wore made broadcast in the open field. Thus, | 
; chanic and manufacturer, go there and observe then, a wild and mischievous herb, which is | closely the various processes carried on, and particularly destructive to barley crops, can be 
tne skillful arrangements for accomplishing the} egucated into excellent wheat. [Literary Gaz. 
desired ends; and Witness how completely and The cattle train down on the Boston, Con- 
anccessfully the attainment is made, and we S a, ti s a ._| cord and Montreal Railroad, on Tuesday night think his doubts will soon evaporate into “thin Ls 2 s numbered one hundred and ten cars. It was | air.” Probably no mill at the west is so well, drawn by. three engines. 
and few at the east are better, furnished with ee See 2 
the most finished machinery for doing the work The Washington Monument isnow 132 feet i 

} in the best possible manner. This is a four en- high. | . . : *, ” )) iti a | sine mill, wide machine. [56 inches.] There TABLE OF CONTENTS 
are invested in it, $16,000, and to carry on the Atkin’s Self R. na Enee | . * in’s Se! eaper 231 operations ao axe employed nine rasa) two Apples, Early Red of Indiana 299 
boys,and seven girls. At this mill all kinds of pa- Aphides, when and whare they lay their 
per except writing paper, are made—book, print- eges, 229 
ing and wrapping paper—and that of the most pees Feeding ae ee *, arDs approved quelities. We were shown some, in- Bergey’s Threshing Machine 212 
to thecomposition of which, flax is introduced,and Classification of Manures 229 
we think the article cannot be easily surpassed. | Chemistry of Piants 233 
We invite the attention of dealers in all kinds casts st vime & Preventive of Smut eo | . . ‘ocoa Nut Tree 57 ! aa) tothe merits of the article manufactur- eas Effect on Temperature ef Soils 218 } . xperiments with Milk Pans 221 || The manufactory of paper is one of the proc-| Editor’s Table 232 
esses by which the waste material of earth is| Frozen Regions, Vegetation of 222 
again renewed—rejuvenated and sent on a new, eee narenon and Raising of = 
® higher, and a holier errand of mercy to the Important Discovery in grafting the Plum 228 ; nillions of earths inhabitants. Ragged schools} Model Farm 225 are not the only means of saving the rags of a} Manufactures of the Merrimac 216 Yorn out and ruined community. We would Preserved Milk, Coffee and other Exiracts 236 Menta tscacs Plan fora Poultry House 232 '0 look into the faces of those never-to-he- Portable Mills 226 
forgotten ones—Robert Rakes and John Spil-| Right Edueation of Horses 226 | man—and see in which glowed most brightly pncr Bers 217 the hopes of the new resurrection. We com> siete iy = = the ends of creation to Wright and Mer-| ‘The Earth, Plants and Man 230 ri 

The Horse Trade 224
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; - ‘adding oily cost of Transportation. The 
i new Series of Plows, comprises the most desi- 

; 2 rable patterns that have ever been introduced 
' Their EAGLE PLOWS, are already too 
; wre Core well known fo need one word said in their favor. 

eet Te ica aE And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, || 
: See ee ON a Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the | 

BRL HONG erkonake ne esn aes) Plow that may be wanted. Wherever their j 
par Oe eae Nilay vas sfisi3 Plows have beet introduced, they have receiv. | 

| pe realises) || RES ed the highest commendation. \ 
= amet nee. es +a Tam prepared at all‘times to supply Hay 

; eae. eee! Veer Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, | 
| Pay enagts ts RS ht ges em i Road Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all 

pee re ein | other desirab:e patterns,) Fan. Mills, Seed | 
; Fibs Sse eI EN le Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field 
: a ee oe cota ou me and Garden Seeds. Alzo Wholesale Dealer in | 

pO ee bee cis eee, GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, | 
eee at cal i Agent for the sale Dupont’S Cele- 

i brsdaatedn legis ale cat brated Powder. 5n3 i 

{> fREAROR RECs ARE Rl Pn ee | 
RR RCT Siar wha ee as | i 
Lewis aT aa a eee | ; NEW YORK AND BOSTON | 

eer Sea 1 Piano Forte, Melodeon, Reed Organ, | 

i ide BREN Shaan Ez: fir ea za Seraphine, Book and Music | 

: i ee es it ae sSiro) Reseeel| | WHOLESALE & RETAIL WAREHOUSE | 
fi Pear ue act Fes au Milwaukee Street, Janesville, Wis. | 

| aoe HE UNDERSIGNED are now prepared | 
5 Sis. JOUNSON, Jes ] to furnish direct from the manufactory, | 

Seay ee  pamoseay| | Piano Forres trom the best makers in the Union; 

acc Geseite| Reco such as Chickering, Gilbert,A. W. Ladd & Co, 
Pore yg E_owaiian| ee Hallet, Davis & Co,, Hallet & Cumston, Gee, | 

pees btn | pees 4 Bde Hews of Boston ; Bacon & Raven, A. EL. Gale 

ELE: ree cere | peel ee & Co, Nun & Clark, Stodart & Co., New 

Le Jie Dioiaeual | pag lds York; Boardman & Grey,Albany. Many per-! 

ENeaneld Bouse i " =| sons have an idea that they can get Pianos 

eS oA Satecansyg’) a much better and cheaper at the East than here. 

cee j fee he La) | 'To such we would say that we are connected 
Se eS eae See, | with ono of the oldest Houses in the East, our | 

{ Sic Bd aed (2 /¢ ge Instruments areselected by men who have been | 

| ee es for years in the business, and we sell at the | 

SEES So gabe manufacturers’ prices. ‘All Instruments fully | 

Wisconsin Wholesale Drug | W#7anted. ¥ i 
WARE HOUSE Church and Parlor Seraphines from the 

Sees z eclebrated Manufactory of D, M, Dearborn, | 

| ESTABLISHED IN 1844. Concord, New Hampshire. These Instruments 

S. JOHNSON, JR, are unlike those of any other make, thatare 

Wholesale Dealer i sold for the same price, being constructed ona) 

Wholesale Dealer in Drags, Medicines, | gifrerent plan, and having a different made | 
Paints, Gils, Dye Stuffs, &e, General Agent| peed, giving a firmer, deeper, smoother, and | 
for most of the popular Patent Medicines sold are powerful tone then any yet offered to the 

in Wiscousin z. public. Those in want of a Church or Parlor) 
Proprietor of Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- Instrument, are invited to examine ours before | 

vigorator, Johnson's Cherry & Liverwort, and purchasing elsewhere. i 

the famed Bon e & Nerve Liniment. Cahart’s Patent Melodeons, with Dearborr's | 

151, East Water St. Milwaukee. | improvement. These Melodeons are =I 
vn edged to be superior to any others manufac- 

. f, [ [ L FE L 1s; tured, and are furnished at all prices from $45 | 

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER |‘? 915 . | 
Violins, Bows, Strings, Accordeons, Flutes, 

: a Instruments, &c, &c, | 
Agricultural Implements, Seeds, dc. Singing Books, Instruction Books, Blank | 

109, East Water-st, | Maro pepe allie nor and populas Mes 
MILWAUKEE, Merchants and Teachers supplied on favor- | 

Is prepared to supply Dealersand Farmers with, | able terms. 
any kind of PLO WS manufactured by Ruggles, JOHN F. PEASE & Co. 

Nourse, Mason & Co., at manufacturers prices! Janesyijle, Wis. Aug.
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PUBLISHED ON TIE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY We find the above article in the Prarriz | 

MARK MILLER. Farmer for August, and as we think it has 

T E R u rs: a tendency, whether designedly or no, to 

50 Cents a Year in Advance; give a prejudicial view of the value of | 

Fivecoples for $2, if directed toone Pos Office,andat chemical research in its bearings upon Ag- | 

Lan ete te ee ne, backaumberssupplied riculture, we wish to say a few words in | 

fe sowe nent” regard to the matter, and, as we hope, put | 

ADVERTISING 5 it in atrue light | 

One pase per year, 30, Half page, $30. Quarter! The history of the ease is just this: In | 
page, 818. Eighth page, $10. One square,(twelve lines or ‘ ; | 
[235 7 year, $6,50.. (Less than one year,) for first inser-| 1851, Mr. David A. Wells, of Cambridge, | 

tion, $2,00. Por each subsequent insertion, 50 cts. And at : So" | 
the same rate for alarger amount. | Mass. a competent chemist and analysist, | 

cr These terms will be strictly adhered to. ‘The cir- ms } 

culation of the FARMER Ss large, and the amount of| was employed by the Board of Agriculture 1 
advertising limited; whieh renders it'a more vatuable me~ : : i 
dium for advertising than if a larger space was appropria~ of Ohio, to examine and report on the na- | 

eles ture and composition of the soils of that | 
Soils. State. In the July No, 1852, of Silli- | 

; = man’s Journal of Science and Arts, will be |; 
Itis stated in one of our exchanges, that) pind a paper by Mr. Wells, respecting the |) 

Dr. Dana, of Lowell, Massachusetts, in the | .oi1s of the Sciota Valley, in which he || 
course of some years chemical experience, | uses nearly the language of the first para- i 
collected the results of more than four hun- | graph above, with an important addition, | 

dred analyses of soil from the northern | viz,: “In what, then, is there a reason for | 

part of this country. By these analyses it| their difference in value to be found?” | 
appeses that the rich soils of the Scioto | and replies—*Tt cannot be in the attributes || 
Valley, Ohio, which gave without the least! in which they agree, which are their min- i 
difficulty, from seventy to eighty bushels ; A < | Ys y to eighty bushe's| eral constituents—but in the attributes in | 

of ees do not differ materially | which they differ; and these are the amount | 
their inorganic or mineral constituents, from | sq the condition of the organic matter | 

those which 7A Massachusetts, are distin-| contained in the soils, and the fineness of | 
guished for their sterility. their elementary particles, The first, and i 

It would seem then, that if there was| perhaps most interesting fact noticed in | 
no difference in their inorganie composi-| the examination of these soils, was the re- | 

tion, that the organic parts might easily | markable degree of fineness of their con- 1 
enough be furnished from the barn-yard;| stituent particles.” “This remarkable com- | 

Yet, twenty barn yards might be emptied | bination of the particles of these soils gives || 
on one field, and the Massachusetts lands! us at once a clue to the secret of their | 
could not be made to yield the Objo quota] great fertility, With this sineness an in- | 
of corn; or, in other words, soils of the} creased power is given to a soil for the ab- Ht 

same composition precisely, so far as analy-|sorbtion, retention and condensation of I 

sis can decide, will not produce the like| moisture, carbonje acid and ammonia, an | 
crops. The chemist must be sent for! opportunity for the free formation of at- I
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i mospheric air, a facility to the roots of} Ciamoamte.—aA few roots of this plaui 
|| plants for extension, and a consequently should be in every garden. Not only are 
il éne dbase ee eeeaon ander pwa its medical qualities highly valuable, but its | 

| cae : : oF s ect presence among vegetables is supposed to 
| priating nourishmen rom the above|be an A&gis of protection against man; 
} extracts from Mr. Well’s paper it is easy to |diseases to which they are subject. |: 
| see why “twenty barn yards might be should be transplanted into warm. and tich 

|| emptied on one field,” and yet “not be soil, early in the spring, and be assisted, dur 
| ee area it eee ing its early development, by copious m- 
os yy 0 ye Saree " —~Inaring and frequent pressure. Wher 
The simple fact that food for the plant is plants, late in season, exhibit symptoms i 
present in the soil, is not sufficient to se- | decay or general debility, the planting of a 

| cure the growth of the crop. It must be small root of chamomile in their vicinity is 

| in a condition to be reached and to be tak- | frequently the most efficacious remedy thei 

\ ie taesplant, “Ona zt cau be applied. The odor, or aroma, dit 
| eee y the plant, ok oeee Brow, Peer | fused by this plant, is also known to be 
|| on shief-oats, but will certainly thrive on | highly repellent to many kinds of aligerous 

' oat meal. linsects and its presence among those spe- 

| Tt has long been a well-known fact, that | cies of plants and vegetables infested by 
| two soils which contain exactly the same such enemies, will protect them more ef 

i 2 = fe fectually than almost aay other agent 
j| constituents, may, and will always, differ | known, and at comparatively small expcuse. 
|| in the amount of crop produced, if one of | —[Scientifie American. 

| them’is reduced toa finely divided powder, ee 

|| while the other remains as a coarse gravel Salt for Horses. 
i nis Tee 

! or lumpy clay. It is not sufficient to put} A perzon who kept sixteen horses mad: 

i) a horse and his hay in the same barn, in |the following experiment with seven i 

‘| order that he may get in good condition — | them which had been accustomed to eating 

| ‘The relation must be more anturiats, Co- |oue Sh ther: feed. Lumps of rock suit 
fais sis shemtcal {had been laid in their mangers. Thee 

|| hesion is one of the obstacles to chemical lumps, previously weighed, were examinel 

‘| union. In order that substances should jregularly, to ascertain what quantity week- 

; combine they must be reduced to powder. lly had been consumed, and it was repeat 

| Take two pieces of erystalized nitrate of edly one oe whenever these So 
copper, roll one of them up in tin foil |WeFe ‘ed on hay and corn, they consume 

: eee ne jonly two and a half or three ounces pi 

grind the other to powder and wrap 110 | day, and when they were fed with nev 
| apiece of thesame metal, drop a little wa- jay they took six ounces per day. ‘This 

ter on both as they arerolled up. Ina few {Snek should convince us of the expediency « 

| minutes that which was pulverized will Peraiuny, our cattle the free use of sii 

| burst into a flame by combining with the jae oe Siete ce tae i 2 s eing 
tin foil, while the other will not be affected. | much more palatable than the other in ¥ 

| This is one-of the first principles of chem-|fined state, and by far the cheapest. A 

{| istry. good lump should always be kept in a bot 

|| It is altogether too late in the day to . ron side a 8 — without = = 
: ‘ it will ov aken xcess.—[ Boston | 

|, doubt the value of chemistry to agricul- pou ae 

 tnre; “in other words, soils of the same ee 

li composition precisely, so far as analysis can| A Smarr Fry.—A London paper speaks 

|) decide,” and in the same condition, will }of a fy in South Africa, whose bite kills 
| es i ee horned cattle. Two or three of them 
|| produce like crops. Qtherwise, like causes | cod the death of a large ox. | 

|| will not produce like efiects—a first prin- cpap nea | 

|, ciple of nature. The chemist has been} The population of Washington on the | 

I sent for. + | fourth of January, 1853, was 51.871. J 

he
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Ball & Post's Premium Cultivator. 

| The above cut represents a new Cultiva-| Marertats ror Mix Pans.—Accord- 

| tor which was exhibited at our late State|!g to the experiments of M. Hinueber, of 
| Yair. We witnessed a trial of it, and fror stoisburg, Germany, one hundred Hanover 

the mannerjn which it stirred apiks eart’) neo ce pended une mull Dente | 
4 ‘i (mies - 717-04 anover Ibs. of butter; glass, 704; 

consider it peculiarly adapted to the pur- wooden (not painted), 6-96; ‘earthenware, 

poses for which itis designed. The Furm 6-92; wooden (painted), 6-67. Accord- 

and Shop, published at Indianapolis, Ia, jing to the same experiments, there is re- | 

says: “A new Cultivator has been intro- jquired for one pound of butter, of milk | 
danaa dee aeeeon by ‘Mesira. Balt & Post fede by Bal eens: mt sree ce 

Ses i > ver, 15 Hanover quarts of milk; produce: 
of Michigan. The nevel appearance of | by stull-feeding with tare and clover, 15°67 | 

thisimplement has mode it for some time | quarts; by pasturing, 11°84; showing that | 
an object of curious examination by the| the milk obtained from cattle fed upon pas- 

farmers of our community. The back io a fe es eran ee et F “| eows whi have been fed in the stable 
| wardness of the season has not admitted a with one and the same kind of plants: | 
| fair trial of its merits until recently. We,even a mixture of tare and clover shows 
| - eke 

| are now informed by those who have tried 80 Ierease over clover alone —[Polytec. 

| it, and seen its operations, that it is a relia-| JOU" z Se 

! ble article, doing more efficient service in| To nave Large Currants—The Hor- | 

passing between the corn rows, than any ticulturist directs that currants be pruned | 

| other implement they have known, design- |" es —— _ year every alter- 
| ed for that purpose. " Gur farntiere can well| gat oe bas salle Kaptscloen, ang | 
rely ott ns.a- dicet valuable fi a "| mellow till after bearing. To which we 

i farm imple [may, add, that if all old wood is kept cut 

| Ment, coming well up to the reeommenda-) away, and young shoots constantly spring, 
| tions of its inventors.” ing in its a something like the renew- 

} ——————— al system of pruning grapes, but not so 
| ker it is i sible to «ats . . i 
 piseeinaeet eee icant? boom sn fe ern tS ne cee requires knowledge to percel 2 i: ae of fine large currants from the same 

eo rece. bushes for a life-time. 
ee ee
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: | For the Wisconsin & lowa Farmer For tne Wisconsin & Towa Farmer, 

| ‘Wheat and Chess. ‘ —_— — oe ars you | 
/ | — ave hea my accident, having | 

P| a Fer SSs SS Tanto tee tem my Ink or moi " valuable ‘ ‘ foe 

: || a piece eaded “ A Remarkable Instance.” ehresice ei Ey neighbors being in 
‘ ) 3 : ae my room, began deploring the dreadful cer. 

|| Now, sit, what i want to say 5) this:oin tainty of wheat turning into chess, when 
. | the summer of 1845 we cleared off = _ your welcome Wisconsin Farmer came to 

| of new land, about 15 acres, and sowed it hand, containing “Srraw’s” letter upon 
if | with wheat. The ee follewing was ve- the subject. Then breath two in a breath, 

ity unfavorable, it being cold and dry. + Ae! who is right about chess? I shall strive 
" | —— ea oe to convinee them that the thing is impos. 

| oe % bel a 4 ble, which I believe it to be; and, with 

i pap aN celts at eat) EI made &) your permission I will endeavor to convince 
i || Toad across oy wheat lot, and trod Pace iny brother farmers of that error; but to 
, | ae ee ge ee ee a prejudice which has been hand- 
; | The spring Was more favorable; the wheat| 23 gown from father to son for many year, 

F [aoe and yielded us 20 bushels the requires something more than mere opinion, 
: || acre; nor was there any chess there, in the) therefore I shall take strength from both 

i i road nor elsewhere. Why? Because we Holy Writ and Natural History. 

i | did not sow any, Ihave knowna good| 1h the creation of the world, God said, 
i | many people that thought they sowed “Let theearth bring forth grass; the herb 

i | clean seed, when, to take a handful, you yielding seed after its kind, whose seal 
i | ica i Se at shall be in itself, and it was so. And the 

i i b hel Let th gs eat we ae a earth brought forth grass whose seed was 

ct Roeland e wheat winter-kil, te! in itself, after his kind. And God sav 

i I chess, being a hardy plant, will live and that it was good.” Again: “That which 
q i) se read wonderfully ; or, if the wheat Sn thou sawest is not guickened except it die; 

| | thick ‘and rank, chose will ee i indling. and that thou sawest is not that body that 

i i - pe = re 4 af aL shall be. It may be thou sawest wheat, or 

i i Bove ce when dacs a h Perhaps oom” other grain, God giveth it a body # 
i) : g to chess, Ferhaps | it pleascth him, but to every seed its owt 

| oe the cs ae = = Ms — body.” ‘That old original types have bee 

q | bie wo = ee one a impressed upon every species, both of pam 

i | Now, sir, this is a practical thing. If| ond animals, at the moment of their cr 

# |, any of your readers believe that such a/ ation, does not admit of a doubt; and, a: 

if | process on wheat will make it chess, why | though great the variations may seem, up- 
it | not take a piece of new ground, make a/ on superficial consideration, after a mot 
i \ small bed, pick over their seed, and go to| cautious investigation they will be foun’ 

i \| making chess—they might put a horse on | in reality, to be confined within very na 
i | it, and pumice it all up—and then give) row and well defined limits. I know thit 

HY | your readers the result ates eee I| the horticulturist ean modify the secretion 
| | would, if I did not believe in the good| of plants, and that an extraordinary devel 

it book, and that says, “every seed shall bring| opment of one part may be obtained at the 
t forth of its kind.” expense of another; he may transform the 
i A Lisrenzr. | stamin into petals; cause a single flow 
i | Wavxesua, Sept. 13th, 1853. to become double, d&c., dc. 
De Sra oi
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" Here let us pause and seo the immmuta-| er and one or both become adick” No 
ble tendency of each species to resume its| gir, when the all-creative fiat of God went i original form; and if the plant does not die, | forth, the original type was impressed upon 
it will of itself return to its own specific | every species, both of animals and plants. 
type and form, after all our attempts to an- | “ Was, and is, and will be unto the end of | nihilate it; and the whole arrangement | time.” 
forms that beautiful system of Nature’s Your obedient servant, 

| laws which changed them all, though all C. Lorrus Martin. 
"remain the same. Turtle Grove, Beloit, Sept. 15th, 1853. ' Now, if wheat and chess were of the RRS ae 5 
same family or species, there might be a eee onain & Iowa Farmer. 
doubt in some men’s minds; but they are New Breed of Hogs. 
not, they are perfectly distinct. hess isa} Mr. Eprron—You ery, “ Write, write, 
grass, has its seed within itself, has the pow-| communicate about new breeds of animals, 
er to produce its like to all generations.—| or about any thing useful or interesting to | Farmers, see to it that it does not produce| the farmer.” Now, I write what is literal- 
its like on your farms. It may sleep for| ly true ; about its being useful or interest- 
many years, but he isa thirsty fellow, and| ing, you must, Mr. Editor, leave the read- | 

| will not grow without much wet. Starve| er to judge for himself, 
him out. There is a breed of hogs near Brice’s 

Wheat is at the head of his family—] Corners, in the town of Chester, Dodge 
Cereal Tretuum Hibernum—supposed to| Co. Wis, which, if we recollect aright, | have been cultivated by the Sodomites—| neither Buffon, nor any other writer on Na- 

, Homer says, that it was found at Nysa, on | tural History, treats of ; in fact, they have the plains of Jordan by Isis and also by} remained unnoticed by the Savans amongst | Osiris. Jacob sent his sons to buy it in ourselves, until the other morning, when | Egypt. Just as the corn got ripe enough to arouse | 
The French Naturalists who went with| the gastronomic feelings of epicurian hogs. | Napoleon into Egypt, found the bodies of| This rara natura was discovered by the | 

animals, also wheat, barley, plants, and | Unconscious owner, who, to his amazement, 
| More than fifty different seeds of grasses, | found four of his hitherto common hogs which were found perfectly identical with| stuck into his neighbor's fence, and choked | 

the living species now seen in that country. | dead, by their necks being fixed firmly be- | 
Those specimens had been embalmed with | tween the rails, while their posterior por- 

| the bodies, and were found in close vessels tion hung ingloriously out into the high- 
in the sepulchers of the kings of Egypt, | way. 
having been embalmed more than three} The good-natured and waggish owners _ thousand years. Se, wheat was wheat! of the corn-field soon came along, of course, | 

_ from the beginning, and will remain wheat! to see “ what was up,” and to express their | 
| to the end of time. If otherwise, if it was| astonishment at the suicidal nature of 
| possible that wheat could, from any | neighbor S.’s hogs. They “would be 

_ Cause, be turned into chess, that same chess, darn’d—they would, if ever they see such 
| by the unerring laws of Nature which gov-|a breed of hogs as them was—to have 
em the universe, would again return to| such a tarnal propensity as that ‘ar. It 

| wheat. If it was otherwise, whole families} quite went beyond their universal ideas of 
i and species would become blended togeth-| compus mentus, and they'd be all fired ‘ 
a 

eee
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|| crazy if ever they kept such a breed of Texas as a Grazing Country. 
1 5 % ” ae i = coon ute the whole hog. The benefieence of her climate, opera- | 

The remainder of S.’s hogs are now kept ting upon a soil of unsurpassed fertility, 
| away from F.’s lots, and their corn remains | must render Texas the garden spot of our | 

|| now undisturbed by any breed of hogs, wore. In emedy, gai | { Missouri, and the vast Northwest, nearly | 
; { Waupun, Sept, 1858. Scorza. two-thirds of the year is devoted to an a | 

| From Minnesota, remitting effort to provide the necessary 
i - 2 Ss 2 food for the live stock during the winter, | 
j| __ The first meeting of the Hennepin coun- }-rpis effort involves an immense capital, se- | 
) y Agricultural Society, (incorporated by | vere and constant labor, and frequent ex- 

5 ,| act of the Legislature of Minnesota, ap- posure in the cold season to attend to the 
| proved February 26, 1853,) was held at }tock. These energi2s are bestowed, too, 
| the Court House = Minneapolis, Wednes- upon lands which cost from twenty to sey- 

| day, September rth, ge) and called to enty dollars per aere, whilst Texas presents | 
|| order by Dr. A. E. Ames, who was elect- | ite” beautiful picture of eternal pastures, 

/ | ed Fresident for the day, and J. H. Can- which a beneficent Providence has prepar- 
; neye Secretary. i é ed to her hands, and which needs not the 
| __ The meeting being duly organized, was | hor and the capital necessary to put the | appropriately and eloquently addressed by | yoodlands of the Middle States into grass, 

| E. L. Hall, Esq, to whom a unanimous |« ‘Phe cattle on a thousand hills” roam over | 
|, Vote of thanks was tendered. ma these natural meadows, and require no care 

I, Atwater, J. H. Stevens, J. N. Barbur | save that of salting, and herding in a pe- 
\ and R. B. Gibson were appointed a com- | .iog of northers. It is not possible to ex- 
mittee to draft a Constitution and By- aggerate the importance of Texas in her 

\, Laws. c 2 grazing capacities; for, while her lands are 
: | _ Tho meeting was entertained by remarks | ich and cheap, her prairies are ever green, 

| | from Judge Chatfield, J. W. North, Capt. and mules and cattle may be reared at a | 
r i Dodge and others, price that would scem to be incredible to 

|| _ A Constitution and By-Laws were adop- | the prazier of the Middle States. ‘The cot- | | | ted, after which the following gentlemen ton and sugar lands on the coast, as well as | 
| were elected officers of the Society for one | the States on the Lower Mississippi, fur- | 

ee nish a safe and profitable market for the | 
| President—Rev. J. W. Dow. mules and cattle reared in the table lands, | 

| Secretary—J. H. Canney. that may readily be purchased at one to) 
| Treasurer—E. Case. five dollars per acre, and which, in their | 
|, _ Executive Committee—J. H. Stevens, deep soil and mellow climate, are erying | 
| N.C. Stoddard, Wm. Chambers, W. Get- aloud to the rich as well ss the poor of I 
| chell, Stephen Hull. ‘ other countries, came and occupy—t{De | Py Saporend till to-morrow at 5 o'clock | Boys Review. i 
| P. ann 

| | On motion of Mr. Stoddard, . | Tue Waear Crop o¥ Onto.—The wheat | 
| Resolved, That this Society deems it production of Ohio is estimated to average | 
| expedient that there should be a Conven- 25,000,000 bushels per annum, of which | 
| tion held at St. Paul, on the first Wednes-|13/900,000 are surplus. Itis said that on | 
| day of January next, to form a Territorial |}y about one-fifth of the land in the State | 
| Agricultural Society, and that Delegates be |js under cultivation. While some of the | 
now appointed to attend said Convention; premium crops exceed 50 bushels to the } 

‘and that other Agricultural Societies in acre, the average yield of the State will nt 
the Territory are respectfully requested to | exceed 16 bushels. I 
send Delegates to said Convention, and ac- oo | 
cordingly, #& An immenso deposit of guano has | 

| _N.E. Stoddard, A. N. Hoyt and Wm. |been discovered in the Indian Ocean, be- | 
| Chambers, were appointed delegates to said | tween Mauritius and Calcutta, the island | 
, Convention. J. W. Dow, Pres’t. | being twenty miles long by seven broad, | 

| J. H. Canney, Sec'y. and thus forty times the size of Ichaboe.
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| PORTABLE FLOURING HILL, ' { Saree t || The above is an engraving of E. F.| stones than larger ones. To accomplish i 
| Berzer’s Patent Portable Grist Mill, de-| the amount of work with a 30 inch stone, | 
| seribed as follows, to wit: | that is accomplished with a 54 inch stone, | 

| AAA, represent the frame of the Mil] @ much greater speed is required ; oe a | with the bedstone set ia the lower part | quently, the tendeney of the stone to rise | | which forms the husk. Bis a cast iron} when at work is vastly increased, and it | 
\ = head. 2 c us curb a * : stand- | becomes necessary to so construct and at- | , 10g pomt resting in the cop end of the spin- 5 ! de F, to prevent the sian from ao Gq tach the spindle to the stone, and other {| | and H are levers connected together by the parts of the mill, that the stone cannot va- 
| side rod I and hand wheel K, and brought | ry at all from its position while at work— i | to bear on each end of the spindle, and by | a point which the inventor of this Mill | | the lighter wheel J will prevent the runner | claims todave reached: { stone from moving up or down when at | work, Lisa vibrating point bearing ont S. S. Barry « Co, of Cleveland, O., are if 
the top edge of the driver Q, which driver Agents for the Western States, to whom | Is wedged solid in the centre of the stone, application for Mills, &e., may be made. | - nese upon a stationary balancing point. a 

Is the eye of the runner stone. O the . lower step’ in the eye of the runner stone,| 42” Fifty thousand bushels of onions A 
| which supports the runner stone and spin- | Were raised last season in the vicinity of * dle. E the pulley, 18 inches diameter, 7 | Weekoert Connecticut, within a tract of I | inch face for a 30 inch stone, country not exceeding thirty square miles, 

|. Past experience has fully proved that|'The average yield per acre was about 500 | better flour ean be produced from small | bushela
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Spontaneots Plants, 2 Feactation which is peculiar, and entirely , 
. oe ifferent from that which flourish on its 

aor tao one former banks. In M. de Brebisson’s work 

Roxbury and Boston, have been “filled up” on the useful mosses, this botanist states | 
SS With peel inactba that a pond in the neighborhood of Falain, 

pailway cars famiQuiney, hi ae or 2 France, having been rendered dry during 
a large portion of it, was taken from a Bill many weeks, in the height of summer, the 

|| where it had remained undisturbed for ma- ir eee ne te 
ny centuries, Yet this large tract of “made tirely covered, to the extent of many square 

land” is now covered with a dense vegeta- Bae ene ey aes Sete 
ble growth, embracing a great variety of formed of an imperceptible moss, the Pha- 
plants, most of them of common ietics seum auzillare, the stalks of which were 
the seeds of which are compact, hard and so close to each other, that upon a square 
heavy, and covered with an enamelled shell, inch of this new soil, might be counted 
all of which would seem to. prelude the more than five thousand individuals of this 

idea that they could have been wafted from ee sa which had oe previously 

a distance through the atmosphere. How se aa a Sens : 
could these plants have originated? Were These circumstances are singular, and | 
the seeds deposited in the gravel and soil, furnish a vast field of speculation for the | 
many ages ago, and have now germinated natural philosopher.—[Maine Farmer. } 

on being exposed to the action of the at- Teta 
mosphere and heat? or is there some other Manvrixe Saxp wir Cray.—Judg? | 
process of nature by which vegetation, un- Dewey of Maidstone, Vt. applied twenty 
der certain circumstances, may be produced loads per acre, beat fine when dry, and 
without any apparent cause? spread evenly ia the spring, on a sandy | 

Indeed, there are few things more extra- | Piece of land. The grass came on luxurt- 
ordinary, or have been a greater puzzle to ously during thesummer, and where he be- 
naturalists, than the appearance and devel- fore obtained half a tun of hay, he got 

{ opment of certain plants in certain cireum- | P€ and a half tuns. Since that a good 

stances. It issometimes the case that when |cTop has been annually produced. The’ 
adeep pit or well is dug, the earth is beet soils are composed of 5 per cent. alu- 
thrown up from a great depth, fifty or a | ™ina to 25 per cent. of sand. These to- 
hundred feet, and which has been for ma- gether make what we eall a good Jeam, 
ny ages buried far beneath the surface of which has retentive power enough to hold | 

the earth, on exposure to the atmosphere | manure and moisture, Clay ona sandy) 
and the heat of the sun, will give forth soil may well be called the best dressing 
myriads of plants, of a certain description, which ean be applied, because it is the most 

and which perhaps have not been seen in durable of any. 
that vicinity for many years. It is stated ee 
on good authority, that after the great fire| A Rzasoy.—*I say, Sambo, dees ye 

in London in 1666, the entire surface of |know what makes de ecrn grow so fast 
the destroyed city was covered with such | when you puts de manure on it?” “No, 

|| a profusion of cruciferous plant, the Sisym- I don’t know hardly, ’cept it makes de 

brium Trio of Linnzeus, that it was calcula- | groun’ stronger for de corn.” “ Now I jist 

ted the whole ot Europe did net contain tell ye. When de corn ’gins to smell de 

so many plants of it! It is also a well as- | manure it don’t like de *fumery, so it hur- 

certained fact, that if a spring of salu water ries out ob de groun’ ard gits up as_high 

makes its appearance in a spot, at a great |as possible, so’s not to breathe the bad ar.” 

| distance from the sea, the neighborhood a ee | 

| will soon be coven ae peculiar to —-#- The Madison Journal mentions that 

| ae tno leds Gai saan : the woolen factory at that place has com-| 
the country ! menced operations. The steam engine us 

| When a lake happens to dry up, the sur- ed in the building was manufactured at 

i face will almost always be soon covered by |Madison. * 
eS ee
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List of Premiums Awarded at the | WC Spalding, Watertown, best mare 4 Wisconsin State Fair. SOE oc. : : lige i — lin, Watertown, 2d best 
| Cattle—Short Horns. old. = make? arate 3 

| James McGoorty, best 4 years old bull,  $5| H W Bronson, best mare 1 year old, 3, 
| Wm Harsh, Miltord, 2d best year do. 3) NR Clapp, Kenosha, best pair of mules, 5 
| Geo W Green, Beaver Dam, best 4 years old | Swine. - 

| bull, Diploma and 5| L. Thayer, Concord. best boar, 2 years old, 4- 
| Martin Webster, Fox Lake, 2 year old bull, 5. James ane? Watertown, 2d best boar, 2 

| Native and Crosses. oe 2 | F BCook, Jonstown, best 3 year old bull W Knight, Black Hawk, best boar 1 yr old 3 
Diploma and 5 s E Coon, Palmyra, 2d best boar 1 yrold 1 

| Rufus Laberee, Watertown, (discretionary) — year: Oak Grove, best breeding sow 2 ‘a 
| 3 years old bull, 2 » B 
D ‘M Aspinwall, Farmington. Jeff. co. (dis- S B Edwards, East Troy, best pair Suffolk 

| eretionary,) 3 years old bull, 2s BBivcas a olds eee eae - 
i F awk, s, do. 

i i se Black Hawk, 2d best 2 yrs old 3 L Thayer, Concord, 2d best 2 pe pigs, 1 
FB Cook, Johnstown, best 6 mos old bull, 3 a Way, Oak Grove, best 5 pigs, 2 months - j t 3 s 

i HE Coon, Palmyra, best 3 Spee 5,| H E Coon, Palmyra, 2d best 5 pigs, 3 mos. 1 
Wm Knight, Black Hawk, 2d best eow, 7 Sheep—Long Wool. 

years old, 5| N B Clapp, Ken, best Southdown buck, 2 
do do do best heifer, 9 mos. old 3 years old, 4 

T BCook, best heifer, 2 -ears old, 5 do do Leicester buck, under 2 yrs 3 
ft Working Oxen. do do best 3 ewes, Southdown,2 y’s 4 

John T Bailey, Watertown, best yoke 9 yrs. © do + oo, buck lambs, S’thdown 3 
| _ old oxen, Diploma and 5 - 0 3 best ewe lambs, do 3 

L A Cole, Watertown, 2d best, 6 and 7 yrs. i French Sheep. 
old stcers, 5| McAllister & White, Albion, N.Y., best buck 

R Crangle, Watertown, best yoke of 2 yrs. 2 years old, 4 
old steers, 3| G H Canfield, Summit, 2d best buck, 2 years 

| Wm Jones. Watertown, 2 best yoke 3 yrs. old, 2 
| _ old steers, 2| Horace Scovell, Lowville, best buck 1 yr old 3 

|| Solon Hall, Concord, 2d best yoke l yr do 2 Spamsh Sheep. 
i Horses for all Work. Geo Paddock, Waterville, best buck, 2 yrs | 
| AF Pratt, Waukesha, best 9 yrs, old stallion ole, ‘ 4) 

} Certificate,| J B Jessup, Summit. 2d best buck do zy 
| Daniel Blodgett, Beloit, 2d best stallion, 5 |G Paddock, do best 1yearoldbuck 3 | | years old, Edgerton & McCarter, best pen 3 buck lambs, 3 
| Nelson Fryer, Cold Spring, best do 3 yr old 5| J Ferre,Oconomowoe, 2ddo do do do 1 | 
| GW Williams, 2 best stallion, 3yrs old 3} Edgerton & McCarter, best pen ewes, 3 yrs, 4 

| Jared Patrick, Delafield, best 2 yr old stal. 3| H Scovell, Lowville, 2d do 3 ewes, 2 yrs, 1 
B Pinkney, Rosendale, 2d best 3 yr old stal, 1| £ Perrin, Oconomowoc, best pen 3 ewes, 1 yr 3 
@ C Gunn, Beaver Dam, (discretionary) do do 2d do 1 yearold, 1 | 

stallion 5 years old, 3| Edgerton & McCarter, 2d best pen 3 ewe | 
B Caldwell, Oak Grove, (discretionary) stal- Jambs, 3 

lion 7 years ol], | Volume of Transactions. Cross Breeds. 
J Ferguson, Pierceville, Dane co. (liscretion- | John Ferre, Oconomowoc, best buck, 2 years, 4 

ary,) stallion 6 -years old, V.ol. Transactions. | H Scovell. Lowville, 2 best buck, 2 yrs old, 2 
D Blodgett, Beloit, (lis) stallion 4 years old, | G@ H Canfield, Summit, best buck, 1 yr old, 1 

Volume of Transactions. | FH E Coon, Palmyra, best pen 2 buck lambs, 3 
WHokrik, Waupun, (dis) stallion 16 years | McAllister & White, Albion, N. Y., best pen 
old, Volume of Transactions.| 3 ewe lambs, : 4 

Matched and Draught Horses. GH Canfield, Summit, best 3 ewes, 1 yrold, 3 
' Howland, Janesville, best matched pair, Poultry. : 

Diploma and 5. James B Judd, Waupun, best lot Shanghai 
Robert Fargo, Lake Mills, 2d best do do 5| _ fowls, osha 2 
CR Taylor, Berlin, best pair draught horses _| Charles Smith, Waupun, (discretionary) best 

Diploma and 5| ot Crosses Shanghai and Chittagongs, 2 
JH Woodruff, Winnebago co., 2d best do do 5! Plowing Match. 
Isaac Howland, best gelding, Diploma.| Lewis Lewis, Summit, best plowing with 
x = Robinson, Ripon, 2d best gelding. 5 horses, Silver Medal. 

Robinson, Lake Mills. best mare 7 yrs | E Herrick, Hustisford, 2d best plowing with 
J old, Diploma.| _ horses, Bronze Medal. 

| acob Wertzel, Brookfield, 2d best mare, 7 | Edgerton & McCarter, Summit, best plow- 
}__Yeans old, 3| ing for stiff soil, Bronze Medal. | 

|
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Fo RI a a ee ee, | 

Richard E. Ela, Rochester, Wis, best corn | Walter Pease, jr Watertown, orange carrots 

| _ plow, Bronze Medal } 1st Volume Transactions | 

| ee Spencer, py ene center Domestic Manufactures. | 

plow, ronze Medal. | Mrs Sophia Sch , | 
| Richard E Ela, Rochester, best green sward saan wien, maNre nee gp entaee ees | 

i plow, Bronze Medal. | MrsJ W Cole, Watertown, 10 yds. rag car- = 

|! Thomas Oliver, Waupun best plow, with | _ pet, 9 

| improvements, Bronze Medal, | § Ford, Watertown, (discretionary) 3 varie- | 

\| Farm Implerents. No.1. | ties woolen yarn, needle, shell and wax | 

|| A F Cady, Watertown, best milk pan strain- | work, 2] 

i er, Volume of Transactions. | Miss E M Hayes, Palmyra, best Ottoman | 

i Richard E Ela, Rochester, Badger State Fan- | cover, 14 

| ning Mill Bronze Medal. | Mrs Stoppenbach, Watertown, best  variet. | 
5 | F 1 y 

| J Grover, Center, Rock co., dash churn and of worsted work, 1 

i butter tubs, Volume of Transactions. | Mrs McNaughton, Waukesha co., best work- 

Joseph Sheffield, Brookfield, Waukesha co., ed collar, 1 

| 1 double farm wagon, Bronze Medal & Trans. | Mrs Paynim, Watertown, hest worked hdk’f, 1 

' John Post, Saline, Michigan, 1 corn cultiva- Mrs Atwater, Oak Grove, best patched quilt, 1 

i tor, Bronze Medal. | MrsSurdam, Watertown, best white quilt, 1 

| R Brown, Utica, Dane co., revolving horse | Mrs A Ainsworth, Watertown, best silk bon- 

\| rake, Bronze Medal.| _ net, 1} 

li S Ford, Watertown, 6 hay rakes, Vol. Trans. | Ellen M Hays, Palmyra, best lamp mat, 1} 

|| J MRiker, Janesville, one set silver plated | Mrs N Bird. Madison, best pair of wrought | 

i buggy harness, Diploma. | slippers, i} 

li Sewell Keyes, Watertown, manure and hay | Mrs Wm McNaughton, Waukesha co. best | 

iI forks and hoes, Bronze Medal | __knit tidy, 1} 

|| M A Hackley, Bellville, best cheese press, | Miss Poignan, Watertown, hest crotchet wrk, | 

| Volume of Transactions. | No. 75, ornamental shell work, 1} 

i} No.2. ¥ Warden, Watertown, best specimen wax 
| Farm Implements. No. 2. > P 

I W D Bacon, Waukesha, railroad horse pow- flowers, 1] 

| ex, Certificate. Flowers. 
|| do do do separator, winnower and Mrs John W Cole, Watertown, best collec- 

\ Thrasher, Diploma, MoE vi ae plants, As : 
. Mrs ilman, atertown, 2 es Oo 

i! Dairy. Deeg | 

i 4 tisford t single churn, Fruit. i 

I E Herrick, Hustisford, bes ing caer etions | John Bell, Gardinev’s Prairie, best variety 

| 3 Cory, Bachelor's Grove, Rock co., best 25 of apples, Silver Medal. 

i lbs. Aes butter, ’ ‘Silver ‘Tea Spoons | Mr Clapp, Milford, 2d best 10 varieties, 2 

|) J Cory, Bachelor's Grove, best 40 Ibs. fresh Theron Plumb, do best 5 varieties, 4 

|| fatter i | WP Cahoon, Kenosha, 2d bes! 5 varieties, 3 
|| butter, Silver Mug. | ER Ad reanialaee ali + 

| a ed = 

i ! Flour, Honey, &c. = se TT. i rere 

ii 6 Guin ear eg EE AT | John Bell, Gardiner’s Prairie, best 6 varieties, 

' vats ie Silver Medal. 

it JA Carpenter, Wales, aS Tecasastions. | § B Cahoon, Kenosha, best 3 varieties, 3 

|| L.A Cole, Watertown, 1bbl. flour, Diploma. | __ Peaches. — 

| L Coleman, Summit, 1 sample Sole’s wheat, | J C Howard, Milwaukee, best exhibition, 

|| 1. do Canada Club, do. best, Set Trans. | ML Burdick, do du do 3 

|, HB Hawley, Milford,Connecticut seed and Plums. 

|" Guba leaf tobacco and cigars, Silver Medal. | G P Pleffer, Pewaukee, best and largest va- | | 

| James J Walkin, Eagle Center, sample Indi- riety, . 3 

,| ana corn, Set of Transactions and $1) Z B Quiner, Watertown, 2d best do do 2 

' Simeon Ford, Watertown, sample of winter | icncs 

| wheat, Volume Transactions. yon Bell, Gardiner’s Prairie, best 12 2 
Charles Avery, Concord, 1 oe bone vege- | sieges 7 

| tables, ‘et Transactions. | - ae 

M Pumerville, Watertown, best 6 heads of | Mrs E W Edgerton, Summit, best exhibit, 3 

1 eabbages, Volume Transactious. | D Blodgett. Beloit, 2d best exhibition, 2 

| WR Smith, Mineral Point, 1 peck Bermuda | Melons. 

potatoes, Volume Transactions. | F Weld, Palmyra, 2d pest melon, 2 

| Edgerton & McCarter,12 ears seed corn, | | Paintings. 
: Volume Transactions | Miss E J Moseley, Oak Grove, best crayon, | | 

; Mrs Eliza Tuch, Oak Groye, sample of seed | A M Morrison, Ft. Atkinson, best oil paint- | 

corn, Volume of ‘Fransactions. |” ing, 1] 

RM Meigs, Ottowa, I Lima squash, V. Trans. Stov:s, Cutlery, §c. i 

D M Aspinwall, Farmington, Imperial seed | A F Cady, Watertown, National No. 7 cook | 

potatoes, Volume of Transactions. stove, Bronze Medal. i 
=|
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i AF Cady, best parlor stove mirror, B. Medal. Diseases of Cattle—Inocculation. | 5 

eee re Within the past ten years disastrous jos- 

| 1 ae est eecas ee ses have been met within some parts of Eu- || 
raj 2 : a- | 

a Diy, Detroit, M. Lewis screw cutter, Dip.|Tope, by dealers in cattle, from a compara- | 
GH Canfield, Waterville, model wool press, 2| tively modern disease named pleuro-pneu- | 

| J Crow, do best wash tub, 1) monia; it is most prevalent in the marshy | 
J Txonia, 1 pees 7 | districts of Holland, but is not confined to | 
H P Lester, Oconomowoz, ohild’s coffin, Ty * aise a 
Grange & Wiliams, Watertown, 1 box of them. The symptoms of it are like inte i 

candles, 2| mation of the lungs, but remedies ordina- || 
D Van Deren, Milwaukee, Hinkley’s patent | rily used for that disease have failed to be i] 

elastic superior bed bottom, 2/of any use in this. How this disease came | 
TE Massed ht adbeuy:1 dontle basral abot. [to be first introduced is difficult to tell, but |) gun iplown. | 7 os whatwe have res ject | 

Rufus King & Co., Milwaukee, specimens of jfrom what we have read upon the subject if 
printing and printing materials, Diplema. | we are of the opinion that it was first caused || 

H Neidecken, Milwaukee, specimen blank |by bad ventilated stables, and feeding a } 
; book, es ; : Diploma. great number of avimals in a small space, ° 

pencer, Watertown, 1 saw arbor, Be pee . aoe af Chas Davis, Chicago Atkins’ Reaper, Diploma. | 2F fattening, on the refuse grains, dc, ob- | 
JB Powers, 1 ease lightning rod points, tained from German and Dutch distilleries. 

Volume Transactions. | The hot-beds of the disease are the distille- | 
Ebenezer Brizham, Blue Mounds. t counter | ry and beer districts of those countries— || 

bridge frame block, Volume Transactions. | Ng Jess than 10 per cent. of the cattle | 

a ee ay bought to be fattened for market, in some | 

D Kellogz, Saline, Mich, 1 portable cider | parts of Holland and Belgium, die of this || 
mill, corn sheller, cheese press and wool j| disease. We have heard no word of it at- || 
packer combined, Diploma. | tackiug cattle in our country, still such a | 

Charles Jenning, Aztalan, 1 family carriage, iceans may not be unprevalent amoug H s y a prevalent 2 ig |} 
Sener Diploma. | tall-fed cattle in some districts; it. should } 

Curtye Hans, Beer ann Vextson—A par-| be looked after with zeal by those whose } 
ticular olject in curing hams, should beto have j duties require of them a watchful care for | 
Sie aed salt for the Sle and not s0/ the public health. Tnnoculation has been | 
sult as to need freshening. ith a_ brine : * it. | 
made according to the following recipe, l have | resorted aoe nase = uy and —. a i 
cured tons of hams, and have found it invaria-| The virus for this purpose is taken from the | 
uly safe. To every one 1000 Ths. of hams, take | 1ungs of a diseased animal, and innocula | 
Soz. salt nitre, 2 qts, molasses, and 2 qts. ot tion is performed on the tails of live ani- | 

! rt Mix see with sufficient water to cover | mals to prevent them taking it. he ope- | 
) the hams when picked rather closely ina bar-j. 00. Se "i sf | Fel. After the brine is made, let it stand and |*@‘10n is said to be somewhat successtul, | 

| settle for (wo or three hoars, turn off carefully, | 8nd the practice is about to be introduced — and throw away the sediment at the bottom of into England as a preventive —{Scientific 
| the brine. Cover the meat with the brine, aud! American. | 

repack once a week, changing the position at neat \| 
| thehams. fu from four to six weeks the hams} @@7 A tomato weighing two pounds | 
} hs cepeopeely cure, ead may be erika | Was recently presented to the editor of the 

© as may he most convinient, as the lena (i 7 ee. t | hams will keep any time ina cool cellar, “After | SBS¢lica (N. Y.) Reporter, i | smoking, they may be replaced in the brineand| {7 The £1000 left by Franklin to the city 
kept through the summer, if desired, without | of Boston, to be let on interest to young un- | 
imereasing or diminishing their saltness, and | married artizans, in sums not execeiing £100 | perfectly safe from flies. T have a!so kept hams | sterling, now amounts to $15,280.55. Franklin | 
very good and sweet in ‘a stone smoke house, | estimated that it would reach $531,640 in one 
suspended about a foot from the roof, Beef,! hundred years, but owing to lossesit will prob. | 
venison, and mutton hams may be cured and | ably reach about $100,000. One provision of | 
kept precisely in the same way—[Ex. | the will was, that when the fund should amount — 

Ee ae it . | to $581,640, half a million of dollars should be 
ee following story is singular, if true’: appropriated to some public work, which should 
aie terson, N. J., recently, a girl was stand-| pe judged to be of the most general utility to | 
aS ata window, before which was a young ma-| the inhabitants of Boston. The loans are now if 
ple tree. After a brilliant flash of lightning, a rarely applied for at all, and it is proposed that | 3 1 able image of the tree was found imprint-| the fund be deposited in the Massachusetts {| 

ee body. This, it is said, isnot the first | Hospital Life Insurance Co., andin the Savings i i ice of the kind. Bank of Boston.—Seientific American. if 
SSS eee, 

=
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eee a eS eee rm eeenmeeen 7 

HORTICULTURE was held by the friends of the enterprise pre. | 
e sent on the occasion, preparatory to a future 

SS | meeting; which is to be held at Whitewater on | 
Pomological Association. Friday, the 18th of November, for the per. 

The great abundance of fruit this year, of fecting of the organization, and to transact any 

all kinds, has most satisfactorily settled the other business deemed important. 
question as to Wisconsin, and many other por- It is to be hoped that a large number of the 
tions of the Northwest, with regard to their friends of such an enterprise, and the lovers 

capacity, as it respects climate, soil, &c., to pro- of fruit generally willbe present to lend their 

duce the several varieties of fruit. Nearly ev-| 21d ina cause of somuch importance. 
ery kind of apple and apricot, of pears, The following were the proceedings of the 

peaches and plums; of cherries, currants and above meeting. as reported by the Secretary: 

gooseberries, &c., &c., have come to the most The meeting was organized by calling Prof. 

complete perfection of size and sorts, quantity S. P. Larsnop, of Beloit, to the chair; and, on 

and quality. Probably better or larger peaches motion of Mark Miller, E. B. Quiner was ap- 
than have been grown in Wisconsin, were nev- pointed Secretary. The object of the meeting 

er produced even in the celebrated peach, or-| W## stated at length, when it was 
chards of New Jersey, Western New York or 1. Resolved, That it is expedient to form an 
Northern Ohio. Association ioe the purpose of carrying out the 

= Bon objects stated. 
‘The conclusion, seems, therefore, legitimately | 2. Resolved, That a meeting be appointed at 

established, that Wisconsin, Iowa, and North-| Whitewater on the Xl Friday of November, to 

ern Illinois, are yet destined to equal—though perl the crzenteinon of a State Fruit Grow. - 
er’s Association. 

they ey eae nee ee, of the older 3. Resolved, That the Secretary be author- 
and justly renowned fruit-growing districts} ized to correspond with gentlemen throughout 

above mentioned. the State, interested ia the subject, and invite 
Much, however, remains to be done to in- their attendance at Whitewater on the day of | 

J . | meeting. 
crease and extend our knowledge of the varie-| 4. Resolved, That papers throughout the 

ties which can be most easily, surely, and pro-/| State he requested to publish the proceedings 

fitably cultivated among us; to study the best | of the meeting, and call attention to the objects 

methods of preserving our trees from injuries of the Convention. ; 
bias A teorological infi 8. P. LATHROP, Ch’n. 

|| arising from meteorological influences, therav-}  E, B.Qurer, Sec’y. 

ages of insects, {and the devastations of ees 

“blight” ; to learn the best and most improved, May Aprriz.—The May Apple, an East 
ag well as approved, methodsof gathering, stor- India fruit, is now raised at Vicksburg, Mis- 
ing, preserving, cooking and feeding of fruit. | S‘SS!PPl. Its scientific name is Hugenia 

This great amount cf work, so important to Tambosia. _In the East Indies, the native 

be done rapidly und effectually, can be accom- clime of this fruit, the tree _ grows to the 

| plished only by the combined efforts of all in- pie ——— feet; at Vicksburg it is 

i terested. And in this enterprise all should be on J th oo im ot a ree oh 

i interested. Time, an important element inthe ee ee eee ns 
: . ae ©! similar color, fragrant smell, and have the 

i consideration of every enterprise, is in this . a le, with 
{| more than doubly so. Many have already been testa Oba very. Secs: Pom ADE es 
iN ie i one seed in the centre, of the size and 

; in the West a sufficient length of time to see 3 peace 
fi Ra color uf a chesnut—{Madisonian. 
4, now around them thriving orchards vf nume- oo annem 

| xous varieties of fruit trees, bearing an abun-| Atica1or Sxrxs--Mr. J. W_ Benedict, of 
ti dance of precious and delicious fruits, of a well-| Galveston, has manuf.ctured some of the most 

4 timed and early planting; while others, who Boden ste oe ee ee Che 
i} . seen, with leather made of Aligator skins— 

i eeyorenided here equally Jong, are aed for These skins are tanned and prepared so that 

| their negligence and procrastination—still they resemble the finest calf skin in pliability, 
|! trusting to the future, and are beautifully mottled, like tortoise see 

i We were, therefore, highly gratified to have| He intends to send a pair of boots to = 
u - : World’s Fair in NewYork. He certainly mer 

| our attention called, at the time of the last | its 9 premium for changing the skins of these 

|| State Fair, to the importance of forming a Po-| huge, ugly monsters to forms of beauty and 

j mological Association. A preliminary meeting} usefulnees.—Texas Register. | 
a nk Se ch en
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1 Wisconsin State Fair. themselves in their several honorable enter- 
| . ate prises. 

| Wehave just returned—Oct. 12th—from) myo le of W. | st 
| the third annua! State Fair, which came ae — a = aro workin of 

| off at Watertown last week, from the 4th om 1 Soe oaehon, fon theieemcellens _ 
t a : gare : ample arrangements for the Fair. No pains 
to the 7th inclusive. With the iypresions| . ; 

of the event fresh upon us, we would it — a: soe Lo 
5 2 a 

re ey oa Laie, The grounds were near, and, for aught we 

the pleasures of the ea or is ase es oS Henle Caen | - ee peony Ed be thea, to all, and beautifully fitted up. Three 
| sane We win tak seta a saan large and splendid tents were spread upon 
nae i. gare an ‘Gppeshiaal of the ground, within which were suitable fix- 

i a sibs 6 ue patiin, . ee | tures for the reception of articles for exhi- 
| seeing s 2 biti Beiextonahs ai 
| several very desirable and pleasing acquaint- cuca cf ee Boe = 

» ances with those interested in different andigu Ee — ie ne ae oe a 
| branches of Horticulture, Agriculture, and ich 3 d th ee ee 

| the improvement of stock. Among these Se ee ee eomceee 
; eh ts. 

| we cannot forbear to mention the very fepeeen: di 
worthy President of the State Society, seg ee however, these very | 

| and his excellent coadjutors—the members| “y.) ne rons OP tiepmtol Meio | 
i ce 3 ple of Watertown, we are compelled to say, 
of the Executive Committee. If, these hat th Sl 
gentlemen ever err in any matters concern- ea zi a pe ee properly — 

| ing the management of the Society, it must) . PSE ae diem ae op \ 
| terepunded asa senvor of judgsiont a ics of our State, as we had hoped and fond- | 
es oe pain We sees them to ly anticipated they would be. The truth 

; is, and i i 
| the sympathy and ‘to the confidence of the 5A pot: . a . ner = = | 
| Agricultural portion of our commonwealth.| . . Te ede eee oe ree || 
i a 2 «1 4» | Of industry, was by far too scanty. Some | We also had agreeable interviews with E. fi it | Roe tae. Sof ‘the Waterton Register, branches were not at all, and others very 

i who knows well how to appreciate the a — —— cr aly represented: |p 
| cellencies of horticultural and agricultural cai ie Teateg meeral : | parece ail dakewss Ww This all important and essential element 

| = ae a ‘i eye of i of a State or County Fair, was witholden, 
| ae eae a ae 7: unjustly witholden, by us, the people. Fel- 
| disk eae A ness a > Ai * "| low farmers, we personally plead guilty to 
i bi mats - ——— . the this charge, and often have wished that we |} ” 

| Shag Salk a 5 Sma aot . ae had done our duty and carried up our of- 
| Troy y A ae spwarDs, Of East! fering. Doubtless, you will readily offer 

| renee egret — — ’ - the same plea and render the same excuse 
i SI in the breeding of the best o: os 

| hogs—the improved Suffolk and the Essex. ag Se ee oe I Waste stake scuaieaacar ed i “| lips, but from those of many others—that i 
1 OHN . . Bisegse ces we thought it hardly worth while—some- 
I avant ners Prairie, who was there body has got something better than ours— 

seat the glor. y of a fine exhibition of his} jt wont pay for the trouble. Now, this is 
I ae apples.. We trust all} all wrong, and we ought not to have said or x 
| gentlemen will reap arich reward for} done so, True, the premiums offered were { 

ee



| 
| not large—perhaps not as large as they | bull, exhibited by F.B. Cook, of Johnstown, | 
| ought to have been, or as we hope thef|a cross of the Durham and Devonshire, is a 

| | will be in years tocome. But, we mustre-|fine animal, and a successful cross of these | 
member that our State Society is yet young,|two breeds. Mr. Cook also exhibited a | 

| and wishes to be cautious and keep out of | good 2 year old heifer, with which we were 
debt, &e., &e. If we had all contributed | much pleased. We saw a geod yearling | 
our quota, to render this annual Farmer’s|short-horn bull, thought to be thorough , 

|| Festival both interesting and profitable,|/bred; also a full blood of the same breed. 
|, there would have been ten times the amount | The names of the owners, however, we have 
i of material for exhibition, Wedo not say forgotten. 
| ten times as good, but ten times as large;} There were but two yoke of working ox- | 

| and yet, we are of the opinion that it would |en, and these not particularly superior.— | 
1 have been ten times as good—for we do|'There were but three milch cows exhibited, 

| know that all of our best material was not! and these, though perhaps good, yet not 
| there. There is scarcely a county south anyways remarkable. | 

of the Wisconsin river, but that can equal SHEEP.—There was a better exhibi- 
the exhibition of the last State Fair, in tion of sheep than of any other kind of 

| nearly every branch. This we know for| stock, unless it was of hogs. There were 
| a certainty. some fine sheep exhibited by the President, 

| We speak particularly and earnestly on|E. W. Edgerton, of Summit, of the Span- 
| this matter, hoping-to stir up in the pure|ish Merino variety ; and, also, by Geo, Pad- 
| minds of our agricultural friends, a just | dock, of Waterville ; by Canfield Jessup, 

|, appreciatiun of their duty, and to awaken of Smmmit; by John Ferre and Elijah 
| in them a proper attention to the subject. Perrin, of Oconomowoe, and Scoville, of 
We repeat the remark, that nothing was | Lowyille. A very excellent Leicester buck, 

| wanting but material, to have made our and a beautiful South Down buck; also, 
| Fair equal to the wishes of the most san- some South Down ewes and lambs, by N. 

} guine, and of this the State isin possession | B, Clapp, of Kenosha, ‘These were all ye- 
|| in abundance. Some counties were not at ry good sheep, and well worthy the notice 
| all represented, and others but poorly; and] which they seemed to attract from all ob- 
j, Yet these same counties have had good, an server, The President furnished us with 

|, some of them fine exhibitions, some statements of h's own experience in 
; Friends, this ought not to be so, wool growing and sheep raising, which 

| The Fair, however, was a pleasant one,| establish the fact of the profit to be real- 
| and in some respects a good one. The ized in the business. We never saw hand- 
weather was fine, the arrangements perfect, | somer sheep than the South Downs of Mr. 

| and all present seemed in good spirits, Clapp; in fact, they clapp the climax. 
kindly affectioned one towards another, and HOGS.—The show in this department, | 

j all passed off as merry as a marriage bell- though not large, was comparatively good. | 
| CATTLE.—The number of animals ex-|Some improved Suffolk and Essex pigs | 

| hibited was small, though some of them|pleased us much. These are, to us, the | 
| good. A Devonshire bull, owned by Mar-| eau ideal of a hog; and, in truth, a hog 

| tin Webster, of Fox Lake, pleased us much;/should show himself in no other form— i 
| also, an own brother of this animal, owned | These were exhibited by S. B. Edwards, of | 

| by Judge Green, of Beaver Dam. These| East Troy, who is doing much to improve 
‘| are both fine animals, and well bred. A| this kind of stock. We saw some fine 

{I ee eee,
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crosses of the Suffolk and Leicester, exhib- | F ‘air. We have seen as good cheese and | 

‘ited by H. E. Coon, of Palmysa. There jas excellent butter made in Wisconsin, as |) 

| were others, but we were not their admir- | any State in the Union can boast of. Our 

| ers, though much approved of by some | farmers have now every facility for com- | 
| good judges. plete success in this department of industry. | 
| HORSES.-The show of horses was| It is to be hoped that they will never again i 

| somewhat numerous, and probably superior | sufler shone to be so peor ly, at least | 
| toany other branch in this department of |S° scantily, represented in this so important | 

the exhibition. There were several fine |@ branch. iI 

| horses, among which we would mention} AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 

| two owned by Daniel Blodget, of Beloit, |—Here, again, was a meayre show. A | 

of beautiful bay color; the « Badger Boy,” | Threshing Machine, a Reaper, with Atkin’s I 

| afine grey horse, owned by Mr. Pratt, of Automaton Raker attached; several Plows, i 
| Waukesha; a 2 year old Black Hawk, a Cultivator or two, and four or five Fan- 
| owned by Mr. Sawyer, of Burlington, and | ning Mills, make up most of the roll, A | 
18 Yorkshire Morgan, from Cold Spring— | Cultivator exhibited by Post & Northrup, || 
| Mr. Howland, of Janesville, exhibited a ve- | attracted our attention, and of which we i 

ry fine pair of matched horses. here were | are inclined to think favorably, though We | 
| also some brood mares and colts, but we did not see it work, We were much pleas- | 

are unable to speak particularly of them. ia with Kellogg’s combination cider mill, | 

| POULTRY.—The exhibition in this de-/ corn sheller, wool and cheese press, which | 

| partment was decidedly meagre. There | was exhibited. This was truly a “horse | 
| were two or three pairs of good fowls, of | for all work,” and promises to do it well, 

the Shanghai and Chittagong varieties | also. The Reaper we perceived was Wright | 
| We observed one Shanghai pullet, for which in all respects. The Plows were of good | 
|, we would have given more than for all the | model, and seemed to be exhibited mostly 
| other members of this fowl gnitians [by Ela, of Rochester, Oliver, of Waupun, 

! We cannot mention the name of the own- and Spencer, of Watertown. The Fanning | 

per. Jas. B. Judd, of Waupun, exhibited a Mills looked well, and, for aught we know, | 

| lot of good Shanghais. could raise a fine breeze, aud do a clean || 

| DAIRY PRODUCTS—There were but | business. There were, in addition to the | 

five or six cheeses, and three or four kegs above, a fork or two, with their stails sawed | 
of butter. To the cheese we took no par- | off, and a medel horse-rake, and a model | 

ticular fancy. Of the butter, we know that | cheese Pres both of which should have | 

some of the samples were good, as they | grown into proper size before eahibition; i 

were made by J. Cory, of Bachelor’s Grove. | ©0¢ churn and three stoves; a patent screw | 

There was not generally suflicient care to| Cutter, and a patent clastic bed bottom— | 

protect the samples exhibited from dust, | the last two articles being worthy of some | 
and, by the time we observed them, they considerable commendation. Inthe same 

Were quite screened from the most penetra- | tent with these last articles mentioned, we 

| ting eye. Evhibitors in this branch should | noticed a very superior and splendidly fin- I 
study the best plans of presenting their ished Double Harness, made and exhibited | 

| articles to view at such times. One has a iby Mr. Riker, of Janesville. We never 

| peculiar horror of dirt, in the eating ling, [ay so fin ‘shed an article in this line, wes, | 

We are sorry that our dairymen and dairy | of the Lakes. Near by, in a fine case, a | 
maids were not properly represented at our | beautiful pair of Boots, by Buckingham, of | 

ee
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Janesville, worthy of the Earl of the same | Jack was too bad, but he had a ticket, and 
i name, o there. i 

| We now come to the articles of Floral s | 

| Hall—the seat of the greatest attraction, Wise ie Se oo | 

| and that justly. It was arranged under Reet ra thie pe io pee di = 

|| the supervision of Mr. Hyslop, of Milwau- peccasice sate Pe : “a vay | 

i kee. Here were exhibited fruit and sell elled se a Pee : 1 
} work, domestic manufactures, paintings, | ee an 1 idan’ 4 a ae ote 
i pictures, printing, &e. As to paintings and | © eee = ae ec ees 
|| pictures, there was not one worthy of no- | y = ANE SESE DOw ou i 
| gine auilateneanck fb ito bocce Thee | then, we noticad the reverse of that which 
Hx” : i | transpired in the garden of Eden, taking. 

P |) was more of interest in the countenance of a | 

| either Hyslop or Alex. Smith, whom we | place—the man was giving the apple to the 
u - ee ! woman, and she did eat. We trust neith- 
| saw arranging them, than in all of the pie} 0. 1 : : 
{leanne ketal Th ‘ | er friend Quiner or friend Bell will think 
tote Se Nee eas personal. But to the fruit. This was 
| specimens of printing, &c., exhibited by | : x | ; | cqaniemtit Kis & Gas oF Miiwankes | one of the Jest things of the Fair, and had 
| x 3 7 a a vr . 

and some of the best samples of book bind- Sey Se eat een ene, thea 
j ing, blank books, &c., by Henry Neidecken: | Bat yee ae ann elok Gasilensrs Fg , &e., y oe > é ce | 

| of Milwaukee, thal we ever saw, without | Ora pi pies Coeaeon at 

| exception. These are books such as are| ee — togkeiplace ee me Share 

books. We were much pleased with spe youd ene Be a ee 
| hair basket, a black hair boquet, a worsted ee edpu ae * Sy, Saely 

: wreath, a wax boquet, and a fish skin Poeoton plstesupo eee 

| | wreath. We do not kaow who was = ae ere ely ip Ee Seen Sito 

i exhibitor. We venture, however, that it | handling though co nes £2 aye 

: \ was none other thana German. Tlie arti- keep the hands ot The Rep al exhibit: | 

|| cles, from book binding downwards, show- CS = of Gardener's Prairie, Clapp, t 

| ed a perfection of mechanical skill charac- 2 omens ae es eae 
; lt spree Gt die German anid) ers Gees | Two or three others exhibited specimens in | 

; || a number of finely wrought quilts of patch | es abundance. We noticed some largs-' 

. | work worthy of commendation; also, some peaches, exhibited by Dr. Castleman, of 
good worsted work, which gave us some | Delafield, and a variety of grapes, by Dan- | 
pleasure. Some fine plants graced the iel Blodget, of Beloit; also, some Isabellas, 

| Hall by their green foliage, and perfumed by Edgerton, of Summit; all of which 

the air with their fragrance. Some beau-| eT? fine. 

| tifal Canaries charmed us by their sweet} We tasted some very nice Blackberry ’ 

| songs and innocent hops and skips from Wine, made and exhibited by our friend 

} ' swing to swing. We were sorry, however, | Quier, of “Watertown. This nuust be ve-_ | swing ig. y 
| to see that Jack Frost, who was in at the | ry excellent in many instances of sickness 

“State Agricultural Ball,” and did not go | —and we found it not bad when we were | 

| home till morning, nipped some of tn well even. No spirit was mingled with it | 

buds and blossoms of the greens, taking | for preservation, It is the pure juice of | 

: the starch out of their collars, giving them | the blackberry, sweetened. We also tasted | | giving TTY; ed 
. slouched hats, and a kind of a down-at-the- | some good wine exhibited by Mr. Dennis, | 

; ' heel look during the remainder of the Fair. | of Watertown, | 
Is i 
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The exhibition of nearly all kinds of Timothy Grass—Its Culture. 

fruit, settles the question of our capacity to I know that every man, to be sue- 

raise fruit in Wisconsin. cessful, must have learning, and that uone 

The sweetest thing of the whole exhibi- | of us know any thing but what we have 

tion was a kind of transparent honey, ex- learned 2 pone et = 2 I have been 
hse < intimately acquainted with the management 

i hibited by eames, o beet icule je Timothy grass for the last 45 years, I | 
| But our limits forbid further particular | vil) }riefly state the process that should be 
ising. We will say, however, that the | obyerved in its culture: First, the quanti- 

Plowing Match came off according to ap-|ty of. seed required—one peck to three 

| pointment, on Thursday—our Cincinnatus | 4res geen heehee =| 

of a President, Le kioing: lnm ena and you sow in new ground; then you will | 
| hat, leading off in a most commendable | have a good crop of ‘seed the next suramer; 
manner. We felt like giving him three | or, if you choose, you can sow in Septem- ene ie x P' 

| round cheers, but we feared it would be |ber with your wheat. Should you prefer 
considered rather too personal for the occa- to sow with oats, after harrowing your oat 

: é a as ground sow your timothy seed, then har- 
sion, and po Teeiratpcc our enters: row or brush lightly. Never mow your 

| Suffice it to say, that we found many @|titothy until the seed is maturing. ‘Tim- 
text for future sermons, in what we saw at|othy meadows should never be pasturcd : _ , Pp 
the Fair, We wish to say again, that, ba- until the first white frost, then you may 
ting the facts already mentioned, of the pasture until the first of March—not sheep 

; ial last Fai a and oon and hogs, but cattle and horses. 
seaneee of paplestah Our ot Ao aS ‘© | Meadows thus managed will endure for a 

| cidedly a good one; and the reason of its|term of years. I know many in Virginia 
| not being able to be ranked among the su- | that have never been renewed since my ear- 

perlatives in its line, is due alone to those liest_ recollection. 

| of our farmers and mechanics who with- [Loudon (Tenn.) Free Press, 
ee ——— 

| held more than was meat, Measvrine Corn in tHE Cri—As 
We say, with a will, success to these an- | the season is approaching when our farmers 

nual festivals; and may the Executive Com- | will be shelling their corn for market, per- ; y S é le 
| mittee of our State Society have the wis- haps a rule for ascertainIng the quan.ity | 

. they may have, in an easy and expeditious | 
dominecessary to dictate the best come manner, may be of service to them. We \ 
= and — to be employed, to iN” | find the following in an exchange: | 

| their interest and enhance their} « After leveling the corn, multiply the Hi 
! value, + length and breadth of the house together, | 

Canervr usr or Horses.—An acquaint- and the product by the depth, which will | 
aanotiat tie Reco a few days o, inal give the cubic feet of the bulk of corn; | 
manner that would suggest an ae cau- | then divide this last product by twelve, and | 
ee in driving. ‘Tha hues aiealuahlovancs the quotient will be the number of barrels | 

well kept, in d-is irits, and in perfect | Of Shelled corn contained in the house or | 
health, was rrgea ras Gestabla be crib. If there be a remainder after the di- 

| eu. He had ascended a long and hard hill eae wire ae twelfths of a bar- | 
within the first mile of driving, and as soon |"® 0* SHE Bases s 
as the summit was reached, the driver, asis| Asan example of this rule, a crib, 12 ft, 

the habit of many, touched him with the |long, 11 ft. wide, and 6 ft deep, contains 
whip; he sprang, stopped, staggered and 792 eubic feet. This amount divided by 
fell, and by the time the driver could alight | 12 will give 66, as the number of barrels 

| from the carriage, he was dead, An ex- of shelled corn, or 330 bushels, ib we see 
amination showed that a large blood-vessel the writer allows five bushels to the barrel. } 

| near the heart had been ruptured—fFarm- | We give this rule for what it is worth, and 

| er and Planter. i" our readers can test it for themselves. 
es
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Chemistry of Plants. No. 5. that his land, disembowelled of all its elements 

(eae ee ee ~ rae orn eae one Se, is of no more COME THEIR MaTeRIAts—wnaT 18 Tur EF-| C°™Parative value to him for further cultiva. 
FECT OF PLANTS UPON THE som on wurcr| tion, for further profit, than fs an ox for beef, 
THEY GROW, AND THE alR IN WHICH TUEY LIVE.| out of whose carcass has been worked all the 

| | Secor i isnenece ses muscle by an unmerciful et 
ee ome farmers, however, act upon the principle 

| To every one who properly studies the Tuble | 0f exhausiing their farms, and, as they say, of 
|| of the composition of plants, given in the last | raising crops at the least possible expense, in. 

|| number, the enquiry naturally arises—How is] tending in the end to sell them, and with the 
|| this great amount of material, so essential in Proceeds to purchase others to treat in the same 
|| the formation of plants, to be restored to the | manner, This practice is not unlike the man 

soil 2 | who works his horse or his ox without supply- 

| Unier the processes which are carried on by | imzthem with food ; he has the products of the 
| nature, in the administration of her own laws, | bor thus meanly obtained, to pay for the pur 
|| when she is not interfered with by the interven- | “B4S¢ of another to treat in the same manner, 
|| tion of man, this material of the plant is soon| Now, every one knows that this would bea 

| restored to its parent earth, carrying with i,| T¥inous process. The price for the labor thus 

|| such of the elements which it has incorporated | 0btained from the animal, or for the grain | 
|| into its own existence from the atmosphere. thus raised from the farm, must be vastly 
| There is also another process of much inter-| above the ordinary one to render it ever safe to 

| est tothe agriculturist, which is carried on by | adopt such a practice. And yet we fear that 
i the growing plant, which, though it does not} this is the practice adopted by many of ou 
|| tend to enrich the earth asa whole, yet exerts a| farmers at the West. They scem to think it 
i great influence in modifying its surface. This| impossiile ever to use up, or even to diminish 
|| is a transfer of clements of plants from the soil| by any possible means, the great fertility of 
|| lying deep beneath, to the surface. The roots| this western soil. It is true, that a fat horse 
| of plants, especially of certain kinds, penetrate | ay be able to endure service without food 

deep into the subsoil, and by their thousand | longer than a lean one; but who ever sawa 
| fibrils seize hold of the elements of their being, | horse so fat that by any possible amount of 
| and through their many channels conduct them | driving, without feed, could not be made poor- 
|| to their upper portions, which, when they per-| er? Now, it isno more impossible to dimin- 

| ish upon the surface of the earth, are mingled | ish the amount of fertile ingredients in the 
|| with its soil, and there serve as a rich pabulum | Sl, by constant cropping without manuring, 
|| for fature generations. than itis to lessen the amount of flesh and 

| Thus the great mother of all is enriched by| *Tength of the horse by working without feel- 
|| the myriads of the offspring which she has| i" The process in the latter ease may le 
‘| nourished upon her bosom. But the agricul-|™0F¢?@pid and manifest to the inexperienced 
| turist, unless guided by a proper consideration | 224 thoughtless mind than the former, but none 

|| of natural laws, becomesa disturber of the bal-| #¢ more certain. 4 
|| ance of nature, though, happily, beyond a cer-| The horse or ox is ag instrument by which 

| tain limit he cannot go. By constant cropping | the owner cin convert hay or oats into labor, 
|| without manuring, or returning, in some form,| which is of more pecniary value to him than 

the elements of crops to the soil he greatly im-| hay and oats. It‘is in this way that ho is of 
poverishes his land, and beggars his successors| any profit; and the greater ability he hasof 

| in the ownership of thesame. The economical| increasing the difference between the value of | 
farmer—the true cultivator—however, is as| his food and of his labor, the more profitable | 
much pained to find his land diminishing in| is he tohis owner. There is such a thing 33/ 

value by this kind of impoverishment, as he is| his being so poor asnot to be able to labor suf- | 
to find that his stock of fat catttle, from which | ficient to pay for his food, much less to pay for | 
he expects to realize a handsome income at the| his food and the interest of the money invested | 
hands of the butcher, has diminished in flesh | in him, and the trouble of taking care of him ; | 
and lost in weight by some kind of mismanage-| and he is the more rapidly approaching this i 
ment. It is as evident to the skillful farmer, | state as his food is the more diminished. i 
ee
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| The only way to make him of anv profit is to{ thus save themselves from a course so ruinous 
| restore him to a good working coniition as | to their highest interests. 
| soon as possible, by proper feeding—and the! It is the object of this number to contribute 
best of all is to have kept him from the first | 4, this end. 

| in enna Ag : Let us, then, endeavor to answer the inquiry 
| So with our farms, they are our most valua- | row can our land be preserved in its present 
| bleinstruments or means of converting the seed, | fertility 2 

| abor, manure, &c., which we expend upon | To this inquiry it may be very comprehen: 
them, into products of more value to usthanall| , a ny . 7 - pr | datehisline have lauieout ipenr thes sively replied—that it is only by returning to 

I If meleralieeon by any aoe eTenanaett it, so faras the inorganic materials are con- 
| they are unable to do this, they are just so tc | cerned, just what has been taken off in the crop, 
| eapeofitatile and valueless, They must be jand as much of it. This is the anmutable law | 

| kept in their original fertility, or, if unfortu- | o ae a mee uae no, exceptions | 
| nately they have already lost it, they must be pote ee eee ae Moles aoe | restored to it as goon as possible. The more | sians, which changeth not in all its require- 

fertile aud profitable they now are, the more pment, a owners 0t land Bolte sel yy Os | important is it that they be kept so. It isa | the condition that they will put on as much as | 

matter of regret, that thousands of acres in | they take of and of me aaa Bio ane aa | 
New England and some of the Southern States | does not agree to furnish the raw material out |- 

which —o once fertile lands, have been so im- | Ch UEC pe ear oe | poverished by injudicious management, that it | farmer has only the choice in what form the | 

would cost more to restore them to their pris- j metenialis to be supplied, 29d inl what _crope t | 
tine fertility, than they would be worth fora | shall be returned. He ean supply it ia the | iifeume: | form of manure taken from his barn-yard, 

In corroboration of these views we here quote | Rohe aes pean spd seceient Dick i) 
from the Genesee Farmer for October, the fol- | wheat worth - = es par ob ree paand yor 
lowing remarks, taken from the London Farm- | he may supply it in the form of well compost- 
ers Magazine: ed manure, worth from three to four mills per 

“Of the 12,000,000 acres of improved lands | POU"; or in the form of concentrated pou- in the State of New York, 1,000,000 areso cul- | drette, guano, phosphate and super phosphate 
ines as HB becme richer from year to year | of lime, and receive in return several pounds 
—being in the hands of 40,000 farmers who b carro’ 
read agricultural journals, “and nobly sustain a ™ he o a i Roaniis:; of, heats, id { 
the State and county societies of that common- | t¥?Dips and potatoes. 1 
aie Three millions barely sustain their; The same, or analogous principles, by which | 

cs ie anda hut the? vont low he 2008 Bided in restoring your impoverished | practice of the last. 8,000,000 acres are in the | *Rimal to good condition, or in preserving him hands of $00,000 cultivators who follow the old | in this condition when he is already so, should 
ao of exhausting the soil, which has fallen | guide you in the treatment of your farm. Itis 
rom 30 to 5 bushels of wheat per acre—Alba- | | ny county, in 1845, producing only 74 bushels well known to Srey one : ho has been accus- | 

| per acre; Dutchess county, 5; Columbia 6; | tomed to feed working animals, that they re- 
Rensselaer 8; Westchester 7, &c.; while Alba- | quire different treatment from those which we | 

ny, in 1775,produced from 20 to 40. The 300,-| desire should accumulate flesh or lay on fat 000 persons that cultivated those 8,000,000 alone. 
acres, produce each annually 25 dollars less = 4 
than they would have done had the land not| If we wish to employ the animal in labor, we ee exhausted. There is no escape from this | need to feed him upon that material which will 
Sloeete Geeusst aes cene ts bay eee give him strength of muscle and firmness of 
000,000 dollars, or run off and leave it. It is ) bone. It is only when he is so fed that he can 
calculated that Maryland, Virginia, North and | be of service and profit to us. If no labor is 
sat Carotins, and Georgia, have lost the | required or desired of him, he may be turned 
tea ceo dollars by exhaus- | ont to shurk for himself, and generally under 

Iti i > this treatment will grow fat. 
eee be hoped that our western agricultu-| So with our farms, if we wish to use them in 

led will give due heed) to this point, and be} the raising of crops of differeut kinds, we must 
to take a proper view of the matter, and | feed them or furnish them accordingly. If we eee ROO Ror uname omm ee re eee ee ee
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| wish to raise a cropof potatoes, we must furn- | will loose but little by acting on these gen. | 
| ish the soil with lime for the vines, and potash | eral principles. For, if the material put upon | 

| and soda for the tubus. 1f we wish to raise | his land in the manure which he uses, is not i 

| wheat, we must have not only silica, and lime | taken up by the crop of this year, it may be by | 
| for the straw, but phosphoric acid, so important that of the next. But when we come to raise | 

| to the perfection of the kernel, for the grain. | special crops upon the same land for consecu- 
Being always guided by this principle, that we | tive years, then we must have special manures, 

1 are to give te the land as much and of the same | We would guard our farmers against paying 
| kind, as that which we remove, it is evident | much for common yard mrnure, and carting | 

I that weshall not rob her of any of her just|the same. It will pay better to purchase gua. 

| rights. Our mother earth is a kind old moth- | no, poudrette, phosphate of lime, super phos. 

I er, but of stern integrity. She holds out fair | phate of lime, bone dust, &c. 

| and liberal promises, which she invites usto| Farmers, however,must, first of all, husband 
accept and be enriched thereby. She offers to | their home resources well and faithfully. For 
take all our waste, and even offensive matters } inland farmers to let their muck remain un- 

| the more the better—and which to us are only | touched, and leave the urine of their cattle to 

a stench if suffered to accumulate about us, or | run into the ground, or the nearest brook, and 

tospend their “sweetness on the desert air’— | suffer their barn-yard manure to lie exposed 
| and convert them into golden corn and rich | to the alternations of showers and sunshine, 
| harvests of fruits, giving us many fold for our | year after year—things which together. pro- 
| generous allowance. But no where and at no | perly composted and managed, would make as 

time does she encourage slothfulness on the part | good manure as guano, though more bulky, 

of her sons, or inattention to her requirements. | while he pays from thirty to fifty dollars a ton 

| But it may be asked, then, what is the pro- | for foreign fertilizers, certainly is injudicious, 

|) fit of owning a farm, or in cultivating the same? A fact of much importance to be remember- 

| We reply—the same in kind as that of owning | ed by our farmers at the West, is that ef the 

la paper mill, or of working one. You have aj two kinds—organic and inorganic—constitu- 
| means of using the waste material, which is| ents of our soils, although the latter, as a 
| constantly accumulating about you, and that in | whole, are by far the greatest in amount; yet 

j Spiteof you, and which will literally cover you | some of them, and the very ones which may be 
| with rags, unless properly disposed of; and out | regarded of as great importance as any, are ve- 
| of it of obtaining the means in renewed and | ry limited in amount. 

, varied forms for supplying all your wants. This is particularly true of the compounds 

| The whole philosophy of manures, or the | of phosphoric acid. It is probable, therefore, | 
| art of reclaiming a worn out farm, or maintain- | that the element is as soon exhausted as any in | 

ing one in heart, depends, therefore, upon two | the soil. The manures which furnish this in | 

considerations: First, a knowledge of the! some considerable quantities, are those svb- 

|, constituents of the crops to be raised—organic | stances which are well saturated with urine—_ 

| and inorganic. These we have given in the | bonedust, guano, super-phosphate of lime, &¢. | 
| previous numbers. And, second, a knowledge | jt may, therefore, in muny cases become desit- | 
| of the ingredients of the soil, likewise organic | able to take special pains to saturate muck, | 

| and inorganic. As there cannot be given for | plaster of paris, or any good absorbent, with 
| every farm, by us, unless bya critical examina- | the urine of our stables; and, perhaps, add to 
| t or, the general composition of soils which we | these substances so saturated, guano or super 

have given, in a previous number, will have to | phosphate of lime, to use upon our fields which | 
suffice. have been for some time under cultivation. | 

| "Till by some means, such asState patronage, ——— j 

j) or our own wealth, we are enabled to havean| Propvce coine across Tae ArLantic—_ 
|| examinaticn or chemical analysis of our soils, | The quantity of flour shipped from New York | 

we shall be obliged, of course, to be governed | for the week ending 2d of Sept., was 28,531 | 
| by general principles in the manuring of our | bbls, and from Philadelphia, 17,426 bbls.; to | 

| land, Jt isa happy circumstance, however, for } tal 45,957 bbls. The shipments of wheat for 
| the farmer who raises a variety of crops and | the same period are 151,960 bush., and from 

| properly rotates them upon his fields, that he | Philadelphia 26,877 do.; total 178,827 bush. \ 
Barons UN = Las Soa Aa ha coe eee
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ITOR’S T ABLE Mr. M. exhibited at the Rock Co. Fair one 
ED js | hundred and forty varieties of grafted and seed- 

SSS ling apples, all of which were picked from his 
To Sunscxers—If the October number|own orchard. Mr. Mack isdeserving of much 

has failed to reach any of our subscribers, we} praise for his efforts in raising both fruit and 
| wish tobe notified of the fact, that the defici-| forest trees. | 

| ency may be supplied. Being from home, the] E. B. Quiver, of the Watertown Register, for 

mail was made up by a new hand, and we fear|a bottleof Blackberry Wine, of hisown manu- 
| some mistakes may have occurred. A part of|facture—and a most delicious beverage it is, 
|| the covers were worked off through the neglect | too, as many of our friends will attest. Mr. 
i of the printer, before changing the date from|Quiner presented at the State Fair specimens i 
|, September to October—in fact, we apologize|of blackberry wine, honey, and tomato figs— \ 
|| for the whole appearance of the October No.,| The figs were delicious, and, of course, the ho- | 

| for every thing about it was shabbily done—|ney was. Friend Quiner takes a lively tnter- ii 

Its like shall not go from the office again while|est in every thing pertaining to Horticulture. i 
| we have control of the paper, if we never at-| Wu've seen Gormas.—By the politeness of || 
tend another State or County Fair. The issue|the gentlemanly agent, Mr Norton, we have | 

| of the present No. has been delayed a few days, | been favored with several seeings of that very | 
| inorder to give the proceedings of the State} remarkable, entertaining, and instructive work || 

| Fair at as early a day as possible, of art—“Bullarn’s Pancrama of New York i 

| AckxowLepesments.—Several of our friends} City.” We had seen very flattering notices |) 
| have lad us under obligations for very fine|of this work, and were anticipating much plea- || 
specimens of Wisconsin fruits—apples, plums, |sure when the opportunity should occur for us |, 

| peaches, grapes, and so on. We return thanks) to look at it. Our largest anticipations were \ 

| to our friends, most heartily, for their remem- | fully realized. \) 
| bering us, and their just appreciation of our Though this is not a work which is intend- |; 

i taste. ed to awaken the higher emotions of the im- | 

Joun Bett, of Gardiner’s Prairie, for ninety- aginative and artistically cultivated mind like | 

| five varieties of grafted apples—all splendid |the great works of the masters, yet it is the 
specimens, and raised by him fromthe root. It} perfection of the practical in art. It is a work | 

i there isa man in the West who can beat Mr.|of great merit of its kind, exhibiting much | 
| Bell on apples, we wish he would send us the | Skill in the designing, patience and perseverance | 

| evidence to prove the fact. in the working, correctness of observation, \I 

| ey, C. Howarp, of Milwaukee, for fine oo areas in representation, and perfection i 

| mens of peaches. Mr. H. informs us that he|in coloring. We here see the streets alive | 

| has raised, the past season, nearly two hun- with the busy throng, carriages, stages, and || 
| dred bushels of this delicious fruit. With an|hacks with their drivers beckoning you to get | 
| experience of some years, he feels assured that | im and ride to any part of the city for a six- |) 
peaches will do well in this climate. | pence; the beer pedlar and the ice seller’s || 

| eM. Haves, of Paimyra, for four varieties | carts; the butcher's cart and the coal cart; the || 
[ot grapes—Isabella, Alexandria, York, and | D’hoys and their horses; the military compa- || 
Lafborough—all fine specimens. Mr. H. in- | nies and funeral processions. As we pass a- | 

| forms us that the York has proved, with him, | long, we read the signs on the stores, we look || 
the most hardy and prolific of the four. he the goods exposed at the windows; we re- | 

H. J. Srarina, of Whitewater, for twenty cognise old friends and familiar faces, and al- || 
| five varieties of apples—grafted fruit,—and | most receive their salutation. In fact, we were | 

some fine clusters of Isabella grapes. We have | inclined to try to do some ,business, to make | 

never seen finer samples of fruit, Mr.S made | some purehases,and to pay up old debts as we | 
4 fine show of both fruits and flowers at the|met our ereditors; but we were short, and as | 

Rock Co, Fair, and which carried off some|our creditors said nothing, we didn’t’ Here 

premiums. are hotels and churches, beautiful parks and \ 

B. F. Mack, of Shopier, for a very liberal do- | bubling fountains, green grassand shady walks, | 
nation of fine apples, embracing so large a va-| With the cautions to “keep off the grass” high | 

Tiety that we could scarcely enumerate them. | 0 the trees, &c, &c. We say to our friends, | 
: el
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| this is worth seeing. It is better than fifty =| i Nee. Bice = Beare Des ree i 

* i ‘ con- | has been obtain’ for the bending of a! inds * 

uses or Barnum’s Museums. 1t is well of timber by end pressure. The patentee, Mr. 

ducted and worthy of patronage. Thomas Blanchard, bends straighttimber to all | 

Prices or Pors.—Heavy speculators in pro- the required forms, without abraiding the ca- 

a . caes pability tubes of wood. He confines the out- | 

duce are always ready with their predictions a ide of each stick to its original length by pres- | 

| few months before a new crop is in market.—| sure, forcing the fibres into a new figure, with- j 

| Editors of newspapers are often made their|out rupture, snd retainieg all the original | 

\) unsuspecting tools, Statements and statistics |Sttength of the wood, nor can these bent tim- | 

| are published to show that a large surplus of] DES De Sea. straigtened, The bending is 
| : Z oF | performed while the vegetable albumen is soft- 

|| the old crop is on hand, that the new yield will| ened, and thus, much of it must exude; im- 

|| be unusually great, that the demand will be} proving the lasting properties of the wood — 

|| much too limited for the supply, and conse-| The invention is of undoubted advantage, es- 

| ai i ae pecially in ship building and strengthening the 

|, quently (and this is the drift of their efforts) | fbric and reducing the cost. Whenever any 

coming prices must necessarily be very low.| part is required to be of a circular, curved, or 

|, Such information for the enlightenment of ora form, this machine will produce the de- 

j nee is seas ai sired form, from the straight stick of timber, no 
farmers, has this season been mainly confined 7 7 

| hb z Rantetecks elie | matter what may be the size of the stick to be 

|; to the article of pork. e foreign demand | used; and it accomplishes this with great econ- 

|, Was to advance the price of vegetable produce] omy in timeand expense. 

\\ ffect swine flesh. 1 
fl eens ae, ae See te Corr ror Gancet.—The following is Dr. 
|| so much of such industry as really to make) Eben Wright’s method of treating Garget:— 

|| the impression prevalent inthe West, that the| Put 10 grains of hydriodate of potash, dis- 

I prices for average lots of hogs would be from |.solved in water, into a mash of shorts and meal, 

1) £0.50 to 69,00in Cincinaati, Louisville and St | 04 sive sites dimes 9 day till a cure is effect- | 
i} is gine a *"led, if the case prove stubborn, a resort may | 

i Louis. But—*’taint so.” The greatly in-| pe had to tar ointment, applied to the udder, | 

i creased demand in Europe, Australia, and Cal- | composed of 20 grains iodine to 1 oz. of hog’s | 

| ifornia, is not confined to grain, and even if that | lard. i 

{ were so, the prices of edibles generally would | We think more of this method than of any 

still be advanced at home. In opposition to all! other of which we know.—[Ep. i 

| speculating prophecies it is pleasant to make | —£_—@£.- ————_— 
| 

|| quotations of actual sales like the following : TABLE OF CONTENTS | 

| Sr. Lours, Oct. 24th. = Page. | 

| Hoes.—Sales at $4,50a5,00; average over| A Reason, 248 | 

: 200 Ibs. Aligator Skins, 252 | 

The variance is always very slight in pork, | Chamomile, 242 | 

- between St. Louis and our principal river | Cultivator, Ball & Post’s Premium, 243 

| towns —Progressive Era. Currants, how to have large, 243 | 

|| May Wueat.—We saw, both at the Rock ae SE tanoea ton 251 | 
ie : . orn, Measuring in the Cri 257 

| Co. and the State Fairs, a beautiful specimen Chemistry of Plantae. 5), 258 

|| of Wheat by the above name, presented by | Editor’s Table, 261 

| Daniel Blodget, of Beloit. Mr Blodget in-)Flouring Mill. Portable 247 | 

forms us that he imported this wheat from Mis- oon ea, e * ae | 

| a oe . ogs, New Breed o' 5 

| souri; thet it ripens three mocks earlier than | Hams, Beef, and Venison, Curing of, 951 | 

i other winter wheat ; that it isnot liable to rust; | Horses, Careful use of, 257 | 

that the straw is light, &e. It weighs 64 Tbs, | Minnesota, 245 | 

| tothe bushel, and yields 31 bushels to the May Arple 3 a | 

| : posi a lants, Spontaneous | 

| acre. We think this will be a good variety of Pomological ‘Association, 252 

| wheat for our farmers to make a trial of. The| Produce going acrcss the Atlantic, 260 | 

| early period at which it ripens isa great con- Soils, 241 | 

| sideration on several accounts. Salt for Horses, . 2) 
Sand, Manuring with Clay, 248 | 

| Guaxo—There are now on their way to the| Texas as a Grazing Country, 246 | 

| United States, from the Guano Islands, on the paaeby Grass—its Culture, 257 | 

| coast of iohty- . Wheat and Chess, 244 | 

[tot Para Sehtyme vals with eam What the Crap of OU ae 
| isannnure—sees0 Vow tons. Wisconsin State Fair—List of Premiums 

i Beer-roor growers in the north of France| Awarded, 249 |
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| = E GREAT ARRIVAL OF 

H La sa in| KEATS, CAPS, FURS & FINDINGS 

| = Se ee a ee = 0% every style, quality, and material for the 
| 2. Ses Se oer ee Fall and Winter trade, at the 

ih oe : aC 
| es GN SIGN OF THE BIG HAT, 

a POEs Rede May Aoi eae Ons [sabes | onthe West alge the River, where can be found | 

| Ree ee ite | every thing in the line, and at prices that defy 
bt Seis abe tcl ee “) | competition. z i 

See Bes | ae i} 

| BSeee aes oe Bee Gents’ Fars: i 
| ea Ee SERS Boe | Tippets, Fur Gloves, Over-coats, Over-shoes, i 

| Seno sae ci ayers ii Buffalo and Fancy Sleigh Robes, an extensive || 

| econ ncenees:| | wrorment. i 
PRES Be: ieee | LADIES’ DRESS FURS: i 

| ecare(" i a ag bee = | 
| eee Se Be | ee Maffs, Victorines, Wristlets and Gauntlets i 

|) Beene a peas ES made of Martin, Fitch, Lynx, Ermine Bear, | 
|| RSI ct Sareea hl BES Siberian Squirrel, Genet, Russia and Turkey |! 

| ee. | | Fox, Astrican Seal, English Coney Furs, and |j 

{i Eni ne teen sie ac Gent's Findings. ti (eee Bea) ae ents Findings | 
| 1 3 a i eee ie iy a Under Garments of all kinds, Stocks, Cravats, || 
i Hy seed eg) gue | MR Suspender Braces, Hosiery, and the most ex- 

\| Be mS . i Se fi i a bi tensive assortment of Gloves and Mittens in || 
| piace es oat ii laity tity the state, bought direct froin the heaviest man- |) 
| eee SS | ufuctories at the East for Cush. i 

| Sus JOHNSON. JrJisi Trunks and Carpet Bags constantly on hand. || 
|| | ei ees anaes I Hats and Caps made to order. i 
i Big Pte | ase Zl Janesville, Nov., 1853. i! 
| | Bae ae El ight! de eee if 

1 PaaS Pe eicsa) BeGi Sy) 1 mvp j 

oS) alias Te RE ee 
& a) Rh cheteeydy Bridal ada 

|| PR ed bo seto4| Et tG|| | WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALER | 
I ped fo: ole ti aE 

7 a ate Agricultural Implements, Seeds, de, 

! Se Aes 109, East Water-st. i 
| SRG ee ae > as ater-st., i 

\ Wisconsin Wholesale Drug F MILWAUKEE, 1 
| 's prepared to supply Dealersand Farmers with || 
| WARE HOUSE. ee kind of PLOWS,manulactured by Ruggles, || 
| E Sigh ESO ae 1844. Nourse, Mason § Co., at manufacturers prices, || 

re . SON, JR,  —___ {adding only cost of Transportation. The | 
| , Wholesale Dealer in Drugs, Medicines, | new Series of Plows, comprises the most desi- || 
|| Paints, Oils, Dye Stuffs, &c. General Agent | rable patterns that have ever been introduced | 
|| for most of the popular Patent Medicines sold . | 
| in Wisconsin Their EAGLE PLOWS, are already too | 

| Proprietor of Johnson’s Chemical Hair In- well known to need one word said in their favor. | 
|| vigorator, Johnson’s Cherry & Liverwort, and And isalso prepared to furnish Extra Points, | 
\| 2 “ a: 2 Mould Boards, Land Sides, or any part of the || 
the famed Bone & Nerve Liniment. a > me A 
li 151, East Water St.. Milwaukee. Plow that may be wanted. Wherever their || 
i i ae have been introduced, they have receiv. || 
| AY’ es sae the highest commendation. i 

1 ie will please remember that this | Iam prepared at all times to supply Hay 

favorite Puow may still be had, cheap for | Cutters, Harrows, Cultivators, Corn Shellers, 
| cash, at the old stand in the rear of T. & J. | Road Scrapers, Thermometer Churns, (and all 
| James? Marble Factory, in this city. », |other desirabie patterns,) Fan Mills, Seed || 
cme at_Fisher’s, Beloit; M, S. Banker's, | Sowers, Corn Planters, Meat Cutters, Field | 

ton; Best & Dinsmore’s Summerville; D. | and Garden Seeds. Also Wholesale Dealer in 
K. Spooner’s, Johnstown: Goodrich & Co.'s, i 
Mion; and West & Pinney"s, Monros, Green GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS, —_ 

E aa ; Agent for the sale of Dupont’S Cele- 
| | beates Bewder: 5n3 

esvill at 
r= |
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aa | 

| : 
\| a 

\ ‘ i Oe LSN { | i or) i] SSS EAA NG ry 

| DY ” | {| 

GENTLEMEN! FARMERS!! 
i Here we are on the | 

| WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER, AT THE SIGN OF THE I 

i Ready to serve yeu with any thing in our line as cHgaP As ANY OTHER Esrasuisx- | 
{| men in the city. 
{| 

i WE DO NOT PROFESS TO SELL AT COST, i 

|| Nor do we pretend tohave more Boors and Suoxs on hand than can be found in all | 
| the stores and shops in town; but we think we have got as many as you will 

| want this fall, and we will try to have a few left in the spring, 
i] provided we can find Goop workmen enough in the state } 

| to make them for us. Having received the 1 

| WAST WIR | 
i 
|, At the late Rock County and State Fairs, we make bold to say, that, in quality, our work | 

| ‘ | 

| CANNOT BE SURPASSED 
|| by any of our neighbors, But do not rest. satisfied with our say so—come, ONE 
|| and AZZ, and rey a pair or two, and know by experience that what we say is 
i trvg. We will not enumerate the different kinds and styles of work on | 
i hand. Suffice it to say, we have every thing in our line, from the | 

| BEST CALF BOOT, WORTH $6,50, TO ATWQ SHILLING CACK! 

|| Also, a fine assortment of RUBBERS and OVER-SHOES, and the best lot of 
| LADIES’ GAITERS in the city—warranted. 

i All kinds of Work made to order with neatness and dispatch. | 

| RF At the sign of the BIG BOOT, next door to Coouzy & Bascocx, west side of | 
ij the river, Janesville, Wisconsin. gy | 
| Novemler Ist, 1853. BUCKINGHAM & RICHARDSON. | 

Det
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VOL. V. JANESVILLE, WIS. DECEMBER, 1853. NO. 12. 

PUBLISHED ON THE FIRST OF EACH MONTH, BY rior merit, and which will bean approack | 

Pe ee towards our idea of an agricultural jour- | eae 
1. TERMS: ae H 
We therefore feel strengthened for the 

50 Cents a Year in Advance; | = j 

Fivecoples for $2, fdirected toone Pos: Office, andat new. ye and shall press forward with new i 
Fe era Back nansesscmaae | Fesolution, towards that high mark and | 
ie cw ena Ene |perfect work which we have prescribed to i 

am . ourselves. i] 
ADVERTISING ; ee ‘ i i 

One page per year, $30. Halt page, $50. Quarter Our aim, as we said at the commence- i 

ey $, Biguayonas 814, Ove auuare(owelelinesor| ment of the year, is to contribu to the | 
tion, $2,00. For each subsequent insertion, 50 cts. And at | diffusion of useful knowledge, to convey to | 

Pa ee rapes ie Ga hai" san as. | 
alation oF the FARMER is ‘iarge, and the amount of the minds Seep e readers as fu “ and com- ‘| 
dntgewiterianigteasi's arg eee wes spoepr:|Plete information on all the various bran- | 
otioahin gepertuerte |ches of agricultural science and domestic || 

= | economy as we may possess, or can collect i] 

Our Fifth Volume and our Sixth [from the works of thoroughly practical i 
aes _._ | Writers, keeping in view useful facts and 

The present number completes the Fifth | practial results, rather than speculative | 

Volume of our paper. We have much| theories, While we hope never to be || 
reason to be pleased with its reception and | discarding the application of science to {| 
the favor with which our efforts have been | agriculture in any of its branches, yet we 1 

attended during the year now drawing to! mean to be duly conservative for the high- | 
5 close. | est practical interests of our readers. We | 

Our subseription list has steadily increas- | shall spare no pains within our reach to | 
ed, and the paper has constantly been gain- | make the Norrawesterw Cuxtivator one || 
ing friends from its commencement till the |of the best and most reliable agricultural ‘| 
present. | papers of the day. We count, therefore, | 
Encouraged by these manifestations of on the continued and even increased assis- | 

regard, the determination which we have | tance of its friends in extending its eireu- i 

ever cherished, of furnishing a good agri.|lation. Let clubs- be formed in every || 
2 ae to ae regia — sos — meee li — ‘| 

and the public gene isnow more than; west and that immediately. Friends, | 
ever ne ot tee With the Loins look over our Prospectus for the year | 
November number we sent to our patrons | 1854; study the contents and imbibe the | 

the Prospectus for the coming year, by |spirit of the January number, till your i 
—— be seen that we have perfected own — its anne image, then | 

ew and more extensive arrangements by | put it and the prospectus under your arm, | 
Which we expect tu be able to furnish to|see every man in your neighborhood and i 
our readers an agricultural paper of supe-| get his name in full and the money to i 

4
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| boot, and forward them to us at the earliest} We take the following litile bit of ow 

| possible date, when the Cutrivator, with | friend Geo. W. Tiffany of Milwaukee, from 

i its plump and smiling face shall early in |the Genesee Farmer for October. It jg 

|| each month of the year, visit your homes, decidedly a hit. Friend Tiffany give w 

') dispensing from its condensed folds trea- | more of ’cm:— 

i sures of knowledge, virtue and happiness. Happening to take up a June numberof 

i We also invite you to tell us your ex- the Genesee Farmer, 1 was so well pleas. 

i : Sothine d t 4 ed with the independent and healthiul re 

i] BeReNoes Nothing does a true man an marks, editorial, in regard to the manage. 

|| his brethern of the same craft so much | ment of pastares, and also the managemat 
‘| good as to review his own efforts and their | of “two-penny lawyers,” who have inflicted 

|| results, either successful or otherwise — |such vast injury by being legislators, par 
Our eolumns are open for you. It eater excellence, upon all subjects, that I wish to 

eat P y “ |take your paper, although I now take 

matter if you all speak al once, they Will | .overal agricultural works. When will the 
all come out right and properly arranged, | farmers of the United States awaken to 

Mark, we haye for a Miller one who knows | true 7 of cosine ; the _— 

oh as ist, | tance of their calling? en will they 

_ Pp inne Stones h e poner gre assert the supremacy of their strength, and 

|| crOMe cee Met eRe direet it to the supplying of their wants by 

i with ours; so do, and at the work we legislation, as well as in agriculture !— 

| go. Throw off the yoke which binds you to be. 
| ee lieve, or rather to acquiesce, in the idea tha 

{ Breaxmse Oxen.—The editor of the |* “two-penny lawyer” is the only man cx 

| Massachusetts Farmer recommends the fol- pable of delivering your annual addres & 

{| lowing method of breaking oxen: before State Agricultural Societies, over 

| «When you first put ayoke on your two the United States. Are you always to be 

| year old steers, coax them with an apple or dependent upon the dealer in quirks, quit: 

| an ear of soft corn (soft corn is allowable | ties, and certioraris, for your annual address 

|| in this ease.) ‘Then they will-hold up their es? As well hire some celebrated hatter, « 

i heads and be glad to follow you. No whip shoemaker to enlighten you in your profes 

' will be needed at the first yoking. Let the |S!0D- It is a virtual confession that you 

| yoke and the soft corn be associated in |4r¢ sadly ignorant of either your profess 
i their minds, and they will never be shy of |T Your dignity of station, to permit sucha 

| the yoke; but if you make use of force }COUNSe 2NY longer. Let 1853 mark a ner 

|| alone, they will hold down their heads to era, and let no elap-trap lawyer, or other 

|| keep them out of the way of blows. Af. |prafessional gentleman, be forced upon yo 
| ter you have taught them to follow you a- | With his address drawn up with ofa 
{| round in the yoke, and that it will not in-|¢%” for_political popularity and hope ¢) 

iH jure them to carry it, you hitch them on offiee. Rise! control your own_ busines, 

| before the older oxen, and make them take |@ppoint practical farmers to deliver yout 
| the lead. The driver should go beside annual addresses, and to fill your halls o 

| them occasionally, with a switeh or a light legislation. If they are ineapable, the 

short whip, but should have no need to beat | Sooner that it is made to appear the better 
| them, except in extreme cases.” From all the taxes you pay, how much & 

i appropriated to the study of the qualitie 

|| How to Coox Swzrr Porarors— obabon aol age wha tienen 
} Boil two large sweet potatoes, rub them erenn? vere prnka! the aii 

| through a seive, then add a piece of butter Wisension Di SRO Ne aaa 
| the size of an egg, a little salt, one pint of 7 

| buttermilk, a tea cup of sugar, a table iscasnpcasidraus ocak Seri: 

| spoonful of saleratus, dissolved in warm Of the seven $100 premiums awarded 

water. Bake in an earthen dish. Serve |the or tues Horse Exhibition, Vermott 
| up with cream. took five and ‘the rest of mankind’ only tw 

|
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Fig. 1. Mich., is the patantee from whom any in- 

formation desired concerning it may be || 

Bs obtained. 

a fs Laying off Surfaces. 

a aie ad Fe A few simple rules are oftentimes con- 
i CS pee | venient to those who are not conversant | 
BEEPS G2) | | with surveying operations, and a writer in || 

eee Tal | the Western Horticultural Review has com- | 
si ae municated to that work some very good | 

ae ie | ones, some of which we copy, and to which | 
LE: | ZF ery we add a few others. 
= epee eB Ries To LAY OUT AN ACRE IN A CIRCLE.—First 

Sa 2 A fix a centre, and with a rope as a radius, | 

= = I (a | seven rods, three links and three-eighths | 

SS | long, one end attached to the centre, and 
Saag | kept uniformly stretched, the sweep of it | 

- are | at the other end will lay out the acre. | 

Kellogg's Combination Mill. For one quarter of oe acre, a rope three | 

The above cut (Fig. 1.) represents a ~~ and fourteen links will be the right 

pestis ea ~ “| length. 
Combination Press and Mill, for grinding} For one-eighth of an acre, a rope two 

apples, shelling corn, pressing wool, cheese | rods and thirteen links will be enough. | 

and cider. This mill may be propelled by Trrancies.—If you wish a triangle to |} 

hand, or horse, or steam power, yet may be contain just an acre, make each side nine- 

moved about with ease by two men. ea eet ee aa 

This machine can be detached at any tweaty links long each, will contain one- 

time desired by the opperator, by taking] eigth of an acre. i| 

four bolts out of the back side of the ay To LAY OUT AN ELLIPSE OR OVAL —Set i 

when it ean be used for shelling corn, press- three stakes ina triangular position, A- | 
mented cawcoll escent round these stretch a rope. Take away || 

3 z the stake at the apex of the triangle, which |, 
Fig. 2. will be where the side of the oval is te come || 

oz . —move the stake along against the rope, || 

@ eq ! 4 O7 keeping it tight, and it will trace out the | 

LS): ies ee ; spiel 
|e Se pa" Me A square to contain an acre, or just one 
eS] el panne hundred and sixty rods, should have each 

| = | of its sides just twelve rods, ten feet and } 
mS |i i seven-tenths long. i! 

EE a To DRAW AN OVAL OF A GIVEN SIZE.— ! 

——— | } y The long and the short diameter being giv- | 

“s | | ny == en—say twenty feet for the shorter, and || 

—— =| EK [= | one hundred for the longer—divide the | 

[iy es Yt = (§2— | short diameter into any number of equal | 

| =a Sa parts— say ten—and from each point draw | 
—_— | pag = a line parallel to the long diameter; then | 

SOOO ae aoe the ~<— into ta ~ 

4 ? number of equ: arts (ten), and from 
This machine was exhibited at the last! each point lew ae Saat to the short 

ae held at Watertown, and received | diameter. Then draw a line — to 

¢ Diploma of jetv. c point where each corresponding line cuts 

this oe % i ee one ee the other, on the outside, and this eonnect- 

D. Kell Sali ° Wash: ing mark will describe the oval or ellipse 
See tenaw Co,| required—{Maine Farmer.
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|| Lime Water—Cure for Carbonie Acid = bined with the carbonic acid gas inhaled | 

) a ae by the workman, and the carbonate of lime | 

i] _ A correspondent, (Wm. Collicr,) of the) (an inert substance) was formed. It there- 
London Mining Journal, imparts a piece of} fore appears to us that lime water is an an- t 

{ ee re eee ot tidote to be employed for those who are in- | 
lime wat sr ‘th inhali : 

affected with carbonic acid gas. He states| St eae steed eee ee carbone 
! that two of his workmen were employed to| “pose who work at lime-kilns, where 

clean a “carbonator”—a large iron cylin-| puch carbonic acid ‘ # 
ig - 5 gas is developed, have 

| der, 15 feet deep, and 8 feet in diameter,’ y remedy in the material which is con- 
which was used at his chemical works, and] stantly passing through their hands. Those i 

through which a current of carbonic acid) who labor at charcoal pits have also a rem: 

ee passed from a neighboring lime-Kiln. edy for the injurious effect of the gas of | 

oo oat ae of gas should ao aon = the coal in a bottie of lime-water. To make 

of wet n_were a rrk bt] gol near fr he prp itm 
| weet Coe *| prepared from fresh burned lime. Take 

s9 that when one of the men went down to) about half a pound of fresh burned lime, 

the bottom to work, he dropped on ee and pour about five quarts of clear soft wa- 

ae pond not answer the man ab the a ter upon it; stir up the lime quickly, cover 

who was to assist in the operation. The} up the vessel, and set it aside for about two 

latter made the alarm, and said, * the other] hours. ‘The elear should then be poured 

| had dropped down like lead.” Mr. Collier) gut into clean bottles and well stoppered, 

immediately directed aman to go down) 49 as to exclude all the air. Hot water is 

| and lash a rope aS body of the! not necessary for this purpose, as lime is 
|] man at the bottom of the carbonater, who | as soluable in cold, and a guart will hold | 

was then hoisted out, but life appeared to} about 22 grains of lime in solution. Those 

be extinct. He was at once carried to the] whose business leads them to work much , 

fresh air, and some freslr lime water Was] ver 4 charcoal fire, will find it for their ad- 
procured, but it was difficult to get his teeth vantage to have a bottle of lime-water al 

apart, as they were firmly set. At mc waysat hand. It would be well for a per- 

C. got his mouth open so as to introduce) on who is about to descend into a well to 
two tea-spoonfuls of the lime-water, which | Gear it out, first to throw down a few pails- 

began to exhibit some effect. A little more | fy) of fresh lime-water, in order to absorb 

was applied, which went down his throat.| any free carbonic acid gas which may be at 

and he immediately, but imperfectly, begar | the bottom. On three separate occasions 
to breathe. A third time the lime-watel] ye have been severely affected with car- 

was given, as he was now — — and! ponic acid gas, by working over a large 

he then began to —_ "thos © Wa'! charcoal fire, and although we are acquaint: 

then lifted up, and made, with some assist | 24 with the affinity of lime-water for it, we 
ance, to walk round about. In half an} qever on any of these occasions thought 
hour afterwards he walked home and went] 14 try it as a remedy. ‘The substances we | 

to bed, and slept, and next morning felt no-| used were emetics, with the free use of cold 
thing the worse, except his having a slight) water poured upon the head, and by ebe- 

headache. ; , : fing the chest. We hope this notice wil 

This is an important fact in chemistry,} direct general attention to the subject; ev- 

as it relates to life, its dangers and preserv-| ery thing useful connected with the pre 

ation. Itis well known to chemists that] servation of life—a remedy for an ill— 

lime water has a very great affinity to car-| should be known and read by all men—_ 

bonic acid, and whenever it comes in con-| [Scientific American. S: 

tact with that gas, it immediately absorbs eee 

it, forming a precipitate of the carbonate} Somx Poumexins.——Daniel Pease, of Ed: | 

of lime, or if the lime water is kept still in) gartown, Me., has raised during the present | 

a large vessel, the carbonate forms in a season, from.a ‘single seed, twelve pump: | 

thick scale on the top, such as on bleach-) ich fi | 
ae haomand dyer vats. In the case here-| kins, the eight largest of which weigh 

in described, the Jime-water no doubt com-| teen pounds apiece. 

er |
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i Diseases in Animals, &c. coat was entirely destroyed for about half |; 

| i the length of the stomach, while the other | 

| PxeuMoNra IN Hocs.—Several of my | part was paler than natural, and bad a ve- |) 

| hogs last winter became suddenly sick, and | ry few botts attached to the healthy mem- 
| i i . * 

| seemed to suffer with great difficulty of} brane. There was no sign of disease around 

breathing. I had two among my fattening} where the botts were attached. The sto- |i 
hogs affected in this way, which I killed? mach was full of undigested food. I con- 

and upon examining them 1 found the | cluded that his death was caused by inflam- 
| lungs (lights) engorged with blood, and in} mation of the stomach, probably caused 
| one softened; in a word, showing all the | originally by eating rotten peas, of which 

| pathological marks of Pneumonia in the/ there were a great many during the warm 
human subject. I attributed the disease to| yet weather last fall; but I supposed my ||- 
their sleeping in a wet bed, the weather be- hogs had eaten them all before I gave my 
ing very cold and wet, and the hogs shut! horses the run of the field. | 

| up ina close pen. After they were let in-} In conclusion, when will the diseases of \| 
to the horse lot, where they slept under a} our domestic animals be treated on rational 

| dry shed, the disease ceased. How much | principles, instead of the arrant empyricism 

better it would have been to have provided | of ignorant farrriers?—[Southern Cultiva- 
| the shelter for them at first. Yet I fre-| tor, 
| quently have seer hogs shut up to fatten ere oer ae dese 

in little pens, where, in wet weather, they A Animal Grafting. 
}, had to on and sleep in mud up to their ees - oe 
bellies. Mr. Bransdy Blake Cooper, in delivering | 

My wife’s favorite old turkey hen was'| lately an oration at the Royal College of 
taken, a few days ago, with a singular dis-} Surgeons, in memory of the immortal ge- 
ease, which I cannot find mentioned in any | nius, John Hunter, gave the following a- 

| of the books in my reach. It was a swel-| 1musing illustrations of Hunter's peculiar | 
‘ing of all the erectile cellular tissue about | views respecting the blood ef animals: | 
“head and neck, which was distended] «Hunter had more clearly recognized the | 
toa puff from the top of the head low great importance of this fluid than any {| 

| down the neck, obliterating all the loose | physiologist who had gone before him— 
folds under the throat. This whole tissue] His views with respect to the importance 

| seemed to be filled with air, simulating an] of the blood to the animal economy, led 
| emphycema, and was very hot to the touch, | him to the belief that the blood was en- 
and was evidently inflamed. I made a} dowed with a life of its own, more or less | 

| deep and free incision on each side of the] independent of the vitality of the animal | 

swelling near the throat, which permitted | in which it circulated. The following ex- | 
the escape of a quantity of blood and air.| periments seemed to have been instituted | 
Ina few days the swelling subsided, and} with the view of establishing the fact, that 

she is now well. Last fall therewas a great | the blood of a living animal could, even 
| ard simultaneous fatality among the horses | under the artificial stimulus induced by the 
mour neighborhood. The disease, judg-| introduction of the part of another animal 

| ing from the symptoms detailed to me, | jnto itself by engrafting, nourish and sup- 
must have been the same in all of them— port it, so a3 to convert it into a part of it~ | 

| Llost a valuable horse of the disease—| self. Hunter transplanted a human tooth | 
| When the horse was taken from the stable | t> the comb of a cock, where it not only 

| he appeared weak, had general tremors of | heeame fixed, but actually became part of | 
| the muscles, could not walk straight, but/ the organic structure of the cock’s comb; 
| his eye looked clear and natural. I bled | he proved this by injecting the cock’s head, | 
him and gave him sage tea, which seemed | and, on dissection (as the preparation on 
: afford temporary relief. Also, a purge,| the’ table illustrated,) the  blood-vessels | 
dascould get no action of the bowels. He | filled with the coloring matter of the injec- 

, hed that night. tion were trace into the capillaries of the 
|, On apost mortem examination, I found | living membrane of the cavity of the tooth. 
| the upper portion of the stomach had been | The most striking instance of this ee <4 
| highly inflamed, so that the inner or mucus| ration of a foreign organic body with a liv- | 

——— eee
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\ ing tissue, was shown by the learned ora- | for shee cattle, and horses. These bluffs | 

| bee in anv oapensiion made by the im- | and caalia uniformly are covered with 

‘| mortal Hunter, in which the spur of a} burr and white oaks, and some times the 

'| cock had been removed from its leg and |growth is dense... The river has a mean 
|| transplanted to its comb, where it not only | width of five hundred yards. Its fall is 

| continued to grow but had acquired a far | very slight—not exceeding two feet to the 

greater size thanthe spur ever acquired in|mile. An accurate observation made by 

| Hs natural situation. This experiment in-| Mr. Miller, who has charge of the Mi'wau- 

|| volved a very interesting physiological in- | kee and Miss. R. R. Cos survey from Are- 

quiry—how the capillaries, which were |na to Richmond, a distance of some thirty 

| desiined by nature merely to furnish blood | miles, makes but one and a half foot to the 

\| fitted for the elaboration of the tissues of mile. The margin of the river is skirted 

|| the comb, should, under the stimulus of | most of the way bya fringe of willows, 

|| necessity, to use Hunter’s own expression, | elms and ash. The bed of the river is com- 

i| be rendered competent to eliminate the |posed of coarse sand, ever shifting and 

|| horny matter of the spur, even to the ex-|moving. The banks are also sandy, except 

|| tent of an hypertrophied condition. when the curves bring the channel against 

| a eee aa the bluff, where the lime stone bed is usu- 

| Valley;of the Wisconsin. ally met. The oo = this jour- 

| ara : ney upon the road is afforded no suitable 

|| A correspondent of the Milwaukee Sen- noite to judge of the extent or qual- 
| tinel writes as follows, under date of July ity of this valley. It is only as he crosses 

19, 1853: avd re-crosses it, and ascends the elevations, 

|| ‘Whoever has said of the Valley of the | that he comes to see and know anything of 
Wisconsin River, that it was a sandy, val- | extent and value. 

ueless district, has committed a slander. Carving malta. 

| The largest corn-field, by far, that we ofP oultry. 

have seen, and one of equal thrift of any,| In M. Soyer’s Modern Housewife, a 

|| is in the valley, and upon the soil, which |clever and handy work on cookery, will at 

|| has been so much spoken against. This |length be found a solution of that formi- 

was a field of two hundred and forty acres. |dable probiem—how to carve a fowl with 

| ‘As of most of the Western rivers, so of |elegance and ease. Soyer explains the’ 

d the Wisconsin, the bluffs upon either hand | marvel in a way which no one could pre- 

| describe the margin of the valley, rising to | viously have the slightest idea of: and 

i an average height of three hundred feet.— | which, in fact, is nothing else than a piece 

|| The average width of the Wisconsin val-|of legerdemain. Well, the way, he says, 

|| ley I should judge to be three miles. The 2 carve a fowl neatly is to have nothing 

soil, it is true, in most places, is sandy; but | to carve—for it really comes to that. Yes 

} not more so than upon the Connecticut |a fowl lies before you on the table, to all 

river, at Springfield and Greenfield.— | appearance requiring to be anatomized by 

Wherever we found anything like decent |the usual desperate process, at least in all 

| cultivation, the crops of corn, potatoes, oats, |but first rate hands, of wrenching the 

and even wheat looked well—discovering a |joints and bones asunder; but, lo! the 

quick and fertile soil. The bottoms of the | thing is done by a mere touch of the knife. 

Wisconsin, unlike those of the Upper Mis- | Legs, wings, breast-bones, instead of flying 

| sissippi, lie high and dry, above the flow | about in all directions, drop becomingly i- 

of the river, and consequently susceptible of | to the dish. If this be not a discovery we 

| being made the most beautiful of meadow |do not know what is. But how is ital 

| farms. Neither the fine bottom lands of |managed? Here comes the secret; the 

the Mohawk, or of the Connecticut, sur-|fowl has had all of its joints cut by the 

pe those of the Wisconsin valley; there | cook before dressing, and that without dis- 

ing this advantage to the latter: that the | turbing the outer skin. To effect this pro 

pics he blufis afford, with the rich and | perly, an instrument requires to be em 
| beautiful ravines, or pockets, running up ployed, called a tendon separator; of which | 
them, from whence make out pure sprii yer givesa drawing. Of course, every | 
of water—the finest pasturage in the = one who reads this will get one of thes 

eee
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| instruments, which we should think will | article produced, according to the opinion 
| not be more costly than an ordinary pair | of experienced bakers, is far superior. The | 

of scissors. The method of using the in- | economy of this new system of grinding is | 
strument and of trussing for table, is ex- | found to effect very sensibly the detail of | 
plained in the usual manner referred to.— | operations both in the mill and in the bake | 
We are told, that when roasted, the appear- | house. In the former it becomes possible | 
ance of poultry is greatly improved by this | to grind up a large portion of farinaceous | 
simple operation—looking more plump on | matter now ejected in the form of bran; 
account of the sinews having lost their [tha is to exhaust the husk of the clavel } 
power of contraction. | more completely, and therefore to yield a | 

| ae larger quantity of pure ferina. In the lat- || 
Important Improvement and Economy | ter, the tedious, but critical duty of watch- | 

in the Manufacture of Flour. ing for what is techanically termed “the | 
Sah arias s sponge,” or rising of the dough, is quite : 

| We clip the following Tyeresne ie cinercilad ‘At present, if this be pila | 
| ment from the “ Chicago Weekly Trib- ed, the Cough falls again in the oven, and i 
une” for October 15th, 1853 :-— the bread is sold at a reduced price, which || 

' Arecent English paper contains a de- | is a serious disadvantage. | 
tailed account of a remarkable invention| Under the conical system of grinding, in | 
which is likely to effect a complete revolu- | consequence of the greater proportion of | 
tion inthe manufacture of four. ‘The in- | gluten contained in the mass, the acids do i 
vention was in its imperfect and unfinished | not escape so rapidly and the sponge takes | 
state, exhibited atthe world’s fair in Lon- | place in the oven. | 
don, and having now been completed, is} | Upon the whole, there is a large gain to | 
rapidly coming into use in England, France, the public, for besides saving in fuel it is | 
Austria, and Mexico. ‘The flour ground capable of increasing the bread of the | 
by the mills formed upon the model of this | people to the value of £2,460,428 a year, 
invention, is preferred by the bakers who which at 6d. per loaf would give them 81,- | 
have tried it, to all other flour which they | 857,120 more quartern loaves a year. | 
had previously used, as it is more apt to The “conical” mill is intended to obvi- | 
rise easily and certainly than any other. | ate the defects of the flat mill, and a very | 

It was stated by a committee of the | few remarks will suffice to show thatits in- | 
_ House of Parliament, that by this invention | ventor not only detected their causes, but | 
| 81,857,120 quartern loaves in addition to | has brought into operation a most philo- | 

those which are now made from the same |Sophic, and therefore successful, combina- | 
| quantity of wheat, would be produced, | tion of grinding and seperating agencies, by | 
|. giving a clear saving of upwards of £2,000,- which these defects have disappeared to an | 
| 000 per year. Asa machine which effects | extent which leaves little to be desired.— | 
| such astonishing results, cannot fail to be- | The beneficel changes effected may be suffi- } 
come of vast importance, and we copy | cien tly enumerated. First, the reduction | 

5 from the Mechanics Magazine the follow- of the weight of the running-stone from 14 | 
ing information in relation to it: ewt to 14 ewt, by placing it beneath in- | 
“On the 9th of February, a large party stead of upon the fixed one; second, the | 

of engineering gentlemen, and of others en-| reduction of the size of the stones in the | 
gaged in an extensive way of business, as | proportion of 3.34 to 1; and thirdly, the 
millers, assembled at the flour mills of the | Stones a new form, that of the frustum ofa | 

| Messrs. Pavitt, High-street, Wapping, to|cone. The veg of lessening the di- | 
Witness the performance of two mills von- | ameter and weight of a mass, of which the | 
strueted by Mr, Middleton, on the principle | one is 4 ewt. and the other 14 ewt. will be | 
of Westrup’s patent. In the same es- apparent, when it. is considered that its ef- | 

| lablishment are seven other mills of the or- | fectiye velocity is 120 revolutions per min- 
| dinary construetion, and the trial of relative | ute, and that this velocity must be sustain- 

| Merits was between the two conical and the ed against the enormous friction of the 
| Most effective pair of the flat milla The {grinding surfaces. The altered position of 
| Tesult proved tobe immensely in favor of | the running stone admitsof a much more 
_ the conical system; while the quality of the | delicate adjustment of the opposing surfaces 
ee RIT ee ee ena ear ee |
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|] and gives to the miller an easy and effective Artificial Production of Fish t 

i trol th t eff tin ti f =: || control over the most effective portion o' : : 5 yhtt 

|| this operation. The conical form faciliates We ——_ anes ee 
|| the discharge of the flour, and obviates the Poe ithe we ee ~ 

| clogging and over-heating of the old prac-|. 5 eee, ar 

|S Talo tn ntvantog bya J ting mak em 
{| judicious modification of the ordinary mode | Caieaa ead are ae er 

| of dressing, or rather, by a combination of | 7 nae a IN | 

‘| the mill with the dressing machine, a per- as Beare : 

| feet cee of the flour from the bia is | Not unconnected with the agriculture 

| eo atthe moment te ge ee, ft cum, abd ery te 
| from the stones. The bran still opel expos Se iomeiioss — 

i ee aa gf prints aes or eee, ae | the artificial production of fish in our riv- 

oan rn piaad ey damcritind I | ers. The whole subject seems to open out 

| Doh en of nee es mounted on the |, 2eW source of [Olt fo the speculate, 

| manos so a ore pt yt ners oto an he 
|| same gearne.. the cherean cits oe salmon—brought now to perfection 3 

|| pair need not be described; they complete | great, that our rivers are about denuded of 

i oo Dees on ive a 8 oar ge | that prince of fishes—cease to be cither skil- 
into flour which could add either to the 6 a 

| wel or niyo, “In consid | ramping os sem 
fees ine een gement ayreseen oe fail to be hs it been tesied by the stocking of the 
4 ea 4 eee a oon French rivers and streams of the Vosges, | 

|| struction of the jaws of animals—a cireum- | ne 7 elles : caer . aes ge nee 

| stance which assures us of its philosophical | lies ones Palatal: successfully trans- 

Aries ibe three trials as regarded the } A recent number of the Journal of the 
|| old system and the new. ‘The frst exper- | Highland and Agricultural Society of Scot- 
| > ree ie ; 

| ime onthe ol mil av adore of EM eri 
| 16 Ibs. of floarin five minutes, which was sae “i833 ed eather proved by the Rer. 

| equal to 192 pounds per hour; while upon | ae oe ee 

|| the patent mill there was a discharge of 383 D. S. Williamson, = years afterwards 

\| Ibs. in five minutes, or 362 Ibs. per hour— | But the scientific world seems to have been 

| Te ren hry on at expe | i, shot in Pa Pre 
! ig he. te mat a eek oa a | of fish was fecundated after ejection by the 

|| was even more fayorable as regarded the | ner mer - — 

i gall og sent a A ae | the vital power, and even when dead two 
2 : : 

j on the flat principle for one hour, ascer- | ee, eee ee a 

{ at see ae ee te, SUPT Tbe thus introduced into new districts, and 
1 suls: : . . 

| "Sona mi (3) wet. |" B.oethe i ma 
! ry tre 7 y a “ | pamphlet, on the artificial production of 

j Ditto (No. a 3 « | fish, was published by Reeve & Co., which 
i a tN se} | called particular attention to the one 

i fF The Washington Sentinel says there adoption of the joint discoveries of tl a 

i is only one stone in the Washington Monu- German professor and the Scottish garden- | 

'| ment contributed by the fair sex for inser- er, in filling the French streams and aan | 

‘| tion in the column, and this bears the in- with millions of fish of the most valuable | 

‘| scription, kind. , | 
i} Ses industry her grateful tribute pays, Mr. Boccius last year undertook the at- 
} i ted trout 
| Tohim whose valor won us prosperous days, | duous task of transporting fecunda\ 

Ya
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|| spawn to New Zealand. Gravel was placed| and artificial, seems positively more won- 
in large iron boxes, with a supply of river) derful than their power of production. 
water, in order to effect the necessary The breeders of fish artificially in this 

change; for in water totally stagnant the} country, are Mr. Boccius, Mr. Gurney, of 
|| fish will not be produced. Owing to the Carshalton, and Mr. Young, of Lockshin. | 
| warmth of the atmosphere, in the journey ‘What should hinder the plan being tried 

| the young were produced before the ordi-| by the landed proprietors near the sides of i 
| nary time. The usual period varies from|all the rivers in this and the sister king- || 
| 70° to 100 days, according to temperature;|dom? and especially why not try to intro-  - 

but in this case we believe Mr. Boccius|duce the salmon into rivers where it has || 
\ found them produced in about 42 days.|not yet been found? Mr. Shaw appears i 
| The effect of a stream was obtained by | certainly to have been the first to show the i 
{ constant dropping from a tank above the| parr and the smoult to be only stages of |! 
' iron box; the water in which was, we be-| the salmon; and to prove that by the eon- | 
i lieve, purified by the valisneria. struction of side ponds, with a small stream 

| The originators of the French practice | running over them, with sufficient water to 
|| were two fishermen of the name of Gehin| keep them covered, but not to be too deep |! 
i and Remy,of La Bresse,who, finding the fish | so as to tavor the development of the spawn I 

fail in their streams, began to collect the| vith as much rapidity as possible, the I 
|| spawn and apply the milt themselves, whicl | vork will be done. The small fish will || 
| they deposited in boxes or baskets full of| hus be preserved from their larger enemies I 

| holes, and placed them insituations of safe-| itil they have an opportunity of shifting i 
! ty in running streams, A French paper} etter for themselves, and vast supplies | 
| says, “Applying this operation, the year | vill be afforded to the sea, to return again, | 
| afterwards to a great number of fish, the, | ‘ither to the same spot, or most certainly i 
| obtained several thousand trout; and in: | o the same river, in another year. The i 

| year or two more the number had literal; | :risle, or young salmon of from 2} to Slbs. || 
' increased to millions.” veight, has been sent to market, the spawn \ 
| The French government considered th: | ‘om which they have come having only i 
| matter of sufficient importance to take i | een deposited’ in the preceding October i} 

| up, and these two fishermen were take: | + November, three months of this to be / 
| into its pay, and made to apply the princi | lowed for hatehing—and often a longer ij 
' ple to the streams of the distrie’s we hav. | eriod. A grisle, weighing 6 Ibs. in the | 
| mentioned. The same paper goes on t: | sonth of February after spawning, has, in | 
| sty :“They have done so with the mos | s return from the sea in Sept. weighed ‘| 
H singular success; rivers and lakes, in whiel 7 ‘3 lbs.; and, according to Jessie, a salmon |, 
| there were no fish now literally teem witl | ry of April will in June weigh 4 Ibs. and , 
4) them.” a August, 6 Ibs. i 
; The plan isto be farther encouraged Taking the rapid growth, the immense | 
1 A commission cf savens is appointed t | powers of reproduction, and the command } 
| Superintend the process. Salmon, perch | which the artificial production seems to have | 

tench, aud even lobsters are to be domes-| 1pon the fish, we hardly know a subject of |: 
licated—so far at least as being bred and] sreater national importance than the en- | 

j Teared, out of the reach of their numerous] couragement of these experiments—if so // 
|) enemies, chey can now be called, after success so |: 
| Perhaps no animal will multiply so fast | abundant. | 
, the fish, The tench produces 33,000] We would strongly urge the thorough /| 
| ©ggs, the mackerel 546,000, the cod fish] investigation of the subject, and the con- . 
| 1,857,000. The herring produces also] struction of breeding-ponds near the heads 
| vast numbers, and, if only 2,000 of any] of our principal rivers, properly secured. | 

! one of these came to perfection, there would] The experiment has interest in itself enough | 
\ be in ‘the seeond year, 12,009,000, in the] to repay the trouble—for expense there | 
| third, 2,000,000,000. To protect, only|secms to be but littlek—and, if Jacobi be ; 

| therefore, is to insure the production of] right, almost every purchaser of a male | 
millions of fishes; but how any fish now] and female salmon has the power of put- i 
happens to escape their enemies, natural) ting the process into operation. Might not |. 
EEE, 

a
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the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-|sense, practical book: on the table; with | 
land investigate the subject with profit is some of our fine daily and weekly papers, ; 
advantage both to landlord and tenant? | You may smile; but these inducements, 

a — and the comfortable and pleasant air of | 
A Chapter for Old Farmers the apartment would bring the family often- 

aniae er together after the day’s toil; by degrees 
Can any body tell why country people so they would lift the covers of the books, , 

universally and pertinaciously persist in liv-}and turn over the newspapers. Constant 
ing in the rear of the house? Can any| interchange of thought, feeling and opin- 

| one tell why the front door and windows| ion, with discussion of the important and 
| are never opened, save on the 4th of July | engrossing questions of the day, would ne- 
and Thanksgiving time! why Zedekiah,| cessarily follow. 
and Timothy, and Jonathan, and the old| The village tavern keeper would proba- 

farmer himself, must go round the house} bly frown upon it: but I will venture to 
in order to get into it? why the whole| predict for the inmates of the farm-house a 

family, (oblivious of six empty rooms,) take} growing love for “home,” and an added 
their “vapor bath,” and their meals, simul- air of intelligence and refinement, of which 

taneously in the vicinity of a red hot cook-| they themselves might possibly be uncon- 

ing range, in the dog days? Why the vil-| cious” [Fanny Ferys 
lage artist need paint the roof and the $n 
spout, and the window frames, bright crim-) DEATH OF JOHN DELAFIELD. 
son, and the doors the color of mermaid’s — 
tresses? Why the detestable sunflower, Another ardent, zealous and most untiring 

(hich I never an forgive Tom Moore | 3 tance ns ar J 
ak ee) — always pe in the} Delafield, President ofthe N.Y State Agri- 

len ? y the ungraceful prim pop-| cultural College, departed this life. at his resi- 
Ee fit emblem of a stiff old bachelor, is gente ee Hill, Seneca soaniy, on Saturday 
preferred to the swaying elm, or drooping | °"h-08 ae See an ery Pe wee 38 
willow, or majestic horse chestnut ? oie to the family of the de- 

e g 5 distant friends—for he 
T should like to pull down the green win-| expired very suddenly, after wa few min- 

dow curtains, and hang up some of snowy | utes illuess, of disease of the heart. Mr. D. | 
muslin. I should Ji hi ‘i was about sixty yearsofage. Few particulars 

h eer eee ee = PED | have reached us, as the Sainfal qnuelligence 
the hall door, and let the south wind play was received by telegraph. A private etter 
through. I should like to go out into the] which we received from Mr. Delafield only two 
woods, and collect fresh, sweet wild flowers| days before his death, indicated vigorous health 

| to arrange in a vase, in place of those de-| and enthusiastic zeal in the cause he had so 
funct dried grasses, aud old maid “everlast- ey. sspoused ane ably Promoved Truly, 
* - _* in the midst of life, we are in death!” 
ings.” I should like to show Zedekiah how) “jn the death of Mr. Delafield, the Agri- 
ooet —— _ _ coe eae an oa interests of Wesiern New York, the 
embryo lounge; 1 shou: e to stuff it| State, and indeed the whole country, sus- 

H with cotton, and cover it with a neat “patch.” tain a loss—while the event will be sincerely 

| Tehould like to cushion all the chairs af Per h aen eareeeene eoeate 
. . a Ss. aa e- 

! ter the same fashion. Then J should like,} fore said in these pages—“Such men as Mr. 
| when the white-haired old farmer came} Delafield are rare—would that each county in 
panung, up the road at twelve o clock, with | the Stale pomeeen one he could and would do 

i 4 7 ii as much as he has for Seneca—and wherever Le eae ae ee seas neg | and whenever found. shout reecive the dix 
: ? : Mm; Set! tinguished honor to which they are entitled.” 

| = bowl of bread and milk before him, and | —Moore’s Rural New Yorker. 
after he had disscusesd it, coax him (in- aan: 

stead of tilting back on the legs of a hard} He alone is truly great who is so by virtue of 
! chair,) to take a ten minutes nap on my | intrinsic qualities. The adroit employment of 
| model sofa,” while I kept my eye on the artifice and falsehood may for a time deceive 
' clouds to see that no thunder shower played but that fine intuition which tests character 

| the mischief with his hay. ee ee | 
! I should like to place a few common! man as heis. preg on dang oarerersiial | 

|
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| R E 6 z P E S Heaves 1x Horses—A subscriber in || + 

. Hamburg, S.C. sends us the following re- 

| Curs ror Cxarrep Hanps.—Take | “Pe for heaves in horses; for which he will 

| three drachms se gum camphor, three do, | accept our thanks: t 
| spermaceti, and two ounces olive oil—put| «Take tai 

- ed ae tia the fire, where | the point ee, eee 
they will melt slowly and form a white oint- | out the horse’st raises! 

| ment in a few minutes. If the hands be i tic oooh 

effected, anoint them on going to bed, and oe aoe ——— -_ ae * 

, puton a pair of gloves. A day or two also, the same quantity of ground i 

| will suffice to heal them. three times a week, mixed with his feed, 

| gar A Spanish remedy for cancerous | for ove month. The horse to be only mo- 

| complaints is said to be composed of the derately worked. The remedy has cured 

pi SAF egg, mixed to a thick paste with | Many cases—[Farmer and Planter. 

ine sal : 
i v To Remove Bors rrom Horses.—Last 

gf It is stated that raw eggs and milk | summer as some young china trees reared 

are a sure remedy for almost any kind of] their tops above the top of the palings of 

poison taken into the stomach. This is | my horse lot, I discovered that one of my 

i ns do a deal of good if| horses was eating of it, Being busily en- 
ee rs . e - 
— eres aes —— : os gaged in the duties of my profession, I 

4 y é into your | drove the horse some ten miles that eve- 

| serap-book. ning, and wassurprised to see at every evac- 

New Mone or Treatixe Locx-saw.— uation of the bowels, the large number of 

Mr. John King, of the Clearspring District, bots, or grubs, and small worms which pass- 
| the Hagerstown Herald says, was bitten on ed off. Knowing the anthelninthie prop- 

the wrist by a hog, a week or two ago. erties of the china tree, I was led to attrib- 

Several days after he was taken violently ute the effeet at once to it, so I gathered 
ill with lock.jaw. Dr, Macgill, of Hagers- some of the green leaves of the china tree || 

town, was called in, who immediately ad- jand tried it on my other horses, and it pro- | 

ministered chloroform, and laid the wound | duced the a effect : I also noticed my | 

| freely open, applying an emollient poul- | horses improved in appearance, &e. | Thave | 

tice, and continuing the chloroform with |sinee tried the above, and always with cer- // 

| opium. In five hours, under this treatment, | tain good effect. J. E. Bynp, M.D. | 

the spasms were arrested, and Mr. King is | ~{Southern Cultivator. i 
v entire a re t 

| now entirely recovered. Petr Ror 1» Sueer.—This affection | 

Inrautiece Recipe vor Coxps—In the | atises from exposure to cold, wet weather || 
| season of colds and coughs, the following and hard keeping or poverty. The skin | 

recipe from the Northern Farmer will be | becomes so weak, as neither to be able to |! 

| of some benetit to the afflicted. The Farm- secrete the wool, or perfectly formed yolk; || 

| er says: the wool falls off from the parts affected, || 

It was prescribed for us when we were and the yolk presents the appearance of a | 
| sufering from a congh, and it seemed as if | Mere seurf. i 

| we were on the brink of consumption; no|  Treatment.—! | 

i gereabion or'rest, day or night. We took asah fis aki Seas" ee 
|) > od Bey cured in three days: soap ard water, so as to dislodge the seurf, | 

1 ecipe.—One table spoonful of molasses, | and then an ointment, made ‘of one part |! 
| two teaspoonfuls castor oil, one do. parego | tar, and three or four parts oil or oe i 

| ss : > | 

me one do spirits camphor. Mix and take | should be applied to the parts affected— iH 

ee Sometimes it will be necessary to apply a 

| £27 A piece of alum about the size of flannel covering to the parts from which 
/@common marble, pulverized and mixed | the wool has fallen. Full feeding and a i 

| with a wine glass full of brandy, is said to | W4"™ stall will generally complete the eure, || 

| be a sure cure for the ague. —{Canfield. 
eee SS — eee
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HORTIC ULTURE pay them out on the order of the Execn. 

» — |tive Committee. 
|. Ant. V. . The Executive Committe shall 

Fruit Growers Meeting at Whitewater. have the the general supervision and direc. 
In accordance with resolutions passed at tion of the affairs of the Association, and 

a meeting of Fruit Growers, held at shall appoint a serene coramaite, | 
Watertown on the 7th of Oct., a meeting conseone eb onecpalom imieachiconnty-in I 
convened at Whitewater, Friday the 18th the State. - z 4 
of Nov., at 10 o'clock, A. M,, for the pur- Arr. Vi The Executive Committe shall 
pose of organizing a Fruit Growers Ass appoint and give due notice of an Annual 

wanton’ exhibition, at which time the anual meet- 
Tie Chairman being absent, the meet- |28 shall be held, for the election of offi 

ing was calied to endes by the appoint- cers and the transaction of such other busi- 

ment of R. W. Parker as Chairman. oe ce Ceo 
After some remarks from E. B, Quiner, ee Pee ered ae explanatory of the objects of the meeting, meimber of this association by an annual 

Soa anotacn aE ras ©" | payment of one | dollar into the Treasury, 
Resolved, That 9 Fruit Growers associa- Arr. VIIL This Constitution may be 

tion be formed, and that a committee of Sra ee aortas bye 
three be appointed by the chair, to draft a | ™YO"Y, o eon pent 7 
constitution—whereupon the chair appoint- ee es ne ewes 
ed as such committee, Messrs. Gifford, Mil- |° all be to attend the anne ens and iP eet ee , bring thereto specimens of any fine fruits 

On motion, the meeting abjourned to |i their possessions and scions of any new 
two o'clock, P.M. S varieties, which in their opinion are worthy 

Two o'clock, P.M., the meeting re-assem- alee mao, . apt | Bled: when the! Gommitise nubasuct’e After the adoption of the Constitution, 
| Constitution,. which, after some _amend- j the following persons were elected Officers 

ments was adopted as follows: ee eas dent. 
CONSTITUTION. = Cay 

Anr. 1. This Society shall be called the | HSS S e aimee 
Wisconsin Fruit Grower's Association. E.G. Hacc eae sice 
Ant. IL. The object of this Association eae Horses of gator ‘ | 

shall be the introduction of new and su- Sa hea ! 
perior fruits, and the interchange and dis- aa Ricor diab Recvet z i 
semination of knowledge respecting those Marx Maectt eck 
varieties best adapted to the climate and “is diese Sb ; 
soil of this State. HOB Gomes bhietanon, 

Arr. III. The Officers of this Associa- re sane st hae aay 
tion shall consist of a President, three Vice- r of Milwauk. j 
Presidents, a Recording Secretary, a Cor- ah Piceae bes one ' 
respoding Secretary, a Treasurer, and an ‘ — Teak 

ee Committee, consisting of three Cael eo pi vatkes ! persons 3 | > ‘ASLEMAN, Waukesha, ! 

Art. IV. The President, or in his ab- ee a ener OE 
sence, one of the Vice-Presidents, shall per- Resolved, That the papers throughout | 

forn. the customary duties of a presiding the State, be, and are hereby requested to) 
officer. The Recording Secretary shall publish the proceedings of this meeting. 

keep an accurate record of the proceedings pees eae at of the Association. The Corresponding | Starw Bens are generally improved by i 
Secretary shall correspond with similar so-| being boxed at the side, or stitched thro’ | 
cieties, and fruit growers, and elicit such in- like mattrasses. 
formation asshal] further the interests of | | Savsaces.—The best_proportions are 3 
the Association. The Treasurer shall take |!bs. salt, 10 oz. sage, 10 oz. pepper, to 
charge of the funds of the Association and |€very 100 Ibs. chopped meat.— Housewife. 
oe
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Hyerenic Quatities or tHE Grarz—| following it with the largest size subsoil 
'In the vineyard districts of France and|plow, about as much deeper, This is a 
| Spain, the Hygienic properties of the grape; cheap and effectual mode of deepening 
| are well known. The free use of this| the soil Of course his land is thorough- 
| fruit, as we are advised, has a most salutary | ly drained and in constant cultivation. We 
| effect upon the animal system, diluting] gather this from a statement in the N. Y. 
| the blood, removing obstructions in the liv- | Agricultor. 

er, kidneys, spleen, and other important Saueaaaaree ee 
| organs, giving a healthy tone and vigor to Milk for Manufacturing. 

| the circulation, and generally augmenting ia : ‘ 
i the strength of the entire animal economy. Milk now possesses other offices besides 
| In diseases of the liver, and especially in the production of butter and cheese and 
| that monster compound  afiliction, dyspep- the flavoring of tea. r It has made its way 
| sia, the salutary and potent influence of a into the textile factories, and bas become a 
| “grape diet” is well known in France—|V#luable adjunct in the hands of the calico 

| The inhabitants of the vineyard districts| P"ter and the woolen manufacturer. In 
| are never afilicted with these diseases; | the class of pigment-printing work, which | which fact, however, alone, would not be indeed is a species of painting, the colors 

| conclusive evidence of the medicinal quali-| #”° laid on the face of the goods in an in- 
| ties of the fruit of which they freely par- soluble condition, so as to present a full, 

| take, since peasant life is rarely marred brilliant face. Asa vehicle for effecting 
| with this class of ailments; but hundreds| this process of decoration, the insoluble al- 
| who are thus afflicted yearly resort to the bumen | obtained from eggs was always us- 

| vineyard districts for what is known as the] ©4; until Mr. Pattison, of Glasgow, found a | “grape cure,” and the result proves to be a| MOFe economical substitute in milk. For 
| cure, except in very long, protracted, and | this purpose buttermilk is now brought up, 
| inveterate cases, Which are beyond the| it large quantities. from the farmers; and reach of medicinal remedies. The invigo- the required insoluble matter is obtained 
| tating influence of the ripe grape, freely | ftom it at a price far below that of the egg i 

| eaten, upon the feeble and debilitated, is|@/bumen. ‘This matter the patentee has | | very apparent, supplying vigor and the called “lacbrine.” A second application 
"rose hue of health in the stead of weak-|f the same article—milk has just been 

|, hess and pallor, and this by its diluting developed by eee om of the re- 
| property, which enables the blood to cireu- | C¢X high price of olive oil. The woollen 

| late in the remoter vessels of the skin, manufacturers BES) BOW MSE, the high- ij ' 
| which beture received only the serous or| Priced article, mixed with milk. ‘This mix- / watery particles —[N. Y. Commercial. ture is said to answer much better than oil 

% a st pone, Pe mae fat coniained in the glo- | 
Hien @oncnee a _| bules of the milk apparently furnishing an 

derhill, of Crown Point, aul aa element of more powerful ‘effect upon the | 
attained high reputation in the Now York woollen fibres than the pure vegetable oil 
market for size and flavor, pays erecta alone. [London Mechanics’ Jour. 

| tention to the thorough preparati waa las coil, and keeps it in the dl otste = — Warentne Carrir.—Many farmers suf- | 
tility by manuring and deep culture, He fer a loss by not providing a good and con- | 
usually applies bone dust at the rate of yenient water for their cattle. An animal 
twenty-five bushels per acre, and uses lanes that is compelled to goa halfa mile over a 

ly a compost of swamp muck, rich loam, slippery road, and chased perhaps by dogs, 
leaf mould, sods, leaped - eanGne cannot gain in flesh by the operation. If 

| with stable manure. 1; ae pecw Beh a cow has to travel twice a day a half a 
| deainin aad aoe a eee La mile to water, and return, she travels two H 
on any soil if properly prepared. HZ é As miles a day j—or ten cows perform twenty 

) thirty acres in vineyard, and it is nearly all miles of traveling per day, and two thou- 
| ttenched three or four feet deep, but he re ore ee kt Ne x : 
now trenches by running a double Michi-| He that looses his countenance has no- / ; 
Sn plow some fourteen inches deep, and| thing left worth keeping, { | 

: 

‘ 
|
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SMD TENE SACRO EERO ES EE. | 

Chemistry of Plants. No. 6. © one fixed spot, and cannot quit it in order to | 

Ts seek in another place what may perhaps be | 
Uron WHAT DO PLANTS LIVE—FROM WHENCE wanting to them in their own locality. It | 

COME THEIR MATERIALS—wuaT IS THE EF- > 4 
FECT OF PLANTS UPON THE soi ox wurcn | therefore, they are to grow luxuriantly, the | 

‘MEY GROW, AND ‘THE AIR IN WHICH TuEY Live. | farmer must take care that their food lies near | 

Ter enough for them to reach it by their roots. In | 
BY PROF. 8. FP. LATHROP, M. D. fattening animals, the farmer is careful to sup- | 

aes ply them, in addition to good food, with warm | 

| Ir is not to be understood by our readers| sheds and suitable littering. He also provides | 
from the table of the composition of plants or | for their cleanliness and proper attendance, be- | 

crops of different kinds, in a previous number. | cause he knows that this care promotes and in- | 

that every kind of plant or crop, under any | creases their health and comfort, and that food | 
and all Sper eeors, will have in its com- | acts better upon a healthy beast than upon one | 

— precy — a of each dif-| tat is unsound. The ssme thing applies with i 
ferent material. ‘The poraponitinn of the same equal force in fattening plants. If they are 
kind of plant, if ripe and ina perfectly healthy required to grow in greater quantity and lux. 

state, is nearly the same in kind and quality, | urianee upon a field than nature alone admits, 

| whatever =. have been the ciroumstances of} 1 o¢ only must more nutritive material be placed | 

soil and climate where it has grown. This/ s+ their service, but at the same time, a more 
| general truth, however, is consistent with cer- grateful and appropriate domicil than the raw | 
} tain differences, which are of great importance; soil alone, mustalso be made ready for them— 

in their bearing upon the practice of agricul-| 71,4 soi in particular, must be sufficiently 
ture, deep, loose, warmand moist, in order that the 
We have already alluded to the fact that the | roots may duly spread, and the nutricious | 

different parts of the same plant differ in the| matter must be properly dissolved. When, 

| relative amounts and, also, inthe kind of ma | therefore, the farmer wishes to increase the 

terial which is found present in them; and that | natural fertility of his fields, two courses are to | 

the age, or the season of the year when the| be adopted—tillage of the soil and manuring. | 

examination of the plant is made, affordsa) 4 sain, there is a well established principle, 
aifforence in the aaeee ee —_ of material | 5th im the case of animals and of plants, that 

that is found present in it. We wish now to/ cortain elements are determined towards spe- 
speak more fully of the application of these] (+5, parts, as that the phosphates of lime and 
principles in the cultivation of crops and in the magnesia are determined to the essentially 

general management of the same. nutritive part of plants, and the modifications 
We may, as has already been implied in| produced by enriching the soil and improve 

what we have said, speak with propriety of | mentin the culture, are to be seen plainly in 

feeding plants as we do of feeding animals— | their accumulated quality. Cattle breeders 
Ht “If we give abundant and invigorating food to|and even fruit growers well understand this” 
|| an animal, it becomes vigorous and fat; on/| principle. The farmer will, in one process of 
i scanty and slightly nutritive food it continues | breeding, give you an animal possessing avy 

| poor and lean. It is precisely the same with| and every desirable quality, provided these 
piants. If they find al/ the substances which | qualities are not the antagonists or opposites of 

| they require for their nourishment and full de-| each other. Witness the perfection of an ani- 
velopement in abundant quantity and in suit-| mal for beef and for milk also. when properly 

| able form, in the soil and in the air, they will| bred, as seen in the improved short horn; and 

|| grow up more vigorously, and put forth more | for the yoke and beef as seen in vhe beautiful | 

branches, leaves, flowers and fruit, than when | andsprightly Devon. He can furnish you the | 

they meet with these substances, or even with | small boned and tender muscled animal pro i 

but one of them in insufficient quantity. By| perly marbled with fat, so desirable for beef, | 

rich and plentiful food the farmer fattens kis|or, at your bidding, he can farnish you the” 

cattle; by rich and plentiful food he can also| large formed animal duly provided and filled | 

fatten his plants. In this respect plants are| up with strong and elastic fibered muscles | 
placed in the same circumstances as animals |so well calculated for service. The fruit 
during stall-feeding. They are confined to | grower, to an almost unlimited extent, will 

SSS —————————————————
—— 
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\ change the qualities of his pears, peaches, ap-| condition. Thus, the benefit derived from the 
| ples and apricots, giving the shupe, flavor and | grinding or cooking of the food for animals, de- 
| coloring prescribed. So the agriculturist, | pends upon the fact of its greater solubility in 
| guided by similar principlesgean change’ the} these conditions. The digestive organs of the 

| qualities of his crops, giving us wheat with an | animal are ketter able to act upon such food and 
abundance of straw and a paucity of kernel, | to appropriate its material to their support — 

| and these covered with a thick, heavy cutile, | Often a large portion of unground food, such 
| which furnishes an abundance of bran and a|as most grains, are seen to be voided by the | 
|| moity of flour, and this flour deficient in glu-| animal unaltered. Especially is this the ease 

| ten, or the pastry part of flour, the important | with animals which have too hastily eaten 

ingredient which renders it valuable for food.| their food, or whose teeth have become injured 
| Or, on the other hand, by judicious and skilful | by age or otherwise. 

| caltivation, he can furnish wheat with its} That much, so voided, is of course of no | 
1 slight straws bowed with the weight of their| service tothe animal as nourishment, at least | 
| golden kernels, covered with beautiful, trans-| very little if any. Thus with the plant, it 
parent cutile, rich in glutenous matter should not only have food in sufficient quantity } 
We have not space to gofully into the illus-| and of proper quality and kind, but it should | 

, tration of these principles in the statement of | alsobe in proper condition to be apropriated by 
particular facts. Suffice it to say, that as a|theplant. Most manures act quickly or slow- | 
general principle, the leafy parts and roots of|1y upon plants as they are quickly or slowly \; 

| plants require and will appropriate to them- | soluble. \ 
selves in addition to nitrogen, alkalies and] Again, it is found to be equally true of plants |) 

| earth, such as potash and lime, while the seeds | and animals, that there are what physicians i 
| willappropriate to themselves phosphoric acid style pathological states, by which is meant a | 
compounds and nitrogen. It will not, there-| diseased state or condition, induced by various || 

| fore, seem strange, on this principle, that some| agents to which they are subjected, such ag | 
| manures, as experience has demonstrated to| dropsies or superabundance of fluids, chlorosis, | 

every observer of cultivation, occasion the | rickets, softness or brittleness of the bones, &e, | 
| growth more particularly of the stalks and | in animals. Some of these diseases are pro- i 
|| leaves, while others tend to the abundant pro-| duced either by the presence of too much of || 
|, motion of seed. some element, or an absence of other elements. lI 

| Plants, therefore, in the earlier stages of ex-|_ The only remedy in such cases, is to correct I 
istence require the former kind of food, while} the disproportion and restore the due equilibri- || 
in the latter periods, when they are coming to/ um by proper remedies. Just so, also, we may | 
maturity and ripening their seed, the latter) have diseased states of plants, either by a super- | 
kind of food is appropriate. Among the sub-| abundance or deficiency of some of the elements | 

| Stanees belonging to the former class, may be| furnished them by the soil, and the only remedy i 
| mentioned ammoniacal salts of all sorts, good | in these cases is like that in the former—a proper { 
guano, superphosphate of lime, urates and soot, | equilibrium must be restored. And now, howis { 

| putrid animal substances, as blood, flesh and| this to be done? In the latter case just as in i 
| urine, and fermented stable manure, especiallY | the former! To the animal, the deficient ma- i 

| of sheep and horses, together with the salts of | terial is administered directly, a8 2 medicine or | 
|, Potash, wood ashes, building rabbish, soap-suds, | as food, while the superabundant element is | 
| dishwater, &e, &e. Among the latter we abstracted, either directly or by the mediation 

| Would mention burnt bones, raw bones, bone| of medication. So in the plant, that which is 
| dust, superphosphate of lime, decayed leaves | wanting must be put within the reach of the | 

| and wood ashes. suffering vegetable, that it may take it up and 
i Another principle intimately associated with incorporated it into its own tissues and grow 

i the above, of much importance in this fattening thereby, and the element acting injuriously 
; of plants, and which is also well illustrated by| upon the delicate fibres and tissues of the ten- 
the feeding of animals, should be mentioned.—| der plant, must be removed; or, which is the 

| Itis a well known fact to every animal physi-| more practical way for the farmer, must be 
l Ologist, that the food of the animal is much changed in its character, and thus, rather ren- 
jn easily digested when it is in a soluble ' dered harmless by being made inactive; or: 
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De eeceeesnemneersencisnabcemena cas repel ihe gees tedemten——| 

|) which is better, beneficial, by furnishing a prop- | physiology, which includes not only the opera- | 

i er pabulum for the growing plant. Thus, the | utions carried on in the plantitself, but in all | 
|) salts of iron are sometimes so abundant in the/ its relations to the werld about it. Nothing | 
| soilas to be injurious to vegetation. These | would contributegmere to the interest of agri- | 
|| are, however, easily neutralized, or even ren-| culture, and to the education of the agricultor, 

| dered useful asa fertilizer, by the simple appli-| enobling both him and his pursuit. 

| cation oflime. The salt of iron most usually |~ oe 

) present isin the form of a sulphate, and by the Flowers and Shade Trees. | 
! application of lime, a chemical interchange — 

|| takes place, by which sulphate of lime—or real I seldom see two people envy one an- 

, plaster of paris—and a simple oxide of iron are| other seriously about their flower-beds or | 
| formed, the former of which substances is ade-| shade trees. There is a kind of religious, | 
| sirable fertilizer, and the latter a desirable el-| humanizing, generous effect in loving the | 
; ement in soils. beautiful things of nature, that makes us | 
| One point more, and we shall have finish-| love to see everybody have them; while | 

| ed what we have to sayupon the chemistry| those who stake their respectability on | 

| of plants, and their relation to soils, &e: All| dress or house-keeping, almost universally | 
| farmers know well the fact, which chemical | dislike to see others approach cheir stand- | 

|, analysis of crops fully demonstrates, that some ard, or rival them in their boasted sphere, 1 
| cropsare more exhausting to the land than| This shows that learning to love the beauti- | 
| others. ful things of nature, beautifies our spirits— | 

| Now, many farmers are fearful of these ex- while priding ourselves on bright tin pans, | 
| hausting crops and regard themas unprofitable. well scoured floors or costly furniture, dis- | 
|, It is true that they require more fuod, or a Aa er ae eaten iy) 
| greater quantity of manure than crops in gen- house that has its shade trees, its shrubbe- i 

" eral, but they furnish a proportionally more ry and flowers, has hallowed memories to | 
! % win back the hearts of its warderers, and 
|| Valuable crop from the same extent of surface.|) . > . s i 
|. It is the tendency of all crops, ifremoved en- brighten tere floomiest hours. The wo- | 
hs = vho fails to have a green spot and ; 
| tirely from the land, to exhaust it. A crop _— ee ae f 
thoes oe “ shade at her door, fails in one important 
! which incorporated into itself comparatively E tee di « saeet dae home | 

| few materials, would be artivel, apex pene iie=tae a raaee ere ' AMAIIAIS; OMENS OLMDATT ST: | will not be so endeared to its inmates as it 
jt tess rap. « Vegrationyaseodole, #5 ceubagee | otherwise would be! True, the outside dec- 
; garded asa form of matter capable of being) orations should chiefly belong to man’s la- 
| used for food, either for man or beast, and it bor; but very many men will not plant a 

| derives a great value in this form, from the fact tree or flower, who could be tanght to love * 

| that it is composed of materials in their origin-| them and add to them if some one would , 

| al form, wholly worthless as food, but which| begin. So, girls, do not scrub and cook I 
; are converted by the powers of the plant into] and scour, until you have no time left to» 

this usable and therefore useful form. Now,| plant a tree or vine, and flower! Little ! 
| the more of this waste matter which the plant/ care will suffice them when once planted: 

| willconvert into itself, and thus render it value-| and they will do more to beautify and | 
| able for food, the more valuable the plant—jadorn your home than the contents of a_ 
| To cease their cultivation, therefore, would] tin pedlar’s cart, polished every Saturday, ' 
| belike stopping a paper-mill, or runningit only | until they dazzle you and outshine the | 

k half the time, because. forsooth, it used up rags! | neighborhood. _ [Mrs. Swisshelm. | 
| while the interest of the moncy invested in the eee i 
|| millisthe same whether it is run or not. Fsepixe Domestic Anmats. If one 

| These latter remarks might have been made} cow daily treads three pounds of hay un- | 
with equal andperhaps more propriety, in con-| der foot in mud, she will waste about 3 i 

|, nection with our remarks respecting the use to | hundred pounds per month; or a herd of 
. be made of the farm, in the last numb er. twenty cows waste a ton per month. Aty 
\- In closing thesearticles, we can but urge up | this rate, how many times every ten years, | 
| on our farmers the importance of making them would the quantity wasted pay the ex- 
selves fumiliar with the principles of vegetable| pense of making feeding boxes and racks! 
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1 RS TABLE Warer-Core anp Purexorocicar Journals: | 

| E DITO «| —We can say no more in praise of these works i 
{| thanwe havesnid before. Volumes 17 and 19 || 
| To Sunscriners—If any of our subscribers} commence with the New Year. i 

|| are deficient in any numbers of the current vol-) Lapis Wreata ann Parton Axnvat.—The | 
|| ume, they will be supplied free of charge by | November No. of this popular mouthly is on | 

|| informing us what numbers are missing. hand, filled as usual with a cholee varicty of | 
| parenr Orrice Report vor 1852—3:—We|literary reading and neatly illustrated with / 
| are in receipt, through the politeness of the| Plainand colored plates. I 
|| Hon. Chas. M.son, Commissioner of Patents,| Mxcnanics Macaztyr.—Tho November No. |; 
|| the Patent Odice report for 1852—3, in two] is on our table filled with the usual variety of | 
|| volumes of about 500 pageseach. It is a very | matter for mechanics and artizans. This is q | 
i yaluable document, and is much better got | most useful work. t 

i up, mechanically, than any of its predecessors.| Mr. Peabody, editor of the Soil of the South, jj 
| We have not had time since its reception to| mentions a new kind of watermelon, which he | 

| give it a thorough perusal, but from the exam-| calls the orange-watermelon, and prenounces it | 

| ination we have made, feel safe in saying] a very singular, beautiful, and excellent melom | 
| that it embodies a very great deal of useful in- By cutting into the rind, as you peel an orange Hi 

\| formation, and abounds in statistical facts ofan | the entire skin pecls off, leaving the whole pulp |} 
i} important nature,—Agricultural, Commercial unbroken, which, with care, may be divided ut 
| and Mechanical. into quarters, just as you divide an orange. i 

| Curckens.—Mr. Jeremiah Curtis of Root} Batt & Post’s Currivaron—Mr-. Isaac At- | 
| Creek, Milwaukee Co., has sent usa fine pair| wood, of Lake Mills, has purchased the right | 

|| of Cochin China Chicks. Mr. C. will accept | to manufacture and sell this Cultivator in the t 

\|our thanks for the present. If the birds} Counties of Rock, Dane, and Jefferson. Mr. i 

| sent us from Mr.©’s. yard may be taken asa} A will sell to:n or individual rights. Cul- | 
i fair sample of his stock, we would advise those | Vators will be delivered in Janesville, free of | 

i in quest of fine fowls to pay hima visit. Mr‘ | transportation—Price, $10. i 

| Curtis isbreeding the Black Spanish, White! To Prevest Rannrrs &c, rro Banxino | 
|| Skanghois and Brama Pvotras, from stock ob-| Frurr anv orner Tress.—As the time is ap- 
| tained from Eben Wright of Boston, whose | proaching when our fruit trees are endangered |} 
|| teputation as an importer of fine fowl stands! by rabbits and mice, the following, which we | 

| high. clip from the Genesee Farmer, may be wortha 

| Gopy’s Lavys Boox—This ever welcome | trial: Make atolerably thick quick-lime white | 
| monthly for December is on our table with its wash, with plenty of salt or brinein it, and ap- 
| usual promptness. This number is a rich me ply plentifully after the leaves have fallen or || 
| and more than sustains the enviable reputation | the ground has frozen. It need not be ap- { 

Won by former issues. Too much cannot be/ plied higher up the tree than two or three feet. i 

| aid in praise of this work. ebhs January No. PREMIUMS AWARDED aT 1HE LaTE Horse | || will commence the Forty Ninth Volume. Now es I || isthe time t dinwvoumsabactiations, ConveNTION AT Srrimeorrecy.—A mong the | 

i ee ae, sae premiums awarded at the late Horse Fair held 
| Aericutruran Appress—We are in receipt | at Springfield, we notice the following: i 

| of the Address deliveredjpefore theRacine Co,} Colts. Stallions of three years old—tst | 
| Ag. Society, at the late fair, by Carron S| premium of $50 to John L. Briggs of Spring- | 

\ Cuasr, Esq. It is a common sense, practical | field. | 
i document—such as does honor to the author. Pairs of Ponics. First premium of $50 to J. | 

Scnooz Fertow.—This is one of the very i Briggs, e Sp paresiett 2 mone ee = | 

best publications we know of for the lit- Ses sings pases mesa, ciploma fo U. Goney, || 
tle fol Sas favorite | ° Richmond, N. H. | 

| ks, among whom it is a great favori : : 
Wherever introduced. We say to parents, sub- Geldings. Two years old and over—First i 
Scribe for it; you cannot make a better use of | Prem/um of $100 to Ebenezer Flagg, of Wor- \ 
$1. Evans & Britton,'N. Y, | cester; second premium of $50,to A. T. Smith
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oe 
|| of Worcester; a diploma to S. H Dumas, of| The next Fair of the Society isto be held at | 
| Concord, N. H. Fort Atkinson in an enclosure. 

i] Thorough-Bred ere ene ra Exreriments.—There is no way of making 
i premium of $100, to ‘Bob Logie,” owned by | improvements in farming but by experience — 
|| J-H. Hutchinson, Montreal, Canada. | If the farmer is iffformed of, or has conceived, a 
|| Blood Mares. First premium of $100, to) qifrerent and better method of culture or, 
ij “Lady Digby,” owned by James ‘Turner of Bos- | management in any branch of his farming, he 
I ton; 2d, of $50 to “Lady Sussex,” owned by is to test the goodness of that method by ex. | 
\ Dr. G. Bunting, Lewis Co, N.Y. : | periment; and, if these prove successful, he may 

i\ Stallions, of seven years and older. First | congatulate himself cn having performed an act 
|) premium of $200, “Cassius M. Clay.” owned by | which is serviceable to his country and honor- 
i J. H. Goodwin of Kentucky. 2d, of $100, to! a) to himself.—Furmer’s Assistant, 

iH “Morrill Horse,” owned by F. Morrill of Dan- | cen Gude, Teens ek. boon ca hi. 

te veo oe ee ee | called the chijol, a very fine wood, which, a 1 

fete eee — ae | cording toa writer inthe “National Intellig- ' 
lees See riaweg wearin | encer” (W.D. Porter,) becomes petrified after | 

|| lot Morgan,” owned in Richmond, N. H.; Deer- | bei $ 
Fi os a. | being cut a very few years, whether left in the 

eee eee pide gaadiiigar line open air or buried. From this timber, houses 
i nctree ee ce — . | could be built, that would in a few years be- 
i veggies y sad ae sa eas | come fire proof, and last as long as those built 
oe ee Bele ucson'| of stone. The wood, in a green state, is easily 
| Walon; Ve; 24; of $00; 40 Mlying Morgan, | worked; it is used in building wharves, forts, 

|| owned in Mass. eo : a : : 
|| Matched Horses, First premium of $100, to | 
| Lewis Gale, Barre, Vt; 2d, of $50, to L. B Dantia.—The Dahlia was discovered in 

} Chapman, Windsor Locks, Ct; 4th, of $20, toS. | Mexico, by Humboldt, in 1798, and sent by 
i] C. Hall, Manchester, N. H. | him to the Botanic Garden, at Madrid, where | 
| Fancy Matched Horses. First premium of | it received its name in honor of the Sweedish | 

| $100, to D. Sanderson, of Somerville, N. Y, | naturalist, Dahl. 
|| 2d, of $50, Doty & Hubbard, Montplier, Vt, Tur Arrpce Crop in Great Brrraw.—An 
i Docs—A correspondent of the Michigan Englleh correspondent in a recent letter says: | 
| Farmer says “I have thenames of 13 farmers ‘Apples are unusually plentiful this season, oo} 

|| in this vicinity, who have had one hundred and | mpeh pains omnes See give them to their 
|! thirteen sheep killed by dogs.” milch cows and pigs, and find that they are 

il ai & | quite equal to potatoes for feeding purposes— 

| Sqemeaare: Cocxee; ome ee Fair of | For the first time since I left Rochester, (3 years 
y shiz ounty, on. the Shuchita copies since,) I have been luxurating on apple sass, 
| was read stating that J. C. Beard had raised and thinking of the good old times in Western 

|| eighty. bushels of corn to the acre—seventy | wew York. For the last fifteen monthé it has 
i ponnisiorbe bushel. done nothing here but rain, rain, rain, making | 
|| Jurrerson Co. Ac. Soctery.—At a meeting | rare times for umbrella makers, buss men and | 
| of this Society held at Fort Atkinson, the fol- | doctors” F } 
|| lowing gentlemen were chosen officers for 1853-} [[ Sos idea of the value of apples as an | 

|| MILO JONES, Fort Atkinson, President. | article of profit to the farmer, may be found in| 
i EASES ata ieee the fact that no less than 17,000 barrels have 

 Geones P. Masox, Fort ‘Atkinson, Treas. | been poxohesed by: two. buyers: chiefly’ in the | 
|| S C. Warren, Fort Atkinson, Correspond- eee Kirkland, Marshall, and Agusta, 
|| ing and Recording Secretary. (Oneida Co,) and shipped east to market— i 
i C, Bartlett, Milford; H. H. Wilds; John The amount received is probably $20,000. | 

i Wentworth, Koshkonong; N. P. Parsons, Cold| The Central Railroad has over twenty-six | 
Spring; George Blanchard, Lake Mills; Girard | miles of freight cars, in constant use. Yet even 

| Crane, Oakland; Mr. Dey, Hebron; Myron | this does not accommodate the vast busines? 
Smyth, Sullivan; Enias D Masters, Jeffer- | that offers itself, and new cars are constantly 

i son, Executive Committee. in process of construction. F 

ee
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INDEX TO VOLUME V. 
| 
| | 
| Renn 
| 

| 
| Address to Patrons, 1] Bee Hive 126 Agricultural Convention, State 25| Bees, Habits of 196 

Apple, New Seedling 37 | Bees, Feeding 218 
Agricultural Societies—Racine 26) Barns 219 
Fond du Lac, Do. 26| Bergey’s Threshing Machine 212 | Animals, Protection of 27 | Copper, Discovery of 23 

|| Auger, Improvement in 83 | Cultivation in Orchards 36 | Apple, The Perry Russet 86 | Cranberries, Upland 39 | Agricultural Society, State 64 | Coffee, its value 55 
; Agricultural Society, U.S. 97 i Chess and Wheat 35 

| Agricultural Society, State 1} Corn, over estimate of : 154 
| Agricultural Axioms 155 | Clover seed 151 | A Good Suggestion 204 | Carrots, value of 150 | 
| Ashes for Manure 199| Clover Hay, making of 159 
| Agricultural Knowledge 202/ Chemistry of Plants, No. 1. 160 | | Apple Scions 206/ Corn, Value of good Seed 74 | 
| Agricultural schools in Virginia 207 | Cooked food for Cows 91 | 
| Atkin’s Self Reaper 231) Cisterns, 98 | | Apples, Early Red of Indiana 229! Coates’ Cultivator, 112 
| Aphides, when and where they lay their Corn, Cultivation of, 100 
| eggs, 229) Core Worm, 108 
| Amount of Food required by Animals, 129 Cuttings, French mode of planting 109 | 

| Agricultural Socie'y, State 121 | Cement for hog-troughs, feed-boxes, &e., 7| 
_ Agricultural Socicties, County 122] Charcoal Pit Bottoms, s | 
| Apple Paring Machine 123 | Churns, 17} | A Reason, 243 | Cattle and Produce, prices of 176 i 

| Aligator Skins, 252 | Clover, Red, Cultivation of 177 | 
| Animals, Diseases in Ke. 269 | Cabbage plants, working of to make good | 
j Animal Grafting, Experiments on 269 heads 184 ; 
| Barley, How to raise 30 | Chemistry of Plants, No. 2 185 
Butter from Cows fed on Hay 91| Change of timber 130 
Bob’s Notion of Book Farming, 107| Cooked Food for Cows 127 
Butter, Rancid 154 | Chess, a remarkable instance 196 
Blackberries, culture of, 16| Chimneys, Right way to build them 197 
Bee Moth, protection against 176 | Chemistry of Plants, No. 3 209 
Blight and Insects 180 | Cows Shedding Milk, How to prevent 105 
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Cherry Festival 209 | Fowls, Raising and Management of 54 i 
'| Chamomile, 242 | Fodder, value of corn for 159 H 

}| Cultivator, Ball & Post’s Premium, 243 | Farming, Tired of 155 | 
i Currants, how to have large, 243 | Fruit trees, Dwarfing of 156 | 
i| Cattle, Diseases of—Innoculation, 251 | Flowers, color of 158 | 
| Corn, Measuring in the Crib, 257 | Flowering, increase of heat ia 159 | 
i] Chemistry of P-ants, No. 4, 233 | Fences 76 | 

‘| Classification of Manures 229 | Green House in winter, nj 

|] Chloride of Lime a Preventive of Smut 236] Grape Vine—Isabella, how to shield it in i 

i Cocoa Nut Tree 237] winter, 15 | 
iH Chemistry of Plants—No. 5, 258 | Grafting the Lilac on the white Ash—the 

i] Cattle, Watering 277 Currant on thehard and soft Maple 
|| Combination Mill, Kellogg's 267 | —the Peach on the Plum 183 | 
HH Chemistry of Plants No. 6. 278 | Grape Culture 183 

| Dairy House, il | Gruels for Improving Cattle iL 
}| Draining Tiles 29 | Gates, Improvement in 134 

4! Doctoring Cattle 122 | Grafts bearing the first year 204 
|| Disease in the Horse 128 | Grape Vines, Look to 205 
ii Deep Plowing and Heavy Seeding 195 | Grass, High Culture for 277 

i Domestic Animals, Feeding 280 | Grape, Hygienic qualities of the 277 
| Diseases of Domestic Animals 57 | Grafts, Cutting of-Training the Grape Vine 86 
|; Domestic Economy 67 | Grass for Slough Lands 7 

if Devon Heifer 75 | GarlJen Work—gencral directions for spring 
| Dwarfing Frait Trees 87 i work 88 

|| Drainage, Effect on Temperature of Soils 218 | Gypsum or Plaster, 106 i 

|| Eliptic Spring Joint, 173 Good Cow 51 
|, Experiments with Milk Pans 221! Gardens, Management of 63 | 
it Evergreens, Pruning of 33 | Gum and starch 154 || 

|| Evergreens, Transplanting of 39 | Green House Plants, Compost for 32 
\| Editor’s Table, 21, 44, 92, 114, 136, 164, 187, | Grape Vine, Management of 34 

i! 212, 238. 261, 281 Grape Vines, Grafting of 38 i 
| Flouring Mill, Portable 247 | Horses, Shoeing of, 20 

| Franklin Fund, 251 | Hedges, Maclura, 109 
| Fowl Fever, 97 | Hogs, The right kind of 90 | 

i Fowls, Large, 106 | Horticulture, Setting Trees, Preparation of 
| Feeding Stock, 4 Soil, Scions, Grafting, Strawberry Beds, 

{| Farm House. 5 Mulching, Pruning, Low Heads, Crops. 
4 Parm Accounts 172 in the Orchard, &c., &c, 84 
| Fruit, how to raise it every year 182 | Hens, Flesh for 41 

| Fattening Animals 129 | Hoax Sl 
| Fence Posts 197 | Hops, Raising of 58 

| Food for Cattle, Cut and Ground 200 | Horticultural,—Management in the Nursery 
\ Flax, Winter 201| —Importation of trees, &e. 60 | 

|. Fruit Growers’ Meeting 204 | Hot Beds. how to make and manage 63 
i Frozen Regions, Vegetation of 222 | Horticultural Premiums 62 | 

|| Fish, Artificial production of 272 | Hogs, New Breed of, 245 
|! Flowers and Shade Trees 280 | Hams, Beef, and Venison, Curing of, 251 | 

|| Fruit Growers Meeting 276 | Horses, Careful use of, 257 | 
H Flour, Improvement in Manufacture of 271 | Horticultural—sayings and doings of the i 
| Farming, 39] Northwestern Fruit Growers’ Associa- i 
| Fowls, Shanghai and Bantams 52| tion, 2 | 

| Field Book of the Revolution 57 | Horse Shoe, Interfering, 9) 

| Farmers Clubs 57 | Honey Trees in California, 8| 
| Fallacies, Selection of Pumpkin Seeds 53 | Hogs, Live and Dead Weight of 178 
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| Hogs, raising of good ones 177 | Manufactures of the Merrimac 216 
|| Hint tothe Farmer 129 iN ew Year, Suggestion for, 2 i 
i Hay, Cut and Uncut, Effects of feeding 200 | Oat Straw, Is it injurious to Milch Cows, 20 | 

| Hops, Cultivation and Raising of 220 | Ox and Horse, comparison between for Ag- { 
| Horticulture 228| ricultural Labor, 3 |i 
| Immigration, our duty, 101 | Oregon Farming 170 | 

i Improvement for House Keepers 81! Oat Flour 203 |; 

| Ice Houses 32 | Old Farmers, A chapter for 274 

| Mlinois farming 151 | Our Fifth Volume and our Sixth 265 

| Implements and tools 155 | Oats and Carrots, Value of for stock 82 |i 
\ Influence of Plants upon the roots of Fruit Osage Orange, Experiments with, &c. 89 i) 

i| Trees 156 | Orchards in winter, Treatment 37 |} 

| Insects—Plum Tree Warts 158 | Orchards, Liming of 62 |, 
| Items for farmers 179 | Ozier Willow. Cultivation of 55 | 
|) Insects destructive to Trees and Fruit 130 | Ozier, Stripping of 55 I 

|| Improvement in Dairy Stock 131 | Potash water for trees 62 i 
| Insects 204 | Plum Trees, Diseases of 62 || 
| Important Discovery in grafting the Plum 228 | Potatoes, Keeping of for summer uso St | 

| Jagger’s Improved Water Wheel, 104 | Plants and Animals—Deep Plowing at | 
| John Delafield, Death of 274 | Plow, Rotary 56 | 

|| Knowledge, its effects on Agriculture 130 \ Poultry and Poultry Shows, 103 
| Kettles, Improvement in making 172 | Poultry, Management of, 105 i 

| Lime Water, Cure for Carbonic Acid Gas 268 | Profitable Vine, 105 | 

|, Laying off Surfaces 267 | Peach Tree Borer, 108 | 

|, Live and Dead Weight of Cattle 198 | Plants, selection of their food—Rotation | 

| Lime on Sandy Soils 134| of erops, 112 || 
|| Life Insurance 135 | Plaster, Use of it 78 | 

| Large Sheep, 171 | Plaster, Effects of 78 | 
| Laboring Man 170 | Plaster or Gypsum "7 | 

| Large Lambs, 102 | Pruning, Some new ideas about 33 | 
| sime, how to use, 106 | Parsnips and Carrots 149 i 

4 Large Porkers, 111 | Posts, Duration of 152 | 

| Lime, a Fertilizer, fo) Sane water 195 |) 
Labels for trees 62 \ Pruning, cae 157 || 

Lime water for hens 67 | Plum Trees, Diseased 157 | 
Liquid Fertslizers for Choice Plants 32) Blow, May s'Steel Improved Li 

| Lake Superior 30 | Phenowenon, Singular 163 i 

Lime, its use in Agriculture 39 | Plants, Spontaneous, 2413 | 
|| Lasting Machine 42 | Pomological Association, 252 || 
Lead Mines of Wisconsin 163 } Produce going acrcss the Atlantic, 260 | 

1 Man's Food. 111 | Pork Tubs and preserving pork, 4} 

Milk for Manufacturing 277 | Plow, double mould board, 7 
Mushroons, Cultivation of 34 | Pumpkin Seeds, Selection of, 7 i 

Minnesota Salt Rigion 152 | Pouliry Remedy, 11 |) 
Miscellaneous Items, Receipts, &c. 68 Pears on phan Stocks ena 

| Minnesota, : 245 | Pruning Grapes in Summer - 184 
| May Apple, 252 | Prospects of the Season 169 i 

Milk and oil for Wool 179 | Poultry, treatment of , 176 i 

|| Milk, Souring of, how to prevent isq4 | Post Timber and Post Setting 175 | 
i Minnesota, her prospects 174 Planting Trees, not too deep = | 

|| Minnesota, Condensed Correspondence Pigs, Raising of ae | 
i from 174 | Pork Barrels : 130 | 

i Manure, Its Value to Western Farmers 193 | Profitable and Skilful Culture 206 | 
| Model Farm 295 | Preserved Milk, Coffee and other Extracts 236 | 
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| Plan for a Poultry House 232|Sand, Manuring with Clay, 248 | 

| Portable Mills 226 | Stock Breeding 50 | 

| Quinces, Pear-shaped ~ 205| Sheep, Cost of Wintering 150 | 

| Ross’ Conical Grist Mill 198 | Striped Bugs 156 | 

| Recipes 211 | Straw as a covering 61 || 

| Right Education of Horses 296 | Sash Supporters, Elastic Roller 77 | 

| Recipes 135 | Stock and Wook 27 

| Rowle’s Gennet 18], Swine, Leicestershire 31 | 

| Raisins, home made 181| Sifting Machine 34 || 

| Roses, how to save them 182| Sheep, Tar for 35 | 

| Raising Lopped Horns 131| Swine, Parsnips for 38 | 

| Rhubarb, ¢| Sheep, Fine Wool vs. Coarse 75 || 

Russet apple, wild 61 | Soils, Deterioration of 79 | 

| Rye Flour, 107 | Silica in Vegetables 92 

| Raising, 10 | Sugar, First Manufactured in the U.S. 83 

|| Raising stock, the Blackleg, 99 | Seed, Advantage of a change of 90 | 

| Raspberry Bush, perpetual bearer 38 | Sheep Raising 76 

|) Roofing, New method of 43| Susceptibility of Animals to Atmospheric 

I Recipes 275 changes 81 

| Short Horns 217 Sandy soils, Management of, 102 

| Sorrel, How to get rid of it 224] Tricks of Animals, 110 

|, Strawberries, Potting 230 | The Borer, 811 | 

|| Sheep, salting of 196 | Turnip Fly 144 

i Swine, feeding of 201 | Tomatos, destructive effect if growing gear 

| Sheep, French and Spanish Merino 194] Grape Vines 36 

| Suffolks and Essex Pigs 194] The Earth. Plants and Man 230 

|, SheepSkins, How to cure with the wool on 195 The Horse Trade 227 
|, Sage Roots, How to Preserve them 206 | Trees killed by Potash 20 

} Sack Elevator 997 | Tanneries, American 170 

| Sore Teats in Cows 129 Tires, how to keep on wheels 178 

|, Sour Food re yog| Texas as a Grazing Country, 246 

| Stock, raising of Calves 173| Timothy Grass—its Culture, 257 

| Stock, Raising of 184 | Vegetables, Thinning out 153 

| Stooking Grain 171| Vegetables, Nutritious property of, 10 

| Stacking Grain 179 | Wheat with Corn 151 

| Strawberries 1g2| Wheat for the English Market . 207 

| Swine, heavy boned, wheremay be found, 4 What shall I do for a Living 124 

|, Sheep, French Merino, g| Warmth, promotes fat, 10 

|, Sheep, A word to keepers of, 6 | Wheat and Chess, out 

|; Smoothing Iron, Self-heating, 7| Wheat, the Crop of Ohio, 246 

|| Science, its importance to the farmer, 19 | Wisconsin State Fair—List of Premiums i 

|, Scratches or Grease on Horses, 29| Awarded, 249 

| Soils, Arrangement of, is} Wisconsin State Fair, 40 

Soils, 241 | Wool. future prospect, and how to grow it 532 

| Sult for Horses, 242 | Wheat, how to protect it in winter 49 

i} % | 
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| 288 ~ WISCONSIN FARMER, AND December, | 
ee 

| 

i 

| | | j 

\ ce 

| : 
i Poe Bs a 
\ ea aw) 
| EA eh) i 
\ LS a ere i) SS ; 

| GENTLEMEN! FARMERS!! 
i Here we are on the =~ 

i WEST SIDE OF THE RIVER, AT THE SIGN OF THE 

| =RAMMOT BOOT 
i Ready to serve yeu with any thing in our line as GuEaP ‘As ANY OTHER Esrantt 
|) ment in the city. 
| a 
i WE DO NOT PROFESS TO SELL AT COST, 

i Nor do we pretend tohave more Boors and Sozs on hand than can be found in all 
the storesand shops in town; but we think we have got as many as you will 

ii want this fall, and we will try to have a few left in the spring, 
‘| provided we can find coop workmen enough in the state 

il to make them for us. Having received the 
| 

| BMASe WABI 
{| 

| At the late Rock County and State Fairs, we make bold to say, that, in quality, our work 

| 
i 1 1 x x | CANNOT BE SURPASSED 
i by any of our neighbors. But do not rest satisfied with our say so—come, ONE 
;, and AZZ, and rey a pair or two, and know by experience that what we say is 

| rrvus. We will not enumerate the different kinds and styles of work on 

i hand. -Siffice it to say, we have every thing in our line, from the 

i BEST CALF BOOT, WORTH $6,50, TO A TWO SHILLING CACK! 

i Also, a fine assortment of RUBBERS and OVER-SHOES, and the best lot of 
i LADIES’ GAITERS in the city—varranted. 

| All kinds of Work made to order with neatness and dispatch. 

| AZ At the sign of the BIG BOOT, next door to Coorxy & Bascoox, west side of 
the river, Janesville, Wisconsin. gy ¥ 

November Ist, 1853. BUCKINGHAM & RICHARDSON. 
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